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PART II 

HISTORICAL GREECE 
(Continued) 

CHAPTER LXVIII 

SOKRATES 

THAT the professional teachers called Sophists in Greece 
were intellectual and moral corrupters-and that much cor
ruption grew up under their teaching in the Athenian mind
are common statements which I have endeavoured to show to 
be erroneous. Corresponding to these statements is another, 
which represents Sokrati~s as one whose special merit it was to 
have rescued the Athenian mind from such demoralising 
influences ;-a reputation, which he neither deserves nor 
requires. In general, the favourable interpretation of evidence, 
as exhibited towards Sokrates, has been scarcely less marked 
than the harshness of presumption against the Sophists. Of 
late, however, some authors have treated his history in an 
altered spirit, and have manifested a disposition to lower him 
down to that which they regard as the Sophistical level. 
M. F orchhammer's treatise-' The Athenians and Sokrates, or 
Lawful Dealing against Revolution '-goes even further, and 
maintains confidently that Sokrates was most justly condemned 
as a heretic, a traitor, and a corrupter of youth. His book, 
he conclusions of which I altogether reject, is a sort of retribu
wn to the Sophists, as extending to their alleged opponent the 

me bitter and unfair spirit of construction with that under 
hich they have so long unjustly suffered. But when we 

impartially consider the evidence, it will appear that Sokrates 
eserves our admiration and esteem, not indeed as an anti

Sophist, but as combining with the qualities of a good man, a 
force of character and an originality of speculation as well as 
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of method, and a power of intellectually working on others 
-generically different from that of any professional teacher
without parallel either among contemporaries or successors. 

The life of Sokrates comprises seventy yea~s, from 469 to 
399 B.c. His father Sophroniskus being a sculptor, the son 
began by following the same profession, in which he attained 
sufficient proficiency to have executed various works; especially 
a draped group of the Charites or Graces, preserved in the 
Acropolis, and shown as his work down· to the time of 
Pausanias.l His mother Phrenarete was a midwife, and he hac 
a brother by the mother's side named Patrokles. 2 Respecting, 
his wife Xanthippe, and his three sons, all that has passed into! 
history is the violent temper of the former, and the patience. 
of her husband in enduring it. The position and family of 
Sokrates, without being absolutely poor, were humble and 
unimportant : but he was of genuine Attic breed, belonging to 
the ancient gens Diedalidre, which took its name from Dredalus 
the mythical artist as progenitor. 

The personal qualities of Sokrates, on· the other hand, were. 
marked and distinguishing, not less in body than in mind. His . 
physical constitution was healthy, robust and enduring, to an 
extraordinary degree. He was not merely strong and active as 
an hoplite on military service, but capable of bearing fatigue or 
hardship, and indifferent to heat or cold, in a measure which 
astonished all his companions. He went barefoot in all 
seasons of the year, even during the winter campaign at 
Potidrea, under the severe frosts of Thrace ; and the same 
homely clothing sufficed to him for winter as well as for 
summer. Though his diet was habitually simple as well as 
abstemious, yet there were occasions, of religious festival or 
friendly congratulation, on which every Greek considered 
joviality and indulgence to be becoming. On such occasions, 
Sokrates could drink more wine than any guest present, yer 
without being overcome or intoxicated.3 He abstained, or. 

, p . . s . I ausamas, r. 22, ; rx. 35, 2. 
2 Plato, Euthydem. c. 24, p. 297 D. f 
8 See the Symposion of Plato as well as that of Xenophon, both of whi< } 

profess to depict Sokrat~s at one of these jovial moments. Plato, Syn \ 
posion, c. 31, p. 214 A; c. 35, &c., 39 adfinem; Xenoph. Symp. ii. 26- ~ 
where Sokrat~s requests that the wine may be handed round in small cupo \ 
but that they may succeed each other quickly, like drops of rain in < 
shower. Compare Athemeus, xi. p. 504 F. 

The view which Plato takes of indulgence in wine, as affording a sort oi 
test of the comparative self-command of individuals, and measuring the 
facility with which any man may be betrayed into folly and extravagance-
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principle, from all extreme gymnastic training, which .required, 
as necessary condition, extraordinary abundance of food. 1 It 
was his professed purpose to limit, as much as possible, the 
number of his wants, as a distant approach to the perfection of 
the gods, who wanted nothing ; to control such as were natural, 
and prevent the multiplication of any that were artificia1. 2 

His admirable bodily temperament contributed materially to 
facilitate such a purpose, and assist him in the maintenance of 
that self-mastery, contented self-sufficiency, and independence 
'of the favour 3 as well as of the enmity of others-which were 
essential to his plan of intellectual life. His friends, who com
municate to us his great bodily strength and endurance, are at 
the same time full of jests upon his ugly physiognomy-his flat 
nose, thick lips, and prominent eyes, like a satyr or Silenus.4 

We cannot implicitly trust the evidence of such very admiring 
witnesses, as to the philosopher's exemption from infirmities of 
temper ; for there seems good proof that he was by natural 
temperament violently irascible-a defect, which he generally 
kept under severe control, but which occasionally betrayed him 
into great improprieties of language and demeanour.5 

and the regulation to which he proposes to submit the practice-may be 
seen in his treatise De Legibus, i. p. 649; ii. p. 671-674· Compare 
Xenoph. Memorab. i. 2, I ; i. 6, ro. 

1 Xenoph. Memorab. i. 2, 4· TO p.€v {rrrepe!T8!ovTa {nr<p7roviiv &..,..e~oKl
p.a(e, &c. 

2 Xenoph. Mem. i. 6, ro. Even Antisthenes (disciple of Sokrates, and 
the originator of what was called the Cynic philosophy), while he pro
nounced virtue to be self-sufficient for conferring happiness, was obliged to 
add that the strength and vigour of Sokrates were required as a further con
dition-alrrdpK'l .,.17" &.pe.,.nv -.rpos •uliatp.ovlav, p.11'S•vos 7rpo1Tii•op.lv'lv g.,., p.n 
Ti)s :::ewKpaTtKi)s liTxvor-vVinckelman, Antisthen. Fragment, p. 47 ; Diog. 
Laert. vi. I I. 

3 See his reply to the invitation of Archelaus king of Macedonia, indicat
<ng the repugnance to accept favours which he could not return (Aristot. 
Rhetor. ii. 24). 

4 Plato. Sympos. c. 32, p. 215 A; Xenoph. Sympos. c. 5; Plato, 
Theretet. p. 143 D. 

6 This is one of the traditions which Aristoxenus, the disciple of Aristotle, 
heard from his father Spintharus, who had been in personal communicat10n 

t ~ith So~rates. See the Fragm~nts of Aristoxenus, Fragm. 27, 28; ap. 
• rag. H1st. Grrec. p. 280, ed. D1dot. 
S It appears to me that Frag. 28 contains the statement of what Aristoxenus 
' eally said about the irascibility of Sokrates ; while the expressions of 
Fragm. 27, ascribed to that author by Plutarch, are unmeasured. 

Fragm. 28 also substantially contradicts Fragm. 26, in which Diogenes 
·asserts, on the authority of Aristoxenus-what is not to be believed, even if 
Aristoxenus had asserted it-that Sokrates made a regular trade of his 
teaching, and collected perpetual contributions : see Xenoph. Memor. i. 2, 
6; i. 5. 6. 
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Of those friends, the best known to us are Xenophon and 

Plato, though there existed in antiquity various dialogues com
posed, and memoranda put together, by other hearers of 
Sokrates, respecting his conversations and teaching, which are 
all now lost.1 The ' Memorabilia' of Xenophon profess to 
record actual conversations held by Sokrates, and are prepared 
with the announced purpose of vindicating him against the 
accusations of Meletus and his other accusers on the trial, as 
well as against unfavourable opinions, seemingly much circu
lated, respecting his character and purposes. We thus have 
in it a sort of partial biography, subject to such deductions 
from its evidentiary value as may be requisite for imperfection 
of memory, intentional decoration, and partiality. On the 
other hand, the purpose of Plato in the numerous dialogues 
wherein he introduces Sokrates, is not so clear-and is ex
plained very differently by different commentators. Plato was 
a great speculative genius, who came to form opinions of his 
own distinct from those of Sokrates, and employed the name 
of the latter as spokesman for these opinions in various 
dialogues. How much, in the Platonic Sokrates, can be safely 
accepted either as a picture of the man or as a record of his 
opinions-how much, on the other hand, is to be treated as 
Platonism-or in what proportions the two are intermingled
is a point not to be decided with certainty or rigour. The 
'Apology of Sokrates,' the 'Kriton,' and the 'Phredon' (in so 
far as it is a moral picture, and apart from the doctrines 
advocated in it) appear to belong to the first category ; while 
the political and social views of the 'Republic,' the cosmic 
theories in the 'Timreus,' and the hypothesis of Ideas, as 
substantive existences apart from the phrenomenal world, in 
the various dialogues wherever it is stated-certainly belong to 
the second. Of the ethical dialogues, much may be probably 
taken to represent Sokrates more or less platonised. 

But though the opinions put by Plato into the mouth of 
I see no reason for the mistrust with which Preller (Hist. Philosophire, 

c. 5, p. 139) and Ritter (Geschich. d. Philos. vol. ii. ch. ii. p. 19) regard the 
general testimony of Aristoxenus about Sokrat&s. 

1 Xenophon (Mem. i. 4, 1) alludes to several such biographers, or col
lectors of anecdotes about Sokrat&s. Yet it would seem that most of these 
Socratici viri (Cicer. ad Attic. xiv. 9, I) did not collect anecdotes or con
versations of the master, after the manner of Xenophon ; but composed 
dialogues, manifesting more or less of his method and ~Oos, after the type of 
Plato. Simon the leather-cutter however took memoranda of conversa
tions held by Sokrat&s in his shop, and published several dialogues pur· 
porting to be such (Diog. Laert. ii. 123). The Socmtici viri are generally 
praised by Cicero (Tusc. D. ii. 3, 8) for the elegance of their style. 
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Sokrates are liable to thus much of uncertainty, we find, to our 
great satisfaction, that the pictures given by Plato and Xenophon 
of their common master are in the main accordant; differing 
only as drawn from the same original by two authors radically 
different in spirit and character. Xenophon, the man of action, 
brings out at length those conversations of Sokrates which had 
a bearing on practical conduct and were calculated to correct 
vice or infirmity in particular individuals; such being the 
matter which served his purpose as an apologist, at the same 
time that it suited his intellectual taste. But he intimates 
nevertheless very plainly, that the conversation of Sokrates 
was often, indeed usually, of a more negative, analytical, and 
generalising tendency ; 1 not destined for the reproof of positive 
or special defect, but to awaken the inquisitive faculties and 
lead to the rational comprehension of vice and virtue as refer
able to determinate general principles. Now this latter side of 
the master's physiognomy, which Xenophon records distinctly, 
though without emphasis or development, acquires almost 
exclusive prominence in the Platonic picture. Plato leaves out 
the practical, and consecrates himself to the theoretical, 
Sokrates; whom he divests in part of his identity, in order to 
enrol him as chief speaker in certain larger theoretical views of 
his own. The two pictures therefore do not contradict each 
other, but mutually supply each other's defects, and admit of 
being blended into one consistent whole. And respecting the 
method of Sokrates-a point more characteristic than either his 
precepts or his theory-as well as respecting the effect of that 
method on the minds of hearers-both Xenophon and Plato 
are witnesses substantially in unison : though, here again, the 
latter has made the method his own, worked it out on a scale 
of enlargement and perfection, and given to it a permanence 
which it could never have derived from its original author, who 
only talked and never wrote. It is fortunate that our two main 
witnesses about him, both speaking from personal knowledge, 
agree to so great an extent. 

Both describe in the same manner his private life and habits; 
his contented poverty, justice, temperance in the largest sense 
of the word, and self-sufficing independence of character. 

1 Xenophon, Memor. i. I, 16. Alrr~s o~ 11'Epl -rwv &.v6pw11'e(ow &.el 
Btel\.1-yeTo, O'Ko-rrWv Tl e Oo-e/3 Es, T[ O.u E {3 's, Tl JCaA6v, ..,.[ ala'xp&p· -rl Obcawv, 

1 -r( li.oucov· -ri lt.vllp(a, -ri lletl\la· -ri O'wcppocdwq, -ri p.avia· -ri rr6l\ts, -ri 'li'Ol\t-ruc6s· -ri 
' lt.px~ lt.v6pC:,11'wv, -ri lt.px•"~s lt.vepC:,'ll'wv, &c. 

Compare i. 2, 50; iii. 8, 3, 4; iii. 9 ; iv. 4, 5 ; iv. 6, r. d'ICD11"WV O'lw 
Tois uvvoilut, Tl EKatTToV et71 T6Jv l)vTwv, oV511foT, dl\17')1€. 
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On most of these points too, Aristophanes and the other comic 
writers, so far as their testimony counts for anything, appear as 
confirmatory witnesses; for they abound in jests on the coarse 
fare, shabby and scanty clothing, bare feet, pale face, poor and 
joyless life, of Sokrates.l Of the circumstances of his life we 
are almost wholly ignorant. He served as an hoplite at 
Potidrea, at Delium, and at Amphipolis; with credit apparently 
in all, though exaggerated encomiums on the part of his friends 
provoked an equally exaggerated scepticism on the part of 
Athenreus and others. He seems never to have filled any 
political office until the year (B.C. 406) of the battle of 
Arginusre, in which year he was member of the Senate of Five 
Hundred, and one of the Prytanes on that memorable day 
when the proposition of Kallixenus against the six generals 
was submitted to the public assembly. His determined refusal, 
in spite of all personal hazard, to put an unconstitutional ques
tion to the vote, has been already recounted. That during his 
long life he strictly obeyed the laws,2 is proved by the fact that 
none of his numerous enemies ever arraigned him before a 
court of justice: that he discharged all the duties of an upright 
man and a brave as well as pious citizen, may also be confi
dently asserted. His friends lay especial stress upon his piety, 
that is upon his exact discharge of all the religious duties 
considered as incumbent upon an Athenian. 3 

Though these points are requisite to be established, in order 
that we may rightly interpret the character of Sokrates-it is 
not from them that he has derived his eminent place in history. 
Three peculiarities distinguish the man. 1. His long life 
passed in contented poverty, and in public, apostolic, dialec
tics. 2. His strong religious persuasion-or belief of acting 
under a mission and signs from the gods ; especially his 
Dremon or Genius-the special religious warning of which he 
believed himself to be frequently the subject. 3· His great 
intellectual originality, both of subject and of method, and his 
power of stirring and forcing the germ of inquiry and ratiocina
tion in others. Though these three characteristics were so 

1 Aristoph. Nubes, 105, I2I, 362, 4I4; Aves, r282; Eupolis, Frag
ment. Incert. ix., x., xi., ap. Meineke, p. 552; Ameipsias, Fragmenta, 
Konnus, p. 703, Meineke-Diogen. Laert. ii. 28. 

The later comic writers ridiculed the Pythagoreans, as well as Zeno the 
Stoic, on grounds very similar: see Diogenes Laert. vii. r, 24. ~ 

2 Plato, Apol. Sokr. c. r. NvP E-yw rporrov Ewlli<~<a.<TT~p<ov lt.Pu.{3t/31)~<a., 
lT'IJ ")'E")'OVWS w!leiw MlioJ.L~Kov-ra.. 

8 Xenoph. Memor. i. r, 2-20; i. 3, I-3· , 
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blended in Sokrates that it is not easy to consider them separ
ately-yet in each respect, he stood distinguished from all 
Greek philosophers before or after him. 

At what time Sokrates relinquished his profession as a 
statuary, we do not know; but it is certain that all the middle 
and later part of his life, at least, was devoted exclusively to 
the self-imposed task of teaching ; excluding all other business, 
public or private, and to the neglect of all means of fortune. 
We can hardly avoid speaking of him as a teacher, though he 
himself disclaimed the appellation : 1 his practice was to talk or 
converse-to prattle or prose,2 if we translate the derisory word 
by which the enemies of philosophy described dialectic conver
sation. ERrly in the morning he frequented the public walks, 
the gymnasia for bodily training, and the schools where youths 
were receiving instruction. He was to be seen in the market
place at the hour when it was most crowded, among the booths 
and tables where goods were exposed for sale : his whole day 
was usually spent in this public manner.3 He talked with any 
one, young or old, rich or poor, who sought to address him, 
and in the hearing of all who chose to stand by. Not only he 
never either asked or received any reward, but he made no 
distinction of persons, never withheld his conversation from 
any one, and talked upon the same general topics to all. He 
conversed with politicians, Sophists, military men, artisans, 
ambitious or studious youths, &c. He visited a!~ persons of 
interest in the city, male or female : his friendship with Aspasia 
is well known, and one of the most interesting chapters 4 of 
Xenophon's Memorabilia recounts his visit to, and dialogue 
with, Theodote-a beautiful Hetrera or Female Companion. 
Nothing could be more public, perpetual, and indiscriminate 
as to persons, than his conversation. But as it was engaging, 
curious, and instructive to hear, certain persons made it their 
habit to attend him in public as companions and listeners. 

1 Plato, Apol. Sokr. c. 2 r. p. 33 A. lyw o~ otoc!<T"'"ll.os p.~v oboevbs 
.,c:,,.o7'E lyevO}L'TIV: compare c. 4, p. 19 E. 

Xenoph. Memor. iii. II, 16. Sokrates-i,.•<T~<c:,,..,..,, .,.tw ~av7'ov l1.1rp"y
p.o<TVV7)v-Piat. Ap. Sok. c. 18, p. 31 B. 

2 'Aoo"-<<TX<iv-see Ruhnken's Animadversiones in Xenoph. Memor. 
p. 293 of Schneider's edition of that treatise. Compare Plato, Sophistes, 
c. 23, p. 225 E. 

3 Xenoph. Mem. i. r, ro; Plato, A pol. Sok. I, p. 17 D; 18, p. 31 A. 
oTov 01! JJ.Ol OOICEi, 0 e.~. ~}LE 'TV 11"0l\.Et 11"pOct7'€8EL!<EVat 'TOLOV'TOV 'TLPa, ts V}LOS 
i-y<!pwv ""l 7rE!8wv, 1<al ovEto!(wv £va fl<au7'ov ouoev 7raVo}Lat, .,.~, f}p.lipav 
Ol\.7)11 7raV7'axov 7rpO<Ti<a8[(wv. 

' Xen. Mem. iii. 1 I. 
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These men, a fluctuating body, were commonly known as his 
disciples or scholars; though neither he nor his personal 
friends ever employed the terms teacher and dzsaple to describe 
the relation between them.1 Many of them came, attracted by 
his reputation, during the later years of his life, from other 
Grecian cities; Megara, Thebes, Elis, Kyrene, &c. 

Now no other person in Athens, or in any other Grecian 
city, appears ever to have manifested himself in this perpetual 
and indiscriminate manner as a public talker for instruction. 
All teachers either took money for their lessons, or at least 
gave them apart from the multitude in a private house or 
garden, to special pupils, with admissions and rejections at 
their own pleasure. By the peculiar mode of life which 
Sokrates pursued, not only his conversation reached the minds 
of a much wider circle, but he became more abundantly 
known as a person. While acquiring a few attached friends 
and admirers, and raising a certain intellectual interest in 
others, he at the same time provoked a large number of per
sonal enemies. This was probably the reason why he was 
selected by Aristophanes and the other comic writers, to be 
attacked as a general representative of philosophical and 
rhetorical teaching ; the more so, as his marked and repulsive 
physiognomy admitted so well of being imitated in the mask 
which the actor wore. The audience at the theatre would 
more readily recognise the peculiar figure which they were 
accustomed to see every day in the market-place, than if 
Prodikus or Protagoras, whom most of them did not know by 
sight, had been brought on the stage. It was of little import
ance either to them or to Aristophanes, whether Sokrates was 

1 Xenophon in his Memorabilia speaks always of the companions of 
Sokrates, not of his discip!es-oi crvv6vTH a~njj-oi crvvovcrw.crTaf (i. 6, I)-
ol O'vvOtarpl~vwres- ol tTV'}''YL'Yv&,u.evol-ol ETa.'ipot-of. Of.LIAoVvTes airr~-ol 
CT!JV~8flS (iv. 8, 2)-oi p.e8' av-rov (iv. 2, I)-oi bn8vp.'I/Tal (i. 2, 6o). Ari
stippus also, in speaking to Plato, talked of Sokrates as 6 ha"ipos T,p.wv
Aristot. Rhetor. ii. 24. His enemies spoke of his disciples, in an invidious 
sense-Plato, Ap. Sok. c. 21, p. 33 A. 

It is not to be believed that any companions can have made frequent 
visits, either from Megara and Thebes, to Sokrates at Athens, during the 
last years of the war, before the capture of Athens in 404 B.C. And in 
point of fact, the passage of the Platonic Theretetus represents Eukleides of 
Megara as alluding to his conversations with Sokrates only a short time 
before the death of the latter (Plato, Theretetus, c. 2, p. 142 E). The 
story given by Aulus Gellius---.:that Eukleides came to visit Sokrates by 
night in woman's clothes, from Megara to Athens-seems to .me an 
absurdity, though Deycks (De Megaricorum Doctrina, p. 5) is inclined to 
beliel'e it. 
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represented as teaching what he did really teach, or something 
utterly different. 

This extreme publicity of life and conversation was one 
. among the characteristics of Sokrates, distinguishing him from 
all teachers either before or after him. Next was, his persua
sion of a special religious mission, restraints, impulses, and 
communications, sent to him by the gods. Taking th~ belief 
in such supernatural intervention generally, it was indeed 
noway peculiar to Sokrates : it was the ordinary faith of the 
ancient world, insomuch that the attempts to resolve phceno
mena into general laws were looked upon with a certain disap
probation, as indirectly setting it aside. And Xenophon 1 

accordingly avails himself of such general fact, in replying to 
the indictment for religious innovation of which his master was 
found guilty, to affirm that the latter pretended to nothing 
beyond what was included in the creed of every pious man. 
But this is not an exact statement of the matter in debate; for 
it slurs over at least, if it does not deny, that speciality of 
inspiration from the gods, which those who talked with 
Sokrates (as we learn even from Xenophon) believed, and 
which Sokrates himself believed also. 2 Very different is his 
own representation, as put forth in the defence before the 
Dikastery. He had been accustomed constantly to hear, even 
from his childhood, a divine voice; interfering, at moments 
when he was about to act, in the way of restraint, but never in 
the way of instigation. Such prohibitory warning was wont to 
come upon him very frequently, not merely on great, but even 
on small occasions, intercepting what he was about to do or to 

1 Xenoph. Mem. i. r, 2, 3· · 
2 See the conversation of Sokrates (reported by Xenophon, Mem. i. 4, 

15) with Aristodemus, respecting the gods-': What will be sufficient to 
persuade you (asks Sokrates) that the gods care about you?" "When they 
send me special monitors, as you say that they do to you (replies Aristodemus), 
to tell me what to do, and what not to do." To which Sokrates replied, 
that they answer the questions of the Athenians, by replies of the oracle
and that they send prodigies (-repa-ra.} by way of information to the Greeks 
generally. He further advises Aristodemus to pay assiduous court 
(O•pa,.•v•tv) to the gods, in order to see whether they will not send him 
monitory information about doubtful events (i. 4, r8). 

So again in his conversation with Euthydemus, the latter says to him
~ol o/, ~ ~cf!lcpans, ~o(ICaO"tV f-rt <f>tlctiCWTfpov 'lj -ro'is alclcots 
XP fj u 8 at, •t -y• p.17B€ '""P""rwp.•vot 07rb uov 7rpou1)p.o.lvovutv, 1!. n X Ph 
..-oLELV ICal & f."h (iv. 3, 12). 

Compare i. r, 19; and iv. 8, rr-where the fact of perpetual com
munication and advice from the gods is employed as an evidence to prove 
the superior piety of Sokrates. 

B 2 
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say.1 Though later writers speak of this as the dremon or 
genius of Sokrates, he himself does not personify it, but treats 
it merely as a " divine sign, a prophetic or supernatural 
voice." 2 He was accustomed not only to obey it implicitly, 
but to speak of it publicly and familiarly to others, so that the 
fact was well known both to his friends and to his enemies. It 
had always forbidden him to enter on public life: it forbade 
him, when the indictment was hanging over him, to take any 
thought for a prepared defence: 3 and so completely did he 
march with a consciousness of this bridle in his mouth, that 
when he felt no check, he assumed that the turning which he 
was about to take was the right one. Though his persuasion 
on the subject was unquestionably sincere, and his obedience 
constant-yet he never dwelt upon it himself as anything 
grand or awful, or entitling him to peculiar deference j but 

1 Plato, Ap. Sok. c. 19, p. 31 D. Tov'Tov oe o.t'Ttov lunv (that is, the 
reason why Sokrates had never entered on p11blic life) & bf-L•'is lp.oi'T 
'lro71.71.cfl<tS a1<711<00.'TE ,.0}\}\a.xov 71.E'YOV'Tos, 8n f-LOI liE'iOV 'TI Ka.l 
OO.tf-LOVIOV 'Y['YV€'TCJ.I, f) olj Ka.l lv 'Tji -ypacpji l,.II<Wf-L'f'OWV Me71.7)'TOS l-ypcl.l/to.'TO. 
'Ef-Lol oe 'TOv'T' eu'Tlv € 1< 'If at o o s a p ~ & f-L ev o v, cpwv-1, 'TIS 'Y''YVOf-LEV71, ~ S'Ta.v 
i'Ev1yrat, &el &.7to-rp€7ret p.e -roV-ro tJ Uv p.{AA.w 1rpc!-rTew, 1rpoTpf1rEL OE oihron:. 
ToiiT' ~uTlv 8 p.ot EvaJI'noV-rat ,.a 7roAtTtK?t. 1rpdrTetv. 

Again, c. 31, p. 40 A, he tells the Dikasts, after his Condemnation-'H 
-yap Eiwliu'i& f-LOt p.av'Ttl<~ 7J Toil oatf-Lovlou l v f-L < v ,. if 7r p 6 q II • v x p 6 v '£' 
wa.vTl 1r&.vv 7rVKV1} U.el ~v ~ecd 1r&.vu E;rl ap.ucpo'is Eva.VTtovp.EvTJ, 
d 'TI f-LE71.7I.Oif-LI f-Llj opews 1rpcf~€1V. Nvvl a< ~vp.fJe/37)KE f-LOI, li.'II'Ep 
Dpu'TE KO.l O.V'TO(, 'TO.V'Tf, li. 'YE olj o[1jf)E(1j /i.v 'TIS 1<al VOJl((E'TO.t ~IJ'XO.'TO. I<O.I<WV 
Elva•. 'Ep.ol OE oii'TE ·~tOV'TI i!w8EV o1Ko0•v i}vaV'Ttd!li'1 'T 0 'T 0 v e E 0 v 
(J' 71 p. E 7 o v, olin -ljviKa ttve/3atvov eV'Tavlio'i € ... 1 'TO OII<O.IJ''T-i,pwv, oii'T' lv 'Tcp 71.&-y'l' 
p.e71.7I.OV'Ti 'TI tpE'iV' I<O.('TOI EV /£71.}\0IS 71.6-yotS 'K071.71.axov o-1, f-LE 
~,.•(J'xe 71.e-yov'Ta f-LE'Ta~v. 

He goes on to infer that his line of defence has been right, and that his 
condemnation is no misfortune to him, but a benefit-seeing that the sign 
has not manifested itself. 

I agree in the opinion of Schleiermacher {in his Preface to his translation 
of the Apology of Sokrates, part i. vol. ii. p. 185, of his general translation 
of Plato's works) that this defence may be reasonably taken as a repro
duction by Plato of what Sokrates actually said to the Dikasts on his trial. 
In addition to the reasons given by Schleiermacher, there is one which may 
be noticed. Sokrates predicts to the Dikasts, that if they put him to death, 
a great number of young men will forthwith put themselves forward to take 
up the vocation of cross-questioning, who will give them more trouble than 
he has ever done (Plat. Ap. Sok. c. 30, p. 39 D). Now there is no reason 
to believe that such prediction was realised. If therefore Plato puts an 
erroneous prophecy into the mouth of Sokrates, this is probably because 
Sokrates really made one. 

2 The words of Sokrates plainly indicate this meaning: see also a good 
note of Schleiermacher-appended to his translation of the Platonic 
Apology-Platons Werke, part i. vol. ii. p. 432. 

s Xenoph. Mem. iv. 8, 5· 
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spoke of it often in his usual strain of familiar playfulness. To 
his friends generally, it seems to have constituted one of his 
titles to reverence, though neither Plato nor Xenophon 
scruples to talk of it in that jesting way which doubtless they 
caught from himself.! But to his enemies and to the Athenian 
public, it appeared in the light of an offensive heresy; an 
impious innovation on the orthodox creed, and a desertion of 
the recognised gods of Athens. 

Such was the Dremon or Genius of Sokrates as described by 
himself and as conceived in the genuine Platonic dialogues ; a 
voice always prohibitory, and bearing exclusively upon his own 
personal conduct.2 That which Plutarch and other admirers 
of Sokrates conceived as a Dremon or intermediate Being 
between gods and men, was looked upon by the fathers of the 
Christian church as a devil-by Le Clerc as one of the fallen 
angels-by some other modern commentators, as mere ironical 
phraseology on the part of Sokrates himself.3 Without pre
suming to determine the question raised in the former 
hypotheses, I believe that the last is untrue, and that the con
viction of Sokrates on the point was quite sincere. A circum
stance little attended to, but deserving peculiar notice, and 
stated by himself-is, that the restraining voice began when he 
was a child, and continued even down to the end of his life : it 
had thus become an established persuasion, long before his 
philosophical habits began. But though this peculiar form of 
inspiration belonged exclusively to him, there were also other 

1 Xenoph. Sympos. viii. 5 ; Plato, Euthydem. c. 5, p. 272 E. 
2 See Plato (Theretet. c. 7, p. I 5 I A ; Phredrus, c. 20, p. 242 C ; 

Republic, vi. ro, p. 496 C)-in addition to the above citations from the 
Apology. 

The passage in the Euthyphron (c. 2, p. 3 B) is somewhat less specific. 
The Pseudo-Platonic dialogue Theages retains the strictly prohibitory 
attribute of the voice, as never in any case impelling ; but extends the 
range of the warning, as if it was heard in cases not simply personal to 
Sokrates himself, but referring to the conduct of his friends also (Theages, 
c. II, rz, pp. Iz8, 129). 

Xenophon also neglects the specific attributes, and conceives the voice 
generally as a divine communication with instruction and advice to 
Sokrates, so that he often prophesied to his friends and was always right 
(Memor. i. I, 2-4; iv. 8, I). 

3 See Dr. Forster's note on the Euthyphron of Plato, c. 2, p. 3· 
The treatise of Plutarch (De Genio Socratis) is full of speculation on the 

subject, but contains nothing about it which can be relied upon as matter of 
fact. There are various stories about prophecies made by Sokrates, and 
verified by the event, c. II, p. 582. 

See also this matter discussed, with abundant references, in Zeller, 
Philosophie der Griechen, v. ii. p. 25-28. 
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ways in which he believed himself to have received the special 
mandates of the gods, not simply checking him when he was 
about to take a wrong turn, but spurring him on, directing, and 
peremptorily exacting from him, a positive course of proceed
ing. Such distinct mission had been imposed upon him by 
dreams, by oracular intimations, and by every other means 
which the gods employed for signifying their special wilJ.l 

Of these intimations from the oracle, he specifies particularly 
one, in reply to a question put at Delphi, by his intimate 
friend, and enthusiastic admirer, Chrerephon. The question 
put was, whether any other man was wiser than Sokrates ; to 
which the Pythian priestess replied, that no other man was 
wiser.2 Sokrates affirms that he was greatly perplexed on hear
ing this declaration from so infallible an authority,-being con
scious to himself that he possessed no wisdom on any subject, 
great or small. At length, after much meditation and a dis· 
tressing mental struggle, he resolved to test the accuracy of 
the infallible priestess, by taking measure of the wisdom of 
others as compared with his own. Selecting a leading poli
tician, accounted wise both by others and by himself, he 
proceeded to converse with him and put scrutinising questions ; 
the answers to which satisfied him, that this man's supposed 
wisdom was really no wisdom at all. Having made such a 
discovery, Sokrates next tried to demonstrate to the politician 
himself how much he wanted of being wise; but this was 
impossible : the latter still remained as fully persuaded of his 
own wisdom as before. "The result which I acquired (says 
Sokrates) was, that I was a wiser man than he, for neither he 
nor I knew anything of what was truly good and honourable ; 
but the difference between us was, that he fancied he knew 
them, while I was fully conscious of my own ignorance: I was 
thus wiser than he, inasmuch as I was exempt from that 
capital error." So far therefore the oracle was proved to be 
right. Sokrates repeated the same experiment successively 
upon a great number of different persons, especially those in 
reputation for distinguished abilities; first, upon political men 
and rhetors, next upon poets of every variety, and upon artists 

1 Plato, Ap. Sok. c. 22, p. 33 C. 'Efwl o€ TOvTo, &s l-y<!J </>'YJ!J.<, 1Tpo<at
'TQ:H:Ta< v1ro Tov 8eov 1Tp&..,..,.ew ~<:al ~" p. a V'T el w v H:al l ~ l v v 1r v £ w v, ~<:al 
1rav'T} .,.p&1r~', cp1rlp .,.[~ 'ITO'TE ~eal li.A.A.'f/ 8ela p.olpa O.v8p<!J1r'f' ~eal 
o 'T 1 o v v 1rp o u e.,. a~ E 'IT p a 'T 'T E 1 v. 

2 Plato, Apol. Sok. c. 5, p. 2I A. Sokrat~s offers to produce the 
testimony of the brother of Ch"'rephon (the latter himself being dead) to 
attest the reality of this question and answer. 
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ts well as artisans. The result of his trial was substantially 
:he same in all cases. The poets indeed composed splendid 
verses, but when questioned even about the words, the topics, 
md the purpose, of their own compositions, they could give 
110 consistent or satisfactory explanations : so that it became 
~vident that they spoke or wrote, like prophets, as unconscious 
mbjects under the promptings of inspiration. Moreover their 
success as poets filled them with a lofty opinion of their own 
wisdom on other points also. The case was similar with 
artists and artisans; who, while highly instructed, and giving 
satisfactory answers, each in his own particuL1r employment, 
were for that reason only the more convinced that they also 
knew well other great and noble subjects. This great general 
mistake more than countervailed their special capacities, and 
lett them, on the whole, less wise than Sokrates.l 

"In this research and scrutiny (said Sokrates on his defence) 
I have been long engaged, and am still engaged. I interrogate 
every man of reput.ation: I prove him to be defective in 
wisdom ; but I cannot prove it so as to make him sensible of 
the defect. Fulfilling the mission imposed upon me, I have 
thus established the veracity of the god, who meant to pro
nounce that human wisdom was of little reach or worth, and 
that he who, like Sokrates, felt most convinced of his own 
worthlessness as to wisdom, was really the wisest of men.2 My 
service to the god has not only constrained me to live in 
constant poverty 3 and neglect of political estimation, but has 
brought upon me a host of bitter enemies in those whom I 
1ave examined and exposed; while the bystanders talk of me 
as a wise man, because they give me credit for wisdom re
specting all the points on which my exposure of others turns." 
-" vVhatever be the danger and obloquy which I may incur, 
it would be monstrous indeed, if having maintained my place 
i' the ranks as an hoplite under your generals at Delium and 
Potid~a, I were now, from fear of death or anything else, to 
disobey the oracle and desert the post which the god has 
assigned to me-the duty of living for philosophy and cross-

1 Plato, Ap. Sok. c. 7, 8, p. 22. 
2 Plato, Ap. Sok. c. 9, p. 23. I give here the sense rather than the 

exact worrls-Ohos up.wv tro<PdJ-rcx:r&s ~(JTtV, Strns &tr'II"Ep :i.w1Cpd:r'1s toyvw/CEV, 
OTt ouaevbs &~tOS ltrTt -rp &,;>..'18•1-. 7rpbs tro<Piav. 

Tai/-r, l-y&J p.'fv f'Tt. Kal viJv 7rfpti'6,v ( rrrW 1ea~ ipevv&J ICaTd. Tbv 8e&v, Kal 'TiiJV 

&.tr-rwv Kal 'TWV ~~vwv &v -rwa otwp.at trocpbv <iva<, Kal E'II"Etliri.v p.ot p.'q li01<p, ,. cp 
8 E c;; f3 o 718 00 v ~vOel~evuJ.La.t, 8Tt ol'" tern crocp6s. 

01 Plato, Ap. Sok. c. g, p. 23 A-C-
••• Ev 1revi'f p.vp[Cf ei.u.l. Ottl .n,v -roV 6c:oV J...a:rpdo.v. 
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questioning both myself and others.l And should you even 
now offer to acquit me, on condition of my renouncing this 
duty,-I should tell you, with all respect and affection, that I 
will obey the god rather than you, and that I will persist until 
my dying day, in cross-questioning you, exposing your want of 
wisdom and virtue, and reproaching you until the defect be 
remedied.2 My mission as your monitor is a mark of the 
special favour of the god to you; and if you condemn me, it 
will be your loss ; for you will find none other such. 3 Perhaps 
you will ask me, Why cannot you go away, Sokrates, and live 
among us in peace and silence? This is the hardest of all 
questions for me to answer to your satisfaction. If I tell you 
that silence on my part would be disobedience to the god, you 
will think me in jest and not believe me. You will believe me 
still less, if I tell you that the greatest blessing which can 
happen to man is, to carry on discussions every day about 
virtue and those other matters which you hear me canvassing 
when I cross-examine myself as well as ,others-and that life 
without such examination is no life at all. Nevertheless so 
stands the fact, incredible as it may seem to you." 4 

I have given rather ample extracts from the Platonic Apology, 
because no one can conceive fairly the character of Sokrates 
who does not enter into the spirit of that impressive discourse. 
We see in it plain evidence of a marked supernatural mission 
which he believed himself to be executing, and which would 
not allow him to rest or employ himself in other ways. The 
oracular answer brought by Ch::erephon from Delphi, was a fact 
of far more importance in his history than the so-called D::emon, 
about which so much more has been said. That answer, 
together with the dreams and other divine mandates concurrent 
to the same end, came upon him in the middle of his life, when 
the intellectual man was formed and when he had already 

1 Plato, Ap. Sok. c. 17, p. 29. Toil o~ 6eov .,.cf..,.TovTos, ws h•w r#Mrw 
Kctl {nrb .. aflov, cJ>tAOCTocJ>ovvTcf. !J.E OEtV (jJv, Kctl ~~ETcf.(owra tp.avTbV Kctl Tabs 
/f.}..}..ovs, tvTaiilla o/; cpof17JIJE1s Jj IJclvaTov Jj /f.;>..;>..o dTioiiv 1rpa-yp.a. ;>..[7ro<p.1 T~v 
Tcf.~tll. 

2 Plato, Ap. Sok. c. 17, p. 29 C. 
s Plato, Ap. Sok. c. 18, p. 30 D. 
4 Plato, Ap. Sok. c. 28, p. 38 A. 'Eclv TE 'Y~P 71.{-yw, lb Trf 6•<P a7rElBEtv 

ToVT~ iuTl, Kal OtCt ToVTo O.OVvaTov i]crvxlo.v lt.I'Hv, ob 7Telueu61 p.ot. &s 
eipwvevop.Evcp· ~dv T, ali AEyw, 8·n teal Tu'Yx&.vet p.E'YtrT'TOV ci:ya8~v Ov O.v6pcfnrr:p 
TOV"=O.l ~Kclcrr7JS 7,p.lpas 1TEp1 apETfjs Tabs 71.6-yovs 1TOlEtCT6at Kal TWII lf.71.71.wv, 7rEpl 
~~J.fet's \ ~~0:~ ltKoVETE OtaAeyop.Evou ICCd Ep.arrrOv Kal ~A.Aous eeerd(oVTOS-tS 

:t< &ve~lra.crios' fJlos ov fl•wr'os &v6pw1r<p (these last striking words are 
selected by Dr:'.-J-Iutcheson as the motto for his Synopsis Philosophire 
1vl~r~1~\sJ~~aVra ~f lrl ~TTOV 7TElcreu8' p.ot A1yoJJT4 

. ... ~. 
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acquired a reputation for wisdom among those who knew him. 
It supplied a stimulus which brought into the most pronounced 
action a pre-existing train of generalising dialectics and Zeno
nian negation-an intellectual vein with which the religious 
impulse rarely comes into confluence. Without such a motive, 
to which his mind was peculiarly susceptible, his conversation 
would probably have taken the same general turn, but would 
assuredly have been restricted within much narrower and more 
cautious limits. For nothing could well be more unpopular 
and obnoxious than the task which he undertook of cross
examining, and convicting of ignorance, every distinguished 
man whom he could approach. So violent indeed was the 
enmity which he occasionally provoked, that there were 
instances (we are told) in which he was struck or maltreated,1 

and very frequently laughed to scorn. Though he acquired 
much admiration from auditors, especially youthful auditors,
and from a few devoted adherents-yet the philosophical 
motive alone would not have sufficed to prompt him to that 
systematic, and even obtrusive, cross-examination which he 
adopted as the business of his life. 

This then is the second peculiarity which distinguishes 
Sokrates,-in addition to his extreme publicity of life and 
indiscriminate conversation. He was not simply a philosopher, 
but a religious missionary doing the work of philosophy-" an 
elenchtic or cross-examining god (to use an expression which 
Plato puts into his mouth respecting an Eleatic philosopher) 
going about to examine and convict the infirm in reason." 2 

Nothing of this character belonged either to Parmenides and 
Anaxagoras before him, or to Plato and Aristotle after him. 
Both Pythagoras and Empedokles did indeed lay claim to 
supernatural communications, mingled with their philosophical 
teaching. But though there be thus far a general analogy 
between them and Sokrates, the modes of manifestation were 
so utterly different, that no fair comparison can be instituted. 

The third and most important characteristic of Sokrates
that through which the first and second became operative
was his intellectual peculiarity. His influence on the specu
lative mind of his age was marked and important, as to subject, 
as to method, and as to doctrine. 

1 Diogen. Laert. ii. 2r. 't OF IJO 
2 Plato, Sophistes, c t, p. 216-the expression is applieti.:.s; \he Ele~~ 

Stranger who sustains t'.1e chief part in that dialogue-Tel.~~ oov ""l trol ~ 
'T'£S o11Tos TWv KpEtTTOvwv crvvbro,To, q>aVAovs ~p.Cis 6v~ fv Tot's A&')'oLs ~ 
bro>/t6i<<VOS !Cal i;~.t-y~wv1 B<os C:,v 'TtS i;>..quc'TtiC6s. ~ LlBR,ARy ~ 

., ; 24010 ~ . ~ 
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He was the first who turned his thoughts and discussions dis

tinctly to the subject of ethics. With the philosophers who 
preceded him, the subject of examination had been Nature or 
the Kosmos 1 as one undistinguishable whole, blending together 
cosmogony, astronomy, geometry, physics, metaphysics, &c. 
The Ionic as well as the Eleatic philosophers, Pythagoras as 
well as Empedokles, all set before themselves this vast and un
defined problem ; each framing some system suited to his own 
vein of imagination, religious, poetical, scientific, or sceptical. 
According to that honourable ambition for enlarged knowledge, 
however, which marked the century following 480 B.c., and 
of which the professional men called Sophists were at once 
the products and the instruments-arithmetic, geometry, and 
astronomy, as much as was then known, were becoming so far 
detached sciences, as to be taught separately to youth. Such 
appears to have been the state of science when Sokrates 
received his education. He received at least the ordinary 
amount of instruction in all : 2 he devoted himself as a young 
man to the society and lessons of the physical philosopher 
Archelaus 3 (the disciple of Anaxagoras), whom he accompanied 
from Athens to Samos; and there is even reason to believe 
that during the earlier part of his life he was much devoted to 
what was then understood as the general study of Nature.4 A 

1 Xenoph. Mem. i. r, I 1. Ou5€ -y?.p 1repl T1)s To"' ,.cfvTwv cp{,uews, V"'P 
'T'@V ifAAwJI o[ 7rA.E7U'TOt, 0LeA€")'ETO, UK07rWV £hrws lJ Kal\oiJ!J.EVOS U1rO TiiW 

uocptuTwv K&u,.,.os lxet, &c. 
flato, \h<edon, c. 45. p. 96 A. 'TU.{,'T71S T1js uocp!u.s, ~v 5·h Ka?..oi!ut ,. e p l 

cpvuews LO"'Toplu.v. 
2 Xenoph. Memor. iv. 7, 3-5. 
3 Ion, Chins, Fragm. 9, ap. Didot. Fragm. Historic. Grrecor. Diogen. 

Laert. ii. I6-I9. 
Ritter (Gesch. der Philos. vol. ii. ch. 2, p. 19) calls in question the 

assertion that Sokrates received instruction from Archelaus ; in my judge
ment, without the least reason, since Ion of Chios is a good contemporary 
witness. He even denies that Socrates received any instruction in 
philosophy at all, on the authority of a passage in the Symposion of 
Xenophon, where Sokrates is made to speak of himself as n!-'iiS 5E iip!fs 
auTovp-yo6s 'Ttvas T1js cptil.ouocpiu.s gvTas (I, 5). But it appears to me that 
that expression implies nothing more than a sneering antithesis (so frequent 
both in Plato and Xenophon) to the costly lessons given by Protagoras, 
Gorgias and Prodikus. It cannot be understood to deny instruction given 
to Sokrates in the earlier portion of his life. 

4 I think that the expression in Plato's Phredo, c. 102, p. 96 A, applies 
to Sokrates himself, and not to Plato_,.& -ye ~,.,.?. ,.&671-means the mental 
tendencies of Sokrates when a young man. 

Respecting the physical studies probably sought and cultivated by 
Sokrates in the earlier years of his life, see the instructive Dissertation of 
Tychsen-Ueber den Prozess des Sokrates-in the Bibliothek der Alten 
Literatur und Kunst-Erstes StUck, p. 43· 
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man of his earnest and active intellect was likely first to 
manifest his curiosity as a learner-" to run after and track the 
various discourses of others, like a Laconian hound," if I may 
borrow an expression applied to him by Plato 1-before he 
struck out any novelties of his own. And in Plato's dialogue 
called 'Parmenides,' Sokrates appears as a young man full of 
ardour for the discussion of the Parmenidean theory, looking 
up with reverence to Parmenides and Zeno, and receiving from 
them instructions in the process of dialectical investigation. I 
have already in the preceding chapter 2 noted the tenor of that 
dialogue as illustrating the way in which Grecian philosophy 
presents itself, even at the first dawn of dialectics, as at once 
negative and positive, recognising the former branch of method 
no less than the latter as essential to the attainment of truth. 
I construe it as an indication respecting the early mind of 
Sokrates, imbibing this conviction from the ancient Parmenides 
and the mature and practised Zeno-and imposing upon 
himself as a condition of assent to any hypothesis or doctrine, 
the obligation of setting forth conscientiously both the positive 
conclusions, and the negative conclusions, which could be 
deduced from it; however laborious such a process might be, 
and however little appreciated by the multitude.3 Little as we 
know the circumstances which went to form the remarkable 
mind of Sokrates, we may infer from this dialogue that he owes 
in part his powerful negative vein of dialectics to "the double
tongued and all-objecting Zeno." 4 

To a mind at all exigent on the score of proof, physical 
science as handled in that day was indeed likely to appear not 

1 Plato, Parmenid. p. rz8 C. Kairo< tfJu7rep -ye al Aci.Katvat UKVA.aK<s, eil 
p.era8eLs Kal lxveVets Ttl AexBEwra, &c. 

·whether Sokrati~s can be properly said to have been the pupil of Anaxa
goras and Archelaus, is a question of little moment, which hardly merited 
the scepticism of Bayle (Anaxagoras, note R ; Archelaus, note A : compare 
Schanbach, Anaxagorre Fragmenta, pp. 23, 27). That he would seek to 
acquaint himself with their doctrines, and improve himself by communi
cating personally with them, is a matter so probable, that the slenderest 
testimony suffices to make us believe it. Moreover, as I have before 
r.:marked, we have here a good contemporary witness, Ion of Chios, to the 
fact of his intimacv with Archelaus. In no other sense than this could a 
man like Sokrates 'be said to be the pupil of any one. 

2 See vol. viii. ch. lxvii. p. 320. 
3 See the remarkable passage in Plato's Parmenides, p. 135 C to 136 E, 

of which a portion has already been cited in my note to the preceding 
chapter, referred to in the note above. 

4 Timon the Sillographer ap. Diogen. Laert. ix. 25-
• Ap.cfwTepoyA.Wuuov Of p.iya u9ivo~ oiuc ci.Aa.r.a.OvOv 
Z-,Jvwvo~, 1TciVTtW ~'lTlA.~n7opo;, &c. 
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only unsatisfactory, but hopeless; and Sokrates, in the 
maturity of his life, deserted it altogether. The contradictory 
hypotheses which he heard, with the impenetrable confusion 
which overhung the subject, brought him even to the con
viction, that the gods intended the machinery by which they 
brought about astronomical and physical results to remain 
unknown, and that it was impious, as well as useless, to pry 
into their secrets.! His master Archelaus, though mainly 
occupied with physics, also speculated more or less concerning 
moral subjects-concerning justice and injustice, the laws, &c.; 
and is said to have maintained the tenet, that justice and 
injustice were determined by law or convention, not by nature. 
From him, perhaps, Sokrates may have been partly led to 
turn his mind in this direction. But to a man disappointed 
with physics, and having in his bosom a dialectical impulse 
powerful, unemployed, and restless-the mere realities of 
Athenian life, even without Archelaus, would suggest human 
relations, duties, action and suffering, as the most interesting 
materials for contemplation and discourse. Sokrates could 
not go into the public assembly, the Dikastery, or even the 
theatre-without hearing discussions about what was just or 
unjust, honourable or base, expedient or hurtful, &c., nor 
without having his mind conducted to the inquiry, what was 
the meaning of these large words which opposing disputants 
often invoked with equal reverential confidence. Along with 
the dialectic and generalising power of Sokrates, which formed 
his bond of connexion with such minds as Plato-there was 
at the same time a vigorous practicality, a large stock of positive 
Athenian experience, with which Xenophon chiefly sympa
thised, and which he has brought out in his 'Memorabilia.' 
Of these two intellectual tendencies, combined with a strong 
religious sentiment, the character of Sokrates is composed; 
and all of them were gratified at once, when he devoted 
himself to admonitory interrogation on the rules and purposes 
of human life; from which there was the less to divert him, as 
he had neither talents nor taste for public speaking. 

That "the proper study of mankind is man'' 2-Sokrates 
1 Xenoph. Mem. iv. 7, 6. "01..ws o~ Twv olipavlwv, !i EKa<rTa. ~ 8<bs 

P.1JXa.VO!rctt, cJ>povTtlTT~V ')'l')'veu6a.t O:rrJ-rpE1rEv· olJ-re ')'O.p e{Jpertt &.v6pcfnrou a.b•rCt 
~vdp.t(<V <fva.<, oti'TE xapl(e0'8a.t 8eois &v f)y<iTO TbV (?]'TOVVTa., a lKELVOt 
O'a.tp?}v[O'a.t ovK i/3ov1..~8?}0'av. Kwlivvevua.t li' liv (<[>?] Ka.l ?Ta.pa..ppov'lJua.t Tbv 
'TU.V'TU. p.<ptp.VWVTa., OVOEV ~T'TOV 'fi 'Ava.~ay6pas 1rapetppdV?]O'EV, ~ Til. !J.E/'liT'TO. 
.ppov~O'as ~ ... l Tt)J Til.s Twv 8ewv P.7Jxavil.s ~~'1Y<i0'8a.<. 

2 Xenoph. Mem. i. I, r6. AVTbs 11~ 71'Epl 'TWV av8pw?Tdwv ae! 
lit<1..ey<To, &c. Compare the whole of this chapter. 
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was the first to proclaim. He recognised the security and 
happiness of man both as the single end of study, and as 
the limiting principle whereby it ought to be circumscribed. 
In the present state to which science has attained, nothing 
is more curious than to look back at the rules which this 
eminent man laid down. Astronomy-now exhibiting the 
maximum of perfection, with the largest and most exact power 
of predicting future phrenomena, which human science has 
ever attained--was. pronounced by him to be among the 
divine mysteries which it was impossible to understand, and 
madness to investigate-as Anaxagoras had foolishly pretended 
to do. He admitted indeed that there was advantage in 
knowing enough of the movements of the heavenly bodies 
to serve as an index to the change of seasons, and as guides 
for voyages, journeys by land, or night-watches. But thus 
much (he said) might easily be obtained from pilots and 
watchmen; while all beyond was nothing but waste of valuable 
time, exhausting that mental effort which ought to be employed 
in profitable acquisitions. He reduced geometry to its literal 
meaning of land-measuring, necessary so far as to enable any 
one to proceed correctly in the purchase, sale, or division of 
land, which any man of common attention might do almost 
without a teacher-but silly and worthless, if carried beyond, 
to the study of complicated diagrams.1 Respecting arithmetic, 
he gave the same qualified permission of study; but as to 
general physics, or the study of Nature, he discarded it alto
gether: " Do these inquirers (he asked) think that they already 
know human affairs well enough, that they thus begin to 
meddle with divine 7 Do they think that they shall be able 
to excite or calm the winds and the rain at pleasure, or have 
they no other view than to gratify an idle curiosity? Surely 
they must see that such matters are beyond human investiga
tion. Let them only recollect how much the greatest men, 
who have attempted the investigation, differ in their pretended 
results, holding opinions extreme and opposite to each other, 
like those of madmen ! " Such was the view which Sokrates 
took of physical science and its prospects.2 It is the very 

1 Xenoph. Mem. iv. 7, 5· 
2 Xenoph. Mem. i. I, 12-15. Plato entertained much larger views on 

the subject of physical and astronomical studies than either Sokrates or 
Xenophon: see Plato, Phredrus, c. 120, p. 270 A; and Republic, vii. 
c. 6-rr, p. 522 seq. 

His treatise De Legibus, however, written in his old age, falls below this 
tone. 
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same scepticrsm in substance, and carried further in degree, 
though here invested with a religious colouring-for which 
Ritter and others so severely denounce Gorgias. But looking 
at matters as they stood in 440-430 B.c., it ought not to be 
accounted even surprising, rriuch less blameable. To an 
acute man "Of that day, physical science as then studied may 
well be conceived to have promised no result; and even to 
have seemed worse than barren, if (like Sokrates) he had an 
acute perception how much of human happiness was forfeited 
by immorality, and by corrigible ignorance-how much might 
be gained by devoting the same amount of earnest study to 
this latter object. Nor ought we to omit remarking, that the 
objection of Sokrates-" You may judge how unprofitable are 
these studies, by observing how widely the students differ 
among themselves "-remains in high favour down to the 
present day, and may constantly be seen employed against 
theoretical men or theoretical arguments, in every department. 

Sokrates desired to confine the studies of his hearers to 
human matters as distinguished from divine,· the latter com
prehending astronomy and physics. He looked at all know
ledge from the point of view of human practice, which had 
been assigned by the gods to man as his proper subject for 
study and learning, and with reference to which, therefore, 
they managed all the current ph~nomena upon principles of 
constant and intelligible sequence : so that every one who 
chose to learn, might Jearn-while those who took no such 
pains suffered for their neglect. Even in these, however, the 
most careful study was not by itself completely sufficient; for 
the gods did not condescend to submit all the ph~nomena to 
constant antecedence and consequence, but reserved to them
selves the capital turns and junctures for special sentence1 

Yet here again, if a man had been diligent in learning all that 
the gods permitted to be learnt-and if, besides, he was 
assiduous in pious court to them and in soliciting special in
formation by way of prophecy-they would be gracious to 
him, so far as to signify beforehand how they intended to act 
in putting the final hand and in settling the undecipherable 

1 Xenoph. Mem. i. I, 7· Ko.l Tol.s J.l.EII.II.ovTa.s oYKovs .,.. ~eo.l .,.&1\E<s Ka.ll.ws 
old/CTEtv, J.I.O.VTtKTjS (<J>1/ 1Tpocr5<'icr8at. TEI<'TOVtKhv J.I.~V -yitp :fj xaAKEU'TtKhv 
:fj -yewp-ytKhV :fj lt.v0pW1TWV apXti<bV :fj 'TWV 'TOto6TwV (p-ywv ~i;<Ttt<T'Tti<bV 'I) 
A.o-y<CT'TIKhV 'I) olKOVOJ.I.Ii<bV l) CT'1-paT1/'YIKhV -yevecr8at-•mtV'Ta Tit 'TOtav'Ta 
p.o.8-ijp.aTa !<ttl av8pw'lrov -yvwp.y a/puea ~v&p.t(ev <Ivat• Tit 8~ 
flf-yttJ'Ta Tc7Jv ~v -roVTots tqn1 Toils 6eoVs ~avroLs JCaraA.el7r€ct8at1 
Wv oVOEv Oi}Aov elvat To'is U.v6pd,7rots, &c. 
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portions, of the problem.1 The kindness of the gods in 
replying through their oracles, or sending information by 
sacrificial signs or prodigies, in cases of grave difficulty-was, 
in the view of Sokrates, one of the most signal evidences of 
their care for the human race.2 To seek access to these 
prophecies, or indications of special divine intervention to come, 
was the proper supplementary business of any one who had 
done as much for himself as could be done by patient study. 3 

But as it was madness in a man to solicit special information 
from the gods on matters which they allowed him to learn 
by his own diligence-so it was not less madness in him to 
investigate as a Ieamer that which they chose to keep back 
for their own specialty of will. 4 

Such was the capital innohtion made by Sokrates in regard 
to the subject of Athenian study, bringing down philosophy 
(to use the expression of Cicero)5 from the heavens to the 
earth; and such his attempt to draw the line between that 
which was, and was not, scientifically discoverable: an at
tempt remarkable, inasmuch as it shows his conviction that 
the scientific and the religious point of view mutually ex
cluded one another, so that where the latter began the 
former ended. It was an innovation, inestimable, in respect 
to the new matter which it let in ; of little import, as regards 
that which it professed to exclude. For in point of fact, physical 
science, though partially discouraged, was never absolutely 
excluded, through any prevalence of that systematic disapproval 
which he, in common with the multitude of his day, enter
tained. If it became comparatively neglected, this arose rather 
from the greater popularity, and the more abundant and 
accessible matter, of that which he introduced. Physical or 
astronomical science was narrow in amount, known only to 
few; and even with those few it did not admit of being ex
panded, enlivened, or turned to much profitable account in 
discussion. But the moral and political phrenomena, on which 
Sokrates turned the light of speculation, were abundant, varied, 

1 Xenoph. Mem. i. r, 9-19. "E¢71 li€ liiiv, &. p.€v !La86v7as 1roteZv ~liw1<aP 
o/ 6eo(, p.o;v8ci.vew· fi. OE !L'IJ O~Ao; TOts lf.v8pdJ1r0lS iiJ•rf, 11"Etpii0"8at Otft. /LC>;VTII<~S 
1raph -r~w 8eWv wuv8dveu8at· -roUs 'YaP 8eoVs, oTs &v YAecp &fn, CTTJf.J.a.lvetv. 

2 Xenoph. Mem. i. 4, 15; iv. 3, 12. When Xenophon was deliberating 
whether he should take military service under Cyrus the younger, he con
su:ted Sokrates, who advised him to go to Delphi and submit the case to 
the oracle (Xen. Anabas. iii. r, 5). 

3 Xenoph. Mem. iv. 7, ro. 
4 Xenoph. Mem. i. r, 9; iv. 7, 6. 
5 Cicero, Tusc. Disp. v. 4, ro. 
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familiar, and interesting to every one; comprising (to translate 
a Greek line which he was fond of quoting) "all the good and 
evil which has befallen you in your home ; '' 1 connected too, 
not merely with the realities of the present, but also with the 
literature of the past, through the gnomic and other poets. 

The motives which determined this important innovation, 
as to subject of study, exhibit Socrates chiefly as a religious 
man and a practical, philanthropic preceptor-the Xenophontic 
hero. His innovations, not less important, as to method and 
doctrine, place before us the philosopher and dialectician-the 
other side of his character, or the Platonic hero ; faintly 
traced indeed, yet still recognised and identified, by Xenophon. 

" Sokrates (says the latter 2) continued incessantly discussing 
human affairs (the sense of this ~ord will be understood by 
what has been said above, p. 19), investigating- What is 
piety ? What is impiety? What is the honourable and the 
base? What is the just and the unjust? What is temperance, 
or unsound mind? What is courage or cowardice ? What is 
a city ? What is the character fit for a citizen? What is 
authority over men ? What is the character befitting the 
exercise of such authority ? and other similar questions. Men 
who knew these matters he accounted good and honourable; 
men who were ignorant of them he assimilated to slaves." 

Sokrates (says Xenophon again, in another passage) con
sidered that the dialectic process consisted in coming together 
and taking common counsel to distinguish and distribute things 
into Genera or Families, so as to learn what each separate 
thing really was. To go through this process carefully was 
indispensable, as the only way of enabling a man to regulate 
his own conduct, aiming at good objects and avoiding bad. 
To be so practised as to be able to do it readily, was essential 
to make a man a good leader or adviser of others. Every man 
who had gone through the process, and come to know what 
each thing was, could also of course define it and explain it to 
others; but if he did not know, it was no wonder that he went 
wrong himself, and put others wrong besides.3 Moreover, 

1 •orr< rot ~v p.e-ydpa1CT1 KaK&v r' 0.-yo.O&v re TETVKTO.t• 
2 Xenoph. Mem. i. r, r6. 
8 Xenoph. Mem. iv. 5, rr, 12. 'A.Ail..l: Tois JoyKpaTe<rt p.&vots l!e<rTt 

<rKo1reiv r.l: Kpcf.no-ro. riA>v ..-pa-yp.drwv, Kal i\ 6 ')' rp K o.l l p ")' rp o t a. i\ e -yo v T a. s 
Ka.TO. "'YEVTJ, TU 1-'Ev &:ya8Q. 1rpoatpElu8at, TWv B~ ~eatd'iJV 0:7r€xEcr8cu. Kal 
oilrws f</)71 ap[<rrovs TE Kal E~OO.Lfi.OVEO'Tc£rovs lfvopas ')'loyveo-8at, KO.J 1j I a}\ E• 
")' E ~ea.' ovvo.rwrcf.rovs. ~ "E¢71 OE 'teal .,. ~ 0' a. i\ 1 -ye 0' ea.' ovop.~O"O~~o.·, E" 
TOV O'VVt6VTO.S KOtVp {3oui\eveo-8at 1itO.i'.E")'OVTO.S KO.TO. ")'EV7I T.l: 
7rpd-yp.o.Ta· 1iei'v o3v 7retpiio-Oat 8n p.di'.<O"Ta 1rp~s TOU'TO I!To<p.ov EaV'T~V 
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Aristotle says-" To Sokrates we may unquestionably assign 
two novelties-Inductive Discourses-and the Definitions of 
general terms." 1 

I borrow here intentionally from Xenophon in preference to 
Plato; since the former, tamely describing a process which he 
imperfectly appreciated, identifies it so much the more com
pletely with the real Sokrates-and is thus a better witness 
than Plato, whose genius not only conceived but greatly 
enlarged it fvr didactic purposes of his own. In our present 
state of knowledge, some mental effort is required to see any
thing important in the words of Xenophon ; so familiar has 
every student been rendered with the ordinary terms and 
g~adations of logic and classification,-such as Genus
Definition-Individual things as comprehended in a Genus
what each thing is, and to what genus it belongs, &c. But 
familiar as these words have now become, they denote a mental 
process, of which, in 440-430 B.c., few men besides Sokrates 
had any conscious perception. Of course men conceived and 
described things in classes, as is implied in the very form and 
language, and in the habitual junction of predicates with subjects 
7rapalTicevd~"'ew, Kal To6-rov p.d.Att1Ta. brtJ.l.EA.e'iu8at· l~e To{J"rou ')'Ctp i'l')'vecr8at 
lfv0pas lt.p(<T'TOVS' 'TE KO:} 7]/'Efi.OVLI\OO'TcJ.TOVS Ka} lilai\.EK'TtKW'TcJ.'TOVS'. 

Surely the etymology here given by Xenophon or SokratSs of the word 
1J<all.t-y€(]·8a•, cannot be considered as satisfactory? 

Again, iv. 6, 1. :?.wKpci.T'Y/S ~€ Talis f!EV elo6Tas Tl ~Kaa·Tav .r,., Twv ~vTwv, 
lv&,.,(• Kal To'is lfll.ll.a<S l'tv ~~'Y/7<tCT8a< li6vaCT8a<· ToVs lie p.!TJ elli6Tas, oboev 
frp'Y/ 8aup.aCT'T~II ElVa<, abTo6s 'TE CT<J>all.l\.eu8a< Kal /f!l.il.ouS CT<J>ci.il.ii.E<V. "'!lv 
~VEKO. O'KO'Jt'WV aVv TaL's <TvvoiJ<T,, Tl ~Ka.O"'TOV e'[-q TWV G'vTccW, ob0,1t'O'T1 lA1)j'E. 

nci.vTa fLEV oov, v li' "'p [ (E.,. o, 71'01\.V &v lp-yov .r,., O<E~EI\.8Etv' Ell aums OE Kal 
... ~v Tp67roV Tfis e'JI"<CTKtl/J<ws li'l}ii.WCT«v olf!a<, TOUavTa 1\.l~w. 

1 Aristot. Metaphys. i. 6, 3, P· 987 b. ~WI<pci. ... avs o€ 'lrEpl p.ev Td. -i)8£J<d. 
r.pa'Yp.a-revop.lvou, 7rEp1 0€ T~S 0A7]S cpVuECJJS oVOEv-Ev /J.ivTo' ToVTots TO 
Ka86il.ov ('Y/TovvToS Kal 7r<pl opurp.wv ~71'<UT-/,(fali'Tos 1rpdJTov .,.:qv liufvo<av, &c. 
Again, xiii. 4, 6-8, p. 1078 b. ~6o 'Yci.P ~U'TIV i1. 'TIS &v d.'lrooo('IJ ~wnpd.,.., 
o"caiws, .,. o 6 s 'T' E'lraKT <Kolls 11.&-yovs K al .,. ~ o p l(•CT 8aa "a86il.ov: 
cum pare xiii. 9, 35, p. 1086 b ; Cicero, Topic. x. 42. 

These two attributes, of the discussions carried on by Sokrat~s, explain 
the epithet attached to him by Timon the Sillographer, that he was the 
leader and originator of the accurate talkers or precisians-

'EIC s· O.pa TWv &.rriKAtve Jueoeoo~, Evvop.oAiux.YJr;, 
'E>.A~vwv Em:x.otBO!> <iKpt{3oAOyour; li1ro~,Zvo.~, 
Mvtcri1p fn]TopOp.vK-ros, inra.TntcOs, e'ipwvc:vn]s. 

(ap. Diog. Laert. ii. 19.) 
To a large proportion of hearers of that time (as of other times), accurate 

thinking and talking appeared petty and in bad taste-.,] &~<p</3oil.o-yla 
p.<npo7rpe1rJs (Aristot. Ethic. Nikomach. iv. 4, p. II22 b; also Aristot. 
Metaphys. ii. 3, p. 995 a). Even Plato thinks himself obliged to make a 
sort of apology for it (Theretet. c. 102, p. 184 C). No doubt Timon used 
the word &«p</3o!l.6-yovs in a sneering sense. 
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in common speech. They explained their meaning clearly and 
forcibly in particular cases : they laid down maxims, argued 
questions, stated premises, and drew conclusions, on trials in 
the Dikastery, or debates in the assembly: they had an abun
dant poetical literature, which appealed to every variety of 
emotion : they were beginning to compile historical narrative, 
intermixed with reflection and criticism. But though all this 
was done, and often admirably well done, it was wanting in 
that analytical consciousness which would have enabled any 
one to describe, explain, or vindicate what he was doing. The 
ideas of men-speakers as well as hearers, the productive 
minds as well as the recipient multitude-were associated 
together in groups favourable rather to emotional results, or to 
poetical, rhetorical, narrative and descriptive effect, than to 
methodical generalisation, to scientific conception, or to proof 
either inductive or deductive. That reflex act of attention 
which enables men to understand, compare, and rectify, their 
own mental process, was only just beginning. It was a recent 
novelty on the part of the rhetoric?! teachers, to analyse the 
component parts of a public harangut, and to propound some 
precepts for making men tolerable speakers. Protagoras was 
just setting forth various grammatical distinctions, while Prodi
kus discriminated the significations of words nearly equivalent 
and liable to be confounded. All these proceedings appeared 
then so new 1 as to incur the ridicule even of Plato : yet they 
were branches of that same analytical tendency which Sokrates 
now carried into scientific inquiry. It may be doubted whether 
any one before him ever used the words Genus and Species 
(originally meaning Family and Form) in the philosophical 
sense now exclusively appropriated to them. Not one of those 
many names (called by logicians names of the second intention), 
which imply distinct attention to various parts of the logical 
process, and enable us to consider and criticise it in detail
then existed. All of them grew out of the schools of Plato, 
Aristotle, and the subsequent philosophers, so that we can thus 
trace them in their beginning to the common root and father, 
Sokrates. 

To comprehend the full value of the improvements struck 
out by Sokrates, we have only to examine the intellectual paths 

I How slowly grammatical analysis proceeded among the Greeks, and 
how long it was before they got at what are now elementary ideas in every 
instructed man's mind-may be seen in Grafenhahn, Geschichte der 
Klassischen Philologie im Alterthum, s. 89-92, &c. On this point, these 
Sophists seem to have been decidedly in advance of their age. 
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pursued by his predecessors or contemporaries. He set to 
himself distinct and specific problems-" What is' justice? 
What is piety, courage, political government? What is it 
which is really denoted by such great and important names, 
bearing upon the conduct or happiness of man?" Now it has 
been already remarked that Anaxagoras, Empedokles, Demo
kritus, the Pythagoreans, all had still present to their minds 
those vast and undivided problems which had been transmitted 
down from the old poets ; bending their minds to the invention 
of some system which would explain them all at once, or assist 
the imagination in conceiving both how the Kosmos first began, 
and how it continued to move on.l Ethics and physics, man 
and nature, were all blended together; and the Pythagoreans, 
who explained all Nature by numbers and numerical relations, 
applied the same explanation to moral attributes-considering 
justice to be symbolised by a perfect equation, or by four, the 
first of all square numbers. 2 These early philosophers endea
voured to find out the beginnings, the component elements, the 
moving cause or causes, of things in the mass ; 3 but the logical 

1 This same tendency, to break off from the vague aggregate then con
ceived as Physics, is discernible in the Hippokratic treatises, and even in 
the treatise de Antiqua Medicina, which M. Littre places first in his 
edition, and considers to be the production of Hippokrates himself, in 
which case it would be contemporary with Sokrates. On this subject of 
authorship, however, other critics do not agree with him: see the question 
examined in his vol. i. ch. xii. p. 295 seq. 

Hippokrates (if he be the author) begins by deprecating the attempt to 
connect the study of medicine with physical or astronomical hypothesis 
(c. 2), and further protests against the procedure of various medical writers 
and Sophists, or philosophers, such as Empedokles, who set themselves to 
make out " what man was from the beginning, how he began first to exist, 
and in what manner he was constructed" (c. 20). This does not belong 
(he says) to medicine, which ought indeed to be studied as a comprehensive 
whole, but as a·whole determined by and bearing reference to its own end: 
"You ought to study the nature of man, what he is with reference to that 
which he eats and drinks, and to all his other occupations or habits, and to 
the consequences resulting from each "-S,n ~O"Tlv i't.v8pw1ros 1rp0s Ttt 
~0'~<6f"EPa, K~) 71'<V0f"€V~, Kal O,T< 11'p0s Ttt lfA.A.a i71'<T7)5€Vf"aTa, Kd O,T< aq/ 
€KaCTTOU fi<O.O''T'f' ~Vf"{J7]0'€Tat. 

The spirit, in which Hippokrates here approaches the study of medicine, 
is exceedingly analogous to that which dictated the innovation of Sokrates 
in respect to the study of Ethics. The same character pervades the treatise, 
De Aere, Locis el Aquis-a definite and predetermined field of inquiry
and Hippokratic treatises generally. 

2 Aristotel. Metaphys. i. 5· pp. 985, 986. TO p.€v 'TO<OVO€ TWV apt8f"WV 
... &.6os O<Kaw0"6v7], TO 5< T0<6vo• \ftux~ 1<al vovs, ~T<pov lie Ka<p6s, &c. Ethica 
l\lagna, i. I. 1) O<Ka<OCTVP7] apt8p.os luci.KLS tuos : see Brandis, Gesch. der 
Gr. Rom. Philos. lxxxii. lxxxiii. p. 492. 

s Aristotel. Metaphys. iii. 3, p. 998 A OTov 'Ep.7r<lioKA.;js ""P 1<al liowp 
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distribution into Genus, Species, and individuals, does not seem 
to have suggested itself to them, or to have been made a sub
ject of distinct attention by any one before Sokrates. To study 
Ethics, or human dispositions and ends, apart from the physical 
world, and according to a theory of their own, referring to 
human good and happiness as the sovereign and comprehen
sive end; 1 to treat each of the great and familiar words 
designating moral attributes, as logical aggregates compre
hending many judgements in particular cases, and connoting a 
certain harmony or consistency of purpose among the separate 
judgements ; to bring many of these latter into comparison, by 
a. scrutinising dialectical process, so as to test the consistency 
and completeness of the logical aggregate or general notion, as 
it stood in every man's mind :-all these were parts of the same 
forward movement which Sokrates originated. 

It was at that time a great progress to break down the un
wieldy mass conceived by former philosophers as science ; and 
to study Ethics apart, with a reference, more or less distinct, 
to their own appropriate end. Nay, we see (if we may trust 
the ' Ph::edon ' of Plato 2) that Sokrates, before he resolved on 
such pronounced severance, had tried to construct, or had at 
least yearned after, an undivided and reformed system includ-

«al .,-d. ,.,...,.a_ .,-o6.,-wv, <TTo<x•<cl. </>1J<T<v eiva< ~{ ifw lu.,-l .,-d. ~v.,-a ~vv7rapxov
-rwv, ltAA, oluc Ws 7~"11 AE-yet TaVTa T~W ~vTwv. That generic division 
and subdivision was unknown or unpractised by these early men, is noticed 
by Plato (Sophist. c. 114, p. 267 D). 

Aristotle thinks that the Pythagoreans had some faint and obscure notion 
of the logical genus--?Tepl .,. o v .,-( ~ <T.,.' v 1)p~avTo p.ev A.e-yew Kal <lpi(eu8a<, 
A.iav 8e a7rAWS ~7rpa-yp.aT€V81}<TO.>" (Metaphys. i. 5. 29, p. 986 B). But we 
see by comparing two other passages in that treatise (xiii. 4, 6, p. 1078 b 
with i. 5, 2, p. 985 b) that the Pythagorean definitions of Ka<pos, .,-b 
lll1<awv, &c., were nothing more than certain numerical fancies; so that 
these words cannot fairly be said to have designated, in their view, logical 
genera. Nor can the ten Pythagorean <rv<TTo<xla<, or parallel series of 
contraries, be called by that name ; arranged in order to gratify a fancy 
about the perfection of the number ten, which fancy afterwards seems to 
have passed to Aristotle himself when drawing up his ten predicaments. 

See a valuable Excursus upon the Aristotelian expressions .,-( tu.,-(-.,-1 ~v 
<'iva<, &c., appended to Schwegler's edition of Aristotle's Metaphysica, 
vol. ii. pp. 369, 378. 

About the few and imperfect definitions which Aristotle seems also to 
ascribe to Demokritus, see Trendelenburg, Comment. ad Aristot. De 
Anima, p. 212. 

I Aristotle remarks about the Pythagoreans, that they referred the 
virtues to number and numerical relations-not giving to them a theory of 
their own-7'Ct.s -yfJ.p &per?t.s els roUs U.pt8p.oVs &.vd'Ywv o b «. o i « € l a v , W v 
lx.peTwv .,-hv 8ewpiav 1-rro<ii.,-o (Ethic. Magn. i. 1), 

2 Plato, Phredon, c. ro2 seq. pp. 96, 97· 
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ing Physics also under the Ethical end ; a scheme of optimistic 
Physics, applying the general idea " What was best" as the 
commanding principle from whence physical explanations were 
to be deduced; which he hoped to find, but did not find, in 
Anaxagoras. But it was a still greater advance to seize, and 
push out in conscious application, the essential features of that 
logical process, upon the correct performance of which our 
security for general truth greatly depends. The notions of 
Genus, subordinate Genera, and individuals as comprehended 
under them (we need not here notice the points on which 
Plato and Aristotle differed from each other and from the 
modern conceptions on that subject), were at that time newly 
brought into clear consciousness in the human mind. The 
profusion of logical distribution employed in some of the 
dialogues of Plato, such as the Sophistes and the Politicus, 
seems partly traceable to his wish to familiarise hearers with 
that which was then a novelty, as well as to enlarge its develop
ment, and diversify its mode of application. He takes numer
ous indirect opportunities of bringing it out into broad light, 
by putting into the mouths of his dialogists answers implying 
complete inattention to it, exposed afterwards in the course of 
the dialogue by Sokrates.1 What was now begun by Sokrates, 
and improved by Plato, was embodied as part in a compre
hensive system of formal logic by the genius of Aristotle; a 
system which was not only of extraordinary value in reference 
to the processes and controversies of its time, but which also, 
having become insensibly worked into the minds of instructed 
men, has contributed much to form what is correct in the 
habits of modern thinking. Though it has been now enlarged 

1 As one specimen among many, see Plato, The::etet. c. II, p. 146 D. 
It is maintained by Brandis, and in part by C. Heyder (see Heyder, 
Kritische Darstellung und Vergleichung der Aristotelischen und Hegelschen 
Dialektik, part i. pp. 85, 129), that the logical process, called Division, is 
not to be considered as having been employed by Sokrat~s along with 
definition, but begins with Plato : in proof of which they remark that in 
the two Platonic dialogues called Sophistes and Politicus, wherein this 
process is most abundantly employed, Sokrates is not the conductor of the 
conversation. 

Little stress is to be laid on this circumstance, I think ; and the terms in 
which Xenophon describes the method of Sokrates (5<ali.JJ1wras ~eaTii. '"yJ>~ 
Til 'lrPJ.Jip.aTa, Mem. iv. 5, 12) seem to imply the one process as well as the 
other : indeed it was scarcely possible to keep them apart, with so abundant 
a talker as Sokrates. Plato doubtless both enlarged and systematised the 
method in every way, and especially made greater use of the process of 
Division, because he pushed the Dialogue further into positive scientific 
research than Sokrates. 
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and recast, by some modern authors (especially by Mr. John(. 
Stuart Mill in his admirable System of Logic) into a structure 
commensurate with the vast increase of knowledge and exten
sion of positive method belonging to the present day-we mus 
recollect that the distance, between the best modern logic am •. 
that of Aristotle, is hardly so great as that between Aristotle " 
and those who preceded him by a century-Empedokles, 
Anaxagoras, and the Pythagoreans ; and that the movement · 
in advance of these latter commences with Sokrates. 

By Xenophon, by Plato, and by Aristotle, the growth as well 
as the habitual use of logical classification is represented as 
concurrent with and dependent upon dialectics. In this 
methodised discussion, so much in harmony with the marked 
sociability of the Greek character, the quick recurrence o I 
short question and answer was needful as a stimulus to th( t 
attention, at a time when the habit of close and accurate reflec- ) 
tion on abstract subjects had been so little cultivated. But tht 1 

dialectics of Sokrates had far greater and more important 1 
peculiarities than this. We must always consider his method 
in conjunction with the subjects to which he applied it. As 
those subjects were not recondite or special, but bore on the 
practical life of the house, the market-place, the city, the 1 

Dikastery, the gymnasium, or the temple, with which every one 
was familiar-so Sokrates never presented himself as a teacher, 
nor as a man having new knowledge to communicate. On the 
contrary, he disclaimed such pretensions, uniformly and even 
ostentatiously. The subjects on which he talked were just 
those which every one professed to know perfectly and thor
oughly, and on which every one believed himself in a condition 
to instruct others, rather than to require instruction for himself. 
On such questions as these-What is justice ?-What is piety? 
-What is a democracy?-What is a law ?-every man fancied 
that he could give a confident opinion, and even wondered that 
any other person should feel a difficulty. When Sokrates, pro
fessing ignorance, put any such question, he found no difficulty 
in obtaining an answer, given offhand, and with very little 
reflection. The answer purported to be the explanation or 
definition of a term-familiar indeed, but of wide and compre
hensive import-given by one who had never before tried to 
render to himself an account of what it meant. Having got 
his answer, Sokrates put fresh questions applying it to specific 
cases, to which the respondent was compelled to give answers 
inconsistent with the first; thus showing that the definition was 
either too narrow, or too wide, or defective in some essential 
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condition. The respondent then amended his answer, but this 
was a prelude to other questions, which could only be answered 
in ways inconsistent with the amendment ; and the respondent, 
.fter many attempts to disentangle himself, was obliged to 
,)lead guilty to the inconsistencies, with an admission that he 
could make no satisfactory answer to the original query, which 
had at first appeared so easy and familiar. Or if he did not 
himself admit this, the hearers at least felt it forcibly. The 
dialogue, as given to us, commonly ends with a result purely 
negative, proving that the respondent was incompetent to 
answer the question proposed to him, in a manner consistent 
and satisfactory even to himself. Sokrates, as he professed 
from the beginning to have no positive theory to support, so 
he maintains to the end the same air of a learner, who would 
be glad to solve the difficulty if he could, but regrets to find 
nimself disappointed of that instruction which the respondent 
had promised. 

We see by this description of the cross-examining path of 
this remarkable man, how intimate was the bond of connexion 
between the dialectic method and the logical distribution of 
particulars into species and genera. The discussion first raised 
by Sokrates turns upon the meaning of some large generic 
term : the queries whereby he follows it up, bring the answer 
given into collision with various particulars which it ought not 
to comprehend, yet does-or with others which it ought to 
comprehend, but does not. It is in this manner that the latent 
and undefined cluster of association, which has grown up round 
a familiar term, is as it were penetrated by a fermenting leaven, 
forcing it to expand into discernible portions, and bringing the 
appropriate function which the term ought to fulfil, to become 
a subject of distinct consciousness. The inconsistencies into 
which the hearer is betrayed in his various answers proclaim to 
him the fact that he has not yet acquired anything like a clear 
and full conception of the common attribute which binds 
together the various particulars em braced under some term 
which is ever upon his lips-or perhaps enable him to detect 
a different fact, not less important, that there is no such 
common attribute, and that the generalisation is merely nominal 
and fallacious. In either case, he is put upon the train of 
thought which leads to a correction of the generalisation, and 
lights him on to that which Plato 1 calls seeing the One in the 
Many, and the Many in the One. Without any predecessor to 

1 Plato, Phredrus, c. rog, p. 265 D; Sophist~s, c. 83, p. 253 E. 
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copy, Sokratl~s fell as it were instinctively into that which An 
stotle 1 describes as the double track of the dialectic process
breaking up the One into Many and recombining the Many 
into One. The former duty, at once the first and the most 
essential, Sokrates performed directly by his analytical string ot 
questions-the latter, or synthetical process, was one which he 
did not often directly undertake, but strove so to arm and 
stimulate the hearer's mind, as to enable him to do it for him
self. This One and Many denote the logical distribution of a 
multifarious subject-matter under generic terms, with clear 
understanding of the attributes implied or connoted by each 
term, so as to discriminate those particulars to which it really 
applies. At a moment when such logical distribution was as 
yet novel as a subject of consciousness, it could hardly have 
been probed and laid out in the mind by any less stringent 
process than the cross-examining dialectics of Sokrates-applied 
to the analysis of some attempts at definition hastily given by 
respondents; that "inductive discourse and search for (clear 
general notions or) definitions of general terms," which Aristotle 
so justly points out as his peculiar innovation. 

I have already adverted to the persuasion of religious mission 
under which Sokrates acted in pursuing this system of conversa
tion and interrogation. He probably began it in a tentative 
way,2 upon a modest scale, and under the pressure of logical 
embarrassment weighing on his own mind. But as he pro
ceeded, and found himself successful as well as acquiring 
reputation among a certain circle of friends, his earnest soul 
became more and more penetrated with devotion to that which 
he regarded as a duty. It was at this time probably, that his 
friend Ch::erephon came back with the oracular answer from 
Delphi (noticed a few pages above) to which Sokrates himself 
alluded as having prompted him to extend the range of his 
conversation, and to question a class of persons whom he had 
not before ventured to approach-the noted politicians, poets, 

1 Aristot. Topic. viii. 14, p. r64, b. 2. 'Eu..-1 p.ev -r&.p &s {,.,rl\ws eZ..re<v 
3tal\EK'TtKbs o 7rpoTU.'TIIcbs Kat ~V<T'TU.TIK<is. 'Eu..-1 oe .,-b p.<v 7rpo..-elveu8at, ~ v 
'11"01ElV 'Ttt 71"7\Elw (o•< "YttP ~v gl\ws A7]<J>8~VC1.1 7rpbs & 0 AO/'OS) .,-b o' 
blu..-au8at, .,-b ~v 7roll.ll.ci.· fJ "Yttp otatpet fJ &va•p•<, ..-b p.ev lltllovs, .,-b o' oil, 

' ' 7CcW 1rpOTELVOJ.L€VCAJV, 

It was from Sokrat~s that dialectic skill derived its great extension and 
development (Aristot. Metaphys. xiii. 4, p. IO]S b). 

2 What Plato makes Sokrat~s say in the Euthyphrlln, c. IJ, p. rr D
"' AKwv elp.l uo¢os, &c., may be accounted as true at least in the beginning 
of the active career of Sokrates: compare the Hippias Minor, c. r8, p. 376 
B ; Laches, c. 33, p. 200 E. 
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nd artisans. He found them more confident than humbler 

Individuals in their own wisdom, but quite as unable to reply 
.o his queries without being driven to contradictory answers. 

Such scrutiny of the noted men in Athens is made to stand 
,xominent in the 'Platonic Apology,' because it was the 
principal cause of that unpopularity which Sokrates at once 
laments and accounts for before the Dikasts. It was the most 
impressive portion of his proceedings, in the eyes both of 
enemies and admirers, as well as the most flattering to his own 
natural temper. Nevertheless it would be a mistake to present 
this part of the general purpose of Sokrates-or of his divine 
mission, if we adopt his own language,-as if it were the whole; 
and to describe him as one standing forward merely to unmask 
select leading men, politicians, sophists, poets, or others, who 
had acquired unmerited reputation, and were puffed up with 
foolish conceit of their own abilities, being in reality shallow 
and incompetent. Such an idea of Sokrates is at once inade
quate and erroneous. His conversation (as I have before 
remarked) was absolutely universal and indiscriminate; while 
the mental defect which he strove to rectify was one not at all 
peculiar to leading men, but common to them with the mass of 
mankind-though seeming to be exaggerated in them, partly 
because more is expected from them, partly because the general' 
feeling of self-estimation stands at a higher level, naturally and 
reasonably, in their bosoms, than in those of ordinary persons. 
That defect was, the "seeming and conceit of knowledge 
without the reality," on human life with its duties, purposes, 
and conditions-the knowledge of which Sokrates called 
emphatically "human wisdom," and regarded as essential to the· 
dignity of a freeman ; while he treated other branches of science· 
as above the level of man, 1 and as a stretch of curiosity, not 
merely superfluous, but reprehensible. His warfare against 
such false persuasion of knowledge, in one man as well as. 
another, upon those subjects (for with him, I repeat, we must 
never disconnect the method from the subjects)-clearly 

1 Xenoph. Memor. i. I, 12-16. ITor•pov 1ror• vop.lcro.vns IKavws ijli11 
'Tlw8pcfnma •lMvo.c lpxovra< (the physical philosophers) l1rl ro 1repl rwv 
'TOLo6-rwv cppoPTl(eur 1) TCt p.Ev ll.v8pcinrELa. 7rapevTes, Tc\ OE Oatp.6vta crKo?roVvTes, 
.§ryoUvTa.L -rCr. 1rpocr1)KoVTa. 1rpc!TTELV • • • • AUTOs 0-E 1repl TWv « v 6 p w 1r e ( w v· 
ad O<El\l"'f€'TO, <TK011"WV, r£ €U<T€fJis, T[ acrefJEs, Kal 1r€pl 'TWV lfl\l\wv, &. 
'Tabs p.€v elO&Tas .YryeL-ro Ka.i\oVs Klt"}'a8oVs eivaL, Tots 0€ &.7 v o o V VT as· 
a" 0 p 0.11"0 II,:, II.' s &.v O<Kalws. K€Kl\i}cr8a<. 

_Plato, ~polog. S?k. c., s, P·. 20 D. l) ... ;p lcr;lv Y";->~ avepw1rlV11. crotpia
TqJ 6vrc "'fO.P K<VIluv•vw 'TO.VT1/V •lvac crotp&s· ovro< II• TaX av, oh lfpn <l\eyov, 
fl•l(w nva ~ Ka.r' i£vepw1rOV crocpiav crocpol •l•v, &c. Compare c. 9, p. 23 A. 
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marked even in Xenophon, is abundantly and strikingly illusJ 
trated by the fertile genius of Plato, and constituted the truei 
missionary scheme which pervaded the last half of his long life : 
a scheme far more comprehensive, as well as more generous, 
than those anti-Sophistic polemics which are assigned to him 
.by so many authors as his prominent object.1 

In pursuing the thread of his examination, there was no 
topic upon which Sokrates more frequently insisted, than the 
contrast between the state of men's knowledge on the general 
topics of man and society-and that which artists or professional 
men possessed in their respective special crafts. So perpetually 
did he reproduce this comparison, that his enemies accused 
him of wearing it threadbare.2 Take a man of special vocation 
-a carpenter, a brazier, a pilot, a musician, a surgeon-and 
examine him on the state of his professional knowledge- you 
will find him able to indicate the persons from whom, and the 
steps by which he first acquired it: he can describe to you his 
general aim, with the particular means which he employs to 
realise the aim, as well as the reason why such means must be 
employed and why precautions must be taken to combat such 
and such particular obstructions : he can teach his profession 
to others : in matters relating to his profession, he counts as an 
authority, so that no extra-professional person thinks of con
testing the decision of a surgeon in case of disease, or of a pilot 
at sea. But while such is the fact in regard to every special 

1 It i~ this narrow purpose that Plutarch ascribes to Sokrat~s, Qurestiones 
Platonicre, p. 999 E : compare also Tennemann, Geschicht. der Philos. 
part ii. art. i. vol. ii. p. Sr. 

Amidst the customary outpouring of groundless censure against the 
Sophists, which Tennemann here gives, one assertion is remarkable. He 
tells us that it was the more easy for Sokrat~s to put down the Sophists, 
since their shallowness and worthlessness, after a short period of vogue, had 
already been detected by intelligent men, and was becoming discredited. 

It is strange to find such an assertion made, for a period between 42o--
399 B.C., the rera when Protagoras, Prodikus, Hippias, &c., reached the 
maximum of celebrity. 

And what are we to say about the statement, that Sokrat~s put down the 
Sophists, when we recollect that the Megaric school and Antisthen~s
both emanating from Sokrates-are more frequently attacked than any one 
else in the dialogues of Plato, as having all those sceptical and disputatious 
propensities witb which the Sophists are reproached? 

2 Plato, Gorgias, c. 101, p. 491 A. 
Kallikl~s. '.ns chl Tairra ll.ey<tS, a; ~d11cpaTes. Sokrat~s. 0~ p.6vov y•, 

& Kall.ll.ucll.els, ctll.ll.a 1r<pl Twv abTwv. Kallikles. N~ Tovs 8eo6s, ¢.T<xvws 
")'E a € 1 (f IC u 'TEas !Cal IC Jl a tp 'as Kal /). a 1' E l p 0 u s A '1' Cc) Jl Kal l a 'T p 0 t, S' 

a~ ll € '' .,. a v !1· Compare Plato, Symposium, p. 221 E ; also Xenoph. 
l\Iemor. i. 2, 37; iv. 5, 5· 
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art, how great is the contrast in reference to the art of righteous, 
social, and useful living, which forms, or ought to form, the 
common business alike important to each and to all ! On this 
subject Sokrates 1 remarked that every one felt perfectly well
informed, and confident in his own knowledge-yet no one 
knew from whom, or by what steps, he had learnt : no one had 
ever devoted any special reflection either to ends, or means, or 
obstructions : no one could explain or give a consistent account 
of the notions in his own mind, when pertinent questions were 
put to him : no one could teach another, as might be inferred 
(he thought) from the fact that there were no professed teachers, 
and that the sons of the best men were often destitute of merit: 
every one knew for himself, and laid down general propositions 
confidently, without looking up to any other man as knowing 
better-yet there was no end of dissension and dispute on 
particular cases. z 

Such was the general contrast which Sokrates sought to 
impress upon his hearers by a variety of questions bearing on it, 
directly or indirectly. One way of presenting it, which Plato 
devoted much of his genius to expand in dialogue, was, to 
discuss, Whether virtue be really teachable? How was it that 
superior men like Aristeides and Perikles 3 acquired the eminent 
qualities essential for guiding and governing Athens-since 
they nei~her learnt them under any known master, as they had 
studied music and gymnastics-nor could ensure the same 
excellences to their sons, either through their own agency or 
through that of any master? Was it not rather the fact, that 
virtue, as it was never expressly taught, so it was not really 

1 It is not easy to refer to specific passages in manifestation of the 
contrast set forth in the text, which however runs through large portions 
of many Platonic dialogues, under one form or another : see the Menon, 
c. 27-33, p. 90-94; Prutagoras, c. 28, 29, pp. 319, 320; Politicus, c. 38, 
p. ,2.9"! I>_; ;-aches, c. r r, rz, pp. rSs,- r~6; Gorgias, c. 121, p. sor A; 
AI ubrades, r. c. 12-14, pp. ro8, rog, r ro, c. 20, p. I 13 C, D. 

Xenoph. lviem. iii. 5, 21, 22; iv. 2, 20-23; iv. 4, 5; iv. 6, r. Of these 
p;;.osages, iv. 2, zo, 23 is among the most remarkable. 

It is remarkable that Sokrati~s (in the Platonic Apology, c. 7, p. 22), 

~
'when he is describing his wanderings (1rA.av1)v) to test supposed knowledge, 
first in the statesmen, next in the poets, lastly in the artisans and craftsmen, 
finds satisfaction only in the answers which these latter made to him on 
matters concerning their respective trades or professions. They would 
have been wi;e men, had it not been for the circumstance, that because 
hey knew these particular things, they fancied that they knew other things 

a:so. 
2 Plato, Euthyphron, c. 8, p. 7 D ; Xen. i\fem. iv. 4, 8. 
1 Xenoph. :\lem. iv. z, 2; Plato, :c\Ieno, c. 33, p. 94· 

VOL. IX. C 
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teachable; but was vouchsafed or withheld according to the 
special volition and grace of the gods? If a man has a young 
horse to be broken or trained, he finds without difficulty a pro
fessed trainer, thoroughly conversant with the habits of the 
race, 1 to communicate to the animal the excellence requireJ; 
but whom can he find to teach virtue to his sons, with the like 
preliminary knowledge and assured result? Nay, how can any 
one either teach virtue, or affirm virtue to be teachable, unless 
he be prepared to explain what virtue is, and what are the 
points of analogy and difference between its various branches
justice, temperance, fortitude, prudence, &c. ? In several of 
the Platonic dialogues, the discussion turns on the analysis of 
these last-mentioned words-the 'Laches ' and ' Protagoras ' on 
courage, the 'Charmides' on temperance, the 'Euthyphron' on 
holiness. 

By these and similar discussions did Sokrates, and Plato 
amplifying upon his master, raise indirectly all the important 
questions respecting society, human aspirations and duties, and 
the principal moral qualities which were accounted virtuous in 
individual men. As the general terms, on which his conversa
tion turned, were among the most current and familiar in the 
language, so also the abundant instances of detail, whereby he 
tested the hearer's rational comprehension and consistent app:i
cation of such large terms, were selected from the best-known 
pha::nomena of daily life; 2 bringing home the inconsistency, if 
inconsistency there was, in a manner obvious to every one. · 
The answers made to him-not merely by ordinary citizens, 
but by men of talent and genius, such as the poets or the 
rhetors, when called upon for an explanation of the moral terms 
and ideas set forth in their own compositions 3-revealed alike 
that state of mind against which his crusade, enjoined and 
consecrated by the Delphian oracle, was directed-the sem
blance and conceit of knowledge without real knowledge. They 
proclaimed confident, unhesitating persuasion, on the greatest 
and gravest questions concerning man and society, in the ; 
bosoms of persons who had never bestowed upon them suffi
cient reflection to be aware that they involved any difficulty. 
Such persuasion had grown up gradually and unconsciously, 

1 Compare Plato, Apol. Sok. c. 4, p. 20 A; Xen. Mem. iv. z, 25. 

2 Xenoph. Memor. iv. 6, 15. '071'6'1'• ~· ah6s 'l't 'l'tf ll.oycp ~ •• ~Cot, Bti 
'TOW p.&.ll.urra Op.oll.oyoup.lvwv l71'opEt!E'I'O, vop.!(wv 'l'a6'1''1/V '1'1;v curcp&.li.EtaV eiva. 
r..6you· 'TOl'}'apoVv 1roAV p.dA.t(]'Ta. &v ~-yW olOa, H-rr: X.if'ot, Tabs &llo6ovTa.~ 
lJp.oll.oyouvras 7l'api<x•· 

3 Plato, Apol. Sole c. 7, p. 22 C: compare Plato, Ion. pp. 533, 534• 
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partly by authoritative communication, partly by insensible 
transfusion, from others ; the process beginning antecedent to 
reason as a capacity--continuing itself with little aid and no 
control from reason-and never being finally revised. With 
the great terms and current propositions concerning human 
life and society, a complex body of association had become 
accumulated from countless particulars, each separately trivial 
and lost to the memory-knit together by a powerful senti
ment, and imbibed as it were by each man from the atmosphere 
of authority and example around him. Upon this basis the 
fancied knowledge really rested ; and reason, when invoked at 
all, was called in simply as a handmaid, expositor, or apologist 
of the pre-existing sentiment; as an accessory after the fact, 
not as a test of verification. Every man found these persua
sions in his own mind, without knowing how they became 
established there ; and witnessed them in others, as portions 
of a general fund of unexamined commonplace and credence. 
Because the words were at once of large meaning, embodied in 
old and familiar mental processes, and surrounded by a strong 
body of sentiment,_:the general assertions in which they were 
embodied appeared self-evident and imposing to every one: so 
that in spite of continual dispute in particular cases, no one 
thought himself obliged to analyse the general propo5itions 
themselves, or to reflect whether he had verified their import, 
and could apply them rationally and consistently.1 

The phrenomenon here adverted to is too obvious, even at 
the present day, to need further elucidation as matter of fact. 
In morals, in politics, in political economy, on all subjects 
relating to man and society-the like confident persuasion of 
knowledge without the reality is sufficiently prevalent : the like 
generation and propagation, by authority and example, of 
unverified convictions, resting upon strong sentiment, without 
consciousness of the steps or conditions of their growth; the 
like enlistment of reason as the one-sided advocate of a pre
established sentiment; the like illusion, because every man is 
familiar with the language, that therefore every man is master 
of the complex facts, judgements, and tendencies, involved in 
its signification-and competent both to apply comprehensive 
words and to assume the truth Qr falsehood of large propositions, 
without any special analysis or study.2 

1 'Ali.XU. .,. .. ;;.,. .. p.€v (says Sokrates to Euthydemus) tuws, o<d. 'TO crcp&lipa 
'lrLIT'TE6<tv elolva<, ouo' (ul<<>/ta< (Xen. Mem. iv. 2, 36): compare Plato, 
Alkibiad. i. c. 14, p. rro A. 

2 " Moins une science est avancee, moins elle a ete bien traitee, et plus 
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There is one important difference, however, to note, between 

our time and that of Sokrates. In his day, the impressions, 
not only respecting man and society, but also respecting the 
physical world, were of this same self-sown, self-propagating, 
and unscientific character. The popular astronomy of the 
Sokratic age was an aggregate of primitive superficial observa
tions and imaginative inferences, passing unexamined from 
elder men to younger, accepted with unsuspecting faith, and 
consecrated by intense sentiment. Not only men like Nikias, 
or Anytus and Melihus, but even Sokrates himself protested 
against the impudence of Anaxagoras, when he degraded the 
divine Helios and Selene into a sun and moon of calculable 
motions and magnitudes. But now, the development of the 
scientific point of view, with the vast increase of methodised 
physical and mathematical knowledge, has taught every one 
that such primitive astronomical and physical convictions 
were nothing better than "a fancy of knowledge without the 
reality." 1 Every one renounces them without hesitation, seeL, 
his conclusions from the scientific teacher, and looks to the 
proofs alone for his guarantee. A man who has never bestowed 
special study on astronomy knows that he is ignorant of it : 
to fancy that he knows it, without such preparation, would be 
held an absurdity. While the scientific point of view has thus 
acquired complete predominance in reference to the physical 
world, it has made little way comparatively on topics regarding 
man and society-wherein "fancy of knowledge without the 

elle a besoin d'etre enseignee. C'est ce qui me fait beaucoup desirer qu'on 
ne renonce pas en France a l'enseignement des sciences ideologiques, 
morales, et politiques ; qui, apres tout, sont des sciences comme les 
autres-a la difference pres, que ceux qu£ ne les ont pas etudiees sont per
suades de si bonnefti de les savoir, qu'ils se croient en !tat d'en decider." 
(Destutt de Tracy, Elemens d'Ideologie, Preface, p. xxxiv. ed. Paris, 
1827.) 

1 "There is no science which, more than astronomy, stands in need of 
such a preparation, or draws more largely on that intellectual liberality 
which is ready to adopt whatever is demonstrated, or concede whatever is 
rendered highly probable, however new and uncommon the points of view 
may be, in which objects the most familiar may thereby become placed. 
Almost all its conclusions stand in open and striking contradiction with those 
of superficial and vulgar observation, and with what appears to every one, 
until he has understood and weighed the proofs to the contrary, the most 
positive evidence of his senses. Thus the earth on which he stands, and 
which has served for ages as the unshaken foundation of the firmest struc
tures either of art or nature, is divested by the astronomer of its attribute of 
fixity, and conceived by him as turning swiftly on its centre, and at the 
same time moving onward through space with great rapidity," &c. (Sir 
John Herschel, Astronomy, Introduction, sect. 2.) 
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reality " continues to reign, not without criticism and oppo
sition, yet still as a paramount force. And if a new Sokrates 
were now to put the same questions in the market-place to men 
of all ranks and professions, he would find the like confident 
persuasion and unsuspecting dogmatism as to generalities-the 
like faltering blindness, and contradiction, when tested by 
cross-examining details. 

In the time of Sokrates, this last comparison was not open, 
since there did not exist, in any department, a body of doctrine 
scientifically constituted : but the comparison which he actually 
took, borrowed from the special trades and professions, brought 
him to an important result. He was the first to see (and the 
idea pervades all his speculations), that as in each art or pro
fession, there is an end to be attained,-a theory, laying down 
the means and conditions whereby it is attainable-and pre
cepts, deduced from that theory-such precepts, collectively 
taken, directing and covering nearly the entire field of practice, 
tut each precept, separately taken, liable to conflict with others, 
and therefore liable to cases of exception ; so all this is not 
less true, or admits not less of being realised, respecting the 
general art of human living and society. There is a grand and 
all-comprehensive End-the security and happiness, as far as 
practicable, of each and all persons in the society: 1 there may 

,
1 Xen?ph. ~Mem?r. iv. r, ,2- 'E-::•"p.alpe;o (Sokrat~s) ll~ -r~s &-ya8d;s 

cpviTE<S, El{ TOV -raxv TE p.av8aVEIV o!S 7rpOITEXOLEV, ICC<! f.'Y'f/f.'OVEVEW It li.v 
,.ul.Oolev, Kctl J7rt8vJJ.e'iv TiiJV p.a87Jp.J.Tc.JV 1rd:~Twv, Ot' CSv ~UTW olKla.v TE KaAWs 
ol1<e'iv /Cal .,..&iuv, 1<al -ro ~.\ov &.v6pcfJ-rrots -re t<al &.v8ponrlvo1s 1rpcf.-yp.a1Tw eo 
xplio-9at.. ToVs ,ap TOL0-6-rovs 7ryeL-ro 7ratOev8tvTas oUI( av p.lwov aUToVs T€ 
eUOalp.ovas elvat tcal -roVs fau-rWv ot~eovs ~eaJ\(;}s olKe'iv, &A.i\cl K a l t% A..\. o v s 
av8pcfJ7rOUS 1<al 7r6AELS OOVaiT8al EUoa£p.ovaS 11"odj<rat. 

lb. iii. 2, 4· Kal oil·rcos €-rrtiT~<o-rrwv, -rls et71 &.-ya8ov f!-yep.ovos &.pe-rf,, -ra p.ev 
/£.\,\a 7rept[/pE1, l<aT<iAEL7fE lle TO euoalp.ovas 1rOteiv, &v li.v TJ'Y1JTat. 

lb. iii. 8, 3, 4, 5; iv. 6, 8. He explains -rb &.')'a8bv to mean -rb ~</>e"-tp.ov 
-p.€Xpt OE TOV wcpe.\lp.ov 11"cf.v-ra /Cal auTOS (J'VVE11"ECT/(011"EI l<al ITVV~te~pEL TOtS 
<TvvoviTt (iv. 7, 8). Compare Plato, Gorgias, c. 66, 67, p. 474 D, 475 A. 

Things are called &.')'a8/t 1<al 1<aM on the one hand, and """It ""l a1crxplt 
on the other, in reference each to its distinct end, of averting or mitigating, 
in the one case-of bringing on or increasing in the other--different modes 
of human suffering. So again, iii. 9, 4, we find the phrases-& 3e? 
1rp&.-r-retv-op8ws 7rp&.-r-re•v-Ta crup.</>opcfJTaTa auTo'is ... p&.-r-r<w-all used as 
equivalents. 

Pl~to; Syrnposi?n, J?· 205" A. K~-hcr«, 'Yap &.'Y,"..8wv ebll<:lrove~ ~~ov-r~•
~<al ovi<<Tt 1rpocroet ~pecrOat, tva Tl lle /3ou.\eTat euoaiJ.LwV elvat, a.\.\a -rE.\os 
ao/Cfl (XEIV 1! a7r01Cptcrts. Compare Euthydem. c. 20, p. 279 A ; c. 25, 
p. 281 D. 

Plato, Alkibiades, ii. c. IJ, p. 145 C. "Ocr·ns lipa .,., -rwv -rowo-rwv 
olStv, IQ.v p.fv -rrapE7r?'}Ta.t a.VTcp -ij Toil {3EA.Tl(fTou ~7rttfT~p.rt-a.VT1} 5' 
i)v 1! aUT~ llof,-rrov ;j1t"ep ""l"' TOV wcpei\lp.ou-<Pp6vtp.&v !'• ab-rov 
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be a theory, laying down those means and conditions under 
which the nearest approach can be made to that end : there 
may also be precepts, prescribing to every man the conduct 
and character which best enables him to become an auxiliary 
towards it~ attainment, and imperatively restraining him from 
acts which tend to hinder it-precepts deduced from the 
theory, each one of them separately taken being subject to 
exceptions, but all of them taken collectively governing prac
tice, as in each particular art. 1 Sokrates and Plato talk of 
"the art of dealing with human beings"-" the art of behaving 
in society"-" that science which has for its object to make 
men happy," &c. They draw a marked distinction betwe;n 
art, or rules of practice deduced from a theoretical survey of the 
subject-matter, and taught with precognition of the end-and 
mere artless, irrational, knack or dexterity, acquired by simple 
copying or assimilation, through a process of which no one 
could render account.2 

rp.f,uop.ev K<tL d1roxpwv-ra {vp.(3ovll.ov, Ka! ry 11:6ll.et Kal alJ-r~v ;av-rrji· -rlw 6~ 
p.'q 11:owvv-ra, -rdvawrla. -ro6Tow: compare Plato, Republic, vi. p. 504 E. 
The fact that this dialogue, called Alkibiad~s II., was considered by some 
as belonging not to Plato, but to Xenophon or JEschin~s Socraticus, does 
not detract from its value as evidence about the speculations of Sokrat~s 
(see Diogen. Laert. ii. 61, 62; Athenreus, v. p. 220). 

Plato, Apol. Sok. c. 17, p. 30 A. o~o~v ")'ttp !lll.ll.o 7Tpth-rc.>v 7T<p•~pxop.at, 
fJ 7TEl8c.JV vp.wv K<tl vec.Jnfpovs Kal 7Tp<<r/3vT~povs, p.1,n <rwp.ri-rwv ~71:tfJ.ell.<iu8at 
fJ..f,Te XPTJJJ.riTwv 7Tp6Tepov fJ..f,'TE oi!Tc.J urp65pa, &s T~S t/-vx~s, 371:WS <l>s apl<rT71 
luTcu· AE')'WV OTt olnc ~" XP'!Jp.&-rwv &.p~Th ')'i'}'VE'Ta.t, ltAA, ~~ &.peT1]s 
x_p1,p.aTa Ka.l Ttt ltli.JI.<t a")'a6tt TOiS av8p,{,1TOIS li.'1TaVT<t Ka.l l6{~ 
Kal 61}jJ.O<T[<f. 

Zeller (Die Philosophie der Griechen, vol. ii. p. 6r-64) admits as a fact 
this reference of the Sokratic Ethics to human security and happiness as 
their end; while Brandis (Gesch. der Gr. Rom. Philosoph. ii. p. 40 seq.} 
resorts to inadmissible suppositions, in order to avoid admitting it and to 
explain away the direct testimony of Xenophon. Both of these authors 
consider this doctrine as a great taint in the philosophical character of 
Sokrat~s. Zeller even says, what he intends for strong censure, that "the 
eudremonistic basis of the Sokratic Ethics differs from Sophistical moral 
philosoplty, not in principle, but only in result" (p. 6r). 

I protest against this allusion to a Sophistical moral philosophy, and have 
shown my grounds for the protest in the preceding chapter. There was no 
such thing as Sophistical mom/ phtlosophy. Not only the Sophists were no 
sect or school, but further-not one of them ever aimed (so far as we know) 
at establishing any ethical theory : this was the great innovation of 
Sokrat~s. But it is perfectly true, that between the preceptorial exhort
ation of Sokrat~s, and that of Protagoras or Prodikus, there was no great 
or material difference ; and this Zeller seems to admit. 

1 The existence of cases forming exceptions to each separate moral 
precept, is brought to view by Sokrat~s in Xen. Mem. iv. 2, 15-19; Plato, 
Republic, i. 6, p. 331, C, D, E; ii. p. 382 C. 

2 Plato, Phredon, c. 88, p. 89 E. livev "'XV7JS -rj)s 1repl -r&v1Jp,{,7ret<1. ;, 
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Plato, with that variety of indirect allusion which is his 

characteristic, continually constrains the reader to look upon 
human and social life as having its own ends and purposes no 
less than each separate profession or craft ; and impels him to 
transfer to the former that conscious analysis as a science, and 
intelligent practice as an art, which are known as conditions of 
success in the latter.1 It was in furtherance of these rational 
conceptions-" Science and Art "-that Sokrates carried on his 
crusade against "that conceit of knowledge without reality," 
which reigned undisturbed in the moral world around him, and 
was only beginning to be slightly disturbed even as to the 
physical world. To him the precept, inscribed in the Delphian 
temple-" Know Thyself"-was the holiest of all texts, which 
he constantly cited, and strenuously enforced upon his hearers ; 
interpreting it to mean, Know what sort of a man thou art, and 
what are thy capacities, in reference to human use.2 His 
manner of enforcing it was alike original and effective, and 
though he was dexterous in varying his topics 3 and queries 
according to the individual person with whom he had to deal, 
it was his first object to bring the hearer to take just measure 

'TOLOV'TOS XpijtT8a.t l7rtXE<pii Tois &.v8pW7rO<S" e1 -yJ.p 11"0V p.<TlJ. 'TtXV'11S fxp'l1'TO, 
tb0"11"€p tx ... oliTws av -/j-yf!<Ta.To, &c. i! 7r'OA<'T<ICtJ .,.,XV71, Protagor. c. 27, 
p. 319 A ; Gorgias, c. 163, p. 521 D. 

Compare Apol. Sok. c. 4, p. 20 A, B ; Euthydi!mus, c. so, p. 292 E
.,.[s 1T'OT' €0'rlv f1rUTTf,p.11 ~1Celv7], f} 1JJ.LCiS t:VOalp.ovas 7rOt1}C1Elt:V ; • • • • 

The marked distinction between TIXV'TJ, as distinguished from lh•xvos 
-rp</3~-l!t.A.o-yos Tp</3~ or tp.11"E<pla., is noted in the Phredrus, c. 95, p. 260 E, 
and in Gorgias, c. 42, p. 463 B; c. 45, p. 465 A; c. 121, p. sor A-a 
remarkable passage. That there is in every art, some assignable end to 
which its precepts and conditions have reference, is again laid down in the 
Sophistes, c. 37, p. 232 A. 

This fundamental analogy, which governed the reasoning of Sokrates, 
between the special professions, and social living generally-transferring to 
the latter the idea of a preconceived End, a Theory, and a regulated Prac
tice or Art, which are observed in the former-is strikingly stated in one of 
the Aphorisms of the Emperor Marcus Antoninus, vi. 35-0ux op~s, 1rws ol 
{3ava.utTot nxvi'Ta.t app.6(ovTa.t p.~v IJ.xp< 'Ttv~s 1rp~s 'TOVS ilitWTa.s, ouli~V f)O"O"OV 
p.lv-rot ll.v-r,xov-rcu Toii A6')1ov -r7js .,.,XV'f1S, ~ea.l ToV-rov A1rod-r7jvcu 
oUx Owop.lvovO'tv; OU 8Etv6v, el 0 O.pxt-r,wrwv, Kal d la-rp&s, p.O.AAov 
a.ilii<TovTa.< TOV Ti)s llila.s TiXV'TJS A.6-yov, 1j o l!tvOpw1roS TOV ~a.vToii, 
f>s a.h,P tcotvos i<T'Tt 1rp~s TOVS 0€oVS; 

2 Plato (Phredr. c. 8, p. 229 E; Charmides, c. 26, p. r64 E; Alkibiad. 
i. p. 124 A; 129 A; 131 A). 

Xenoph. Mem. iv. 2, 24-26. ofhws ~a.vT~v ~'II"<O"ICEI{tap.•vos, hoi6s l.<rT< 
trpos -r1jv b.v8pw11"iV71V xpda.v, (-yvw/C€ Tl)V a.~'TOV OVVO.!-'lV. Cicero 
(de Legib. i. 22, 59) gives a paraphrase of this well-known text, far more 
vague and tumid than the conception of Sokrates. 

" See the striking conversations of Sokrates with Glaukon and Char
mides, especially that with the former, in Xen. Mem. iii. c. 6, 7· 
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of his own real knowledge or real ignorance. To preach, to 
exhort, even to confute particular errors, appeared to Sokrates 
useless, so long as the mind lay wrapped up in its habitual 
mist, or illusion of wisdom: such mist must be dissipated 
before any new light could enter. Accordingly, the hearer 
being usually forward in announcing positive declarations on 
those general doctrines, and explanations of those terms, to 
which he was most attached and in which he had the most 
implicit confidence, Sokrates took them to pieces, and showed 
that they involved contradiction and inconsistency ; professing 
himself to be without any positive opinion, nor ever advancing 
any until the hearer's mind had undergone the proper purifying 
cross-examination.1 

It was this indirect and negative proceeding, which, though 
only a part of the whole, stood out as his most original and 
most conspicuous characteristic, and determined his reputation 
with a large number of persons who took no trouble to know 
anything else about him. It was an exposure no less painful 
than surprising to the person questioned; producing upon 
several of them an effect of permanent alienation, so that they 
never came near him again, 2 but reverted to their former state 
of mind without any permanent change. But on the other 
hand, the ingenuity and novelty of the process was highly 
interesting to hearers, especially youthful hearers, sons of rich 
men and enjoying leisure; who not only carried away with 

1 There is no part of Plato, in which this doxosophy, or false conceit of 
wisdom, is more earnestly reprobated than in the Sophistes-with notice of 
the Elenchus, or cross-examining exposure, as the only effectual cure for 
such fundamental vice of the mind ; as the true purifying process 
(Sophistes, c. 33-35, pp. 230, 231). 

See the same process illustrated by Sokrates, after his questions put to 
the slave of Menon (Plato, Menon, c. r8, p. 84 B; Charmides, c. 30, 
p. r66 D). 

As the Platonic Sokrates, even in the Defence where his own personality 
stands most manifest, denounces as the worst and deepest of all mental 
defects, this conceit of knowledge without reality-~ ltp.a.8la. a.ln-~ ~ brovei
otrr-ros, ~ TOV oferr8a.t eioeva.t & 0 ~II: olOev, c. 17, p. 29 B-so the Xeno
phontic Sokrates, in the same manner, treats this same mental infirmity as 
being near to madness, and distinguishes it carefully from simJ?le want of 
knowledge or conscious ignorance-Ma.via.v ')'< p.~v ~va.v-rlov p.ev (<f>1J elva.< 
ctocplq., ob p.lv-rot ')'< -r~v ltvm<ctT1Jp.octVv1Jv p.a.vla.v ~v&p.t(w. To lio &')'voeL"v 
~a.ur&v, H:a.l a p.~ TIS ollie Oo~a(<<V, Kal of<rr8at ')'I')'VWITH:ELV, ~')'')'UT<f7w p.avfas 
~ll.o')'i(e-ro elva.< (Mem. iii. 9, 6). Such conviction thus stands foremost in 
the mental character of Sokrates, and on the best evidence, Plato and 
Xenophon united. 

2 Xenoph. Mem. iv. 2, 40. noll.ll.ol p.h ovv TOW oif-rw lita.-re8lv-rwv .;,.1; 
=r.wKpd-rous OVH:ETL a.ln-<P 7rporr?fectav, oDs 11:o:l /3ll.aKoTepous ~v&p.t(<v. 
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them a lofty admiration of Sokrates, but were fond of trying to 
copy his negative polemics.1 Probably men like Alkibiades 
and Kritias frequented his society chiefly for this purpose of 
acquiring a quality which they might turn to some account in 
their political career. His constant habit of never suffering a 
general term to remain undetermined, but applying it at once 
to particulars-the homely and effective instances of which he 
made choice-the string of interrogatories each advancing 
towards a result, yet a result not foreseen by any one-the 
indirect and circuitous manner whereby the subject was turned 
round, and at last approached and laid open by a totally different 
face-all this constituted a sort of prerogative in Sokrates, 
which no one else seems to have approached. Its effect was 
enhanced by a voice and manner highly plausible and captivat
ing-and to a certain extent, by the very eccentricity of his 
Silenic physiognomy.2 What is termed "his irony "-or 
assumption of the character of an ignorant learner asking 
information from one who knew better than himself-while it 
was essential 3 as an excuse for his practice as a questioner, 
contributed also to add zest and novelty to his conversation; 
and totally banished from it both didactic pedantry and seem
ing bias as an advocate; which, to one who talked so much, 
was of no small advantage. After he had acquired celebrity, 
this uniform profession of ignorance in debate was usually 
construed as mere affectation, and those who merely heard 
him occasionally, without penetrating into his intimacy, often 

1 Plato, A pol. Sok. c. 9, p. 23 A. Otovrat -y&.p p.e h&.uron ol 1rap6vres 
ntvra avrlw Elvat uo¢6v, &. il.v li.il.il.ov ~~eil..fy~w. 

Ibid. c. ro, p. 23 c. npOs oe 'Totl-rots, o[ v€ot f.LOt J7t'afcoi\ov8oUvTES, ofs 
fUJ.A.urra O'XOA..f} ~UTtV, ol rOJv 1rl\OVlflWTd.TWV, c.iJT6p.aTOt xa[pOUIJ"LV <iKo6oVT€S 
l~e,.a{of.lJvwv -rWv &v8p6nroov, Kctl a.U-rol 1roAAtfKtS ~}-t€ }Up.oVvTaL, ei'Ta. 
f1l'tXEtpoVcrtv 5-A.A.ovs €.;Erd(etv, &c. 

Compare also ibid. c. 22, p. 33 C; c. 27, p. 37 D. 
2 This is an interesting testimony preserved by Aristoxenus, on the testi

mony of his father Spintharus, who heard Sokrates (Aristox. Frag. z8, ed. 
Didot). Spintharus said, respecting Sokrates-3Tt o& 7rOil.il.oZs avT6s ye 
'7rLfJavwrlpots JvTETUX'YJKWs et71· TOtaVT'YJV eivat T.f}v TE ·cpwv1w «a~ TO UT&J.I.a teal 
TO brupaw&!J.evov ~8os, «a.l 1rpOs 1rO.at re To'is ElpTJ!J.Evots ·dw roil e'tOovs 
iotO'TIJTa. 

It seems evident also, from the remarkable passage in Plato's Symposion, 
c. 39, u. 215 A, that he too must have been much affected by the sinrrular 
physiugaomy of Sokrati~s : compare Xenoph. Sympos. iv. 19. " 

a Aristot. de Sophist. Elench. c. 32, p. 183, b. 6. Compare also Plu
tarch, Qu~st. Platonic. p. 999 E. Tbv oov ~ii.E"fiCTtKbv 71.6yov &u1rep Ka.8ap
rtK0v fxwv cpdpp.atwv, 6 lw1cp&r71S U..;t67ruTTos ;fv ETipous lAI'Yxwv, TcfJ p.71 0Ev 
0.7rocpa[ve!T0at· 1caJ pCii\i\ov ¥;~7ETo1 OaKWv (1lrE'iliiLOtViJ r1w ir.A{jOetav, aUK c.lrrOs 
io£~ OO~I/ {Jo!]8EtV, 

c 2 
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suspected that he was amusing himself with ingenious paradox. 1 

Timon the Satirist, and Zeno the Epicurean, accordingly de
scribed him as a buffoon who turned every one into ridicule, 
especially men of eminence.2 

It is by Plato that the negative and indirect vein of Sokrates 
has been worked out and immortalised; while Xenophon, who 
sympathised little in it, complains that others looked at his 
master too exclusively on this side, and that they could not 
conceive him as a guide to virtue, but only as a stirring and 
propulsive force. 8 One of the principal objects of his 'Me
morabilia' is, to show, that Sokrates, after having worked upon 
novices sufficiently with the negative line of questions, altered 
his tone, desisted from embarrassing them, and addressed to 
them precepts not less plain and simple than directly useful in 
practice.4 I do not at all doubt that this was often the fact, 
and that the various dialogues in which Xenophon presents to 
us the philosopher inculcating self-control, temperance, piety, 
duty to parents, brotherly love, fidelity in friendship, diligence, 
benevolence, &c., on positive grounds-are a faithful picture of 
one valuable side of his character, and an essential part of the 
whole. Such direct admonitory influence was common to 
Sokrates with Prodikus and the best of the Sophists. 

1 Xenoph. Mem. iv. 4, 9· 
Plato, Gorgias, c. 81, p. 481 B. cnrov8cl.(et TavTa :Swr<pci.T"fiS 'I) 'l!'ai(et; 

Republic, i. c. II, p. 337 A. aOTh ~r<elv71 7] elw8via elpwvela ~wr<pci.Tovs, 
&c. (Apol. Sok. c. 28, p. 38 A). 

2 Diog. Laert. ii. 16; Cicero, De Nat. Deor. i. 34, 93, Cicero (Brutus, 
85, 292) also treats the irony of Sokrates as intended to mock and humiliate 
his fellow-dialogists, and it sometimes appears so in the dialogues of Plato. 
Yet I doubt whether the real Sokrates could have had any pronounced 
purpose of this kind. 

3 The beginning of Xen. Mem. i. 4, r, is particularly striking on this 
head-El 8t TIVES 'twKpci.T7)V vop.£(ouCT<V (&s (v<o< -ypcl.cf>ovcn TE Kal li.'')'OVCT< 'II'Ep} 

cdJToil TEKp.atp&p.EVot) 11"poTpl\f,tau8at p.Ev &.v8pdnrous i1r, ltper1w «pdrtO'ToV 
-ye-yov'""'• .,.poa-ya-ye'Lv o€ ~,.· auThv oux ir<a•ov-crtwjlcl.p.evo< p.n p.ovov & 
EJCEilloS' ICoAadT'T}plov €ve1ea. ToVs 1rdvT' olop.Jvovs elB~vat fp(l)· 
,.c;, v 1} 71. •'YX ev, itll.ll.a ""l &. "'"~'"'" crvv8<71f.''p•v• Tots uvv?haTplf3ovuw, 
~OICtp.a(&vrwv, ell~ea.vOs .;)v /3eA:rlovs Trote'iv ToVs uvv&wras. 

4 Xenophon, after describing the dialogue wherein Sokrates cross
examines and humiliates Euthydemus, says at the end-'0 8€ (Sokrates) &, 
l")'VW cr.IJT~V o0-rws ~XDVTa, i]KtUTa. J.t~V a.Ur0v 8teTdpa'1"'1"EV, fL7rA..oiJ .. 
I1'TaTa 8E Kal 11'acf>,11'TaTa ~~'TJ')'ELTO lJ. TE ~VOp.<(EV ei8,Va< 8eiv, 1eal &. 
E7TLT7]0e6ew «priTLCTTa elvaL. 

Again, iv. 7, I. uor, p.Ev olnc &1rA&s T1}v €avroV 'YJir!JfJ.'YJV &.1recpalvero 
~wr<pci.T'TJS 7rpos Taus bp.<ll.ouvTas aimji, lioKe'L p.o< li~ll.ov ~" Twv elp'TJp.,vwv 
elva<, &c. 

His readers were evidently likely to doubt, and required proof, that 
Sokrates could speak plainly, directly, and positively: so much better 
known was the other side of his character. 
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It is however neither from the virtue of his life, nor from the 

goodness of his precepts (though both were essential features in 
his character), that he derives his peculiar title to fame, but 
from his originality and prolific efficacy in the line of speculative 
philosophy. Of that originality, the first portion (as has been 
just stated) consisted in his having been the first to conceive 
the idea of an Ethical Science with its appropriate End, and 
with precepts capable of being tested and improved ; but the 
second point, and not the least important, was, his peculiar 
method-and extraordinary power of exciting scientific impulse 
and capacity in the minds of others. It was not by positive 
teaching that this effect was produced. Both Sokrates and 
Plato thought that little mental improvement could be produced 
by expositions directly communicated, or by new written matter 
lodged in the memory.1 It was necessary that mind should 
work upon mind, by short question and answer, or an expert 
employment of the dialectic process, 2 in order to generate new 
thoughts and powers : a process, which Plato, with its exuberant 
fancy, compares to copulation and pregnancy, representing it as 
the true way, and the only effectual way, of propagating the 
philosophic spirit. 

We should greatly misunderstand the negative and indirect 
vein of Sokrates, if we suppose that it ended in nothing more 
than simple negation. On busy or ungifted minds, among the 
indiscriminate public who heard him, it probably left little 
permanent effect of any kind, and ended in a mere feeling of 
admiration for ingenuity, or perhaps dislike of paradox: on 
practical minds like Xenophon, its effect was merged in that of 
the preceptorial exhortation. But where the seed fell upon 
an intellect having the least predisposition or capacity for 
systematic thought, the negation had only the effect of driving 
the hearer back at first, giving him a new impetus for afterwards 
springing forward. The Sokratic dialectics, clearing away from 
the mind its mist of fancied knowledge, and laying bare the real 
ignorance, produced an immediate effect like the touch of the 
torpedo.3 The newly-created consciousness of ignorance was 

1 Plato, Sophistes, c. I], p. 230 A. !J.ET'U. o€ ?rOAAOV ?rOVOV TO vov8•
'T1)'TII<OV eloos -ri)s ?ra.dielas up.ucpov O.vfn-•w, &c. Compare a fragment of 
Demokritus, in Mullach's edition of the Fragm. Demokrit. p. I75· Fr. 
Moral. 59· Tlw olop.evov voov tx••v o vov8e-r€wv p.a-ra<a?rovi••· 

Compare Plato, Epistol. vii. pp. 343, 344· 
2 Compare two passages in Plato's Protagoras, c. 49, p. 329 A, and c. 94, 

p. 348 D; and the Phredrus, c. I38-I4o, p. 276 A, E. 
3 Plato, Men. c. I3, p. 8o A. op.o<haros -rjl ?rAaTE['f vdp«p -rjl 

laAaUU[Cf• 
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alike unexpected, painful, and humiliating-a season of doubt 
and discomfort, yet combined with an internal working and 
yearning after truth, never before experienced. Such intellec
tual quickening, which could never commence until the mind 
had been disabused of its original illusion of false knowledge, 
was considered by Sokrates not merely as the index and pre
cursor, but as the indispensable condition, of future progress. 
It was the middle point in the ascending mental scale; the 
lowest point being ignorance unconscious, self-satisfied, and 
mistaking itself for knowledge ; the next above, ignorance con
scious, unmasked, ashamed of itself, and thirsting after know
ledge as yet unpossessed; while actual knowledge, the third and 
highest stage, was only attainable after passing through the 
second as a preliminary.1 This second stage was a sort of 
pregnancy, and every mind either by nature incapable of it, or 
in which, from want of the necessary conjunction, it had never 
arisen-was barren for all purposes of original or self-appropri
ated thought. Sokrates regarded it as his peculiar vocation 
and skill (employing another Platonic metaphor), while he had 
himself no power of reproduction, to deal with such pregnant 
and troubled minds in the capacity of a midwife; to assist them 
in that mental parturition whereby they were to be relieved, but 
at the same time to scrutinise narrowly the offspring which they 
brought forth, and if it should prove distorted or unpromising, 
to cast it away with the rigour of a Lykurgean nurse, whatever 
might be the reluctance of the mother-mind to part with its 
new-born. 2 Plato is fertile in illustrating this relation between 

1 This tripartite graduation of the intellectual scale is brought out 
by Plato in the Symposion, c. 29, p. 204 A, and in the Lysis, c. 33, 
p. 218 A. 

The intermediate point of the scale is what Plato here (though not 
always) expresses by the word </>•11./urocpos in its strict etymological sense
" a lover of knowledge" ; one who is not yet wise, but who, having learnt 
to know and feel his own ignorance, is anxious to become wise-and has 
thus made what Plato thought the greatest and most difficult step towards 
really becoming so. 

2 The effect of the interrogatory procedure of Sokrates in forcing on the 
minds of youth a humiliating consciousness of ignorance and an eager 
anxiety to be relieved from it, is not less powerfully attested in the simpler 
language of Xenophon, than in the metaphorical variety of Plato. See the 
conversation with Euthydemus in the Memorabilia of Xenophon, iv. 2 ; a 
long dialogue, which ends by the confession of the latter (c. 39)-'Ava-yK<f(EL 
p.e .,-av'Ta op.oll.o-ye'iv 07Jll.ov6n 1! ~p.~ cpavll.6-r7Js· Kal cppov.,-i(w p.~ Kp<f.,-ur'Tov if 
fLO& G't'}'Civ· ~ew8uveVw -yO.p G:rrA&s oUO~v eiOlvat. Kal 1r&.vv &9Vp.ws dX"'" &1r~i\6e• 
J<al vop.icras .,-c;; 6vn avopcf7rooov elva<: compare i. I, 16. 

This same expression-" thinking himself no better than a slave,"-is 
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the teacher and the scholar, operating not by what it put into 
the latter, but by what it evolved out of him; by creating an 
uneasy longing after truth-aiding in the elaboration necessary 
for obtaining relief-and testing whether the doctrine elaborated 
possessed the real lineaments, or merely the delusive semblance, 
of truth. 

There are few things more remarkable than the description 
given of the colloquial magic of Sokrates and its vehement 
effects, by those who had themselves heard it and felt its force. 
Its suggestive and stimulating power was a gift so extraordinary, 
as well to justify any abundance of imagery on the part of Plato 
to illustrate it.1 On the subjects to which he applied himself
man and society-his hearers had done little but feel and 
affirm : Sokrates undertook to make them think, weigh, and 
examine themselves and their own judgements-until the latter 
were brought into consistency with each other as well as with a 
known and venerable end. The generalisations embodied in 
their judgements had grown together and coalesced in a manner 
at once so intimate, so familiar, yet so unverified, that the 
particulars implied in them had passed out of notice : so that 
Sokrates, when he recalled these particulars out of a forgotten 
experience, presented to the hearer his own opinions under a 
totally new point of view. His conversations (even as they 
appear in the reproduction of Xenophon, which presents but a 
mere skeleton of the reality) exhibit the main features of a 
genuine inductive method, struggling against the deep-lying, 
but unheeded, errors of the early intellect acting by itself 

also put by Plato into the mouth of Alkibiades, when he is describing the 
powerful effect wrought on his mind by the conversation of Sokrates 
(Symposion, C. 39 pp. 215, 216)-Tiept.~?..iovs 5€ fU<OVwv Kal/i.?..?..wv ii')'a8wv 
{Jrrr&pwv eli JLEV rryoVp.'T/V, TOtOVTOV 5' ou5€v r-nwrxov, ou5€ Te8opV/3'T/TO p.ov .;, 
lf'vx1J oUO, 1ryavci.KTEt &s O.vSpa1t'o0ruO&s Ota.tcetp.Evou. 'AAA, inr'o -roVTov 
TOV Map<TVOV '/I"OAA<i.KtS 51} oBTw a .... .re'T/v, {],.,.,.. p.ot a&~ at p.1} /3twTOV eivat rxovn 
&s ~xw. 

Compare also the Meno, c. 13, p. 79 E, and The[etet. c. 17, 22, p. 148 
E, 151 C, where the metaphor of pregnancy, and of the obstetric art of 
So~rates, "is exp~nded--;-"""<TXOVO": a€ 51 ol 'Ep.o,l ~V')'')'t')'VOJLEVO~ Kal TOVTO 
T(%VTOV TatS T<KTOVO"atS" waiVOVO"t ')'ap Kal a7roptaS ep.7rfp.7rAC1.V"rat VVKTaS TE Kal 
1,p.lpas '/I"OAV p.a?..ll.ov ·q EKE'ivat. TaVT'T/V TE Tl)V w5i'va E')'Eipew TE Kal 
ii11'o11'aVEW 1, Ep.h -riXV'T/ 5vvaTat-'EvfoTE IJJ, o1 li.v p. 1, p. o t 50~ w <T tV 
l-ytcV p.ovE s e 1 vat, ')'VOV s 0 T t o V 0 € v ~JLO V 0 Eo VT at, 1r&vu ei.Jp.EvWs 
11'pop.vwp.at, &c. 

1 There is a striking expression of Xenophon, in the Memorabilia, about 
Sokrates and his conversation (i. 2, 14)-

" He dealt with every one just as he pleased in his discussions," says 
Xenophon-To'is a€ 5ta71.E')'op.lvots aimp '/l"a<Tt xpwp.evov EV TOLS AO')'OIS 31!'wS 
J{3o671.ETO. 
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without conscious march or scientific guidance-of the intel!ectus 
sz"bi permissus-upon which Bacon so emphatically dwells. 
Amidst abundance of instantia: tzegativa:, the scientific value of 
which is dwelt upon in the 'Novum Organon,' 1-and negative 

1 I know nothing so clearly illustrating both the subjects and the method 
chosen by Sokrates, as various passages of the immortal criticisms in the 
Novum Organon.-When Sokrat@s (as Xenophon tells us) devoted his time 
to questioning others " What is piety ? What is justice? What is temper· 
ance, courage, political government?" &c., we best understand the spirit 
of his procedure by comparing the sentence which Bacon pronounces upon 
the first ttotions of the intellect-as radically vicious, con.fustd, badly 
abstracted from things, and needing complete re-examinati~>n and revzsz(m
without which (he says) not one of them could be trusted-

" Quod vero attinet ad notiones primas intellectus, nihil est eorum, quas 
intellectus sibi permissus congessit, quin nobis pro suspecto sit, nee ullo modo 
ratum nisi novo judicio se stiterit, et secundum illud pronuntiatum fuerit." 
(Distributio Operis, prefixed to theN. 0. p. r68 of Mr. Montagu's edition.) 
-"Serum sane rebus perditis adhibetur remedium, postquam mens ex 
quotidian& vitre consuetudine, et auditionibus, et doctrinis inquinatis occu. 
pata, et vanissimis idolis obsessa fuerit. • . . Restat unica sa!us ac 
sanitas, ut opus mentis zmiversum de integra resumatur; ac mens, jam ab ipso 
principia, nullo modo sibi permittatur, sed perpetuo regatur." (lb. 
Pnefatio, p. r86. )-" Syllogismus ex propositionibus constat, propositiones 
ex verbis, verba notionum tesserre sunt. Itaque si notiones ips;e (id quod 
basis rei est) confusre sint et temere a rebus abstractre, nihil in iis qure 
superstruuntur est firmitudinis. Itaque spes est una in inductione vera. 
In notionibus nihil sani est, nee in logicis, nee in physicis. Non Sub
stantia, non Qualitas, Agere, Pati, ipsum Esse, bona notiones sunt; multo 
minus Grave, Leve, Densum, Tenue, Humidum, Siccum, Generatio, Cor· 
ruptio, Attrahere, Fugare, Elementum, Materia, Forma, et id Genus ; sed 
omnes phantasticre et male terminatre. Notiones infimarum specierum, 
Hominis, Canis, et prehensionum immediatarum sensus, Albi, Nigri, non 
fallunt magnopere : re!iqua omms (quibus homines hactenus usi sunt) 
aberrationes sunt, nee debitis modis a rebus abstractre et excitatre." 
(Aphor. 14, 15, r6.)-"Nemo adhuc tanta mentis constantia et rigore 
inventus est, ut decreverit et sibi imposuerit, thewias et notiones commuttes 
penilus abo/ere, et intel!eclum abrasum et <Eqttum ad particu!aria de integro 
applicare. Itaque ratio ilia quam habemus, ex multd fide et multo etiam casu, 
necnon ex fueri!ibus, quas prima hausimus, notionibus, farrago qtt<Edam est 
et congeries." (Aphor. 97.)-" Nil magis philosophire offecisse deprehend
imus, quam quod res qu~ familiares sunt et frequenter occurrunt, con
templationem hominum non morentur et detineant, sed recipiantur obiter, 
neque earum causre qureri soleant ; ut non s;:epius requiratur informatio de 
rebus ignotis, quam attentio in notis." (Aphor. II9.) 

These passages, and many others to the same effect which might be 
extracted from the N ovum Organon, afford a clear illustration and an 
interesting parallel to the spirit and purpose of Sokrat&s. He sought to 
test the fundamental notions and generalisations respecting man and society, 
in the same spirit in which Bacon approached those of physics: he 
suspected the unconscious process of the growing intellect, and desired to 
revise it, by comparison with particulars-and from particulars too, the 
most clear and certain, but which, from being of vulgar occurrence, were 
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instances too so dexterously chosen as generally to show the 
way to new truth, in place of that error which they set aside
there is a close pressure on the hearer's mind, to keep it in the 
distinct track of particulars, as conditions of every just and 

least attended to. And that which Sokrates described in his language as 
"conceit of knowledge without the reality," is identical with what Bacon 
designates as the primary notions-the puerile notions-the aberrations-of 
the intellect left to itself, which have become so familiar and appear so certainly 
known, that the mind cannot shake them off, and has lost all habit, we 
might almost say all power, of examining them. 

The stringent process (or electric shock, to use the simile in Plato's 
Menon) of the Sokratic Elenchus, afforded the best means of resuscitating 
this lost power. And the manner in which Plato speaks of the cross
examining Elenchus, as "the great and sovereign purification, without 
which every man, be he the great King himself, is unschooled, dirty, and 
full of uncleanness, in respect to the main conditions of happiness "-(Kal 
-rhv {Jo..e-yxov ll.ewr€ov &s ifpa. p.e-yla"r1) Kal KuptwTci.TTJ Tow Ka.Ocl.puewv ~<TTl, Ka.l 
.-bv &vJJo..eyKTOV a.li vop.t<TTEov, &.v ""l 'TP.'Yxc!.vp p.J-ya.s {3a.utll.e!Js (!,v, Td. p.€-yt<TTa. 
0.KcJ.8ap'TOV iJvTa" &7ra.{~€UTJV TE Kal a.luxpbv "YE"yov€va.t raiJTa, S; ICa8a.pcfrra:roV 
Ka.l Kci.ll.ll.t<T'TOV {1rpe1re Thv ~vTws ~u6p.evov eboa.lp.ova. eiva.t-Plato Sophist. c. 
34, p. 230 E) precisely corresponds to that "cross-examination of human 
reason in its native or spontan<ous process," which Bacon specifies as one 
of the three things essential to the expurgation of the intellect, so as to 
qualify it for the attainment of truth-" Itaque doctrina ista de expurg
atione intellectus, ut ipse ad veritatem habilis sit, tribus redargutionibus 
absolvitur; redargutione philosophiarum, redargutione demonstrationum, 
et redar6uutione rationis humantl! naltv,z." (Nov. Organ. Distributio 
Operis, p. 170 ed. Montagu.) 

To show further how essential it is (in the opinion of the best judges) 
that the native intellect should be purged or purified, before it can properly 
apprehend the truths of physical philosophy-! transcribe the introductory 
passage of Sir John Herschel's 'Astronomy'-

" In entering upon any scientific pursuit, one of the student's first 
endeavours ought to be to prepare his mind for the reception of truth, by 
dismissing, or at least loosening his hold on, all such crude and hastily 
adopted notions respecting the objects and relations he is about to examine, 
as may tend to embarrass or mislead him ; and to strengthen himself, by 
something of an effort and a resolve, for the unprejudiced admission of any 
conclusion which shall appear to be supported by careful observation and 
logical argument; even should it prove adverse to notions he may have 
previously formed for himself, or taken up, without examination, on the 
credit of others. Such an effort is, in .fact, a commencenwtt of that 
intellectual discipline which .forms one of the most importattt ends of all 
science. It is the first movement of approach towards that state of mental 
purity which alone can fit us for a full and steady perception of moral 
beauty as well as physical adaptation. It is the ' euphrasy and rue,' with 
which we must purge our sig-ht, before we can receive, and contemplate as 
they are, the lineaments of truth and nature." (Sir John Herschel, 
'Astronomy'-Introduction.) 

I could easily multiply citations from other eminent writers on physical 
philosophy, to the same purpose. All of them prescribe this intellectual 
purification : Sokrati!s not only prescribed it, but actually administered it, 
by means of his Elenchus, in reference to the subjects on which he talked. 
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consistent generalisation ; and to divert it from becoming 
enslaved to unexamined formulre, or from delivering mere 
intensity of persuasion under the authoritative phrase of reason. 
Instead of anxiety to plant in the hearer a conclusion ready
made and accepted on trust, the questioner keeps up a pro
longed suspense, with special emphasis laid upon the particulars 
tending both affirmatively and negatively; nor is his purpose 
answered, until that state of knowledge and apprehended evi
dence is created, out of which the conclusion starts as a living 
product, with its own root and self-sustaining power, consciously 
linked with its premises. If this conclusion so generated be 
not the same as that which the questioner himself adopts, it will 
at least be some other, worthy of a competent and examining 
mind taking its own independent view of the appropriate 
evidence. And amidst all the variety and divergence of 
parti.culars which we find enforced in the language of Sokrates, 
the end, towards which all of them point, is one and the 
same, emphatically signified-the good and happiness of social 
man. 

It is not then to multiply proselytes or to procure authorita
tive assent-but to create earnest seekers, analytical intellects, 
foreknowing and consistent agents, capable of forming con
clusions for themselves and of teaching others-as well as to 
force them into that path of inductive generalisation whereby 
alone trustworthy conclusions can be formed-that the Sokratic 
method aspires. In many of the Platonic dialogues, wherein 
Sokrates is brought forward as the principal disputant, we read 
a series of discussions and arguments, distinct, though having 
reference to the same subject-but terminating either in a 
result purely negative, or without any definite result at all. 
The commentators often attempt, but in my judgement with 
little success, either by arranging the dialogues in a supposed 
sequence or by various other hypotheses-to assign some 
positive doctrinal conclusion as having been indirectly contem
plated by the author. But if Plato had aimed at any substantive 
demonstration of this sort, we cannot well imagine that he 
would have left his purpose thus in the dark, visible only by the 
microscope of a critic. The didactic value of these dialogues
that, wherein the genuine Sokratic spirit stands most manit est
consists, not in the positive conclusion proved, but in the argu
mentative process itself, coupled with the general importance 
of the subject upon which evidence negative and affirmative is 
brought to bear. 

This connects itself with that which I remarked in the 
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preceding chapter, when mentioning Zeno and the first manifest
ations of dialectics, respecting the large sweep, the many-sided 
argumentation, and the strength as well as forwardness of the 
negative arm-in Grecian speculative philosophy. Through 
Sokrates, this amplitude of dialectic range was transmitted from 
Zeno first to Plato and next to Aristotle. It was a proceeding 
natural to men who were not merely interested in establishing, 
or refuting, some given particular conclusion-but who also 
(like expert mathematicians in their own science) loved, 
esteemed, and sought to improve, the dialectic process itself, 
with the means of verification which it afforded ; a feeling, of 
which abundant evidence is to be found in the Platonic writings. 1 

Such pleasure in the scientific operation-though not merely 
innocent, but valuable both as a stimulant and as a guarantee 
against error, and though the corresponding taste among 
mathematicians is always treated with the sympathy which it 
deserves-incurs much unmerited reprobation from modern 
historians of philosophy, under the name of love of disputation, 
cavilling, or sceptical subtlety. 

But over and above any love of the process, the subjects to 
which dialectics were applied, from Sokrates downwards,-man 
and society, ethics, politics, metaphysics, &c., were such as 
particularly called for this many-sided handling. On topics like 
these, relating to sequences of fact which depend upon a multi
tude of co-operating or conflicting causes, it is impossible to 
arrive, by any one thread of positive reasoning or induction, at 
absolute doctrine which a man may reckon upon finding always 
true, whether he remembers the proof or not ; as is the case 
with mathematical, astronomical, or physical truth. The utmost 
which science can ascertain, on subjects thus complicated, is an 
aggregate, not of peremptory theorems and predictions, but of 
tendencies ; 2 by studying the action of each separate cause, 
and combining them together as well as our means admit. The 
knowledge of tendencies thus obtained, though falling much 
short of certainty, is highly important for guidance : but it is 
plain that conclusions of this nature-resulting from multifarious 
threads of evidence-true only on a balance, and always liable 
to limitation-can never be safely detached from the proofs on 
which they rest, or taught as absolute and consecrated formulre. 3 

They require to be kept in perpetual and conscious association 

1 See particularly the remarkable passage in the Philebus, c. 18, p. r6 seq. 
2 See this point instructively set forth in Mr. John Stuart Mill's System 

of Logic, vol. ii. book vi. p. 565, Ist edition. 
3 Lord Bacon remarks in the Novum Organon (Aph. 71)-
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with the evidences, affirmative and negative, by the joint con
sideration of which their truth is established ; nor can this 
object be attained by any other means than by ever-renovated 
discussion, instituted from new and distinct points of view, and 
with free play to that negative arm which is indispensable as 
stimulus not less than as control. To ask for nothing but 
results-to decline the labour of verification-to be satisfied 
with a ready-made stock of established positive arguments as 
proof-and to decry the doubter or negative reasoner, who 
starts new difficulties, as a common enemy-this is a proceeding 
sufficiently common, in ancient as well as in modern times. 
But it is nevertheless an abnegation of the dignity and even of 
the functions of speculative philosophy. It is the direct reverse 
of the method both of Sokrates and Plato, who, as inquirers, 
felt that, for the great subjects which they treated, multiplied 
threads of reasoning, coupled with the constant presence of the 
<:ross-examining Elenchus, were indispensable. Nor is it less 
at variance with the views of Aristotle (though a man very 
different from either of them), who goes round his subject on 
all sides, states and considers all its difficulties, and insists 
emphatically on the necessity of having all these difficulties 
brought out in full force, as the incitement and guide to positive 
philosophy, as well as the test of its sufficiency.1 

"Erat autem sapientia Grrecorum professoria, et in disputationes effusa, 
<JUOd genus inquisitioni veritatis adversissimum est. Itaque nomen illud 
Sophistarum-<juod per contemptum ab iis, qui se philosophos haberi 
voluerunt, in antiquos rhetores rejectum tt traductum est, Gorgiam, 
iProtagoram, Hippiam, Polum-etiam universo generi competit, Platoni, 
Aristoteli, Zenoni, Epicuro, Theophrasto, et eorum successoribus, 
Chrysippo, Cameadi, reliquis." 

Bacon is quite right in effacing the distinction between the two lists of 
persons whom he compares, and in saying that the latter were just as much 
Sophists as the former, in the sense which he here gives to the word as 
well as in every other legitimate sense. But he is not justified in imputing 
to either of them this many-sided argumentation as a fault, looking to the 
subjects upon which they brought it to bear. His remark has application 
to the simpler physical sciences, but none to the moral. It had great 
pertinence and value, at the time when he brought it forward, and with 
reference to the important reforms which he was seeking to accomplish in 
physical science. In so far as Plato, Aristotle, or the other Greek philo
sophers, apply their deductive method to physical subjects, they come justly 
under Bacon's censure. But here again, the fault consisted less in disputing 
too much, than in too hastily admitting false or inaccurate axioms without 
dispute. 

I Aristotel. Metaphysic. iii. I, 2-5. p. 995 a. 
The indispensable necessity, to a philosopher, of having before him all 

the difficulties and doubts of the problem which he tries to solve, and of 
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Understanding thus the method of Sokrates, we shall be at 

no loss to account for a certain variance on his part (and a still 
greater variance on the part of Plato, who expanded the method 
in writing so much more) with the Sophists, without supposing 
the latter "o be corrupt teachers. As they aimed at qualifying 
young men for active life, they accepted the current ethical and 
political sentiment, with its unexamined commonplaces and 
inconsistencies, merely seeking to shape it into what was 
accounted a meritorious character at Athens. They were thus 
exposed, along with others-and more than others, in conse
quence of their reputation-to the analytical cross-examination 
of Sokrates, and were quite as little able to defend themselves 
against it. 

Whatever may have been the success of Protagoras or any 
other among these Sophists, the mighty originality of Sokrates 
achieved results not only equal at the time, but incomparably 

looking at a philosophical question with the same alternate attention to its 
affirmative and negative side, as is shown by a judge to two litigants-is 
strikingly set forth in this passage: I transcribe a portion of it-'Eo-Tl li€ 
To'is einropfjtTa.< {3ou/\Of.tevo<s 1rpo~p-you TO ota.7ropfjtTa.< Ka./\ws· f) -yap il<rTEpov 
einropla A{HJ'lS -rEiJv 1rp&repov f1.1ropovJJ.lvwv ~uTl, A:btuv lY o!JK Ecrrn' &i'vooVvTas 
TOV OE<Tf<OV. • • • Ato OEl Tas ouux<peia.s TE8<wp'r/!dva.< 7rrt<Tas 7rp0TEpov, 
To{rroov 'TE xcl.pw, Kal OtCt. TO ToVs (?JroVvras l£vev roV OtarropT,uat 7rp&rov~ 
diJ.olovs Elva.t ToLs 1ro'i OeL /3a0l(etv &:yvooi.IO"t, ~eal 1rpOs ro6Tots oVO' e'/ 7rO'TE T& 
(TJT00p.evov eVp11KEV, 1] p.~, 'Y'I'vdHJ'KEtv· TO 'YaP TEA.os ro/;rrp p.Ev oV 01]A.ov, Ttji 
liE 7rpO'r/'lfOp'r/lCOTt ofi/\ov. "ET< Of {3e!I.TtoV &.vrt-yJ<'r/ fxetv 7rpOs TO !Cpiv«v, 'TO .. 
lfunrep lt.vrtOlKwv Kal ,.&,v ltp.q>t(]'/37]ToVwrCJJV A.6"}'WV lt.JC7]JC06'Ta 1rdvTwv. 

A little further on, in the same chapter (iii. r, 19, p. 996 a), he makes a 
remarkable observation. Not merely is it difficult, on these philosophical 
subjects, to get at the truth-but it is not easy to perform well even the 
preliminary task of discerning and setting forth the ratiocinative difficulties 
which are to be dealt with-U<pl -yap TOVTWV aml.VTWV ou f.tOVOV xa.ii.E1TOV Tl> 
EU7ropfjcrat Tfjs &.!1..,8<ia.s, &.!1.!1.' ova€ 'TO Ota.1rOpf;crat 1\0"f'f t>4otov 
/Ca./\ ii> s. A<a1ropi)o-a< means the same as o«~</\Oe'iv Tas &.1ropla.s (Bonitz. not. 
ad toe.) "to go through the various points of difficulty." 

This last passage illustrates well the characteristic gift of Sokrates, which 
was exactly what Aristotle calls TO ota7ropfjo-a.< 1\o-y'f Ka/\ws-to force on 
the hearer's mind those ratiocinative difficulties which served both as spur 
and as guide towards solution and positive truth-towards comprehensive 
and correct generalisation, with clear consciousness of the common attribute 
binding together the various particulars included. 

The same care to admit and even invite the pevelopment of the negative 
side of a question-to accept the obligation of. grappling with all the 
difficulties-to assimilate the process of inquiry to a judicial pleading-is to 
be seen in other passages of Aristotle; see Ethic. Nikomach. vii. I, 5; 
De Animfi, i. 2, p. 403 b : De Ccelo, i. 10, p. 279 b ; Topica, i. 2, p. 
10! a-(Xp-l,<rtjJ.OS 5E f} OtO./\EIC'T<K17) 7rp0S Tds l<aTa <f>t/\ocrocpfa.v. ~7r<O"T1,f.taS, 
8n ouvrJ.,..EVO< 7rpDs &.p.<f>OT<pa. Ot0.1rOpfjua.t, pf!ov lv ~J<rt<TTO!S J<O.TOlpOfJ.€80. 'TCtA'r/BES 
... J<:d TO oJt•voos. Compare also Cicero, Tusc. Disput. ii. 3, 9· 
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grander and more lasting in reference to the future. Out of 
his intellectual school sprang not merely Plato, himself a hos~
but all the other leaders of Grecian speculation for the next 
half-century, and all those who continued the great line of 
speculative philosophy down to later times. Eukleides and the 
Megaric school of philosophers-Aristippus and the Kyrenaic
Antisthenes and Diogenes, the first of those called the Cynics
all emanated more or less directly from the stimulus imparted 
by Sokrates, though each followed a different vein of thought.1 

Ethics continue to be what Sokrates had first made them, a 
distinct branch of philosophy, alongside of which politics, 
rhetoric, logic, and other speculations relating to man and 
society, gradually arranged themselves; all of them more 
popular, as well as more keenly controverted, than physics, 
which at that time presented comparatively little charm, and 
still less of attainable certainty. There can be no doubt that 
the individual influence of Sokrates permanently enlarged the 
horizon, improved the method, and multiplied the ascendent 
minds, of the Grecian speculative world, in a manner never 
since paralleled. Subsequent philosophers may have had a 
more elaborate doctrine, and a larger number of disciples who 
imbibed their ideas; but none of them applied the same 
stimulating method with the same efficacy-none of them 
struck out of other minds that fire which sets light to original 
thought-none of them either produced in others the pains of 
intellectual pregnancy, or extracted from others the fresh and 
unborrowed offspring of a really parturient mind. 

Having thus touched upon Sokrates, both as first opener of 
the field of Ethics to scientific study-and as author of a 
method, little copied and never paralleled since his time, for 
stimulating in other men's minds earnest analytical inquiry-! 
speak last about his theoretical doctrine. Considering the 
fanciful, far-fetched ideas, upon which alone the Pythagoreans 
and other predecessors had shaped their theories respecting 
virtues and vices, the wonder is that Sokrates, who had no 
better guides to follow, should have laid down an ethical 
doctrine which has the double merit of being true, as far as it 
goes, legitimate, and of comprehensive generality; though it 
errs, mainly by stating a part of the essential conditions of 

1 Cicero (de Orator. iii. r6, 6r ; Tuscul. Disput. v, 4, rr)-" Cujus 
(Socratis) multiplex ratio disputandi, rerumque varietas, et ingenii magni
tudo, Platonis ingenio et literis consecrata, plura genera effecit dissentien
tium philosophorum." Ten distinct varieties of Sokratic philosophers are 
enumerated; but I lay little stress on the exact number. 
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virtue 1 (sometimes also a part of the Ethical End), as if it were 
the whole. Sokrati~s resolved all virtue into knowledge or 
wisdom; all vice, into ignorance or folly. To do right was the 
only way to impart happiness, or the least degree of unhappiness 
compatible with any given situation: now this was precisely 
what every one wished for and aimed at-only that many 
persons, from ignorance, took the wrong road; and no man 
was wise enough always to take the right. But as no man was 
willingly his own enemy, so no man ever did wrong willingly ; 
it was because he was not fully or correctly informed of the 
consequences of his own actions; so that the proper remedy to 
apply was enlarged teaching of consequences and improved 
judgement.2 To make him willing to be taught, the only con
dition required was to make him conscious of his own ignorance; 
the want of which consciousness was the real cause both of 
indocility and of vice. 

That this doctrine sets forth one portion of the essential 
conditions of virtue, is certain ; and that too the most com
manding portion, since there can be no assured moral conduct 
except under the supremacy of reason. But that it omits to 
notice, what is not less essential to virtue, the proper condition 
of the emotions, desires, &c., taking account only of the 
intellect-is also certain ; and has been remarked by Aristotle s 
as well as by many others. It is fruitless, in my judgement, to 
attempt by any refined explanation, to make out that Sokrati~s 
meant by "knowledge," something more than what is directly 
implied in the word. He had present to his mind, as the grand 
depravation of the human being, not so much vice as madness; 
that state in which a man does not know what he is doing. 
Against the vicious man, securities, both public and private, 
may be taken with considerable effect; against the madman 

1 In setting forth the Ethical End, the language of Sokrat@s (as far as 
we can judge from Xenophon and Plato) seems to have been not always 
consistent with itself. He sometimes stated it as if it included a reference 
to the happiness, not merely of the agent himself, but of others besides
both, as co.ordinate elements; at other times, he seems to speak as if the 
end was nothing more than the happiness of the agent himself, though the 
happiness of others was among the greatest and most essential means. 
The former view is rather countenanced by Xenophon, the best witness 
about his master, so that I have given it as belonging to Sokrat@s, though 
it is not always adhered to. The latter view appears most in Plato, who 
assimilates the health of the soul to the health of the body-an End 
essentially self.regarding. 

2 Cicero, de Orator. i. 47, 204. 
8 Xenoph. Mem. iii. 9, 4; Aristot. Ethic. Nikomach. vi. r3, 3-5; 

Ethic. Eudem. i. 5; Ethic. Magn. i. I-35· 
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there is no security except perpetual restraint. He is incapable 
of any of the duties incumbent on social man, nor can he, even 
if he wishes, do good either to himself or to others. The 
sentiment which we feel towards such an unhappy being is 
indeed something totally different from moral reprobation, such 
as we feel for the vicious man who does wrong knowingly. 
But Sokrates took measure of both with reference to the pur
poses of human life and society, and pronounced that the latter 
was less completely spoiled for those purposes than the former. 
Madness was ignorance at its extreme pitch, accompanied too 
by the circumstance that the madman himself was unconscious 
of his own ignorance, acting under a sincere persuasion that he 
knew what he was doing. But short of this extremity, there 
were many varieties and gradations in the scale of ignorance, 
which, if accompanied by false conceit of knowledge, differed 
from madness only in degree; and each of which disqualified 
a man from doing right, in proportion to the ground which it 
covered. The worst of all ignorance-that which stood nearest 
to madness-was when a man was ignorant of himself, fancying 
that he knew what he did not really know, and that he could 
do, or avoid, or endure, what was qui,e beyond his capacity; 
when, for example, intending to speak the same truth, he some
times said one thing, sometimes another-or, casting up the 
same arithmetical figures, made sometimes a greater sum, 
sometimes a less. A person who knows his letters, or an 
arithmetician, may doubtless write bad orthography or cast-up 
incorrectly, by design-but can also perform the operations 
correctly, if he chooses; while one ignorant of writing or of 
arithmetic, cannot do it correctly, even though he should be 
anxious to do so. The former therefore comes nearer to the 
good orthographer or arithmetician than the latter. So, if a 
man knows what is just, honourable, and good, but commits 
acts of a contrary character-he is juster, or comes nearer to 
being a just man, than one who does not know what just acts 
are, and does not distinguish them from unjust; for this latter 
cannot conduct himself justly, even if he desires it ever so much.1 

1 Xenoph. Mem. iii. 9, 6 ; iv. 2, 19-22. liutauJTEpov li~ orlw l7rurortf.f.<<vov 
,-a OlKa<a -roil 1-'ij l1rur-rap.,vov-To call him the juster man of the two, 
when neither are just, can hardly be meant : I translate it according to 
what seems to me the meaning intended. So -ypaf.<f.<aT<Kcf>Tepov (in the 
sentence before) means, comes nearer to a good orthographer. The Greek 
derivative adjectives in ·tKOs are very difficult to render precisely. 

Compare Plato, Hippias Minor, c. 15, p. 372 D-where the same 
<>pinion is maintained. Hippias tells Sokrat~s in that dialogue (c. I I, p. 369 
B) that he fixes his mind on a part of the truth, and omits to notice the rest. 
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The opmwn here maintained illustrates forcibly the general 

doctrine of Sokrates. I have already observed that the funda
mental idea which governed his train of reasoning, was, the
analogy of each man's social life and duty to a special pro
fession or trade. Now what is principally inquired after in 
regard to these special men, is their professional capacity ; 
without this, no person would ever think of employing them, 
let their dispositions be ever so good ; with it, good disposi
tions and diligence are presumed, unless there be positive 
grounds for suspecting the contrary. But why do we indulge· 
such presumption? Because their pecuniary interest, their 
professional credit, and their place among competitors, are 
staked upon success, so that we reckon upon their best efforts. 
But in regard to that manifold and indefinite series of acts 
which constitute the sum total of social duty, a man has no 
such special interest to guide and impel him, nor can we pre
sume in him those dispositions which will ensure his doing 
right, wherever he knows what right is. Mankind are obliged 
to give premiums for these dispositions, and to attach penalties
to the contrary, by means of praise and censure: moreover the 
natural sympathies and antipathies of ordinary minds, which 
determine so powerfully the application of moral terms, run 
spontaneously in this direction, and even overshoot the limit 
which reason would prescribe. The analogy between the paid 
special duty, and the general social duty, fails in this particular. 
Even if Sokrates were correct as to the former (and this would. 
be noway true), in making the intellectual conditions of good 
conduct stand for the whole-no such inference could safely 
be extended to the latter. 

Sokrates affirmed that "well-doing" was the noblest pursuit 
of man. " Well-doing" consisted in doing a thing well after 
having learnt it and practised it, by the rational and proper 
means : it was altogether disparate from good fortune, or 
success without rational scheme and preparation. "The best 
man (he said) and the most beloved by the gods, is, he who as 
a husbandman, performs well the duties of husbandry-as a 
surgeon, those of medical art-in political life, his duty towards 
the commonwealth. But the man who does nothing well, is 
neither use!ul-nor agreeable to the gods." 1 This is the 
Sokratic view of human life : to look at it as an assemblage of 
realities and practical details-to translate the large words of 
the moral vocabulary into those homely particulars to which at 
bottom they refer-to take account of acts, not of dispositions 

1 Xenoph. Memor. iii. 9, 14, 15. 
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apart from act (in contradiction to the ordinary flow of the 
moral sympathies)-to enforce upon all men, that what they 
chiefly required was, teaching and practice as preparations for 
act ; and that therefore ignorance, especially ignorance mis
taking itself for knowledge, was their capital deficienc,. The 
religion of Sokrates, as well as his ethics, had i~;·.::rence to 
practical human ends. His mind had little of that transcen
dentalism which his scholar Plato exhibits in such abundance. 

It is indisputable, then, that Sokrates laid down a general 
ethical theory which is too narrow, and which states a part of 
the truth as if it were the whole. But as it frequently happens 
with philosophers who make the like mistake-we find that he 
did not confine his deductive reasonings within the limits of 
the theory, but escaped the erroneous consequences by a partial 
inconsistency. For example-no man ever insisted more 
emphatically than he, on the necessity of control over the 
passions and appetites-of enforcing good habits-and on the 
value of that state of the sentiments. and emotions which such 
.a course tended to form. 1 In truth, this is one particular 

1 Xenoph. Mem. ii. 6, 39· ~<TClt 3' ~v &.v8prf>7rotS apE'ral Jo..i-yovTat -ra6-ras 
·1rduas fJ'KOTraVJ-Levos eUp{Juets f.w.e-f,uet Te Kal p.eA,'T'?J aU~avop.Evas. Again, 
the necessity of practice or discipline is inculcated, iii. 9, r. When 
:Sokrates enumerates the qualities requisite in a good friend, it is not 
merely superior knowledge which he talks of. He includes also moral 
excellence, continence, a self-sufficing temper, mildness, a grateful disposition 
.{c. ii. 6, r-5). 

Moreover Sokrates laid it down that continence or self-control was the 
-very basis of virtue-T-i]v ~/'!Cpcl'Tetav &.pe-r'fis "'P'I/'ll'toa {i. 5, 4). Also that 
continmce was indispensable in order to enable a man to acquire knowledge 
{iv. 5, IO, II). 

Sokrates here plainly treats ~J't<pcf-retav {continence or self-control) as 
not being a state of the intellectual man, and yet as being the very basis 
of virtue. He therefore does not seem to have applied consistently his 
general doctrine, that virtue consisted in knowledge, or in the excdlence 

.of the intellectual man, alone. Perhaps he might have said-Knowledge 
alone will be sufficient to make you virtuous ; but before you can acquire 
knowledge, you must previously have disciplined your emotions and 
appetites. This merely eludes the objection, without saving the sufficiency 
of the general doctrine. 

I cannot concur with Ritter {Gesch. der Philos. vol. ii. ch. 2, p. 78) 
in thinking that Sokrates meant by knowledge or wisdom, a transcendental 
attribute, above humanity, and such as is possessed only by a god. This 
is by no means consistent with that practical conception of human life and 
its ends, which stands so plainly marked in his character. 

vVhy should we think it wonderful that Sokrates should propose a 
defective theory, which embraces only one side of a large and complicated 
question? Considering that his was the first theory derived from data 
really belonging to the subject, the wonder is, that it was so near an 

. approach to the truth. 
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characteristic of his admonitions. He exhorted men to limit 
their external wants, to be sparing in indulgence, and to culti
vate, even in preference to honours and advancement, those 
pleasures which would surely arise from a performance of duty, 
as well as from self-examination and the consciousness of internal 
improvement. This earnest attention, .in measuring the ele
ments and conditions of happiness, to the state of the internal 
associations as contrasted with the effect of external causes
as well as the pains taken to make it appear how much the 
latter depend upon the former for their power of conferring 
happiness, and how sufficient is moderate good fortune in 
respect to externals, provided the internal man be properly 
disciplined-is a vein of thought which pervades both Sokrates 
and Plato, and which passed from them, under various modifi
cations, to most of the subsequent schools of ethical philo
sophy. It is probable that Protagoras or Prodikus, training 
rich youth for active life-without altogether leaving out such 
internal element of happiness, would yet dwell upon it less; 
a point of decided superiority in Sokrates. 

The political opinions of Sokrates were much akin to his 
ethical, and deserve especial notice as having in part con
tributed to his condemnation by the Dikastery. He thought 
that the functions of government belonged legitimately to those 
who knew best how to exercise them for the advantage of the 
governed. "The legitimate King or Governor was not the 
man who held the sceptre-nor the man elected by some vulgar 
persons-nor he who had got the post by lot-nor he who had 
thrust himself in by force, or by fraud-but he alone who knew 
how to govern well." 1 Just as the pilot governed on ship
board, the surgeon in a sick man's house, the trainer in a 
pala~stra-every one else being eager to obey these professional 
superiors, and even thanking and recompensing them for their 
directions, simply because their greater knowledge was an 
admitted fact. It was absurd (Sokrates used to contend) to 
choose public officers by lot, when no one would trust himself 
on shipboard under the care of a pilot selected by hazard,2 nor 
would any one pick out a carpenter or a musician in like 
manner. 

We do not know what provisions Sokrates suggested for 
applying his principle to practice-for discovering who was the 
fittest man in point of knowledge-or for superseding him in 
case of his becoming unfit, or in case another fitter than he 

1 Xen. Mem. iii. 9, 10, II. 
2 Xen. Mem. i. 2, 9· 
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should arise. The analogies of the pilot, the surgeon, and 
professional men generally, would naturally conduct him to 
election by the people, renewable after temporary periods; 
since no one of these professional persons, whatever may be his 
positive k1;1owledge, is ever trusted or obeyed except by the 
free choice of those who confide in him, and who may at any 
time make choice of another. But it does not appear that 
Sokrates followed out this part of the analogy. His companions 
remarked to him that his first-rate intellectual ruler would be a 
<iespot, who might, if he pleased, either refuse to listen to good 
advice, or even put to death those who gave it. "He will not 
act thus-(replied Sokrates) for if he does, he will himself be 
the greatest loser." 1 

We may notice in this doctrine of Sokrates the same imper
fection as that which is involved in the ethical doctrine ; a 
disposition to make the intellectual conditions of political fit
ness stand for the whole. His negative political doctrine is not 
to be mistaken : he approved neither of democracy nor of 
Qligarchy. As he was not attached, either by sentiment or by 
conviction, to the constitution of Athens-so neither had he 
the least sympathy with oligarchical usurpers such as the 
Four Hundred and the Thirty. His positive ideal state, as far 
as we can divine it, would have been something like that which 
is worked out in the 'Cyropredia' of Xenophon. 

In describing the persevering activity of Sokrates, as a 
religious and intellectual missionary, we have really described 
his life ; for he had no other occupation than this continual 
intercourse with the Athenian public-his indiscriminate con
versation, and invincible dialectics. Discharging faithfully and 
bravely his duties as an hoplite on military service-but keeping 
aloof from official duty in the Dikastery, the public assembly, 
m the Senate-house, except in that one memorable year of the 
battle of Arginusre-he incurred none of those party ani
mosities which an active public life at Athens often provoked. 
His life was legally blameless, nor had he ever been brought 
up before the Dikastery until his one final trial, when he was 
seventy years of age. That he stood conspicuous before the 
public eye in 423 B.c., at the time when the' Clouds' of Aristo
phanes was brought on the stage-is certain. He may have 
been and probably was, conspicuous even earlier : so that we 
can hardly allow him less than thirty years of public, notorious, 
and efficacious discoursing, down to his trial in 399 B.C. 

It was in that year that Meletus, seconded by two auxiliaries, 
1 Xen. Mern. iii. 9, 12: compare Plato, Gorgias, c. 56, pp. 469, 470. 
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Anytus and Lykon, presented against him, and hung up in the 
appointed place (the portico before the office of the second or 
King-Archon), an indictment against him in the following 
terms :-" Sokrates is guilty of crime, first, for not worshipping 
the gods whom the city worships, but introducing new divinities 
of his own-next, for corrupting the youth. The penalty due 
is, death." 

It is certain that neither the conduct nor the conversation of 
Sokrates had undergone any alteration for many years past; 
since the sameness of his manner of talking is both derided by 
his enemies and confessed by himself. Our first sentiment 
therefore (apart from the question of guilt or innocence) is one 
of astonishment, that he should have been prosecuted, at 
seventy years of age, for persevering in an occupation which he 
had publicly followed during twenty-five or thirty years pre
ceding. Xenophon, full of reverence for his master, takes up 
the matter on much higher ground, and expresses himself in a 
feeling of indignant amazement that the Athenians could find 
anything to condemn in a man every way so admirable. But 
whoever attentively considers the picture which I have pre
sented of the purpose, the working, and the extreme publicity of 
Sokrates, will rather be inclined to wonder, not that the indict
ment was presented at last, but that some such indictment had 
not been presented long before. Such certainly is the im
pression suggested by the language of Sokrates himself, in the 
'Platonic Apology.' He there proclaims emphatically, that 
though his present accusers were men of consideration, it was 
neither tlteir enmity, nor their eloquence, which he had now 
principally to fear ; but the accumulated force of antipathy
the numerous and important personal enemies, each with 
sympathising partisans-the long-standing and uncontradicted 
calumnies 1-raised against him throughout his cross-examining 
career. 

In truth, the mission of Sokrates, as he himself describes it, 
could not but prove eminently unpopular and obnoxious. To 
convince a man that, of matters which he felt confident of know
ing, and had never thought of questioning or even of studying, 
he is really profoundly ignorant, insomuch that he cannot reply 

1 Plato, Apol. Sok. c. 2, p. IS B ; c. I6, p. 28 A. •o a~ "'"'l iv TOtS 

rp.1rpo<T6<v r1wyov, 3n 7fOAA-i, f'OL l:.1r/X6ELOO 'YJ')Ioi/E 1<aol 1rp~s 1r0AAOUS, <0 t<TrE 
8Tt AA116ls ~UTtv. Kctl 'T"oV-r' lu-rn; t, Ep.~ aip-f)aEt, E&v1rep a.ipfj-ob M{A7]ToS 
oba~ 'Avuros, a/1_)\_' -h -row 1roi\)\_wv 8<af3o)\_T! "al cpe6vos. ' 

The expression roiv 1ro)\_)\_wv in this last line is not used in its most 
common signification, but is equivalent to rovrwv rwv 1ro)\_l\wv. 
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to a few pertinent queries without involving himself in flagrant 
contradictions-is an operation highly salutary, often necessary, 
to his future improvement; but an operation of painful mental 
surgery, in which indeed the temporary pain experienced is one 
of the conditions almost indispensable to the future beneficial 
results. It is one which few men can endure without hating 
the operator at the time; although doubtless such hatred would 
not only disappear, but be exchanged for esteem and admir
ation, if they persevered until the full ulterior consequences of 
the operation developed themselves. But we know (from the 
express statement of Xenophon) that many, who underwent 
this first pungent thrust of his dialectics, never came near him 
again : he disregarded them as laggards, 1 but their voices did 
not the less count in the hostile chorus. What made that 
chorus the more formidable, was, the high quality and position 
of its leaders. For Sokrates himself tells us, that the men 
whom he chiefly and expressly sought out to cross-examine, 
were the men of celebrity as statesmen, rhetors, poets, or 
artisans; those at once most sensitive to such humiliation, and 
most capable of making their enmity effective. 

When we reflect upon this great body of antipathy, so terrible 
both from number and from constituent items, we shall wonder' 
only that Soluates could have gone on so long standing in the i 
market-place to aggravate it, and that the indictment of Meletus I 
could have been so long postponed; since it was just as applic-l 
able earlier as later, and since the sensitive temper of the. 
people, as to charges of irreligion, was a well-known fact. 2 The i 
truth is, that as history presents to us only one man who ever 
devoted his life to prosecute this duty of an elenchtic or cross
examining missionary-so there was but one city, in the ancient 
world at least, wherein he would have been allowed to pro
secute it for twenty-five years with safety and impunity; and 
that city was Athens. I have in a previous volume noted the 
respect for individual dissent of opinion, taste, and behaviour, 
among one another, which characterised the Athenian popula
tion, and which Perikles puts in emphatic relief as a part of his 
funeral discourse. It was this established liberality of the 
democratical sentiment at Athens which so long protected the 
noble eccentricity of Sokrates from being disturbed by the 
numerous enemies which he provoked. At Sparta, at Thebes, 

1 Xen. Mem. iv. 2, 40. Ilo;l.;l.ol p.€v ovv -roJJI ol!Tw Su•:r<Glv-rwv ~,.o 
'lw~epd.Tovs obK~TL aU-rei 1rpocrr}euav, oiJs Kal fJA.aJcoTJpovs lv6tu(ev. 

2 Plato, Euthyphri:ln, c. 2, p. 3 C. d~d.s 8n <v~uf.{3o;l.a. -ra Tota.vTa. ,.pbs 
ToOs 1roAA.oVs. 
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at Argos, Miletus, or Syracuse, his blameless life would have 
been insufficient as a shield, and his irresistible dialectic power 
would have caused him to be only the more speedily silenced. 
Intolerance is the natural weed of the human bosom, though 
its growth or development may be counteracted by liberalising 
causes ; of these, at Athens, the most powerful was, the demo
cratical constitution as there worked, in combination with 
diffused intellectual and <esthetical sensibility, and keen relish 
for discourse. Liberty of speech was consecrated, in every 
man's estimation, among the first of privileges ; every man was 
accustomed to hear opinions, opposite to his own, constantly 
expressed,-and to believe that others had a right to their 
lpinions as well as himself. And though men would not, as a 
;eneral principle, have extended such toleration to religious 
ihjects-yet the established habit in reference to other 
lhtters greatly influenced their practice, and rendered them 
nore averse to any positive severity against avowed dissenters 
rom the received religious belief. It is certain that there was 
Lt Athens both a keener intellectual stimulus, and greater free
lorn as well of thought as of speech, than in any other city of 
}reece. The long toleration of Sokrates is one example of 
his general fact, while his trial proves little, and his execution 
tothing, against it-as will presently appear. 

There must doubtless have been particular circumstances, of 
vhich we are scarcely at all informed, which induced his 
.ccusers to prefer their indictment at the actual moment, in 
.pite of the advanced age of Sokrates. 

In the first place, Anytus, one of the accusers of Sokrates, 
Lppears to have become incensed against him on private 
~rounds. The son of Anytus had manifested interest in his 
:onversation : and Sokrates, observing in the young man in
ellectual impulse and promise, endeavoured to dissuade his 
ather from bringing him up to his own trade of a leather
;eller.l It was in this general way that a great proportion of 
he antipathy against Sokrates was excited, as he himself tells 
1s in the 'Platonic Apology.' The young men were those 
:o whom he chiefly addressed himself, and who, keenly relish
ng his conversation, often carried home new ideas, which 
iispleased their fathers ; 2 hence the general charge against 

1 See Xenoph. Apol. Sok. s. 29, 30. This little piece bears a very 
~rroneous title, and may possibly not be the composition of Xenophon as 
:he commentators generally affirm ; but it has every appearance of b;ing 
1 work of the time. 

2 Plato, Apol. Sok. c. 10, p. 23 C; c. 27, p. 37 E. 
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Sokrates of corrupting the youth. Now this circumstance had 
recently happened in the peculiar case of Anytus, a rich trades
man, a leading man in politics, and just now of peculiar 
influence in the city, because he had been one of the leading 
fellow-labourers with Thrasybulus in the expulsion of the 
Thirty, manifesting an energetic and meritorious patriotism. 
He (like Thrasybulus and many others) had sustained great 
loss of property 1 during the oligarchical dominion; which 
perhaps made him the more strenuous in requiring that his son 
should pursue trade with assiduity, in order to restore the 
family fortunes. He seems moreover to have been an enemy 
of all teaching which went beyond the narrowest practicality; 
hating alike Sokrates and the Sophists. 2 • 

While we can thus point out a recent occurrence, which ha 
brought one of the most ascendent politicians in the city i 

In the Cyrop;edia of Xenophon, an interesting anecdote appears, illustrat
ing what was often meant by a father, when he accused Sokrates, or one 
of the So"phists, of "corrupting hi's son;" also the extreme vengeance 
which he thought himself entitled to take. (Cyropred. iii. r, 14, 38, 40.) 

The Armenian prince, with his newly-married youthful son Tigranes. 
are represented as conversing with Cyrus, who asks the latter-" What i 
become of that man, the Sophist, who used to be always in your company 
and to whom ·you were so much attached?"-" My father put him t 
death."-" For what offence?"-" Affirming that he corrupted me: thougA 
the man was if such a11 admirable character, that eve11 when he was dying, 
he called me, and said, 'Be not angry with your father for killing me, fo1 
he does t't from no bad intmtz"on, but from ignorance ; and sins committe 
from ignorance ought to be reckoned as involuntary.'"-" Alas! poo 
man I" exclaimed Cyrus.-The father himself then spoke as follows 
"Cyrus, you know that a husband puts to death any other man whom h 
finds conversing with (and corrupting) his wife. It is not that he corrupt 
her understanding, but that he robs the husband of her affection, an 
therefore the latter deals with him as an enemy. Just so did I hate this 
Sophist, because he made my son admire him more than me." "By the 
gods," replied Cyrus, "I think you have yielded only to human frailty 
(av8p::6'11'1vci. "'"' oot<•<s aiJ.ap.,.•<v). Forgive your father, Tigranes." Compare 
a similar train of thought, Cyropred. v. 5, 28. · 

As marital jealousy was held, both by Attic law and opinion, to be 
entitled to the gratification of its extreme vindictive impulse, so the same 
right is here claimed by analogy for paternal jealousy, even to the 
destruction of a man of exemplary character. The very strong sympathy 
expressed with offended jealousy is a circumstance deserving notice, and 
suggesting much reflection. And if we apply the principle of the case to 
real life at Athens, we shall comprehend how it was that Anytus and other 
fathers became so incensed against Sokrates and the Sor-hists of influence 
and ascendency. The mere fact that the youth became intensely attached 
to their conversation and society, would be often sufficient to raise bitter 
cesentment, and was called by the name corruption, 

1 Isokrat. Or. xviii. cont. Kallimach. s. 30. 
2 See Plato, Menon, c. 27, 28, pp. 90, 91, 
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special exasperation against Sokrates-another circumstance 
which weighed him down was, his past connexion with the 
deceased Kritias and Alkibiades. Of these two men, the 

1 latt¢r, though he had some great admirers, was on the whole 
odiqus ; still more from his private insolence and enormities 
thall from his public treason as an exile. But the name of 
Kritias was detested, and deservedly detested, beyond that of 
any other man in Athenian history, as the chief director of the 
unmeasured spoliation and atrocities committed by the Thirty. 
That Sokrates had educated both Kritias and Alkibiades, was 
affirmed by the accusers, and seemingly believed by the general 
publjc, both at the time and afterwards. 1 That both of them 
had been among those who conversed with him, when young 

. men,, is an unquestionable fact ; to what extent, or down to 
' what period, the conversation was carried, we cannot distinctly 
ascertain. Xenophon affirms that both of them frequented his 
society when young, to catch from him an argumentative facility 
which might be serviceable to their political ambition; that he 
curbe.d their violent and licentious propensities so long as they 
continued to come to him; that both of them manifested a 
respe~tful obedience to him, which seemed in little consonance 
with ~heir natural tempers ; but that they soon quitted him, 

; weary of such restraint, after having acquired as much as they 
fthought convenient of his peculiar accomplishment. The 
[writings of Plato, on the contrary, impress us with the idea•that 
the association of both of them with Sokrates must have been 
more continued and intimate ; for both of them are made to 
take great part in the Platonic dialogues-while the attachment 
of Sokrates to Alkibiades is represented as stronger than that 
which he ever felt towards any other man ; a fact not difficult 
to explain, since the latter, notwithstanding his ungovernable 
dispositions, was distinguished in his youth not less for capacity 
and forward impulse, than for beauty-and since youthful male 
beauty fired the imagination of Greeks, especially that of 
Sokrat~s, more than the charms of women.2 From the year 
420 B.c., in which the activity of Alkibiades as a political 
leader commenced, it seems unlikely that he could have seen 
much of Sokrates-and after the year 415 B.c., the fact is 
impossible; since in that year he became a permanent exile, 
with th~ exception of three or four months in the year 407 B.c. 

1 JEscbines, cont. Tim arch. c. 34, p. 7 4. 6p.e7s 'lw!Cp<f.r7J Tbv crocJ><O"Thv 
a'II'EIC'I'E!V~'I'E, Sn KpcT[av <cpcl.v7] "'I'E"'I'CJ.C5Eu/CC:,s, &c. Xenoph. Mem. i. 2, 12. 

2 See Plato (Charmides, c. 3, p. 154 C; Lysis, c. 2, p. 204 B;. 
Protagoras, c. I, p. 309 A), &c. 
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At the moment of the trial of Sokrat€~s, therefore, his connexion 
with Alkibiades must at least have been a fact long past and 
gone. Respecting Kritias, we make out less. As he was a 
kinsman of Plato (one of the well-known companions of 
SokraH~s, and present at his trial), .and himself an accom
plished and literary man, his association with Sokrates may 
have continued longer; at least a colour was given for so 
asserting. Though the supposition that any of the vices either 
of Kritias or Alkibiades were encouraged, or even tolerated, 
by Sokrates, can have arisen in none but prejudiced or ill
informed minds-yet it is certain that such a supposition was 
entertained; and that it placed him before the public in an 
altered position after the enormities of the Thirty. Anytus, 
incensed with him already on the subject of his son, would be 
doubly incensed against him as the reputed tutor of Kritias. 

Of Meletus, the primary, though not the most important, 
accuser, we know only that he was a poet; of Lykon, that he 
was a rhetor. Both these classes had been alienated by the 
cross-examining dialectics to which many of their number had 
been exposed by Sokrates. They were the last men to bear 
such an exposure with patience ; while their enmity, taken as a 
class rarely unanimous, was truly formidable when it bore upon 
any single individual. 

We know nothing of the speeches of either of the accusers' 
before the Dikastery, except what can be picked out from the 
remarks in Xenophon and the defence of Plato.1 Of the · 
three counts of the indictment, the second was the easiest for 
them to support, on plausible grounds. That Sokrates was a 
religious innovator, would be considered as proved by the 
peculiar divine sign of which he was wont to speak freely and 
publicly, and which visited no one except himself. Accord
ingly, in the 'Platonic Defence,' he never really replies to the 
second charge. He questions Meletus before the Dikastery, 
and the latter is represented as answering, that he meant to 
accuse Sokrates of not believing in the gods at all ; 2 to which 
imputed disbelief Sokrates answers with an emphatic negative. 

1 The Sophist Polykrates, a few years after the death of Sokrates, chose 
the accusation against him as a theme for composing an harangue, which 
Quintilian appears to have perused, accepting it as the real discourse 
pronounced in court by one of the accusers. It is plain from Isokratcs, 
however, that the harangue was only a rhetorical exercise, and, in his 
judgement, not a good one. See Quintilian, I. 0. ii. 17, 4; iii. r, II; 
and Isokrates, Busiris, s. 4· The Argument prefixed to this last oration is 
[ull of errors. 

2 Plato, Apol. Sole c. 14, p. 26 C. 
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In support of the first count, however-the charge of general 
C:.isbelief in the gods recognised by the city-nothing in his 
conduct could be cited ; for he was exact in his legal worship 
Jlke other citizens-and even more than others, if Xenophon is 
correct.l But it would appear that the old calumnies of the 
Aristophanic ' Clouds ' were revived, and that the effect of that 
witty drama, together with similar efforts of Eupolis and others, 
perhaps hardly less witty-was still enduring; a striking proof 
that these comedians were no impotent libellers. Sokrates 
manifests greater apprehension of the effect of the ancient 
impressions, than of the speeches which had been just 
delivered against him. But these latter speeches would of 
course tell, by refreshing the sentiments of the past, and 
reviving the Aristophanic picture of Sokrates as a speculator 
on physics as well as a rhetorical teacher for pleading, making 
the worse appear the better reason.2 Sokrates in the 'Platonic 
Defence' appeals to the number of persons who had listened 
to his conversation, whether any of them had ever heard him 
say one word on the subject of physical studies ; 3 while Xeno
phon goes further, and represents him as having positively 
discountenanced them, on the ground of impiety.4 

As there were three distinct accusers to speak against So
ktates, so we may reasonably suppose that they would concert 
beforehand on what topics each should insist; Meletus under
taking that which related to religion, while Anytus and Lykon 
vrould dwell on the political grounds of attack. In the 
'Platonic Apology,' Sokrates comments emphatically on the 
aUegations of Meletus, questions him publicly before the 
Dikasts, and criticises his replies. He makes little allusion to 
Anytus, or to anything except what is formally embodied in the 
indictment; and treats the last count, the charge of corrupting 
youth, in connexion with the first, as if the corruption alleged 
consisted in irreligious teaching. But Xenophon intimates that 
the accusers, in enforcing this allegation of pernicious teaching, 
went into other matters quite distinct from the religious tenets 
of Sokrates, and denounced him as having taught them lawless
ness and disrespect, as well towards their parents as towards 
their country. We find mention made in Xenophon of 
accusatory grounds similar to those in the 'Clouds '-similar 
also to those which modern authors usually advance against the 
Sophists. 

Sokrates (said Anytus and the other accusers) taught young 
1 Xen. Mem. i. 2, 64 ; i. 3, I. 
8 Plato, Apol. Sok. c. 3, p. 19 C. 

VOL. IX. 

2 Plato, Apol. Sok. c. 3, p. 19 B. 
4 Xen. Mem. i. 1, 13. 

D 
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men to despise the existing political constitution, by remarking 
that the Athenian practice of naming Archons by lot was silly, 
and that no man of sense would ever choose in this way a pilot 
or a carpenter-though the mischief there arising from bad 
qualification was far less than in the case of the Archons. 1 

Such teaching (it was urged) destroyed in the minds of the 
hearers respect for the laws and constitution, and rendered them 
violent and licentious. As examples of the way in which it had 
worked, his two pupils Kritias and Alkibiades might be cited, 
both formed in his school; one, the most violent and rapacious 
of the Thirty recent oligarchs ; the other, a disgrace to the 
democracy by his outrageous insolence and licentiousness; 2 

both of them authors of ruinous mischief to the city. · 
Moreover the youth learnt from him conceit of their own 

superior wisdom, and the habit of insulting their fathers as well 
as of slighting their other kinsmen. Sokrates told them (it was 
urged) that even their fathers, in case of madness, might be 
lawfully put under restraint, and that when a man needed 
service, those whom he had to look to were not his kinsmen as 
such, but the persons best qualified to render it : thus, if he 
was sick, he must consult a surgeon-if involved in a lawsuit, 
those who were most conversant with such a situation. Between' 
friends also, mere good feeling and affection was of little use : 
the important circumstance was, that they should acquire the 
capacity of rendering mutual service to each other. No one , 
was worthy of esteem except the man who knew what was 
proper to be done, and could explain it to others : which meant 
(urged the accuser) that Sokrates was not only the wisest of i 
men, but the only person capable of making his pupils wise; j 
other advisers being worthless compared with him.3 

He was in the habit too (the accusation proceeded) of citing 
the worst passages out of distinguished poets, and of perverting 
them to the mischievous purpose of spoiling the dispositions of 
youth; planting in them criminal and despotic tendencies. 
Thus he quoted a line of Hesiod-" No work is disgraceful; 
but indolence is disgraceful : " explaining it to mean, that a man 1 
might without scruple do any sort of work, base or unjust as it ] 
might be, for the sake of profit. Next, Sokrates was particularly 
fond of quoting those lines of Homer (in the second book of1 
the Iliad) wherein Odysseus is described as bringing back the 
Greeks, who had just dispersed from the public agora, in com- . 
pliance with the exhortation of Agamemnon, and were hastening j 

1 Xen. Mem. i. 2, 9· 2 Xen. Mem. i. 2, 12. l 
3 Xen. Mem. i. 2, 49-53· 
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to their ships. Odysseus caresses and flatters the chiefs, while 
he chides and even strikes the common men ; though both 
were doing the same thing, and guilty of the same fault-if 
fault it was, to obey what the commander-in-chief had himself 
just suggested. Sokrates interpreted this passage (the accuser 
affirmed) as if Homer praised the application of stripes to poor 
me~ and the common people.1 

Nothing could be easier than for an accuser to find matter 
f0r 'nculpation of Sokrates, by partial citations from his con
tinu::\,1 discourses, given without the context or explanations 
which had accompanied them-by bold invention, where even 
this partial basis was wanting-sometimes also by taking up 
real error, since no man who is continually talking, especially 
exteii\pore, can always talk correctly. Few teachers would 
escap¢, if penal sentences were permitted to tell against them, 
found¢d upon evidence such as this. Xenophon, in noticing 
the in1putations, comments upon them all, denies some, and 
explair\s others. As to the passages out of Hesiod and Homer, 
he affirf!ls that Sokrates drew from them inferences quite con
trary to those alleged ; 2 which latter seem indeed altogether 
unreasdpable, invented to call forth the deep-seated democratical 
sentimept of the Athenians, after the accuser had laid his pre
liminary'l ground by connecting Sokrates with Kritias and Alki
biades. 1 That Sokrates improperly depreciated either filial 
duty, or\ the domestic affections, is in like manner highly 
improba~le. We may much more reasonably believe the 
assertion' of Xenophon, who represents him to have exhorted 
the hearer "to make himself as wise, and as capable of rendering 
service, a~ possible; so that, when he wished to acquire esteem 
from fath¢r or brother or friend, he might not sit still in reliance 
on the sin'\ple fact of relationship, but might earn such feeling 

· by doing \them positive good." 3 To tell a young man that 
mere good\ feeling would be totally insufficient, unless he were 
prepared and competent to carry it into action-is a lesson 
which few parents would wish to discourage. Nor would any 
generous parent make it a crime against the teaching ofSokrates, 
that it rendered his son wiser than himself-which probably it 
would do. To restrict the range of teaching for a young man, 
because it may make him think himself wiser than his father-

1 Xen. Mem. i. 2, 56-59. 2 Xen. Mem. i. 2, 59· 
1 
a Xen. Mem. i. 2, 55· Kal 7rapEKclll.e< l7rtp.Ell.iiu8at Tov ws rppoP<fJ.~TaTov 
~at ~eal WcpeA.lJ.tWTaTov, throos, €&.v 'Tfi lnrO wa.Tp~s EJ.v 'TE {nrO &.8eA.cpoV E&.v TE 

~' l£AA.ou TtvOs fJoV)..:rrrat 'Ttp.U.cr8at, p.~ -rtP oiKei'os Elva.' 7rtUTeVw., &f'EA~, Q.AiV& 
EtpiiTat1 V'/>' ti>v &.v {3oVJ\.'rjTat Ttp.iiu6at1 TOf>TOtS wcplll.tp.OS ElvtU. 
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is only one of the thousand shapes in which the pleading of 
ignorance against knowledge was then, and still continues 
occasionally to be, presented. 

Nevertheless it is not to be denied that these attacks of 
Anytus, bear upon the vulnerable side of the Sokratic general 
theory of Ethics, according to which, virtue was asserted to 
depend upon knowledge. I have already remarked that this is 
true, but not the whole truth; a certain state of the affections 
and dispositions being not less indispensable, as conditions of 
virtue, than a certain state of the intelligence. An enemy 
therefore had some pretence for making it appear that Sokrates, 
stating a part of the truth as the whole, denied or degraded all 
that remained. But though this would be a criticism not 
entirely unfounded against his general theory, it would not hold 
against his precepts or practical teaching, as we find them in 
Xenophon ; for these (as I have remarked) reach much wider 
than his general theory, and inculcate the cultivation of habits 
and dispositions not less strenuously than the acquisition of 
knowledge. 

The censures affirmed to have been cast by Sokrates against 
the choice of Archons by lot at Athens, are not denied by 
Xenophon. The accuser urged that "by such censures 
Sokrates excited the young men to despise the established 
constitution, and to become lawless and violent in their con
duct." 1 This is just the same pretence, or tendency to bring 
the government into hatred and contempt, on which in former 
days prosecutions for public libel were instituted against writers 
in England, and on which they still continued to be abundantly 
instituted in France, under the first President of the Republic 
(185o). There can hardly be a more serious political mischief 
than such confusion of the disapproving critic with a conspir
ator, and such imposition of silence upon dissentient minorities. 
Nor has there ever been any case in which such an imputation 
was more destitute of colour than that of Sokrates, who 
appealed always to men's reason and very little to their feelings : 
so little indeed, that modern authors make his coldness a 
matter of charge against him; who never omitted to inculcate 
rigid observance of the law, and set the example of such 
observance himself. Whatever may have been his sentiments 
about democracy, he always obeyed the democratical govern
ment; nor is there any pretence for charging him with partici-

1 Xen. Mem. i. 2, 9. Tolis ~~ TotoOTovs Juiyovs brafpEiv ftp'l/ Tolis vlo1 ! 
KaTa</Jpove"iv T)js KU.8<UTWU1JS 11"01\.tT<las, Kal 11"otf"iv {3talovs. 
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pation in oligarchical schemes. It was the Thirty, who for the 
first time in his long life, interdicted his teaching altogether, 
and were on the point almost of taking his life ; while his 
intimate friend Chrerephon was actually in exile with the 
democrats.1 

Xenophon lays great emphasis on two points, when defend
ing Sokrates against his accusers. First, Sokrates was in his 
own conduct virtuous, self-denying, and strict in obedience to 
the law. Next, he accustomed his hearers to hear nothing 
except appeals to their reason, and impressed on them obedi
ence only to their rational convictions. That such a man, with 
so great a weight of presumption in his favour, should be tried 
and found guilty as a corrupter of youth-the most undefined 
of all imaginable charges-is a grave and melancholy fact in the 
history of mankind. Yet when we see upon what light evidence 
modern authors are willing to admit the same charge against 
the Sophists, we·have no right to wonder that the Athenians
when addressed, not through that calm reason to which 
Sokrates appealed, but through all their antipathies, religious 
as well as political, public as well as private-were exasperated 
into dealing with him as the type and precursor of Kritias and 
Alkibiades. 

After all, the exasperation, and the consequent verdict of 
· guilty, were not wholly the fault of the Dikasts, nor wholly 
brought about by his accusers and his numerous private 
enemies. No such verdict would have been given unless by 
what we must call the consent and concurrence of Sokrates 
himself. This is one of the most important facts of the case, 
in reference both to himself and to the Athenians. 

'vVe learn from his own statement in the ' Platonic Defence,' 
that the verdict of Guilty was only pronounced by a majority 
of five or six, amidst a body so numerous as an Athenian 
Dikastery ;-probably 557 in total number,2 if a confused 

1 Plato, Apol. Sok. c. 5, p. 21 A; c. 20, p. 32 E; Xen. Mem. i. 2, 31. 
2 Plato, Apol. Sok. c. 25, p. 36 A; Diog. Laert. ii. 41. Diogenes says 

that he was condemned by 28r >jl.f,<j>o<s '71"71.<1utr< .,.c;w ¢..,..oll.uouuiiw. If Dio
genes meant to assert that the verdict was found by_ a majority of 28r above 
the acquitting votes, this would be contradicted,bY the ' Platonic Apology,' 
which assures us beyond any doubt that the rn~jority was not greater than 
five or six, so that the turning of three vote}; would have altered the 
verdict. But as the number 28r seems precise, and is not in itself un

l rustworthy, some commentators construe it, though the words as they 
~ ,ow stand are perplexing, as the aggregate of the majority. Since the 
v Platonic Apology' proves that it was a majority of five or six, the 
'minority would consequently be 276, and the total 557· 
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statement in Diogenes Laertius can be trusted. Now any one, 
who reads that defence, and considers it in conjunction with· 
the circumstances of the case and the feelings of the Dikasts, 
will see that its tenor is such as must have turned a much 
greater number of votes than six against him. And we are 
informed by the distinct testimony of Xenophon, 1 that Sokrates 
.approached his trial with the feelings of one who hardly wished 
to be acquitted. He took no thought whatever for the prepar
ation of his defence : and when his friend Hermogenes remon
strated with him on the serious consequences of such an 
omission, he replied, first, that the just and blameless life, 
which he was conscious of having passed, was the best of all 
preparations for defence-next, that having once begun to 
meditate on what it would be proper for him to say, the divine 
sign had interposed to forbid him from proceeding. He went 
on to say, that it was no wonder that the gods should deem it 
better for him to die now, than to live longer. · He had hitherto 
lived in perfect satisfaction, with a consciousness of progressive 
moral improvement, and with esteem, marked and unabated, 
from his friends. If his life were prolonged, old age would 
soon overpower him ; he would lose in part his sight, his hear-. 
ing, or his intelligence; and life with such abated efficacy and 
dignity would be intolerable to him. Whereas, if he were con-l 
demned now, he should be condemned unjustly, which would, 
be a great disgrace to his judges, but none to him : nay, it 
would even procure for him increase of sympathy and admir
ation, and a more willing acknowledgment from every one that 
he had been both a just man and an improving preceptor.2 

These words, spoken before his trial, intimate a state of 
belief which explains the tenor of the defence and formed one 
essential condition of the final result. They proved that 
Sokrates not only cared little for being acquitted, but even 
thought that the approaching trial was marked out by the gods 
as the term of his life, and that there were good reasons why he 
should prefer such a consummation as best for himself. Noris 
it wonderful that he should entertain that opinion, when we 
recollect the entire ascendency within him of strong internal 
conscience and intelligent reflection, built upon an originally 
fearless temperament) and silencing what Plato 8 calls "the 

l 
1 Xen. Mem. iv. 8, 4 seq. He learnt the fact from Hermogenes, who 

heard it from Sokrates himsel£ 2 Xen. Mem. iv. 8, 9, ro. 
3 Plato, Phredon, c. 6o, p. 77 E. &l\;1.' !uws (vt 'TIS Ktd ~" .qp.'iv 1Tai's, 

8u'Tts 'T?.. 'Totai/.,.a <f>ofJe'iTat. Tov'Tov oilv ,..,pwp<Oa ,..re.,v p.'q lieliteva• Tov 
OdvaTov, &u1rEp -rO. p.opp.oA61tEla. 
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child within us, who trembles before death "-his great love of 
colloquial influence, and incapacity of living without it-his 
old age, now seventy years, rendering it impossible that such 
influence could much longer continue-and the opportunity 
afforded to him, by now towering above ordinary men under 
the like circumstances, to read an impressive lesson, as well as 
to leave behind him a reputation yet more exalted than that 
which he had hitherto acquired. It was in this frame of mind 
that Sokrates came to his trial, a:r;1d undertook his unpre
meditated defence, the substance of which we now read in 
the ' Platonic Apology.' His calculations, alike high-minded 
and well-balanced, were completely realised. Had he been 
acquitted after such a defence, it would have been not only 
a triumph over his personal enemies, but would have been a 
sanction on the part of the people and the popular Dikastery 
to his teaching-which indeed had been enforced by Anytus 1 

in his accusing argument, in reference to acquittal generally, 
even before he heard the defence : whereas his condemnation, 
and the feelings with which he met it, have shed double and 
triple lustre over his whole life and character. 

Prefaced by this exposition of the feelings of Sokrates, the 
'Platonic Defence' becomes not merely sublime and impressive, 
but also the manifestation of a rational and consistent purpose. 
It does indeed include a vindication of himself against two out 
of the three counts of the indictment-against the charge of 
not believing in the recognised gods of Athens, and that of 
corrupting the youth : respecting the second of the three, 
whereby he was charged with religious innovation, he says 
little or nothing. But it bears no resemblance to the speech 
of one standing on his trial, with the written indictment con
cluding "Penalty, Death "-hanging up in open court before 
him. On the contrary, it is an emphatic· lesson to the hearers, 
embodied in the frank outpouring of a fearless and self-confiding 
conscience. It is undertaken, from the beginning, because the 
law commands ; with a faint wish, and even not an unqualified 
wish,-but no hope,-that it may succeed.2 Sokrates first 
replies to the standing antipathies against him without, arising 
from the number of enemies whom his cross-examining Elenchus 
had aroused against him, and from those false reports which the 

1 Plato, Apol. Sok. c. 17, p. 29 C. 
B Plato, Apol. Sok. c. 2, p. 19 A. Bov71.olp.'I]V p.~v oliv &v -rovTo aUT"' -ye· 

vlu8at, d.,., lfp.et>ov real bp.<v real Ep.ol, real 'lf71.tov Tl p.e 'lfot?iuat lt:rro71.o-yollp.evov· 
olp.at 8~ av'TO xa71.E'If0V •l•a•, real ov 'lfcl.vv ,.,.. 71.av8cl.vet oTov E<TTI. UOp.ws 'TOV"TO 
p.ev 1T"' g'lf!l r<e 8ere ¢l71.ov, rre 8~ VOf.L'f' 'lfEI<TTlov reallt.'lfo71.o")"'l'rEOV. 
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Aristophanic 'Clouds' had contributed so much to circulate. 
In accounting for the rise of these antipathies, he impresses 
upon the Dikasts the divine mission under which he was 
acting, not without considerable doubts whether they will 
believe him to be in earnest ; 1 and gives that interesting 
exposition of his intellectual campaign, against "the conceit 
of knowledge without the reality," of which I have already 
spoken. He then goes into the indictment, questions Meletus 
in open court, and dissects his answers. Having rebutted the 
charge of irreligion, he reverts again to the imperative mandate 
of the gods under which he is acting, " to spend his life in the 
search for wisdom and in examining himself as well as others ; " 
a mandate, which if he were to disobey, he would be then 
justly amenable to the charge of irreligion ; 2 and he announces 
to the Dikasts distinctly, that even if they were now to acquit 
him, he neither could nor would relax in the course which he 
had been pursuing.a He considers that the mission imposed 
upon him is among the greatest blessings ever conferred by the 
gods upon Athens.4 He deprecates those murmurs of surprise 
or displeasure, which his discourse evidently called forth more 
than once 5-though not so much on his own account, as on 
that of the Dikasts, who will be benefited by hearing him, and 
who will hurt themselves and their city much more than him, 
if they should now pronounce condemnation.6 It was not on 
his own account that he sought to defend himself, but on 
account of the Athenians, lest they by condemning him should 
sin against the gracious blessing of the gods : they would not 
easily find such another, if they should put him to death. 7 

Though his mission had spurred him on to indefatigable 
activity in individual colloquy, yet the divine sign had always 

1 Plato, Apol. Sok. c. 5. p. 20 D. Kal1<Tws p.~v o6~w -r<<Tlv bp.wv ... ai(€!v 
-•li p.lv-ro< 1<Tr<, 'll"a<Tav bp.lv -rhv O.li.Me•av ~pw. Again, c. 28, p. 37 E. 
'Ecfv TE ')'d.p A.l'Yw, 8·n TtP 8ecf lz.7ret8E'iV 'TOiJT' ~O"'Tt, 1eal 0t0. TOiJT' ltOVva.ToV 
-ij(l'vxlav lt-yetv, oV wdcreu8~ p.ot Ws elpwvfuopivce. 

2 Plato, Apol. Sok. c. 17, p. 29 A. 
3 Plato, A pol. Sok. c. I7, p. 30 B. 
4 Plato, Apol. Sok. c. 17, p. 30 A, B. o1op.a• ovliev 'll"w bp.iv p.ei(ov 

O.'Yaeov 'Y•ve<T8a< 'f) -rhv ~p.hv -ro/ e.r;; b'll"71p<<Tiav. 
6 Plato, Apol. Sok. c. 18, p. 30 B. 
6 Plato, Apol. Sok. c. 18, p. 30 C. Kal 'Y&p, ws ~'Y(, o1p.a<, ov~<T<<T8e 

luco6oV"rEs-id.v €p.~ 0.1rOICTdv1JTE -rotoV-rov ~vTa. oTov ~'YW AE'Yw, oV~t fp.E }"d(w 
flll.&l/f•-r• 'f) bp.as ab-rous. 

7 Plato, Apol. Sok. c. 18, p. 30 E. 'll"oll.ll.ov olw i'Y(, O...}p ip.av-rov 0.?To
ll.o'Y<i<T8a<, C.s -r<s &.v o1o<-ro, O.ll.ll.' {J'l!"€p bp.wv p.~ ,., ~~ap.&pr1)TE 'IL"Epl -rhv -roil 
8EOV lib<TlJI {Jf"iJI ~p.ov Ka-ra>/1711/><<Tdp.EVO!' Uw ')'Ctp ,p.. a'll"OKTEiV1)TE, ob f>qolws 
ltll.li.OV "TO!OV"TBV eup~<TETE, &c. 
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forbidden him from taking active part in public proceedings. 
On the two exceptional occasions when he had stood publicly 
forward,-once under the democracy, once under the oligarchy, 
-he had shown the same resolution as at present ;-not to be 
deterred by any terrors from that course which he believed to 
be just.1 Young men were delighted, as well as improved, by 
listening to his cross-examinations. In proof of the charge 
that he had corrupted them, no witnesses had been produced 
-neither any of themselves, who having been once young 
when they enjoyed h'i's conversation, had since grown elderly
nor any of their relatives ; while he on his part could produce 
abundant testimony to the improving effect of his society, from 
the relatives of those who had profited by it.2 

"No man (says he) knows what death is, yet men fear it as 
if they knew well that it was the greatest of all evils ; \vhich 
is just a case of that worst of all ignorance-the conceit of 
knowing what you do not really know. For my part, this is 
the exact point on which I differ from most other men, if there 
be any one thing in which I am wiser than they : as I know 
nothing about Hades, so I do not pretend to any knowledge ; 
but I do know well, that disobedience to a person better than 
myself, either God or man, is both an evil and a shame ; nor 
will I ever embrace evil certain, in order to escape evil which 
may for aught I know be a good.3 Perhaps you may feel 
indignant at the resolute tone of my defence: you may have 
expected that I should do as most others do in less dangerous 
trials than mine-that I should weep, beg and entreat for my 
life, and bring forward my children and relatives to do the 
same. I have relatives like other men-and three children; 
but not one of them shall appear before you for any such 
purpose. Not from any insolent dispositions on my part, nor 
any wish to put a slight upon you-but because I hold such 
conduct to be degrading to the reputation which I enjoy : for 
I have a reputation for superiority among you, deserved or 
undeserved as it may be. It is a disgrace to Atht<ns when her 
esteemed men lower themselves, as they do but too often, by 
such mean and cowardly supplications ; and you Dikasts, 
instead of being prompted thereby to spare them, ought rather 

1 Plato, Apol. Sok. c. 20, 21, p. 33· 
2 Plato, Apol. Sok. c. 22. 
3 Plato, Apol. Sok. c. 17, p. 29 B. Contrast this striking and truly 

Sokratic sentiment about the fear of death, with the commonpl:;~.ce way in 
which Sokrates is represented as handling the same subject in Xenoph. 
Memor. i. 4, 7· 

D 2 
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to condemn them the more for so dishonouring the city. 1 

Apart from any reputation of mine, too, I should be a guilty 
man if I sought to bias you by supplications. My duty is to 
instruct and persuade you, if I can : but you have sworn to 
follow your convictions in judging according to the laws, not 
to make the laws bend to your partiality-and it is your duty 
so to do. Far be it from me to habituate you to perjury ; far 
be it from you to contract any such habit. Do not therefore 
require of me proceedings dishonourable ~reference to myself, 
as well as criminal and impious in regard to you; especially at 
a moment when I am myself rebutting an accusation of impiety 
advanced by Meletus. I leave to you and to the gods, to decide 
as may turn out best both for me and for you." 2 

No one who reads the 'Platonic Apology' of Sokrates will 
ever wish that he had made any other defence. But it is the 
speech of one who deliberately foregoes the immediate purpose 
of a defence-persuasion of his judges; who speaks for pos
terity, without regard to his own life-" sola posteritatis cura, 
et abruptis vitre blandimentis." s The effect produced upon 
the Dikasts was such as Sokrates anticipated beforehand, and 
heard afterwards without surprise as without discomposure, in 
the verdict of guilty. His only surprise was, at the extreme 
smallness of the majority whereby that verdict was passed.4 

And this is the true matter for astonishment. Never before 
had the Athenian Dikasts heard such a spee~h addressed to 
them. While all of them doubtless- knew Sokrates as a .very 
able and very eccentric man, respecting his purposes and char
acter they would d1ffer; some regarding him with unqualified 
hostility, a few others with respectful admiration, and a still larger 
number with simple admiration for ability, without any decisive 
sentiment either of antipathy or esteem. But by all these 
three categories, hardly excepting even his admirers, the speech 

1 Plato, Apol. Sok. c. 23, pp. 34, 35· I translate the substance and not 
the words. 

2 Plato, Apol. Sok. c. 24, p. 35· 
3 These are the striking words of Tacitus (Hist. ii. 54) respecting the 

last hours of the Emperor Otho, after his suicide had been fully resolved 
upon, but before it had been consummated; an interval spent in the most 
careful and provident arrangements for the security and welfare of those 
around him-" ipsum viventem quidem relictum, sed sola posteritatis 
cud., et abruptis vit~ blandimentis." 

4 Plato, Apol. Sok. c. 25, p. 36 A. ObK &vtA.'IrtcTTov p.o• 'Yl'Yove TO 
"fE'fOVOS 'TOU'TO, aJ..,\a 'II"OAV ·p.aA.A.ov Oaup.d(w ~/CaTlpwv TWV lji{Jcpwv TOV 'fE'fO· 
VO'Ta &pcOp.ov. Ov -yap tf}J-1/V f-yw-y• oflTw 7rap' oA.i-,ov {<TE<T0ac, &ll.lul. 7rapa 
ToA.o, &c. 
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would be felt to carry one sting which never misses its way to 
the angry feelings of the judicial bosom, whether the judges in 
session be one or a few or many-the sting of " affront to the 
court." The Athenian Dikasts were always· accustomed to be 
addressed with deference, often with subservience : they now 
heard themselves lectured by a philosopher who stood before 
them like a· fearless and invulnerable superior, beyond their 
power, though awaiting their verdict; one who laid claim to a 
divine mission, which probably many of them believed to be 
an imposture-and who declared himself the inspired uprooter 
of "conceit of knowledge without the reality," which purpose 
many would not understand, and some would not like. To 
many, his demeanour would appear to betray an insolence not 
without analogy to Alkibiades or Kritias, with whom his accuser 
had compared him. I have already remarked, in reference to 
his trial, that considering the number of personal enemies 
whom he made, the wonder is, not that he was tried at all, 
but that he was not tried until so late in his life : I now 
remark, in reference to the verdict, that, considering his speech 
before the Dikastery, we cannot be surprised that he was found 
guilty, but only that such verdict passed by so small a majority 
as five or six.l 

1 Respecting the death of Sokrat~s, l\f. Cousin observes as follows (in 
his translation of Plato, tom. i. p. 58. Preface to the Apology of. 
Socrates):- · 

"Il y a plus : on voit qu'il a reconnu la necessite de sa mort. Il dit 
expressbnent qu'il ne servirait a rien de l'absoudre, parcequ'il est decide a 
meriter de nouveau !'accusation maintenant portee contre lui : que l'exil 
meme ne peut le sauver, ses principes qu'il n'abandonnera jamais, et sa 
mission, qu'il poursuivra partout, devant le mettre toujours et partout dans 
la situation ou il est: qu'enfin, il est inutile de reculer devant la necessite, 
qu'il faut que sa destinee s'accomplisse, et que sa mort est venue. Socrate 
avait raison : sa mort etait forct~e, et le resultat inevitable de Ia lutte qu'i! 
avait engagee centre le dogmatisme religieux et la fausse sagesse de son 
temps. C'est !'esprit de ce temps, et non pas Anytus, ni l'Areopage, qui 
a mis en cause et condamne Socrate. Anytus, il faut le dire, etoit un 
citoyen recommandable: l'Areopage, un tribunal equitable et modere: et, 
s'i! fal!oit s' etonner de que!que chose, u seroit qu~ Sorrate ait eft accuse si 
lard, et qu' il n' ait pas Itt condamnt! a um plus fort~ majorite." 

[It is proper to remark, that Sokrat~s was tried before the Dikastery, 
not before the Areopa::;us.] · 

I am happy also to add, to the same effect, the judgement of another 
estimable authority-Professor Maurice, in his recent work-Moral and 
Metaphysical Philosophy-Part i. Ancient Philosophy, chap. vi. div. ii. 
sect. 2, 15) :-

" How can such a man as Socrates, it has been often asked, have been 
compelled to drink hemlock? Must not the restored democracy of 
Athens have been worse, and more intolerant, than any power which ever 
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That the condemnation of Sokrates was brought on distinctly 

by the tone and tenor of his defence-is the express testimony 
of Xenophon. "Other persons on trial (he says) defended 
themselves in such manner as to conciliate the favour of the 
Dikasts, or flatter, or entreat them, contrary to the laws, and 
thus obtained acquittal. But Sokrates would resort to nothing 
of this customary practice of the Dikastery contrary to the 
laws. Though he might easily have been let off by the Dikasts, 
if he would have done anything of the kind even moderately, he 
preferred rather to adhere to the laws and die, than to save his life 
by violating them." 1 Now no one in Athens except Sokrates, 
probably, would have construed the laws as requiring the tone 
of oration which he adopted; nor would he himself have so 
construed them, if he had been twenty years younger, with 
less of acquired dignity, and more years of possible usefulness 
open before him. Without debasing himself by unbecoming 
flattery or supplication, he would have avoided lecturing them 
as a master and superior 2-or ostentatiously asserting a divine 
mission for purposes which they would hardly understand-or 
an independence of their verdict which they might construe as 
defiance. The rhetor Lysias is said to have sent to him a 
composed speech for his defence, which he declined to use, 
not thinking it suitable to his dignity. But such a man as 
Lysias would hardly compose what would lower the dignity 
even of the loftiest client-though he would look to the result 
also ; nor is there any doubt that if Sokrates had pronounced 
it--or even a much less able speech, if inoffensive-he would 
have been acquitted. Quintilian s indeed expresses his satis
faction that Sokrates maintained that towering dignity which 
brought out the rarest and most exalted of his attributes, but 

existed on earth? Mr. Grote answers, we think, most reasonably, that 
the wonder is, how such a man should have been suffered to go on teach
ing for so long. No state, he adds, ever showed so much tolerance for 
differences of opinion as Athen£." 

1 Xenoph. Mem. iv. 4, 4· 'E1<elvos oviS/;v 1,61J..1/rTE 'TWV eloo86'Too71 lv 'T~ 
&I<C1.<T'T~pl<p 7rC>.pii. rolls v6p.ous 'lr:oci)crcw &J..J..ii. fJCfMoos &.v lttpe8els v1ro 'TWV Otl<a
~T&:w, €~ Ka.2 p.eTplws '!'' -ro,_V-rwv E7rol7Jae, 1rpoeli\e-ro p.a.Mov -roLs v&p.ots Ep.p.EVfiJV 
.o:zroOavetv, 'lJ 1rapavop.wv (vv. 

2 Cicero (de Orat. i. 54, 23r)-" Socrates ita in judicio capitis pro se 
ipse dixit, ut non supplex aut reus, sed magister aut donzimts videretur esse 
jttdicttm." So Epiktetus also remarked, in reference to the defence of 
Sokrates-" By all means, abstain from supplication for mercy; but do 
not put it specially forward, that you will abstain, unless you intend, like 
Sokrates, purposely to provoke the judges" (Arrian, Epiktet. Diss. ii. z, 
z8). 

a Quintilian, Inst. Or. ii. 15, 30; xi. r, ro; Diog. Laert. ii. 40. 
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which at the same time renounced all chance of acquittal. 
Few persons will dissent from this criticism : but when we look 
at the sentence, as we ought in fairness to do, from the point 
of view of the Dikasts, justice will compel us to admit that 
Sokrates deliberately brought it upon himself. 

If the verdict of guilty was thus brought upon Sokrates by 
his own consent and co-operation, much more may the same 
remark be made respecting the capital sentence which followed 
it. In Athenian procedure, the penalty inflicted was deter
mined by a separate vote of the Dikasts, taken after the verdict 
of guilty. The accuser having named the penalty which he 
thought suitable, the accused party on his side named some 
lighter penalty upon himself; and between these two the 
Dikasts were called on to make their option-no third pro
position being admissible. The prudence of an accused party 
always induced him to propose, even against himself, some 
measure of punishment which the Dikasts might be satisfied to 
accept, in preference to the heavier sentence invoked by his 
antagonist. 

Now Meletus, in his indictment and speech against Sokrates, 
had called for the infliction of capital punishment. It was for 
Sokrates to make his own counter-proposition: and the very 
small majority, by which the verdict had been pronounced, 
afforded sufficient proof that the Dikasts were noway inclined 
to sanction the extreme penalty against him. They doubt
less anticipated, according to the uniform practice before the 
Athenian courts of justice, that he would suggest some lesser 
penalty-fine, imprisonment, exile, disfranchisement, &c. And 
had he done this purely and simply, there can be little doubt 
that the proposition would have passed. But the language of 
Sokrates, after the verdict, was in a strain yet higher than 
before it ; and his resolution to adhere to his own point of 
view, disdaining the smallest abatement or concession, only 
the more emphatically pronounced. "What counter-pro
position shall I make to you (he said) as a substitute for the 
penalty of Meletus? Shall I name to you the treatment which 
I think I deserve at your hands? In that case, my proposition 
would be that I should be rewarded with a subsistence at the 
public expense in the Prytaneum ; for that is what I really 
deserve as a public benefactor-one who has neglected ~11 
thought of his own affairs, and embraced voluntary poverty, in 
order to devote himself to your best interests, and to admonish 
you individually on the serious necessity of mental and moral 
improvement. Assuredly I cannot admit that I have deserved 
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from you any evil whatever; nor would it be reasonable in me 
to propose exile or imprisonment, which I know to be certain 
and considerable evils-in place of death, which may perhaps 
be not an evil, but a good. I might indeed propose to you a 
pecuniary fine; for the payment of that would be no evil. But 
I am poor and have no money : all that I could muster might 
perhaps amount to a mina ; and I therefore propose to you a 
fine of one mina, as punishment on myself. Plato, and my 
other friends near me, desire me to increase this sum to thirty 
mime, and they engage to pay it for me. A fine of thirty 
mime, therefore, is the counter-penalty which I submit for 
·your judgement." 1 

Subsistence in the Prytaneum at the public expense, was one of 
the greatest honorary distinctions which the citizens of Athens 
ever conferred : an emphatic token of public gratitude. That 
Sokrates therefore should proclaim himself worthy of such an 
honour; and talk of assessing it upon himself in lieu of a punish
ment, before the very Dikasts who had just passed against him a 
verdict of guilty-would be received by them as nothing less 
than a deliberate insult; a defiance of judicial authority, which 
it was their duty to prove, to an opinionated and haughty 
citizen, that he could not commit with impunity. The persons 
who heard his language with the greatest distress, were doubt
less Plato, Krito, and his other friends around him; who, 
though sympathising with him fully, knew well that he was 
assuring the success of the proposition of Meletus, 2 and would 
regret that he should thus throw away his life by what they 
would think an ill-placed and unnecessary self-exaltation. Had 
he proposed, with little or no preface, the substitute-fine of 
thirty minre with which this part of his speech concluded, there 
is every reason for believing that the majority of Dikasts would 
have voted for it. 

The sentence of death passed against him, by what majority 
we do not know. But Sokrates neither altered his tone, nor 
manifested any regret for the language by which he had himself 
-seconded the purpose of his accusers. On the contrary, he 
told the Dikasts, in a short address prior to his departure for 
the prison, that he was satisfied both with his own conduct and 
with the result. The divine sign (he said) which was wont to 
restrain him, often on very small occasions, both in deeds and 

1 Plato, Apol. Sok. c. 26, 27, 28, pp. 37, 38. I give, as well as I can, 
the substantive propositions, apart from the emphatic language of the 
original. 

2 See Plato, Krito, c. 5, p. 45 B. 
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in words-had never manifested itself once to him throughout 
the whole day, neither when he came thither at first, nor at any 
one point throughout his whole discourse. The tacit acqui
escence of this infallible monitor satisfied him not only that he 
had spoken rightly, but that the sentence passed was in reality 
no evil to him ; that to die now was the best thing which could 
befall him.l Either death was tantamount to a sound, per
petual, and dreamless sleep-which in his judgement would be 
no loss, but rather a gain, compared with the present life ; or 
else, if the common mythes were true, death would transfer 
him to a second life in Hades, where he would find all the 
heroes of the Trojan War, and of the past generally-so as to 
pursue in conjunction with them the business of mutual cross
examination, and debate on ethical progress and perfection.2 

There can be no doubt that the sentence really appeared to 
Sokrates in this point of view, and to his friends also, after the 
event had happened-though doubtless not at the time when 
they were about to lose him. He took his line of defence 
advisedly, and with full knowledge of the result. It supplied 
him with the fittest of all opportunities for manifesting, in 
an impressive manner, both his personal ascendency over 
human fears and weakness, and the dignity of what he believed 
to be his divine mission. It took him away in his full grandeur 
and glory, like the setting of the tropical sun, at a moment 
when senile decay might be looked upon as close at hand. 
He calculated that his defence and bearing on the trial would 
be the most emphatic lesson which he could possibly read to 
the youth of Athens; more emphatic, probably, than the sum 
total of those lessons which his remaining life might suffice to 
give, if he shaped his defence otherwise. This anticipation of 
the effect of the concluding scene of his life, setting the seal on 
all his prior discourses, manifests itself in portions of his con
cluding words to the Dikasts, wherein he tells them that they 
will not, by putting him to death, rid themselves of the impor
tunity of the cross-examining Elenchus; that numbers of young 
men, more restless and obtrusive than he, already carried 
within them that impulse, which they would now pror·eed to 
apply; his superiority having hitherto kept them back. a It 
was thus the persuasion of Sokrates, that his rerr.oval would be 
the signal for numerous apostles, putting forth with increased 
energy that process of interrogatory test and spur to which he 

1 Plato, Apol. Sok. c. 31, p. 40 B; c. 33, p. 41 D. 
2 Plato, A pol. Sok. c. 32, p. 40 C ; p. 41 B. 
8 Plato, Apol. Sok. c. 30, p. 39 C. 
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had devoted his life, and which doubtless was to him far dearer 
and more sacred than his life. Nothing could be more effec
tive than his lofty bearing on his trial, for inflaming the enthus
iasm of young men thus predisposed ; and the loss of life was 
to him compensated by the missionary successors whom he 
calculated on leaving behind. 

Under ordinary circumstances, Sokrates would have drunk 
the cup of hemlock in the prison, on the day after his trial. 
But it so happened that the day of his sentence was immediately 
after that on which the sacred ship started on its yearly cere
monial pilgrimage from Athens to Delos, for the festival of 
Apollo. Until the return of this vessel to Athens, it was 
accounted unholy to put any person to death by public author
ity. Accordingly, Socrates remained in prison-and we are 
pained to read, actually with chains on his legs-during the 
interval that this ship was absent, thirty days altogether. His 
friends and companions had free access to him, passing nearly 
all their time with him in the prison ; and Krito had even 
arranged a scheme for procuring his escape, by a bribe to the 
gaoler. This scheme was only prevented from taking effect by 
the decided refusal of Sokrates to become a party in any breach 
of the law; 1 a resolution, which we should expect as a matter 
of course, after the line which he had taken in his defence. 
His days were spent in the prison in discourse respecting 
ethical and human subjects, which had formed the charm and 
occupation of his previous life : it is to the last of these days 
that his conversation with Simmias, Kebes, and Phredon, on 
the immortality of the soul, is referred in the Platonic Dia
logue called ' Phredon.' Of that conversation the main topics 
and doctrines are Platonic rather than Sokratic. But the picture 
which the dialogue presents of the temper and state of mind of 
Sokrates, during the last hours of his life, is one of immortal 
beauty and interest, exhibiting his serene and even playful 
equanimity, amidst the uncontrollable emotions of his sur
rounding friends-the genuine unforced persuasion, governing 
both his words and his acts, of what he had pronounced before 
the Dikasts, that the sentence of death was no calamity to him 2 

-and the unabated maintenance of that earnest interest in the 
improvement of man and socie.ty, which had for so many years 
formed both his paramount motive and his active. occupation. 
The details of the last scene are given with minute fidelity, even 
dQwn to the moment of his dissolution; and it is consoling 

1 Plato, Krito, c. 2, 3 seq. 2 Plato, Phoedon, c. 77, p. 84 E. 
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to remark that the cup of hemlock (the means employed for 
executions by public order at Athens) produced its effect by 
steps far more exempt from suffering than any natural death 
which was likely to befall him. Those who have read what 
has been observed above respecting the strong religious per
suasions of Sokrates, will not be surprised to hear that his 
last words, addressed to Krito immediately before he passed 
into a state of insensibility, were-" Krito, we owe a cock to 
.I.Esculapius : discharge the debt, and by no means omit it." 1 

Thus perished the "parens philosophire"-the first of Ethical 
philosophers; a man who O]Jened to Science both new matter, 
alike copious and valuable-and a new method, memorable 
not less for its originality and efficacy, than for the profound 
philosophical basis on which it rests. Though Greece produced 
great poets, orators, speculative philosophers, historians, &c., 
yet other countries, having the benefit of Grecian literature to 
begin with, have nearly equalled her in all these lines, and sur
passed her in some. But where are we to look for a parallel 
to Sokrates, either in or out of the Grecian world ? The cross
examining Elenchus, which he not only first struck out, but 
wielded with such matchless effect and to such noble purposes, 
has been mute ever since his last conversation in the prison ; 
for even his great successor Plato was a writer and lecturer, not 
a colloquial dialectician. No man has ever been found strong 
enough to bend his bow ; much less, sure enough to use it as 
he did. His life remains as the only evidence, but a very satis
factory evidence, how much can be done by this sort of 
intelligent interrogation; how powerful is the interest which it 
can be made to inspire-how energetic the stimulus which it 
can apply in awakening dormant reason and generating new 
mental power. 

It has been often customary to exhibit Sokrates as a moral 
preacher, in which character probably he has acquired to him
self the general reverence attached to his name. This is indeed 
a true attribute, but not the characteristic or salient attribute, 
nor that by which he permanently worked on mankind. On 
the other hand, Arkesilaus, and the New Academy,2 a century 

1 Plato, Phredon, c. 155, p. II8 A. 
2 Cicero, Academ. Post. i. 12, 44, "Cum Zenone Arcesilas sibi omne 

certamen instituit, non pertinaci~ aut studio vincendi (ut mihi quidem 
videtur), sed earum rerum obscuritate, qure ad confessionem ignorationis 
adduxerant Socratem, et jam ante Socratem, Democritum, Anaxagoram, 
Empedoclem, omnes pene veteres; qui nihil cognosci, nihil percipi, nihil 
sciri, posse, dixerunt. . . . Itaque Arcesilas negabat, esse quidquam, quod 
sciri posset, ne illud quidem ipsum, quod Socrates sibi reliquisset : sic 
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and more afterwards, thought that they were following the 
example of Sokrates (and Cicero seems to have thought so too) 
when they reasoned against everything-and when they laid it 
down as a system, that against every affirmative position, an 
equal force of negative argument might be brought up as 
counterpoise. Now this view of Sokrates is, in my judgement, 
not merely partial, but incorrect. He entertained no such 
systematic distrust of the powers of the mind to attain certainty. 
He laid down a clear (though erroneous) line of distinction 
between the knowable and the unknowable. About physics 
he was more than a sceptic-he thought that man could know 
nothing : th~ gods did not intend that man should acquire any 
such information, and therefore managed matters in such a way 
as to be beyond his ken, for all except the simplest phrenomena 
of daily wants : moreover, not only man could not acquire 
such information, but ought not to labour after it. But respect· 
ing the topics which concern man and society, the views of 
Sokrates were completely the reverse. This was the field 
which the gods had expressly assigned, not merely to human 
practice, but to human study and acquisition of knowledge ; 
a field, wherein, with that view, they managed phrenomena on 
principles of constant and observable sequence, so that every 
man who took the requisite pains might know them. Nay, 
Sokrates went a step farther-and this forward step is the 
fundamental conviction upon which all his missionary impulse 
hinges. He thought that every man not only might know 
omnia latere in occulto." Compare Academ. Prior. ii. 23, 74; de Nat. 
Deor. i. 5, II. 

In another passage (Academ. Post. i. 4, 17) Cicero speaks (or rather 
introduces Varro as speaking) rather confusedly. He talks of "illam 
Socraticam dubitationem de omnibus rebus, et nullil affirmatione adhibitil, 
consuetudinem disserendi :" but a few lines before, he had said what 
implies that men might (in the opinion of Sokrat~s) come to learn and 
know what belonged to human conduct and human duties. 

Again (in Tusc. Disp. i. 4, 8) he admits that Sokrates had a positive 
ulterior purpose in his negative questioning-" vetus et Socratica ratio 
contra alterius opinionem disserendi : nam ita facillime, quid veri simil
limum esset, inveniri posse Socrates arbitrabatur." 

Tennemann (Gesch. der Philos. ii. 5, vol. ii. p. 169-175) seeks to make 
out considerable analogy between Sokrates and Pyrrho. But it seems to 
me that the analogy only goes thus far-that both agreed in repudiating 
all speculations not ethical (see the verses of Timon upon Pyrrho, Diog. 
Laert. ix. 65). But in regard to Ethics, the two differed materially: 
Sokrates maintained that Ethics were a matter of science, and the proper 
subject of study. Pyrrho on the other hand seems to have thought that 
speculation was just as useless, and science just as unattainable, upon 
Ethics as upon Physics ; that nothing was to be attended to except 
feelings, and nothing cultivated except good dispositions. , 
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these things, but ought to know them ; that he could not 
possibly act well unless he did know them; and that it was his 
imperious duty to learn them as he would learn a profession : 
otherwise he was nothing better than a slave, unfit to be trusted 
as a free and accountable being. Sokrates felt persuaded that 
no man could behave as a just, temperate, coura~ous, pious, 
patriotic agent,-unless he taught himself to kno\v correctly 
what justice, temperance, courage, piety, and patriotism, &c., 
really were. He was possessed with the truly Baconian idea, 
that the power of steady moral action depended upon, and 
was limited by, the rational comprehension of moral ends and 
means. But when he looked at the minds around him, he 
perceived that few or none either had any such comprehension, 
or had ever studied to acquire it-yet at the same time every 
man felt persuaded that he did possess it, and acted confidently 
upon such persuasion. Here then Sokrates found that the 
first outwork for him to· surmount, was, that universal "con
ceit of knowledge without the reality," against which he declares 
such emphatic war; and against which, also, though under 
another form of words and in reference to other subjects, 
Bacon declares war not less emphatically, two thousand years 
afterwards-" Opinio copire inter causas inopire est." Sokrates 
found that those notions respecting human and social affairs, 
on which each man relied and acted, were nothing but spon
taneous products of the "intellectus sibi permissus,"-of the 
intellect left to itself, either without any guidance, or with only 
the blind guidance of sympathies, antipathies, authority, or 
silent assimilation. They were products got together (to use 
Bacon's language) ''from much faith and much chance, and 
from the primitive suggestions of boyhood," not merely without 
care or studv, but without even consciousness of the process, 
and without any subsequent revision. Upon this basis the 
Sophists, or professed teachers for active life, sought to erect a 
superstructure of virtue and ability; but to Sokrates such an 
attempt appeared hopeless and contradictory-not less imprac
ticable than Bacon in his time pronounced it to be, to carry up 
the tree of science into majesty and fruit-bearing, without first 
clearing away those fundamental vices which lay unmolested 
and in poisonous influence round its root. Sokrates went to 
work in the Bacon ian manner and spirit ; bringing his cross
examining process to bear, as the first condition to all further 
improvement, upon these rude, self-begotten, incoherent 
generalisations, which passed in men's minds for competent and 
directing knowledge. But he, not less than Bacon, performs 
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this analysis, not with a view to finality in the negative, but 
as the first stage towards an ulterior profit-as the prelim
inary purification, indispensable to future ,positive result. In 
the physical sciences, to which Bacon•s attention was chiefly 
turned, no such result could be obtained without improved 
experimental research, bringing to light facts new and yet 
unknown ; fbut on those topics which Sokrates discussed, the 
elementary data of the inquiry were all within the hearer's 
experience, requiring only to be pressed upon his notice, 
affirmatively, as well as negatively, together with the appropriate 
ethical and political End; in such manner as to stimulate 
within him the rational effort requisite for combining them 
anew upon consistent principles. 

If then the philosophers of the New Academy considered 
Sokrates either as a sceptic, or as a partisan of systematic 
negation, they misinterpreted his character, and mistook the 
first stage of his process-that which Plato, Bacon, and 
Herschel call the purification of the intellect-for the ultimate 
goal. The Elenchus, as Sokrates used it, was animated by 
the truest spirit of positive science, and formed an indispensable 
precursor to its attainment.1 . 

There are two points, and two points only, in topics con
cerning man and society, with regard to which Sokrates is a 
sceptic-or rather, which he denies ; and on the negation of 
which, his whole method and purpose turn. He denies, first, 
that men can know that on which they have bestowed no 
conscious effort, no deliberate pains, no systematic study, in 
learning. He denies, next, that men can practise what they 

' do not know; 2 that they can be just, or temperate, or virtuous 
generally, without knowing what justice, or temperance, or 
virtue is. To imprint upon the minds of his hearers his own 
negative conviction, on these two points-is indeed his first 
object, and the primary purpose of his multiform dialectical 
manceuvring. But though negative in his means, Sokrates is 
strictly positive in his ends : his attack is undertaken only with 
distinct view to a positive result; in order to shame them out 
of the illusion of knowledge, and to spur them on and arm 
them for the acquisition of real, assured, comprehensive, self
explanatory, knowledge-as the condition and guarantee of 
virtuous practice. Sokrates was indeed the reverse of a sceptic : 

1 Plato, Apol. Sok. c. 7. p. 22 A. a•• a~ op.'iv T~V ~p.~v 7rA.cf.v'I]V t'!rlOEi{cu, 
C/J(J"7rEp 1J'6VOVS 'TlVc\s 1rOVOfiV'TOS, &c. 

2 So Demokritus, Fragm. ed. Mullach, p. 185, Fr. 131. olin TEXV'I/, 
olin uocp£'11, lcpllm5v, ?jv p.~ p.d.8j1 Tts. • • • · 
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no man ever looked upon life with a more positive and 
practical eye : no man ever pursued his mark with a clearer 
perception of the road which he was travelling: no man ever 
combined, in like manner, the absorbing enthusiasm of a 
missionary,l with the acuteness, the originality, the inventive 
resource, and the generalising comprehension, of a philosopher. 

His method yet survives, as far as such method can survive, 
in some of the dialogues of Plato. It is a process of eternal 
value and of universal application. That purification of the 
intellect, which Bacon signalised as indispensable for rational 
or scientific progress, the Sokratic Elenchus affords the only 
known instrument for at least partially accomplishing. Ho"'
ever little that instrument may have been applied since the 
death of its inventor, the necessity and use of it neither have 
disappeared, nor ever can disappear. There are few men 
whose minds are not more or less in that state of sham 
knowledge against which Sokrates made war: there is no 'man 
whose notions have not been first got together by spontaneous, 
unexamined, unconscious, uncertified association-resting upon 
forgotten particulars, blending together disparates or incon
sistencies, and leaving in his mind old and familiar phrases, 
and oracular propositions, of which he has never rendered to 
himself account: there is no man, who, if he be destined for 
vigorous and profitable scientific effort, has not found it a 
necessary branch of self-education, to break up, disentangle, 
analyse, and reconstruct, these ancient mental compounds
and who has not been driven to do it by his own lame and 
solitary efforts, since the giant of the colloquial Elenchus no 
longer stands in the market-place to lend him help and 
stimulus. 

To hear of any man, 2 especially of so illustrious a man, 
1 Aristotle (Problem. c. 30, p. 953 Bek.) numbers both Sokratl!s and 

Plato (compare Plutarch, Lysand. c. 2) among those to whom he ascribes 
<j>6<r.v JLEA«'YX""-'"~v-the black bile and ecstatic temperament. I do not 
know how to reconcile this with a passage in his Rhetoric (ii. 17), in which 
he ranks Sokratt!s among the sedate persons ( 0'-rci.<T<JLOV). The first of the 
two assertions seems countenanced by the anecdotes respecting Sokrates 
(in Plato, Symposion, p. 175 B, p. 220 C), that he stood in the same 
posture, quite unmoved, even for several hours continuously, absorbed in 
meditation upon some idea which had seized his mind. 

2 Dr. Thirlwall has given, in an Appendix to his fourth volume (Ap
pend. VII. p. 526 seq.), an interesting and instructive review of the recent 
sentiments expressed by Hegel, and by some other eminent German 
authors, on Sokratl!s and his condemnation. It affords me much satis
faction to see that he has bestowed such just animadversions on the 
unmeasured bitterness, as well as upon the untenable views, of M. Forch
hammer's treatise respecting Sokrates. 
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being condemned to death on such accusations as that of 
heresy and alleged corruption of youth-inspires at the present 
day a sentiment of indignant reprobation, the force of which I 
have no desire to enfeeble. The fact stands eternally recorded 
as one among the thousand misdeeds of intolerance, religious 
and political. But since amidst this catalogue each item has 
its own peculiar character, grave or light-we are bound to 
consider at what point of the scale the condemnation of 
Sokrates is to be placed, and what inferences it justifies in 
regard to the character of the Athenians. Now if we examine 
the circumstances of the case, we shall find them all extenuat-· 
in~; and so powerful indeed, as to reduce such inferences to 
their minimum, consistent with the general class to which the 
incident belongs. 

First, the sentiment now prevalent is founded upon a con
viction that such m11tters as heresy and heretical teaching of 
youth are not proper for judicial cognisance. Even in the 
modern world, such a conviction is of recent date; and in the 
fifth century B.c. it was unknown. Sokrates himself would 
not have agreed in it; and all Grecian governments, oligarchical 
and democratical alike, recognised the opposite. The testimony. 
furnished by Plato is on this point decisive. When we examine 
the two positive communities which he constructs, in the 
treatises 'De Republica' and 'De Legibus,' we find that there 
is nothing about which he is more anxious, than to establish 
an unresisted orthodoxy of doctrine, opinion, and education. 
A dissenting and free-spoken teacher, such as Sokrates was at 
Athens, would not have been allowed to pursue his vocation 
for a week, in the Platonic Republic. Plato would not indeed 
condemn him to death; but he would put him to silence, and 
in case of need, send him away. This in fact is the·consistent 
deduction, if you assume that the state is to determine what z's 
orthodoxy and orthodox teaching-and to repress what contra
dicts its own views. Now all the Grecian states, including 
Athens, held this principle, I of interference against the dissent
ing teacher. But at Athens, though the principle was recog
nised, yet the application of it was counteracted by resisting 
forces which it did not find elsewhere ; by the democratical 
constitution with its liberty of speech and love of speech-by 

I dissent however altogether from the manner in which Dr. Thirlwall 
speaks about the Sophists both in this Appendix and elsewhere. 1\Iy 
opinion, respecting the persons so called, has been given at length in the 
preceding chapter. 

1 See Plato, Euthyphrlln, c. :;, p. 3 D. 
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the more active spring of individual intellect-and by the 
toleration, greater there than anywhere else, shown to each 
man's peculiarities of every sort. In any other government of 
Greece, as well as in the Platonic Republic, Sokrates would 
have been quickly arrested in his career, even if not severely 
punished ; in Athens, he was allowed to talk and teach 
publicly for twenty-five or thirty years, and then condemned 
when an old man. Of these two applications of the same 
mischievous principle, assuredly the latter is at once the more 
moderate and the less noxious. 

Secondly, the force of this last consideration, as an ex
tenuating circumstance in regard to the Athenians, is much 
increased, when we reflect upon the number of individual 
enemies whom Sokrates made to himself in the prosecution 
of his cross-examining process. Here were a multitude of 
individuals, including men personally the most eminent and 
effective in the city, prompted by special antipathies, over and 
above general convictions, to call into action the dormant 
state-principle of intolerance against an obnoxious teacher. If, 
under such provocation, he was allowed to reach the age of 
seventy, and to talk publicly for so many years, before any real 
Meletus stood forward--this attests conspicuously the efficacy 
of the restraining dispositions among the people, which made 
their practical habits more liberal than their professed principles. 

Thirdly, whoever has read the account of the trial· and 
defence of Sokrates, will see that he himself contributed quite 
as much to the result as all the three accusers united. Not 
only he omitted to do all that might have been done without 
dishonour, to ensure acquittal-but he held positive language 
very nearly such as Meletus himself would have sought to put 
in his mouth. He did this deliberately; having an exalted 
opinion both of himself and his own mission, and accounting 
the cup of hemlock, at his age, to be no calamity. It was 
only by such marked and offensive self-exaltation that he 
brought on the first vote of the Dikastery, even then the 
narrowest majority, by which he was found guilty : it was only 
by a still more aggravated manifestation of the same kind, 
even to the pitch of something like insult, that he brought 
on the second vote, which pronounced the capital sentence. 
Now it would be uncandid not to allow for the effect of such a 
proceeding on the minds of the Dikastery. They were not at 
all disposed, of their own accord, to put in force the recognised 
principle of intolerance against him. But when they found 
that the man who stood before them charged with this offence, 
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addressed them in a tone such as Dikasts had never heard 
before and could hardly hear with calmness-they could not 
but feel disposed to credit all the worst inferences which his 
accusers had suggested, and to regard Sokrates as a dangerous 
man both. religiously and politically, against whom it was 
requisite to uphold the majesty of the court and constitution. 

In appreciating this memorable incident, therefore, though 
the mischievous principle of intolerance cannot be denied, yet 
all the circumstances show that that principle was neither 
irritable nor predominant in the Athenian bosom ; that even a 
large body of collateral antipathies did not readily call it forth 
against any individual; that the more liberal and generous 
dispositions, which deadened its malignity, were of steady 
efficacy, not easily overborne; and that the condemnation 
ought to count as one of the least gloomy items in an essentially 
gloomy catalogue. 

Let us add, that as Sokrates himself did not account his 
own condemnation and death, at his age, to be any misfortune, 
but rather a favourable dispensation of the gods, who removed 
him just in time to escape that painful consciousness of 
intellectual decline, which induced Demokritus to prepare the 
poison for himself-so his friend Xenophon goes a step farther, 
and while protesting against the verdict of guilty, extols the 
manner of death as a subject of triumph; as the happiest, most 
honourable, and most gracious way, in which the gods could 
set the seal upon a useful and exalted life.1 

It is asserted by Diodorus, and repeated with exaggerations 
by other later authors, that after the death of Sokrates the 
Athenians bitterly repented of the manner in which they had 
treated him, and that they even went so far as to put his 
accusers to death without trial. 2 I know not upon wh~t 
authority this statement is made, and I disbelieve it altogether. 
From the tone of Xenophon's ' Memorabilia,' there is every 
reason to presume that the memory of Sokrates still continued 
to be unpopular at Athens when that collection was composed. 
Plato, too, left Athens immediately after the death of his 
master, and remained absent for some time : indirectly, I 
think, this affords a presumption that no such reaction took 

1 Xen. Mem. iv. 8, 3-
u Denique Democritum postquam matura vetustas 

Admonuit memores motus languescere mentis, 
Sponte sua letho sese obvius obtulit ipse." 

(Lucretius, iii. 1052.) 

2 Diodor. x:v. 37, with Wesselin~;'s note; Dio;;. Laert. ii. 43; 
Argument. ad Isokr"t. Or. xi. Busiris. 
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place in Athenian sentiment as that which Diodorus alleges; 
and the same presumption is countenanced by the manner in 
which the orator lEschines speaks of the condemnation, half 
a century afterwards. I see no reason to believe that the 
Athenian Dikasts, who doubtless felt themselves justified, and 
more than justified, in condemning Sokrates after his own 
speech-retracted that sentiment after his decease. 

CHAPTER LXIX 

CYRUS THE YOUNGER AND THE TEN THOUSAND GREEKS 

IN my sixty-sixth chapter, I brought down the History of 
Grecian affairs to the close of the Peloponnesian War, includ
ing a description of the permanent loss of imperial power, the 
severe temporary oppression, the enfranchisement and renewed 
democracy, which marked the lot of defeated Athens. The 
defeat of that once-powerful city, accomplished by the Spartan 
confederacy-with large pecuniary aid from the young Persian 
prince Cyrus, satrap of most of the Ionian seaboard-left 
Sparta mistress for the time of the Grecian world. Lysander, 
her victorious admiral, employed his vast temporary power for 
the purpose of setting up, in most of the cities, Dekarchies or 
ruling Councils of Ten, composed of his own partisans ; with a 
Lacedremonian Harmost and garrison to enforce their oligar
chical rule. Before I proceed however to recount, as well as it 
can be made out, the unexpected calamities thus brought upon 
the Grecian world, with their eventual consequences-it will be 
convenient to introduce here the narrative of the Ten Thousand 
Greeks, with their march into the heart of the Persian Empire 
and their still more celebrated Retreat. ·This incident, lying 
apart from the main stream of Grecian affairs, would form an 
item, strictly speaking, in Persian history rather than in Grecian. 
But its effects on the Greek mind, and upon the future course 
of Grecian affairs, were numerous and important ; while as an 
illustration of Hellenic character and competence, measured 
against that of the contemporary Asiatics, it stands pre-eminent 
and full of instruction. 

This march from Sardis up to the neighbourhood of Babylon, 
conducted by Cyrus the younger, and undertaken for the pur
pose of placing him on the Persian throne in the room of his 
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elder brother, Artaxerxes Mnemon-was commenced about 
March or April in the year 401 B.C. It was about six months 
afterwards, in the month of September or October of the same 
year, that the battle of Kunaxa was fought, in which, though 
the Greeks were VICtorious, Cyrus himself lost his life. They 
were then obliged to commence their retreat, which occupied 
about one year, and ultimately brought them across the Bos
phorus of Thrace to Byzantium, in October or November, 
400 B.C. 

The death of king Darius Nothus, father both of Artaxerxes 
and Cyrus, occurred about the beginning of 404 B.C., a short 
time after the entire ruin of the force of Athens at .tEgospotami. 
His reign of nineteen years, with that of his father Artaxerxes 
Longimanus which lasted nearly forty years, fill up almost all 
the interval from the death of Xerxes in 465 B.C. The close of 
the reigns both of Xerxes and of his son Artaxerxes had indeed 
been marked by those phrenomena of conspiracy, assassination, 
fratricide, and family tragedy, so common in the transmission 
of an Oriental sceptre. Xerxes was assassinated by the chief 
officer of the palace named Artabanus,-who had received from 
him at a banquet the order to execute his eldest son Darius, 
but had not fulfilled it. Artabanus, laying the blame of the 
assassination upon Darius, prevailed upon Artaxerxes to avenge 
it by slaying the latter; he then attempted the life of Arta
xerxes himself, but failed, and was himself killed, after carrying 
on the government a few months. Artaxerxes Longimanus, 
after reigning about forty years, left the sceptre to his son 
Xerxes the second, who was slain after a few months by his 
brother Sogdianus ; who again was put to death after seven 
months, by a third brother Darius Nothus mentioned above.1 

The wars between the Persian Empire and Athens as the 
head of the confederacy of Delos (477-449 B.C.), have been 
already related in one of my earlier volumes. But the internal 
history of the Persian Empire during these reigns is scarcely at 
all known to us; except a formidable revolt of the satrap Mega
byzus obscurely noticed in the Fragments of Ktesias. 2 About 
414 B.c. the Egyptians revolted. Their native prince Amyrtreus 
maintained his independence-though probably in a part only, 

1 See Diodor. xi. 69 ; xii. 64-71 ; Ktesias, Persica, c. 29-45 ; Aristotel. 
Polit. v. 14, 8. This last passage of Aristotle is not very clear. Compare 
Jus tin, x. I. 

For the chronology of these Persian kings, see a valuable Appendix in 
Mr. Fynes Clinton's Fasti Hellenici, App. IS, vol. ii. p. 313-316. 

2 Ktesias, Pcrsica, c. 38-40. 
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and not the whole, of that country.! He was succeeded by 
a native Egyptian dynasty for the space of sixty years. A 
revolt of the Medes, which took place in 408 B.c., was 
put down by Darius, and subsequently a like revolt of the 
Kadusians. 2 

The peace concluded in 449 B.c., between Athens and the 
Persian Empire, continued without open violation, until the 
ruinous catastrophe which befell the former near Syracuse, in 
413 B.C. Yet there had been various communications and 
envoys from Sparta to the Persian court, endeavouring to pro
cure aid from the Great King during the early years of the war : 
communications so confused and contradictory, that Artaxerxes 
(in a letter addressed to the Spartans, in 425 B.c., and carried 
by his envoy Artaphernes who was captured by the Athenians) 
complained of being unable to understand what they meant
no two Spartans telling the same story.a It appears that 
Pissuthnes, satrap of Sardis, revolted from the Persian king, 
shortly after this period, and that Ti~saphernes was sent by the 
Great King to suppress this revolt; in which having succeeded, 
by bribing the Grecian commander of the satrap's mercenary 
troops, he was rewarded by the possession of the satrapy.4 We 
find Tissaphernes satrap in the year 413 B.c., commencing 
operations, jointly with the Spartans, for detaching the Asiatic 
allies from Athens, after her reverses in Sicily ; and employing 
the Spartans successfully against Amorges, the revolted son 
of Pissuthnes, who occupied the strong maritime town of 
Iasus.5 

The increased vigour of Persian operations against Athens, 
after Cyrus the younger son of Darius Nothus came down to 
the Ionic coast in 407 B.C., has been recounted in my sixty
fourth chapter ; together with the complete prostration of 
Athenian power, accomplished during the ensuing three years. 

1 See the Appendix of Mr. Fynes Clinton (mentioned in the preceding 
note), p. 317. 

There were some Egyptian troops in the army of Artaxerxes at the battle 
of Kunaxa: on the other hand, there were other Egpytians in a state of 
pronounced revolt. Compare two pass2ges of Xenophon's Anabasis, i. 8, 
9; ii. 5, 13; Diodor. xiii. 46; and the Dissertation of F. Ley, Fata et 
Conditio Mgypti sub Imperio Persarum, p. zo-56 (Cologne, 1830). 

2 Xen. Hellen. i. 2, 19; ii. r, 13. 
3 Thucyd. iv. so. wo"All.wv -yap ~"A8Jwrwv wpJa'{3•wv obor1va. -ra.bTa "Ae-y••"· 

, This incompetence, or duplicity, on the part of the Spartan envoys, 
helps to explain the facility with which Alkibiad€s duped them at Athens 

'r' (Thucyd. v. 45). See above, in this History, vol. vii. ch, lv. 
4 Ktesias, Persic. c. 52. 

~ • Thucyd. viii, 28. See ch. lxi. vol. vii. of this History. 
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Residing at Sardis and placed in active co-operation with 
Greeks, this ambitious and energetic young prince soon became, 
penetrated with their superior military and political efficiency, J 
as compared with the native Asiatics. For the abilities and J 
character of Lysander, the Peloponnesian admiral, he con- -1 
tracted so much admiration, that, when summoned to court~ 
during the last illness of his father Darius in 405 B.c., he ever f 
confided to that officer the whole of his tribute and-treasure, tot 
be administered in furtherance of the war ; 1 which during his 1 
absence was brought to a victorious close. 

Cyrus, born after the accession of his father to the throne, 
was not more than eighteen years of age when first sent down 
to Sardis (in 407 B.C.) as satrap of Lydia, Phrygia, and Kappa
dokia, and as commander of that Persian military division 
which mustered at the plain of Kastolus; a command not in-·, 
eluding the Ionic Greeks on the seaboard, who were under the : 
satrapy of Tissaphernes.2 We cannot place much confidencE { 
in the account which Xenophon gives of his education; that he~ 
had been brought up with his brother and many noble Persian 1 

youths in the royal palace-under the strictest discipline and · 
restraint, enforcing modest habits, with the reciprocal duties of 
obedience and command, upon all of them, and upon him with 
peculiar success. 3 It is contradicted by all the realities which 
we read about the Persian court, and is a patch of Grecian 
rather than of Oriental sentiment, better suited to the romance 
of the Cyropredia than to. the history of the Anabasis. But in 
the Persian accomplishments of horsemanship, mastery of the 
bow and of the javelin, bravery in the field, daring as well as 
endurance in hunting wild beasts, and power·of drinking much 
wine without being intoxicated-Cyrus stood pre-eminent : and 
especially so when compared with his elder brother Arta
xerxes, who was at least unwarlike, if not lazy and timid. 4 And ~ 
although the peculiar virtue of the Hellenic citizen-competence j 
for alternate command and obedience-formed no part of the 
character of Cyrus, yet it appears that Hellenic affairs and ideas 
became early impressed upon his mind : insomuch that on first 
coming down to Sardis as satrap, he brought down with birr. 
strong interest for the Peloponnesian cause, and strenuous 
antipathy to that ancient enemy by whom the Persian arms 
had been so signally humbled and repressed. How zealously. 

1 Xen. Hellen. ii. I, I4. Compare Xen. illconom. iv. 20. 1 
a Xen. Anab. i. I, 2; i. 9, 7 ; Xen. Hellen. i. 4, 3· l 
3 Xen. Anab. i. 9, 3-5. Compare Cyropredia, i. 2, 4-6; viii. r, r6, &c. 
4 Plutarch, Artaxerx. c. 2-6; X en. Ana b. ut sup. . 
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he co-operated with Lysander and the Peloponnesians in putting 
down Athens, has been shown in my preceding chapters.! 

An energetic and ambitious youth like Cyrus, having once 
learnt from personal experience to appreciate the Greeks, was 
not slow in divining the value of such auxiliaries as instruments 
of power to himself. To co-operate effectively in the war, it was 
"lecessary that he should act to a certain extent upon Grecian 

1
deas, and conciliate the good-will of the Ionic Greeks ; so that 

he came to combine the imperious and unsparing despotism of 
a Persian prince, with something of the regularity and system 
belonging to a Grecian administrator. Though younger than 
Artaxerxes, he seems to have calculated from the first upon 
succeeding to the Persian crown at the death of his father. So 
undetermined was the law of succession in the Persian royal 
family, and so constant the dispute and fratricide on each 
vacancy of the throne, that such ambitious schemes would 
>tppear feasible to a young man of much less ardour than Cyrus . 
. Vl:oreover he was the favourite son of Queen Parysatis,2 who 
greatly preferred him to his elder brother Artaxerxes. He was 
born after the accession of Darius to the throne, while Arta
xerxes had been born prior to that event. And as this latter 
consideration had been employed seventy years earlier by 
Queen Atossa s in determining· her husband Darius son of 
Hystaspes to declare (even during his lifetime) her son Xerxes 
as his intended successor, to the exclusion of an elder son by 
a different wife and born before Darius's accession-so Cyrus 
perhaps anticipated the like effective preference to himself from 
the solicitations of Parysatis. Probably his hopes were further 
inflamed by the fact that he bore the name of the great founder 
of the monarchy ; whose memory every Persian reverenced. 
How completely he reckoned on becoming king, is shown 
by a cruel act performed about the early part of 405 B.C. 
:t was required as a part of Persian etiquette that every man 
who came into the presence of the king should immerse his 
hands in certain pockets or large sleeves, which rendered them 
for the moment inapplicable to active use : but such deference 
was shown to no one except the king. Two first cousins of 
Cyrus-sons of Hieramenes (seemingly one of the satraps or 
high Persian dignitaries in Asia Minor) by a sister of Darius-

1 See vol. viii. ch. lxiv. p. 120. 
2 Darius had had thirteen children by Parysatis ; but all except Arta

mces and Cyrus died young. Ktesias asserts that he heard this statement 
1rom Parysatis herself (Ktesias, Persica, c. 49). 

a Herodot. vii. 4· 
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appeared in his presence without thus concealing their hands : 1 

upon which Cyrus ordered them both to be put to death. The 
father and mother preferred bitter complaints of this atrocity to 
Darius; who was induced to send for Cyrus to visit him in 
Media, on the ground, not at all fictitious, that his own health 
was rapidly declining. 

If Cyrus expected to succeed to the crown, it was im
portant that he should be on the spot when his father 
died. He accordingly went up from Sardis to Media, 
along with his body-guard of 300 Greeks under the Arca
dian Xenias; who were so highly remunerated for this distant 
march, that the rate of pay was long celebrated.2 He also 
took with him Tissaphernes as an ostensible friend; though 
there seems to have been a real enmity between them. Not 
long after his arrival, Darius died ; but without complying with 
the request of Parysatis that he should declare in favour of 
Cyrus as his successor. Accordingly, Artaxerxes, being pro
claimed king, went to Pasargadre, the religious capital of the 
Persians, to perform the customary solemnities. Thus dis
appointed, Cyrus was further accused by Tissaphernes of con
spiring the death of his brother; who caused him to be seized, 
and was even on the point of putting him to death, when the 
all-powerful intercession of Parysatis saved his life. 3 He was 
sent down to his former satrapy at Sardis, whither he returned 
with insupportable feelings of anger and wounded pride, and 
with a determined resolution to leave nothing untried for the 
purpose of dethroning his brother. This statement, given to 
us by Xenophon, represents doubtless the story of Cyrus and 
his friends, current among the Cyreian army. But if we look 
at the probjibilities of the case, we shall be led to suspect that 
the charge of Tissaphernes may well have been true, and the 
conspiracy of the disappointed Cyrus against his brother, a 
reality instead of a fiction.4 

The moment when Cyrus returned to Sardis was highly 
favourable to his plans and preparations. The long war had 
just been concluded by the capture of Athens and the extinc-

1 Xen. Hellen. ii. r, 8, 9; Thucyd. viii. 58. 
Compare Xen. Cyropred. viii. 3, ro; and Lucian, Navigium seu Vota, 

c. 30, vol. iii. p. 267, ed. Hemsterhuys with Du Soul's note. 
It is remarkable that, in this passage of the Hellenica, either Xenophon, 

or the copyist, makes the mistake of calling Xerxes (instead of Artaxerxes) 
father of Darius. Some of the editors, without any authority from MSS., 
wish to alter the text from 'E.lpEov to 'Ap-ra{lp{ov. 

2 Xen. Anab. i. 4, 12. 3 Xen. Anab. i. 1, + 
4 So it is presented by Justin, v. I r. 
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tion of her power. Many Greeks, after having acquired military 
~astes and habits, were now thrown out of employment: many 
:>thers were driven into exile, by the establishment of the 
Lysandrian Dekarchies throughout all the cities at once. 
Hence competent recruits, for a well-paid service like that of 
Cyrus, were now unusually abundant. Having already a cer
:ain number of Greek mercenaries, distributed throughout the 
~arious garrisons in his satrapy, he directed the officers in com
nand to strengthen their garrisons by as many additional 
Peloponnesian soldiers as they could obtain. His pretext 
was,-first, defence against Tissaphernes, with whom, since the 
ienunciation by the latter, he was at open war,-next, protec
:ion of the Ionic cities on the seaboard, which had been hitherto 
~omprised under the government ofTissaphernes, but had now 
cevolted of their own accord, since the enmity of Cyrus against 
:1im had been declared. Miletus a:l~ne had been prevented 
'rom executing this resolution; for Tissaphernes, reinforcing 
:1is garrison in that place, had adopted violent measures of 
·epression, killing or banishing several of the leading men. 
Cyrus, receiving these exiled Milesians with every demonstra
;ion of sympathy, immediately got together both an army and 
l fleet, under the Egyptian Tamos,1 to besiege Miletus by land 
md sea. He at the same time transmitted to court the regular 
:ribute due from these maritime cities, and attempted, through 
;he interest of his mother Parysatis, to procure that they should 
)e transferred from Tissaphernes to himself. Hence the Great 
K.ing was deluded into a belief that the new levies of Cyrus 
;vere smly intended for private war between him and Tissa
)hernes; an event not uncommon between two neighbouring 
;atraps. Nor was it displeasing to the court that a suspected 
)rince should be thus occupied at a distance. 2 

Besides the army thus collected round Miletus, Cyrus found 
:neans to keep other troops within his call, though at a distance 
md unsuspected. A Lacedremonian officer named Klearchus, 
)[considerable military ability and experience, presented him
;elf as an exile at Sardis. He appears to have been banished 
:as far as we can judge amidst contradictory statements) for 
~ross abuse of authority, and extreme tyranny, as Lacedremonian 
1armost at Byzantium, and even for having tried to maintain 
1imself in that place after the Ephors had formally dismissed 
1im. The known efficiency, and restless warlike appetite of 

1 Xen. Anab. i. I, 6; i. 4, 2, 
2 Xen. Anab. i. I, ], 8. liHfTE oi>oev i/xBETO (the king) a.bT~V 1TOAE

toVJI'r(JJil. 
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Klearchus,l procured for him the confidence of Cyrus, who gave 
him the large sum of Io,ooo darics (about £76oo), which he 
employed in levying an army of mercenary Greeks for the 
defence of the Grecian cities in the Chersonese against the 
Thracian tribes in their neighbourhood: thus maintaining the 
troops until they were required by Cyrus. Again, Aristippus 
and Menon,-Thessalians of the great family of the Aleuadre at 
Larissa, who had maintained their tie of personal hospitality 
with the Persian royal family ever since the time of Xerxes, and 
were now in connexion with Cyrus 2-received from him funds 
to maintain a force of zooo mercenaries for their political pur
poses in Thessaly, subject to his call whenever he should require 
them. Other Greeks, too, who had probably contracted similar 
ties of hospitality with Cyrus by service during the late war
Proxenus, a Ba:otian ; Agias and Sophrenetus, Arcadians ; 
Sokrates, an Achrean, &<!.,-were empowered by him to collect 
mercenary soldiers. His pretended objects were, partly the 
siege of Miletus ; partly an ostensible expedition against the 
Pisidians,-warlike and predatory mountaineers who did much 
mischief from their fastnesses in the south-east of Asia Minor. 

Besides these unavowed Grecian levies, Cyrus sent envoys 
to the Lacedremonians to invoke their aid, in requital for the 
strenuous manner in which he had seconded thcir operations 
against Athens,-and received a favourable answer. He further 
got together a considerable native force, taking great pains to 
conciliate friends as well as to inspire confidence. " He was 
straightforward and just, like a candidate for command" -to use 
the expression of Herodotus respecting the Median Deiokes ; 3 

maintaining order and security throughout his satrapy, and 

1 Xen. Anab. i. I, 9; ii. 6, 3· The statements here contained do not 
agree with Diodor. xiT. I2; while both of them differ from Isokrates 
(Orat. viii. De Pace, s. 121; Or. xii. Panath. s. III) and Plutarch, Arta
xerxes, c. 6. 

I follow partially the narrative of Diodorus, so far as to suppose that 
the tyranny which he mentions was committed by Klearchus as Harmost 
of Byzantium. We know that there was a Laced~monian Harmost in 
that town, named as soon as the town was taken, by Lysander after the 
battle of JEgospotami (Xen. Hellen. ii. 2, 2). This was towards the end 
of 405 B.C. We know further, from the Anabasis, that Kleander was 
Harmost there in 400 B.c. Klearchus may have been Harmost there in 
40t C. B. • . .. . I 

Xen. Anab. 1. I, 10; Herodot. vn. 6 ; 1x. I ; Plato, Menon. c. 1, p. 
70 ; c. II, p. 78 C. 1 

3 Herodot. i. 96. '0 a;, (Deiok&) oTa /1->'EWfJ.EVOS i'l.pxftv, i96s TE/ 

Kd 5lKIUOS i\v. ; 
Xenoph. Hellen. iii. I, I ; Diudor. xiv. Ig. 
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punishing evil-doers in great numbers, with the utmost ex
tremity of rig our; of which the public roads exhibited abundant 
living testimony, in the persons of mutilated men, deprived of 
their hands, feet, or eyesight.1 But he was also exact in re
quiting faithful service, both civil and military. He not only 
made various expeditions against the hostile Mysians and Pisi
dians, but was forward in exposing his own person, and muni
ficent, rewarding the zeal of all soldiers who distinguished 
themselves. He attached men to his person both by a winning 
demeanour and by seasonable gifts. As it was the uniform 
custom (and is still the custom in the East) for every one who 
approached Cyrus to come with a present in his hand,2 so he 
usually gave away again these presents as marks of distinction 
to others. Hence he not only acquired the attachment of all 
in his own service, but also of those Persians whom Artaxerxes 
sent down on various pretences for the purpose of observing 
his motions. Of these emissaries from Susa, some were even 
sent to obstruct and enfeeble him. It was under such orders 
that a Persian named Orontes, governor of Sardis, acted, in 
levying open war against Cyrus ; who twice subdued him, and 

1 Xen. Anab. i. 9. 13. llo}l.)\ctJ<tS o' loel'v ~~~ ii.va Tas U'TEt/30fJ.Jvas ooous, 
ICU.l ?rOOWJI KU.l XE<pwv Kal ocj>811.Af'WII UTEpoup..!vous ii.v8p~:;rous. 

For other samples of mutilation inflicted by Persians, not merely on 
malefactors, but on prisoners by wholesale, see Quintus Curtius, v. 5, 6. 
AleKander the Great was approaching near to Persepolis, "quum misera
bile agmen, inter pauca fortun::e exempla memorandum, regi occurrit. 
Captivi erant Grreci ad quatuor millia fere, quos Pers::e vario suppliciorum 
modo affecerunt. Alios pedibus, quosdam manibus auribusque, amputatis, 
inustisque barbararum literarum notis, in longum sui ludibrium reservaver
ant," &c. Compare Diodorus, xvii. 69; and the prodigious tales of cruelty 
recounted in Herodot. ix. 112; Ktesias, Persic. c. 54-59; Plutarch, Ar-

1 taxerx. c. 14, r6, 17 .. 
I It is not unworthy of remark, that while there was nothing in which the 
I Persi11.n rulers displayed greater invention than in exaggerating bodily 
~suffering upon a malefactor or an enemy,-at Athens, whenever any man 

was put to death by public sentence, the execution took place within the 
prison by administering a cup of hemlock, without even public exposure. 
It was the minimum of pain, as well as the minimum of indignity ; as any 
one may see who reads the account of the death of Sokrates, given by 
Plato at the end of the Phredon. 

It is certain, that, on the whole, "the public sentiment in England is more 
humane now than it was in that day at Athens. Yet an Athenian public 
could not have borne the sight of a citizen publicly hanged or beheaded in 
the market-place. Much leiis could they have borne the sight of the pro
longed tortures inflicted on Damiens at Paris in 1757 (a fair parallel to the 
Persian udcp•uuiS described in Plutarch, Artaxerx. c. r6), in the presence 
of an immense crowd of spectators, when every window commanding a 

~
view of t~e Pla~e de Greve was let at a high p~ice, and fille~ by the best 
-;ompany m Pans. Xen. Anab. 1. g, 13. 
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twice pardoned him, on solemn assurance of fidelity for the 
future.l In all agreements, even with avowed enemies, Cyrus I 
kept faith exactly; so that his word was trusted by every one. 

Of such virtues (rare in an Oriental ruler, either ancient or 
modern)-and of such secret preparations-Cyrus sought to 1 

reap the fruits at the beginning of 401 B.C. Xenias, his generall 
at home, brought together all the garrisons, leaving a bare suffi
ciency for defence of the towns. Klearchus, Menon, and the 
other Greek generals were recalled, and the siege of Miletus i 
was relinquished ; so that there was concentrated at Sardis a 
body of 77oo Grecian hoplites, with soo light-armed.2 Others 

1 

afterwards joined on the march, and there was, besides, a native : 
army of about roo,ooo men. With such means Cyrus set forth 
<March or April 401 B.c.) from Sardis. His real purpose was 
kept secret : his ostensible purpose, as proclaimed and under
stood by every one except himself and Klearchus, was to 
conquer and root out the Pisidian mountaineers. A joint 
Lacedremonian and Persian fleet, under the Lacedremonian 
admiral Samius, at the same time coasted round the south of~ 
Asia Minor, in order to lend co-operation from the sea-side.s 
This Lacedremonian co-operation passed for a private levy 
effected by Cyrus himself; for the ephors would not formally 
avow hostility against the Great King.4 ) 

The body of Greeks, immortalised under the name of the~ 
Ten Thousand, who were thus preparing to plunge into sol 
many unexpected perils-though embarking on a foreign 
mercenary service, were by no means outcasts, or even men 
of extreme poverty. They were for the most part persons 1 
of established position, and not a few even opulent. Half of· 
them were Arcadians or Achreans. 

Such was the reputation of Cyrus for honourable and munifi
cent dealing, that many young men of good family had run 
away from their fathers and mothers; others of mature age had 
been tempted to leave their wives and children; and there
were even some-who had embarked their own money in ad
vance of outfit for other poorer men, as well as for themselves.6 

1 Xen. Anab. i. 6, 6. 2 Xen. Anab. i. 2, 2-3. 
3 Xen. Hellen. iii. I, I. 4 Diodor, xiv. 2r. 
6 Xen. Anab. vi. 4, 8. Twv -yap <TTpcr:r<wTwP ol '1l'A.ilrrTo< ij<Tav oll <T7raVEI 

j3[ou ~/C'1l'E7fAEUIC6TES i'1l'l TO.VT'Y/V Tt)V p.trr8o<jJopav, a;>.,;>.,(l; Tt)v Kvpov ttpETt)JI 

G/COVOJITES, ol p.ev ~eal lfvlipas lf-yonn, ol a€ /Cal '11'porraV'I)AOJIC6TES xp-hp.a.Ta, 
KO.l TOtkOJP gTEp01 c't7roliEiipa!<OTES 7raTepas l<al }J-'1/TEpas, o[ OE l<al Tfi<Jia 
Ka.TaA<'11'0VTES, C:,s 1<T1,p.o.Ta aOTOtS /CT'I)fJ'ap.EVOI j\~OVT€S '1l'a}..w, ar<OVOVTES /Cal 
'Tol>s /f;>..;>..ovs Tolls 1rapa Kvpov 1ro;>..;>..Q. ~eal tt'}'a.8cl. 7rpaTTE<v. TowvTot u3v 
ivTes, t1r&Oouv els T~v 'E;>..A.doa rrr/,(E<T9a.<. Compare v. ro, 10. 
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All calculated on a year's campaign in Pisidia.; which might 
~perhaps be hard, but would certainly be lucrative, and would 
enable them to return with a well-furnished purse. So the 
Greek commanders at Sardis all confidently assured them ; 
extolling, with the emphasis and eloquence suitable to recruit
ing officers, both the liberality of Cyrus 1 and the abundant 
promise for all men of enterprise. 

Among others, the Bceotian Proxenus wrote to his friend 
Xenophon, at Athens, pressing him strongly to come to Sardis, 
and offering to present him to Cyrus, whom he (Proxenus) 
"considered as a better friend to him than his own country : " 2 

a striking evidence of the manner in which such foreign mercen
ary service overlaid Grecian patriotism, which we- shall recog
nise more and more as we advance forward. This able and 
accomplished Athenian-entitled to respectful gratitude, not 
indeed from Athens his country, but from the Cyreian army 
and the intellectual world generally-was one of the class of 
Knights, or Horsemen, and is said to have served in that 
capacity at the battle of Delium.a Of his previous life we know 
little or nothing, except that he was an attached friend and 
diligent hearer of Sokrates ; the memorials of whose conversa
tion we chiefly derive from his pen, as we also derive thenar
rative of the Cyreian march. In my last preceding chapter on 
Sokrates, I have made ample use of the Memorabilia of Xeno
phon; and I am now about to draw from his Anabasis (a model 

. of perspicuous and interesting narrative) the account of the 
I adventures of the Cyreian army, which we are fortunate in 
knowing from so authentic a source. 

, On receiving the invitation from Proxenus, Xenophon felt 
1 much inclined to comply. To a member of that class of 
Knights, which three years before had been the mainstay of 

I -
~ 1 Compare similar praises of Ptolemy Philadelphus, in order to attract 
f Greek mercenaries from Sicily to Egypt (Theocrit. xiv. 50-59). 
1 

2 Xen. Anab. iii. I, 4· 'T.,.<uxv<l-ro lle o.V-rr; (Proxenus to Xenophon} 
el {li.Oot, .plA.ov K6pcp wo<~O'<tv' t.v o.vrbs (.p7J Kp<l-r-rw ~u.u-rrf vop.l(<tv 'Ti)s 
1rarplOos. 

3 Strabo, ix. p. 403. The story that Sokrates carried off Xenophon, 
wounded and thrown from his horse, on his shoulders, and thus saved his 
life,-seems too doubtful to enter into the narrative. 

, Among the proofs that Xenophon wa~ among the Horsemen or 'l?r,.els 
-0f Athens, we may remark, not only h1s own strong interest, and great 

kill, in horsemanship, in the cavalry service and the duties of its com
nander, and in all that relates to horses, as manifested in his published 
~orks-but also the fact, that his son Gryllus served afterwards among the 
\thenian horsemen at the combat of cavalry which preceded the great 
Jattle of Mantineia (Diogen. Laert. ii. 54). 
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the atrocities of the Thirty (how far he was personally con
cerned, we cannot say), it is probable that residence in Athens 
was in those times not peculiarly agreeable to him. He asked 
the opinion of Sokrates ; who, apprehensive lest service under 
Cyrus, the bitter enemy of Athens, might expose him to un
popularity with his countrymen, recommended an application 
to the Delphian oracle. Thither Xenophon went : but in truth 
he had already made up his mind beforehand. So that instead ' 
of asking, "whether he ought to go or refuse,"-he simply put 
the question, "To which of the gods must I sacrifice, in order 
to obtain safety and success in a journey which I am now 
meditating?" The reply of the oracle-indicating Zeus Basi
leus as the god to whom sacrifice was proper-was brought 
back by Xenophon ; upon which Sokrates, though displeased 
that the question had not been fairly put as to the whole pro
ject, nevertheless advised, since an answer had now been given, 
that it should be literally obeyed. Accordingly Xenophon, 
having offered the sacrifices prescribed, took his departure first 
to Ephesus and thence to Sardis, where he found the army 
about to set forth. Proxenus presented him to Cyrus, who 
entreated him earnestly to take service, promising to dismiss 
him as soon as the campaign against the Pisidians should be 
finished.l He was thus induced to stay, yet only as volunteer 
or friend of Proxenus, without accepting any special post in the 
army, either as officer or soldier. There is no reason to believe 
that his service under Cyrus had actually the effect apprehended 
by Sokrates, of rendering him unpopular at Athens. For 
though he was afterwards banished, this sentence was not 
passed against him until after the battle of Koroneia in 
394 B.c., where he was in arms as a conspicuous officer under 
Agesilaus, against his own countrymen and their Theban 
allies-nor need we look further back for the grounds of the 
sentence. 

Though Artaxerxes, entertaining general suspicions of his 
brother's ambitious views, had sent down various persons to 
watch him, yet Cyrus had contrived to gain or neutralise these 
spies, and had masked his preparations so skilfully, that no 
intimation was conveyed to Susa until the march was about to 
commence. It was only then that Tissaphemes, seeing the 
siege of Miletus relinquished, and the vast force mustering at 
Sardis, divined that something more was meant than the mere 
conquest of Pisidian freebooters, and went up in person to warn 

1 Xen. Anah. iii. I, 4-9; v. 9, 22-24. 
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the King; who began his preparations forthwith.! That which 
Tissaphernes had divined was yet a secret to every man in the 
army, to Proxenus as well as the rest,-when Cyrus, having 
confided the provisional management of his satrapy to some 
Persian kinsmen, and to his admiral the Egyptian Tamos, 
commenced his march in a south-easterly direction from Sardis, 
through Lydia and Phrygia.2 Three days' march, a distance 
stated at 22 parasangs,s brought him to the M::eander: one 

1 Xen. Anab. i. 2, 4; ii. 3, 19. 
Diodorus (xiv. II) citing from Ephorus affirms that the first revelation to 

Artaxerxes was made by Pharnabazus, who had learnt it from the acuteness 
of the Athenian exile Alkibiades. That the latter should have had any 
concern in it, appears improbable. But Diodorus on more than one 
occasion confounds Pharnabazus and Tissaphernes. 

2 Diodor. xiv. rg. 
3 The parasang was a Persian measurement of length, but according to 

Strabo, not of uniform value in all parts of Asia : in some parts, held 
equivalent to 30 stadia, in others to 40, in others to 6o (Strabo, xi. p. 518; 
Forbiger, Handbuch der Alten Geograph. vol. i. p. 555). This variability 
of meaning is noway extraordinary, when we recollect the difference 
between English, Irish, and .German miles, &c. 

Herodotus tells us distinctly what he meant by a parasang, and what the 
Persian government of his day recognised as such in their measurement of 
the great road from Sardis to Susa, as well as in their measurements of 
territory for purposes of tribute (Herod. v. 53; vi. 43). It was 30 Greek 
stadia =: nearly 3~ English miles, or nearly 3 geographical miles. The 
distance between every two successive stations, on the road from Sardis to 
Susa (which was "all inhabited and all secure," litd. ol~<eop.~v7)s -re lf.,..arra 
Kal d.rr</><tli.Jos), would seem to have been measured and marked in parasangs 
and fractions of a parasang. It seems probable, from the account which 
Herodotus gives of the march of Xerxes (vii. 26), that this road passed 
from Kappadokia and across the river Halys, through Kelrenre and Kolossre 
to Sardis ; and therefore that the road which Cyrus took for his march, 
from Sardis at least as far as Kelrenre, must have been so measured ~tnd 
marked. 

Xenophon also in his summing up of the route (ii. 2, 6 ; vii. 8, 26) im
plies the parasang as equivalent to 30 stadia, while he gives, for the most 
part, each day's jonrney measured in parasangs. Now, even at the outset 
of the march, we have no reason to believe that there was any official 
measurer of road-progress accompanying the army, like Breton, o 
B7)p.a-rtrr-r1)s 'All.•(;&.vlipov, in Alexander's invasion: see Athenreus, x. p. 
442, and Geier, Alexandri Magni Histor. Scriptt. p. 357· Yet Xenophon, 
throughout the whole march, even as far as Trebizond, states the day's 
march of the army in parasang-s ; not merely in Asia Minor, where there 
were roads, but through the Arabian desert between Thapsakus and Pyl~ 
-through the snows of Armenia-and through the territory of the bar
barous Chalyb~s. He tells us that in the desert of Arabia they marched 90 
parasangs in thirteen days, or very nearly 7 parasangs per day-and that 
too under the extreme heat of summer. He tells us further, that in the 
deep snows of Armenia, and in the extremity of winter, they marched IS 
parasangs in three days; and through the territory (also covered with snow) 
of the pugnacious Chalybes, 50 parasangs in seven days, or more than 7 
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additional march of eight parasangs, after crossing that river, 
forwarded him to Kolossce, a flourishing city in Phrygia, where 

parasangs per day. Such marches, at 30 stadia for the parasang, are im
possible. And how did Xenophon measure the distance marched over? 

The most intelligent modern investigators and travellers-Major Rennell, 
Mr. Ainsworth, Mr. Hamilton, Colonel Chesney, Professor Koch, &c., 
offer no satisfactory solution of the difficulty. Major Rennell reckons the 
parasangs as equal to 2'25 geogr. miles: Mr. Ainsworth at 3 geogr. miles: 
Mr. Hamilton (Travels in Asia Minor, c. 42, p. 200) at something less than 
2~ geogr. miles: Colonel Chesney (Euphrat. and Tigris, ch. 8, p. 207) at 
2·6o8 geogr. miles between Sardis and Thapsakus-at I'98 geogr. miles, 
between Thapsakus and Kunaxa-at something less than this, without 
specifying how much, during the retreat. It is evident that there is no 
certain basis to proceed upon, even for the earlier portion of the route; 
much more, for the retreat. The distance between Ikonium and Dana (or 
Tyana), is one of the quantities on which Mr. Hamilton rests his calcula
tion ; but we are by no means certain that Cyrus took the direct route of 
march: he rather seems to have turned out of his way, partly to plunder 
Lykaonia, partly to conduct the Kilikian princess homeward. The other 
item, insisted upon by Mr. Hamilton, is the distance between Kelrenre and 
Kolossre, two places the site of which seems well ascertained, and which 
are by the best modern maps 52 geographical miles apart. Xenophon 
calls the di5tance 20 parasangs. Assuming the road by which he marched 
to have been the same with that now travelled, it would moke the parasang 
of Xenophon = 2'6 geographical miles. I have before remarked that the 
road between Kolossre and Kelrenre was probably measured and numbered 
according to para.~angs; so that Xenophon, in giving the number of para
sangs between these two places, would be speaking upon official authority. 

Even a century and a half afterwards, the geographer Eratosthenes found 
it not possible to obtain accurate measurements, in much of the country 
traversed by Cyrus (Strabo, ii. p. 73}· 

Colonel Chesney remarks-" From Sardis to Cunaxa, or the mounds of 
Mohammed, cannot be much under or over 1265 ge"graphical miles; 
making 2·364 geographical miles for each of the 535 parasangs given by 
Xenophon between these two places." 

As a measure of distance, the parasang of Xenophon is evidently un
trustworthy. Is it admissible to consider, in the description of this march, 
that the parasangs and stadia of Xenophon are measurements rather of 
time than of space? From Sardis to Kelrenre, he had a measured road 
and numbered par•sangs of distance : it is probable that the same mensura
tion and numeration continued farther, as tar as Keram6n-Agora and 
Kiiystru-Pedion (since I imagine that the road from Kdrenre to the Halys 
and Kappadokia must have gone through these two places)-and possibly 
it may have continued even as far as lkonium or Dana. Hence, by these 
early marches, Xenophon had the opportunity of forming to himself 
roughly an idea of the time (measured by the course of the sun) which it 
took for the army to march one, two, or three parasangs : and when he 
came to the ulterior portions of the road, he called that length oj time by 
the name of one, two, or three parasangs. Five parasangs seem to have 
meant with him a full day's march ; three or four, a short day; six, seven, 
or eight, a long or very long day. 

We must recollect that the Greeks in the time of Xenophon had no 
portable means of measuring hours, and did not habitually divide the day 
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Menon overtook him with a reinforcement of rooo hoplites 
and soo peltasts,-Dolopes, JEnianes, and Olynthians. He 
then marched three days onward to Keh:eme, another Phrygian 
city, "great and flourishing," with a citadd very strong both by 
nature and art. Here he halted no less than thirty days, in 
order to await the arrival of Klearchus, with his division of 
rooo hoplites, Soo Thracian peltasts, and 200 Kretan bowmen: 
at the same time Soph~netus arrived with rooo further hop
lites, and Sosias with 300. This total of Greeks was reviewed 
by Cyrus in one united body at Kehen~ : 1 r,ooo hoplites and 
2000 peltasts.l 

As far as Kel~n~, his march had been directed straight 
towards Pisidia, near the borders of which territory that city is 
situated. So far, therefore, the fiction with which he started 
was kept up. But on leaving Kel~n~, he turned his march 
away from Pisidia, in a direction nearly northward; first in two 
days, ten parasangs, to the town of Pelt~; next in two days 
further, twelve parasangs, to Keramon-Agora, the last city in 
the district adjoining Mysia. At Pelt~, in a halt of three 
days, the Arcadian general Xenias celebrated the great festival 
of his country, the Lyk~a, with its usual games and matches, 
in the presence of Cyrus. From Keramon-Agora, Cyrus 
marched in three days the unusual distance of thirty parasangs,2 

into hours, or into any other recognised fraction. The Alexandrine 
astronomers, near two centuries afterwards, were the first to use &p'YJ in 
the sense of hour (Ideler, Handbuch der Chronologie, vol. i. p. 239). 

This may perhaps help to explain Xenophon's meaning, when he talks 
about marching five or seven parasangs amidst the deep snows of Ar
menia ; I do not however suppo~e that he had this meaning uniformly or 
steadily present to his mind. Sometimes, it would seem, he must have 
used the word in its usual meaning of distance. 

1 Xen. Anab. i. 2, 8, 9· About Kelreme, Arrian, Exp. AI. i. 29, 2 ; 
Quint. Curt. iii. 1, 6. 

2 These three marches, each of ten parasangs, from Keramdn-Agora to 
Kiiystru-Pediun-are the longest recorded in the Anabasis. It is rather 
surprising to find them so; for there seems no motive for Cyrus to have 
hurried forward. vVhen he reached Kaystru-Pedion, he halted five days. 
Koch (Zug der Zehn Tausend, Leipsic, 185o, p. 19) remarks that the three 
days' march, which seem to have dropped out of Xenophon's calculation; 
comparing the items with the total, might conveniently be let in here : so 
that these thirty parasangs should have occupied six days' march instead of 
three: five parasangs per day. The whole march which Cyrus had hitherto 
made from Sardis, includiPg the road from Keramdn-Agora to Kaystru
Pedion, Jay in the great road from Sardis to the river Halys, Kappadokia, 
and Susa. That road (as we see by the march of Xerxes, Herodot. vii. 
26 ; v. 52) passed through both Kelrenre and Kolossre ; though this is a pro
digious departure from the straight line. At Kaystru-Pedion, Cyrus seems 
to have left this great road; taking a different route, in a direction nearly 
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to a city called Kaystru-Pedion (the plain of Kaystrus), where 
he halted for five days. Here his repose was disturbed by the 
murmurs of the Greek soldiers, who had received no pay for 
three months (Xenophon had before told us that they were 
mostly men who had some means of their own), and who now 
flocked round his tent to press for their arrears. So impover
ished was Cyrus by previous disbursements-perhaps also by 
remissions of tribute for the purpose of popularising himself
that he was utterly without money, and was obliged to put 
them off again with promises. And his march might well 
have ended here, had he not been rescued from embarrassment 
by the arrival of Epyaxa, wife of the Kilikian prince Syennesis, 
who brought to him a large sum of money, and enabled him 
to give to the Greek soldiers four months' pay at once. As to 
the Asiatic soldiers, it is probable that they received little 
beyond their maintenance. 

Two ensuing days of march, still through Phrygia, brought 
the army to Thymbrium; two more to Tyri::eum. Each day's 
march is called five parasangs.l It was here that Cyrus, halt
ing three days, passed the army in review, to gratify the 
Kilikian princess Epyaxa, who was still accompanying the 
march. His Asiatic troops were first made to march in order 
before him, cavalry and infantry in their separate divisions; 
after which he himself in a chariot, and Epyaxa in a Harma-

south-east towards Ikonium. About the point, somewhere near Synnada, 
where these different roads crossed, see Mr. Ainsworth, Trav. in the Track, 
p. 28. 

I do not share the doubts which have been raised about Xenophon's 
accuracy, in his description of the route from Sardis to Ikonium : though 
several of the places which he mentions are not otherwise known to us, and 
their sites cannot be exactly identified. There is a great departure from 
the straight line of bearing. But we at the present day assign more weight 
to that circumstance than is suited to the days of Xenophon. Straight 
roads, stretching systematically over a large region of country, are not of 
that age : the communications were probably all originally made, between 
one neighbouring town and another, without much reference to saving of 
distance, and with no reference to any promotion of traffic between distant 
places. 

It was just about this time that King Archelaus began to "cut straight 
roads" in Macedonia-which Thucydicl~s seems to note as a remarkable 
thing (ii. roo). 

l Neither Thymbrium, nor Tyrireum, can be identified. But it seems 
that both must have been situated on the line of road now followed by the 
caravans from Smyrna to Konieh (Ikonium), which line of roarl follows a 
direction between the mountains called Emir Dagh on the north-east, and 
those called Sultan Dagh on the south-west (Koch, Der Zug der Zehn 
Tausend, pp. 21, 22). 
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maxa (a sort of carriage or litter covered with an awning which 
opened or shut at pleasure), passed all along the front of the 
Greek line, drawn up separately. The hoplites were marshalled 
four deep, all in their best trim ; brazen helmets, purple tunics, 
greaves or leggings, and the shields rubbed bright, just taken 
out of the wrappers in which they were carried during a mere 
march.I Klearchus commanded on the left, and Menon on 
the right; the other generals being distributed in the centre. 
Having completed his review along the whole line, and taken a 
station with the Kilikian princess at a certain distance in front 
of it, Cyrus sent his interpreter to the generals, and desired 
that he might see them charge. Accordingly the orders were 
given, the spears were protended, the trumpets sounded, and 
the whole Greek force moved forward in battle array with the 
usual shouts. As they advanced, the pac.e became accelerated, 
and they made straight against the victualling portion of the 
Asiatic encampment. Such was the terror occasioned by the 
sight, that all the Asiatics fled forthwith, abandoning their 
property-Epyaxa herself among the first, quitting her palan
quin. Though she had among her personal guards some 
Greeks from Aspendus, she had never before seen a Grecian 
army, and was amazed as well as terrified; much to the satis-

1 Eixov 0~ ... cl.wres 1<pcl.v1J xa.XKii, J<a.l X<TWV<J.S cpoLVLI<OVS, Ka.l I<V1Jp.toa.s, Ka.l 
'TrtS atT?rloa.s EI<I<EICa.8a.pp.<va.s. 

When the hoplite was on march, without expectation of an enemy, the 
shield seems to have been carried behind him, with his blanket attached to 
it (see Aristoph. Acharn., 1085, 1089-II49): it was slung by the strap 
round his neck and shoulder. Sometimes indeed he had an opportunity of 
relieving himself from the burden, by putting the shield in a baggage· 
waggon (Xen. Anab. i. 7, 20). The officers generally, and doubtless some 
soldiers, could command attendants to carry their shields for them (iv. 2, 
20 ; Aristoph. l. c.). 

On occasion of this review, the shields were unpacked, rubbed, and 
brightened, as before a battle (Xen. Hell. vii. 5, zo); then fastened round 
the neck or shoulders, and held out upon the left arm, which was passed 
through the rings or straps attached to its concave or interior side. 

Respecting the cases or wrappers of the shield, see a curious stratagem 
of the Syracusan Agathokles (Diodor. xx. II). The Roman soldiers 
also carried their shields in Ieathem wrappers, when on march (Plutarch, 
Lucull. c. 27). 

It is to be remarked that Xenophon, in enumerating the arms of the 
Cyreians, does not mention b.-eastp!ates; which (though sometimes worn, 
see Plutarch, Dion. c. 30) were not usually worn by hoplites, who carried 
heavy shields. It is quite possible that some of the Cyreian infantry may 
have had breastplates as well as shields, since every soldier provided his 
own arms: but Xenophon states only what was common to all. 

Grecian cavalry commonly wore a heavy breastplate, but had no 
shield. 

E 2 
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faction of Cyrus, who saw in the scene an augury of his own 
coming success.1 

Three days of further march (called twenty parasangs in all) 
brought the army to Ikonium (now Konieh), the extreme city 
of Phrygia; where Cyrus halted three days. He then marched 
for five days (thirty parasangs) through Lykaonia; which 
country, as being out of his own satrapy, and even hostile, he 
allowed the Greeks to plunder. Lykaonia being immediately 
on the borders of Pjsidia, its inhabitants were probably 
reckoned as Pisidians, since they were of the like predatory 
character : 2 so that Cyrus would be paitially realising the pre
tended purpose of his expedition. He thus too approached 
near to Mount Taurus, which separated him from Kilikia; and 
he here sent the Kilikian princess, together with Menon and 
his division, over the. mountain, by a pass shorter and more 
direct, but seemingly little frequented, and too difficult for the 
whole army; in order that they might thus get straight into 
Kilikia,s in the rear of Syennesis, who was occupying the 
regular pass more to the northward. Intending to enter with 
his main body through this latter pass, Cyrus first proceeded 
through Kappadokia (four days' march, twenty-five parasangs) 
to Dana, or Tyana, a flourishing city of Kappadokia; where he 
halted three days, and where he put to death two Persian 
officers, on a charge of conspiring against him. 4 

This regular pass over Taurus, the celebrated Tauri-Pylre or 
Kilikian Gates, was occupied by Syennesis. Though a road 
fit for vehicles, it was yet 36oo feet above the level of the sea, 
narrow, steep, bordered by high ground on each side, and 
crossed by a wall with gates, so that it could not be forced 
if ever so moderately defended.5 But the Kilikian prince, 

1 Xen. Anab. i. 2, r6-rg. 
2 Xen. Anab. iii. 2, 25. 
3 This shorter and more direct pass crosses the Taurus by Kizil-Chesmeh, 

Alan Buzuk, and Mizetli: it led directly to the K ilikian seaport-town Soli, 
afterwards called Pompeiopolis. It is laid down in the Peutinger Tables 
as the road from I conium to Pompeiopolis (Ainsworth, p. 40seq.; Chesney, 
Euph. and Tigr. ii. p. 209). 

4 Xen. Anab. i. 2, 20. 
6 Xen. Anab. i. 2, 21 ; Diodor. xiv. 20. See Mr. Kinneir, Travels in 

Asia Minor, p. II6 ; CoL Chesney, Euphrates and T:gris, vol. i. p. 
293-354; and Mr. Ainsworth, Travels iu the Track of the Ten Thousand, 
p. 40 Stq. ; also his other work, Travels in Asia Minor, vol. ii. ch. 30, 
p. 7D-77; and Koch, Der Zug der Zehn Tausend, p. 26-172, for a 
description of this memorable pass. 

Alexander the Great, as well as Cyrus, was fortunate enough to find this 
impregnable pass abandoned; as it appears, through sheer stupidity or 
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alarmed at the news that Menon had already crossed the 
mountains by the less frequented pass to his rear, and that the 
fleet of Cyrus was sailing along the coast, evacuated his own 
impregnable position, and fell back to Tarsus ; from whence 
he again retired, accompanied by most of the inhabitants, to 
an inaccessible fastness on the mountains. Accordingly Cyrus, 
ascending without opposition the great pass thus abandoned, 
reached Tarsus after a march of four days, there rejoining 
Menon and Epyaxa. Two lochi, or companies, of the division 
of Menon, having dispersed on their march for pillage, had 
been cut off by the natives; for which the main body of 
Greeks now took their revenge, plundering both the city and 
the palace of Syennesis. That prince, though invited by Cyrus 
to come back to Tarsus, at first refused, but was at length 
prevailed upon by the persuasions of his wife, to return under 
a safe conduct. He was induced to contract an alliance, to 
exchange presents with Cyrus, and to give him a large sum of 
money towards his expedition, together with a contingent of 
troops : in return for which it was stipulated that Kilikia 
should be no further plundered, and that the slaves taken 
away might be recovered wherever they were found.l 

It seems evident, though Xenophon does not directly tell us 
so, that the resistance of Syennesis (this was a standing name 
or title of the hereditary princes of Kilikia under the Persian 
crown) was a mere feint; that the visit of Epyaxa with a 
supply of money to Cyrus, and the admission of Menon and 
his division over Mount Taurus, were manceuvres in collusion 
with him ; and that, thinking Cyrus would be successful, he 
was disposed to support his cause, yet careful at the same time 
to give himself the air of having been overpowered, in case 
Artaxerxes should prove victorious. 2 

At first, however, it appeared as if the march of Cyrus was 
destined to finish at Tarsus, where he was obliged to remain 

recklessness of the satrap who ought to have defended it, and who had not 
even the same excuse for abandoning it as Syennesis had on the approach 
of Cyrus (Arrian. E. A. ii. 4 ; Curti us, iii. 9, 10, II). 

1 Xen. Anab. i. 2, 23-27. · 
2 Diodorus (xiv. 20) represents Syennesis as playing a double game, 

though reluctantly. He takes no notice of the proceeding of Epyaxa. 
So Livy says, about the conduct of the Macedonian courtiers in regard 

to the enmity between Perseus·and Demetrius, the two sons of Philip II. 
of Macedon : "Crescente in dies Philippi odio in Romanos, cui Perseus 
indulgeret, Demetrius summa ope adversaretur, prospicientes animo 
exitum incauti a fraude fraterna juvenis-a<ijuvandum, quod futurum erat, 
rati, fovmdamque spem potmtioris, Perseo se adJungunt," &c. (Livy1 

x:l. Sl· 
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twenty days. The army had already passed by Pisidia, the 
ostensible purpose of the expedition, for which the Grecian 
troops had been engaged; not one of them, either officer or 
soldier, suspecting anything to the contrary, except Klearchus, 
who was in the secret. But all now saw that they had been 
imposed upon, and found out that they were to be conducted 
against the Persian king. Besides the resentment at such 
delusion, they shrank from the risk altogether; not from any 
fear of Persian armies, but from the terrors of a march of 
three months inward from the coast, and the impossibility of 
return, which had so powerfully affected the Spartan king 
Kleomenes, 1 a century before; most of them being (as I have 
before remarked) men of decent position and family in their 
respective cities. Accordingly they proclaimed their deter
mination to advance no farther, as they had not been engaged 
to fight against the Great King. 2 

Among the Grecian officers, each (Klearchus, Proxenus, 
Menon, Xenias, &c.) commanded his own separate division, 
without any generalissimo except Cyrus himself. Each of 
them probably sympathised more or less in the resentment 
&:5 well as in the repugnance of the soldiers. But Klearchus, 
an exile and a mercenary by profession, was doubtless pre
pared for this mutiny, and had assured Cyrus that it might be 
overcome. That such a man as Klearchus could be tolerated 
as a commander of free and non-professional soldiers, is a 
proof of the great susceptibility of the Greek hoplites for 
military discipline. For though he had great military merits, 
being brave, resolute, and full of resource in the hour of 
danger, provident for the subsistence of his soldiers, and 
unshrinking against fatigue and hardship-yet his look and 
manner were harsh, his punishments were perpetual as well as 
cruel, and he neither tried nor cared to conciliate his soldiers ; 
who accordingly stayed with him, and were remarkable for 
exactness of discipline, so long as political orders required 
them,-but preferred service under other commanders, when 
they could obtain it.s Finding his orders to march forward 
disobeyed, Klearchus proceeded at once in his usual manner 
to enforce and punish. But he found resistance universal; he 
himself, with the cattle who carried his baggage, was pelted 
when he began to move forward, and narrowly escaped with 
his life. Thus disappointed in his attempt at coercion, he was 

1 See Herodot. v. 49· 2 Xen. Anab. i. 3, I. 
8 Xen. Anab. ii. 6, 5-15. 
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compelled to convene the soldiers in a regular assembly, and 
to essay persuasion. 

On first appearing before the assembled soldiers, this harsh 
and imperious officer stood for a long time silent, and even 
weeping: a remarkable point in Grecian manners--and ex
ceedingly impressive to the soldiers, who looked on him with 
surprise and in silence. At length he addressed them-" Be 
not astonished, soldiers, to see me deeply mortified. Cyrus 
has been my friend and benefactor. It was he who sheltered 
me as an exile, and gave me Io,ooo darics, which I expended 
not on my own profit or pleasure, but upon you, and in 
defence of Grecian interests in the Chersonese against Thracian 
depredators. When Cyrus invited· me, I came to him along 
with you, in order to make him the best return in my power 
for his past kindness. But now, since you will no longer 
march along with me, I am under the necessity either of re
nouncing you or of breaking faith with him. Whether I am 
doing right or not, I cannot say : but I shall stand by you and 
share your fate. No one shall say of me that, having con
ducted Greek troops into a foreign land, I betrayed the Greeks 
and chose the foreigner. You are to me country, friends, 
allies: while you are with me, I can help a friend, and repel 
an enemy. Understand me well: I shall go wherever you go, 
and partake your fortune." l 

This speech, and the distinct declaration of Klearchus that 
he would not march forward against the King, was heard by 
the soldiers with much delight ; in which those of the other 
Greek divisions sympathised, especially as none of the other 
Greek commanders had yet announced a similar resolution. 
So strong was this feeling among the soldiers of Xenias and 
Pasion, that 2ooo of them left their commanders, coming over 
forthwith, with arms and baggage, to the encampment of 
Klearchus. 

Meanwhile Cyrus himself, dismayed at the resistance en
countered, sent to desire an interview with Klearchus. But 
the latter, knowing well the game that he was playing, refused 
to obey the summons. He however at the same time de
spatched a secret message to encourage Cyrus with the assurance 
that everything would come right at last-and to desire further 
that fresh invitations might be sent, in order that he (Klearchus) 
might answer by fresh refusals. He then again convened in 
assembly both his own soldiers and those who had recently 

1 Xen. Anah. i. 3, 2-7. Here, as on other occasions, I translate the 
sense rather than the words. 
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deserted Xenias to join him. "Soldiers (said he), we must 
recollect that we have now broken with Cyrus. We are no 
longer his soldiers, nor he our paymaster: moreover, I know 
that he thinks we have wronged him-so that I am both afraid 
and ashamed to go near him. He is a good friend-but a 
formidable enemy; and has a powerful force of his own, which 
all of you see near at hand. This is no time for us to slumber. 
\Ve must take careful counsel whether to stay or go; and if 
we go, how to get away in safety, as well as to obtain provisions. 
I shall be glad to hear what any man has to suggest." 

Instead of the peremptory tone habitual with Klearchus, 
the troops found themselves now, for the first time, not merely 
released from his command, but deprived of his advice. Some 
soldiers addressed the assembly, proposing various measures 
suitable to the emergency : but their propositions were opposed 
by other speakers, who, privately instigated by Klearchus him
self, set forth the difficulties either of staying or departing. 
One among these secret partisans of the commander even 
affected to take the opposite side, and to be impatient for 
immediate departure. "If Klearchus does not choose to 
conduct us back (said this speaker), let us immediately elect 
other generals, buy provisions, get ready to depart, and then 
send to ask Cyrus for merchant-vessels-or at any rate for 
guides in our return march by land. If he refuses both these 
requests, we must put ourselves in marching order, to fight 
our way back; sending forward a detachment W:thout delay 
to occupy the passes." Klearchus here interposed to say, that 
as for himself, it was impossible for him to continue in com
mand; but he would faithfully obey any other commander 
who might be elected. He was followed by another speaker, 
who demonstrated the absurdity of going and asking Cyrus 
either for a guide or for ships, at the very moment when 
they were frustrating his projects. How could he be expected 
to assist them in getting away? ·Who could trust either his 
ships or his guides? On the other hand, to depart without 
his knowledge or concurrence was impossible. The proper 
course would be to send a deputation to him, consisting of 
others along with Klearchus, to ask what it was that he really 
wanted ; which no one yet knew. His answer to the question 
should be reported to the meeting, in order that they might 
take their resolution accordingly. 

To this proposition the soldiers acceded ; for it was but too 
plain that retreat was no easy matter. The deputation went to 
put the question to Cyrus ; who replied that his real purpose 
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was to attack his enemy Abrokomas, who was on the river 
Euphrates, twelve days' march onward. If he found Abroko
mas there, he would punish him as he deserved. If, on the 
other hand, Abrokomas had fled, they might again consult 
what step was fit to be taken. 

The soldiers, on hearing this, suspected it to be a deception, 
but nevertheless acquiesced, not knowing what else to do. 
They required only an increase of pay. Not a word was said 
about the Great King, or the expedition against him. Cyrus 
granted increased pay of fifty per cent. upon the previous rate. 
Instead of one daric per month to each soldier, he agreed to 
give a daric and a half.1 

This remarkable scene at Tarsus illustrates the character of 
the Greek citizen-soldier. What is chiefly to be noted, is, 
the appeal made to their reason and judgement-the habit, 
established more or less throughout so large a portion of the 
Grecian world, and attaining its maximum at Athens, of hearing 
both sides and deciding afterwards. The soldiers are indignant, 
justly and naturally, at the fraud practised upon them. But 
instead of surrendering themselves to this impulse arising out 
of the past, they are brought to look at the actualities of the 
present, and take measure of what is best to be done for the 
future. To return back from the place where they stood, 
against the wish of Cyrus, was an enterprise so full of difficulty 
and danger, that the decision to which they came was recom
mended by the best considerations of reason. To go on was 
the least dangerous course of the two, besides its chances of 
unmeasured reward. 

As the remaining Greek officers and soldiers followed the 
example of Klearchus and his division, the whole army 
marched forward from Tarsus, and reached Issus, the extreme 
city of Kilikia, in five days' march-crossing the rivers Sarus 2 

and Pyramus. At Issus, a flourishing and commercial port in 

1 Xen. Anab. i. 3, 16-zr. 
2 The breadth of the river Sarus (Scihun) is given by Xenophon at 300 

feet ; which agrees nearly with the statements of modern travellers (Koch, 
Der Zug der Zehn Tausend, p. 34). 

Compare, for ·1he description of this country, Kinneir's Journey through 
Asia Minor, p. 135; Col. Chesney, Euphrat~s and Tigris, ii. p. 21 I ; Mr. 
Ainsworth, Travels in the Tra,:k of the Ten Thousand, p. 54· 

Colonel Chesney affirms that neither the Sarus nor the Pyramus is ford
able. There must have been bridges ; which, in the then flonrishilli state 
of Kilikia, is by no means improbable. He and Mr. Ainsworth however 
differ as to the route which they suppose Cyrus to have taken between 
Tarsus and Issus. 
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the angle of the Gulf so called, Cyrus was joined by his fleet 
of 6o triremes-35 Laced[emonian and 25 Persian triremes: 
bringing a reinforcement of 7oo hoplites, under the command 
of the Laced[emonian Cheirisophus, said to have been de
spatched by the Spartan ephors.1 He also received a further 
reinforcement of 400 Grecian soldiers; making the total of 
Greeks in his army q,ooo, from which are to be deducted the 
xoo soldiers of Menon's division, slain in Kilikia. 

The arrival of this last body of 400 men was a fact of some 
importance. They had hitherto been in the service of Abro
komas (the Persian general commanding a vast force, said to 
be 3oo,ooo men, for the king, in Phcenicia and Syria), from 
whom they now deserted to Cyrus. Such desertion was at 
once the proof of their reluctance to fight against the great 
body of their countrymen marching upwards, and of the 
general discouragement reigning amidst the king's army. So 
great indeed was that discouragement, that Abrokomas now 
fled from the Syrian coast into the interior; abandoning three 
defensible positions in succession-1, the Gates of Kilikia and 
Syria; 2, the pass of Beilan over Mount Amanus; 3, the 
passage of the Euphrates. He appears to have been alarmed 
by the easy passage of Cyrus from Kappadokia into Kilikia, 
and still more, probably, by the evident collusion of Syennesis 
with the invader.2 

Cyrus had expected to find the Gates of Kilikia and Syria 
stoutly defended, and had provided for this emergency by 
bringing up his fleet to Issus, in order that he might be able 
to transport a division by sea to the rear of the defenders. 
The pass was at one day's march from Issus. It was a narrow 
road for the length of near half a mile, between the sea on 
one side, and the steep cliffs terminating Mount Amanus on 
the other. The two entrances, on the side of Kilikia as well 
as on that of Syria, were both closed by walls and gates : 
midway between the two the river Kersus broke out from the 
mountains and flowed into the sea. No army could force this 
pass against defenders; but the possession of the fleet doubt
less enabled an assailant to turn it. Cyrus was overjoyed to 
find it undefended.3 And here we cannot but notice the 
superior ability and forethought of Cyrus, as compared with 

I Diodor. xiv. 21. 
2 Xen. Anab. i. 4, 3-5. 'A8poK&f.laS ll' ov 'Toih·o ~ ... o£1)cr<v, &A.A.' ~ ... <! 

~'COVCT€ Kiipov tv KtA.Lid<f tJwra, avacr'Tpb/Jas ~K <l>otviK?}S, '!l"apa fJacrtA.~a 
O.r-f}A.auvev, &c. 

3 Diodor. xiv. 21. 
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the other Persians opposed to him. He had looked at this 
as well as at the other difficulties of his march, beforehand, 
and had provided the means of meeting them; whereas, on 
the King's side, all the numerous means and opportunities of 
defence are successively abandoned: the Persians have no 
confidence except in vast numbers-or when numbers fail, in 
treachery. 

Five parasangs, or one day's march, from this pass, Cyrus 
reached the Phrenician maritime town of Myriandrus; a place 
of great commerce, with its harbour full of merchantmen. 
While he rested here seven days, his two generals Xenias and 
Pasion deserted him; privately engaging a merchant-vessel to 
carry them away with their property. They could not brook 
the wrong which Cyrus had done them in permitting Klearchus 
to retain under his command those soldiers who had deserted 
them at Tarsus, at the time when the latter played off his 
deceitful manreuvre. Perhaps the men who had thus deserted 
may have been unwilling to return to their original cof~riders, 
after having taken so offensive a step. And this ay partly 
account for the policy of Cyrus in sanctioning wh t Xenias 
and Pasion could not but feel as a great wrong, i which a 
large portion of the army sympathised. The ge "eral belief 
among the soldiers was, that Cyrus would immediat(ely despatch 
some triremes to overtake and bring back the fugl{ives. But 
instead of this, he summoned the remaining general~. and after 
communicating to them the fact that Xenias and P~sion were 
gone, added-" I have plenty of triremes to ovehake their 
merchantman if I chose, and to bring them back. ; But I will 
do no such thing. No one shall say of me, that,ii make use 
of a man while he is with me-and afterwards (Seize, rob, or 
ill-use him, when he wishes to depart. Nay, 'I have their 
wives and children under guard as hostages, at Tralles : 1 but 
even these shall be given up to them, in consideration of their 
good behaviour down to the present day. Let them go, if 
they choose, with the full knowledge that they behave worse 
towards me than I towards them." This behaviour, alike 
judicious and conciliating, was universally admired, and produced 

1 Xen. Anab. i. 4, 6. 
To require the wives or children of generals in service, as hostages for 

fidelity, appears to have been not unfrequent with Persian kings. On the 
other hand, it was remarked as a piece of gross obse'quiousness in the 
Argeian Nikostratus, who commanded the contingent of his countrymen 
serving under Artaxerxt!s Ochus in Egypt, that he volunteered to bring up 
his son to the King as an hostage, without being demanded (Theopompus, 
Frag. 135 (ed. Wichers) ap. Athen::e. vi. p. 252). 
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the best possible effect upon the spirits of the army; im
parting a confidence in Cyrus which did much to outweigh 
the prevailing discouragement, in the unknown march upon 
which they were entering.1 

At Myriandrus Cyrus finally quitted the sea, sending back 
his fleet, 2 and striking with his land-force eastward into the 
interior. For this purpose it was necessary first to cross Mount 
Amanus, by the pass of Beilan, an eminently difficult road, 
which he was fortunate enough to find open, though Abro
komas might easily have defended it, if he had chosen.3 Four 
days' march brought the army to the Chalus (perhaps the river 
of Aleppo), full of fish held sacred by the neighbouring in
habitants; five more days, to the sources of the river Daradax, 
with the palace and park of the Syrian satrap Belesys ; three 
days further, to Thapsakus on the Euphrates. This was a great 
and flourishing town, a centre of commerce enriched by the 
important ford or transit of the river Euphrates close to it, 
in 

1 
l~flt\Z.de ab~ut 35° 40' N.4 The river, when the Cyreians 
Xen .. A.,nab. 1, 4, 7-9· 

2 Diodor.~iv. 21. 
3 See the remarks of Mr. Ainsworth, Travels in the Track of the Ten 

Thousand, . 58-6r ; and other citations respecting the difficult road 
through the ~ss of Beilan, in Mutzel's valuable notes on Quintus Curtius, 
iii. 20, I 3. P· }01. 

4 Neither 0f!e Chalus, nor the Daradax, nor indeed the road followed by 
Cyrus in cro$sing Syria from the sea to the Euphrat&s, can be satisfactorily 
made out (Iyoch, Zug der Zehn Tausend, pp. 36, 37). 

Respet:tin~ the situation of Thap>akus-placed erroneously by Rennell 
lower down1 the r•ver at Deir, where it stands marked even in the map 
annexed to ~:ol. Chesney's Report on the Euphratc?s, and by Reichard 
higher up the\ river, near Bir-see Ritter, Erdkunde, part x. b. iii.; West
As•en, p. 14-17f, with the elaborate discussion, p. 972-978, in the same 
volume ; also t/Jle work of Mr. Ainsworth above cited, p. 70. The situa
tion of Thap>at'l:us is correctly placed in Colonel Chesney's last work 
(Euphr. and Tigr. p. 213), and in the excellent map accompanying that 
work; though I Hissent froni his view of the march of Cyrus between the 
pass of B,·iJan and Thapsakus. 

Thapsakus appears to have been the most frequented and best-known 
passage over the .Euphrat&s, throughout the duration of the Se!eukid kings, 
down to roo B.c.) It was selected as a noted point, to which observations 
and calculations ri'ight be conveniently referred, by Eratosthenes and other 
geographers (see iStrabo, ii. p. 79-87). After the time when the Roman 
empire became "~l··noled to the Euphrates, the new Zeugma, higher up the 
river near Bir or J?ihrejek (about the 37th parallel of latitude) became more 
used ancl better l<nown, at least to the Roman writers. 

The passa"e at Thapsaku~ was in the line of road from Palmyra to 
Karrhre in Northern Mesopotamia; also from Seleukeia (on the Ti11,ris 
below Bagclad) to the other cities founded in Northern Syria by Seleukus 
N ikator and his successors, Antioch on the Orontes, Seleltkeia in Pieria, 
Laodikeia, Antioch ad Taurum, &c. 
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arrived, was four stadia, or somewhat less than half an English 
mile, in breadth. 

Cyrus remained at Thapsakus five days. He was now com
pelled formally to make known to his soldiers the real object 
of the march, hitherto, in name at least, disguised. He 
accordingly sent for the Greek generals, and desired them to 
communicate publicly the fact, that he was on the advance 
to Babylon against his brother-which to themselves, probably, 
had been for some time well known. Among the soldiers, 
however, the first announcement excited loud murmurs, ac
companied by accusation against the generals, of having 
betrayed them, in privity with Cyrus. But this outburst was 
very different to the strenuous repugnance which they had 
before manifested at Tarsus. Evidently they suspected, and 
had almost made up their minds to, the real truth ; so that 
their complaint was soon converted into a demand for a 
donation to each man, as soon as they should reach Babylon; 
as much as that which Cyrus had given to his Grecian detach
ment on going up thither before. Cyrus willingly promised 
them five mime per head (about £!9 ss.), equal to more than 
a year's pay, at the rate recently stipulated of a daric and a 
half per month. He engaged to give them, besides, the full 
rate of pay until they should have been sent back to the Ionian 
coast. Such ample offers satisfied the Greeks, and served to 
counterbalance at least, if not to efface, the terrors of that 
unknown region which they were about to tread. 

But before the general body of Greek soldiers had pronounced 
their formal acquiescence, Menon with his separate division 
was already in the water, crossing. For Menon had instigated 
his men to decide separately for themselves, and to execute 
their decision, before the others had given any answer. "By 
acting thus (said he) you will confer special obligation on Cyrus, 
and earn corresponding reward. If the others follow you 
across, he will suppose that they do so because you have set 
the example. If, on the contrary, the others should refuse, we 
shall all be obliged to retreat : but he will never forget that 
you, separately taken, have done all that you could for him." 
Such breach of communion, and avidity for separate gain, at a 
time when it vitally concerned all the Greek soldiers to act in 
harmony with each other, was a step suitable to the selfish and 

The ford at Thapsakus (says Mr. Ainsworth, pp. 69, 70) "is celebrated to 
this day as the ford of the Anezeh or Beduins. Orl the ril(ht bank of the 
Euphrat~s there are the remains of a paved causeway leading to the very 
banks ofthe river, and continued on the opposite side." 
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treacherous character of Menon. He gained his point, how
ever, completely: for Cyrus, on learning that the Greek troops 
had actually crossed, despatched Glus the interpreter to express 
to them his warmest thanks, and to assure them that he would 
never forget the obligation ; while at the same time, he sent 
underhand large presents to Menon separately.1 He passed 
with his whole army immediately afterwards ; no man being 
wet above the breast. 

What had become of Abrokomas and his army, and why did 
he not defend this passage, where Cyrus might so easily have 
been arrested? We are told that he had been there a little 
before, and that he had thought it sufficient to burn all the 
vessels at Thapsakus, in the belief that the invaders could not 
cross the river on foot. And Xenophon informs us that the 
Thapsakenes affirmed the Euphrates to have been never before 
·fordable-always passed by means of boats ; insomuch that 
they treated the actual low state of the water as a providential 
interposition of the gods in favour of Cyrus : "the river made 
way for him to come and take the sceptre." When we find 
that Abrokomas came too late afterwards for the battle of 
Kunaxa, we shall be led to suspect that he too, like Syennesis 
in Kilikia, was playing a double game between the two royal 
brothers, and that he was content with destroying those vessels 
which formed the ordinary means of communication between 
the banks, without taking any means to inquire whether the 
passage was practicable without them. The assertion of the 
Thapsakenes, in so far as it was not a mere piece of flattery 
to Cyrus, could hardly have had any other foundation than 
the fact, that they had never seen the river crossed on foot 
(whether practicable or not), so long as there were regular 
ferry-boats.2 

1 Xen. Anab. i. 4, I2-I8. 
9 Xen. Anab. i, 4, IS. Compare (Plutarch, Alexand. I7) analogous 

expressions of flattery-from the historians of Alexander, affirming that the 
sea near Pamphylia providentially made way for him-from the inhabitants 
on the banks of the Euphrates, when the river was passed by the Roman 
legions and the Parthian prince Tiridatl!s, in the reign of the Emperor 
Tiberius (Tacitus, Annal, vi. 37); and by Lucullus still earlier (Plutarch, 
Lucull. c. 24). 

The time when Cyrus crossed the Euphrat€s, must probably have been 
about the end of July or beginning of August. Now the period of greatest 
height, in the waters of the Euphrates near this part of its course, is from 
the zrst to the 28th of May: the period when they are lowest, is about the 
middle of November (see Colonel Chesney's Report on the Euphrat~s. 
p. 5). Rennell erroneously states that they are lowest in August and 
September (Expedit. of Xenophon, p. 277). The waters would thus be at 
a sort of mean height when Cyrus passed. 
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After crossing the Euphrates, Cyrus proceeded for nine days' 

march 1 southward along its left bank, until he came to its 
affluent the river Araxes or Chaboras, which divided Syria 
from Arabia. From the numerous and well-supplied villages 
there situated, he supplied himself with a large stock of pro
visions, to confront the desolate march through Arabia on 
which they were about to enter, following the banks of the 
Euphrates still farther southward. It was now that he entered 
on what may be called the Desert-an endless breadth or 
succession of undulations "like the sea," without any cultiva
tion or even any tree: nothing but wormwood and various 
aromatic shrubs.2 Here too the astonished Greeks saw, for 
the first time, wild asses, antelopes, ostriches, bustards, some 
of which afforded sport, and occasionally food, to the horsemen 
who amused themselves by chasing them; though the wild ass 
was swifter than any horse, and the ostrich altogether un
approachable. Five days' march brought them to Korsote, a 
town which had been abandoned by its inhabitants-probably 
however leaving the provision-dealers behind, as had before 
happened at Tarsus, in Kilikia; 3 since the army here increased 
their supplies for the onward march. All that they could obtain 
was required, and was indeed insufficient, for the trying journey 
which awaited them. For thirteen successive days, and ninety 
computed parasangs, did they march along the left bank of the 
Euphrates, without provisions, and even without herbage except 
in some few places. Their flour was exhausted, so that the 
soldiers lived for some days altogether upon meat, while many 
baggage-animals perished of hunger. Moreover the ground 
was often heavy and difficult, full of hills and narrow valleys, 
requiring the personal efforts of every man to push the cars 
and waggons at particular junctures : efforts, in which the 

Mr. Ainsworth states that there were only twenty inches of water in the 
ford at Thapsakus, from October 1841 to February 1842 : the steamers 
Nimrod and Nitocris then struck upon it (p. 72), though the steamers 
Euphrat~s and Tigris had passed over it without difficulty in the month of 
:\Jay. 

1 Xenophon gives these nine days of march as covering fifty parasangs 
(Anab. i. 4, 19) .. But Koch remarks that the distance is not half so great 
as that from the sea to Thapsakus : which latter Xenophon gives at sixty
five parasangs. There is here some confusion ; together with the usual 
difficulty in assigning any given distance as the equivalent of the parasang 
{Koch, Zug der Zehn Tausend, p. 38). 

2 See the remarkable testimony of Mr. Ainsworth, from personal 
observation, to the accuracy of Xenophon's description of the country, even 
at the present day. 

a Xen. Anab. i. 2, 24. 
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Persian courtiers of Cyrus, under his express orders, took 
zealous part, toiling in the dirt with their ornamented attire.l 
After these thirteen days of hardship, they reached Pylre, near 
the entrance of the cultivated territory of Babylonia, where 
they seem to have halted five or six days to rest and refresh.2 

1 Xen. Anab. i. 5, 4-8. 
2 I infer that the army halted here five or six days from the story after

wards told respecting the Ambrakiot Silanus, the prophet of the army ; 
who, on sacrificing, had told Cyrus that his brother would not fight for ten 
days (i. 7, 16). This sacrifice must have been offered, I imagine, during 
the halt-not during the distressing march "hich preceded. The ten days 
named by Silanus expired on the fourth day after they left Pylre. 

It is in reference to this portion of the course of the Euphrates, from the 
Chaboras southward down by Anah and Hit (the ancient Is, noticed by 
Herodotus, and still celebrated from its unexhausted supply of bitumen), 
between latitude 35?!o and 34°-that Colonel Chesney, in his Report on the 
Navigation of the Euphrates (p. 2), has the following remarks:-

"The >cenery above Hit, in itself very picturesque, is greatly heightened, 
as one is carried along the current, by the frequent recurrence, at very short 
intervals, of ancient irrigating aqueducts : these beautiful specimens of art 
and durability are attributed by the Arabs to the times of the ignorant, 
meaning (as is expressly understood) the Persians, when fire-worshippers, 
and in possession of the world. They literally cover both banks, and 
prove that the borders of the Euphrates were once thickly inhabited by a 
people far advanced indeed in the application of hydraulics to domestic 
purposes, of the first and greatest utility-the transport of water. The 
greater portion is now more or less in ruins, but some have been repaired, 
and kept up for use either to grind corn or to irrigate. The aqueducts are 
of stone, firmly cemented, narrowing to about 2 feet or 20 inches at top, 
placed at right angles to 1:he current, and carried various distances towards 
the interior, from 200 to 1200 yards. 

"But what most concerns the subject of this memoir, is, the existence 
of a parapet wall or stone rampart in the river, just above the several 
aqueducts. In general, there is one of the former attached to each of the 
latter. And almost invariably, between two mills on the opposite banks, 
one of them crosses the stream from side to side, with the exception of a 
passage left in the centre fot boats to pass up and down. The object of 
these subaqueous walls would appear to be exclusively, to raise the water 
sufficiently at low seasons, to give it impetus, as well as a more abundant 
supply to the wheels. And their effect at those times is, to create a fall in 
every part of the width, save the opening left for commerce, through which 
the water rushes wich a moderately irregular surface. These dams were 
probably from four to e~ht feet high originally : but they are now 
frequently a bank of stones disturbing the evenness of the current, but 
always affording a sufficient passage for large boats at l9w seasons." 

The marks which Colonel Chesney points out, of previous population 
and industry on the banks of the Euphrates at this part of its course, are 
extremely interesting and curious, when contrasted with the desolation de· 
picted by Xenophon ; who mentions that there were no other inhabitants 
than some who lived by cutting millstones from the stone quarries near, and 
sending them to Babylon in exchange for grain. It is plain that the 
population, of which Colonel Chesney saw the remaining tokens, either had 
already long ceased, or did not begin to exist, or to construct their dams 
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There was on the opposite side of the river, at or near this 
point, a flourishing city named Charmande ; to which many of 
the soldiers crossed over (by means of skins stuffed with hay), 
and procured plentiful supplies, especially of date-wine and 
millet.1 

It was during this halt opposite Charmande that a dispute 
occurred among the Greeks themselves, menacing to the safety 
of all. I have already mentioned that Klearchus, Menon, 
Proxenus, and each of the Greek chiefs, enjoyed a separate 
command over his own division, subject only to the :;uperior 
control of Cyrus himself. Some of the soldiers of Menon 
becoming involved in a quarrel with those of Klearchus, the 
latter examined into the case, pronounced one of Menon's 
soldiers to have misbehaved, and caused him to be flogged. 
The comrades of the man thus punished resented the proceeding 
to such a degree, that as Klearchus was riding away from the 
banks of the river to his own tent, attended by a few followers 

and aqueducts, until a period later than Xenophon. They probably began 
during the period of the Seleukid kings, after the year 300 B.C. For this 
line of road along the Euphrates be~an then to acquire great importance as 
the means of communication between the great city of Seleukeia (on the 
Tigris, below Bagdad) and the other cities founded by Seleukus Nikator 
and his successors in the north of Syria and Asia Minor-Seleukeia in 
Pieria, Antioch, Lao:iikeia, Apameia, &c. This route coincides m:tinly 
with the present route from Bagc!ad to Aleppo, crossing the Euphrates at 
Thapsakus. It can hardly be doubted that the course of the Euphrates was 
better protected during the two centuries of the Seleukid kings (B.C. 3oo-
IOO, speaking in round numbers), than it came to be afterwards, when that 
river became the boundary line between the Romans and the P:trthians. 
Even at the time of the Emperor Julian's ir.vesion, however, Ammianus 
Marcellinus describes the left bank of the Euphrates, north of Babylonia, 
as being in several parts well cultivated, and furnishing ample subsistence. 
(Ammian. Marc. xxiv. I.) At the time of Xenophon's Anabasis, there was 
nothing to give much importance to the banks of the Euphrates north of 
Babylonia. 

Mr. Ainsworth describes the country on the left bank of the Euphrates, 
before reaching Pylre, as being now in the same condition as it was when 
Xenophon and his comrades marched through it-" full of hills and 
narrow valleys, and presenting many difficulties to the movement of an 
army. The illustrator was, by a curious accident, left by the Euphrates 
steamer on this very portion of the river, and on the same side as the Perso
Greek army, and he had to walk a day and a night across these inhospit
:tble regions : so that he can speak feelingly of the difficulties which the 
Greeks had to encounter." (Travels in the Track, &c. p. Sr.) 

1 I incline to think that Charmand~ must have been nearly opposite 
Pylre, lower down than Hit. But Major Rennell (p. 107) and Mr. Ains
worth (p. 84) suppose Charmande to be the same place as the modem Hit 
(the Is of Herodotus). There is no other known town with which we can 
identify it. 
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only, through the encampment of Menon-one of the soldiers 
who happened to be cutting wood, flung the hatchet at him, 
while others hooted and began to pelt him with stones. 
Klearchus, after escaping unhurt from this danger to his own 
division, immediately ordered his soldiers to take arms and 
put themselves in battle order. He himself advanced at the 
head of his Thracian peltasts, and his forty horsemen, in hostile 
attitude against Menon's division ; who on their side ran to 
arms, with Menon himself at their he-ad, and placed themselves 
in order of defence. A slight accident might have now brought 
on irreparable disorder and bloodshed, had not Proxenus, 
coming up at the moment with a company of his hoplites, 
planted himself in military array between the two disputing 
parties, and entreated Klearchus to desist from further assault. 
The latter at first refused. Indignant that his recent insult 
and narrow escape from death should be treated so lightly, he 
desired Proxenus to retire. His wrath was not appeased, until 
Cyrus himself, apprised of the gravity of the danger, came 
galloping up with his personal attendants and his two javelins 
in hand. "Klearchus, Proxenus, and all you Greeks (said he), 
you know not what you are doing. Be assured that if you now 
come to blows, it will be the hour of my destruction-and of 
your own also, shortly after me. For if your force be ruined, 
all these natives whom you see around, will become more hostile 
to us even than the men now serving with the King." On 
hearing this (says Xenophon), Klearchus came to his senses, 
and the troops dispersed without any encounter.1 

After passing Pyl<e the territory called Babylonia began. 
The hills flanking the Euphrates, over which the army had 
hitherto been passing, soon ceased, and low alluvial plains 
commenced. 2 Traces were now discovered, the first through-

1 Xen. Anab. i. 5, II-17. 
2 The commentators agree in thinking that we are to understand by Pylre 

a sort of gate or pass, marking the spot where the desert country north of 
Babylonia-with its undulations of land, and its steep banks along the 
river-was exchanged for the fiat and fertile alluvium constituting Baby
lonia proper. Perhaps there was a town near the pass, and named after it. 

Now it appears from Colonel Chesney's survey that this alteration in the 
nature of the country takes place a few miles below Hit. He observes 
(Euphrates and Tigris, vol. i. p. 54)-" Three miles below Hit, the 
remains of aqueducts disappear, and the windings become shorter and more 
frequent, as the river flows through a tract of country almost level." There
abouts it is that I am inclined to place Pylre. 

Colonel Chesney places it lower down, 25 miles from Hit. Professor 
Koch (Zug der Zehn Tausend, p. 44), lower down still. Mr. Ainsworth 
places it as much as 70 geographical miles lower than Hit (Travels in the 
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out their long march, of an hostile force moving in their front, 
ravaging the country and burning the herbage. It was here 
that Cyrus detected the treason of a Persian nobleman named 
Orontes, whom he examined in his tent, in the presence of 
various Persians possessing his intimate confidence, as well as 
of Klearchus with a guard of 3ooo hoplites. Orontes was 
examined, found guilty, and privately put to death.1 

After three days' march, estimated by Xenophon at twelve 
parasangs, Cyrus was induced by the evidences before him, or 
by the reports of deserters, to believe that the opposing army 
was close at hand, and that a battle was impending. Accord
ingly, in the middle of the night, he mustered his whole army, 
Greeks as well as barbarians ; but the enemy did not appear 
as had been expected. His numbers were counted at this 
spot, and it was found that there were, of Greeks ro,4oo 
hoplites, and zsoo peltasts; of the barbarian or Asiatic force 
of Cyrus, roo,ooo men with 20 scythed chariots. The numbers 
of the Greeks had been somewhat diminished during the march, 
from sickness, desertion, or other causes. The reports of 
deserters described the army of Artaxerxes at r,zoo,ooo men, 
besides the 6ooo horse-guards commanded by Artagerses, and 
zoo scythed chariots, under the command of Abrokomas, 
Tissaphernes, and two others. It was ascertained afterwards, 
however, that the force of Abrokomas had not yet joined, and 
later accounts represented the numerical estimation as too great 
by one-fourth. 

In expectation of an action, Cyrus here convened the 
generals along with the lochages (or captains) of the Greeks; 
as well to consult about suitable arrangements, as to stimulate 
their zeal in his cause. Few points in this narrative are more 
striking than the language addressed by the Persian prince to 
the Greeks, on this as well as on other occasions. 

" It is not from want of native forces, men of Bellas, that I 
have brought you hither, but because I account you better 
and braver than any number of natives. Prove yourselves now 
worthy of the freedom which you enjoy ; that freedom for 
which I envy you, and which I w~:mld choose, be assured, in 
preference to all my possessions a thousand times multiplied. 
Learn now from me, who know it well, all that you will have to 

Track of the Ten Thousand, p. 8r): compare Ritter, Erdkunde, West 
Asien, x. p. r6; xi. p. 755-763. 

1 The description given of this scene (known to the Greeks through the 
communications of Klearchus) by Xenophon, is extremely interesting (Anab. 
i. 6). I omit it from regard to ~pace. 
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encounter-vast numbers and plenty of noise: but if you 
despise these, I am ashamed to tell you what worthless stuff 
you will find in our native men. Behave well,-like brave 
men, and trust me for sending you back in such condition as 
to make your friends at home envy you : though I hope to 
prevail on many of you to prefer my service to your own 
homes." 

"Some of us are remarking, Cyrus (said a Samian exile 
named Gaulites ), that you are full of promises at this hour of 
danger, but will forget them, or perhaps will be unable to per
form them, when danger is over .... " "As to ability (replied 
Cyrus), my father's empire reaches northward to the region of 
intolerable cold, southward to that of intolerable heat. All in 
the middle is now apportioned in satrapies among my brother's 
friends ; all, if we are victorious, will come to be distributed 
among mine. I have no fear of not having enough to give 
away, but rather of not having friends enough to receive it from 
me. To each of you Greeks, moreover, I shall present a 
wreath of gold." 

Declarations like these, repeated by Cyrus to many of the 
Greek soldiers, and circulated among the remainder, filled all 
of them with confidence and enthusiasm in his cause. Such 
was the sense of force and superiority inspired, that Klearchus 
asked him-" Do you really think, Cyrus, that your brother 
will fight you?" "Yes, by Zeus (was the reply): assuredly, if 
he be the son of Darius and Parysatis, and my brother, I shall 
not win this prize without a battle." All the Greeks were 
earnest with him at the same time not to expose his own 
person, but to take post in the rear of their body.l We shall 
presently see how this advice was followed. 

The declarations here reported, as well as the expressions 
employed before during the dispute between Klearchus and the 
soldiers of Menon near Charmande- being, as they are, 
genuine and authentic, and not dramatic composition such as 
those of iEschylus in the Persre, nor historic amplification like 
the speeches ascribed to Xerxes in Herodotus-are among the 
most valuable evidences respecting the Hellenic character 
generally. It is not merely the superior courage and military 
discipline of the Greeks which Cyrus attests, compared with the 
cowardice of Asiatics-but also their fidelity and sense of 
obligation, which he contrasts with the time-serving treachery 
of the latter; 2 connecting these superior qualities with the 

1 Xen. Anab. i. 7, 2-9. 2 Xen. Anab. i. 5, 16. 
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political freedom which they enjoy. To hear this young prince 
expressing such strong admiration and envy for Grecian free
dom, and such ardent personal preference for it above all the 
splendour of his own position-was doubtless the most flatter
ing of all compliments which he could pay to the listening 
citizen-soldiers. That a young Persian prince should be cap
able of conceiving such a sentiment, is no slight proof of his 
mental elevation above the level both of his family and of his 
nation. The natural Persian opinion is expressed by the 
conversation between Xerxes and Demaratus 1 in Herodotus. 
To Xerxes, the conception of free-citizenship-and of orderly 
self-sufficing courage, planted by a public discipline patriotic as 
well as equalising-was not merely repugnant, but incompre
hensible. He understood only a master issuing orders to 
obedient subjects, and stimulating soldiers to bravery by means 
of the whip. His descendant Cyrus, on the contrary, had 
learnt by personal observation to enter into the feeling of 
personal dignity prevalent in the Greeks around him, based as 
it was on the conviction that they governed themselves, and 
that there was no man who had any rights of his own over 
them-that the law was their only master, and that in rendering 
obedience to it they were working for no one else but for them
selves.2 Cyrus knew where to touch the sentiment of Hellenic 
honour, so fatally extinguished after the Greeks lost their 
political freedom by the hands of the Macedonians, and 
exchanged for that intellectual quickness, combined with moral 
degeneracy, which Cicero and his contemporaries remark as the 
characteristic of these once high-toned communities. 

Having concerted the order of battle with the generals, 

1 See Herodot. vii. 102, IOJ, 209. Compare the observations of the 
Persian Achremen~s, c. ·236. 

2 Herod. vii. 104. Demaratus says to Xerxes, respecting the Lacedremo
nians-'E.\eVBepot -yl.p Uv-ros, oil 1rclv-ra ~.\e68epol el<Tt · ~7rE<TTt -yelp ucpt 
o<u,-&T'I)S v&p.os, -rov b,-ooetp.alvoucrt 7To.\ll.'f p.a.\.\ov 'I) ol uol <Te. 

Again, the historian observes about the Athenians, and their extraordin
ary increase of prowess after having shaken off the despotism of Hippias 
(v. 78)-.0.7).\oi" 0' 00 KaT' ~V !J.OVVOV a,\;\l, 'lraV'TIXXOV, 1, l<T'I)J'Op('l) {/,s lUTt 
Xpijp.a. CT7rouoai"ov· el Ka.l 'A8'1)vai"ot -rupa.vveu6p.evot p.iv, ovoap.wv -row utplas 
7rEptOt!<f6VTOJV ~CTaV -rl. 'lrO.\Ep.ta ap.efvous, a7ra.\l\aX6EVTES 0~ -rupJ.VVOJV, p.a!<prp 
wpWTot ~'YivovTo. A1}i\oi <Lv TaVTa, 3Tt KaTEX&,ufVOL p.Ev €8€A.Oicdtceov, Ws 
OfCT7r6T!l ~p-ya.(6p.evot" ~;>..eu6epOJ8EV'TOJV 01, a.vTos ~!<aUTOS ~OJii'Tqi 1rpo6up.leTo 
lp-ycl.(e118at. 

Compare Menander, Fragm. Incert. CL. ap. Meineke, Fragm. Comm. 
Gn:ec. vol. iv. p. 268-

·Ex.~ue£po~ 1r«.~ Evl ~e8oVAwTo.t., v6p.~· 
Avui.p OE .Soi/Ao~, ~ea.l ~tOp.'fl Kal 6eu?T6T?l. 
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Cyrus marched forward in cautious array during the next day, 
anticipating the appearance of the King's forces. Nothing of 
the kind was seen, however, though abundant marks of their 
retiring footsteps were evident. The day's march (called three 
parasangs) having been concluded without a battle, Cyrus 
called to him the Ambrakiotic prophet Silanus, and presented 
him with 3000 darics, or ten Attic talents. Silanus had 
assured him, on the eleventh day preceding, that there would· 
be no action in ten days from that time : upon which Cyrus 
had told him-" If your prophecy comes true, I will give you 
3000 darics. My brother will not fight at all, if he does not 
fight within ten days." 1 

In spite of the strong opinion which he had expressed in reply 
to Klearchus, Cyrus now really began to conceive that no battle 
would be hazarded by his enemies j especially as in the course 
of this last day's march, he came to a broad and deep trench 
(3o feet broad and 18 feet deep), approaching so near to the 
Euphrates as to leave an interval of only 20 feet for passage. 
This trench had been dug by order of Artaxerxes across the 
plain, for a length said to be of twelve parasangs (about forty
two English miles, if the parasang be reckoned at thirty stadia), 
so as to touch at its other extremity what was called the Wall 
of Media. 2 It had been dug as a special measure of defence 

1 Xen. Anab. i. 7, 14-17. . 
2 From Pylre to the undefended trench, there intervened three entire days 

of march, and one part of a day ; for it occurred in the fourth day's march. 
Xenophon calls the three entire days, twelve parasangs in all. This 

argues short marches, not full marches. And it does not seem that the 
space of ground traversed during any one of them can have been consider
able. For they were all undertaken with visible evidences of an enemy 
immediately in front of them ; which circumstance was the occasion of the 
treason of Oront€s, who asked Cyrus for a body of cavalry, under pretence 
of attacking the light troops of the enemy in front,, and then wrote a letter 
to inform Artaxerxes that he was about to desert with this division. The 
letter was delivered. to Cyrus, who thus discovered the treason. 

Marching with a known enemy not far off in front, Cyrus must have kept 
his army in something like battle order, and therefore must have moved 
slowly. Moreover the discovery of the treason of Orontl!s must itself have 
been an alarming fact, well calculated to render both Cyrus and Klearchus 
doubly cautious for the time. And the very trial of Oront€sappearsto have 
been conducted under such solemnities as must have occasioned a halt of 
the army. 

Taking these circumstances, we can hardly suppose the Greeks to have got 
over so much as 30 English miles of ground in the three entire days of march. 
The fourth day they must have got over very little ground indeed; not 
merely because Cyrus was in momentary expectation of the King's main 
army, and of a general battle (i. 7, 14), but because of the great delay 
necessary for passing the trench. His whole army (more than roo,ooo 
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against the approaching invaders. Yet we hear with surprise, 
and the invaders themselves found with equal surprise, 
that not a man was on the spot to defend it : so that the whole 
Cyreian army and baggage passed without resistance through 
the narrow breadth of 20 feet. This is the first notice of any 
defensive measures taken to repel the invasion-except the 
precaution of Abrokomas in burning the boats at Thapsakus. 
Cyrus had been allowed to traverse all this immense space, and 
to pass through so many defensible positions, without having 
yet struck a blow. And now Artaxerxes, after having cut a 
prodigious extent of trench at the cost of so much labour
provided a valuable means of resistance, especially against 
Grecian heavy-armed soldiers-and occupied it seemingly 
until the very last moment-throws it up from some 
unaccountable panic, and suffers a whole army to pass 
unopposed through this very narrow gut. Having surmounted 
unexpectedly so formidable an obstacle, Cyrus as well as the 
Greeks imagined that Artaxerxes would never think of fighting 
in the open plain. All began to relax in that careful array 
which had been observed since the midnight review, insomuch 
that Cyrus himself proceeded in his chariot instead of on horse
back, while many of the Greek soldiers lodged their arms on 
the waggons or beasts of burden.l 

men), with baggage, chariots, &c., had to pass through the narrow gut of 
20 feet wide between the trench and the Euphrates. He can hardly have 
made more than five miles in this whole day's march, getting at night so far 
as to encamp 2 or 3 miles beyond the trench. We may therefore reckon 
the distance marched over between Pylre and the trench as about 32 miles 
in all ; and two or three miles farther to the encampment of the next 
night. Probably Cyrus would keep near the river, yet not following its 
bends with absolute precision : so that in estimating distance, we ought to 
take a mean between the straight line and the full-windings of the river. 

I conceive the trench to have cut the Wall of Media at a much wider 
angle than appears in Colonel Chesney's map ; so that the triangular space 
included between the trench, the Wall, and the river, was much more 
extensive. The reason, we may presume, why the trench was dug, was, to 
defend that portion of the well-cultivated and watered country of Baby
lonia which lay outside of the Wall of Media-which portion (as we shall 
see hereafter in the marches of the Greeks after the battle) was very 
considerable. 

1 Xen. Anab. i. 7, 20. 
The account given by Xenophon of this long line of trench, first dug by 

order of Artaxerxes, and then left useless and undefended, differs from the 
narrative ofDiodorus (xiv. 22), which seems to be borrowed from Ephorus. 
Diodorus says that the King caused a long tre11ch to be dug, and lined with 
carriages and waggons as a defence for his baggage; and that he afterwards 
marched forth from this entrenchment, with his soldiers free and unincum
bered, to give battle to Cyrus. Here is a statement more plausible than 
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On the next day but one after passing the undefended 

trench, they were surprised, at a spot called Kunaxa,1 just 
when they were about to halt for the midday meal and repose, 
by the sudden intimation that the King's army was approach
ing in order of battle on the open plain. Instantly Cyrus 
hastened to mount on horseback, to arm himself, and to put 
his forces in order, while the Greeks, on their side, halted and 
formed their line with all possible speed.2 They were on the 
right wing of the army, adjoining the river Euphrates; Aria:us 
with the Asiatic forces being on the left, and Cyrus himself, 
surrounded by a body-guard of 6oo well-armed Persian horse
men, in the centre. Among the Greeks, Klearchus commanded 
that of Xenophon, in this point of view, that it makes out the King to have 
acted upon a rational scheme: whereas in Xenophon, he appears at first to 
have adopted a plan of defence, and then to have renounced it, after 
immense labour and cost, without any reason, so far as we can see. Yet I 
have no doubt that the account of Xenophon is the true one. Both the 
narrow passage, and the undefended trench, were facts of the most obvious 
and impressive character to an observing soldier. 

1 Xenophon does not mention the name Kunaxa, which comes to us from 
Plutarch (Artaxerx. c. 8), who states that it was 500 stadia (about 58 miles) 
from Babylon ; while Xenophon was informed that the field of battle was 
distant from Babylon only 360 stadia. Now, according to Colonel 
Chesney (Euphrates and Tigris, vol. i. p. 57), Hillah (Babylon) is distant 
91 miles by the river, or 61~ miles direct, from Felujah. Following there
fore the distance given by Plutarch (probably copied from Ktesias), we 
should place Kunaxa a little lower down the river than Felujah. This 
seems the most probable supposition. 

Rennell and Mr. Baillie Fraser so place it (Mesopotamia and Assyria, 
p. 186, Edin. 1842), I think rightly: moreover the latter remarks, what 
most of the commentators overlook, that the Greeks did not pass through 
the Wall of Media until long after the battle. See a note a little below, 
near the beginning of my next chapter, in reference to that Wall. 

2 The distance of the undefended trench from the battle-field of Kunaxa 
would be about 22 miles. First, 3 miles beyond the trench, to the first 
night-station: next, a full day's march, say 12 miles: thirdly, a half day's 
march, to the time of the midday halt, say 7 miles. 

The distance from Pylre to the trench having before been stated at 32 . 
miles, the whole distance from Pylre to Kunaxa will be about 54 miles. 

Now Colonel Chesney has stated the distance from Hit to Felujah 
Castle (two known points) as 48 miles of straight line, and 77 miles, if 
following the line of the river. Deduct four miles for the distance from 
Hit to Pylre-and we shall then have between Pylre and Felujah, a 
rectilinear distance of 44 miles. The marching route of the Greeks (as 
explained in the previous note, the Greeks following generally, but not 
exactly, the windings of the river) will give 50 miles from Pylre to Felujah, 
and 53 or 54 from Pylre to Kunaxa. 

In the Plan annexed to this volume will be found an illustration of the 
marches of the Cyreian army, as described by Xenophon, both immediately 
before, and immediately after, the battle of Kunaxa ; from Pylre to the 
crossing of the Tigris. 
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the right division of hop lites, with Paphlagonian horsemen and 
the Grecian peltasts on the extreme right, close to the river.; 
Proxenus with his division stood next; Menon commanded on 
the left. All the Persian horsemen around Cyrus had breast
plates, helmets, short Grecian swords, and two javelins in their 
right hands ; the horses also were defended by facings both 
over the breast and head. Cyrus himself, armed generally like 
the rest, stood distinguished by having an upright tiara instead 
of the helmet. Though the first news had come upon them 
by surprise, the Cyreians had ample time to put themselves in 
complete order ; for the enemy did not appear until the after
noon was advanced. First, was seen dust, like a white cloud
next, an undefined dark spot, gradually nearing until the 
armour began to shine, and the component divisions of troops, 
arranged in dense masses, became discernible. Tilisaphernes 
was on the left, opposite to the Greeks, at the head of the 
Persian horsemen, with white cuirasses : on his right stood the 
Persian bowmen, with their gerrha, or wicker shields, spiked so 
as to be fastened in the ground while arrows were shot from 
behind them : next, the Egyptian infantry with long wooden 
shields covering the whole body and legs. In front of all, was 
a row of chariots with scythes attached to the wheels, destined 
to begin the charge against the Grecian phalanx. I 

As the Greeks were completing their array, Cyrus rode to 
the front, and desired Klearchus to make his attack with the 
Greeks upon the centre of the enemy ; since it was there that 
the King in person would be posted, and if that were once 
beaten, the victory was gained. But such was the superiority 
of Artaxerxes in number, that his centre extended beyond the 
left of Cyrus. Accordingly Klearchus, afraid of withdrawing 
his right from the river, lest he should be taken both in flank 
and rear, chose to keep his position on the right-and merely 
replied to Cyrus, that he would manage everything for the best. 
I have before remarked 2 how often the fear of being attacked 
on the unshielded side and on the rear, led the Greek soldier 
into movements inconsistent with military expediency; and it 
will be seen presently, that Klearchus, blindly obeying this 
habitual rule of precaution, was induced here to commit the 
capital mistake of keeping on the right flank, contrary to the 
more judicious direction of Cyrus.3 The latter continued for a 

1 Xen. Anab. i. 8, 8-II. 
2 Thucyd. v. 70. See vol. vii. ch. lvi. of this History. 
8 Plutarch (Artaxerx. c. 8) makes this criticism upon Klearchus; and it 

seems quite just. 
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short time riding slowly in front of the lines, looking alternately 
at the two armies, when Xenophon-one of the small total of 
Grecian horsemen, and attached to the division of Proxenus
rode forth from the line to accost him, asking if he had any 
orders to give. Cyrus desired him to proclaim to every one 
that the -sacrifices were favourable. Hearing a murmur going 
through the Grecian ranks, he inquired from Xenophon what it 
was; and received for answer, that the watchword was now 
being passed along for the second time. He asked, with some 
surprise, who gave the watchword? and what it was? Xeno
phon replied that it was "Zeus the Preserver, and Victory."
" I accept it," replied Cyrus ; "let that be the word : '' and 
immediately rode away to his own post in the centre, among 
the Asiatics. 

The vast host of Artaxerx~s, advancing steadily and without 
noise, were now within less than half a mile of the Cyreians, 
when the Greek troops raised the paean, or usual war-cry, and 
began to move forward. As they advanced, the shout became 
more vehement, the pace accelerated, and at last the whole 
body got into a run.I This might have proved unfortunate, 
had their opponents been other Grecian hoplites ; but the 
Persians did not stand to await the charge. They turned and 
fled, when the assailants were yet hardly within bow-shot. 
Such was their panic, that even the drivers of the scythed· 
chariots in front, deserting their teams, ran away along with 
the rest; while the horses, left to themselves, rushed apart in 
all directions, some turning round to follow the fugitives, others 
coming against the advancing Greeks, who made open order to 
let them pass. The left division of the King's army was thus 
routed without a blow, and seemingly without a man killed on 
either side ; one Greek only being wounded by an arrow, and 
another by not getting out of the way of one of the chariots. 2 

Tissaphern~s alone-who, with the body of horse immediately 
around him, was at the extreme Persian left, close to the river, 
-formed an exception to this universal flight. He charged 
and penetrated through the Grecian peltasts who stood Op:tJosite 
to him between the hop lites and the river. These peltasts,. 
commanded by Episthenes of Amphipolis, opened their ranks 
to let him pass, darting at the men as they rode by, yet without 
losing any one themselves. Tissaphernes thus got into the 
rear of the Greeks, who continued on their side to pursue the 
flying Persians before them.3 

1 Xen. Anab. i. 8, 17; Diodor. xiv. 23. 
2 Xen. Anab. i. 8, 17-20. ~ Xen. Anab. i. 8, 23; i. 9, 31. 
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Matters proceeded differently in the other parts of the field. 
'\rtaxerxes, though in the centre of his own army, yet from his 
mperior numbers outflanked Ari~us, who commanded the 
!xtreme left of the Cyreians.1 Finding no one directly opposed 
:o him, he began to wheel round his right wing, to encompass 
1is enemies ; not noticing the flight of his left division. Cyrus, 
m the other hand, when he saw the easy victory of the Greeks 
m their side, was overjoyed ; and received from every one 
tround him salutations, as if he were already king. Neverthe
ess, he had self-command enough not yet to rush forward as if 
:he victory was already gained,2 but remained unmoved, with 
1is regiment of six hundred horse round him, watching the 
novements of Artaxerxes. As soon as he saw the latter wheel
ng round his right division to get upon the rear of the Cyreians, 
1e hastened to check this movement by an impetuous charge 
1pon the centre, where Artaxerxes was in person, surrounded 
Jy the body-guard of 6ooo horse under Artagerses. So vigorous 
.vas the attack of Cyrus, that with his 6oo horse, he broke 
md dispersed this body-guard, killing Artagerses with his 
Jwn hand. His own 6oo horse rushed forward in pursuit of 
:he fugitives, leaving Cyrus himself nearly alone, with only 
:he select few called his "Table-Companions" around him. 
[t was under these circumstances that he first saw his brother 
Artaxerxes, whose person had been exposed to view by the 
flight of the body-guards. The sight filled him with such a 
paroxysm of rage and jealous ambition, 3 that he lost all thought 
Jf safety or prudence-cried out, " I see the man "-and rushed 
forward with his mere handful of companions to attack Arta
~eerxes, in spite of the numerous host behind him. Cyrus 
rpade directly at his brother, darting his javelin with so true an 
aim as to strike him in the breast, and wound him through the 
cuirass: though the wound (afterwards cured by the Greek 
surgeon Ktesias) could not have been very severe, since 

1 Xen. Anab. i. 10, 4-8. 
2 Xen. Anab. i. 8, 21. 

KVpos OJ, bpW11 ToVs ~Ei\A1was PLKWvTas T~ ~eaO .. EavToVs f!al ~ulncovTas, 
~1i6p.•vos l<al 7rpotfl<vvobp.€VOS 111i'1 &s {3aiJ£A€0S V1T~ 'TWV ilwf>' aur&v, 0 v ll' 
&s ~~.ftx811 a,cf""'v, &c. 

The last words are remarkable, as indicating that no other stimulus 
except that of ambitious rivalry and fraternal antipathy, had force enough 
to overthrow the self-command of Cyrus. 

3 Compare the account of the transport of rage which seized the The ban 
Pelopidas, when he saw Alexander the despot of Pherre in the opposite 
army; which led to the same fatal consequences (Plutarch, Pelopidas, c. 
32 ; Cornel. Nepos, Pelop. c. 5). See also the reflections of Xenophon on 
the conduct of Teleutias before Olynthus.-Hellenic. v. 3, 7. 
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Artaxerxes did not quit the field, but, on the contrary, engaged 
in personal ·combat, he and those around him, against this 
handful of assailants. So unequal a combat did not last long. i 
Cyrus, being severely wounded under the eye by the javelin of 1 
a Karian soldier, was cast from his horse and slain. The small I 
number of faithful companions around him all perished in his 
defence : Artasyras, who stood first among them in his con
fidence and attachment, seeing him mortally wounded and 
fallen, cast himself down upon him, clasped him in his arms, 
and in this position either slew himself, or was slain by order 
of the King.r 

The head and the right hand of the deceased prince were 
immediately cut off by order of Artaxerxes, and doubtless ex
hibited conspicuously to view. This was a proclamation to 
every one that the entire contest was at an end: and so it was 
understood by Ari~us, who together with all the Asiatic troops 
of Cyrus, deserted the field and fled back to the camp. Not 
even there did they defend themselves, when the King and his 
forces pursued them ; but fled yet far-ther back to the resting
place of the previous night. The troops of Artaxerxes got into 
the camp, and began to plunder it without resistance. Even 
the harem of Cyrus fell into their power. It included two 
Grecian women-of free condition, good family, and education 
-one from Phok~a, the other from Miletus, brought to him 
by force from their parents to Sardis. The elder of these two, 

I Xen. Anab. i. 8, 22-29. 
The account of this battle and of the death of Cyrus by Ktesias (as far as 

we can make it out from the brief abstract in Photius-Ktesias, Fragm. c. 
58, 59, ed. Bahr) does not differ materially from Xenophon. Ktesias men
tions the Karian soldier (not noticed by Xenophon) who hurled the javelin; 
and adds that this soldier was afterwards tortured and put to death by Queen 
Parysatis, in savage revenge for the death of Cyrus. He also informs us 
that Bagapates, the person who by order of Artaxerxes cut off the head and 
hand of Cyrus, was destroyed by her in the same way. 

Diodorus (xiv. 23) dresses up a much fuller picture of the conflict between 
Cyrus and his brother, which differs on many points, partly direct and 
partly implied, from Xenophon. 

Plutarch (Artaxerxes, c. II, 12, 13) gives an account of the battle, and 
of the death of Cyrus, which he professes to have derived from Ktesias, but 
which differs still more materially from the narrative in Xenophon. Com
pare also the few words of Justin, v. r r. 

Diodorus (xiv. 24) says that rz,ooo men were slain of the king's army at 
Kunaxa ; the greater part of them by the Greeks under Klearchus, who did 
not lose a single man. He estimates the loss of Cyrus's Asiatic army at 
3000 men. But as the Greeks did not Jose a man, so they can hardly have 
killed many in the pursuit ; for they had scarcely any cavalry, and i10 great 
number of peltasts-while hoplites could not have overtaken the flying , 
Persians. · 
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the Phokrean, named Milto, distinguished alike for beauty and 
accomplished intelligence, was made prisoner, and transferred 
to the harem of Artaxerxes; the other, a younger.person, found 
means to save herself, though· without her upper garments,1 

and sought shelter among some Greeks who were left in the 
camp on guard of the Grecian baggage. These Greeks repelled 
the Persian assailants with considerable slaughter ; preserving 
their own baggage, as well as the persons of all who fled to 
them for shelter. But the Asiatic camp of the Cyreians was 
completely pillaged, not excepting those reserved waggons 
of provisions which Cyrus had provided in order that his 
Grecian auxiliaries might be certain under all circumstances 
of a supply. 2 • 

While Artaxerxes was thus stripping the Cyreian camp, he 
was joined by Tissaphernes and his division of horse, who had 
charged through between the Grecian division and the river. 
At this time there was a distance of no less than thirty stadia, 
or 3~ miles, between him and Klearchus with the Grecian 
division ; so far had the latter advanced forward in pursuit of 
the Persian fugitives. Apprised, after some time, that the 
King's troops had been victorious on the left and centre and 
were masters of the camp--but not yet knowing the death of 
Cyrus-Klearchus marched back his troops, and met the 
enemy's forces also returning. He was apprehensive of being 
surrounded by superior numbers, and therefore took post with 
his rear upon the river. In this position, Artaxerxes again 
marshalled his troops in front, as if to attack him ; but the 
Greeks, anticipating his movement, were first in making the 

1 Xen. Anab. i. ro, 3· The accomplishments and fascinations of this 
Phokrean lady, and the great esteem in which she was held first by Cyrus 
and afterwards by Artaxerxes, have been exaggerated into a romantic story, 
in which we cannot tell what may be the proportion of truth (see JElian, 
V. H. xii. I; Plutarch, Artaxerx. c. 26, 27; Justin, x. 2). Both Plutarch 
and Jus tin state that the subsequent enmity between Artaxerxes and his son 
Darius, which led to the conspiracy of the latter against his father, and to 
his destruction when the conspiracy was discovered, arose out of the 
passion of Darius for her. But as that transaction certainly happened at 
the close of the long life and reign of Artaxerxes, who reigned forty-six 
years-and as she must have been then sixty years old, if not more-we 
may fairly presume that the cause of the family tragedy must have been 
something different. 

Compare the description of the fate of Berenike of Chios, and Monime of 
Miletus, wives of Mithridates king of Pontus, during the last misfortunes of 
that prince (Plutarch, Lucullus, c. r8). 

2 Xen. Anab. i. IO, 17. 
This provision must probably have been made during the recent halt at 

Pylre. 
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attack themselves, and forced the Persians to take flight even 
more terror-stricken than before. Klearchus, thus relieved 
from all enemies, waited awhile in hopes of hearing news of 
Cyrus. He then returned to the camp, which was found 
stripped of all its stores; so that the Greeks were compelled 
to pass the night without supper, while most of them also 
had had no dinner, from the early hour at which the battle 
had commenced.! It was only on the next morning that 
they learnt, through Prokles (descendant of the Spartan king 
Demaratus, formerly companion of Xerxes in the invasion of 
Greece), that Cyrus had been slain; news which converted 
their satisfaction at their own triumph into sorrow and dismay.2 

Thus terminated the battle of Kunaxa, and along with it the 
ambitious hopes as well as the life ,pf this young prince. His 
character and proceedings suggest instructive remarks. Both 
in the conduct of this expedition, and in the two or three years 
of administration in Asia Minor which preceded it, he displayed 
qualities such as are not seen in Cyrus called the Great, nor in 
any other member of the Persian regal family, nor indeed in 
any other Persian general throughout the history of the mon
archy. We observe a large and long-sighted combination-a 
power of foreseeing difficulties, and providing means before
hand for overcoming them-a dexterity in meeting variable 
exigencies, and dealing with different parties, Greeks or 
Asiatics, officers or soldiers-a conviction of the necessity, not 
merely of purchasing men's service by lavish presents, but of 
acquiring their confidence by straightforward dealing and 
systematic good faith-a power of repressing displeasure when 
policy commanded, as at the desertion of Xenias and Pasion, 
and the first conspiracies of Orontes; although usually the 
punishments which he inflicted were full of Oriental barbarity. 
How rare were the merits and accomplishments of Cyrus, as a 
Persian, will be best felt when we contrast this portrait by 
Xenophon, with the description of the Persian satraps by 
Isokrates. 3 That many persons deserted from Artaxerxes to 
Cyrus-none, except Orontes, from Cyrus to Artaxerxes
has been remarked by Xenophon. Not merely throughout 
the march, but even as to the manner of fighting at 
Kunaxa, the judgement of Cyrus was sounder than that 

1 Xen. Anab. i. ro, IS, Ig. 
2 Xen. Anab. ii. I, 3, 4-
s Isokrat@s, Orat. iv. (Panegyric.) s. 175-I82: a striking passage, as 

describing the way in which political institutions work themselves into the 
individual character and habits. 
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of Klearchus. The two matters of supreme importance to 
the Greeks, were, to take care of the person of Cyrus, and 
to strike straight at that of Artaxerxes with the central 
division around him. Now it was the fault of Klearchus, 
and not of Cyrus, that both these matters were omitted; 
and that the Greeks gained only a victory comparatively in
significant on the right. Yet in spite of such mistake, not his 
own, it appears that Cyrus would have been victorious, had he 
been able to repress that passionate burst of antipathy which 
drove him like a madman against his brother. The same in
satiable ambition, and jealous fierceness when power was con
cerned, which had before led him to put to death two first 
cousins, because they omitted in his presence an act of defer
ence never paid except to the King in person-this same im
pulse, exasperated by the actual sight of his rival brother, and 
by that standing force ·of fraternal antipathy so frequent in 
regal families,1 blinded him for the moment to all rational 
calculation. 

'Ve may however remark that Hellas, as a whole, had no 
cause to regret the fall of Cyrus at Kunaxa. Had he dethroned 
his brother and become king, the Persian empire would have 
acquired under his hand such a degree of strength as might 
probably have enabled him to forestall the work afterwards 
performed by the Macedonian kings, and to make the Greeks 

1 Diodorus (xiv. 23) notices the legendary pair of hostile brothers, 
Eteokl~s and Polyneikes, as a parallel. Compare Tacitus, Annal. iv. 6o. 
"Atrox Drusi ingenium, super cupidinem potentire, et 0olita .fratribus odia, 
accendebatur invidia, quod mater Agrippina promptior Neroni erat," &c. ; 
and Justin, xlii. 4· 

Compare also the interesting narrative of M. Prosper Merimee, in his 
Life of Don Pedro of Castile ; a prince commonly known by the name of 
Peter the Cruel. Don Pedro was dethroned, and slain in personal conflict, 
by the hand of his bastard brother, Henri of Transtamare. 

At the battle of Navarrete, in r367, says M. Merimee, "Don Pedre, 
qui, pendant le combat, s'etait jete au plus fort de la m~lee, s'acharna long 
temps a Ia poursuite des fuyards. On le voyait galopper dans !a plaine, 
monte sur un cheval noir, sa banniere armoriee de Castille devant lui, 
cherchant son frere partout ou !'on combattait encore, et criant, echauffe 
par le carnage-' Ou est ce batard, qui se nomme roi de Castille?' " 
(Histoire de Don Pedre, p. 504.) 

Ultimately Don Pedro, blocked up and almost starved out in the castle 
of Montiel, was entrapped by simulated negotiations into the power of his 
enemies. He was slain in personal conflict by the dagger of his brother 
Henri, after a desperate struggle, in which he seemed likely to prevail, if 
Henri had not been partially aided by a bystander. 

This tragical scene (on the night of the 23rd of March; r369) is graphically 
described by M. Merimee (p. 564-566). 
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in Europe as well as those in Asia his dependents. He would 
have employed Grecian military organisation against Grecian 
independence, as Philip and Alexander did after him. His 
money would have enabled him to hire an overwhelming force of 
Grecian officers and soldiers, who would (to use the expression 
of Proxenus as recorded by Xenophon 1) have thought him a 
better friend to them than their own country. It would have 
enabled him also to take advantage of dissension and venality ; 
in the interior of each Grecian city, and thus to weaken their ' 
means of defence while he strengthened his own means of 
attack. This was a policy which none of the Persian kings, ·: 
from Darius son of Hystaspes down to Darius Codomannus, 
had ability or perseverance enough to follow out : none of 
them knew either the true value of Grecian instruments, or 
how to employ them with effect. The whole conduct of Cyrus, 
in reference to this memorable expedition, manifests a superior 
intelligence, competent to use the resources which victory 
would have put in his hands,-and an ambition likely to use 
them against the Greeks, in avenging the humiliations of 
Marathon, Salamis, and the peace of Kallias. 

CHAPTER LXX 

RETREAT OF THE TEN THOUSAND GREEKS 

THE first triunfphant feeling of the Greek troops at Kunaxa 
was exchanged, as soon as they learnt the death of Cyrus, for 
dismay and sorrow; accompanied by unavailing repentance for 
the venture into which he and Klearchus had seduced them. 
Probably Klearchus himself too repented, and with good 
reason, of having displayed, in his manner of fighting the 
battle, so little foresight, and so little .regard either to the 
injunctions or to the safety of Cyrus. Nevertheless he still 
maintained the tone of a victor in the field, and after expres
sions of grief for the fate of the young prince, desired Prokles 
and Glus to return to Aria:us, with the reply, that the Greeks 
on their side were conquerors without any enemy remaining; 
that they were about to march onward against Artaxerxes ; 

l Xen. Anab. iii. I, 4· ''r7rl<TX••'i'To 3€ au'T~V (E•vocpwv'Ta npoE•vos), .; 
~J\8o1, cp(JI.ov Ktlpq> io!~ITE!V" tJv au'Tbs ~</>7] KpEi'T'TW eav'TrjJ vop.((E!V 
Ti)s 7ra'Tpl3os. 
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and that if Ariceus would join them, they would place him on 
the throne which had been intended for Cyrus. While this 
reply was conveyed to Ariceus by his particular friend Menon 
along with the messengers, the Greeks procured a meal as well 
as they could, having no bread, by killing some of the baggage 
animals; and by kindling fire, to cook their meat, from the 
arrows, the wooden Egyptian shields which had been thrown 
away on the field, and the baggage carts.l 

Before any answer could be received from Ariceus, heralds 
appeared coming from Artaxerxes; among them being Phalinus, 
a Greek from Zakynthus, and the Greek surgeon Ktesias of 
Knidus, who was in the service of the Persian king. 2 Phalinus, 
an officer of some military experience and in the confidence of 
Tissaphernes, addressed himself to the Greek commanders ; 
requiring them on the part of the King, since he was now 
victor and had slain Cyrus, to surrender their arms and appeal 
to his mercy. To this summons, painful in the extreme to a 
Grecian ear, Klearchus replied that it was not the practice for 
victorious men to lay down their arms. Being then called 
away to examine the sacrifice which was going on, he left the 
interview to the other officers, who met the summons of 
Phalinus by an emphatic negative. "If the King thinks him
self strong enough to ask for our arms unconditionally, let him 
come and try to seize them." "The King (rejoined Phalinus) 
thinks that you are in his power, being in the midst of his 
territory, hemmed in by impass,able rivers, and encompassed 
by his innumerable subjects."-" Our arms and our valour are 
all that remains to us (replied a young Athenian); we shall not 
be fools enough to hand over to you our only remaining trea· 
sure, but shall employ them still to have a fight for )'Our 
treasure." 3 But though several spoke in this resolute tone, 
there were not wanting others disposed to encourage a nego
tiation; saying that they had been faithful to Cyrus as long as 
he lived, and would now be faithful to Artaxerxes, if he wanted 

1 Xen. Anab. ii. I, 5-7. 
2 We know from Plutarch (Artaxer. c. I3) that Ktesias distinctly asserted 

himself to have been present at this interview, and I see no reason why we 
should not believe him. Plutarch indeed rejects his testimony as false, 
affirming that Xenophon would certainly have mentioned him, had he been 
there : but such an objection seems to me insufficient. Nor is it necessary 
to construe the words of Xenophon, tjv ~· a!rrwv <l>aAi'vos e T s .,E A A '1 v 
(ii. I, 7) so strictly as to negative the presence of one or two other Greeks. 
Phal!nus is thus specified because he was the spokesman of the party-a 
military man. 

3 Xen. Anab. ii. I, I2. 1-'TJ o3v u1ov ,.;, ll&va 1,/li'v &'Ya6C!. ~vTa V/ltV 
wapaOWuetv· &i\i\t.i abv Toli-rots Kctl 7repl 7(;}v Up.eTfpwv &")'a8Wv p.axo6p.e8a. 
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their services in Egypt or anywhere else. In the midst of this 
parley Klearchus returned, and was requested by Phalinus to 
return a final answer on behalf of all. He at first asked the 
advice of Phalinus himself; appealing to the common feeling 
of Hellenic patriotism, and anticipating, with very little judge
ment, that the latter would encourage the Greeks in holding 
out. "If (replied Phalinus) I saw one chance out of ten 
thousand in your favour, in the event of a contest with the 
King, I should advise you to refuse the surrender of your arms. 
But as there is no chance of safety for you against the King's 
consent, I recommend you to look out for safety in the only 
quarter where it presents itself." Sensible of the mistake which 
he had made in asking the question, Klearchus rejoined
" That is your opinion: now report our answer. We think we 
shall be better friends to the King, if we are to be his friends,
or more effective enemies, if we are to be his enemies-with 
our arms, than without them." Phalinus, in retiring, said that 
the King proclaimed a truce so long as they remained in their 
present position-but war, if they moved either onward or 
backward. And to this Klearchus acceded, without declaring 
which he intended to do.1 

Shortly after the departure of Phalinus, the envoys despatched 
to Arireus returned; communicating his reply that the Persian 
grandees would never tolerate any pretensions on his part to the 
crown, and that he intended to depart early the next morning 
on his return; if the Greeks wished to accompany him, they 
must join him during the night. In the evening, Klearchus, 
convening the generals and the lochages (or captains of lochi), 
acquainted them that the morning-sacrifice had been of a 
nature to forbid their marching against the King-a pro
hibition, of which he now understood the reason, from having 
since learnt that the King was on the other side of the Tigris, 
and therefore out of their reach- but that it was favourable for 
rejoining Arireus. He gave directions accordingly for a night
march back along the Euphrates, to the station where they had 
passed the last night but one prior to the battle. The other 
Grecian generals, without any formal choice of Klearchus as 
chief, tacitly acquiesced in his orders, from a sense of his 
superior decision and experience, in an emergency when no 

1 Xen. Anab. H. I, 14-22. Diodorus (xiv. 25) is somewhat copious in 
his account of the interview with Phallnus. But he certainly followed other 
authorities besides Xenophon, if even it be true that he had Xenophon 
before him. The allusion to the past heroism of Leonidas seems rather in 
the style of Ephorus. 
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one knew what to propose. The night-march was successfully 
accomplished, so that they joined Ari::eus at the preceding 
station about midnight ; not without the alarming symptom 
however, that Miltokythes the Thracian deserted to the King 
at the head of 340 of his countrymen, partly horse, partly 
foot. 

The first proceeding of the Grecian generals was to exchange 
solemn oaths of reciprocal fidelity and fraternity with Ari::eus. 
According to an ancient and impressive practice, a bull, a 
wolf, a boar, and a ram, were all slain, and their blood allowed 
to run into the hollow of a shield ; in which the Greek generals 
dipped a sword, and Arireus, with his chief companions, a 
spear.1 The latter, besides the promise of alliance, engaged 
also to guide the Greeks in good faith down to the Asiatic 
coast. Klearchus immediately began to ask what route he 
proposed to take; whether to return by that along which they 
had come up, or by any other. To this Ari::eus replied, that 
the road along which they had marched was impracticable for 
retreat, from the utter want of provisions through seventeen 
days of desert; but that he intended to choose another road, 
which though longer, would be sufficiently productive to furnish 
them with provisions. There was, however, a necessity (he 
added), that the first two or three days' marches should be of 
extreme length, in order that they might get out of the reach 
of the King's forces, who would hardly be able to overtake 
them afterwards with any considerable numbers. 

They had now come 93 days' march 2 from Ephesus, or 90 
from Sardis. 3 The distance from Sardis to Kunaxa is, accord
ing to Colonel Chesney, about 1265 geographical miles, or 
1464 English miles. There had been at least 96 days of rest, 
enjoyed at various places, so that the total of time elapsed 
must have at least been 189 days, or a little more than half a 

1 Xen. Anab. iL 2, 7--9· 
Koch remarks however, with good reason, that it is difficult to see how 

they could get a wolf in Babylonia, for the sacrifice (Zug der Zehn Tausend, 
p. sr). 

2 Such is the sum total stated by Xenophon himself (Anab. ii. r, 6). 
It is greater, by nine days, than the sum total which we should obtain by 
·adding together the separate days' march specified by Xenophon from 
Sardis. But the distance from Sardis to Ephesus, as we know from 
Herodotus, was three days' journey (Herod. v. 55); and therefore the 
discrepancy is really only to the amount of six, not of nine. See KrUger ad 
Anabas. p. 556; Koch, Zug der Z. T. p. 141. 

3 Colonel Chesney (Euphrates and Tigris, c. ii. p. 208) calculates r265 
geographical miles from Sardis to Kunaxa or the Mounds of Mohammed. 

F 2 
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year: 1 but it was probably greater, since some intervals of rest 
are not specified in number of days. 

How to retrace their steps, was now the problem, apparently 
insoluble. As to the military force of Persia in the field, in
deed, not merely the easy victory at Kunaxa, but still more the 
undisputed march throughout so long a space, left them no 
serious apprehensions.2 In spite of this great extent, popula
tion, and riches, they had been allowed to pass through the 
most difficult and defensible country, and to ford the broad 
Euphrates, without a blow: nay, the King had shrunk from 
defending the long trench which he had specially caused to be 
dug for the protection of Babylonia. But the difficulties which 
stood between them and their homes were of a very different 
character. How were they to find their way back, or obtain 
provisions, in defiance of a numerous hostile cavalry, which, 
not without efficiency even in a pitched battle, would be most 
formidable in opposing their retreat? The line of their upward 
march had all been planned, with supplies furnished, by Cyrus: 
-yet even under such advantages, supplies had been on the 
point of failing, in one part of the march. They were now, 
for the first time, called upon to think and provide for them
selves ; without knowledge of either roads or distances-with
out trustworthy guides-without any one to furnish or even to 
indicate supplies-and with a territory all hostile, traversed by 
rivers which they had no means of crossing. Klearchus him
self knew nothing of the country, nor' of any other river except 
the Euphrates; nor does he indeed in his heart seem to have 
conceived retreat as practicable without the consent of the 
King. 3 The reader who casts his eye on a map of Asia, and 
imagines the situation of this Greek division on the left bank 
of the Euphrates, near the parallel of latitude 33 o 3o' -will 
hardly be surprised at any measure of despair, on the part 
either of general or soldiers. And we may add that Klearchus 
had not even the advantage of such a map, or probably of any 
map at all, to enable him to shape his course. 

In this dilemma, the first and most natural impulse was to 
consult Ariceus; who (as has been already stated) pronounced, 
with good reason, that return by the same road was imprac
ticable; and promised to conduct them home by another road 

1 For example, we are not told how long they rested at· Pylre, or opposite 
to Charmandl!. I have given some grounds (in the preceding chapter) for 
believing that it cannot have been less than five days. The army must 
have been in the utmost need of repose, as well as of provisions. 

· 2 Xen. Anab. i. 5, 9· 3 Xen. Ana b. ii. 4, 6, 7· 
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-longer indeed, yet better supplied. At daybreak on the 
ensuing morning, they began their march in an easterly direc
tion, anticipating that before night they should reach some 
villages of the Babylonian territory, as in fact they did; 1 yet 
not before they had been alarmed in the afternoon by the sup
posed approach of some of the enemy's horse, and by evidences 
that the enemy were not far off, which induced them to slacken 
their march for the purpose of more cautious array. Hence they 
did not reach the first villages before dark ; and these too had 
been pillaged by the enemy while retreating before them, so 
that only the first-comers under Klearchus could obtain accom
modation, while the succeeding troops, coming up in the dark, 
pitched as they could without any order. The whole camp 
was a scene of clamour, dispute, and even alarm, throughout 

1 Xen. Anab. ii. 2, 13. 'E1rel -y?tp -TJp.,pa. i-y,rero, ,,.ope/,ov-ro ~v lle
~~~ lxov-res -rhv 1\,>.wv, .\o-yt(6p.evot 1\~etv li.,ua. -TJ,>.[q> llovovn els Kd,p.a.s 
•r1js Ba/3uAwvlas xdJpas· 1eal TOiJTo p.'ev olnc ~lf'E6t1'81JtTa.v. 

Schneider in his note on this passage, as well as Ritter (Erdkunde, part 
x. 3, p. 17), Mr. Ainsworth (Travels in the Track, p. 103), and Colonel 
Chesney (Euph. and Tigr. p. 219), understand the words here used by 
Xenophon in a sense from which I dissent. "When it was day, the army 
proceeded onward on their march, having the sun on their right hand"
these words they understand as meaning that the army marched northward; 
whereas in my judgement, the words intimate that the army marched 
eastward. To have the sun on the right hand, does not so much refer either 
to the precise point where, or to the precise instant when, the sun rises,
but to his diurnal path through the heavens, and to the general direction of 
the day's march. This may be seen by comparing the remarkable passage 
in Herodotus, iv. 42, in reference to the alleged circumnavigation of Mrica, 
from the Red Sea round the Cape of Good Hope to the Strait of Gibraltar, 
by the Phcenicians, under the order of Nekos. These Phcenicians said 
"that in sailing round Mrica (from the Red Sea) they had the sun on their 
right hand "-cl>s -r~v Atf3671v nep,,.,>.J,ov-res -rhv i,e.\tov (<Txov €1rl lle~t~. 
Herodotus rejects this statement as incredible. Not knowing the phae
nomena of a southern latitude beyond the tropic of Capricorn, he could not 
imagine that men in sailing from East to West could possibly have the sun 
on their right hand: any man journeying from the Red Sea to the Straits 
of Gibraltar must, in his judgement, have the sun on the lift hand, as he 
himself had always experienced in the north latitude of the Mediterranean 
or the African coast. See ch. xviii. of this History. 

In addition to this reason, we may remark, that Arireus and the Greeks, 
starting from their camp on the banks of the Euphrates (the place where 
they had passed the last night but one before the battle of Kunaxa) and 
marching northward, could not expect to arrive, and could not really 
arrive, at villages of the Babylonian territory. But they might naturally 
expect to do so, if they marched eastward, towards the Tigris. Nor would 
they have hit upon the enemy in a northerly march, which would in fact 
have been something near to a return upon their own previous steps. They 
would moreover have been stopped by the undefended trench, which 
could only be passed at the narrow opening close to the Euphrates. 
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the night. No provisions could be obtained. Early the next 
morning Klearchus ordered them under arms; and desiring to 
expose the groundless nature of the alarm, caused the herald 
to proclaim, that whoever would denounce the person who had 
let the ass into the camp on the preceding night, should be 
rewarded with a talent of silver.l 

What was the project of route entertained by Arireus, we 
cannot ascertain; 2 since it was not further pursued. For the 
effect of the unexpected arrival of the Greeks as if to attack 
the enemy-and even the clamour and shouting of the camp 
during the night-so intimidated the Persian commanders, that 
they sent heralds the next morning to treat about a truce. The 
contrast between this message, and the haughty summons of 
the preceding day to lay down their arms, was sensibly felt by 
the Grecian officers, and taught them that the proper way of 
dealing with the Persians was by a bold and aggressive 
demeanour. When Klearchus was apprised of the arrival 
of the heralds, he desired them at first to wait at the out
posts until he was at leisure : then, having put his troops into 
the best possible order, with a phalanx compact on every 
side to the eye, and the unarmed persons out of sight, he 
desired the heralds to be admitted. He marched out to meet 
them with the most showy and best-armed soldiers immediately 
around him, and when they informed him that they had come 
from the King with instructions to propose a truce, and to 
report on what conditions the Greeks would agree to it, 
Klearchus replied abruptly-" Well then-go and tell the 
King, that our first business must be to fight; for we have 
nothing to eat, nor will any man presume to talk to Greeks 
about a truce, without first providing dinner for them." With 
this reply the heralds rode off, but returned very speedily; thus 
making it plain that the King, or the commanding officer, was 
near at hand. They brought word that the King thought their 
answer reasonable, and had sent guides to conduct them to a 
place where they would obtain provisions, if the truce should 
be concluded. 

After an affected delay and hesitation, in order to impose 
upon the Persians, Klearchus concluded the truce, and desired 
that the guides would conduct the army to those quarters where 

1 Xen. Anab. ii. 2, 20. This seems to have been a standing military 
jest, to make the soldiers laugh at their past panic. See the references in 
KrUger and Schneider's notes. 

2 Diodorus (xiv. 25} tells us that Aria!us intended to guide them towards 
Paphlagonia: a ve1y loose indication. 
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provisions could be had. He was most circumspect in main
taining exact order during the march, himself taking charge of 
the rear guard. The guides led them over many ditches and 
channels, full of water, and cut for the purpose of irrigation ; 
some so broad and deep that they could not be crossed without 
bridges. The army had to put together bridges for the occasion, 
from palm-trees either already fallen, or expressly cut down. 
This was a troublesome business, which Klearchus himself 
superintended with peculiar strictness. He carried his spear 
in the left hand, his stick in the right; employing the latter to 
chastise any soldier who seemed remiss-and even plunging 
into the mud and lending his own hands in aid wherever it was 
necessary.1 As it was not the usual season of irrigation for 
crops he suspected that the canals had been filled on this 
occasion expressly to intimidate the Greeks, by impressing 
them with the difficulties of their prospective march; and he 
was anxious to demonstrate to the Persians that these difficulties 
were no more than Grecian energy could easily surmount. 

At length they reached certain villages indicated by their 
guides for quarters and provision ; and here for the first time 
they had a sample of that unparalleled abundance of the 
Babylonian territory, which Herodotus is afraid to describe 
with numerical precision. Large quantities of corn,-dates not 
only in great numbers, but of such beauty, freshness, size, and 
flavour, as no Greek had ever seen or tasted, insomuch that 
fruit like what was imported. into Grt!ece, was disregarded and 
left for the slaves-wine and vinegar, both also made from the 
date-palm : these are the luxuries which Xenophon is eloquent 
in describing, after his recent period of scanty fare and anxious 
apprehension; not without also noticing the headaches which 
such new and luscious food, in unlimited quantity, brought 
upon himself and others. 2 

After three days passed in these restorative quarters, they 
were visited by Tissaphernes, accompanied by four Persian 
grandees and a suite of slaves. The satrap began to open a 
negotiation with Klearchus and the other generals. Speaking 
through an interpreter, he stated to them that the vicinity of his 
satrapy to Greece impressed him with a strong interest in favour 
of the Cyreian Greeks, and made him anxious to rescue them 
out of their present desperate situation; that he had solicited 
the King's permission to save them, as a personal recompense 
to himself for having been the first to forewarn him of the 

1 Xen. Anab. ii. 3, 7, IJ. 2 Xen. Anab. ii. 3, 14, 17. 
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schemes of Cyrus, and for having been the only Persian who 
had not fled before the Greeks at Kunaxa ; that the King had 
promised to consider this point, and had sent him in the mean 
time to ask the Greeks what their purpose was in coming up 
to attack him ; and that he trusted the Greeks would give him 
a conciliatory answer to carry back, in order that he might have 
less difficulty in realising what he desired for their benefit. To 
this Klearchus, after first deliberating apart with the other 
officers, replied, that the army had come together, and had even 
commenced their march, without any purpose of hostility to the 
King ; that Cyrus had brought them up the country under false 
pretences, but that they had been ashamed to desert him in the 
midst of danger, since he had always treated them generously ; 
that since Cyrus was now dead, they had no purpose of hostility 
against the King, but were only anxious to return home; that 
they were prepared to repel hostility from all quarters, but would 
be not less prompt in requiting favour or assistance. With this 
answer Tissaphernes departed, and returned on the next day 
but one, informing them that he had obtained the King's per
mission to save the Grecian army-though not without great 
opposition, since many Persian counsellors contended that it 
was unworthy of the King's dignity, to suffer those who had 
assailed him to escape. "I am now ready (said he) to conclude 
a covenant and exchange oaths with you; engaging to conduct 
you safely back into Greece, with the country friendly, and with 
a regular market for you •to purchase provisions. You must 
stipulate on your part always to pay for your provisions, and to 
do no damage to the country : if I do not furnish you with 
provisions to buy, you are then at liberty to take them where 
you can find them." Well were the Greeks content to enter 
into such a covenant, which was sworn, with hands given 
upon it, by Klearchus, the other generals, and the lochages, on 
their side-and by Tissaphernes with the King's brother-in-law 
on the other. Tissaphernes then left them, saying that he would 
go back to the King, make preparations, and return to reconduct 
the Greeks home; going himself to his own satrapy.1 

The statements of Ktesias, though known to us only in
directly, and not to be received without caution, afford ground 
for believing that Queen Parysatis decidedly wished success to 
her son Cyrus in his contest for the throne-that the first report 
conveyed to her of the battle of Kunaxa, announcing the victory 
of Cyrus, filled her with joy, which was exchanged for bitter 

1 Xen. Anab. ii. 3, rS-27. 
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sorrow when she was informed of his death,-that she caused 
to be slain with horrible tortures all those, who, though acting 
in the Persian army and for the defence of Artaxerxes, had any 
participation in the death of Cyrus-and that she showed 
favourable dispositions towards the Cyreian Greeks.1 It may 
seem probable, further, that her influence may have been exerted 
to procure for them an unimpeded retreat, without anticipating 
the use afterwards made by Tissaphernes (as will soon appear) 
of the present convention. And in one point of view, the 
Persian king had an interest in facilitating their retreat. For 
the very circumstance which rendered retreat difficult, also 
rendered the Greeks dangerous to him in their actual position. 
They were in the heart of the Persian empire, within seventy 
miles of Babylon; in a country not only teeming with fertility, 
but also extremely defensible ; especially against cavalry, from 
the multiplicity of canals, as Herodotus observed respecting 
Lower Egypt. 2 And Klearchus might say to his Grecian soldiers 
-what Xenophon was afterwards preparing to say to them at 
Kalpe on the Euxine Sea, and what Nikias also affirmed to the 
unhappy Athenian army whom· he afterwards conducted away 
from Syracuse 3-that wherever they sat down, they were suffi
ciently numerous and well-organised to become at once a city. 
A body of such troops might effectually assist, and would per
haps encourage, the Babylonian population to throw off the 
Persian yoke, and to exonerate themselves from the prodigious 
tribute which they now paid to the satrap. For these reasons, 
the advisers of Artaxerxes thought it advantageous to convey 
the Greeks across the Tigris out of Babylonia, beyond all pos
sibility of returning thither. This was at any rate the primary 
object of the convention. And it was the more necessary to 
conciliate the good-will of the Greeks, because there seems to 
have been but one bridge over the Tigris; which bridge could 
only be reached by inviting them to advance considerably farther 
into the interior of Babylonia. 

Such was the state of fears and hopes on both sides, at the 
time when Tissaphernes left the Greeks, after concluding his 
convention. For twenty days did they await his return, without 
receiving from him any communication ; the Cyreian Persians 
under Arireus being encamped near them. Such prolonged and 

1 Ktesias, Persica, Fragm. c. 59, ed. Bahr ; compared with the remark
able Fragment. IS, preserved by the so-called Demetrius Phalereus; see 
also Plutarch, Artaxerx. c. I 7. 

2 Herodot. i. I93; ii. 108; Strabo, xvii. p. 788. 
3 Xen. Anab. v. 6, I6; Thucyd. vii. 
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unexplained delay became, after a few days, the source of much 
uneasiness to the Greeks ; the more so, as Arireus received 
during this interval several visits from his Persian kinsmen, and 
friendly messages from the King, promising amnesty for his 
recent services under Cyrus. Of these messages the effects were 
painfully felt, in manifest coldness of demeanour on the part of 
his Persian troops towards the Greeks. Impatient and suspici
ous, the Greek soldiers impressed upon Klearchus their fears, 
that the King had concluded the recent convention only to 
arrest their movements, until he should have assembled a larger 
army and blocked up more effectually the roads against their 
return. To this Klearchus replied-" I am aware of all that 
you say. Yet if we now strike our tents, it will be a breach of 
the convention, and a declaration of war. No one will furnish 
us with provisions : we shall have no guides : Arireus will desert 
us forthwith, so that we shall have his troops as enemies instead 
of friends. Whether there be any other river for us to cross, I 
know not; but we know that the Euphrates itself can never be 
crossed, if there be any enemy to resist us. Nor have we any 
cavalry,-while cavalry is the best and most numerous force of 
our enemies. If the King, having all these advantages, really 
wishes to destroy us, I do not know why he should falsely 
exchange all these oaths and solemnities, and thus make his 
own word worthless in the eyes both of Greeks and barbarians." 1 

Such words from Klearchus are remarkable, as they testify 
his own complete despair of the situation-certainly a very 
natural despair-except by amicable dealing with the Persians ; 
and also his ignorance of geography and the country to be 
traversed. This feeling helps to explain his imprudent 
confidence afterwards in Tissaphernes. 

That satrap however, after twenty days, at last came back, 
with his army prepared to return to Ionia-with the King's 
daughter whom he had just received in marriage,-and with 
another grandee named Orontas. Tissaphernes took the 
conduct of the march, providing supplies for the Greek troops 
to purchase ; while Arireus and his division now separated them
selves altogether from the Greeks, and became intermingled with 
the other Persians. Klearchus and the Greeks followed them, 
at the distance of about three miles in the rear, with a separate 
guide for themselves ; not without jealousy and mistrust, some
times shown in individual conflicts, while collecting wood or 
forage, between them and the Persians of Arireus. After three 

1 Xen. Anab. ii. 4, 3-8. 
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days' march (that is, apparently, three days, calculated from the 
moment when they began their retreat with Arireus) they came 
to the Wall of Media, and passed through it,1 prosecuting their 
march onward through the country on its other or interior side. 
It was of bricks cemented with bitumen, 100 feet high, and 
20 feet broad; it was said to extend a length of 20 parasangs 
(or about 70 miles, if we reckon the parasang at 30 stadia), and 
to be not far distant from Babylon. Two days offurther march, 
computed at eight parasangs, brought them to the Tigris. 
During these two days they crossed two great ship-canals, one 
of them over a permanent bridge, the other over a temporary 
bridge laid on seven boats. Canals of such magnitude must 
probably have been two among the four stated by Xenophon to 
be drawn from the river Tigris, each of them a parasang distant 
from the other. They were 100 feet broad, and deep enough 
even for heavy vessels ; they were distributed by means of 
numerous smaller channels and ditches for the irrigation of 
the soil ; and they were said to fall into the Euphrates ; or 
rather perhaps they terminated in one mam larger canal cut 
directly from the Euphrates to the Tigris, each of them joining 
this larger canal at a different point of its course. Within less 
than two miles of the Tigris was a large and populous city 
named Sittake, near which the Greeks pitched their camp, on 
the verge of a beautiful park or thick grove full of all kinds of 
trees ; while the Persians all crossed the Tigris, at the 
neighbouring bridge. 

1 Xen. Anab. ii. 4. 12. ilteil.86v-res o< Tp<<s UTU.6p.o6s, &cpii<OVTO 1rp0s 
TO M?Joiu.s Kail.o6p.<vov T<<xos, 1<al 1rap 1i il. 6 o v a v To v .t u "'· It appears to 
me that these three days' march or uTu.6p.oi can hardly be computed from 
the moment when they commenced their march under the conduct of Tis
saphern~s. Whoever looks at the Plan annexed to the present volume 
will see that there could not be a distance equal to three days' march 
between the point from whence Tissaphern~s began to conduct them, and 
any point of the Wall of Media at which they were likely to pass through 
it. And if the Wall of Media be placed two days' march farther to the 
southward, it cannot have had the length which Xenophon ascribes to it; 
since the two rivers come gradually nearer to each other. On the other 
hand, if we begin from the moment when the Greeks started under conduct 
of Arireus, we can plainly trace three distinct resting-places (uTu.8p.o6s) before 
they reached the Wall of Media. First, at the villages where the confusion 
and alarm arose (ii. 2, 13-21). Secondly, at the villages of abundant 
supply, where they concluded the truce with Tissaphern~s, and waited 
twenty days for his return (ii. 3, 14; ii. 4, 9). Thirdly, one night's halt 
under the conduct of Tissaphern~s, before they reached the Wall of Media. 
This makes three distinct stations or halting-places, between the station 
(the first stat~on a~ter passing the undefended trenc~) from whence they 
started to begm their retreat under the conduct of Anreus,-and the point 
where they traversed the Wall of Media. 
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As Proxenus and Xenophon were here walking in front of 

the camp after supper, a man was brought up who had asked 
for the former at the advanced posts. This man said that he 
came with instructions from Arireus. He advised the Greeks 
to be on their guard, as there were troops concealed in the 
adjoining grove, for the purpose of attacking them during the 
night-and also to send and occupy the bridge over the Tigris, 
since Tissaphernes intended to break it down, in order that the 
Greeks might be caught without possibility of escape between 
the river and the canal. On discussing this information with 
Klearchus, who was much alarmed by it, a young Greek present 
remarked that the two matters stated by the informant con
tradicted each other ; for that ifTissaphernes intended to attack 
the Greeks during the night, he would not break down the 
bridge, so as both to prevent his own troops on the other side 
from crossing to aid, and to deprive those on this side of all 
retreat if they were beaten,-while, if the Greeks were beaten, 
there was no escape open to them, whether the bridge continued 
or not. This remark induced Klearchus to ask the messenger, 
what was the extent of ground between the Tigris and the canal. 
The messenger replied that it was a great extent of country, 
comprising many large cities and villages. Reflecting on this 
communication, the Greek officers came to the conclusion that 
the message was a stratagem on the part of Tissaphernes to 
frighten them and accelerate their passage across the Tigris ; 
under the apprehension that they might conceive the plan of 
seizing or breaking the bridge and occupying a permanent 
pqsition in the spot where they were; which was an island, 
fortified on one side by the Tigris,...!...on the other sides, by inter
secting canals between the Euphrates and the Tigris.1 Such an 

1 I reserve for this place the consideration of that which Xenophon states, 
in two or three passages, about the Wall of Media and about different 
canals in connexion with the Tigris-the result of which, as far as I can 
make it out, stands in my text. 

I have already stated, in the preceding chapter, that in the march of the 
day next but one preceding the battle of Kunaxa, the army came to a deep 
and broad trench dug for defence across their line of way, with the exception 
of a narrow gut of twenty feet broad close by the EuphratSs ; through 
which gut the whole army passed. Xenophon says, "This trench had been 
carried upwards across the plain as far as the Wall of Media, where indeed 
the canals are situated, flowing from the river Tigris ; four canals, roo feet 
in breadth, and extremely deep, so that corn-bearing vessels sail along them. 
They strike into the EuphratSs, they are distant each from the other by one 
parasang, and there are bridges over them-TiapE'TE'Ta'To ~' 7J .,.&.<f>pus lfvw ~,(t 
.,-oii 1rEoiov ~1rl ~C:,oEtca 1rap&.crayyas, !J.EXP' 'TOV M'l)oias nlxovs, lvOa oiJ (the 
books print a full stop between .,-.txovs and ~vea, which appears to me 
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island was a defensible position, having a most productive 
territory with numerous cultivators, so as to furnish shelter and 

incorrect, as the sense goes on without interruption) el<rlv o.1 otC:,pvx•s, &.1ro 
Toil Tlf'p'Y]-ros 'lrOTa.p.oV pEouuo.t· elul 0€ Tf'T'Tapes, 'TO p.Ev EVpos 7TA.e9pta.lat, 
{:3a8e'iat 0€ iuxvpiZs, ~eal TAoLa 1rAei' Ev airra'is O't'Tai'"'i'&· eia'{:3dA.A.ovut Of els 
Tbv Eucppcf.'T1)V, Otall.ef?roV<Tt o' ~l<ri<T'T1) 7Japa<rrf.-y'YfJV, ')IEcpvpat o' (1r<t<TtV," The 
present tense-.lcrlv a1 otC:,pvxES-seems to mark the local reference of (v8a. 
to the Wall of Media, and not to the actual march of the army. 

Major Rennell (Illustrations of the Expedition of Cyrus, p. 79-87, &c.), 
Ritter (Erdkunde, x. p. 16), Koch (Zug der Zehn Tausend, pp. 46, 47), and 
Mr. Ainsworth (Travels in the Track of the Ten Thousand, p. 88) consider 
Xenophon to state that the Cyreian army on this day's march (the day but 
one before the battle) passed through the Wall of Media and over the four 
distinct canals reaching from the Tigris to the Euphrates. They all indeed 
contest the accuracy of this latter statement ; Rennell remarking that the 
level of the Tigris in this part of its course is lower than that of the 
Euphrates; and that it could not supply water for so many broad· canals so 
near to each other. Colonel Chesney also conceives the army to have 
passed through the Wall of Media before the battle of Kunaxa. 

It seems to me, however, that they do not correctly interpret the words 
of Xenophon, who does not say that Cyrus ever passed either the Wall of 
Media or these four canals before the battle of Kunaxa, but who says (as 
KrUger, De Authentiil Anabaseos, p. 12, prefixed to his edition of the 
Anabasis, rightly explains him) that these four canals flowing from the 
Tigris are at, or near, the wall of Media, which the Greeks did not pass 
through until long after the battle, when Tissaphernes was conducting them 
towards the Tigris, tWo days' march before they reached Sittake (Anab. ii. 
4, 12). 

It has been supposed, during the last few years, that the direction of the 
Wall of Media could be verified by actual ruins still subsisting on the spot. 
Dr. Ross and Captain Lynch (see Journal of the Geographical Society, vol. 
ix. p. 446-473, with Captain Lynch's map annexed) discovered a line of 
embankment which they considered to be the remnant of it. It begins on 
the western bank of the Tigris, in latitude 34 o 3', and stretches towards the 
Euphrates in a direction from N. N. E. to S. S. W. "It is a solitary straight 
single mound, 25 long paces thick with a bastion on its western face at 
every 55 paces, and on the same side it has a deep ditch, 27 paces broad. 
The wall is here built of the small pebbles of the country, imbedded in 
cement of lime of great tenacity : it is from 35 to 40 feet in height, and 
runs in a straight line as far as the eye can trace it. . The Bedouins tell me 
that it goes in the same straight line to two mounds called Ramelah on the 
Euphrates, some hours above Felujah: that it is, in places far inland, built 
of brick, and in some parts worn down to a level with the desert" (Dr. 
Ross, !. c. p. 446 ). 

Upon the faith of these observations, the supposed wall (now called Sidd 
Nimrud by the natives) has been laid down as the Wall of Media reaching 
from the Tigris to the Euphrates, in the best recent maps, especially that of 
Colonel Chesney ; and accepted as such by recent inquirers. 

Nevertheless subsequent observations, recently made known hy Colonel 
Rawlinson to the Geographical Society, have contradicted the views of Dr. 
Ross as stated above, and have shown that the \Vall of Media, in the line 
here assigned to it, has no evidence to rest upon. Captain Jones, com
mander of the steamer at Bagdad, undertook, at the request of Colonel 
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means of hostility for all the King's enemies : Tissaphernes 
calculated that the message now delivered would induce the 

Rawlinson, a minute examination of the locality, and ascertained that what 
had been laid down as the Wall of Media was merely a line of mounds ; no 
wall at· all, but a mere embankment, extending seven or eight miles from 
the Tigris, and designed to arrest the winter torrents and drain off the rain· 
water of the desert into a large reservoir, which served to irrigate an 
extensive valley between the rivers. 

From this important communication it results, that there is as yet no 
evidence now remaining for determining what was the line or position of the 
Wall of Media; which had been supposed to be a datum positively estab· 
lished, serving as premises from whence to deduce other positions mentioned 
by Xenophon. As our knowledge now stands, there is not a single point 
mentioned by Xenophon in Babylonia which can be positively verified, 
except Babylon itself-and Pylre, which is known pretty nearly, as the spot 
where Babylonia proper commences. 

Unable as we are to veruy by any independent evidences the topographi
cal statements of Xenophon in Babylonia, nothing more can be done than 
to explain and illustrate clearly these statements as they stand. For 
this purpose I have given annexed to the present volume a Plan 
founded exclusively upon the statements of Xenophon, and destined to 
render them clear to the reader. I have in this Plan inserted the Wall of 
Media, not upon any positive knowledge, but in the course which I think 
it naturally would follow upon Xenophon's narrative of facts. 

The description which Xenophon gives of the Wall of Media is very 
plain and specific. I see no reason to doubt that he actually saw it, passed 
through it, and correctly describes it in height as well as breadth. Its 
entire length he of course only gives from what he was told. His statement 
appears to me good evidence that there was a Wall of Media, which reached 
from the Tigris to the Euphrates, or perhaps to some canal cut from the 
Euphrates-though there exists no mark to show what was the precise 
locality and direction of the Wall. Ammianus Marcellinus (xxiv. 2), in 
the expedition of the Emperor Julian, saw near Macepr!l.cta, on the left 
bank of the Euphrates, the ruins of a wall, "which in ancient times had 
•tretched to a great distance for the defence of Assyria against foreign 
invasion." It is fair to presume that this was the Wall of Media : but the 
position of Macepracta cannot be assigned. 

It is important however to remember-what I have already stated in 
this note-that Xenophon did not see, and did not cross either the Wall of 
Media, or the two canals here mentioned, until many days after the battle 
of Kunaxa. 

With regard to the two large canals which Xenophon actually crossed 
over, after having passed the Wall of Media-and to the four large canals 
which he mentions as being near to the Wall of Media-l have drawn them 
on the Plan in such manner as visibly to illustrate his narrative. We know 
from Herodotus that all the territory of Babylonia was intersected by canals, 
and that there was one canal greater than the rest and navigable, which 
flowed from the Euphrates to the Tigris, in a direction to the south of east. 
This coincides pretty well with the direction assigned in Colonel Chesney's 
map to the Nahr-Malcha or Regium-Flumen, into which the four great 
canals, described by Xenophon as drawn from the Tigris to the Euphrates, 
might naturally discharge themselves, and still be said to fall into the 
Euphrates, of which the Nahr-Malcha was as it were a branch. How the 
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Greeks to become alarmed with their actual position1 and to 
cross the Tigris with as little delay as possible. At least this 
was the interpretation which the Greek officers put upon his 
proceeding ; an interpretation highly plausible, since, in order 
to reach the bridge over the Tigris, he had been obliged to 
conduct the Greek troops into a position sufficiently tempting 
for them to hold-and since he knew that his own purposes 
were purely treacherous. But the Greeks, officers as well as 
soldiers, were animated only by the wish of reaching home. 
They trusted, though not without misgivings, in the promise of 
Tissaphernes to conduct them ; and never for a moment thought 
of taking permanent post in this fertile island. They did not 
however neglect the precaution of sending a guard during the 
night to·the bridge over the Tigris, which no enemy came to 
assail. On the next morning they passed over it in a body, in 
cautious and mistrustful array, and found themselves on the 
eastern bank of the Tigris,-not only without attack, but even 
without sight of a single Persian, except Glus the interpreter and 
a few others watching their motions. 

After having crossed by a bridge laid upon thirty-seven pon
toons, the Greeks continued their march to the northward upon 
the eastern side of the Tigris, for four days to the river Physkus; 
said to be twenty parasangs.1 The Physkus was roo feet wide, 
with a bridge, and the large city of Opis near it. Here, at the 
frontier of Assyria and Media, the road from the eastern regions 
to Babylon joined the road northerly on which the Greeks were 
marching. An illegitimate brother of Artaxerxes was seen at 
the head of a numerous force, which he was conducting from 
Susa and Ekbatana as a reinforcement to the royal army. This 
great host halted to see the Greeks pass by ; and Klearchus 
ordered the march in column of two abreast, employing himself 
actively to maintain an excellent array, and halting more than 

level of the two rivers would adjust itself, when the space between them 
was covered with a network of canals great and small, and when a vast 
quantity of the water of both was exhausted in fertilising the earth-is 
difficult to say. 

The island wherein the Greeks stood, at their position near Sittake, 
before crossing the Tigris, would be a parallelogram fom,ed by the Tigris, 
the Nahr-Malcha, and the two parallel canals joining them. It might well 
be called a large island, containing many cities and villages, with a large 
population. 

There seems reason to believe that in ancient times the Tigris, above 
Bagdad, followed a course more to the westward, and less winding, than it 
does now. The situation of Opis cannot be verified. The ruins of a large 
city were seen by Captain Lynch near the confluence of the river Adhem 
with the Tigris, which he supposed to be Opis, in lat. 34°• 
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once. The army thus occupied so long a time in passing by 
the Persian host that their numbers appeared greater than the 
reality, even to themselves; while the effect upon the Persian 
spectators was very imposing.! Here Assyria ended and Media 
began. 'I' hey marched, still in a northerly direction, for six days 
through a portion of Media almost unpeopled, until they came 
to some flourishing villages which formed a portion of the 
domain of Queen Parysatis; probably these villages, forming so 
marked an exception to the desert character of the remaining 
march, were situ:l,ted on the Lesser Zab, which flows into the 
Tigris, and which Xenophon must have crossed, though he 
makes no mention of it. According to the order of march 
stipulated between the Greeks and Tissaphernes, the latter only 
provided a supply of provisions for the former to purchase ; but 
on the present halt, he allowed the Greeks to plunder the 
villages, which were rich and full of all sorts of subsistence
yet without carrying off the slaves. The wish of the satrap to 
put an insult on Cyrus, as his personal enemy, 2 through Parysatis, 
thus proved a sentence of ruin to these unhappy villagers. Five 
more days' march, called twenty parasangs, brought them to the 
banks of the river Zabatus, or tht Greater Zab, which flows into 
the Tigris near a town now called Senn. During the first of 
these fit·e days, they saw on the opposite side of the Tigris a 
large town called Ka:me, from whence they received supplies . 
of provisions, brought across by the inhabitants upon rafts 
supported by inflated skins. 3 

1 Xen. Anab. ii. 4, 26. 
2 Ktesias, Fragm. 18, ed. Bahr. 
3 Xen. Anab. ii. 5, 26-28. 
Mannert, Rennell, Mr. Ainsworth, and most modern commentators, 

identifY this town of Kawal or Krenre with the modern town Senn ; which 
latter place Mannert (Geogr. der Gr. Rom. v. p. 333) and Rennell (Illustra· 
tions, p. 129) represent to be near the Lesser Zab instead of the Greater 
Zab. 

To me it appears that the locality assigned by Xenophon to Kawal does 
not at all suit the modern town of Senn. Nor is there much real similarity 
of name between the two ; although our erroneous way of pronouncing the 
Latin name Caenae creates a delusive appearance of similarity. Mr. 
Ainsworth shows that some modern writers have been misled in the same 
manner by identifying the modern town of Sert with Tigranocerta. 

It is a perplexing circumstance in the geography of Xenophon's work, 
that he makes no mention of the Lesser Zab, which yet he must have 
crossed. Herodotus notices them both, and remarks on the fact that 
though distinct rivers, both bore the same name (v. 52). Perhaps in 
drawing up his narrative after the expedition, Xenophon may have so far 
forgotten, as to fancy that two synonymous rivers, mentioned as distinct in 
his memoranda, were only one. 
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On the banks of the Great Zab they halted three days-days 
of serious and tragical moment. Having been under feelings 
of mistrust, ever since the convention with Tissaphemes, they 
had followed throughout the whole march, with separate guides 
of their own, in the rear of his army, always maintaining their 
encampment apart. During their halt on the Zab, so many 
various manifestations occurred to aggravate the mistrust, that 
hostilities seemed on the point of breaking out between the 
two camps. To obviate this danger Klearchus demanded an 
interview with Tissaphernes, represented to him the threatening 
attitude of affairs, and insisted on the necessity of coming to a 
clear understanding. He impressed upon the satrap that, over 
and above the solemn oaths which had been interchanged, the 
Greeks on their side could have no conceivable motive to 
quarrel with him ; that they had everything to hope from his 
friendship, and everything to fear, even to the loss of all chance 
of safe return, from his hostility; that Tissaphernes alsp could 
gain nothing by destroying them, but would find them, if he 
chose, the best and most faithful instruments for his own 
aggrandisement and for conquering the Mysians and Pisidians 
-as Cyrus had experienced while he was alive. Klearchus 
concluded his protest by requesting to be informed, what 
malicious reporter had been filling the mind of Tissaphernes 
with causeless suspicions agairist the Greeks.! 

"Klearchus (replied the satrap), I rejoice to hear such 
excellent sense from your lips. You remark truly, that if you 
were to meditate evil against me, it would recoil upon yourselves. 
I shall prove to you, in my turn, that you have no cause to 
mistrust either the King or me. If we had wished to destroy 
you, nothing would be easier. We have superabundant forces 
for the purpose : there are wide plains in which you would be 
starved-besides mountains and rivers which you would be 
unable to pass, without our help. Having thus the means of 
destroying you in our hands, and having nevertheless bound 
ourselves by solemn oaths to save you, we shall not be fools and 
knaves enough to attempt it now, when we should draw upon 
ourselves the just indignation of the gods. It is my peculiar 
affection for my neighbours the Greeks-and my wish to attacn 
to my own person, by ties of gratitude, the Greek soldiers of 
Cyrus-which have made me eager to conduct you to Ionia in 
safety. For I know that when you are in my service, though 
the King is the only man who can wear his tiara erect upon his 

1 Xen. Anab. ii. 5, 2-15. 
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head, I shall be able to wear mine erect upon my heart, in full 
pride and confidence." 1 

So powerful was the impression made upon Klearchus by 
these assurances, that he exclaimed-" Surely those informers 
deserve the severest punishment, who try to put us at enmity, 
when we are such good friends to each other, and have so much 
reason to be so." "Yes (replied Tissaphernes), they deserve 
nothing less : and if you, with the other generals and lochages, 
will come into my tent to-morrow, I will tell ·you who the 
calumniators are." "To be sure I will (rejoined Klearchus), 
and bring the other generals with me. I shall tell you at the 
same time who are the parties that seek to prejudice us against 
you." The conversation then ended, the satrap detaining 
Klearchus to dinner, and treating him in the most hospitable 
and confidential manner. 

On the next morning, Klearchus communicated what had 
passed to the Greeks, insisting on the necessity that all the 
generals should go to Tissaphernes pursuant to his invitation; 
in order to re-establish that confidence which unworthy 
calumniators had shaken, and to punish such of the calumni
ators as might be Greeks. So emphatically did he pledge 
himself for the good faith and phil-Hellenic dispositions of 
the satrap, that he overruled the opposition of many among 
the soldiers ; who, still continuing to entertain their former 
suspicions, remonstrated especially against the extreme im
prudence of putting all the generals at once into the ·power 
of Tissaphernes. The urgency of Klearchus prevailed. Him
self with four other generals-Proxenus, Menon, Agias, and 
Sokrates-and twenty lochages or captains-went to visit the 
satrap in his tent; about zoo of the soldiers going along with 
them, to make purchases for their own account in the Persian 
camp-market. 2 

On reaching the quarters of Tissaphernes-distant nearly 
three miles from the Grecian camp, according to habit-the 
five generals were admitted into the interior, while the lochages 
rerqained at the entrance. A purple flag, hoisted from the top 
of the tent, betrayed too late the purpose for which they had 
been invited to come. The lochages, with the Grecian soldiers 
who had accompanied them, were surprised and cut down, 
while the generals in the interior were detained, put in chains, 

1 Xen. Anab. ii. 5, 17-23. 
This last comparison is curious, and in all probability the genuine words 

of the satrap-.,.lw !J.EV -yap brl .,.il ~<•<Po.A.jl n&.pa.v f3a.<n71.€i !J.6vcp ~~<<TT<V ~p8hv 
tx<LV, 'T~V o' brl .,.fi J<o.pol:t fO"WS av 6!J.WV 11'0.p0VTWV J<o.l i!npos EU11'ETWS ;X"'· 

2 Xen. Anab. ii. 5, 30. 
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and carried up as prisoners to the Persian court. Here 
Klearchus, Proxenus, Agias, and Sokrates, were beheaded, after 
a short imprisonment. Queen Parysatis, indeed, from affection 
to Cyrus, not only furnished many comforts to Klearchus in the 
prison (by the hands of her surgeon Ktesias), but used all her 
influence with her son Artaxerxes to save his life ; though her 
efforts were counteracted, on this occasion, by the superior 
influence of Queen Stateira his wife. The rivalry between 
these two royal women, doubtless arising out of many other 
circumstances besides the death of Klearchus, became soon after
wards so furious, that Parysatis caused Stateira to be poisoned. 1 

Menon was not put to death along with the other generals. 
He appears to have taken credit at the Persian court for 
the treason of entrapping his colleagues into the hands of 
Tissaphernes. But his life was only prolonged to perish a year 
afterwards in disgrace and torture-probably by the requisition 
of Parysatis, who thus avenged the death of Klearchus. The 
queen-mother had always power enough to perpetrate cruelties, 
though not always to avert them.2 She had already brought 
to a miserable end every one, even faithful defenders of 
Artaxerxes, concerned in the death of her son Cyrus. 

Though Menon thought it convenient, when brought up to 
Babylon, to boast of having been the instrument through whom 
the generals were entrapped into the fatal tent, this boast is 
not to be treated as matter of fact. For not only does 
Xenophon explain the catastrophe differently, but in the 
delineation which he gives of Menon, dark and odious as it is 
in the extreme, he does not advance any such imputation; 
indirectly, indeed, he sets it aside.s 

1 Xen. Anab. ii. 6, I. Ktesire Frag. Persica, c. 6o, ed. Bahr; Plutarch, 
Artaxerx. c. I9, 20; Diodor. xiv. 27. 

2 Tacit. Histor. i; 45· "Othoni nondum auctoritas inerat ad prohi
bendum scelus : jubere jam poterat. Ita, simulatione irre, vinciri jussum 
(~farium Celsum) et majores pcenas daturum, affirmans, prresenti exitio 
subtraxit." 

Ktesias (Persica, c. 6o: compare Plutarch and Diodorus as refened to 
in the preceding note) attests the treason of Menon, which he probably 
derived from the story of Menon himself. Xenophon mentions the igno
minious death of Menon, and he probably derived his information from 
Ktesias (see Anabasis, ii. 6, 29). 

The supposition that it was Parysatis who procured the death of Menon, 
in itself highly probable, renders all the different statements consistent and 
h(,J"monious. · 

1 Xenophon seems to intimate that there were various stories current, 
whl:h he does not credit, to the disparagement of Menon-J<al ril. u€v at, 
a<f>tl>?j f'«Trt ..-<pl ahov 1/t<VIl<u8at, &c. (Anab. ii. 6, 2S). 
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Unfortunately for the reputation of Klearchus, no such 

reasonable excuse can be offered for his credulity, which 
brought himself as well as his colleagues to so melancholy an 
end, and his whole army to the brink of ruin. It appears that 
the general sentiment of the Grecian army, taking just measure 
of the character of Tissaphernes, was disposed to greater cir
cumspection in dealing with him. Upon that system Klearchus 
himself had hitherto acted ; and the necessity of it might have 
been especially present to his mind, since he had served with 
the Laced<emonian fleet at Miletus in 4II B.C., and had there
fore had fuller experience than other men in the army, of the 
satrap's real character.1 On a sudden he now turns round, 
and on the faith of a few verbal declarations, puts all the 
military chiefs into the most defenceless posture and the 
most obvious peril, such as hardly the strongest grounds 
for confidence could have justified. Though the remark of 
Machiavel is justified by large experience-that from the short
sightedness of men and their obedience to present impulse, the 
most notorious deceiver will always find new persons to trust 
him-still such misjudgement on the part of an officer of age 
and experience is difficult to explain. 2 Poly<enus intimates 
that beautiful women, exhibited by the satrap at his first 
banquet to Klearchus alone, served as a lure to attract him 
with all his colleagues to the second ; while Xenophon imputes 
the error to continuance of a jealous rivalry with Menon. The 
latter, 3 it appears, having always been intimate with Ari<eus, had 
been thus brought into previous communication with Tissa
phernes, by whom he had been well received, and by whom he 
was also encouraged to lay plans for detaching the whole 
Grecian army from Klearchus, so as to bring it all under his 
(Menon's) command, into the service of the satrap. Such at 
least was the suspicion of Klearchus ; who, jealous in the 
extreme of his own military authority, tried to defeat the 
scheme by bidding still higher himself for the favour of 

Athenreus (xi. p. 505) erroneously states that Xenophon affirmed Menon 
to be the person who caused the destruction of Klearchus by Tissaphern~s. 

1 Xenophon in the Cyropredia (viii. 8, 3) gives a strange explanation of 
the imprudent confidence reposed by Klearchus in the assurance of the 
Persian satrap. It arose (he says) from the high reputation for good faith, 
which the Persians had acquired by the undeviating and scrupulous honour 
of the first Cyrus (or Cyrus the Great), but which they had since ceased to 
deserve, though the corruption of their character had not before publicly 
manifested itself. 

This is a curious perversion of history to serve the purpose of his romance. 
2 Machiavelli, Principe, c. r8, p. 65. 
• Poiyren. vii. 18. 
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Tissaphernes. Imagining that Menon was the unknown 
calumniator who prejudiced tl}e satrap against him, he hoped 
to prevail on the satrap to disclose his name and dismiss him.l 
Such jealousy seems to have robbed Klearchus of his customary 
prudence. We must also allow for another impression deeply 
fixed in his mind; that the salvation of the army .was hopeless 
without the consent of Tissaphernes, and therefore, since the 

!latter had conducted them thus far in safety, when he might 
have destroyed them before, that his designs at the bottom 
could not be hostile. 2 

Notwithstanding these two great mistakes-one on the 
present occasion, one previously, at the battle of Kunaxa, in 
keeping the Greeks on the right contrary to the order of Cyrus 
-both committed by Klearchus, the loss of that officer was 
doubtless a great misfortune to the army; while, on the 
contrary, the removal of Menon was a signal benefit-perhaps 
a condition of ultimate safety. A man so treacherous and 
unprincipled as Xenophon depicts Menon, would probably have 
ended by really committing towards the army that treason, for 
which he falsely took credit at the Persian court in reference to 
the seizure of the generals. 

The impression entertained by Klearchus, respecting the 
hopeless position of the Greeks in the heart of the Persian 
territory after the death of Cyrus, was perfectly natural in a 
military man who could appreciate all the means of attack and 
obstruction which the enemy had it in their power to employ. 
Nothing is so unaccountable in this expedition as the manner 
in which such means were thrown away-the spectacle of 
Persian impotence. First, the whole line of upward march, 
including the passage of the Euphrates, left undefended ; next, 
the long trench dug across the frontier of Babylonia, with only 
a passage of twenty feet wide left near the Euphrates, abandoned 
without a guard; lastly, the line of the Wall of Media and the 
canals which offered such favourable positions for keeping the 
Greeks out of the cultivated territory of Babylonia, neglected in 
like manner, and a convention concluded, whereby the Persians 
engaged to escort the invaders safe to the Ionian coast, 
beginning by conducting them through the heart of Babylonia, 
amidst canals affording inexpugnable defences if the Greeks 
had chosen to take up a position among them. The plan of 
Tissaphernes, as far as we can understand it, seems to have 
been, to draw the Greeks to some considerable distance from 

, 1· Xen. Anab. ii. 5, 27, 28. 2 Compare Ana b. ii. 4, 6, i ; ii. 5, 9· 
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the heart of the Persian empire, and then to open his schemes 
of treasonable hostility, which the imprudence of Klearchus 
enabled him to do, on the banks of the Great Zab, with 
chances of success such as he could hardly have contemplated. 
We have here a fresh example of the wonderful impotence of 
the Persians. We should have expected that, after having 
committed so flagrant an act of perfidy, Tissaphemes would at 
least have tried to tum it to account; that he would havej 
poured with all his forces and all his vigour on the Grecian 
camp, at the moment when it was unprepared, disorganised, ! 

and without commanders. Instead of which, when the 1 

generals (with those who accompanied them to the Persian 
camp) had been seized or slain, no attack whatever was made 
except by small detachments of Persian cavalry upon individual 
Greek stragglers in the plain. One of the companions of the 
generals, an Arcadian named Nikarchus, ran wounded into the 
Grecian camp, where the soldiers were looking from afar at the 
horsemen scouring the plain without knowing what they were 
about,-exclaiming that the Persians were massacring all the 
Greeks, officers as well as soldiers. Immediately the Greek 
soldiers hastened to put themselves in defence, expecting a 
general attack to be made upon their camp; but no more 
Persians came near than a body of about 300 horse, under 
Ari.eus and Mithridates (the confidential companions of the 
deceased Cyrus), accompanied by the brother of Tissaphernes. 
These men, approaching the Greek lines as friends, called for 
the Greek officers to come forth, as they had a message to 
deliver from the King. Accordingly, Kleanor and Soph<enetus 
with an adequate guard, came to the front, accompanied by 
Xenophon, who was anxious to hear news about Proxenus. 
Ari.eus then acquainted them that Klearchus, having been 
detected in a breach of the convention to which he had sworn, 
had been put to death; that Proxenus and Menon, who had 
divulged his treason, were in high honour at the Persian 
quarters. He concluded by saying-" The King calls upon 
you to surrender your arms, which now (he says) belong to him, 
since they formerly belonged to his slave Cyrus." 1 

The step here taken seems to testify a belief on the part of 
these Persians, that the generals being now in their power, 
the Grecian soldiers had become defenceless, and might be 
required to surrender their arms, even to men who had just 
been guilty of the most deadly fraud and injury towards them. I 

1 Xen. Anab. ii. 5, 37, 38. 
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If Arireus entertained such an expectation, he was at once 
undeceived by the language of Kleanor and Xenophon, which 
breathed nothing but indignant reproach; so that he soon 
retired and left the Greeks to their own reflections. 

While their camp thus remained unmolested, every man 
within it was a prey to the most agonising apprehensions. 
Ruin appeared impending and inevitable, though no one could 
tell in what precise form it would come. The Greeks were in 
the midst of a hostile country, ten thousand stadia from home, 
surrounded by enemies, blocked up by impassable mountains 
and rivers, without guides, without provisions, without cavalry 
to aid their retreat, without generals to give orders. A stupor 
of sorrow and conscious helplessness seized upon all. Few 
came to the evening muster; few lighted fires to cook their 
suppers ; every man lay down to rest where he was; yet no 
man could sleep, for fear, anguish, and yearning after relatives 
whom he was never again to behold.! 

Amidst the many causes of despondency which weighed 
down this forlorn army, there was none more serious than 
the fact, that not a single man among them had now either 
authority to command, or obligation to take the initiative. Nor 
was any ambitious candidate likely to volunteer his pretensions, 
at a moment when the post promised nothing but the maximum 
of difficulty as well as of hazard. A new, self-kindled light
and self-originated stimulus-was required, to vivify the embers 
of suspended hope and action, in a mass paralysed for the 
moment, but every way capable of effort. And the inspiration 
now fell, happily for the army, upon one in whom a full 
measure of soldierly strength and courage was combined with 
the education of an Athenian, a democrat, and a philosopher. 

It is in true Homeric vein, and in something like Homeric 
language, that Xenophon (to whom we owe the whole narrative 
of the expedition) describes his dream, or the intervention of 
Oneirus, sent by Zeus, from which this renovating impulse took 
its rise.2 Lying mournful and restless like his comrades, he 
caught a short repose; when he dreamt that he heard thunder, 

1 Xen. Anab. iii. I, 2, 3· 
2 Xen. Anab. iii. I, 4-II. "Hv o' "TIS ~v 'TP <r'Tpam~ 'E.evo<Pwv 'A81]va!os, 

fls oiiTE <r-rpaT7J"YOS &c. 
Homer, Iliad, v. 9-

•Hv a£ 7'1.~ Ev TpWecrcn. tJ.6.p7J~, tl<f>vn6~, O.JI.Vp.filv, 
clpW~ 'Hejla.lcrroto, &c. 

Compare the description of Zeus sending Oneirus to the sleeping Aga
memnon, at the beginning of the second book of the Iliad. 
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and saw the burning thunder-bolt fall upon his paternal house, 
which became forthwith encircled by flames. Awa-king, full of 
terror, he instantly sprang up; upon which the dream began to 
fit on and blend itself with 'his waking thoughts, and with the 
cruel realities of his position. His pious and excited fancy 
generated a series of shadowy analogies. The dream was sent 
by Zeus 1 the King, since it was from him that thunder and 
lightning proceeded. In one respect, the sign was auspicious 
-that a great light had appeared to him from Zeus in the 
midst of peril and suffering. But on the other hand,· it was 
alarming, that the house had appeared to be completely 
encircled by flames, preventing all egress, because this seemed 
to indicate that he would remain confined where he was in 
the Persian dominions, without being able to overcome the 
difficulties which hedged him in. Yet doubtful as the promise 
was, it was still the message of Zeus addressed to himself, 
serving as a stimulus to him to break through the common 
stupor and take the initiative movement.2 "Why am I lying 
here? Night is advancing; at daybreak the enemy will be on 
us, and we shall be put to death with tortures. Not a man is 
stirring to take measures of defence. Why do I wait for any 
man older than myself, or for any man of a different city, to 
begin?" 

·with these reflections, interesting in themselves and -given 
with Homeric vivacity, he instantly went to convene the 
lochagi or captains who had served under his late friend 
Proxenus. He impressed upon them emphatically the necessity 
of standing forward to put the army in a posture of defence. 
"I cannot sleep, gentlemen; neither, I presume, can you, 
under our present perils. The enemy will be upon us at 1 

1 Respecting the value of a sign from Zeus Basileus, and the necessity 
of conciliating him, compare various passages in .the Cyropredia, ii. 4, 19; 
iii. 3, 21 ; vii. 5, 57. · 

2 Xen. Anab. iii. I, 12, 13. ITEpicpof3os li' eu81Js &vrry€p8'1/, «alTO ~vap ,.fj 
p./;v t«pwev a"ya8ov, /1,-, tv .,.&vats &v Kal «<Vo6vo<S cpws p.l"fa J" .1</Js loe'iv too~e, 
&c. . . . . . 107roiov p.Ev-rot fu-rl B17 ,-0 -ratoVruv lJvap lOeZv, ~~EO"'Tt. t1K01f'e'iv 
€1C 'TfiJV CT'UfJ.{3&vrc•JJI }J.ETU. TO ;Jvap. rlveTat 'YaP Tcl.Oe· eU8Us €7ret017 Cr.vrry,p87], 
7rpWrov p.€v ~vvota a{rrt; €p.n(1TTEL-T( ~eani~eetp.at; -ij 0€ vU~ 1rpo/3alvet• Cip.a li~ 
'Tv n,..dpq. elJCOs ToVs 1rOAep.lovs *~Etv, &c. 

The reader of Homer will readily recall various passages in the Iliad and 
Odyssey, wherein the like mental talk is put into language and expanded
such as Iliad, xi. 403-and several other passages cited or referred to in 
Colonel Mure's History of the Language and Literature of Greece, ch. xiv. 
vol. ii. p. 25 seq. 

A vision, of light shining brightly out of a friendly house, counts for a 
favourable sign (Plutarch, De Genio Socratis, p. 587 C). ' 
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daybreak-prepared to kill us all with tortures, as his worst 
enemies. For my part, I rejoice that his flagitious perjury has 
put an end to a truce by which we were the great losers ; a 
truce, under which we, mindful of our oaths, have passed 
through all the rich possessions of the King, without touching 
anything except what we could purchase with our own scanty 
means. Now, we have our hands free: all these rich spoils 
stand between us and him, as prizes for the better man. The 
gods, who preside over the match, will assuredly be on the 
side of us, who have kept our oaths in spite of strong tempta
tions, against these perjurers. Moreover, our bodies are more 
enduring, and our spirit more gallant, than theirs. They are 
easier to wound, and easier to kill, than we are, under the same 
favour of the gods as we experienced at Kunaxa. 

"Probably others also are feeling just as we feel. But let us 
not wait for any one else to come as monitors to us : let us 
take the lead, and communicate the stimulus of honour to 
others. - Do you show yourselves now the best among the 
lochages-more worthy of being generals than the generals 
themselves. Begin at once, and I desire only to follow you. 
But if you order me into the front rank, I shall obey without 
pleading my youth as an excuse-accounting myself to be of 
complete maturity, when the purpose is to save myself from 
ruin." 1 

All the captains who heard Xenophon cordially concurred in 
his suggestion, and desired him to take the lead in executing 
it. One captain alone-Apollonides, speaking in the Breotian 
dialect-protested against it as insane ; enlarging upon their 
desperate position, and insisting upon submission to the King 
as the only chance of safety. "How? (replied Xenophon). 
Have you forgotten the courteous treatment which we received 
from the Persians in Babylonia when we replied to their demand 
for the surrender of our arms by showing a bold front ? Do 
not you see the miserable fate which has befallen Klearchus, 
when he trusted himself unarmed in their hands, in reliance 
on their oaths ? And yet you scout our exhortations to 
resistance, again advising us to go and plead for indulgence ! 
My friends, such a Greek as this man, disgraces not only his 
own city, but all Greece besides. Let us banish him from our 
counsels, cashier him, and make a slave of him to carry baggage." 

1 Xen. Anab. iii. I, 16-25. 
" Vel imperatore, vel milite, me utemini " ( Sallust, Bellum Cati!inar. 

c. 20). 
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-"Nay (observed Agasias of Stymphalus), the man has nothing 
to do with Greece: I myself have seen his ears bored, like a 
true Lydian." Apollonides was degraded accordingly.1 

Xenophon with the rest then distributed themselves in order 
to bring together the chief remaining officers in the army, who 
were presently convened, to the number of about one hundred. 
The senior captain of the earlier body next desired Xenophon 
to repeat to this larger body the topics upon which he had just 
before been insisting. Xenophon obeyed, enlarging yet more 
emphatically on the situation, perilous, yet not without hope
on the proper measures to be taken-and especially on the 
necessity that they, the chief officers remaining, should put 
themselves forward prominently, first fix upon effective com
manders, then afterwards submit the names to be confirmed 
by the army, accompanied with suitable exhortations and 
encouragement. His speech was applauded and welcomed, 
especially by the Lacedo:emonian general Cheirisophus, who 
had joined Cyrus with a body of 7oo hoplites at Issus in 
Kilikia. Cheirisophus urged tlie captains to retire forthwith, 
and agree upon their commanders instead of the four who had 
been seized; after which the herald must be summoned, and 
the entire body of soldiers convened without delay. Accordingly 
Timasion of Dardanus was chosen instead of Klearchus ; Xan
thikles in place of Sokrates; Kleanor in place of Agias; Philesius 
in place of Menon; and Xenophon instead of Proxenus.2 The 
captains, who had served under each of the departed generals, 
separately chose a successor to the captain thus promoted. It 
is to be recollected that the five now chosen were not the only 
generals in the camp; thus for example, Cheirisophus had the 
command of his own separate division, and there may have 
been one or two others similarly placed. But it was now 
necessary for all the generals to form a Board and act in 
concert. 

I Xen. Anab. iii. I, 26-30. It would appear from the words of Xenophon 
that Apollonides had been one of those who had held faint-hearted language 
( v7rop.a.J,al(l(&wvo•, ii. r, 14) in the conversation with Phalinus shortly after 
the death of Cyrus. Hence Xenophon tells him, that this is the second 
time of his offering such advice-'"' A uO 1r&.v-ra elOWs, 'TOVs p.Ev O.p:Ovalf8et 
kEAeVovTaS cpA.vapeLv cp?fs, 7rtd 6 e t 11 0 e 7r&. A tV KE A e6 e ts l &v-ra.s; 

Th.is helps to explain the contempt and rigour with which Xenophon 
here treats him. Nothing indeed could be more deplorable, under the 
actual circumstances, than for a man " to show his acuteness by summing 
up the perils around." See the remarkable speech of Demosthenes at Pylus 
(Thucyd. iv. !0). 

2 Xen. Anab. iii. I, 36-46. 
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At daybreak the newly-constituted Board of generals placed 

proper outposts in advance, and then convened the army in 
~eneral assembly, in order that the new appointments might be 
mbmitted and confirmed. As soon as this had been done, 
probably on the proposition of Cheirisophus (who had been in 
:ommand before) that general addressed a few words of ex
hortation and encouragement to the soldiers. He was followed 
by Kleanor, who delivered, with the like brevity, an earnest 
protest against the perfidy of Tissaphernes and Arireus. Both 
:lf them left to Xenophon the task, alike important and arduous 
1t this moment of despondency, of setting forth the case at 
length,-working up the feelings of the soldiers to that pitch of 
resolution which the emergency required,-and above all ex
tinguishing all those inclinations to acquiesce in new treacherous 
proposals from the enemy, which the perils of the ·situation 
would be likely to suggest. 

Xenophon had equipped himself in his finest military costume 
1t this his first official appearance before the army, when the 
scales seemed to tremble between life and death. Taking up 
the protest of Kleanor against the treachery of the Persians, he 
insisted that any attempt to enter into convention or trust with 
mch liars, would be utter ruin-but that if energetic resolution 
were taken to deal with them only at the point of the sword, 
and punish their misdeeds, there was good hope of the favour 
of the gods and of ultimate preservation. As he pronounced 
this last word, one of the soldiers near him happened to sneeze. 
Immediately the whole army around shouted with one accord 
the accustomed invocation to Zeus the Preserver; and Xenophon, 
taking up the accident, continued-" Since, gentlemen, this 
omen from Zeus the Preserver has appeared at the instant when 
we were talking about preservation, let us here vow to offer the 
preserving sacrifice to that god, and at the same time to sacrifice 
to the remaining gods as well as we can, in the first friendly 
country which we may reach. Let every man who agrees with 
me hold up his hand." All held up their hands: all then joined 
in the vow, and shouted the prean. 

This accident, so dexterously turned to profit by the rhetorical 
skill of Xenophon, was eminently beneficial in raising the army 
out of the depression which weighed them down, and in dis
posing them to listen to his animating appeal. Repeating his 
assurances that the gods were on their side, and hostile to their 
perjured enemy, he recalled to their memory the great invasions 
of Greece by Darius and Xerxes,-how the vast hosts of Persia 
had been disgracefully repelled. The army had shown them-

VOL. IX. G 
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selves on the field of Kunaxa worthy of such forefathers; and· 
they would for the future be yet bolder, knowing by that battle 
of what stuff the Persians were made. As for Arireus and his 
troops, alike traitors and cowards, their desertion was rather a 
gain than a loss. The enemy were superior in horsemen : but 
men on horseback were after all only men, half occupied in 
the fear of losing their seats,-incapable of prevailing against , 
infantry firm on the ground,-and only better able to run away. ' 
Now that the satrap refused to furnish them with provisions to I 
buy, they on their side were released from their covenant, and 
would take provisions without buying. Then as to the rivers; 
those were indeed difficult to be crossed, in the middle of their 
course; but the army would march up to their sources, and i 
could then pass them without wetting the knee. Or indeed, 
the Greeks might renounce the idea of retreat, and establish 
themselves permanently in the King's own country, defying all 
his force, like the Mysians and Pisidians. "If (said Xenophon) 
we plant ourselves here at our ease in a rich country, with these . 
tall, stately, and beautiful Median and Persian women for our ! 
companions 1-we shall be only too ready, like the Lotophagi, 1 

to forget our way home. We ought first to go back to Greece, · 

I Xen. Anab. i.ii. 2, 25. 
'A;l.;l.a oy&.p litllott<a p:h, '&.v ll1ra~ prl.Owpev &poyol (~v, t<al ~v &cpe&vots /3ta· 

-revetV, t<al M{Jilwv ,.. t<al TI<puwv t<a;\ats t<al p<oyrlAats oyvvat~l t<al 
wap8lvots OJ.uAe'iv, p:{J, &u1rep ol ACIJ-rocp&:yot, E7rtA.a.8W!J.e8a. 'T~S o1Ka0€ 
oliov. · 

Hippokrat@s (De Aere, Locis, et Aquis, c. 12) compares the physical 
characteristics of Asiatics and Europeans, noticing the ample, full-grown, 
rounded, voluptuous, but inactive, forms of the first,-as contrasted with 
the more compact, muscular, and vigorous, type of the second, trained for 
movement, action, and endurance. 

Dio Chrysostom has a curious passage, in reference to the Persian pre
ference for eunuchs as slaves, remarking that they admired even in males 
an approach to the type of feminine beauty-their eyes and tastes being 
under the influence only of aphrodisiac ideas; whereas the Greeks, accus
tomed to the constant training and naked exercises of the pal<estra, boys 
competing with boys and youths with youths, had their associations of the 
male beauty attracted towards active power and graceful motion. 

OU 'j'?t.p cpavep&v, 8-rt ol nEpuat ebvoVxovs bro(ovv Toils «a.AoVs, 0'11"ws abTo'is 
C:,s t<ci.AALO''T'Ot if><Tt; TOO'OVTOV ota<fJtpetV o/oVTO 1rpbs t<rJ.AAOS Tb 9'ij;l.v· <TX<Iibv 
~eal w&.v'TES ol {3d.pfJapot, o,a. -rtt p.&vov 'Td. luppoOlcna. Evvoe'iv. K<lKei'vot ")'VJIO.tKOs 
eiOos '7TeptTt8la.O"t Tot's g_ppHnv, lt.AA"'s 0, oUK brluTaV"rat Ep~w tO"ws 0€ ~eal 7] 
7pocp1, alTia To'is TI'pe1a.ts, Tql p.fxpt 11'oAi\.ofi TpEcJ>e0'6at inr6 'T'E 'YU11a_tlcidv Kal 
fiwoVxwv T~J11 7rpE0'/3v-rEp6Jv· W'aLOas ·oE p.e-rO. '7Tal0wv, JCal p.Etpdiaa p.e-rO. 
petpat<lwv p:q 1rci.vu uvve7vat, P.'TIOE oyvpvovu9at ~v 11'a;l.ai<TTpatS Kal oyupva<Iiots, 
&c. (Orat. xxi. p. 270). . 

Compare Euripid@s, Bacchre, 447 seq. ; and the Epigram of Strato in the 
Anthologia, xxxiv. vol. ii. p. 367 Brunck. 
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and tell our countrymen that if they remain poor, it is their 
own fault, when there are rich settlements in this country 
awaiting all who choose to come, and who have courage to 
seize them.. Let us burn our baggage-waggons and tents, and 
carry with us nothing but what is of the strictest necessity. 
Above all things, let us maintain order, discipline, and obedience 
to the commanders, upon which our entire hope of safety 
depends. Let every man promise to lend his hand to the 
commanders in punishing any disobedient individuals; and let 
us thus show the enemy that we have ten thousand persons 
like Klearchus, instead qf that one whom they have so per
fidiously seized. Now is the time for action. If any man, 
however obscure, has anything better to suggest, let him come 
forward and state it; for we have all but one object-the 
common safety.'' 

If appears that no one else desired to say a word, and that 
the speech of Xenophon gave unqualified satisfaction; for 
when Cheirisophus put the question, that the meeting should 
sanction his recommendations, and finally elect the new generals 
proposed-every man held up his hand. Xenophon then 
moved that the army should break up immediately, and march 
to some well-stored villages, rather more than two miles distant; 
that the march should be in a hollow oblong, with the baggage 
in the centre; that Cheirisophus, as a Lacedcemonian, should 
lead the van; while Kleanor, and the other senior officers, 
would command on each flank,-and himself with Timasion, 
as the two youngest of the generals, would lead the rear-guard. 

This proposition was at once adopted, and the assembly 
broke up; proceeding forthwith to destroy, or distribute among 
one another, every man's superfluous baggage-and then to 
take their morning meal previous to the march. 

The scene just described is interesting and illustrative in 
more than one point of view.1 It exhibits that susceptibility 
to the influence of persuasive discourse which formed so marked 
a feature in the Grecian character-a resurrection of the collec
tive body out of the depth of despair, under the exhortation of 
one who had no established ascendency, nor anything to 
recommend him, except his intelligence, his oratorical power, 
and his community of interest with themselves. Next, it 
manifests, still more strikingly, the superiority of Athenian 

1 A very meagre abstract is given by Diodorus, of that which passed after 
the seizure of the generals (xiv. 27). He does not mention the name of 
Xenophon on this occasion, nor indeed throughout all his account of the 
march. 
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training as compared with that of other parts of Greece. 
Cheirisophus had not only been before in office as one of the 
generals, but was also a native of Sparta, whose supremacy and 
name was at that moment all-powerful: Kleanor had been 
before, not indeed a general, but a lochage, or one in the 
second rank of officers :-he was an elderly man-and he was 
an Arcadian, while more than the numerical half of the army 
consisted of Arcadians and Achreans. Either of these two 
therefore, and various others besides, enjoyed a sort of pre
rogative, or established starting-point, for taking the initiative 
in reference to the dispirited army. But Xenophon was 
comparatively a young man, with little military experience:
he was not an officer at all, either in the first or second grade, 
but simply a volunteer, companion of Proxenus :-he was 
moreover a native of Athens, a city at that time unpopular 
among the great body of Greeks, and especially of Pelopon
nesians, with whom her recent long war had been carried on. 
Not only therefore he had no advantages compared with others, 
but he was under positive disadvantages. He had nothing to 
start with except his personal qualities and previous training; 
in spite of which we find him not merely the prime mover, but 
also the ascendent person for whom the others make way. In 
him are exemplified those peculiarities of Athens, attested not 
less by the denunciation of her enemies than by the panegyric 
of her own citizens 1-spontaneous and forward impulse, as 
well in conception as in execution-confidence under circum
stances which made others despair-persuasive discourse and 
publicity of discussion, made subservient to practical business, 
so as at once to appeal to the intelligence, and stimulate the 

1 Compare the hostile speech of the Corinthian envoy at Sparta, prior to 
the 'Peloponnesian War, with the eulogistic funeral oration of Perikles, in 
the second year of that war (Thucyd. i. 70, 71; ii. 39, 40). 

Ol p.ev -ye (elul), vewTepo1ro10l (description of the Athenians by the 
Corinthian speaker) t<al ~'lr<voT;ua• b~ets t<al ~'lrtTe/l.eua• ~P'Y'I' & 
tl.v -yvw<r•v· ilp.ets lie (Lacedremonians), Til. i11rci.pxovTci. TE ud,(etv t<al 
~11'"t')'vWvat p.7J0Ev, Kal ~P'Y'f' oVOE Tclva:yKa.La l~ttcEu8cu. A06ts OJ, ol p.fv, Ka.l 
1rapil. livvap.<v Toil.p.TJTal ""'l 1raplr. -yvd,p.'YJV t<tvlivvevTal t<al i1rl TOtS llewots 
ebei1.7rtlies· TO li€ up.erepov T7;S TE livvci.p.ews ivliea 1rpa~a· TTjs .... "t"cf,!'-'1/S p.'YJiiE 
TOtS fJefJalotS 'll"t<TTEv<Ta< TWV TE li<tvwv p.TJiil?roTe o!eu8at tmoil.v8{Jueu8at, Kal 
p.~v t<ctl li.ot<VO< 1rpos ilp.as p.e/1./I.'YJTci.s, t<allt.1roli'YJP.'YJTal 1rpos ivli'YJp.oTci.Tovs, &c. 

Again, in the oration of Perikles-Kul abTol i)TOI t<plvop.EV =f) ev8vp.ovp.e8a 
bp8ws Til. 1rpci.-yp.aTa, ob Tous il.6"fovs Tots ~no•s {Jll.ci.fJTJv fJ"tovp.•vo<, lt./1./l.il. p.~ 
1rpolitliax67;vat p.all.ll.ov il.6"fq>, 1rp6repov =f) i1rl & lie! ~P"Y'I' ili.Oe!v. ~tacpep6vTwS 
p.<v li~ t<al 'TOiie ~xop.ev, &uTe Toll.p.~v 'Te ol abTol p.ci.li.<<T'Ta t<al 
1r e pl ilv '"'X e • p{J uop.e v it< il.o-y { ( • <T Oa • • & Tots li.!l.ll.o<s lt.p.a6la p.<v 
Opci.uos, ll.o-y<<rp.os li€ ~t<vov, cp<p••· 
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active zeal, of the multitude. Such peculiarities stood out 
more remarkably from being contrasted with the opposite 
qualities in Spartans-mistrust in conception, slackness in 
execution, secrecy in counsel, silent and passive obedience. 
Though Spartans and Athenians formed the two extremities of 
the scale, other Greeks stood nearer on this point to the former 
than to the latter. 

If, even in that encouraging autumn which followed imme
diately upon the great Athenian catastrophe before Syracuse, 
the inertia of Sparta could not be stirred into vigorous action 
without the vehemence of the Athenian Alkibiades-much 
more was it necessary under the depressing circumstances 
which now overclouded the unofficered Grecian army, that an 
Athenian bosom should be found as the source of new life and 
impulse. Nor would any one, probably, except an Athenian, 
either have felt or obeyed the promptings to stand forward as 
a volunteer at that moment, when there was every motive to 
decline responsibility, and no special duty to impel him. But 
if by chance, a Spartan or an Arcadian had been found thus 
forward, he would have been destitute of such talents as would 
enable him to work on the minds of others 1-of that flexibility, 
resource, familiarity with the temper and movements of an 
assembled crowd, power of enforcing the essential views and 
touching the opportune chords, which Athenian democratical 
training imparted. Even Brasidas and Gylippus, individual 
Spartans of splendid merit, and equal or superior to Xenophon 
in military resource, would not have combined with it that 
political and rhetorical accomplishment which the position of 
the latter demanded. Obvious as the wisdom of his proposi
tions appears, each of them is left to him not only to initiate, 
but to enforce : Cheirisophus and Kleanor, after a few words of 

1 Compare the observations of Perikl~s, in his last speech to the Athenians, 
about the inefficiency of the best thoughts, if a man had not the power of 
setting them forth in an impressive manner (Thucyd. ii. 6o). Ko.iTot lp.ol 
TOIOUTq> &v5pl l>p-yi(<118<, tls ob5•v~s ofop.o.t ljiJ'IJ'wv •lvo.< 'Y v w v o. ( T • Ta 
5lovTa. K<>l ipp.T)vEviJ'at Tail-ra., </Jtli.07ro/l.ls TE Ka.l XPT1P.cf.Twv l<pElTTc.w· 
3 •·• -yap -yvo!Js Ka.l p.f} 11o.rpws 5t5cf.{a.s, ~v f11q> Kal el p.f} tve8vp.fJ81/, &c. 

The philosopher and the statesman at Athens here hold the same 
language. It was the opinion of Sokrat~s-p.&vovs &{lovs elva.< Ttp.ijs Tolls 
elli&Tas Ta ~lovTa, Ka.l kpp.1JVEVIJ'a.t ~vva.p.lvovs (Xenoph. Mem. 
i. 2, 52). 

A striking passage in the funeral harangue of Lysias (Orat. ii. Epitaph. 
s. 19) sets forth the prevalent idea of the Athenian democracy-authoritative 
law, with persuasive and instructive speech, as superseding mutual violence 
(v&p.os and ll.&ros, as the antithesis of fJ(a.). Compare a similar sentiment in 
lsokrates (Or. iv. (Panegyr.) s. 53-56). 
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introduction, consign to him the duty of working up the minds 
of the army to the proper pitch. 

How well he performed this, may be seen by his speech to 
the army, which bears in its general tenor a remarkable resem
blance to that of Perikles addressed to the Athenian public in 
the second year of the war, at the moment when the miseries 
of the epidemic, combined with those of invasion, had driven 
them almost to despair. It breathes a strain of exaggerated 
confidence, and an undervaluing of real dangers, highly suitable 
for the occasion, but which neither Perikles nor Xenophon 
would have employed at any other moment.1 Throughout the 
whole of his speech, and especially in regard to the accidental 
sneeze near at hand which interrupted the beginning of it, 
Xenophon displayed that skill and practice in dealing with a 
numerous audience, and a given situation, which characterised 
more or less every educated Athenian. Other Greeks, Lace
dcemonians or Arcadians, could act, with bravery and in con
cert; but the Athenian Xenophon was among the few who 
could think, speak, and act, with equal efficiency.~ It was this 
tripartite accomplishment which an aspiring youth was com
pelled to set before himself as an aim, in the democracy of 
Athens ; and which the Sophists as well as the democratical 
institutions-both of them so hardly depreciated by most 
critics-helped and encouraged him to acquire. It was this 
tripartite accomplishment, the exclusive possession of which, in 

1 See the speech of Perikles (Thuc. ii. 6o-64). He justifies the boastful 
tone of it, by the unwonted depression against which he had to contend on 
the part of his hearers-A'l)il.cfuw a< kal TOO<, 3 JlOL aok<t'T< O~'T· ahol 'lrcf'lrOT< 
Ev8vp.1J81Jvat inrdpxov ilp.'iv p.E'}''Bovs 1r'p' Es T1}v ltpx1w otiT' €7W Ev Tots 
1rplv i\O')'O<S, oulJ' IJ.v VVV ~Xp1/CTap.1)V I<OJl1rW1i<CTTipav (XoVTL Thv 
1rpOCT1rol'l)CT<V, <l p.h k<tT<t1r<'lri\1)')'Jlivovs bp.iis 1rapi'1. TO d1<os 
EdJpwv. 

This is also the proper explanation of Xenophon's tone. 
2 In a passage of the Cyropzedia (v. 5, 46), Xenophon sets forth in a 

striking manner the combination of the ii.<KTLI<OS ""l 1rpaKTLKOs-q!lu1r•p ""l 
0TaV p.cf.xeu8aL a~p, 0 7ri\dO"TOVS xetpw(fdp.evos ltAICLJ.u:rraTOS Oo~&(ercu elvat, 
o~'TW tea~ 0Tav wei'O"at OEp, 0 1ri\eicrTovs dp.o"'yvWp.ovas .Y,p.Lv 1r0l-/jcras o~TOS 
atKa(ws ll.v ii.<I<TLI<cfTaTos Kal 1rp<t1<TLI<cfTaToS Kp(voLTO ll.v elva<. Mh 
p.iVTOL C:, S i\ 0 ')' 0 V TJ p.t V ~ 1r L a E L ~ 0 fl. E !' 0 L, 0 f 0 V t, V d '1r 0 L 'T E '!!" p 0 S 
€fJCaO'TOV aiJTi'iJV, TOiJTo p.eA.eT0.Te-0.AA' &s ToiJs 7rE1rEt(fp.,vovs 

tJq/ EKci.G'TOv 8-hi\.ovs Eaop.ivovs o'fs b:v wpcl.-r-rooa-Lv, oOTw 
1r<tp<tdi<E ud(Ed8E. 

In describing the duties of a Hipparch or commander of the cavalry, 
Xenophon also insists upon the importance of persuasive speech, as a means 
of keeping up the active obedience of the soldiers-Ets ')'< p.hv TO e!J,m8e7s 
elva!. -roUr Ct.pxa, .. dvovs, p.l"ta p.Ev leal TO A.6"tlf' a~.acl.a-KEtV, Sua a.'Yaea tvL Ev -rei 
,. .. eapx•<v, &c. (Xen. Mag. Eq. i. 24). 

' 
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spite of constant jealousy on the part of Bceotian officers and 
comrades of Proxenus, 1 elevated Xenophon into the most 
ascendent person of the Cyreian army, from the present 
moment until the time w.hen it broke up,-as will be seen in 
the subsequent history. 

I think it the more necessary to notice this fact,-that the 
accomplishments whereby Xenophon leaped on a sudden into 
such extraordinary ascendency, and rendered such eminent 
service to his army, were accomplishments belonging in an 
especial manner to the Athenian democracy and education
because Xenophon himself has throughout his writings treated 
Athens not merely without the attachment of a citizen, but with 
feelings more like the positive antipathy of an exile. His sym
pathies are all in favour of the perpetual drill, the mechanical 
obedience, the secret government proceedings, the narrow and 
prescribed range of ideas, the silent and deferential demeanour, 
the methodical, though tardy, action-of Sparta. Whatever 
may be the justice of his preference, certain it is, that the 
qualities whereby he was himself enabled to contribute so 
much both to the rescue of the Cyreian army, and to his own 
reputation-were Athenian far more than Spartan. 

While the Grecian army, after sanctioning the propositions of 
Xenophon, were taking their morning meal before they com
menced their march, Mithridates, one of the Persians previ
ously attached to Cyrus, appeared with a few horsemen on a 
mission of pretended friendship. But it was soon found out 
that his purposes were treacherous, and that he came merely to 
seduce individual soldiers to desertion-with a few of whom he 
succeeded. Accordingly, the resolution was taken to admit no 
more heralds or envoys. 

Disembarrassed of superfluous baggage, and refreshed, the 
army now crossed the Great Zab River, and pursued their 
march on the other side, having their baggage and attendants 
in the centre, and Cheirisophus leading the van, with a select 
body of 300 hoplites. 2 As no mention is made ora bridge, we 
are to presume that they forded the river,-which furnishes a 
ford (according to Mr. Ainsworth), still commonly used, at a 
place between thirty and forty miles from its junction with the 
Tigris. When they had got a little way forward, Mithridates 
again appeared with a few hundred cavalry and bowmen. He j 
approached them like a friend ; but as soon as he was nea1 
enough, suddenly began to harass the rear with a shower oJ 

1 See Xen. Anab. v. 6, 25. 
2 Xen. Ana b. iii. 3, 6; iii. 5, 43· 
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missiles. What surprises us most, is, that the Persians, with 
their very numerous force, made no attempt to hinder them 
from crossing so very considerable a river; for Xenophon 
estimates the Zab at 400 feet broad,-and this seems below the 
statement of modern travellers, who inform us that it contains 
not much less water than the Tigris; and though usually 
deeper and narrower, cannot be much narrower at any fordable 
place.1 It is to be recollected that the Persians, habitually 
marching in advance of the Greeks, must have reached the 
river first, and were therefore in possession of the crossing, 
whether bridge or ford. Though on the watch for every oppor
tunity of perfidy, Tissaphernes did not dare to resist the Greeks, 
even in the most advantageous position, and ventured only 
upon sending Mithridates to harass the rear ; which he exe
cuted with considerable effect. The bowmen and darters of 
the Greeks, few in number, were at the same time inferior to 
those of the Persians; and when Xenophon employed his 
rear-guard, hoplites and peltasts, to charge and repel them, he 
not only could never overtake any one, but suffered much in 
getting back to rejoin his own main body. Even when retiring, 
the Persian horseman could discharge his arrow or cast his 
javelin behind him with effect; a dexterity which the Parthians 
exhibited afterwards still more signally, and which the Persian 
horsemen of the present day parallel with their carbines. This 
was the first experience which the Greeks had of marching 
under the harassing attack of cavalry. Even the small de
tachment of Mithridates greatly delayed their progress; so 
that they accomplished little more than two miles, reaching 
the villages in the evening, with many wounded, and much 
discouragement. 2 

"Thank Heaven" (said Xenophon in the evening, when 
Cheirisophus reproached him for imprudence in quitting the 
main body to charge cavalry, whom yet he could not reach), 
"Thank Heaven, that our enemies attacked us with a small 
detachment only, and not with their great numbers. They have 

1 Xen. Anab. ii. 5, 1. Ainsworth; Travels and Researches in Asia 
Minor, &c. vol. ii. ch. 44, p. 327; also his Travels in the Track of the 
Ten Thousand, p. II9-I34· 

Professor Koch, who speaks with personal knowledge both of Armenia 

)

and of the region east of the Tigris, observes truly that the Great Zab is 
the only point (east of the Tigris) which Xenophon assigns in such a manner 
as to be capable of distinct local identification. He also observes, here as 
elsewhere, that the number of parasangs specified by )\:enophon is essentially 
delusive as a measure of distance (Zug der Zehn Tausend, p. 64). 

2 Xen. Anab. iii. 3, 9· 
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given us a valuable lesson, without doing us any serious harm." 
Profiting by the lesson, the Greek leaders organised during the 
night and during the halt of the next day, a small body of fifty 
cavalry; with 200 Rhodian slingers, whose slings, furnished 
with leaden bullets, both carried farther and struck harder than 
those of the Persians hurling large stones. On the ensuing 
morning, they started before daybreak, since there lay in their 
way a ravine difficult to pass. They found the ravine un
defended (according to the usual stupidity of Persian pro
ceedings), but when they had got nearly a mile beyond it, 
l\1ithridates reappeared in pursuit with a body of 4ooo horsemen 
and darters. Confident from his achievement of the preceding 
day, he had promised, with a body of that force, to deliver the 
Greeks into the hands of the satrap. But the latter were now 
better prepared. As soon as he began to attack them, the 
trumpet sounded,-and forthwith the horsemen, slingers, and 
darters, issued forth to charge the Persians, sustained by the 
hoplites in the rear. So effective was the charge, that the 
Persians fled in dismay, notwithstanding their superiority in 
number; while the ravine so impeded their flight that many of 
them were slain, and eighteen prisoners made. The Greek 
soldiers of their own accord mutilated the dead bodies, in order 
to strike terror into the enemy .I At the end of the day's march 
they reached the Tigris, near the deserted city of Larissa, the 
vast, massive, and lofty brick walls of which ( 2 5 feet in thick
ness, roo feet high, seven miles in circumference) attested its 
former grandeur. Near this place was a stone pyramid, roo 
feet in breadth, and 200 feet high; the summit of which was 
crowded with fugitives out of the neighbouring villages. 
Another day's march up the course of the Tigris brought the 
army to a second deserted city called Mespila, nearly opposite 
to the modern city of Mosul. Although these two cities, which 
seem to have formed the continuation of (or the substitute for) 
the once colossal Nineveh or Ninus, were completely deserted, 
-yet the country around them was so well furnished with 
villages and population, that the Greeks not only obtained 
provisions, but also strings for the making of new bows, and 
lead for bullets to be used by the slingers.2 

1 Xen. Anab. iii. 4, 1-5. 
2 Xen. Anab. iii. 4, 17-18. It is here, on the site of the ancient Nineveh, 

that the recent investigations of Mr. Layard have brought to light so many 
curious and valuable Assyrian remains. The legend which Xenophon heard 
on the spot, respecting the way in which these cities were captured and 
ruined, is of a truly Oriental character. 
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During the next day's march, in a course generally parallel 

with the Tigris, and ascending the stream, Tissaphern€:s, com
ing up along with some other grandees, and with a numerous 
army, enveloped the Greeks both in flanks and rear. In spite 
of his advantage of numbers, he did not venture upon any 
actual charge, but kept up a fire of arrows, darts, and stones. 
He was however so well answered by the newly-trained archers 
and slingers of the Greeks, that on the whole they had the 
advantage, in spite of the superior size of the Persian bows, 
many of which were taken and effectively employed on the 
Grecian side. Having passed the night in a well-stocked vil
lage, they halted there the next day in order to stock themselves 
with provisions, and then pursued their march for four succes
sive days along a level country, until on the fifth day they 
reached hilly ground with the prospect of still higher hills 
beyond. All this march was made under unremitting annoyance 
from the enemy, insomuch that though the order of the Greeks 
was never broken, a considerable number of their men were 
wounded. Experience taught them, that it was inconvenient 
for the whole army to march in one inflexible, undivided, 
hollow square; and they accordingly constituted six lochi or 
regiments of roo men each, subdivided into companies of so, 
and en6moties or smaller companies of 25, each with a special 
officer (conformably to the Spartan practice) to move separately 
on each flank, and either to fall back, or fall in, as might suit 
the fluctuations of the central mass, arising from impediments 
in the road or menaces of the enemy.l On reaching the hills, 
in sight of an elevated citadel or palace, with several villages 
around it, the Greeks anticipated some remission of the Persian 
attack. But after having passed over one hill, they were pro
ceeding to ascend the second, when they found themselves 
assailed with unwonted vigour by the Persian cavalry from the 
summit of it, whose leaders were seen flogging on the men to 
the attack.2 This charge was so efficacious, that the Greek 
light troops were driven in with loss, and forced to take shelter 
within the ranks of the hop lites. After a march both slow and 
full of suffering, they could only reach their night-quarters by 
sending a detachment to get possession of some ground above 
the Persians, who thus became afraid of a double attack. 

The villages which they now reached (supposed by Mr. 
1 Xen. Anab. iii. 4, 19-23. 
I incline to believe that there were six lochi upon etuh flank-that is, 

twelve lochi in all; though the words of Xenophon are not quite clear. 
2 Xen. Anab. iii. 4-25. Compare Herodot. vii. 21, 56, 103. 
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Ainsworth to have been in the fertile country under the 
modern town called Zakhu 1), were unusually rich in provi
sions; magazines of flour, barley, and wine, having been col
lected there for the Persian satrap. They reposed here three 
days, chiefly in order to tend the numerous wounded, for 
whose necessities, eight of the most competent persons were 
singled out to act as surgeons. On the fourth day they re
sumed their march, descending into the plain. But experience 
had now satisfied them that it was imprudent to continue in 
march under the attack of cavalry, so that when Tissaphernes 
appeared and began to harass them, they halted at the first 
village, and when thus in station, easily repelled him. As the 
afternoon advanced, the Persian assailants began to retire; for 
they were always in the habit of taking up their night-post 
at a distance of near seven miles from the Grecian position ; 
being very apprehensive of nocturnal attack in their camp, 
when their horses were tied by the leg and without either 
saddle or bridle. 2 As soon as they had departed, the Greeks 
resumed their march, and made so much advance during the 
night, that the Persians did not overtake them either on the 
next day or the day after. 

On the ensuing day, however, the Persians, having made a 
forced march by night, were seen not only in advance of the 
Greeks, but in occupation of a spur of high and precipitous 
ground overhanging immediately the road whereby the Greeks 
were to descend into the plain. When Cheirisophus ap' 
proached, he at once saw that descent was impracticable in the 
face of an enemy thus posted. He therefore halted, sent for 
Xenophon from the rear, and desired him to bring forward the 
peltasts to the van. But Xenophon, though he obeyed the 
summons in person and galloped his horse to the front, did not 
think it prudent to move the peltasts from the rear, because 
he saw Tissaphernes, with another portion of the army, just 
coming up; so that the Grecian army was at once impeded in 
front, and threatened by the enemy closing upon theni behind. 
T:1e Persians on the high ground in front could not be directly 
assailed. But Xenophon observed, that on the right of the 

1 Professor Koch (Zug der Zehn Tausend, p. 68) is of the same opinion. 
2 Xen. Anab. iii. 4, 35; see also Cyropredia, iii. 3, 37· 
The Thracian prince Seuthes was so apprehensive of night attack, that 

he and his troop kept their horses bridled all night (Xen. Anab. vii. 2, 21). 
Mr. Kinneir (Travels in Asia Minor, &c., p. 481) states that the horses 

of Oriental cavalry, and even of the English cavalry in Hindostan, are still 
kept tied and shackled at night, in the same way as Xenophon describes to 
have been practised by the Persians. 
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Grecian army, there was an accessible mountain summit yet 
higher, from whence a descent might be made for a flank 
attack upon the Persian position. Pointing out this summit to 
Cheirisophus, as affording the only means of dislodging the 
troops in front, he urged that one of them should immediately 
hasten with a detachment to take possession of it and offered 
to Cheirisophus the choice either of going, or staying with 
the army. "Choose for yourself," said Cheirisophus. "Well 
then (said Xenophon), I will go; since I am the younger of 
the two." Accordingly, at the head of a select detachment 
from the van and centre of the army, he immediately com
menced his flank march up the steep ascent to this highest 
summit. So soon as the enemy saw their purpose, they also 
detached troops on their side, hoping to get to the summit 
first ; and the two detachments were seen mounting at the 
same time, each struggling with the utmost efforts to get before 
the other,-each being encouraged by shouts and clamour from 
the two armies respectively. 

As Xenophon was riding by the side of his soldiers, cheering 
them on and reminding them that their chance of seeing their 
country and their families all depended upon success in the 
effort before them, a Sikyonian hoplite in the ranks, named 
Soteridas, said to him-" You and I are not on an equal 
footing, Xenophon. You are on horseback :-I am painfully 
struggling up on foot, with my shield to carry." Stung with 
this taunt, Xenophon sprang from his horse, pushed Soteridas 
out of his place in the ranks, took his shield as well as his 
place, and began to march forward afoot along with the rest. 
Though thus weighed down at once by the shield belonging to 
an hoplite, and by the heavy cuirass of a horseman (who carried 
no shield), he nevertheless put forth all his strength to advance 
under such double incumbrance, and to continue his incitement 
to the rest. But the soldiers around him were so indignant at 
the proceeding of Soteridas, that they reproached and even 
struck him, until they compelled him to resume his shield as 
well as his place in the ranks. Xenophon then remounted and 
ascended the hill on horseback as far as the ground permitted ; 
but was obliged again to dismount presently, in consequence of 
the steepness of the uppermost portion. Such energetic efforts 
enabled him and his detachment to reach the summit first. As 
soon as the enemy saw this, they desisted from their ascent, and 
dispersed in all directions; leaving the forward march open to 
the main Grecian army, which Cheirisophus accordingly con
ducted safely down into the plain. Here he was rejoined by 
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Xenophon on descending from the summit. All found them
selves in comfortable quarters, amidst several well-stocked 
villages on the banks of the Tigris. They acquired moreover 
an additional booty of large droves of cattle, intercepted when 
on the point of being transported across the river ; where a 
considerable body of horse were seen assembled on the 
opposite bank.1 

Though here disturbed only by some desultory attacks on 
the part of the Persians, who burnt several of the villages 
which lay in their forward line of march, the Greeks became 
seriously embarrassed whither to direct their steps ; for on their 
left flank was the Tigris, so deep that their spears found no 
bottom,-and on their right, mountains of exceeding height. 
As the generals and the lochages were taking counsel, a 
Rhodian soldier came to them with a proposition for trans
porting the whole army across to the other bank of the river by 
means of inflated skins, which could be furnished in abundance 
by the animals in their possession. But this ingenious scheme, 
in itself feasible, was put out of the question by the view of the 
Persian cavalry on the opposite bank ; and as the villages in 
their front had been burnt, the army had no choice except to 
return back one day's march to those in which they had before 
halted. Here the generals again deliberated, questioning all 
their prisoners as to the different bearings of the country. The 
road from the south was that in which they had already 
marched from Babylon and Media ; that to the westward, going 
to Lydia and Ionia, was barred to them by the interposing 
Tigris; eastward (they were informed) was the way to Ekba
tana and Susa; northward, lay the rugged and inhospitable 
mountains of the Karduchians,-fierce freemen who despised 
the Great King, and defied all his efforts to conquer them; 
having once destroyed a Persian invading army of 12o,ooo 
men. On the other side of Karduchia, however, lay the rich 
Persian satrapy of Armenia, wherein both the Euphrates and 
the Tigris could be crossed near their sources, and from whence 
they could choose their farther course easily towards Greece. 
Like Mysia, Pisidia, and other mountainous regions, Kar
duchia was a free territory surrounded on all sides by the 
dominions of the Great King, who reigned only in the cities 
and on the plains.2 

1 Xen. Anab. iii. 4• 36-49; iii. 5, 3· 
2 Xen. Anab. iii. 5; iv. r, 3· Probably the place where the Greeks 

quitted the Tigris to strike into the Karduchian mountains, was the neigh
bourhood of J ezireh ibn Omar, the ancient Bezabde. It is here that farther 
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Determining to fight their way across these difficult moun

tains into Armenia, but refraining from any public announce
ment, for fear that the passes should be occupied beforehand
the generals sacrificed forthwith, in order that they might be 
ready for breaking up at a moment's notice. They then began 
their march a little after midnight, so that soon after daybreak 
they reached the first of the Karduchian mountain-passes, 
which they found undefended. Cheirisophus, with his front 
division and all the light troops, made haste to ascend the 
pass, and having got over the first mountain, descended on 
the other side to some villages in the valley or nooks beneath ; 
while Xenophon, with the heavy-armed and the baggage, fol
lowed at a slower pace,-not reaching the villages until dark, 
as the road was both steep and narrow. The Karduchians, 
taken completely by surprise, abandoned the villages as the 
Greeks approached, and took refuge on the mountains; leaving 
to the intruders plenty of provisions, comfortable houses, and 
especially, abundance of copper vessels. At first the Greeks 
were careful to do no damage, trying to invite the natives to 
amicable colloquy. But none of the latter would come near, 
and at length necessity drove the Greeks to take what was 
necessary for refreshment. It was just when Xenophon and 
the rear-guard "were coming in at night, that some few Kardu
chians first set upon them ; by surprise and with considerable 
success-so that if their numbers had been greater, serious 
mischief might have ensued.1 

Many fires were discovered burning on the mountains,-an 
earnest of resistance during the next day; which satisfied the 
Greek generals that they must lighten the army, in order to 
ensure greater expedition as well as a fuller complement of 
available hands during the coming march. They therefore 
gave orders to burn all the baggage except what was indispens
able, and to dismiss all the prisoners; planting themselves in 
a narrow strait, through which the army had to pass, in order 
to see that their directions were executed. The women how
ever, of whom there were many with the army, could not be 
abandoned ; and it seems further that a considerable stock of 
baggage was still retained :2 nor c_ould the army make more 
than slow advance, from the narrowness of the road and the 

march, up the eastern side of the Tigris, is rendered impracticable by the 
mountains closing in. Here the modern road crosses the Tigris by a 
bridge, from the eastern bank to the western (Koch, Zug der Zehn 
Tausend, p. 72). 

l Xen. Anab. iv. r, 12. 2 Xen. Anab. iv. 3, 19-30. 
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harassing attacks of the Karduchians, who were now assembled 
in considerable numbers. Their attack was renewed with 
double vigour on the ensuing day, when the Greeks were 
forced, from want of provisions, to.hasten forward their march, 
though in the midst of a terrible snow-storm. Both Cheiri
sophus in the front and Xenophon in the rear, were hard 
pressed by the Karduchian slingers and bowmen; the latter, 
men of consummate skill, having bows three cubits in length, 
and arrows of more than two cubits, so strong that the Greeks 
when they took them could dart them as javelins. These 
archers, amidst the rugged ground and narrow paths, ap
proached so near and drew the bow with such surprising force, 
resting one extremity of it on the ground, that several Greek 
warriors were mortally wounded even through both shield and 
corslet into the reins, and through the brazen helmet into their 
heads : among them especially, two distinguished men, a Lace
d::emonian named Kleonymus and an Arcadian named Basias.l 
The rear division, more roughly handled than the rest, was 
obliged continually to halt to repel the enemy, under all the 
difficulties of the ground, which made it scarcely possible to 
act against nimble mountaineers. On one occasion, however, 
a body of these latter were entrapped into an ambush, driven 
back with loss, and (what was still more fortunate) two of their 
number were made prisoners. 

Thus impeded, Xenophon sent frequent messages entreating 
Cheirisophus to slacken the march of the van division; but 
instead of obeying, Cheirisophus only hastened the faster, urging 
Xenophon to follow him. The march of the army became 
little better than a rout, so that the rear division reached the 
halting-place in extreme confusion ; upon which Xenophon 
proceeded to remonstrate with Cheirisophus for prematurely 
hurrying forward and neglecting his comrades behind. But 
the other-pointing out to his attention the hill before them, 
and the steep path ascending it, forming their future line of 
march, which was beset with numerous Karduchians-defended 
himself by saying that he had hastened forward in hopes of 
being able to reach this pass before the enemy, in which 
attempt however he had not succeeded.2 

To advance farther on this road appeared hopeless; yet the 
guides declared that no other could be taken. Xenophon then 
bethought him of the two prisoners whom he had just captured, 
and proposed that these two should be questioned also. They 

1 Xen. Anab. iv. r, r8; iv. 2, 28. 2 Xen. Anab. iv. r, 21. 
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were accordingly interrogated apart ; and the first of them
having persisted in denying, notwithstanding all menaces, that 
there was any road except that before them-was put to death 
under the eyes of the second prisoner. This latter, on being 
then questioned, gave more comfortable intelligence; saying 
that he knew of a different road, more circuitous, but easier 
and practicable even for beasts of burden, whereby the pass 
before them and the occupying enemy might be turned; but 
that there was one particular high position commanding the 
road, which it was necessary to master beforehand by surprise, 
as the Karduchians were already on guard there. Two thou
sand Greeks, having the guide bound along with them, were 
accordingly despatched late in the afternoon, to surprise this 
post by a night-march; while Xenophon, in order to distract 
the attention of the Karduchians in front, made a feint of 
advancing as if about to force the direct pass. As soon as he 
was seen crossing the ravine which led to this mountain, the 
Karduchians on the top immediately began to roll down vast 
masses of rock, which bounded and dashed down the roadway 
in such a manner as to render it unapproachable. They con
tinued to do this all night, and the Greeks heard the noise of 
the descending masses long after they had returned to their 
camp for supper and rest. 1 

Meanwhile the detachment of 2ooo, marching by the cir
cuitous road, and reaching in the night the elevated position 
(though there was another above yet more commanding) held 
by the Karduchians, surprised and dispersed them, passing the 
night by their fires. At daybreak, and under favour of a mist, 
they stole silently towards the position occupied by the other 
Karduchians in front of the main Grecian army. On coming 
near they suddenly sounded their trumpets, shouted aloud, 
and commenced the attack, which proved completely success
ful. The defenders, taken unprepared, fled with little resistance, 
and scarcely any loss, from their activity and knowledge of the 
country; while Cheirisophus and the main Grecian force, on 
hearing the trumpet which had been previously concerted as 
the signal, rushed forward and stormed the height in front ; 
some along the regular path; others climbing up as they could 
and pulling each other up by means of their spears. The two 
bodies of Greeks thus joined each other on the summit, so that 
the ·road became open for farther advance. 

Xenophon, however, with the rear-guard marched on the 

l Xen. Anab. iv. 2, 4· 
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circuitous road taken by the zooo, as the most practicable for 
the baggage animals, whom he placed in the centre of his 
division-the whole array covering a great length of ground, 
since the road was very narrow. During this interval the 
dispersed Karduchians had rallied, and re-occupied two or 
three high peaks, commanding the road-from whence it was 
necessary to drive them. Xenophon's troops stormed succes
sively these three positions, the Karduchians not daring to 
affront close combat, yet making destructive use of their 
missiles. A Grecian guard was left on the hindermost of 
the three peaks, until all the baggage train should have passed 
by. But the Karduchians, by a sudden and well-timed move
ment, contrived to surprise this guard, slew two out of the 
three leaders with several soldiers, and forced the rest to jump 
down the crags as they could, in order to join their comrades 
in the road. Encouraged by such success, the assailants pressed 
nearer to the marching army, occupying a crag over against 
that lofty summit on which Xenophon was posted. As it wa;; 
within speaking distance, he endeavoured to open a negotiation 
with them in order to get back the dead bodies of the slain. 
To this demand the Karduchians at first acceded, on condition 
that their villages should not be burnt; but finding their 
numbers every moment increasing, they resumed the offensive. 
When Xenophon with the army had begun his descent from 
the last summit, they hurried onward in crowds to occupy it ; 
beginning again to roll down masses of rock, and renew their 
fire of missiles, upon the Greeks. Xenophon himself was here 
in some danger, having been deserted by his shield-bearer; 
but he was rescued by an Arcadian hoplite named Eurylochus, 
who ran to give him the benefit of his own shield as a protection 
for both in the retreat. I 

After a march thus painful and perilous, the rear division at 
length found themselves in safety among their comrades, in 
villages and well-stocked houses and abundance of corn and 
wine. So eager however were Xenophon and Cheirisophus to 
obtain the bodies of the slain for burial, that they consented 
to purchase them by surrendering the guide, and to march 
onward without any guide : a heavy sacrifice in this unknown 
country, attesting their great anxiety about the burial.2 

For three more days did they struggle and fight their way 
through the narrow and rugged paths of the Karduchian moun
tains, beset throughout by these formidable bowmen and slingers; 

1 Xen. Anab. iv. 3, 17-21. 2 Xen. Anab. iv. 3l 23. 
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whom they had to dislodge at every difficult turn, and against 
whom their own Kretan bowmen were found inferior indeed, 
but still highly useful. Their seven days' march through this 
country, with its free and warlike inhabitants, were days of the 
utmost fatigue, suffering, and peril; far more intolerable than 
anything which they had experienced from Tissaphernes and 
the Persians. Right glad were they once more to see a plain, 
and to find themselves near the banks of the river Kentrites, 
which divided these mountains from the hillocks and plains of 
Armenia-enjoying comfortable quarters in villages, with the 
»atisfaction of talking over past miseries.1 

Such were the apprehensions of Karduchian invasion, that 
the Armenian side of the Kentrites, for a breadth of 15 miles, 
was unpeopled and destitute of villages.2 But the approach 
of the Greeks having become known to Tiribazus, satrap of 
Armenia, the banks of the river were lined with his cavalry 
and infantry to oppose their passage; a precaution, which if 
Tissaphernes had taken at the Great Zab at the moment when 
he perfidiously seized Klearchus and his colleagues, the Greeks 
would hardly have reached the northern bank of that river. 
In the face of such obstacles, the Greeks nevertheless attempted 
the passage of the Kentrites, seeing a regular road on the other 
side. But the river was 200 feet in breadth (only half the 
breadth of the Zab), above their breasts in depth, extremely 
rapid, and with a bottom full of slippery stones; insomuch 
that they could not hold their shields in the proper position, 
from the force of the stream ; while if they lifted the shields 
above their heads, they were exposed defenceless to the arrows 
of the satrap's troops. After various trials, the passage was 
found impracticable, and they were obliged to resume their 
encampment on the left bank. To their great alarm, they saw 
the Karduchians assembling on the hills in their rear, so that 
their situation, during this day and night, appeared nearly 
desperate. In the night Xenophon had a dream-the first 
which he has told us since his dream on the terrific night after 

1 Xen. Anab. iv. 3, 2. His expressions have a simple emphasis which 
marks how unfading was the recollection of what he had suffered in 
Karduchia. 

Ked ol "Ell.li.7/V€S lv-rav6a aV€Travrrav-ro il.rrp.•vot 1a&vT•s 7r€a/ov· lt.TrEi.'X• a~ 
TWV oplow b 'TrOTap.bs ~E 1i ~TrTa rrTci.ata TWV Kapaovxwv. T&T. p.ev oliv 
7]bll.irr61)rrav p.ci.ll.a f7alws, «al Ta ETrtT-ha•ta lxovT« «al Troll.ll.a ..-Oiv Trap•ll.'l
ll.v6&Twv 1r&vwv p.v7Jp.ov•6ovns. 'ETr..-a "'fttp f7p.€pas, 8rrarr7r•p iTrop•661)rrav 
a.a. 'TWV Kapaoux"'"• Trci.rras p.ax&p.EVOt a ...... l\.rrav, «al (1!"o;6ov ""'"a 80'1& 
OUOE .,.a, O'UJL11"1lVTa 07rb {Jarrtll.ews «al Ttrrrra<P€pvovs. 'Os oliv a11"7]Al\a"'f}LEVOt 
..-o6Twv f7a£ws i«otp.-h61Jrrav. 2 Xen. Anab. iv. 4, I. 
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the seizure of the generals-but on this occasion, of augury more 
unequivocally good. He dreamt that he was bound in chains, 
but that his chains on a sudden dropped off spontaneously; 
on the faith of which, he told Cheirisophus at daybreak that 
he had good hopes of preservation ; and when the generals 
offered sacrifice, the victims were at once favcurable. As the 
army were taking their morning meal, two young Greeks ran 
to Xenophon with the auspicious news that they had accidentally 
found another ford near half a mile up the river, where the water 
was not even up to their middle, and where the rocks came so 
close on the right bank that the enemy's horse could offer no 
opposition. Xenophon, starting from his meal in delight, 
immediately offered libations to those gods who had revealed 
both the dream to himself in the night, and the unexpected 
ford afterwards to these youths ; two revelations which he 
ascribed to the same gods.1 

Presently they marched in their usual order, Cheirisophus 
commanding the van and Xenophon the rear, along the river 
to the newly-discovered ford; the enemy marching parallel 
with them on the opposite bank. Having reached the ford, 
halted, and grounded arms, Cheirisophus placed a wreath on 
his head, took off his clothes, and then resumed his arms, 
ordering all the rest to resume their arms also.2 Each lochus 
(company of roo men) was then arranged in column or single 
file, with Cheirisophus himself in the centre. Meanwhile the 
prophets were offering sacrifice to the river. So soon as the 
signs were pronounced to be favourable, all the soldiers shouted 
the pcean, and all the women joined in chorus with their feminine 
yell. Cheirisophus then, at the head of the army, entered the 
river and began to ford it ; while Xenophon, with a large portion 
of the rear division, made a feint of hastening back to the 
original ford, as if he were about to attempt the passage there. 
This distracted the attention of the enemy's horse ; who became 
afraid of being attacked on both sides, galloped off to guard 
the passage at the other point, and opposed no serious resistance 
to Cheirisophus. As soon as the latter had reached the other 
side, and put his division into order, he marched up to attack 
the Armenian infantry, who were on the high banks a little way 
above; but this infantry, deserted by its cavalry, dispersed 
without awaiting his approach. The handful of Grecian cavalry, 
attached to the division of Cheirisophus, pursued and took some 
valuable spoils. 3 

1 Xen. Anab. iv. 3, 6-13. 
8 Xen. Anab. iv. 3, zo--25. 

2 Xen. Anab. iv. 3, 17. 
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As soon as Xenophon saw his colleague successfully established 

on the opposite bank, he brought back his detachment to the 
ford over which the baggage and attendants were still passing, 
and proceeded to take precautions against the Karduchians on 
his own side who were assembling in the rear. He found some 
difficulty in keeping his rear division together, for many of them, 
in spite of orders, quitted their ranks, and went to look after 
their mistresses or their baggage in the crossing of the water. 1 

The peltasts and bowmen, who had gone over with Cheirisophus, 
but whom that general now no longer needed, were directed to 
hold themselves prepared on both flanks of the army crossing, 
and to advance a little way into the water, in the attitude of 
men just about to recross. When Xenophon was left with 
only the diminished rear-guard, the rest having got over,-the 
Karduchians rushed upon him, and began to shoot and sling. 
But on a sudden, the Grecian hoplites charged with their 
accustomed pcean, upon which the Karduchians took to 
flight-having no arms for close combat on the plain. The 
trumpet now being heard to sound, they ran away so much the 
faster; while this was the signal, according to orders before 
given by Xenophon, for the Greeks to suspend their charge, 
to turn back, and to cross the river as speedily as possible. 
By favour of this able manreuvre, the passage was accom
plished by the whole army with little or no loss, about 
midday.2 

They now found themselves in Armenia; a country of even, 
undulating surface, but very high above the level of the sea, 
and extremely cold at the season when they entered it
December. Though the strip of land bordering on Karduchia 
furnished no supplies, one long march brought them to a 
village, containing abundance of provisions, together with a 
residence of the satrap Tiribazus ; after which, in two farther 
marches they reached the river Teleboas, with many villages on 
its banks. Here Tiribazus himself, appearing with a division 
of cavalry, sent forward his interpreter to request a conference 
with the leaders ; which being held, it was agreed that the 
Greeks should proceed unmolested through his territory, taking 
such supplies as they required,-but should neither burn nor 
damage the villages. They accordingly advanced onward for 
three days, computed at fifteen parasangs, or three pretty full 
days' march; without any hostility from the satrap, though he 
was hovering within less than two miles of them. They then 

1 Xen. Anab. iv. 3, 30. 
2 Xen. Anab. iv. 3, 31-34; iv. 4, r. 
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found themselves amidst several villages, wherein were regal or 
satrapical residences, with a plentiful stock of bread, meat, 
wine, and all sorts of vegetables. Here, during their nightly 
bivouac, they were overtaken by so heavy a fall of snow, that 
the generals on the next day distributed the troops into separate 
quarters among the villages. No enemy appeared near, while 
the snow seemed to forbid any rapid surprise. Yet at night, 
the scouts reported that many fires were discernible, together 
with traces of military movements around ; insomuch that the 
generals thought it prudent to put themselves on their guard, 
and again collected the army into one bivouac. Here in the 
night they were overwhelmed by a second fall of snow, still 
heavier than the preceding ; sufficient to cover over the sleeping 
men and their arms, and to benumb the cattle. The men 
however lay warm under the snow and were unwilling to rise, 
until Xenophon himself set the example of rising, and employing 
himself without his arms in cutting wood and kindling a fire. 1 

Others followed his example, and great comfort was found in 
rubbing themselves with pork-fat, oil of almonds or of sesame, 
or turpentine. Having sent out a clever scout named Demo
krates, who captured a native prisoner, they learned that 
Tiribazus was laying plans to intercept them in a lofty mountain 
pass lying farther on in their route ; upon which they im
mediately set forth, and by two days of forced march, surprising 
in their way the camp of Tiribazus, got over the difficult pass 
in safety. Three days of additional march brought them to 
the Euphrates river 2-that is, to its eastern branch, now called 
Murad. They found a ford and crossed it, without having the 
water higher than the navel ; and they were informed that its 
sources were not far off. 

Their four days of march, next on the other side of the 
Euphrates, were toilsome and distressing in the extreme; 
through a plain covered with deep snow (in some places six 
feet deep), and at times in the face of a north wind so intolerably 
chilling and piercing, that at length one of the prophets urged 
the necessity of offering sacrifices to Boreas; upon which (says 

I Xen. Anab. iv. 4, II. 
2 Xen. Anab. iv. 5, 2. 
The recent editors, Schneider and Kriiger, on the authority of various 

MSS., read here f7rop•o8'1}<J'av-~"l TOY EvcppciT'l}V 7ro'Tal'-6v The old 
reading was, as it stands in Hutchinson's edition, 7ro,p il. TOV EvtppciT1JV 
'II"O'Tal'-&v. 

This change may be right, but the geographical data are here too 
vague to admit of any certainty. See my Appendix annexed to this 
chapter. 1 
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Xenophon 1), the severity of the wind abated conspicuously, to 
the evident consciousness of all. Many of the slaves and 
beasts of burthen, and a few even of the soldiers, perished : 
some had their feet frost-bitten, others became blinded by the 
snow, others again were exhausted by hunger. Several of these 
unhappy men were unavoidably left behind; others lay down 
to perish, near a warm spring which had melted the snow 
around, from extremity of fatigue and sheer wretchedness, 
though the enemy were close upon the rear. It was in vain 
that Xenophon, who commanded the rear-guar<;l, employed 
his earnest exhortations, prayers, and threats, to induce them 
to move forward. The sufferers, miserable and motionless, 
answered only by entreating him to kill them at once. So 
greatly was the army disorganised by wretchedness, that we 
hear of one case in which a soldier, ordered to carry a disabled 
comrade, disobeyed the order, and was about to bury him 
alive.2 Xenophon made a sally, with loud shouts and clatter 
of spear with shield, in which even the exhausted men joined, 
-against the pursuing enemy. He was fortunate enough to 
frighten them away, and drive them to take shelter in a neigh
bouring wood. He then left the sufferers lying down, with 
assurance that relief should be sent to them on the next day, 
-and went forward ; seeing all along the line of march the 
exhausted soldiers lying on the snow, without even the protection 
of a watch. He and his rear-guard as well as the rest were 
obliged thus to pass the night without either food or fire, 
distributing scouts in the best way that the case admitted. 
Meanwhile Cheirisophus with the van division had got into a 
village, which they reached so unexpectedly, that they found 
the women fetching water from a fountain outside the wall, and 
the head-man of the village in his house within. This division 
here obtained rest and refreshment, and at daybreak some of 
their soldiers were sent to look after the rear. It was with 
delight that Xenophon saw them approach, and sent them 
back to bring up in their arms, into the neighbouring village, 
those exhausted soldiers who had been left behind.3 

Repose was now indispensable after the recent sufferings. 
There were several villages n~ar at hand, and the generals, 
thinking it no longer dangerous to divide the army, quartered 

1 Xen. Anab. iv. s. 4· 'Ev-rav8a a~ ,.., p.dv7eci.v ,. .. E17rE <Ttf>a-ytd(eO'Oa• 
'rtf 'AvEp.'f'. «a1 w<icn 8~ 7rEpupav(;)s Vaoe• llfi~a· 70 xallE'lrOP TOV 'lriiEVp.<tTOS. 

The suffering of the army from the terrible snow and cold of Armenia 
are set forth in Diodorus, xiv. 28. 

2 Xen. Anab. v. 8, 8-rr. a Xen. Anab. iv. 5, 8-22. 
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the different divisions among them according to lot. Polykrates, 
an Athenian, one of the captains in the division of Xenophon, 
requested his permission to go at once and take possession of 
the village assigned to him, before any of the inhabitants could 
escape. Accordingly, running at speed with a few of the swift
est soldiers, he came upon the village so suddenly as to seize 
the head-man with his newly-married daughter, and several 
young horses intended as a tribute for the King. This village, 
as well as the rest, was found to consist of houses excavated in 
the ground (as the Armenian villages are at the present day), 
spacious within, but with a narrow mouth like a well, entered 
by a descending ladder. A separate entrance was dug for 
conveniently admitting the cattle. All of them were found 
amply stocked with live cattle of every kind, wintered upon 
hay; as well as with wheat, barley, vegetables, and a sort of 
barley-wine or beer in tubs, with the grains of barley on the 
surface. Reeds or straws without any joint in them, were 
lying near, through which they sucked the liquid : 1 Xenophon 
did his utmost to conciliate the head-man (who spoke Persian, 
and with whom he communicated through the Perso-Grecian 
interpreter of the army), promising him that not one of his 
relations should be maltreated, and that he should be fully 
remunerated if he would conduct the army safely out of the 
country, into that of the Chalybes which he described as being 
adjacent. By such treatment the head~man was won over, 
promised his aid, and even revealed to the Greeks the sub
terranean cellars wherein the wine was deposited ; while Xeno
phon, though he kept him constantly under watch, and placed 
his youthful son as a hostage under the care of Episthenes, yet 
continued to treat him with studied attention and kindness. 
For seven days did the fatigued soldiers remain in these com
fortable quarters, refreshing themselves and regaining strength. 
They were waited upon by the native youths, with whom they 
communicated by means of signs. The uncommon happiness 
which all of them enjoyed after their recent sufferings, stands 
depicted in the lively details given by Xenophon; who left 

1 Xen. Anab. iv. 5, 26. Kdll.a,u.o• -y6vaTa ob« lxovTes. 
This Armenian practice of sucking the beer through a reed, to which the 

observation of modem travellers supplies analogies (see KrUger's note), 
illustrates the Fragment of Archilochus (No. 28, ed. Schneidewin, Poetre 
Grrec. Minor.). 

i:JC11Tep aVA(fl f3plrrov ~ @p~i~ 1Lv1}p 
ii <f>pv~ i{Jpv(e, &c. 

The similarity of Armenian customs to those of the Thracians and 
Phrygians is not surprising. 
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here his own exhausted horse, and took young horses in 
exchange, for himself and the other officers.! 

After this week of repose, the army resumed its march 
through the snow. The head-man, whose house they had 
replenished as well as they could, accompanied Cheirisophus 
in the van as guide, but was not put in chains or under guard : 
his son remained as an hostage with Episthenes, but his other 
relations were left unmolested at home. As they marched for 
three days, without reaching a village, Cheirisophus began to 
suspect his fidelity, and even became so out of humour, though 
the man affirmed that there were no villages in the track, as to 
beat him-yet without the precaution of putting him afterwards 
in fetters. The next night, accordingly, this head-man made 
his escape; much to the displeasure of Xenophon, who severely 
reproached Cheirisophus first for his harshness, and next for his 
neglect. This was the only point of difference between the 
two (says Xenophon) during the whole march; a fact very 
honourable to both, considering the numberless difficulties 
against which they had to contend. Episthenes retained the 
head-man's youthful son, carried him home in safety, and 
became much attached to him. 2 

Condemned thus to march without a guide, they could do 
no better than march up the course of the river; and thus, 
from the villages which had proved so cheering and restorative, 
they proceeded seven days' march all through snow, up the 
river Phasis; a river not verifiable, but certainly not the same 
as is commonly known under that name by Grecian geo
graphers; it was roo feet in breadth.3 Two more days' march 
brought them from this river to the foot of a range of moun
tains; near a pass occupied by an armed body of Chalybes, 
Taochi, and Phasiani. 

Observing the enemy in possession of this lofty ground, 
·Cheirisophus halted until all the army came up; in order that 
the generals might take counsel. Here Kleanor began by 
advising that they should storm the pass with no greater delay 
than was necessary to refresh the soldiers. But Xenophon 
suggested that it was far better to avoid the loss of life which 
must thus be incurred, and to amuse the enemy by feigned 
attack, while a detachment should be sent by stealth at night 
to ascend the mountain at another point and tum the position. 
"'However (continued he, turning to Cheirisophus), stealing a 

1 Xen. Anab. iv. 5, 26-36. 
s Xen. Anab. iv. 6, 4· 

2 Xen. Anab. iv. 6, 1-3. 
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march upon the enemy is more your trade than mine. For I 
understand that you the full citizens and peers at Sparta, 
practise stealing from your boyhood upward ; 1 and that it is 
held noway base, but even honourable, to steal such things as 
the law does not distinctly forbid. And to the end that you 
may stelj.l with the greatest effect, and take pains to do it in 
secret, the custom is, to flog you if you are found out. Here 
then, you have an excellent opportunity of displaying your 
training. Take good care that we be not found out in stealing 
an occupation of the mountain now before us; for if we are 
found out, we shall be well beaten." 

"Why, as for that (replied Cheirisophus), you Athenians 
also, as I learn, are capital hands at stealing the public money 
-and that too in spite of prodigious peril to the thief; nay, 
your most powerful men steal most of all-at least if it be the 
most powerful men among you who are raised to official com
mand_ So that this is a time for you to exhibit your training, 
as well as for me to exhibit mine." 2 

We have here an interchange of raillery between the two 
Grecian officers, which is not an uninteresting feature in the 
history of the expedition. The remark of Cheirisophus, es
pecially, illustrates that which I noted in a former chapter as 
true both of Sparta and Athens 3-the readiness to take bribes, 
so general in individuals clothed wiJh official power; and the 
readiness, in official Athenians, to commit such peculation, in 
spite of serious risk of punishment. Now this chance of 
punishment proceeded altogether from those accusing orators 
commonly called demagogues, and from the popular judicature 
whom they addressed. The joint working of both greatly 
abated the evil, yet was incompetent to suppress it. But 
according to the pictures commonly drawn of Athens, we are 
instructed to believe that the crying public evil was,-too great 
a licence of accusation, and too much judicial trial. Assuredly 
such was not the conception of Cheirisophus; nor shall we 

1 Xen. Anab. iv. 6, Io-14-

Kcd ollie a.lcrxpov elva.•, a.\.\a ICCI.AOV ICAf7r7'EIV, &c. The reading ICCI.Ab" 
is preferred by Schneider to ava.-yKa.'iov which had been the vulgar read
ing, and is still retained by Krager. Both are sanctioned by authority of 
MSS., and either would be admissible : on the whole, I incline to side 
with Schneider. · 

2 Xen. Anab. iv. 6, 16. 
'A.\.\a f<IV'ro< 1 (<f>'l/ b Xe<plcro<f>os, 1<a-yw ~f<aS TOVS 'A8'f/va.{ovs aiCoVw 

3~•vovs elva.< KAI7rTe<v .,.a, O'f/f<hcna., Ka.l f'cl..\a. 6vTos oe<vov Tov IC<vovvov 
'ref ICA~1r'TOV'n, Kctl TOfJS Kpo:riUTOVS P,'VTOl p.J.A.urra, f:'{7r€p flp.iv oi Kpd
'TICT'TOI l'zpXE<V a~WVV'TCI.<' {f,lFTE &pa. IC<>I uol imoe{ICVVCT8a.< T1)V 1rcuoefav. 

a See vol. vii. ch. !xi. pp. 4 I 6, 4 I 7. 
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find it borne out by any fair appreciation of the general evi
dence. When the peculation of official persons was thus 
notorious in spite of serious risks, what would it have become 
if the door had been barred to accusing demagogues, and if 
the numerous popular Dikasts had been .exchanged for a select 
few judges of the same stamp and class as the official men 
themselves? 

Enforcing his proposition, Xenophon now informed his col
leagues that he had just captured a few guides, by laying an 
ambush for certain native plunderers who beset the rear; and 
that these guides acquainted him that the mountain was not 
inaccessible, but pastured by goats and oxen. He further 
offered himself to take command of the marching detachment. 
But this being overruled by Cheirisophus, some of the best 
among the captains, Aristonymus, Aristeas, and Nikomachus, 
volunteered their services and were accepted. After refreshing 
the soldiers, the generals marched with the main army near to 
the foot of the pass, and there took up their night-station, 
making demonstrations of a purpose to storm it the next 
morning. But as soon as it was dark, Aristonymus and his 
detachment started, and ascending the mountain at another 
point, obtained without resistance a high position on the flank 
of the enemy, who soon however saw them and despatched a 
force to keep guard on that side. At daybreak these two 
detachments came to a conflict on the heights, in which the 
Greeks were completely victorious; while Cheirisophus was 
marching up the pass to attack the main body. His light 
troops, encouraged by seeing this victory of their comrades, 
hastened on to the charge faster than their hoplites could 
follow. But the enemy were so dispirited by seeing themselves 
turned, that they fled with little or no resistance. Though 
only a few were slain, many threYr away their light shields 
of wicker or wood-work, which became the prey of the 
conquerors.1 

Thus masters of the pass, the Greeks descended to the level 
ground on the other side, where they found themselves in 
some villages well-stocked with provisions and comforts ; the 
first in the country of the Taochi. Probably they halted here 
some days ; for they had seen no villages, either for rest or for 
refreshment, during the last nine days' march, since leaving 
those Armenian villages in which they had passed a week so 
eminently restorative, and which apparently had furnished 
them with a stock of provisions for the onward journey. Such 

1 Xen. Anab. iv. 6, 20-27. 
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halt gave time to the Taochi to carry up their families and 
provisions into inaccessible strongholds, so that the Greeks 
found no supplies, during five days' march through the territory. 
Their provisions were completely exhausted, when they arrived 
before one of these strongholds, a rock on which were seen 
the families and the cattle of the Taochi ; without houses or 
fortification, but nearly surrounded by a river, so as to leave 
only one narrow ascent, rendered unapproachable by vast rocks 
which the defenders hurled or rolled from the summit. By an 
ingenious combination of bravery and stratagem, in which 
some of the captains much distinguished themselves, the 
Greeks overcame this difficulty, and took the height. The 
scene which then ensued was awful. The Taochian women 
seized their children, flung them over the precipice, and then 
cast themselves headlong also, followed by the men. Almost 
every soul thus perished, very few surviving to become 
prisoners. An Arcadian captain named .!Eneas, seeing one 
of them in a fine dress about to precipitate himself with the 
rest, seized him with a view to prevent it. But the man in 
return grasped him firmly, dragged him to the edge of the 
rock, and leaped down to the destruction of both. Though 
scarcely any prisoners were taken, however, the Greeks ob
tained abundance of oxen, asses, and sheep, which fully 
supplied their wants.! 

They now entered into the territory of the Chalybes, which 
they were seven days in passing through. These were the 
bravest warriors whom they had seen in Asia. Their equip
ment was a spear of fifteen cubits long, with only one end 
pointed-a helmet, greaves, stuffed corselet, with a kilt or 
dependent flaps-a short sword which they employed to cut 
off the head of a slain enemy, displaying the head in sight 
of their surviving enemies with triumphant dance and song. 
They carried no shield; perhaps because the excessive length 
of the spear required the constant employment of both hands 
-yet they did not shrink from meeting the Greeks occasionally 
in regular, stand-up fight. As they had carried off all their 
provisions into hill-forts, the Greeks could obtain no supplies, 
but lived all the time upon the cattle which they had acquired 
from the Taochi. After seven days of march and combat
the Chalybes perpetually attacking their rear-they reached 
the river Harpasus (400 feet broad), where they passed into 
the territory of the Skythini. It rather seems that the territory 

1 Xen. Anab. iv. 7, 2-15. 
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of the Chalybes was mountainous; that of the Skythini was 
level, and contained villages, wherein they remained three 
days, refreshing themselves, and stocking themselves with 
provisions.1 

Four days of additional march brought them to a sight, the 
like of which they had not seen .since Opis and Sittake on the 
Tigris in Babylonia-a large and flourishing city called Gym
nias; an earnest of the neighbourhood of the sea, of com
merce, and of civilisation. The chief of this city received 
them in a friendly manner, and furnished them with a guide, 
who engaged to conduct them, after five days' march, to a hill 
from whence they would have a view of the sea. This was by 
no means their nearest way to the sea, for the chief of Gym- 4 

nias wished to send them through the territory of some neigh- ' 
bours to whom he was hostile ; which territory, as soon as they l 
reached it, the guide desired them to burn and destroy. How
ever, the promise was ltept, and on the fifth day, marching 
still apparently through the territory of the Skythini, they 
reached the summit of a mountain called Theches, from 
whence the Euxine Sea was visible.2 

An animated shout from the soldiers who formed the van
guard testified the impressive effect of this long-deferred spec
tacle, assuring, as it seemed to do, their safety and their return 
home. To Xenophon and to the rear-guard-engaged in re
pelling the attack of natives who had come forward to revenge 
the plunder of their territory-the shout was unintelligible. 
They at first imagined that the natives had commenced attack 
in front as well as in the rear, and that the vari-guard was en
gaged in battle. But every moment the shout became louder, 
as fresh men came to the summit and gave vent to their feel- -
ings ; so that Xenophon grew anxious, and galloped up to the : 
van with his handful of cavalry to see what had happened. j 
As he approached, the voice of the overjoyed crowd was heard l 
distinctly crying out Thalatta, Tlzalatta (The sea, the sea), and) 
congratulating each other in ecstasy. The main body, the 
rear-guard, the baggage-soldiers driving up their horses and 
cattle before them, became all excited by the sound, and 
hurrried up breathless to the summit. The whole army, 
officers and soldiers, were thus assembled, manifesting their 
joyous emotions by tears, embraces, and outpourings of en-

1 Xen. Anab. iv. 7, 18. 
2 Diodorus (xiv. 29) calls the mountain X~vtov-Chenium. He seems 

to have had Xenophon before him in his brief description of this interesting 
scene. 
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thusiastic sympathy. With spontaneous impulse they heaped 
up stones to decorate the spot by a monument and commemor
ative trophy; putting on the stones such homely offerings as 
their means afforded-sticks, hides, and a few of the wicker 
shields just taken from the natives. To the guide, who had 
performed his engagement of bringing them in five days within 
sight of the sea, their gratitude was unbounded. They pre
sented him with a horse, a silver bowl, a Persian costume, and 
ten darics in money ; besides several of the soldiers' rings, 
which he especially asked for. Thus loaded with presents, he 
left them, having first shown them a village wherein they could 
find quarters-as well as the road which they were to take 
through the territory of the Makrones.l 

When they reached the river which divided the land of the 
Makr6nes from that of the Skythini, they perceived the former 
assembled in arms on the opposite si!le to resist their passage. 
The river not being fordable, they cut down some neighbour
ing trees to provide the means of crossing. While these 
Makrones were shouting and encouraging each other aloud, a 
peltast in the Grecian army came to Xenophon, saying that 
he knew their language, and that he believed this to be his 
country. He had been a slave at Athens, exported from home 
during his boyhood-he had then made his escape (probably 
during the Peloponnesian War, to the garrison of Dekeleia), 
and afterwards taken military service. By this fortunate acci
dent, the generals were enabled to open negotiations with· the 
Makrones, and to assure them that the army would do them 
no harm, desiring nothing more than a free passage and a 
market to buy provisions. The Makrones, on receiving such 
assurances in their own language from a countryman, ex
changed pledges of friendship with the Greeks, assisted them 
to pass the river, and furnished the best market in their power 
during the three days' march across their territory. 2 

The army now reached the borders of the Kolchians, who 
were found in hostile array, occupying the summit of a con
siderable mountain which formed their frontier. Here Xeno
phon, having marshalled the soldiers for attack, with each 
lochus (company of Ioo men) in single file, instead of marching 
up the hill in phalanx, or continuous front with only a scanty 
depth-addressed to them the following pithy encouragement 
-"Now, gentlemen, these enemies before us are the only im
pediment that keeps us away from reaching the point at which 

1 Xen. Anab. iv. 7, 23-27. 2 Xen. Anab. iv. 8, 4-7. 
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we have been so long aiming. We must even eat them raw. 
if in any way we can do so." 

Eighty of these formidable companies of hoplites, each in 
single file, now began to ascend the hill ; the peltasts and bow
men being partly distributed among them, partly placed on the 
flanks. Cheirisophus and Xenophon, each commanding o~ 
one wing, spread their peltasts in such a way as to outflank the 
Kolchians, who accordingly weakened their centre in order to 
strengthen their wings. Hence the Arcadian peltasts and hop
lites in the Greek centre were enabled to attack and disperse 
the centre with little resistance ; and all the Kolchians pre
sently fled, leaving the Greeks in possession of their camp, as 
well as of several well-stocked villages in their rear. Amidst" 
these villages the army remained to refresh themselves for 
several days. It was here that they tasted the grateful, but un
wholesome honey, which this region still continues to produce 
-unaware of its peculiar properties. . Those soldiers who ate 
little of it were like men greatly intoxicated with wine ; those 
who ate much, were seized with the most violent vomiting and 
diarrhc:ea, lying down like madmen in a state of delirium. 
From this terrible distemper some recovered on the ensuing 
day, others two or three days afterwards. It does not appear 
that any one actually died.! 

Two more days' march brought them to the sea, at the Greek 
maritime city of Trapezus or Trebizond, founded by the in
habitants of Sinope on the coast of the Kolchian territory. 
Here the Trapezuntines received them with kindness and 
hospitality, sending them presents of bullocks, barley-meal, and 
wine. Taking up their quarters in some Kolchian villages 
near the town, they now enjoyed, for the first time since leav
ing Tarsus, a safe and undisturbed repose during thirty days, 
and were enabled to recover in some degree from the severe 
hardships which they had undergone. While the Trapezun
tines brought produce for sale into the camp, the Greeks pro
vided the means of purchasing it by predatory incursions 
against the Kolchians on the hills. Those Kolchians who 

1 Xen. Anab. iv. 8, 15-22. Most modern travellers attest the existence, 
in these regions, of honey intoxicating and poisonous, such as Xenophon 
describes. They point out the Azalea Pontica, as the flower from which 
the bees imbibe this peculiar quality. Professor Koch, however, calls in 
question the eJ{istence of any honey thus naturally unwholesome near the 
Black Sea. He states (Zug der Zehn Tausend, p. I II) that after careful 
inquiries he could find no trace of any such. Not contradicting Xenophon, 
he thinks that the honey which the Greeks ate must have been stale, or 
tainted. 
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iwelt under the hills and on the plain were in a state of semi
jependence upon Trapezus ; so that the Trapezuntines medi
ated on their behalf anct' prevailed on the Greeks to leave them 
,.mmolested, on condition of a contribution of bullocks. 

These bullocks enabled the Greeks to discharge the vow 
which they had made, on the proposition of Xenophon, to 
Zeus the Preserver, during that moment of dismay and despair 
which succeeded immediately on the massacre of their generals 
by Tissaphernes. · To Zeus the Preserver, to Herakles the 
Conductor, and to various other gods, they offered an abundant 
sacrifice on their mountain camp overhanging the sea; and 
after the festival ensuing, the skins of the victims were given 
as prizes to competitors in running, wrestling, boxing, and the 
pankration. The superintendence of such festival games, so 
fully accordant with Grecian usage and highly interesting to the 
army, was commi~ted to a Spartan named Drakontius; a man 
whose destiny recalls that of Patroklus and other Homeric 
heroes-'---for he had been exiled as a boy, having unintentionally 
l{illed another boy with a short sword. Various departures 
(rom Grecian custom however were admitted. The matches 
took place on the steep and stony hill-side overhanging the sea, 
instead of on a smooth plain ; and the numerous hard falls of 
the competitors afforded increased interest to the bystanders. 
The captive non-Hellenic boys were admitted to run for the 
prize, since otherwise a boy-race could not have been obtained. 
Lastly, the animation of the scene, as well as the ardour of 
the competitors, was much enhanced by the number of their 
mistresses present.l 

1 Xen. Anab. iv. 8, 23-27. 
A c~:rious and interesting anecc'ote, in Plutarch's Life of Alexander 

(c. 41), attests how much these Hetrene accompanying the soldiers (women 
for the most part free), were esteemed in the Macedonian army, and by 
Alexander himself among the rest. A Macedonian of h:gre named Eury
lochus, had got himself improperly put on a list of veterans and invalids, 
who were on the point of being sent back from Asia to Europe. The 
imposition was detected, and on being questioned he informed Alexander 
that he had practised it in order to be able to follow a free Hetrera named 
Telesippa, who was about to accompany the departing division. "I sympathise 
with your attachment, Eurylochus (replied Alexander) : let us see whether 
we cannot prevail upon Telesippa, either by persuasion or by presents, 
since she is of free condition, to stay behind" ('H,uiis ,u£v, if> Evpoll.ox•, 
G'VV<pwwras txELs' 3pa a~ 37TwS 'ITEiOw,u<v 1i li.O')'OIS 1i arf>po•s 'T~V Teli.EG'i'IT'ITav,. 
i1r<1a~,..p .1~ ili.Ev0£pas .1G'"Tl). 
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER LXX 

ON THE GEOGRAPHY OF THE RETREAT OF THE TEN 
AFTER THEY QUITTED THE TIGRIS AND ENTERED 

DUCHIAN MOUNTAINS 

THOUSANDj 
THE. KAR-

Maps exhibiting the full length of the stupendous march of thisj 
gallant and long-suffering body of men will be found in the Classical

1 

Atlas, Everyman's Library. Up to the moment when the Greeks: 
enter Karduchia, the line of march may be indicated upon evidence 
which, though not identifying special halting-places or localities,! 
makes us certain that we cannot be far wrong on the whole. But 
after that moment, the evidence gradually disappears, and we are 
left with nothing more than a knowledge of the terminus, the 
general course, and a few negative conditions. 

Mr. Ainsworth has given in his Book IV. (Travels in the Track 
of the Ten Thousand, p. 155 seq.) an interesting topographical 
comment on the march through Karduchia, and on the difficulties 
which the Greeks would have to surmount. He has further shown 
what may have been their probable line of march through Kar
duchia: but the most important point which he has established 
here, seems to be the identity of the river Kentrit~s with the 
Buhtan-Chai, an eastern affluent of the Tigris-distinguishing it 
from the river of Bitlis on the west and the river Khabur on the 
south-east, with both of which it had been previously confounded 
(p. 167). The Buhtan-Chai falls into the Tigris at a village called 
Til, and "constitutes at the present day, a natural barrier bet\yeen 
Kurdistan and Armenia" (p. 166). In this identification of the 
Kentrit~s with the Buhtan-Chai, Professor Koch agrees (Zug der 
Zehn Tausend, p. 7S). 

If the Greeks crossed the Kentrit~s near its confluence with the 
Tigris, they would march up its right bank in one day to a situation 
near the modern town of Sert (Mr. Ainsworth thinks), though 
Xenophon takes no notice of the river of Bitlis, which nevertheless 
they must have passed. Their two next days of march, assuming· 
a direction nearly .north, would carry them (as Xenophon states,. 
iv. 4, 2) beyond the sources of the Tigris; that is, "beyond the' 
headwaters of the eastern tributaries to the Tigris." 

Three days of additional march brought them to the river Tele
boas-" of no great size, but beautiful" (iv. 4, 4). There appear 
sufficient reasons to identify this river with the Kara-Su or Black 
River, which flows through the valley or plain of Mush into the 
Murad or Eastern Euphrat~s (Ainsworth, p. 172; Ritter, Erdkunde, 
part x. s. 37, p. 6S2 ). Though Kinneir (Journey through Asia ' 
Minor and .Kurdistan, ISIS, p. 4S4), Rennell (Illustrations of the 
Expedition of Cyrus, p. 207) and Bell (System of Geography, iv. p. 
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140) identify it with the Ak-Su or river of Mush-this, according 
.o Ainsworth, "is only a small tributary to the Kara-Su, which is 
he great river of the plain and district." 

Professor Koch, whose personal researches in and round Armenia 
~ive to his opinion the highest authority, follows Mr. Ainsworth in 
dentifying the Teleboas with the Kara-Su. He supposes however 

that the Greeks crossed the Kentntes, not near its confluence with 
the Tigris, but considerably higher up, near the town of Sert or 
Sort. From hence he supposes that they marched nearly north-' 
east in the modern road from Sert to Bitlis, thus getting round the 
head or near the head of the river called Bitlis-Su, which is one of 
the eastern affluents to the Tigris (falling first into the Buhtan
Chai), and which Xenophon took for the Tigris itself. They then 
marched farther, in a line not far distant from the Lake of Van, 
over the saddle which separates that lake from the lofty mountain 
Ali-Dagh. This saddle is the watershed which separates the 
affluents to the Tigris from those to the Eastern Euphrates, of 
which latter the Teleboas or Kara-Su is one (Koch, Zug der Zehn 
Tausend, p. 82-84). 

After the river Teleboas, there seems no one point in the march 
which can be identified with anything approaching to certainty. 
Nor have we any means even of determining the general line of 
route, apart from specific places, which they followed from the 
river Teleboas to Trebizond. 

Their first object was to reach and cross the Eastern Euphrates. 
They would of course cross at the nearest point where they could 
find a ford. But how low down its course does the river continue 
to be fordable, in midwinter, with snow on the ground? Here 
Professor Koch differs from Mr. Ainsworth and Colonel Chesney. 
He affirms that the river would be fordable a little above its con
fluence with the Tscharbahur, about latitude 39o 3'. According to 
:\1r: Ainsworth, it would not be fordable below the confluence with 
the river of Khanus (Khinnis). Koch's authority, as the most 
recent and systematic investigator of these regions, seems prefer
able, especially as it puts the Greeks nearly in the road now 
travelled over from Mush to Erzerum, which is said to be the 
only pass over the mountains open throughout all the winter, 
passing by Khinnis and Koili: see Ritter, Erdkunde, x. p. 387. 
Xenophon mentions a warm spring, which the army passed by 
during the third or fourth day after crossing the Euphrates (Anab. 
iv. s, Is). Professor Koch believes himself to have identified this 
warm spring-the only one, as he states (p. 90-93), south of the 
range of mountains called the Bingiil-Dagh-in the district called 
\Vardo, near the village of Bashkan. 

To lay down with any certainty the line which the Greeks 
followed from the Euphrates to Trebizond, appears altogether 
impossible. I cannot admit the hypothesis of Mr. Ainsworth, who 
conducts the army across the Araxes to its northern bank, carries 
them up northward to the latitude of Teflis in Georgia, then brings 
them back again across the Harpa-Chai (a northern affluent of 

VOL. IX. H 
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the Arax~s, which he identifies with the Harpasus mentioned by 
Xenophon) and the Araxes itself, to Gymnias, which he places 
near the site of Erzerum. Professor Koch (p. I04-ro8), who 
dissents with good reason from Mr. Ainsworth, proposes (though 
with hesitation and uncertainty) a line of his own, which appears 
to me open greatly to the same objection as that of Mr. Ainsworth. 
It carries the Greeks too much to the northward of Erzerum, more 
out of their line of march from the place where they crossed the 

, Eastern Euphrates, than can be justified by any probability. The 
Greeks knew well, that in order to get home they must take a 
westerly direction (see Anab. iii. 5, rs). 

Their great and constant purpose would be to make way to the 
westward, as soon as they had crossed the Euphrates : and the 
road from that river, passing near the site of Erzerum, to Trebizond 
would thus coincide, in the main, with their spontaneous tendency. 
They had no motive to go northward of Erzerum, nor ought we to 
suppose it without some proof. The map in the Classical Atlas 
shows a line of march, much less circui_tous. This line is not meant 
to be understood to be the real road which the army can be 
proved to have taken, but it seems to be a possible line, and it 
serves as a sort of approximation to complete the reader's idea of 
the entire ground travelled over by the Ten Thousand. 

Koch hardly makes sufficient account of the overwhelming hard
ships with which the Greeks had to contend, when he states (p. 96) 
that if they had taken a line as straight or nearly as straight as 
was practicable, they might have marched from the Euphrates to 
Trebizond in sixteen or twenty days, even allowing for the bad time 
of the year. Considering that it was midwinter, in that very high 
and cold country, with deep snow throughout ; that they had 
absolutely no advantages or assistance of any kind ; that their sick 
and disabled men, together with their arms, were to be carried by 
the stronger ; that there were a great many women accompanying 
them; that they had beasts to drive along, carrying baggage and 
plunder,-the prophet Silanus, for example, having preserved his 
3000 darics in coin from the field of Kunaxa until his return ; that 
there was much resistance from the Chalybes and Taochi ; that 
they had to take provisions where provisions were discoverable ; 
that even a small stream must have impeded them, and probably 
driven them out of their course to find a ford-considering the 
intolerable accumulation of these and other hardships, we need not 
wonder at any degree of slowness in their progress. It rarely 
happens that modern travellers go over these regions in mid
winter : but we may see what travelling is at that season, by the 
dreadful description which Mr. Bai.Jlie Fraser gives of his journey 
from Tauris to Erzerum in the month of March (Travels in Koord
histan, Letter XV.). Mr. Kinneir says (Travels, p. 353)-" The 
winters are so severe that all communication between Baiburt and 
the circumjacent villages is cut off for four months in the year, in 
consequence of the depth of the snow." 

Now if we measure on Kiepert's map the rectilinear distance-
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the air-line-from Trebizond to the place where Koch represents 

, the Greeks to have crossed the Eastern Euphrates-we shall find 
it 170 English miles. The number of day's journey-marches which 
Xenophon mentions are 54 : even if we include the five days of 
march undertaken from Gymnias (Anab. iv. 7, zo), which, properly 
speaking, were directed against the enemies of the governor of 
Gymnias, more than for the promotion of their retreat. In each of 
those 54 days, therefore, they tnust have made 3'14 miles of recti
linear progress. This surely is not an unreasonably slow progress 
to suppose, under all the disadvantages of their situation ; nor does 
it imply any very great actual departure from the straightest line 
practicable. Indeed Koch himself (in his Introduction, p. 4) 
suggests various embarrassments which must have occurred on the 
march, but which Xenophon has not distinctly stated. 

The river which Xenophon calls the Harpasus seems to be pro
bably the Tchoruk-Su, as Colonel Chesney and Professor Koch 
suppose. At least it is difficult to assign any other river with 
which the Harpasus can be identified. 

I cannot but think it probable that the city which Xenophon calls 
Gymnias (Diodorus, xiv. 29, calls it Gymnasia) was the same as 
that which is now called Gumisch-Khana (Hamilton), Gumush
Kaneh (Ainsworth), Gemisch-Khaneh (Kinneir). "Gumisch-Khana 
(says Mr. Hamilton, Travels in Asia Minor, vol. i. ch. xi. p. 168 ; 
ch. xiv. p. 234) is celebrated as the site of the most ancient and 
considerable silver-mines in the Ottoman dominions." Both Mr. 
Kinneir and Mr. Hamilton passed through Gumisch-Khana on the 
road from Trebizond to Erzerum. . 

Now here is not only great similarity of name, and likelihood of 
situation-but the existence of the silver-mines furnishes a plausible 
explanation of that which would otherwise be very strange: the exist
ence of this "great, flourishing, inhabited city," inland, in the midst 
of such barbarians-the Chalybes, the Skythini, the Makrones, &c. 

Mr. Kinneir reached Gumisch- Khana at the end of the third day 
after quitting Trebizond ; the last two days having been very long 
and fatiguing. Mr. Hamilton, who also passed through Gumisch
Khana, reached it at the end of two long days. Both these travellers 
represent the road near Gumisch-Khana as extremely difficult. 
Mr. Ainsworth, who did not himself pass through Gumisch-Khana, 
tells us (what is of some importance in this discussion) that it lies 
in the winter-road from Erzerum to Trebizond (Travels in Asia 
Minor, vol. ii. p. 394). "The winter-road, which is the longest, 
passes by Gumisch-Khana, and takes the longer portion of valley : 
all the others cross over the mountain at various points, to the east 
of the road by the mines. But whether going by the mountains or 
the valley, the muleteers often go indifferently to the west as far as 
Ash Kaleh, and at other times turn off by the villages of Bey 
Mausour and Kodjah Bunar, where they take to the mountains." 

Mr. Hamilton makes the distance from Trebizond to Gumisch
Khana 18 hours, or 54 calculated post miles ; that is, about 40 
English miles (Appendix to Travels in Asia Minor, vol. ii. p. 389). 
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Now we are not to suppose that the Greeks marched in any 1 

direct road from Gymnias to Trebizond. On the contrary, the fivel 
days' march which they undertook immediately from Gymniasl 
were conducted by a guide sent from that town, who led them over 
the territories of people hostile to Gymnias, .in order that they 
might lay waste the lands (iv. 7, zo). What progress they made, 
during these marches, towards Trebizond, is altogether doubtful. 
The guide promised that on the fifth day he would bring them to a 
spot from whence they could view the sea, and he performed his 
promise by leading them to the top of the sacred mountain Theche. · 

Theche was a summit (lf~epov, iv. 7, 25), as might be expected. 
But unfortunately it seems impossible to verify the particular sum
mit on which the interesting scene described by Xenophon took 
place. Mr. Ainsworth presumes it to be the mountain called Kop
Dagh ; from whence, however, according to Koch, the sea cannot 
be discerned. D'Anville and some other geographers identify it 
with the ridge called Tekieh-Dagh to the east of Gumisch-Khana; 
nearer to the sea than that place. This mountain, I think, would 
suit pretty well for the narrative in respect of position: but Koch 
and other modern travellers affirm that it is neither high enough, 
nor near enough to the sea, to permit any such view as that which 
Xenophon relates. It stands on Kiepert's map at a distance of full 
35 English miles from the sea, the view of which moreover seems 
intercepted by the still higher mountain-chain now called Kolath
Dagh, a portion of the ancient Paryadres, which runs along parallel 
to the coast. It is to be recollected, that in the first half of 
February, the time of Xenophon's visit, the highest peaks would 
certainly be all covered with snow, and therefore very difficult to 
ascend. 

There is a striking view obtained of the sea from the mountain 
called Karakaban. This mountain, more than 4000 feet high, lies 
rather above twenty miles from the sea, to the south of Trebizond, 
and immediately north of the still higher chain of Kolath-Dagh. 
From the Kolath-Dagh chain, which runs east and west, there 
strike out three or four parallel ridges to the northward, formed 
of primitive slate, and cut down precipitously so as to leave deep 
and narrow valleys between. On leaving Trebizond, the traveller 
ascends the hill immediately above the town, and then descends 
into the valley on the other side. His road to Karakaban lies 
partly along the valley, partly along the crest of one of the four 
ridges just mentioned. But throughout all this road, the sea is 
never seen ; being hidden by the hills immediately above Trebi
zond- He does not again see the sea until he reaches Karakaban, 
which is sufficiently high to enable him to see over those hills. 
The guides (as I am informed by Dr. Holland, who twice went 
over the spot) point out with great animation this view of the sea, 
as particularly deserving of notice_ It is enjoyed for a short space 
while the road winds round the mountain, and then again lost. 

Here is a view of the sea at once distant, sudden, impressive, 
and enjoyed from an eminence not too high to be accessible to the 
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Cyreian army. In so far, it would be suitable to the description of 
Xenophon. Yet again it appears that a person coming to this 
point from the land side (as Xenophon of course did), would find it 
in his descending route, not in his ascending : and this can hardly 
be reconciled with the description which we read in the Greek 
historian. Moreover, the subsequent marches which Xenophon 
mentions after quitting the mountain summit .Theche, can hardly 
be reconciled with the supposition that it was the same as what is 
now called Karakaban. It is indeed quite possible (as Mr. Hamil
ton suggests) that .Theche may have been a peak apart from any 
road, and that the guide may have conducted the soldiers thither 
for the express purpose of showing the sea, guiding them back 
again into the road afterwards. This increases the difficulty of 
identifying the spot. However, the whole region is as yet very im
perfectly known, and perhaps it is not impossible that there may 
be some particular locality even on Tekieh-Dagh, whence, through 
an <cccidental gap in the intervening mountains, the sea might 
become visible. 

CHAPTER LXXI 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE TEN THOUSAND GREEKS, FROM THE 

TIJ\IE THAT THEY REACHED TRAPEZUS, TO THEIR JUNC

TION WITH THE LACED./EMONIAN ARMY IN ASIA MINOR 

WE now commence a third act in the history of this memor
able body of men. After having followed them from Sardis to 
Kunaxa as mercenaries to procure the throne for Cyrus-then 
from Kunaxa to Trapezus as men anxious only for escape, and 
purchasing their safety by marvellous bravery, endurance, and 
organisation-we shall now track their proceedings among the 
Greek colonies on the Euxine and at the Bosphorus of Thrace, 
succeeded by their struggles against the meanness of the 
Thracian prince Seuthes, as well as against the treachery 
and arbitrary harshness of the Lacedremonian commanders 
Anaxibius and Aristarchus. 

Trapezus, now Trebizond, where the army had recently 
found repose, was a colony from Sinope, as were also Kerasus 
and Kotyora farther westward; each of them receiving an har
most or governor from the mother-city, and paying to her an 
annual tribute. All these three cities were planted on the 
narrow strip of land dividing the Euxine from the elevated 
mountain range which so closely borders on its southern coast. 
At Sinope itself, the land stretches out into a defensible 
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peninsula, with a secure harbour, and a large breadth of 
adjacent fertile soil. So tempting a site invited the Milesians, 
even before the year 6oo B.c., to plant a colony there, and 
enabled Sinope to attain much prosperity and power. Farther 
westward, not more than a long day's journey for a rowing 
vessel from Byzantium, was situated the Megarian colony of 
Herakleia, in the territory of the Mariandyni. 

The native tenants of this line of coast, upon whom the 
Greek settlers intruded themselves (reckoning from the west
ward), were the Bithynian Thracians, the Mariandyni, the 
Paphlagonians, the Tibareni, Chalybes, Mosynceki, Drilce, and 
Kolchians. Here as elsewhere, these natives found the Greek 
seaports useful, in giving a new value to inland produce, and in 
furnishing the great men with ornaments and luxuries to which 
they would otherwise have had no access. The citizens of 
Herakleia had reduced into dependence a considerable portion 
of the neighbouring Mariandyni, and held them in a relation 
resembling that of the natives of Esthonia and Livonia to the 
German colonies in the Baltic. Some of the Kolchian villages 
were also subject in the same manner to the Trapezuntines; 1 

and Sin6pe doubtless possessed a similar inland dominion 
of greater or less extent. But the principal wealth of this 
important city arose from her navy and maritime commerce; 
from the rich thunny fishery attached to her promontory ; from 
the olives in her immediate neighbourhood, which was a culti
vation not indigenous, but only naturalised by the Greeks on 
the seaboard ; from the varied produce of the interior, com
prising abundant herds of cattle, mines of silver, iron, and 
copper, in the neighbouring mountains, wood for ship-building, 
as well as for house-furniture, and native slaves.2 The case 
was similar with the three colonies of Sin6pe, more to the 
eastward-Koty6ra, Kerasus, and Trapezus; except that the 
mountains which border on the Euxine, gradually approaching 
nearer and nearer to the shore, left to each of them a more 
confined strip of cultivable land. For these cities the time had 
not yet arrived, to be conquered and absorbed by the inland 
monarchies around them, as Miletus and the cities on the 
western coast of Asia Minor had been. . The Paphlagonians 
'rere at this time the only indigenous people in those regions 
who formed a considerable aggregated force, under a prince 
named Korylas; a prince tributary to Persia, yet half indepen
dent-since he had disobeyed the summons of Artaxerxes to 

1 Strabo, xii. p. 542 ; Xen. Ana b. iv. S, 24. 
2 Strabo, xii. pp. 545, 546. 
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come up and help in repeliing Cyrus 1-and now on terms of 
established alliance with Sinope, though not without secret 
designs, which he wanted only force to execute, against that 
city.2 The other native tribes to the eastward were moun
taineers both ruder and more divided; warlike on their own 
heights, but little capable of any aggressive combinations. 

Though we are told that Perikles had once despatched a de
tachment of Athenian colonists to Sinope,3 and had expelled 
from thence the despot Timesilaus,-yet neither that city nor 
any of her neighbours appear to have taken part in the 
Peloponnesian War, either for or against Athens; nor were 
they among the number of tributaries to Persia. They doubt
less were acquainted with the upward march of Cyrus, which had 
disturbed all Asia; and probably were not ignorant of the perils 
and critical state of his Grecian army. But it was with a feel
ing of mingled surprise, admiration, and alarm, that they saw 
that army descend from the mountainous region, hitherto only 
recognis-ed as the abode of Kolchians, Makrones, and other 
analogous tribes, among whom was perched the mining city of 
Gymnias. 

Even after all the losses and extreme sufferings of the 
retreat, the Greeks still numbered, when mustered at Kerasus, 4 

86oo hoplites, with peltasts or targeteers, bowmen, slingers, 
&c., making a total of above Io,ooo military persons. Such a 
force had never before been seen in the Euxine. Considering 
both the numbers and the now-acquired discipline and self
confidence of the Cyreians, even Sinope herself could have 
raised no force capable of meeting them in the field. Yet they 
did not belong to any city, nor receive orders from any 
established government. They were like those mercenary 
armies which marched about in Italy during the fourteenth 
century, under the generals called Condottieri, taking service 
sometimes with one city, sometimes with another. No one 
could predict what schemes they might conceive, or in what 
manner they might deal with the established communities on 
the shores of the Euxine. If we imagine that such an "army had 
suddenly appeared in Sicily, a little time before the Athenian 

I Xen. Anab. v. 6, 8. 
~ Xen. Anab. v. 5, 23. 
3 Plutarch, Perikles, c. zo. 
4 Xen. Anab. v. 3, 3; v. 7, 9· The maximum of the Grecian force, 

when mustered at Issus after the junction of those 300 men who deserted 
from Abrokomas, was 13,900 men. At the review in Babylonia, three 
days before the battle of Kunaxa, there were mustered however only 12,900 
(Anab. i. 7, 10). 
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expedition against Syracuse, it would have been probably 
enlisted by Leontini and Katana in their war against Syracuse. 
If the inhabitants of Trapezus had wished to throw off the 
dominion of Sinope,-or if Korylas the Paphlagonian were 
meditating war against that city-here were formidable auxili
aries to second their wishes. Moreover there were various 
tempting sites, open to the formation of a new colony, which, 
with so numerous a body of original Greek settlers, would 
probably have overtopped Sinope herself. There was no 
restraining cause to reckon upon, except the general Hellenic 
sympathies and education of the Cyreian army; and what was 
of not less importance, the fact that they were not mercenary 
soldiers by permanent profession, such as became so formidably 
multiplied in Greece during the next generation-but estab
lished citizens who had come out on a special service under 
Cyrus, with the full intention, after a year of lucrative enterprise, 
to return to their 'homes and families.l We shall find such 
gravitation towards home steadily operative throughout the 
future proceedings of the army. But at· the moment when 
they first emerged from the mountains, no one could be sure 
that it would be so. There was ample ground for uneasiness 
among the Euxine Greeks, especially the Sinopians, whose 
supremacy had never before been endangered. 

An undisturbed repose of thirty days enabled the Cyreians to 
recover from their fatigues, to talk over their past dangers, and 
to take pride in the anticipated effect which their unparalleled 
achievement could not fail to produce in Greece. Having dis
charged their vows and celebrated their festival to the gods, 
they held an assembly to discuss their future proceedings; 
when a Thurian soldier named Antileon exclaimed-" Com
rades, I am already tired of packing up, marching, running, 
carrying arms, falling into line, keeping watch, and fighting. 
Now that we have the sea here before us, I desire to be 
relieved from all these toils, to sail the rest of the way, and to 
arrive in Greece outstretched and asleep, like Odysseus." This 

I Xen. Anab. vi. 2, 8 ; a passage already cited above. 
This statement respecting the position of most of the soldiers is more 

authentic, as well as less disparaging, than that of Isokrates (Orat. iv. 
Panegyr. s. 170). 

In another oration, composed about fifty years after the Cyreian ex· 
pedition, Isokrates notices the large premiums which it had been formerly 
necessary to give to those who brought together mercena1y soldiers, over 
and above the pay to the soldiers themselves (lsokrates, Orat. v. ad Philipp. 
s. rr2); as contrasted with the over-multiplication of unemployed mercen
aries during his own later time (Ibid. s. 142 seq.). 
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pithy address being received with vehement acclamations, and 
warmly responded to by all-Cheirisophus offered, if the army 
chose to empower him, to sail forthwith to Byzantium, where 
he thought he could obtain from his friend the Laceda:monian 
admiral Anaxibius sufficient vessels for transport. His proposi
tion was gladly accepted; and he departed to execute the project. 

Xenophon then urged upon the army various resolutions and 
measures, proper for the regulation of affairs during the absence 
of Cheirisophus. The army would be forced to maintain itself 
by marauding expeditions among the hostile tribes in the 
mountains. Such expeditions accordingly must be put under 
regulation : neither individual soldiers, nor small companies, 
must be allowed to go out at pleasure, without giving notice to 
the generals; moreover, the camp must be kept under constant 
guard and scouts, in the event of surprise from a retaliating 
enemy. It was prudent also to take the best measures in their 
power for procuring vessels ; since, after all, Cheirisophus 
might possibly fail in bringing an adequate number. They 
ought to borrow a few ships of war from the Trapezuntines, and 
detain all the merchant ships which they saw; unshipping the 
rudders, placing the cargoes under guard, and maintaining the 
crew during all the time that the ships might be required for 
transport of the army. Many such merchant vessels were often 
sailing by ; 1 so that they would thus acquire the means of 
transport, even though Cheirisophus should bring few or none 
from Byzantium. Lastly, Xenophon proposed to require the 
Grecian cities to repair and put in order the road along the 
coast, for a land-march ; since, perhaps, with all their efforts, it 
would be found impossible to get together a sufficient stock of 
transports. 

All the propositions of Xenophon were readily adopted by the 
army, except the last. But the mere mention of a renewed 
land-march excited such universal murmurs of repugnance, that 
he did not venture to put that question to the vote. He took 
upon himself however to send messages to the Grecian cities, 
on his own responsibility; urging them to repair the roads, in 
order that the departure of the army might be facilitated. And 
he found the cities ready enough to carry his wishes into effect, 
as far as Koty6ra.2 

1 Xen. Anab. v. I, 3-13. 
'Opw o' ~")'W 71"AOLa 7rOAAd.I(!S 7r11.pa7rAEOV7"a, &c. This is a forcible proof 

how extensive was the Grecian commerce with the town and region of 
l'haois, at the eastern extremity of the Euxine. 

" Xen. Anab. v. I, IS· 
H 2 
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The wisdom of these precautionary suggestions of Xenophon 

soon appeared ; for Cheirisophus not only failed in his object, 
but was compelled to stay away for a considerable time. A 
pentekonter (or armed ship with fifty oars) was borrowed from 
the Trapezuntines, and committed to the charge of a Laced<e
monian Pericekus, named Dexippus, for the purpose of detain
ing the merchant vessels passing by. This man having violated 
his trust, and employed the ship to make his own escape out of 
the Euxine, a second was obtained and confided to an Athenian, 
Polykrates; who brought in successively several merchant 
vessels. These the Greeks did not plunder, but secured the 
cargoes under adequate guard, and only reserved the vessels 
for transports. It became however gradually more and more 
difficult to supply the camp with provisions. Though the 
army was distributed into suitable detachments for plundering 
the Kolchian villages on the hills, and seizing cattle and 
prisoners for sale, yet these expeditions did not always succeed; 
indeed on one occasion, two Grecian lochi or companies got 
entangled in such difficult ground, that they were destroyed to 
a man. The Kolchians united on the hills in increased and 
menacing numbers, insomuch that a larger guard became 
necessary for the camp; while the Trapezuntines-tired of the 
protracted stay of the army, as well as desirous of exempting 
from pillage the natives in their own immediate neighbourhood 
-conducted the detachments only to villages alike remote 
and difficult of access. It was in this manner that a large 
force under Xenophon himself, attacked the lofty and rugged 
stronghold of the Dril::e-the most warlike nation of moun
taineers in the neighbourhood of the Euxine ; well-armed, 
and troublesome to Trapezus by their incursions. After a 
difficult march and attack, which Xenophon describes in 
interesting detail, and wherein the Greeks encountered no 
small hazard of ruinous defeat-they returned in the end 
completely successful, and with a plentiful booty.l 

At length, after long awaiting in vain the reappearance of 
Cheirisophus, increasing scarcity and weariness determined 
them to leave Trapezus. A sufficient number of vessels had 
been collected to serve for the transport of the women, of the 
sick and wounded, and of the baggage. All these were 
accordingly placed on board under the command of Philesius 
and Soph~netus, the two oldest generals ; while the remaining 
army marched by land, along a road which had been just made 
good under the representations of Xenophon. In three dars 

1 Xcn. Anab. v. 2. 
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they reached Kerasus, another maritime colony of the Sino
pians, still in the territory called Kolchian ; there they halted 
ten days, mustered and numbered the army, and divided the 
money acquired by the sale of their prisoners. Eight thousand 
six hundred hoplites, out of a total probably greater than 
eleven thousand, were found still remaining ; besides targeteers 
and various light troops.l 

During the halt at Kerasus, the declining discipline of the 
army became manifest as they approached home. Various 
acts of outrage occurred, originating now, as afterwards, in the 
intrigues of treacherous officers. A captain named Klearetus 
persuaded his company to attempt the plunder of a Kolchian 
village near Kerasus, which had furnished a friendly market to 
the Greeks, and which rested secure on the faith of peaceful 
relations. He intended to make off separately with the booty 
in one of the vessels; but his attack was repelled, and he 
himself slain. The injured villagers despatched three elders 
as heralds, to remonstrate with the Grecian authorities; but 
these heralds, being seen in Kerasus by some of the repulsed 
plunderers, were slain. A partial tumult then ensued, in which 
even the magistrates of Kerasus were in great danger, and only 
escaped the pursuing soldiers by running into the sea. This 
enormity, though it occurred under the eyes of the generals, 
immediately before their departure from Kerasus, remained 
without inquiry or punishment, from the numbers concerned 
in it. 

Between Kerasus and Kotyora, there was not then (nor is 
there now) any regular road.2 This march cost the Cyreian 

1 Xen. Anab. v. 3, 3· Mr. Kinneir (Travels in Asia Minor, p. 327) and 
many other authors, have naturally presumed, from the analogy of name 
that the modern town Kerasoun (about long. 38o 40') corresponds to th~ 
Kerasus of Xenophon ; which Arrian in his Periplus conceives to be 
identical with what was afterwards called Pharnakia. 

But it is remarked both by Dr. Cramer (Asia Minor, vol. i. p. 28r) and 
by Mr. Hamilton (Travels in Asia Minor, ch. xv. p. 250), that Ker~soun 
is too far from Trebizond to admit of Xenophon having marched with the 
army from the one place to the other in three days ; or even in less than 
ten days, in the judgement of Mr. Hamilton. Accordingly Mr. Hamilton 
p!aces the site of the Kerasus of Xenophon much nearer to Trebizond 
(about long. 39° 20', as it stands in Kiepert's map of Asia Minor), near a 
river now called the Kerasoun Dere Su. 

2 It was not without great difficulty that Mr. Kinneir obtained horses to 
'ravel from Kotyl'lra to Kerasoun by land. The aga of the place told him 
t'1at it was madness to think of travelling by land, and ordered a felucca for 
Lim ; but was at last prevailed on to furnish horses. There seems indeed 
to have been no regular or trodden road at all: the hills approach close to 
tte sea. and Mr. Kinneir "travelled the whole of the way along the shore 
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army not less than ten days, by an inland track departing 
from the sea-shore, and through the mountains inhabited by 
the indigenous tribes Mosynceki and Chalybes. The latter, 
celebrated for their iron works, were under dependence to the 
former. As the Mosynceki refused to grant a friendly passage 
across their territory, the army were compelled to fight their 
way through it as enemies, with the aid of one section of these 
people themselves ; which alliance was procured for them by 
the Trapezuntine Timesitheus, who was proxenus of the 
Mosynceki and understood their language. The Greeks took 
the mountain fastnesses of this people, and plundered the 
wooden turrets which formed their abodes. Of their peculiar 
fashions Xenophon gives an interesting description, which I 
have not space to copy.l The territory of the Tibareni was 
more easy and accessible. This people met the Greeks with 
presents, and tendered a friendly passage. But the generals at 
first declined the presents, preferring to treat them as enemies 
and plunder them; which in fact they would have done, had 
they not been deterred by inauspicious sacrifices. 2 

Near Kotyora, which was situated on the coast of the 
Tibareni, yet on the borders of Paphlagonia, they remained 
forty-five days, still awaiting the appearance of Cheirisophus 
with the transports to carry them away by sea. The Sinopian 
Harmost or governor did not permit them to be welcomed in 
so friendly a manner as at Trapezus. No market was provided 
for them, nor were their sick admitted within the walls. But 
the fortifications of the town were not so constructed as to 
resist a Greek force, the like of which had never before been 
seen in those regions. The Greek generals found a weak 
point, made their way in, and took possession of a few houses 
for the accommodation of their sick; keeping a guard at the 
gate to secure free egress, but doing no further violence to the 
citizens. They obtained their victuals partly from the Kotyorite 

alternately over a sandy be;1ch and a high wooded bank. The hills at 
intervals jutting out into the sea, form capes and numemus little bays along 
the coast ; but the nature of the country was still the same, that is to say, 
studded with fine timber, flowers, and groves of cherry-trees" (Travels in 
Asia Minor, p. 324). 

Kerasus is the indigenous country of the cherry-tree, and the origin of its 
name. 

Professor Koch thinks, that the number of days' march given by Xeno
phon (ten days) between Kerasus and Koty$ra, is more than consists with 
the real distance, even if Kerasus be placed where Mr. Hamilton supposes. 
If the number be correctly stated, he supposes that the Greeks must have 
halted somewhere (Zug der Zehn Tausend, pp. IIS, II6). 

1 Xen. Anab. v. 5, 3· 2 Xen. Anab. v. 7, 18-25. 
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vil:ages, partly from the neighbouring territory of Paphlagonia, 
until at length envoys arrived from Sinope to remonstrate 
against their proceedings. 

These envoys presented themselves before the assembled 
soldiers in the camp, when Hekatonymus, the chief and the 
most eloquent among them, began by complimenting the army 
upon their gallant exploits and retreat. He then complained 
of the injury which Kotyora, and Sinope as the mother-city of 
Kotyora, had suffered at their hands, in violation of common 
Hellenic kinship. If such proceedings were continued, he 
intimated that Sinope would be compelled in her own defence 
to seek alliance with the Paphlagonian prince Korylas, or any 
other barbaric auxiliary who would lend them aid against the 
Greeks.1 Xenophon replied that if the Kotyorites had sus
tained any damage, it was owing to their own ill-will and to 
the Sino pian Harmost in the place; that the generals were 
under the necessity of procuring subsistence for the soldiers, 
with house-room for the sick, and that they had taken nothing 
more; that the sick men were lying within the town, but at 
their own cost, while the other soldiers were all encamped 
without ; that they had maintained cordial friendship with the 
Trapezuntines, and requited all their good offices ; that they 
sought no enemies except through necessity, being anxious 
only again to reach Greece ; and that as for the threat re
specting Korylas, they knew well enough that that prince was 
eager to become master of the wealthy city of Sinope, and. 
would speedily attempt some such enterprise if he could obtain 
the Cyreian army as his auxiliaries. 2 

This judicious reply shamed the colleagues of Hekatonymus 
so much, that they went the length of protesting against what 
he had said, and of affirming that they had come with pro
positions of sympathy and friendship to the army, as well as 
with promises to give them an hospitable reception at Sinope, 
if :hey should visit that town on their way home. Presents 
were at once sent to the army by the inhabitants of Kotyora, 
and a good understanding established. 

Such an interchange of good-will with the powerful city of 
Siroope was an unspeakable advantage to the army-indeed an 
essential condition to their power of reaching home. If they 
continued their march by land, it was only through Sinopian 
guidance and mediation that they could obtain or force a 
passage through Paphlagonia; while for a voyage by sea, there 

1 Xen. Anab. v. 5, 7-12. 2 Xcn. Anab. v. 5, 13 22. 
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was no chance of procuring a sufficient number of vessels 
except from Sinope, since no news had been received of 
Cheirisophus. On the other hand, that city had also a strong 
interest in facilitating their transit homeward, and thus re
moving formidable neighbours, for whose ulterior purposes 
there could be no guarantee. After some preliminary con
versation with the Sinopian envoys, the generals convoked the 
army in assembly, and entreated Hekatonymus and his com
panions to advise them as to the best mode of proceeding 
westward to the Bosphorus. Hekatonymus, after apologising 
for the menacing insinuations of his former speech, and 
protesting that he had no other object in view except to point 
out the safest and easiest plan of route for the army, began to 
unfold the insuperable difficulties of a march through Paphla
gonia. The very entrance into the country must be achieved 
through a narrow aperture in the mountains, which it was 
impossible to force if occupied by the enemy. Even assuming 
this difficulty to be surmounted, there were spacious plains to 
be passed over, wherein the Paphlagonian horse, the most 
numerous and bravest in Asia, would be found almost irre
sistible. There were also three or four great rivers, which the 
army would be unable to pass-the Thermodon and the Iris, 
each 300 feet in breadth-the Halys, two stadia or nearly a 
quarter of a mile in breadth-the Parthenius, also very con
siderable. Such an array of obstacles (he affirmed) rendered 
the project of marching through Paphlagonia impracticable ; 
whereas the voyage by sea from Kotyora to Sinope, and from 
Sinope to Herakleia, was easy; and the transit from the latter 
place either by sea to Byzantium, or by land across Thrace, 
yet easier.! 

Difficulties like these, apparently quite real, were more than 
sufficient to determine the vote of the army, already sick of 
marching and fighting, in favour of the sea voyage; though 
there were not wanting suspicions of the sincerity of Hekato
nymus. • But Xenophon, in communicating to the latter the 
decision of the army, distinctly apprised him that they would 
on no account permit themselves to be divided; that they 
would either depart or remain all in a body ; and that vessels 
must be provided sufficient for the transport of all. Hekato
nymus desired them to send envoys of their own to Sinope 
to make the necessary arrangements. Three envoys were 
accordingly sent-Ariston, an Athenian, Kallimachus, an 

1 Xcn. Anab. v. 6, 4-II. 
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Arcadian, and Samolas, an Ach::ean; the Athenian, probably, 
as possessing the talent of speaking in the Sin6pian senate or 
assembly.1 

During the absence of these envoys, the army still continued 
near Koty6ra, with a market provided by the town, and with 
traders from Sin6pe and Herakleia in the camp. Such soldiers 
as had no money wherewith to purchase, subsisted by pillaging 
the neighbouring frontier of Paphlagonia.2 But they were 
receiving no pay; every man was living on his own resources; 
and instead of carrying back a handsome purse to Greece, as 
each soldier had hoped when he first took service under Cyrus, 
there seemed every prospect of their returning poorer than 
when they left home.3 Moreover, the army was now moving 
onward without any definite purpose, with increasing dissatis
faction and decreasing discipline ; insomuch that Xenophon 
foresaw the difficulties which would beset the responsible 
commanders when they should come within the stricter re
straints and obligations of the Grecian world. 

It was these considerations which helped to suggest to him 
the idea of employing the army on some enterprise of conquest 
and colonisation in the Euxine itself; an idea highly flattering 
to his personal ambition, especially as the army was of un
rivalled efficiency against an enemy, and no such second force 
could ever b ~ got together in those distant regions. His 
patriotism as a Greek was inflamed with the thoughts of 
procuring for Hellas a new autonomous city, occupied by a 
considerable Hellenic population, possessing a spacious terri
tory, and exercising dominion over many indigenous neigh
bours. He seems to have thought first of attacking and 
conquering some established non-Hellenic city; an act which 
his ideas of international morality did not forbid, in a case 
where he had contracted no special convention with the 
inhabitants-though he (as well as Cheirisophus) strenuously 
protested against doing wrong to any innocent Hellenic com
munity. 4 He contemplated the employment of the entire 
force in capturing Phasis or some other native city; after 
which, when the establishment was once safely effected, those 
soldiers who preferred going home to remaining as settlers, 

I Xen. Anab. v. 6, 14. 
~ Xen. Anab. v. 6, 19; vi. I, 2. 
3 Xen. Ana b. vi. 4, 8 ; vi. 2, 4· 
4 Xen. Anab. v. 6, 15-30; vi. 2, 6; vii. I, 25, 29. 
Ha.ken and other commentators do injustice to Xenophon when they 

a:;cribe to him the design of seizing the Greek city of KotyC>ra. 
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might do so without imperilling those who stayed, and probably 
with their own purses filled by plunder and conquest in the 
neighbourhood. To settle as one of the richest proprietors 
and chiefs,-perhaps even the recognised CEkist, like Agnon 
at Amphipolis,-of a new Hellenic city such as could hardly 
fail to become rich, powerful, and important-was a tempting 
prospect for one who had now acquired the habits of command. 
Moreover the sequel will prove, how correctly Xenophon 
appreciated the discomfort of leading the army back to Greece 
without pay and without certain employment. 

It was the practice of Xenophon, and the advice of his 
master Sokrates, 1 in grave and doubtful cases where the most 
careful reflection was at fault, to recur to the iP-spired authority 
of an oracle or a prophet, and to offer sacrifice, in full confi
dence that the gods would vouchsafe to communicate a special 
revelation to such persons as they favoured. Accordingly 
Xenophon, previous to any communication with the soldiers 
respecting his new project, was anxious to ascertain the will of 
the gods by a special sacrifice; for which he invoked the pre
sence of the Ambrakiot Silanus, the chief prophet in the army. 

1 Xen. Memorab. i. r, 8, 9· ~E<Prt li€ (Sokrates) lielv, It p.~v p.aO&wras 
wotelv tOCtmav ot Beo(, p.av8&.vetv' &. OE p.'i] Oiji\a To'is &v8pdJ'1rots €11'-rl, 
7fEtpCur8at OtO. p.a.PTucijs wapO. TWv 8e&v 7Tvv8&veo-8at' ToVs Beoi.s /'U.p oTs tu~ 
J,cnv 1AE'f', crrtp.alvew. 

Compare passages in his Cyrop::edia, i. 6, 3; De Officio Magistr. Equit. 
ix. 9· 

"The gods (says Euripides, in the Sokratic vein) have given tls wisdom 
to understand and appropriate to ourselves the ordinary comforts of life : 
in obscure or unintelligible cases, we are enabled to inform ourselves by 
looking at the blaze of the fire, or by consulting prophets who understand 
the livers of sacrificial victims and the flight of birds. When they have 
thus furnished so excellent a provision for life, who but spoilt children can 
be discontented, and ask for more? Yet still human prudence, f11ll of self
conceit, will struggle to be more powerful, and will presume it;;elf to be 
wiser than the gods." 

~A 0' fen' 0.(T'(Jp.a., KoV cra<f>1j, ytyvWcrKop.ev 
Elr; 1rVp f3Abroyrer;, Kal Ka:ra. (T1T.\c£yxvwv 7rrtlxas 
MdvrH~ 7rpOrTIJJJ.a.[vovuw olwvWv -r' U1ro. 
~ Ap' oV Tpv¢Wp.t:v, 6eoii KctTa.uKevljv {3{ov 
.6.0vTo~ 'Tota.V'M1v, oLuw oinc O.pKet' niOe; 
'AAA' i, ¢p6VJ1at~ 'Toil 6eoii p.et'(ov u6€vEtV 
Z1JTE'~ 70 'Y2'iipov o· ~II xepo~v ,1'-t:KTYJf.dvot 
AoKovp.t:v ewa.t Ocup.ovwv crocpwnpot. 

(Supplices, 2II.) 

It will be observed that this constant outpouring of special revelations, 
through prophets, omens, &c., was (in the view of these Sokratic thinkers) 
an essential part of the divine government ; indispensable to satisfy their 
ideas of the benevolence of the gods; since rational and scientific predic
tion was so habitually at fault and unable to fathom the phrenomena of the 
future. 
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This prophet (as I have already mentioned), before the battle 
of Kunaxa, had assured Cyrus that Artaxerxes would not fight 
for ten days-and the prophecy came to pass; which made 
such an impression on Cyrus, that he rewarded him with the 
prodigious present of 3ooo darics or ten Attic talents. While 
others were returning poor, Silanus, having contrived to pre
serve this sum throughout all the hardships of the retreat, was 
extremely rich, and anxious only to hasten home with his 
treasure in safety. He heard with strong repugnance the 
project of remaining in the Euxine, and determined to traverse 
it by intrigue. As far as concerned the sacrifices, indeed, 
which he offered apart with Xenophon, he was obliged to 
admit that the indications of the victims were favourable ; 1 

Xenophon himself being too familiar with the process to be 
:mposed upon. But he at the same time tried to create alarm 
by declaring that a nice inspection disclosed evidence of 
treacherous snares laid for Xenophon ; which latter indica
tions he himself began to realise, by spreading reports among 
the army that the Athenian general was laying clandestine 
plans for keeping them away from Greece without their own 
concurrence. 2 

Thus prematurely and insidiously divulged, the scheme 
found some supporters, but a far larger number of opponents; 
especially among those officers who were jealous of the ascen
dency of Xenophon. Timasion and Thorax employed it as a 
means of alarming the Herakleotic and Sin6pian traders in the 
camp; telling them that unless they provided not merely trans
ports, but also pay for the soldiers, Xenophon would find means 
to detain the army in the Euxine, and would employ the trans
ports when they arrived, not for the homeward voyage, but for 
h[s own projects of acquisition. This news spread so much 
terror both at Sin6pe and Herakleia, that large offers of money 
were made from both cities to Timasion, on condition that he 
would ensure the departure of the army, as soon as the vessels 
;hould be assembled at Koty6ra. Accordingly these officers, 
convening an assembly of the soldiers, protested against the 
dq>licity of Xenophon in thus preparing momentous schemes 
without any public debate or decision. And Timasion, seconded 

1 Xen. Anab. v. 6, 29. 
2 Though Xenophon accounted sacrifice to be an essential preliminary to 

any action of dubious result, and placed great faith in the indications which 
tJ,e victims offered, as signs of the future purposes of the gods-he never· 
tteless had very little confidence in the professional prophets. He thought 
them quite capable of gross deceit (see Xen. Cyrop. i. 6, 2, 3 : compare 
Sophokl€s, Antigone, 1035, 1060; and CEdip. Tyrann. 387). 
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by Thorax, not only strenuously urged the army to return, but 
went so far as to promise to them, on the faith of the assurances 
from Herakleia and Sinope, future pay on a liberal scale, to 
commence from the first new moon after their departure ; 
together with a hospitable reception in his native city of 
Dardanus on the Hellespont, from whence they could make 
incursions on the rich neighbouring satrapy of Pharnabazus.l 

It was not, however, until these attacks were repeated from 
more than one quarter-until the Acha;ans Philesius and Lykon 
had loudly accused Xenophon of underhand manceuvring to 
cheat the army into remaining against their will-that the latter 
rose to repel the imputation; saying, that all that he had done 
was, to consult the gods whether it would be better to lay his 
project before the army, or to keep it in his own bosom. The 
encouraging answer of the gods, as conveyed through the 
victims and testified even by Silanus himself, proved that the 
scheme was not ill-conceived; nevertheless (he remarked) 
Silanus had begun to lay snares for him, realising by his own 
proceedings a collateral indication which he had announced to 
be visible in the victims. "If (added Xenophon) you had con
tinued as destitute and unprovided, as you were just now-I 
should still have looked out for a resource in the capture of 
some city which would have enabled such of you as chose, to 
return at once; while the rest stay behind to enrich themselves. 
But now there is no longer any necessity ; since Herakleia ancl 
Sinope are sending transports, and Timasion promises pay to 
you from the next new moon. Nothing can be better: you 
will go back safely to Greece, and will receive pay for going 
thither. I desist at once from my scheme, and call upon all 
who were favourable to it to desist also. Only let us all keep 
together until we are on safe ground; and let the man who 
lags behind or runs off, be condemned as a wrong-doer." 2 

Xenophon immediately put this question to the vote, and 
every hand was held up in its favour. There was no man more 
disconcerted with the vote than the prophet Silanus, who 
loudly exclaimed against the injustice of detaining any one 
desirous to depart. But the soldiers put him down with vehe
ment disapprobation, threatening that they would assuredly 
punish him if they caught him running off. His intrigue 
against Xenophon thus recoiled upon himself, for the moment. 
But shortly afterwards, when the army reached Herakleia, he 

1 Xen. Anab. v. 6, 19-26. 
2 Xen. Anab. v. 6, 30-33. 
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took his opportunity for clandestine flight, and found his way 
back to Greece with the 3000 darics.1 

If Silanus gained little by his manreuvre, Timasion and his 
partners gained still less. For so soon as it became known 
that the army had taken a formal resolution to go back to 
Greece, and that Xenophon himself had made the proposition, 
the Sinopians and the Herakleots felt at their ease. They sent 
the transport vessels, but withheld the money which they had 
promised to Timasion and Thorax. Hence these officers were 
exposed to dishonour and peril; for having positively engaged 
to find pay for the army, they were now unable to keep their 
word. So keen were their apprehensions, that they came to 
:Xenophon and told him that they had altered their views, and 
that they now thought it best to employ the newly-arrived 
transports in conveying the army, not to Greece, but against 
the town and territory of Phasis at the eastern extremity of the 
Euxine. 2 Xenophon replied, that they might convene the 
soldiers and make the proposition, if they chose ; but that he 
would have nothing to say to it. To make the very proposition 
themselves, for which they had so much inveighed against 
Xenophon, was impossible without some preparation; so that 
each of them began individually to sound his captains, and get 
the scheme suggested by them. During this interval, the sol
diery obtained information of the manreuvre, much to their 
discontent and indignation; of which Neon (the lieutenant of 
the absent Cheirisophus) took advantage, to throw the whole 
blame upon Xenophon; alleging that it was he who had con
verted the other officers to his original project, and that he 
intended, as soon as the soldiers were on shipboard, to convey 
them fraudulently to Phasis instead of to Greece. There was 
something so plausible in this glaring falsehood, which repre
sented Xenophon as the author of the renewed project, once 
his own-and something so improbable in the fact that the 
other officers should spontaneously have renounced their own 
strong opinions to take up his-that we can hardly be surprised 
at the ready credence which Neon's calumny found among the 
army. Their exasperation against Xenophon became so intense, 
that they collected in fierce groups; and there was even a fear 
that they would break out into mutinous violence, as they had 
before done against the magistrates of Kerasus. 

1 Xen. Anab. v. 6, 34; vi. 4, 13. 
2 Xen. Anab. v. 6, 36. 
I may here note that this Phasis in the Euxine means the town of that 

name, not the river. 
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Well knowing the danger of such spontaneous and informal 

assemblages, and the importance of the habitual solemnities of 
convocation and arrangement, to ensure either discussion or 
legitimate defence 1-Xenophon immediately sent round the 
herald to summon the army into the regular agora, with cus
tomary method and ceremony. The summons was obeyed 
with unusual alacrity, and Xenophon then addressed them
refraining, with equal generosity and prudence, from saying 
anything about the last proposition which Timasion and others 
had made to him. Had he mentioned it, the question would 
have become one of life and death between him and those 
other officers. 

"Soldiers (said he), I understand that there are some men 
here calumniating me, as if I were intending to cheat you and 
carry you to Phasis. Hear me then, in the name of the gods. 
If I am shown to be doing wrong, let me not go from hence 
unpunished; but if, on the contrary, my calumniators are 
proved to be the wrong-doers, deal with them as they deserve. 
You surely well know where the sun rises and where he sets ; 
you know that if a man wishes to reach Greece, he must go 
westward-if to the barbaric territories, he must go eastward. 
Can any one hope to deceive you on this point, and persuade 
you that the sun rises on this side, and sets on that? Can any 
one cheat you into going on shipboard with a wind which 
blows you away from Greece? Suppose even that I put you 

I Xen. Anab. v. 7, r-3. 
7E1rel 0~ pue&.ve-ro 0 'E.evocpiiw, tao~ev aV-rcp &s -rclxttrTa uuva')'a')'elv a.lrr&Jv 

O:yopd.v, 11:al p.~ iCiaat uvAi\e;-1]vat aVTop.&Tovs · ~eal €~e(Aevue T0v «-fJpv~ea 
crvA.I\,~at &.-yop&v. 

The prudence of Xenophon in convoking the assembly at once is incon
testable. He could not otherwise have hindered the soldiers from getting 
together, and exciting one another to action, without any formal summons. 

The reader should contrast with this the scene at Athens (described in 
Thucydides, ii. 22; and inch. xlviii. vol. vi. of this History) during the first 
year of the Peloponnesian War, and the first invasion of Attica by the Pclo
ponnesians ; when the invaders were at Acharnre, within sight of the walls 
uf Athens, burning and destroying the country. In spite of the most violent 
excitement among the Athenian people, and the strongest impatience to go 
out and fight, Perikles steadily refused to call an assembly, for fear that the 
people should take the resolution of going out. And what was much more 
remarkable-the people, even in that state of excitement, though all united 
within the walls, did not meet in any informal assembly, nor come to any 
resolution, or to any active proceeding; which the Cyreians would certainly 
have done, had they not been convened in a regular assembly. 

The contrast with the Cyreian army here illustrates the extraordinary 
empire exercised by constitutional forms over the minds of the Athenian 
citizens. 
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aboard when there is no wind at all. How am I to force you 
to sail with me against your own consent-! being only in one 
ship, you in a hundred and more? Imagine however that I 
could even succeed in deluding you to Phasis. When we land 
there, you will know at once that we are not in Greece ; and 
what fate can I then expect-a detected impostor in the midst 
of ten thousand men with arms in their hands? No-these 
stories all proceed from foolish men, who are jealous of my 
influence with you ; jealous, too, without reason-for I neither 
hinder them from outstripping me in your favour, if they can 
render you greater service - nor you from electing them 
commanders, if you think fit. Enough of this now : I chal
lenge any one to come forward and say how it is possible 
either to cheat, or to be cheated, in the manner laid to my 
charge." 1 

Having thus grappled directly with the calumnies of his 
enemies, and dissipated them in such manner as doubtless to 
create a reaction in his own favour, Xenophon made use of the 
opportunity to denounce the growing disorders in the army; 
which he depicted as such, that if no corrective were applied, 
disgrace and contempt must fall upon all. As he paused after 
this general remonstrance, the soldiers loudly called upon him 
to go into particulars ; upon which he proceeded to recall, 
with lucid and impressive simplicity, the outrages which had 
been committed at and near Kerasus-the unauthorised and 
unprovoked attack made by Klearetus and his company on a 
neighbouring village which was in friendly commerce with the 
army-the murder of the three elders of the village, who had 
come as heralds to complain to the generals about such wrong 
-the mutinous attack made by disorderly soldiers even upon 
the magistrates of Kerasus, at the very moment when they 
were remonstrating with the generals on what had occurred ; 
exposing these magistrates to the utmost peril, and putting the 
generals themselves to ignominy. 2 "If such are to be our 
proceedings (continued Xenophon), look you well into what 
condition the army will fall. You, the aggregate body, 3 will no 

1 Xen. Anab. v. 7, 7-II. 
" Xen. Anab. v. 7, 13-26. 3 Xen. Anab. v. 7, 26, 27. 
El oOv Ta.iJTa. 'TotctiiTO. rcrTcu, 6EdO'ct0"6E ota 1) Ka:r&.O''T'ctO"lS -hJ.A.'iY E'o--ra.t. Ti}s 

t1'Tpa·nCis. tTj.~.eis p.Ev ol 1r&.VTES olnl t(jed8E ~e6ptot, otl-r' b.veAfuOat 1r6Afp.ov 
o/ ltv /3o6"'Y/11'8e, oliTe llO.Ta.,.uua.t · lli{Cf o€ 0 /3ovll.&p.evos lt~et 11'Tf&.Teup.a. ~rp' 
~,n ltv ~Mli.II. Kltv TtVES wpbs &p.O.s tc.>ut wpeu/3ets, 'f) elp'hv11s oe&p.evot 'lj 
UA.A.ov TtJ!th, 1\a/ra.~eTelvavTes TDVTovs ol j3ov>..61-Levo,, '1T'Ot~uovuw Op.Cts TWv 
li.O')IWP P.h a<ouua.t TWV wp'os &p.O.s l&vTwv. "E'ITetTO. ot, ofis p.~v ltv ilp.<ls 
a'ITaVT€S ~71.1)0"9€ ltpxowras, EV ovBep.t~ xrJ,p'f ~IJ'OVTO.t' 3<TTIS B' ltv EO.UTOV 
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longer be the sovereign authority to make war or peace with 
whom you please ; each individual among you will conduct 
the army against any point which he may choose. And even 
if men should come to you as envoys, either for peace or for 
other purposes, they may be slain by any single enemy; so 
that you will be debarred from all public communications 
whatever. Next, those whom your universal suffrage shall 
have chosen commanders, will have no authority; while any 
self-elected general who chooses to give the word, Cast, Cast 
(i.e. darts or stones), may put to death without trial either 
officer or soldier as it suits him ; that is, if he finds you ready 
to obey him, as it happened near Kerasus. Look now what 
these self-elected leaders have done for you. The magistrate 
of Kerasus, if he was really guilty of wrong towards you, has 
been enabled to escape with impunity; if he was innocent, he 
has been obliged to run away from you, as the only means of 
avoiding death without pretence of trial. Those who stoned 
the heralds to death have brought matters to such a pass, that 
you alone, among all Greeks, cannot enter the town of Kerasus 
in safety, unless in commanding force ; and that we cannot 
even send in a herald to take up our dead (Klearetus and those 
who were slain in the attack on the Kerasuntine village) for 
burial; though at first those who had slain them in self-defence 
were anxious to give up the bodies to us. For who will take 
the risk of going in as herald, from those who have set the 
example of putting heralds to death? We generals were 
obliged to entreat the Kerasuntines to bury the bodies for us." 1 

Continuing in this emphatic protest against the recent 
disorders and outrages, Xenophon at length succeeded in im
pressing his own sentiment, heartily and unanimously, upon 
the soldiers. They passed a vote that the ringleaders of the 
mutiny at Kerasus should be punished ; that if any one was 
guilty of similar outrages in future, he should be put upon 
his trial by the generals, before the lochages or captains as 
judges, and if condemned by them, put to death; and that 
trial should be had before the same persons, for any other 
wrong committed since the death of Cyrus. A suitable religious 
ceremony was also directed to be performed, at the instance of 
Xenophon and the prophets, to purify the army.2 

This speech affords an interesting specimen of the political 

<ll:rrrcu o"rpa:r'T}JIOV, 1<al ~8Ell.?7 li.EJ!E<V, Bc!ll.ll.e, Bc!Me, OVTOS ~eTTa< l1<avbs 
""l ltpxovTa l<aTal<aVEtV Kal 1ot<fT7)V t.v &v vp.wv ~8ell.p ltKp<Tov-ti.v WCT<V 
ol '7f'Etu6p.evo' a.V-rtj, tf.u1rep tea~ viJv E1EvETO. 

1 Xen. Anab. v. 7, 27-30. 2 Xen. Anab. v. 7, 34, 35· 
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morality universal throughout the Grecian world, though 
deeper and more predominant among its better sections. In 
t:1e miscellaneous aggregate, and temporary society, now 
mustered at Kotyora, Xenophon insists on the universal 
suffrage of the whole body, as the legitimate sovereign authority 
for the guidance of every individual will; the decision of the 
majority, fairly and formally collected, as carrying a title to 
prevail over every dissentient minority; the generals chosen 
by the majority of votes, as the only persons entitled to obedi
ence. This is the cardinal principle to which he appeals, as 
the anchorage of political obligation in the mind of each 

~eparate man or fraction ; as the condition of all success, all 
safety, and all conjoint action; as the only condition either 

~ for punishing wrong or protecting right ; as indispensable to 
keep up their sympathies with the Hellenic communities, and 

· their dignity either as soldiers or as citizens. The complete 
success of his speech proves that he knew how to touch the 
right chord of Grecian feeling. No serious acts of individual in
subordination occurred afterwards, though the army collectively 
went wrong on more than one occasion. And what is not less 
important to notice-the influence of Xenophon himself, after 
his unreserved and courageous remonstrance, seems to have 
been sensibly augmented-certainly noway diminished. 

The circumstances which immediately followed were indeed 
well calculated to augment it. For it was resolved, on the 
proposition of Xenophon himself,1 that the generals themselves 
should be tried before the newly-constituted tribunal of the 
lochages or captains, in case any one had complaint to make 
against them for past matters; agreeably to the Athenian 
habit of subjecting every magistrate to a trial of accountability 
on laying down his office. In the course of this investigation, 
Philesius and Xanthikles were fined twenty mime, to make 
good an assignable deficiency of that amount, in the cargoes 
of those merchantmen which had been detained at Trapezus 
for the transport of the army: Soph<enetus, who had the 

1 Xen. Anab. v. 7, 35· 
llapcuvoiiJITOS Of 'Eevo<fJWwrus, ~eal 7Wv j.tcf.vrewv O'v~{3ouAev6vTwv, ~Qo~E Kctl 

1<a8~pa1 'Tb IT'Tprhevp.a• Kal l'YEVE'TO Ka8app.os' (lioge oe Kal 'TOVS IT'Tp«T7J'YOVS 
o[K7JV {nrOUXEiv 'TOV 1rap<A.7Ji\v8o'TOS Xp6vov. 

In the distribution of chapters as made by the editors, chapter the 
eighth is made to begin at the second (lioge, which seems to me not con
venient for comprehending the full sense. I think that the second ~lio~•, 
as wei! as the first, is connected with the words 'll'apa•vovvTos 'eevocpwvTos, 
and ought to be included not only in the same chapter with them, but also 
in the same sentence, without an intervening full stop. 
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1,;eneral superintendence of this property, but had been negli
gent in that duty, was fined ten mime. Next, the name of 
Xenophon was put up, when various persons stood forward 
to accuse him of having beaten and ill-used them. As com
mander of the re:ar-guard, his duty was by far the severest 
and most difficult, especially during the intense cold and deep 
snow ; since the sick and wounded, as well as the laggards 
and plunderers, all fell under his inspection. One man 
especially was loud in complaints against him, and Xenophon 
questioned him, as to the details of his case, before the 
assembled army. It turned out that he had given him blowsK 
because the man, having been entrusted with the task o. 
carrying a sick soldier, was about to evade the duty by burying 
the dying man alive.I This interesting debate (given in the ( 
Anabasis at length) ended by a full approbation on the part of 
the army of Xenophon's conduct, accompanied with regret 
that he had not handled the man yet more severely. 

The statements of Xenophon himself give us a vivid idea 
of the internal discipline of the army, even as managed by a 
discreet and well-tempered officer. "I acknowledge (said he 
to the soldiers) to have struck many men for disorderly con
duct; men who were content to owe their preservation to your 
orderly march and constant fighting, while they themselves ran 
about to plunder and enrich themselves at your cost. Had 
we all acted as they did, we should have perished to a man. 
Sometimes too I struck men who were lagging behind with 
cold and fatigue, or were stopping the way so as to hinder 
others from getting forward: I struck them with my fist, 2 in 
order to save them from the spear of the enemy. You your
selves stood by, and saw me: you had arms in your hands, 
yet none of you interfered to prevent me. I did it for their 
good as well as for yours, not from any insolence of disposition; 
for it was a time when we were all alike suffering from cold, 
hunger, and fatigue; whereas I now live comparatively well, 
drink more wine, and pass easy days-and yet I strike no one. 
You will find that the men who failed most in those times of 
hardship, are now the most outrageous offenders in the army. 
There is Bolskus, 3 the Thessalian pugilist, who pretended 

1 Xen. Anab. v. 8, 3-12. 

~ Xen. Anab. v. 8, 16. t1ra,ua 1rV~, 81rws JJ.iJ A6yxp tnrll TWv 7TOAEf.dwv 
7ralo!TO. 

" The idea that great pugilists were not good soldiers in battle, is as old 
among the Greeks as the Iliad. The unrivalled pugilist of the Homeric 
Grecian army, Epeius, confesses his own inferiority as a soldier (Iliad, xxiii. 
667). 
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sickness during the march, in order to evade the burthen of 
carrying his shield-and now, as I am informed, he has stripped 
several citizens of Kotyora of their clothes. If (he concluded) 
the blows which I have occasionally given, in cases of necessity, 
are now brought in evidence-! call upon those among you 
also, to whom I have rendered aid and protection, to stand up 
and testify in my favour." 1 

Many individuals responded to this appeal, insomuch that 
Xenophon was not merely acquitted, but stood higher than 
before in the opinion of the army. We learn from his defence 
that for a commanding officer to strike a soldier with his fist, 
if wanting in· duty, was not considered improper; at least 
under such circumstances as those of the retreat. But what 
deserves notice still more, is, the extraordinary influence which 
Xenophon's powers of speaking gave him over the minds of 
the army. He stood distinguished from the other generals, 
Lacedremonian, Arcadian, Achrean, &c., by having the power 
of working on the minds of the soldiers collectively; and 
we see that he had the good sense, as well as the spirit, not 
to shrink from telling them unpleasant truths. In spite of 
such frankness-or rather, partly by means of such frankness
his ascendency as commander not only remained unabated, as 
compared with that of the others, but went on increasing. For 
whatever may be said about the flattery of orators as a means 
of influence over the people,-it will be found that though 
particular points may be gained in this way, yet wherever the 
influence of an orator has been steady and long-continued 
(like that of Perikles 2 or Demosthenes) it is owing in part to 
the fact that he has an opinion of his own, and is not willing 
to accommodate himself constantly to the prepossessions of 
his hearers. Without the oratory of Xenophon, there would 
have existed no engine for kindling or sustaining the sensus 
communis of the ten thousand Cyreians assembled at Kotyora, 
or for keeping up the moral authority of the aggregate over 
the individual members and fractions. The other officers 
could doubtless speak well enough to address short encourage
ments, or give simple explanations, to the soldiers: without 
this faculty, no man was fit for military command over Greeks. 

4' Acrcrov 1Tw, Oun~ 8bra~ oicreTat a,.uf.>ucV-rreJ...Aov· 
'H~J.iovov 0' oil cfJYJp.i nv' 0.~€p..ev t1.>..Aov 'AxatWv, 
IT V)'f.Lii vt~~:l}aavT' · bn:l. eilxop..at e!va.L O.ptCTTo<;. 
"H oUx fi)u.<;, DTTL p.6.:x_'"fJ<; €7Tt8eVo,u.a.t; oVB' O.pa r.c.o<; ljv 
'.Ev r.O:v'Tt:uu' Epyoun Oa:iuJ.ova rjJWTa ynicrOat. 

1 Xen. Anab. v. 8, 13-25. 
2 See the striking remarks of Thucydides (ii. 6 5) upon Perikles. 
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But the oratory of Xenophon was something of a higher order. 
Whoever will study the discourse pronounced by him at 
Kotyora, will perceive a dexterity in dealing with assembled 
multitudes-a discriminating use sometimes of the plainest 
and most direct appeal, sometimes of indirect insinuation or 
circuitous transitions to work round the minds of the hearers 
-a command of those fundamental political convictions which 
lay deep in the Grecian mind, but were often so overlaid by 
the fresh impulses arising out of each successive situation, as 
to require some positive friction to draw them out from their 
latent state-lastly, a power of expansion and varied repetition 
-such as would be naturally imparted both by the education 
and the practice of an intelligent Athenian, but would rarely 
be found in any other Grecian city. The energy and judge
ment displayed by Xenophon in the retreat were doubtless not 
less essential to his influence than his power of speaking; but 
in these points we may be sure that other officers were more 
nearly his equals. 

The important public proceedings above described not only 
restored the influence of Xenophon, but also cleared off a 
great amount of bad feeling, and sensibly abated the bad 
habits, which had grown up in the army. A scene which 
speedily followed was not without effect in promoting cheerful 
and amicable sympathies. The Paphlagonian prince Korylas, 
weary of the desultory warfare carried on between the Greeks 
and the border inhabitants, sent envoys to the Greek camp 
with presents of horses and fine robes,1 and with expressions 
of a wish to conclude peace. The Greek generals accepted 
the presents, and promised to submit the proposition to the 
army. But first, they entertained the envoys at a banquet, 
providing at the same time games and dances, with other 
recreations amusing not only to them but also to the soldiers 
generally. The various dances, warlike and pantomimic, of 
Thracians, Mysians, JEnianes, Magnetes, &c., are described by 
Xenophon in a lively and interesting manner. They were 

1 Xen. Anab. vi. I, 2. n€1-''li"EI 'll"ap?. 'TOOs qEi\i\?jvas 1rperr/3e<S, txov'TaS 
11f7rovs teal U'ToA.tts tcai\c/.s, &c. 

The horses sent were doubtless native Paphlagonian : the robes sent were 
probably the produce of the looms of Sin6pe and Koty6ra; just as the 
Thracian princes used to receive fine woven and metallic fabrics from 
Abdera and the other Grecian colonies on their coast-~<j>av.,.?. teal i\ela, teal 
7J /f.i'.i'.?J tea'Ta<Fteeu~, &c. (Thucyd. ii. 97). From the like industry probably 
proceeded the splendid ''regia textilia" and abundance of gold and silver 
vessels, captured by the Roman general Paulus Emilius along with Perseus 
the last king of Macedonia (Livy, xlv. 33-35). 
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followed on the next day by an amicable convention concluded 
between the army and the Paphlagonians.l 

Not long afterwards-a number of transports, sufficient for 
the whole army, having been assembled from Herakleia and 
Sinope-all the soldiers were conveyed by sea to the latter 
place,. passing by the mouth of the rivers, Thermodon, Iris, 
and Halys, which they would have found impracticable to 
cross in a land-march through Paphlagonia. Having reached 
Sinope after a day and a night of sailing with a fair wind, they 
were hospitably received, and lodged in the neighbouring 

. seaport of Armene, where the Sinopians sent to them a large 

. present of barley-meal and wine, and where they remained for 
~five days. 
· It was here that they were joined by Cheirisophus, whose 
absence had been so unexpectedly prolonged. But he came 
with only a single trireme, bringing nothing except a message 
from Anaxibius, the Laced::emonian admiral in the Bosphorus ; 
who complimented the army, and promised that they should be 
taken into pay as soon as they were out of the Euxine. The 
soldiers, severely disappointed on seeing him arrive thus empty
handed, became the more strongly bent on striking some blow 
to fill their own purses before they reached Greece. Feeling 
that it was necessary to the success of any such project that it 
should be prepared not only skilfully, but secretly, they resolved 
to elect a single general in place of that board of six (or perhaps 
more) who were still in function. Such was now the ascendency 
of Xenophon, that the general sentiment of the army at once 
turned towards him ; and the lochages or captains, com
municating to him what was in contemplation, intimated to 
him their own anxious hopes that he would not decline the 
offer. Tempted by so flattering a proposition, he hesitated at 
first what answer he should give. But at length the uncertainty 
of being able to satisfy the exigencies of the army, and the fear 
of thus compromising the reputation which he had already 
realised, outweighed the opposite inducements. As in other 
cases of doubt, so in this-he offered sacrifice to Zeus Basileus; 
and the answer returned by the victims was such as to deter
mine him to refusal. Accordingly, when the army assembled, 

; with predetermination to choose a single chief, and proceeded 
to nominate him-he respectfully and thankfully declined, on 
the ground that Cheirisophus was a Laeed::emonian, and that 
he himself was not ; adding that he should cheerfully serve 
under any one whom they might name. His excuse however 

1 Xen. Anab. vi. I, 10-14. 
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was repudiated ; especially by the lochages. Several of these 
latter were Arcadians; and one of them, Agasias, cried out, 
with full sympathy of the soldiers, that, if that principle were 
admitted, he as an Arcadian ought to resign his command. 
Finding that his former reason was not approved, Xenophon 
acquainted the army that he had sacrificed to know whether he 
ought to accept the command, and that the gods had peremp
torily forbidden him to do so.1 

Cheirisophus was then elected sole commander, and under
took the duty; saying that he would have willingly served 
under Xenophon, if the latter had accepted the office, but thatj 
it was a good thing for Xenophon himself to have declined
since Dexippus had already poisoned the mind of Anaxibius 
against him, though he (Cheirisophus) had emphatically con 
tradicted the calumnies. 2 

On the next day, the army sailed forward, under the command · 
of Cheirisophus, to Herakleia ; near which town they were 
hospitably entertained, and gratified with a present of meal, 
wine, and bullocks, even greater than they had received at 
Sin6pe. It now appeared that Xenophon had acted wisely 
in declining the sole command; and also that Cheirisophus, 
though elected commander, yet having been very long absent, 
was not really of so much importance in the eyes of the soldiers 
as Xenophon. In the camp near Herakleia, the soldiers became 
impatient that their generals (for the habit of looking upon 
Xenophon as one of them still continued) took no measures to 1 

procure money for them. The Achrean Lykon proposed that I 
they should extort a contribution of no less than 30oo staters , 
ofKyzikus (about 6o,ooo Attic drachmre, or 10 talents= £z3oo) ~ 
from the inhabitants of Herakleia : another man immediately 
outbid this proposition, and proposed that they should require 
Io,ooo staters-a full month's pay for the army. It was moved 
that Cheirisophus and Xenophon should go to the Herakleots 
as envoys with this demand. But both of them indignantly 
refused to be concerned in so unjust an extortion, from a 
Grecian city which had just received· the army kindly and sent 
handsome presents. Accordingly Lykon with two Arcadian 
officers undertook the mission, and intimated the demand, not 
without threats in case of non-compliance, to the Herakleots. 
The latter replied that they would take it into consideration .. 
But they waited only for the departure of the envoys, and then J 
immediately closed their gates, manned their walls, and brought 
in their outlying property. 

1 Xen. Anab. vi. I, 22-31. 2 Xen. Anab. vi. I, 32. 
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The project being thus baffled, Lykon and the rest turned 
teir displeasure upon Cheirisophus and Xenophon, whom 
tey accused of having occasioned its miscarriage. And they 
ow began to exclaim that it was disgraceful to the Arcadians 
1d Achreans, who formed more than one numerical half of the 
rmy and endured all the toil-to obey as well as to enrich 
~nerals from other Hellenic cities; especially a single Athenian 
ho furnished no contingent to the ·army. Here again it is 
~markable that the personal importance of Xenophon caused 
im to be still regarded as a general, though the sole command 
ad been vested by formal vote in Cheirisophus. So vehement 
as the dissatisfaction, that all the Arcadian and Achrean 
:>ldiers in the army, more than 4500 hoplites in number, 
~nounced the authority of Cheirisophus, formed themselves 
1to a distinct division, and chose ten commanders from out of 
Jeir own numbers. The whole army thus became divided 
1to three portions-first the Arcadians and Achreans: secondly, 
400 hoplites and 700 Thracian peltasts, who adhered to 

Cheirisophus: lastly, qoo hoplites, 300 peltasts, and 40 horse
men (all the horsemen in the army), attaching themselves to 
Xenophon; who however was taking measures to sail away 
individually from Herakleia and quit the army altogether, 
which he would have done had he not been restrained by 
unfavourable sacrifices.! 

The Arcadian division, departing first, in vessels from 
Herakleia, landed at the harbour of Kalpe ; an untenanted 
promontory of the Bithynian or Asiatic Thrace, midway 
between Herakleia and Byzantium. From thence they 
marched at once into the interior of Bithynia, with the view 
of surprising the villages, and acquiring plunder. But through 
rashness and bad management, they first sustained several 
partial losses, and ultimately became surrounded upon an 
eminence, by a large muster of the indigenous Bithynians from 
all the territory around. They were only rescued from de
struction by the unexpected appearance of Xenophon with his 
division; who had left Herakleia somewhat later, but heard by 
accident, during their march, of the danger of their comrades. 
The whole army thus became re-assembled at Kalpe, where 
the Arcadians and Achreans, disgusted at the ill-success of 

!
their separate expedition, again established the old union and 
the old generals. They chose Neon in place of Cheirisophus, 
vho-affiicted by the humiliation put upon him, in having 

reen first named sole commander and next deposed within a r I Xen. Anab. vi. 2, II-16. 
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week-had fallen sick of a fever and died. The elder Arcadia 
captains further moved a resolution, that if any one henceforwar 
should propose to separate the army into fractions, he shoul 
be put to death.l 

The locality of Kalpe was well suited for the foundation of 
colony, which Xenophon evidently would have been glad t< 
bring about, though he took no direct measures tending towar 
it; while the soldiers were so bent on returning to Greece, an 
so jealous lest Xenophon should entrap them into remainin 
that they almost shunned th~ encampment. It so happene\ 
that they were detained there for some days without being abl 
to march forth even in quest of provisions, because the sacrifice 
were not favourable. Xenophon refused to lead them out, 
against the warning of the sacrifices-although tli.e army sus
pected him of a deliberate manmuvre for the purpose of de~ 
tention. Neon however, less scrupulous, led out a body of 
2000 men who chose to follow him, under severe distress for 
want of provisions. But being surprised by the native Bithynians, 
with the aid of some troops of the Persian satrap Pharnabazus, 
he was defeated with the loss of no less than soo men; a mis
fortune which Xenophon regards as the natural retribution for 
contempt of the sacrificial warning. The dangerous position 
of Neon with the remainder of the detachment was rapidly 
made known at the camp; upon which Xenophon, unharnessing 
a waggon-bullock as the only animal near at hand, immediately 
offered sacrifice. On this occasion, the victim was at once 
favourable; so that he led out without delay, the greater part 
of the force, to the rescue of the exposed detachment, which 
was brought back in safety to the camp. So bold had the 
enemy become, that in the night the camp was attacked. The 
Greeks were obliged on the next day to retreat into stronger 
ground, surrounding themselves with a ditch and palisade. 
Fortunately a vessel arrived from Herakleia, bringing to the 
camp at Kalpe a supply of barley-meal, cattle, and wine; which 
restored the spirits of the army, enabling them to go forth on 
the ensuing morning, and assume the aggressive against the 
Bithynians, and the troops of Pharnabazus. These troops were 
completely defeated and dispersed, so that tbe Greeks returned 
to their camp at Kalpe in the evening, both safe and masters 
of the country. 2 

At Kalpe they remained some time, awaiting the arrival of 
Kleander from Byzantium, who was said to be about to bring 

1 Xen. Anab. vi. 3, ro-25; vi. 4, II. 
2 Xen. Anab. vi. 5· 
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~ssels for their transport. They were now abundantly pro
.ded with supplies, not merely from the undisturbed plunder 
r the neighbouring villages, but also from the visits of traders 
ho came with cargoes. Indeed the impression-that they 
ere preparing, at the instance of Xenophon, to found a new 
!ty at Kalpe-became so strong, that several ·of the neigh
ouring native villages sent envoys to ask on what terms alliance 
~::mid be granted to them. At length Kleander came, but 
.ith two triremes only.l 

Kleander was the Lacedremonian harmost or governor of 
:yzantium. His appearance opens to us a new phase in the 
ventful history of this gallant army, as well as an insight into 
1e state of the Grecian world under the Lacedremonian empire. 
Ie came attended by the Lacedremonian Dexippus, who had 
~rved in the CY.reian army until their arrival at Trapezus, and 
rho had there been entrusted with an armed vessel for the 

, urpose of detaining transports to convey the troops home, but 
ilad abused the confidence reposed in him, by running away 
with the ship to Byzantium. 

it so happened that at the moment when Kleander arrived, 
the whole army was out on a marauding excursion. Orders 
had been already promulgated, that whatever was captured by 
every one when the whole army was out, shoulq be brought in 
and dealt with as public property; though on days when the 
army was collectively at rest, any soldier might go out in
dividually and take to himself whatever he could pillage. On 
the day when Kleander arrived, and founl:l the whole army out, 
some soldiers were just coming back with a lot of sheep which 
they had seized. By right, the sheep ought to have been 
handed into the public store. But these soldiers, desirous to 
appropriate them wrongfully, addressed themselves to Dexippus, 
and promised him a portion if he would enable them to retain 
the rest. Accordingly the latter interfered, drove away those 
who claimed the sheep as public property, and denounced them 
ts thieves to Kleander ; who desired him to bring them before 
tim. Dexippus arrested one of them, a soldier belonging to 
the lochus or company of one of the best friends of Xenophon 
-~he Arcadian Agasias. The latter took the man under his 
protection ; while the soldiers around, incensed not less at the 
'Jast than at the present conduct of Dexippus, broke out into 
tiolent manifestations, called him a traitor, and pelted him 
vith stones. Such was their wrath that not Dexippus alone, 
h.lt the crew of the triremes also, and even Kleander himself, 

1 Xen. Ana b. vi. 6, r- 5· 
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fled, in alarm; in spite of the intervention of Xenophon an 
the other generals, who on the one hand explained to Kleande 
that it was an established army-order which these soldiers wer 
seeking to enforce-and on the other hand controlled · th 
mutineers. But the Laced~monian harmost was so incense 
as well by his own fright as by the calumnies of Dexippus, tha 
he threatened to sail away at once, and proclaim the Cyreia 
army enemies to Sparta, so that every Hellenic city should b 
interdicted from giving them reception. 1 It was in vain that 
the generals, well knowing the formidable consequences of such 
an interdict, entreated him to relent. He would consent only 
on condition that the soldier who had begun to throw stones, 
as well as Agasias the interfering officer, should be delivered 
up to him. This latter demand was especially insisted upm~ 
by Dexippus, who, hating Xenophon, had already tried to 
prejudice Anaxibius against him, and believed that Agasias 
had acted by his order. 2 

The situation now became extremely critical; since the 
soldiers would not easily be brought to surrender their com
rades-who had a perfectly righteous cause, though they had 
supported it by undue violence-to the vengeance of a traitor 
like Dexippus. When the army was convened in assembly, 
several of them went so far as to treat the menace of Kleander 
with contempt.· But Xenophon took pains to set them right 
upon this point. "Soldiers (said he), it will be no slight mis
fortune if Kleander shall depart as he threatens to do, in his 
present temper towards us. We are here close upon the cities 
of Greece : now the Laced~monians are the imperial power in 
Greece, and not merely their authorised officers, but even each 
one of their individual citizens, can accomplish what he pleases 
in the various cities. If then Kleander begins by shutting us 
out from Byzantium, and next enjoins the Laced~monian har
mosts in the other cities to do the same, proclaiming us lawless 
and disobedient to Sparta-if, besides, the same representation 
should be conveved to the Laced~monian admiral of the fleet, 
Anaxibius-we s'hall be hard pressed either to remain or to sail 
away; for the Lacedfemonians are at present masters both on 
land and at sea.3 We must not, for the sake of any one or two 

1 Xen. Anab. vi. 6, 5-9. 2 Xen. Anab. vi. I, 32; vi. 4, II-15. 
3 Xen. Anab. vi. 6, 12. 
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men, suffer the whole army to be excluded from Greece. We 
must obey whatever the Laced<emonians command, especially 
:ts our cities, to which we respectively belong, now obey them. 
As to what concerns myself, I understand that Dexippus has 
~old Kleander that Agasias would never have taken such a step 
~xcept by my orders. Now, if Agasias himself states this, I am 
ready to exonerate both him and all of you, and to give myself 
up to any extremity of punishment. I maintain too, that any 
ather man whom Kleander arraigns ought in like manner to 
give himself up for trial, in order that you collectively may be 
discharged from the imputation. It will be hard indeed, if just 
as we are reaching Greece, we should not only be debarred 
from the praise and honour which we anticipated, but should be 
degraded even below the level of others, and shut out from the 
Grecian cities." 1 

After this speech from the philo-Laconian Xenophon-so 
significant a testimony of the unmeasured ascendency and 
interference of the Laced<emonians throughout Greece-Agasias 
rose, and proclaimed, that what he had done was neither under 
the orders, nor with the privity, of Xenophon ; that he had 
acted on a personal impulse of wrath, at seeing his own honest 

land innocent soldier dragged away by the traitor Dexippus; 
but that he now willingly gave himself up as a victim, to avert 
from the army the displeasure of the Laced<emonians. This 
generous self-sacrifice, which at the moment promised nothing 
less than a fatal result to Agasias, was accepted by the army; 
and the generals conducted both him and the soldier whom he 
had rescued, as prisoners to Kleander. Presenting himself as 
.the responsible party, Agasias at the same time explained to 
Kleander the infamous behaviour of Dexippus to the army, 
and said that towards no one else would he have acted in the 
same manner; while the soldier whom he had rescued, and 
who was given up at the same time, also affirmed that he had 
interfered merely to prevent Dexippus and some others from 
overruling, for their own individual benefit, a proclaimed order 
of the entire army. Kleander, having observed that if Dexip
pus had done what was affirmed, he would be the last to defend 
him, but that no one ought to have been stoned without trial 
-desired that the persons surrendered might be left for his 

els rCts '71'6Aets IJ.:q 8Exeu8at, cbs &.7rHTToiiv-ras 1\.a,'f.eOatp.ovlots ~eal &v&J.tovs 
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consideration, and at the same time retracted his expressions, 
of displeasure as regarded all the others.1 

The generals then retired, leaving Kleander in possession of 
the prisoners, and on the point of taking his dinner. But they 
retired with mournful feelings, and Xenophon presently con
vened the army to propose that a general deputation should be 
sent to Kleander to implore his lenity towards their two com
rades. This being cordially adopted, Xenophon, at the head 
of a deputation comprising Drakontius the Spartan as well as 
the chief officers, addressed an earnest appeal to Kleander, 
representing that his honour had been satisfied with the uncon
ditional surrender of the two persons required ; that the army, 
deeply concerned for two meritorious comrades, entreated him 
now to show mercy and spare their lives ; that they promiseu 
him in return the most implicit obedience, and entreated him to 
take the command of them, in order that he might have per
sonal cognisance of their exact discipline, and compare their 
worth with that of Dexippus. Kleander was not merely 
soothed, but completely won over, by this address; and said 
in reply that the conduct of the generals belied altogether the 
representations made to him (doubtless by Dexippus), that tht~y 
were seeking to alienate the army from the Lacedremonians. 
He not only restored the two men in his power, but also, 
accepted the command of the army, and promised to conduct 
them back into Greece. 2 

The prospects of the army appeared thus greatly improved;, 
the more so, as Kleander, on entering upon his new functions! 
as commander, found the soldiers so cheerful and orderly, 
that he was highly gratified, and exchanged personal tokens o( 
friendship and hospitality with Xenophon. But when sacrifices 
came to be offered, for beginning the march homeward, the 
signs were so unpropitious, for three successive days, that 
Kleander could not bring himself to brave such auguries at the 
outset of his career. Accordingly, he told the generals, that 
the gods plainly forbade him, and reserved it for them, to 
conduct the army into Greece; that he should therefore sail 
back to Byzantium, and would receive the army in the best 
way he could, wheu they reached the Bosphorus. After an 
interchange of presents with the soldiers, he then departed 
with his two triremes. 3 

The favourable sentiment now established in the bosom 
of Kleander will be found very serviceable hereafter to the, 

1 Xen. Anab. vi. 6, 22-28. 

3 Xen. Anab. vi. 6, 36, 37· 
2 Xen. Anab. vi. 6, 31-36. 
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yreians at Byzantium; but they had cause for deeply regret-
ing the unpropitious sacrifices which had deterred him from 
ssuming the actual command at Kalpe. In the request pre
erred to him by them that he would march as their commander 

to the Bosphorus, we may recognise a scheme, and a very well
·ontrived scheme, of Xenophon ; who had before desired to 
eave the army at Herakleia, and who saw plainly that the 

difficulties of a commander, unless he were a Lacedremonian 
of station and influence, would increase with every step of their 
approach to Greece. Had Kleander accepted the command, 
the soldiers would have been better treated, while Xenophon 
himsdf might either have remained as his adviser, or might 
have gone home. He probably would have chosen the latter 
course. 

, Under the command of their own officers, the Cyreians now 
I marched from Kalpe across Bithynia to Chrysopolis 1 (in the 
territory of Chalkedon on the Asiatic edge of the Bosphorus, 
immediately opposite to Byzantium, as Scutari now is to Con
stantinople), where they remained seven days, turning into 
money the slaves and plunder which they had collected. Un
happily for them, the Lacedremonian admiral Anaxibius was 
now at Byzantium, so that their friend Kleander was under his 
uperior command. And Pharnabazus, the Persian satrap of 

the north-western regions of Asia Minor, becoming much 
alarmed lest they should invade his satrapy, despatched a 

rivate message to Anaxibius; whom he prevailed upon, by 
romist of large presents, to transport the army forthwith 
cross tu the European side of the Bosphorus.2 Accordingly, 

Anaxibi::ts, sending for the generals and the lochages across to 
Byzantium, invited the army to cross, and gave them his assur
ance that as soon as the soldiers should be in Europe, he would 
provide pay for them. The other officers told him that they 
would return with this message and take the sense of the army ; 
but Xenophon on his own account said that he should not 
return; t':ctt he should now retire from the army, and sail away 
from Byt:antium. It was only on the pressing instance of 

l
1 Nearly the same cross march was made by·the Athenian general 

_amachus, in the eighth year of the Peloponnesian War, after he had lost 
,is trjremes by a sudden rise of the waters at the mouth of the river Kalex, 
n the territory of Herakleia (Thucyd. iv. 7 5). 
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Anaxibius that he was induced to go back to Chrysopolis an 
conduct the army across; on the understanding that he shoul 
depart immediately afterwards. 

Here at Byzantium, he received his first communication fron 
the Thracian prince Seuthes; who sent Medosades to offer hirr 
a reward if he would bring the army across. Xenophon replie•: 
that the army would cross; that no reward from Seuthes wa ' 
needful to bring about that movement; but that he himsel.' 
was about to depart, leaving the command in other hands. In 
point of fact, the whole army crossed with little delay, landed in 
Europe, and found themselves within the walls of Byzantium.1 

Xenophon, who had come along with them, paid a visit shortly' 
afterwards to his friend the harmost Kleander, and took leav~ 
of him as about to depart immediately. But Kleander told 
him that he must not think of departing until the army was out 
of the city, and that he would be held responsible if they 
stayed. In truth Kleander was very uneasy so long as the 
soldiers were within the walls, and was well aware that it might 
be no easy matter to induce them to go away. For Anaxibius 
had practised a gross fraud in promising them pay, which he 
had neither the ability nor the inclination to provide. Without 
handing to them either pay or even means of purchasing sup
plies, he issued orders that they must go forth with arms an~ 
baggage, and muster outside of the gates, there to be numbered 
for an immediate march; any one who stayed behind being 
held as punishable. This proclamation was alike unexpected! 
and offensive to the soldiers, who felt that they had been 
deluded, and were very backward in obeying. Hence Kle
ander, while urgent with Xenophon to defer his departure until 
he had conducted the army outside of the walls, added-" Go 
forth as if you were about to. march along with them ; when 
you are once outside, you may depart as soon as you please." 2 

Xenophon replied that this matter must be settled with Anaxi
bius, to whom accordingly both of them went, and who repeated 
the same directions, in a manner yet more peremptory. Though 
it was plain to Xenophon that he was here making himself a 
sort of instrument to the fraud which Anaxibius had practised 
upon the army, yet he had no choice but to obey. Accord
ingly, he as well as the other generals put themselves at the 
head of the troops, who followed, however reluctantly, and 
arrived most of them outside of the gates. Eteonikus (a 

1 Xen. Anab. vii. r, 5-7. 
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-r,acedcemonian officer of consideration, noticed more than 
•nee in my last preceding volume) commanding at the gate, 

.;tood close to it in person ; in order that when all the 
".::yreians had gone forth, he might immediately shut it and 
fasten it with the bar.l 

Anaxibius knew well what he was doing. He fully anticipated 
,hat the communication of the final orders would occasion an 
outbreak among the Cyreians, and was anxious to defer it 
until they were outside. But when there remained only the 
rearmost companies still in the inside and on their march, all 
the rest having got out-he thought the danger was over, and 
summoned to him the generals and captains, all of whom were 
probably near the gates superintending the march through. It 
seems that Xenophon, having given notice that he intended to 
depart, did not answer to this summons as one of the generals, 
but remained outside among the soldiers. "Take what sup
plies you want (said Anaxibius) from the neighbouring Thracian 
villages, which are well furnished with wheat, barley, and other 
necessaries. After thus providing yourselves, march forward to 
the Chersonesus, and there Kyniskus will give you pay." 2 

This was the first distinct intimation given by Anaxibius that 
he did not intend to perform his promise of finding pay for the 
soldiers. Who Kyniskus was we do not know, nor was he pro
bably known to the Cyreians ; but the march here enjoined was 
at least 150 English miles, and might be much longer. The 
route was not indicated, and the generals had to inquire from 
Anaxibius whether they were to go by what was called the Holy 
Mountain (that is, by the shorter line, skirting the northern 
coast of the Propontis), or by a more inland and circuitous 
road through Thrace ;-also whether they were to regard the 
Thracian prince, Seuthes, as a friend or an enemy. 3 

Instead of the pay which had been formally promised to 
them by Anaxibius if they would cross over from Asia to 
Byzantium, the Cyreians thus found themselves sent away 
empty·handed to a long march-through another barbarous 
country, with chance-supplies to be ravished only by their own 
efforts,-and at the end of it a lot unknown and uncertain ; 
while, had they remained in Asia, they would have had at any 
rate the rich satrapy of Pharnabazus within their reach. To 
perfidy of dealing was now added a brutal ejectment from 
Byzantium, without even the commonest manifestations of 
hospitality; contrasting pointedly with the treatment which the 

1 Xen. Anab. vii. r, rz. 
• Xen. Ana b. vii. 1, 14· 

2 Xen. Anab. vii. r, 13. 
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army had recently experienced at Trapezus, Sin6pc, and 
Herakleia; where they had been welcomed not only by com
pliments on their past achievements, but also by an ample 
present of flour, meat, and wine. Such behaviour could not 
fail to provoke the most violent indignation in the bosoms of 
the soldiery; and Anaxibius had therefore delayed giving the 
order until the last soldiers were marching out, thinking that 
the army would hear nothing of it until the generals came out 
of the gates to inform them ; so that the gates would be closed, 
and the walls manned to resist any assault from without. But 
his calculations were not realised. Either one of the soldiers 
passing by heard him give the order, or one of the captains 
forming his audience stole away from the rest, and hastened 
forward to acquaint his comrades on the outside. The bulk of 
the army, already irritated by the inhospitable way in which 
they had been thrust out, needed nothing further to inflame 
them into spontaneous mutiny and aggression. While the 
generals within (who either took the communication more 
patiently, or at least, looking further forward, felt that any 
attempt to resent or resist the ill-usage of the Spartan admiral 
would only make their position worse) were discussing with 
Anaxibius the details of the march just enjoined,-the soldiers 
without, bursting into spontaneous movement, with a simul
taneous and fiery impulse, made a rush back to get possession 
of the gate. But Eteonikus, seeing their movement, closed it 
without a moment's delay, and fastened the bar. The soldiers 
on reaching the gate and finding it barred, clamoured loudly to 
get it opened, threatened to break it down, and even began to 
knock violently against it. Some ran down to the sea-coast, 
and made their way into the city round the line of stones at 
the base of the city wall, which protected it against the sea; 
while the rearmost soldiers who had not yet marched out, see
ing what was passing, and fearful of being cut off from their 
comrades, assaulted the gate from the inside, severed the 
fastenings with axes, and threw it wide open to the army.1 

All the soldiers then rushed up, and were soon again in 
Byzantium. 

Nothing could exceed the terror of the Lacedremonians as 
well as of the native Byzantines, when they saw the excited 
Cyreians again within the walls. The town seemed already 
taken and on the point of being plundered. Neither Anaxibius 
nor Eteonikus took the smallest means of resistance, nor 

1 stayed-to brave the 
1

approach of ~~e soldiers, whose wrath they 
Xcn. Anab. vn. r, 15-17. 
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were fully conscious of having deserved. Both fled to the 
citadel--the former first running to the sea-shore, and jumping 
into a fishing-boat to go thither by sea. He even thought the 
citadel not tenable with its existing garrison, and sent over to 
Chalkedon for a reinforcement. Still more terrified were the 
citizens of the town. Every man in the market-place instantly 
fled; some to their houses, others to the merchant vessels in 
the harbour, others to the triremes or ships of war, which they 
hauled down to the water, and thus put to sea.1 

To the deception and harshness of the Spartan admiral, there 
was thus added a want of precaution in the manner of execu
tion, which threatened to prove the utter ruin of Byzantium. 
For it was but too probable that the Cyreian soldiers, under 
the keen sense of recent injury, would satiate their revenge, and 
reimburse themselves for the want of hospitality towards them, 
without distinguishing the Lacedcemonian garrison from the 
Byzantine citizens ; and that too from mere impulse, not 
merely without orders, but in spite of prohibitions, from their 
generals. Such was the aspect of the case, when they became 
again assembled in a mass within the gates; and such would 
probably have been the reality, had Xenophon executed his 
design of retiring earlier, so as to leave the other generals 
acting without him. Being on the outside along with the 
soldiers, Xenophon felt at once, as soon as he saw the gates 
forced open and the army again within the town, the terrific 
emergency which was impending : first, the sack of Byzantium 
-next, horror and antipathy, throughout all Greece, towards 
the Cyreian officers and soldiers indiscriminately-lastly, un
snaring retribution inflicted upon all by the power of Sparta. 
Overwhelmed with these anxieties, he rushed into the town 
along with the multitude, using every effort to pacify them and 
bring them into order. They on their parts, delighted to see 
him along with them, and conscious of their own force, were 
eager to excite him to the same pitch as themselves, and to 
prevail on him to second and methodise their present triumph. 
"~vw is your time, Xenophon (they exclaimed), to make your
self a man. You have here a city-you have triremes-you 
have money-you have plenty of soldiers. Now then, if you 
choose, you can enrich us ; and we in return can make you 
powerful."-" You speak well (replied he); I shall do as you 
propose ; but if you want to accomplish anything, you must fall 
into military array forthwith." He knew that this was the first 
condition of returning to anything like tranquillity; and by 

1 Xen. Anab. vii. r, rS, 19. 
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great good fortune, the space called the Thrakion, immediately 
adjoining the gate inside, was level, open, and clear of houses; 
presenting an excellent place of arms or locality for a review. 
The whole army,-partly from their long military practice, 
partly under the impression that Xenophon was really about to 
second their wishes and direct some aggressive operation
threw themselves almost of their own accord into regular array 
on the Thrakion; the hoplites eight deep, the peltasts on each 
flank. It was in this position that Xenophon addressed them 
as follows :-

" Soldiers, I am not surprised that you are incensed, and 
that you think yourselves scandalously cheated and ill-used. 
But if we give way to our wrath-if we punish these Laced~ 
monians now before us for their treachery, and plunder this 
innocent city-reflect what will be the consequence. We shall 
stand proclaimed forthwith as enemies to the Laced~monians 
and their allies ; and what sort of a war that will be, those who 
have witnessed and who still recollect recent matters of history, 
may easily fancy. We Athenians entered into the war against 
Sparta with a powerful army and fleet, an abundant revenue, 
and numerous tributary cities in Asia as well as Europe
among them this very Byzantium in which we now stand. We 
have been vanquished in the way that all of you know. And 
what then will be the fate of us soldiers, when we shall have as 
united enemies, Sparta with all her old allies and Ath~ns 
besides,-Tissaphernes and the barbaric forces on the coast
and most of all, the Great King whom we marched up to 
dethrone and slay, if we were able? Is any man fool enough 
to think that we have a chance of making head against so many 
combined enemies? Let us not plunge madly into dishonour 
a.nd ruin, nor incur the enmity of o:ur own fathers and friends ; 
who are in the cities which will ta.ke arms against us-and will 
take arms justly, if we, who abstained from seizing any barbaric 
city, even when we were in force sufficient, shall nevertheless 
now plunder the first Grecian city into which we have been 
admitted. As far as I am concerned, may I be buried ten 
thousand fathoms deep in the earth rather than see you do 
such things ! and I exhort J!Ozt too, as Greeks, to obey the 
leaders of Greece. Endeavour while thus obedient, to obtain 
your just rights; but if you should fail in this, rather submit to 
injustice than cut yourselves off from the Grecian world. Send 
to inform Anaxibius, that we have entered the city, not with a 
view to commit any violence, but in the hope, if possible, of 
obtaining from him the advantages which he promised us. If 
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we fail, we shall at least prove to him that we quit the city, not 
under his fraudulent manceuvres, but under our own sense of 
the duty of obedience." 1 

This speech completely arrested the impetuous impulse of 
the army, brought them to a true sense of their situation, and 
induced them to adopt the proposition of Xenophon. They 
remained unmoved in their position on the Thrakion, while 
three of the captains were sent to communicate with Anaxibius. 
While they were thus waiting, a Theban named Kceratadas 
approached, who had once commanded in Byzantium under 
the Laced<emonians during the previous war. He had now 
become a sort of professional Condottiero or general, looking 
out for an army to command wherever he could find one, and 
offering his services to any city which would engage him. He 
addressed the assembled Cyreians, and offered, if they would 
accept him for their general, to conduct them against the Delta 
of Thrace (the space included between the north-west corner of 
the Propontis and the south-west corner of the Euxine), which 
he asserted to be a rich territory presenting great opportunity 
of plunder: he further promised to furnish them with ample 
subsistence during the march. Presently the envoys returned, 
bearing the reply of Anaxibius; who received the message 
favourably, promising that not only the army should have no 
cause to regret their obedience, but that he would both report 
their gocd conduct to the authorities at home, and do every
thing in his own power to promote their comfort.2 He said 
nothing further about taking them into pay ; that delusion 
having now answered its purpose. The soldiers, on hearing his 
communication, adopted a resolution to accept Kceratadas as 
their future commander, and then marched out of the town. 
As soon as they were on the outside, Anaxibius, not content 
with closing the gates against them, made public proclamation 
that if any one of them were found in the town, he should be 
sold forthwith into slavery. 

There are few cases throughout Grecian history in which an 
able discourse has been the means of averting so much evil, as 
was averted by this speech of Xenophon to the army in Byzan
tium. Nor did he ever, throughout the whole period of his 
command, render to them a more signal service. The miser
able consequences, which would have ensued, had the army 
persisted in their aggressive impulse-nrst, to the citizens of 
the town, ultimately to themselves, while Anaxibius, the only 

1 Xen. Anab. vii. I, 30, 3I. 2 Xen. Anab. viii. I, 32-35. 
I 2 
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guilty person, had the means of escaping by sea, even under 
the worst circumstances-are stated by Xenophon rather under 
than above the reality. At the same time no orator ever 
undertook a more difficult case, or achieved a fuller triumph 
over unpromising conditions. If we consider the feelings and 
position of the· army at the instant of their breaking into the 
town, we shall be astonished that any commander could have 
arrested their movements. Though fresh from all the glory of 
their retreat, they had been first treacherously entrapped over 
from Asia, next roughly ejected by Anaxibius; and although it 
may be said truly that the citizens of Byzantium had no con
cern either in the one or the other, yet little heed is commonly 
taken, in military operations, to the distinction between garrison 
and citizens in an assailed town. Having arms in their hands, 
with consciousness of force arising out of their exploits in Asia, 
the Cyreians were at the same time inflamed by the opportunity 
both of avenging a gross recent injury, and enriching the1n· 
selves in the process of execution ; to which we may add, 
the excitement of that rush whereby they had obtained re
entry, and the further fact, that without the gates they had 
nothing to expect except poor, hard, uninviting service in 
Thrace. With soldiers already possessed by an overpowering 
impulse of this nature, what chance was there that a retiring 
general, on the point of quitting the army, could so work upon 
their minds as to induce them to renounce the prey before 
them? Xenophon had nothing to invoke except distant con
siderations, partly of Hellenic reputat:ion, chiefly of prudence; 
considerations indeed of unquestionable reality and prodigious 
magnitude, yet belonging all to a distant future, and therefore 
of little comparative force, except when set forth in magnified 
characters by the orator. How powerfully he worked upon the 
minds of his hearers, so as to draw forth these far-removed 
dangers from the cloud of present sentiment by which they 
were overlaid-how skilfully he employed in illustration the 
example of his own native city-will be seen by all who study 

. his speech. Never did his Athenian accomplishments-his 
talent for giving words to important thoughts-his promptitude 
in seizing a present situation and managing the sentiments of 
an impetuous multitude-appear to greater advantage than 
when he was thus suddenly called forth to meet a terrible 
emergency. His pre-established reputation and the habit of 
obeying his orders, were doubtless essential conditions of 
success. But none of his colleagues in command would have 
been able to accomplish the like memorable change on the 
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minds of the soldiers, or to procure obedience for any simple 
authoritative restraint ; nay, it is probable, that if Xenophon 
had not been at hand, the other generals would have followed 
the passionate movement, even though they had been reluc
tant-from simple inability to repress it.1 Again-whatever 
might have been the accomplishments of Xenophon, it is 
certain that even he would not have been able to work upon the 
minds of these excited soldiers, had they not been Greeks and 
citizens as well as soldiers,-bred in Hellenic sympathies and 
accustomed to Hellenic order, with authority operating in part 
through voice and persuasion, and not through the Persian 
whip and instruments of torture. The memorable discourse on 
the Thrakion at ~yzantium illustrates the working of that per
suasive agency which formed one of the permanent forces and 
conspicuous charms of Hellenism. It teaches us that if the 
orator could sometimes accuse innocent defendants and per
vert well-disposed assemblies-a part of the case which his
torians of Greece often present as if it were the whole-he 
could also, and that in the most trying emergencies, combat the 
strongest force of present passion, and bring into vivid presence 
the half-obscured lineaments of long-sighted reason and duty. 

After conducting the army out of the city, Xenophon sent, 
through Kleander, a message to Anaxibius, requesting that he 
himself might be allowed to come in again singly, in order to 
take his departure by sea. His request was granted, though 
not without much difficulty; upon which he took leave of the 
army under the strongest expressions of affection and gratitude 
on their part,2 and went into Byzantium along with Kleander; 
while on the next day Kceratadas came to assume the com
mand according to agreement, bringing with him a prophet, and 
beasts to be offered in sacrifice. There followed in his train 
twenty men carrying sacks of barley-meal, twenty more with 
jars of wine, three bearing olives, and one man with a bundle 
of garlick and onions. All these provisions being laid down, 
Kceratadas proceeded to offer sacrifice, as a preliminary to the 
distribution of them among the soldiers. On the first day, the 
sacrifices being unfavourable, no distribution took place ; on 
the second day, Kceratadas was standing with the wreath on his 

1 So Tacitus says about the Roman general Spurinna (governor of 
Placentia for Otho against Vitellius), and his mutinous army who marched 
out to fight the Vitellian generals against his strenuous remonstrance
" Fit temeritatis aliente comes Spurinna, primo coactus, mox velle simulans, 
quo plus auctoritatis inesset consiliis, si seditio mitesceret" (Tacitus, Hist. 
ii. 18). 2 Xen. Anab. vii. 6, 33. 
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head at the altar, and with the victims beside him, about to 
renew his sacrifice-when Timasion and the other officers inter
fered, desired him to abstain, and dismissed him from the 
command. Perhaps the first unfavourable sacrifices may have 
partly impelled them to this proceeding. But the main reason 
was, the scanty store, inadequate even to one day's subsistence 
for the army, brought by Kreratadas-and the obvious in
sufficiency of his means. 1 

On the departure of Kreratadas, the army marched to take 
up its quarters in some Thracian villages not far from Byzan
tium, under its former officers ; who however could not agree 
as to their future order of march. Kleanor and Phryniskus, 
who had received presents from Seuthes, urged the expediency 
of accepting the service of that Thracian prince: Neon insisted 
on going to the Chersonese, to be under the Lacedremonian 
officers in that peninsula (as Anaxibius had projected); in the 
idea that he, as a Lacedremonian, would there obtain the com
mand of the whole army ; while Timasion, with the view of re
establishing himself in his native city of Dardanus, proposed 
returning to the Asiatic side of the strait. 

Though this last plan met with decided favour among the 
army, it could not be executed without vessels. These Tima
sion had little or no means of procuring ; so that considerable 
delay took place, during which the soldiers, receiving no pay, 
fell into much distress. Many of them were even compelled 
to sell their arms in order to get subsistence; while others got 
permission to settle in some of the neighbouring towns, on 
condition of being disarmed. The whole army was thus 
gradually melting away, much to the satisfaction of Anaxibius, 
who was anxious to see the purposes of Pharnabazus accom
plished. By degrees, it would probably have been dissolved 
altogether, had not a change of interest on the part of Anaxi
bius induced him to promote its reorganisation. He sailed 
from Byzantium to the Asiatic coast, to acquaint Pharnabazus 
that the Cyreians could no longer cause uneasiness, and to 
require his own promised reward. It seems moreover that 
Xenophon himself departed from Byzantium by the same 
opportunity. When they reached Kyzikus, they met the 
Lacedremonian Aristarchus ; who was coming out as newly
appointed harmost of Byzantium, to supersede Kleander, and 
who acquainted Anaxibius that Polus was on the point of 
arriving to supersede him as admiral. Anxious to meet Phar
nabazus and make sure of his bribe, Anaxibius impressed his 

1 Xen. Anab. vii. I, 34-40. 
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parting injunction upon Aristarchus to sell for slaves all the 
Cyreians whom he might find at Byzantium on his arrival, and 
then pursued his voyage along the southern coast of the Pro
pontis to Parium. But Pharnabazus, having already received 
intimation of the change of admirals, knew that the friendship 
of Anaxibius was no longer of any value, and took no further 
heed of him ; while he at the same time sent to Byzantium to 
make the like compact with Aristarchus against the Cyreian 
army .I 

Anaxibius was stung to the quick at this combination of dis
appointment and insult on the part of the satrap. To avenge 
it, he resolved to employ those very soldiers whom he had first 
corruptly and fraudulently brought across to Europe, next cast 
out from Byzantium, and lastly, ordered to be sold into slavery, 
so far as any might yet be found in that town. He now re
solved to bring them back into Asia for the purpose of acting 
against Pharnabazus. Accordingly he addressed himself to 
Xenophon, and ordered him without a moment's delay to rejoin 
the army, for the purpose of keeping it together, of recalling 
the soldiers who had departed, and transporting the whole 
body across into Asia. He provided him with an armed vessel 
of thirty oars to cross over from Parium to Perinthus, sending 
over a peremptory order to the Perinthians to furnish him with 
horses in order that he might reach the army with the greatest 
speed.2 Perhaps it would not have been safe for Xenophon to 
disobey this order, under any circumstances. But the idea of 
acting with the army in Asia against Pharnabazus, under Lace
dremonian sanction, was probably very acceptable to him. He 
hastened across to the army, who welcomed his return with joy, 
and gladly embraced the proposal of crossing to Asia, which 
was a great improvement upon their forlorn and destitute 

1 Xen. Anal>. vii. z, 7· <l>apvcl/3a{os ~~. brel f/ITOero 'ApiiT-rapx&v n 
1]«ov-ra els Bv(&v-rtov &pf.J.odT~JV Kal , Ava~l~wv oimJ·n va.ua.pxoVvTa, , Ava.Et/3lou 
p.fv ;7/·'~A?JU'E, 1rpOs ,Apla-Tapxov 0~ 8te7rpcl.-rTETO Ta. aUTO. 1repl 'Toil Kupelou 
IT'rp<tTEtl/L<t11"0S a:rr<p K<tl 1rp~s 'Avc.~[fJLOV. 

2 Xen. Anab. vii. z, 8-25. 
'E1e -rojTou 6~ , Ava~[f:Jws, ~eal\Ju~s Eevocpi;,~'Ta, ~ e A eVe t 1r cl.cr ?1 Tf X v p "a l 

1-''lX""!I.,.JI.•viTa< .,.l .,.~ IT-rpa-r<v!La ws -rax<IT-ra, 1<al ITVV<X<<v .,.. -ro 
UTd.TEVfl-a. Ked avva8pol(Hv TWV 8tecnrapp.Jvwv Ws av 7rl\ElU'TOIJS OVv17TCu, Kal 

1rapa"fa76v-ra .Zs lleptvOov ota{3t/3&(<tv els -rtw 'AIT[av lin -r J. X tIT -r a • Kal 
o[oc•JIT<V a~-rcp TptaJ<6v-ropov Kal brtiT-roM)V K«l lfvopa ITV/L11"E/L'1rEt KEJI.E61TOV'T<t 
-roh ll<ptvO[ous w s .,. &. X< IT 'T a E<vocpwv-ra 71'p07rf!L1Jtat -ro'is y,.,.o<s l1rl .,.~ 
UTpdrevp.a. 

The vehement interest which Anaxibius took in this new project is 
marked by the strength of Xenophon's language : extreme celerity is 
enjoined three several times. 
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condition. He accordingly conducted them to Perinthus, and 
encamped under the walls of the town; refusing, in his way 
through Selymbria, a second proposition from Seuthes to 
engage the services of the army. 

While Xenophon was exerting himself to procure transports 
for the passage of the army at Perinthus, Aristarchus the new 
harmost arrived there with two triremes from Byzantium. It 
seems that not only Byzantium, but also both Perinthus and 
Selymbria, were comprised in his government as harmost. On 
first reaching Byzantium to supersede Kleander, he found there 
no less than 400 of the Cyreians, chiefly sick and wounded; 
whom Kleander, in spite of the ill-will of Anaxibius, had not 
only refused to sell into slavery, but had billeted upon the 
citizens, and tended with solicitude ; so much did his good 
feeling towards Xenophon and towards the army now come 
into play. We read with indignation that Aristarchus, imme
diately on reaching Byzantium to supersede him, was not even 
contented with sending these 400 men out of the town ; but 
seized them,-Greeks, citizens, and soldiers as they were-and 
sold them all into slavery.l Apprised of the movements of 
Xenophon with the army, he now came to Perinthus to prevent 
their transit into Asia; laying an embargo on the transports 
in the harbour, and presenting himself personally before the 
assembled army to prohibit the soldiers from crossing. When 
Xenophon informed him that Anaxibius had given them orders 
to cross, and had sent him expressly to conduct them-Aristar
clms replied, "Anaxibius is no longer in functions as admiral, 
and I am harmost in this town. If I catch any of you at sea, 
I will sink you." On the next day, he sent to invite the generals 
and the captains (lochages) to a conference within the walls. 
They were just about to enter the gates, when Xenophon, who 
was among them, received a private warning, that if he went 
in, Aristarchus would seize him, and either put him to death or 
send him prisoner to Pharnabazus. Accordingly Xenophon 
sent forward the others, and remained himself with the army, 
alleging the obligation of sacrificing. The behaviour of Ari
starchus-who, when he saw the others without Xenophon, sent 
them away, and desired that they would all come again in the 
afternoon-confirmed the justice of his suspicions, as to the 

1 X en. Ana b. vii. 2, 6. Kal b 'Ava~if3ws .,.q; p.€v 'Ap<O''I"<f.pxrp ~rr<O''I"Ell.ll.€1 
brrOO'OUS av eflpo< ~v Bu~av'l"i'l' 'I"WV Kupou O''l"pa'l"lW'I"WV vrroli.Eli.E<p.f.LEVOU$ 
urro860'8al. 'o a< Kli.Eavopos o~1!/,va ~1rE7rpctKE<, ull.ll.a Kal 'I"OVs «ctp.l'OV'I"aS 
~8epd.rreuev olK'I"Eipwv t<al uva-y«ct(wv olt<i'/' 8EXE0'8aJ. 'Ap[O''I"apxos 8' .1rrd 
;;i\Be -r&.xurra, oV/( EA.&:r-rovs TETpa.KoulCt)v lt:uEOo-ro. 
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imminent danger from which he had been preserved by this 
accidental warning.! It need hardly be added that Xenophon 
disregarded the second invitation no less than the first ; more
over a third invitation, which Aristarchus afterwards sent, was 
disregarded by all. 

We have here a Lacedoemonian harmost, not scrupling to lay 
a snare of treachery as flagrant as that which Tissaphernes had 
practised on the banks of the Zab to entrap Klearchus and his 
colleagues-and that too against a Greek, and an officer of the 
highest station and merit, who had just saved Byzantium from 
pillage, and was now actually in execution of orders received 
from the Lacedoemonian admiral Anaxibius. Assuredly, had 
the accidental warning been withheld, Xenophon would not 
have escaped falling into this snare; nor could we reasonably 
have charged him with imprudence-so fully was he entitled to 
count upon straightforward conduct under the circumstances. 
But the same cannot be said of Klearchus, who manifested 
lamentable credulity, nefarious as was the fraud to which he 
fell a victim. 

At the second interview with the other officers, Aristarchus, 
while he forbade the army to cross the water, directed them to 
force their way by land through the Thracians who occupied 
the Holy Mountain, and thus to arrive at the Chersonese; 
where (he said) they should receive pay. Neon the Lacedoe
monian, with about Soo hoplites who adhered to his separate 
command, advocated this plan as the best. To be set against 
it, however, there was the proposition of Seuthes to take the 
army into pay ; which Xenophon was inclined to prefer, uneasy 
at the thoughts of being cooped up in the narrow peninsula of 
the Chersonese, under the absolute command of the Lacedoe
monian harmost, with great uncertainty both as to pay and as 
to provisions. 2 Moreover it was imperiously necessary for 
these disappointed troops to make some immediate movement : 
for they had been brought to the gates of Perinthus in hopes of 
passing immediately on shipboard; it was midwinter-they 
were encamped in the open field, under the severe cold of 
Thrace-they had neither assured supplies, nor even money to 

1 Xen. Anab. vii. z, 14-16. 
~HO?] 0~ ~VTWV 7rp~s Trfi T<iXEL, ~~a-y-y~ll.ll.€1 TIS Trfi 'S.evoq>WPTL liTL, €l €(1J'flffl 

IJ'ull.li.?Jq>81w•-ra<' teal 17 ab-rov T< 'll'<iiJ'<Ta<, 17 4>apva/3cf.(q> 7rapaoo8fiiJ'<-ra1• '0 
0'~ &tco6(J'as TaVTa, ToVs p.Ev 7rp07rfp.7TETat, aVTOs 8' d1rev, 8Tt 9Vacx.l 7 , 

/3o6ll.o<ro • •.• Ol o~ IJ'-rpa-r?J-yol teal ol ll.oxa-yol0t<ov-r•s 7rap?t -rov 'Ap<IJ'-rdpxou 
lm-hn•ll.ll.ov lin IIVV f'~V l.'ll'tEVaL rrq>iis IC€71.€6 .. , ·rijs OEili.?]S a< lji{EIV' (vOa l{ai 
llnli.?J p.all.ll.ov ~156""' •Iva< f, bnf3ou71.-h. Compare vii. 3, z. 

2 Xen. Anab. vii. z, 15; vii. 3, 3; vii. 6, 13. 
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purchase, if a market had been near.l Xenophon, who had 
brought them to the neighbourhood of Perinthus, was now 
again responsible for extricating them from this untenable 
situation; and began to offer sacrifices, according to his wont, 
to ascertain whether the gods would encourage him to recom
mend a covenant with Seuthes. The sacrifices were so favour
able, that he himself, together with a confidential officer from 
each of the generals, went by night and paid a visit to Seuthes, 
for the purpose of understanding distinctly his offers and 
purposes. 

Mcesades, the father of Seuthes, had been apparently a de
pendent prince under the great monarchy of the Odrysian 
Thracians ; so formidable in the early years of the Pelopon
nesian war. But intestine commotions had robbed him of his 
principality over three Thracian tribes; which it was now the 
ambition of Seuthes to recover, by the aid of the Cyreian army. 
He offered to each soldier one stater of Kyzikus (about 20 

Attic drachma:, or nearly the same as that which they origin
ally received from Cyrus) as pay per month; twice as much to 
each lochage or captain-four times as much to each of the 
generals. In case they should incur the enmity of the Lacedce
monians by joining him, he guaranteed to them all the right of 
settlement and fraternal protection in his territory. To each 
of the generals, over and above pay, he engaged to assign a 
fort on the sea-coast, with a lot of land around it, and oxen for 
cultivation. And to Xenophon in particular, he offered the 
possession of Bisanthe, his best point on the coast. " I will 
also (he added, addressing Xenophon) give you my daughter 
in marriage; and if you have any daughter, I will buy her from 
you in marriage according to the custom of Thrace." 2 Seuthes 
further engaged never on any occasion to lead them more than 
seven days' journey from the sea, at farthest. 

These offers were as liberal as the army could possibly ex
pect; and Xenophon himself, mistrusting the Lacedcemonians 
as well as mistrusted by them, seems to have looked forward to 
the acquisition of a Thracian coast-fortress and territory (such 
as Miltiades, Alkibiades, and other Athenian leaders had ob
tained before him) as a valuable refuge in case of need.3 But 
even if the promise had been less favourable, the Cyreians bad 
no alternative; for they had not even present supplies-still 
less any means of subsistence throughout the winter; while 

1 Xen. Anab. vii. 6, 24. p.lrros ~;, xetp.wv ;)v, &c. Probably the month 
of December. 

2 Xen, Anab. vii. 2, 17-38. a Xen. Anab. vii. 6, 34· 
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departure by sea was rendered impossible by the Lacedre
monians. On the next day, Seuthes was introduced by Xeno
phon and the other generals to the army, who accepted his 
offers and concluded the bargain. 

They remained for two months in his service, engaged in 
warfare against various Thracian tribes, whom they enabled 
him to conquer and despoil ; so that at the end of that period, 
he was in possession of an extensive dominion, a large native 
force, and a considerable tribute. Though the suffering from 
cold was extreme, during these two months of full winter and 
amidst the snowy mountains of Thrace, the army were never
theless enabled by their expeditions along with Seuthes to 
procure plentiful subsis.tence ; which they could hardly have 
done in any other manner. But the pay which he had offered 
was never liquidated; at least, in requital of their two months 
of service, they received pay only for twenty days and a little 
more. And Xenophon himself, far from obtaining fulfilment 
of those splendid promises which Seuthes had made to him 
personally, seems not even to have received his pay as one of 
the generals. For him, the result was singularly unhappy; 
since he forfeited the good-will of Seuthes by importunate 
demand and complaint for the purpose of obtaining the pay 
due to the soldiers; while they on their side, imputing to his 
connivance the non-fulfilment of the promise, became thus in 
part alienated from him. Much of this mischief was brought 
about by the treacherous intrigues and calumny of a corrupt 
Greek from Maroneia, named Herakleides ; who acted as 
minister and treasurer to Seuthes. 

Want of space compels me to omit the narrative given by 
Xenophon, both of the relations of the army with Seuthes, and 
of the warfare carried on against the hostile Thracian tribes
interesting as it is from the juxtaposition of Greek and Thracian 
manners. It seems to have been composed by Xenophon 
under feelings of acute personal disappointment, and probably 
in refutation of calumnies against himself as if he had wronged 
the army. Hence we may trace in it a tone of exaggerated 
querulousness, and complaint that the soldiers were ungrateful 
to him. It is true that a portion of the army, under the belief 
that he had been richly rewarded by Seuthes while they had 
not obtained their stipulated pay, expressed virulent sentiments 
and falsehoods against him.l Until such suspicions were re
futed, it is no wonder that the army were alienated ; but they 
were perfectly willing to hear both sides-and Xenophon 

1 Xen. Anab. vii. 6, g, 10. 
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triumphantly disproved the accusation. That in the end, their 
feelings towards him were those of esteem and favour, stands 
confessed in his own words,l proving that the ingratitude of 
which he complains was the feeling of some indeed, but not 

. of all. 
It is hard to say however what would have been the fate of 

this gallant army, when Seuthes, having obtained from their 
arms in two months all that he desired, had become only 
anxious to send thc;m off without pay-had they not been 
extricated by a change of interest and policy on the part of 
all-powerful Sparta. The Lacedremonians had just declared 
war against Tissaphernes and Pharnabazus ; sending Thimbron 
into Asia to commence military operations. They then be
came extremely anxious to transport the Cyreians across to 
Asia, which their harmost Aristarchus had hitherto prohibited 
-and to take them into permanent pay; for which purpose 
two Lacedremonians, Charminus and Polynikus, were commis
sioned by Thimbron to offer to the army the same pay as had 
been promised, though not paid, by Seuthes; and as had been 
originally paid by Cyrus. Seuthes and Herakleides, eager to 
hasten the departure of the soldiers, endeavoured to take credit 
with the Lacedremonians for assisting their views. 2 Joyfully 
did the army accept this offer, though complaining loudly of 
the fraud practised upon them by Seuthes; which Charminus, 
at the instance of Xenophon, vainly pressed the Thracian 
prince to redress. 3 Re even sent Xenophon to demand the 
arrear of pay in the name of the Lacedremonians, which 
afforded to the Athenian an opportunity of administering a severe 
lecture to Seuthes.4 But the latter was not found so accessible 
to the workings of eloquence as the Cyreian assembled soldiers. 
Nor did Xenophon obtain anything beyond a miserable divi
dend upon the sum due :-together with civil expressions 
towards himself personally-an invitation to remain in his 
service with rooo hoplites instead of going to Asia with the 
army-and renewed. promises, not like] y now to find much 
credit, of a fort and a grant of lands. 

When the army, now reduced by losses and dispersions, to 
6ooo men, 5 was prepared to cross into Asia, Xenophon was 

1 Xen. Anab. vii. 7, SS-57· 2 Xen. Anab. vii. 6, I-7· 
3 Xen. Anab. vii. 7, 15. 4 Xen. Anab. vii. 7, 2I-47· 
The lecture is of unsuitable prolixity, when we consider the person to 

whom, and the circumstances under which, it purports to have been 
spoken. 

5 Xen. Anab. vii. 7, 23. 
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desirous of going back to Athens, but was persuaded to 
remain with them until the junction with Thimbron. He 
was at this time so poor, having scarcely enough to pay for 
his journey home, that he was obliged to sell his horse at 
Lampsakus, the Asiatic town .where the army landed. Here 
he found Eukleides, a Phliasian prophet with whom he had 
been wont to hold intercourse and offer sacrifice at Athens. 
This man, having asked Xenophon how much he had acquired 
in the expedition, could not believe him when he affirmed his 
poverty. But when they proceeded to offer sacrifice together, 
from some animals sent by the Lampsakenes as a present to 
Xenophon, Eukleides had no sooner inspected the entrails of 
the victims, than he told Xenophon that he fully credited the 
statement. "I see (he said) that even if money shall be ever 
on its way to come to you, you yourself will be a hindrance to 
it, even if there be no other (here Xenophon acquiesced) : 
Zeus Meilichios (the Gracious 1) is the real bar. Have you 
ever sacrificed to him, with entire burnt,offerings, as we used 
to do together at Athens?" "Never (replied Xenophon ), 
throughout the whole march." "Do so now, then (said 
Eukleides), and it will be for your advantage." The next day, 
on reaching Ophrynium, Xenophon obeyed the injunction; 
sacrificing little pigs entire to Zeus Meilichios, as was the 
custom at Athens during the public festival called Diasia. 
And on the very same day he felt the beqeficial effects of the 
proceeding; for Biton and another envoy came from the 
Laced<emonians with an advance of pay to the army, and with 
dispositions so favourable to himself, that they bought back for 
him his horse, which he had just sold at Lampsakus for fifty 
darics. This was equivalent to giving him more than one 
year's pay in hand (the pay which he would have received as 
general being four darics per month, or four times that of the 
soldier), at a time when he was known to be on the point of 

1 It appears that the epithet Meilichios (the Gracious) is here applied to 
Zeus in the same euphemistic sense as the denomination Eumenides to the 
avenging goddesses. Zeus is conceived as having actually inflicted, or 
being in a disposition to inflict, evil: the sacrifice to him under this sur
name represents a sentiment of fear, and is one of atonement, expiation, or 
purification, destined to avert his displeasure ; but the surname itself is to 
bt: interpreted proleptice, to use the word of the critics-it designates, not 
the actual disposition of Zeus (or of other gods), but that disposition which 
the sacrifice is intended to bring about in him. 

See Pausan. i. 37, 3; ii. 20, 3· K. F. Hermann, Gottesdienstl. Alter
thUmer der Griechen, s. 58; Van Stegeren, De Gr::ecorum Diebus Festis, 
p. 5 (Utrecht, 1849). 
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departure, and therefore would not stay to earn it. The short
comings of Seuthes were now made up with immense interest, 
so that Xenophon became better off than any man in the army; 
though he himself slurs over the magnitude of the present, by 
representing it as a delicate co.mpliment to restore to him a 
favourite horse. 

Thus gratefully and instantaneously did Zeus the Gracious 
respond to the sacrifice which Xenophon, after a long omission, 
had been admonished by Eukleides to offer. And doubtless 
Xenophon was more than ever confirmed in the belief, which 
manifests itself throughout all his writings, that sacrifice not 
only indicates, by the interior aspect of the immolated victims, 
the tenor of coming events-but also, according as it is rendered 
to the right god and at the right season, determines his will, 
and therefore the course of events, for dispensations favourable 
or unfavourable. 

But the favours of Zeus the Gracious, though begun, were 
not yet ended. Xenophon conducted the army through the 
Troad, and across Mount Ida, to Antandrus; from thence 
along the coast of Lydia, through the plain of Thebe and the 
town of Adramyttium, leaving Atarneus on the right hand, to 
Pergamus in Mysia; a hill town overhanging the river and 
plain of Kaikus. This district was occupied by the de
scendants of the Eretrian Gongylus, who, having been banished 
for embracing the cause of the Persians when Xerxes invaded 
Greece, had been rewarded (like the Spartan king Demaratus) 
with this sort of principality under the Persian empire. His 
descendant, another Gongylus, now occupied Pergamus, with 
his wife Hellas and his sons Gorgion and Gongylus. Xeno
phon was here received with great hospitality. Hellas ac
quainted him, that a powerful Persian, named Asidates, was 
now dwelling, with his wife, family, and property, in a tower 
not far. off on the plain; and that a sudden night march, with 
300 men, would suffice for the capture of this valuable booty, 
to which her own cousin should guide him. Accordingly, 
having sacrificed and ascertained that the victims were favour
able, Xenophon communicated his plan after the evening meal 
to those captains who had been most attached to him through
out the expedition, wishing to make them partners in the profit. 
As soon as it became known, many volunteers, to the number 
of 6oo, pressed to be allowed to join. But the captains 
repelled them, declining to take more than 300, in order that 
the booty might afford an ampler dividend to each partner. 

Beginning their march in the evening, Xenophon and his 
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detachment of 300 reached about midnight the tower of 
Asidates. It was large, lofty, thickly built, and contained a 
considerable garrison. It served for protection to his cattle 
and cultivating slaves around, like a baronial castle in the 
Middle Ages; but the assailants neglected this outlying 
plunder, in order to be more sure of taking the castle itself. 
Its walls however were found much stronger than was expected; 
and although a breach was made by force about daybreak, yet 
so vigorous was the defence of the garrison, that no entrance 
could be effected. Signals and shouts of every kind were 
made by Asidates to procure aid from the Persian forces in 
the neighbourhood; numbers of whom soon began to arrive, 
so that Xenophon and his company were obliged to retreat. 
And their retreat was at last only accomplished, after severe 
suffering and wounds to nearly half of them, through the aid 
of Gongylus with his forces from Pergamus, and of Prokles 
(the descendant of Demaratus) from Halisarna, a little farther 
off seaward.1 

Though his first enterprise thus miscarried, Xenophon soon 
laid plans for a second, employing the whole army; and 
succeeded in bringing Asidates prisoner to Pergamus, with 
his wife, children, horses, and all his personal property. 
Thus (says he, anxious above all things for the credit of 
sacrificial prophecy) the "previous sacrifices (those which 
had promised favourably before the first unsuccessful attempt) 
now came true." 2 The persons of this family were doubtless 
redeemed by their Persian friends for a large ransom ; 3 which, 
together with the booty brought in, made up a prodigious total 
to be divided. 

In making the division, a general tribute of sympathy and 
admiration was paid to Xenophon, in which all the army
generals, captains, and soldiers-and the Laced::emonians 
besides-unanimously concurred. Like Agamemnon at Troy, 
he was allowed to select for himself the picked lots of horses, 
mules, oxen, and other items of booty; insomuch that he 
became possessor of a share valuable enough to enrich him 
at once, in addition to the fifty darics which he had before 
received. "Here then Xenophon (to use his own language 4) 

1 Xen. Anab. vii. 8, 1o-19. 
2 Xen. Anab. vii. 8. 'EvraiiOa ol ,..epl Eevo<f>wvra uvp.'1rEptrv-yxc!.vovutv 

a.lm¥ Ka.l ka.p.S&.vovutv o;~rov ('A<tto&.,.,JV) Ka.l -yvva!Ka Kal 'Jra!oas Kal 'I'OVS 

~hnrous Kal wd.vra. ,ez. lJvTa.* Ked oiST6.l reX 1rp&T€pa. IEpO. &1rf/3TJ. 
" Compare Plutarch, Kimon, c. 9; and Xen. Hellen. iv. 8,.21. 
4 Xen. Anab. vii. 8, 23. 
'Ev"Taii8u "Tiw 8elw ouK prttfuaro ~ Eevorpwv' uvvt-rrparrov -yap Kctl al 
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had no reason to complain of the god" (Zeus Meilichios ). 
We may add-what he himself ought to have added, con
sidering the accusations which he had before put forth-that 
neither had he any reason to complain of the ingratitude of 
the army. 

As soon as Thimbron arrived with his own forces, and the 
Cyreians became a part of his army, Xenophon took his leave 
of them. Having deposited in the temple at Ephesus that 
portion which had been confided to him as general, of the 
tithe set apart by the army at Kerasus for the Ephesian 
Artemis,1 he seems to have executed his intention of returning 
to Athens. 2 He must have arrived there, after an absence of 
about two years and a half, within a few weeks, at furthest, 
after the death of his friend and preceptor Sokrates, whose trial 
and condemnation have been recorded in a previous chapter. 
That melancholy event certainly occurred during his absence 
from Athens ; 3 but whether it had come to his knowledge 
before he reached the city, we do not know. How much grief 
and indignation it excited in his mind, we may see by his 
collection of memoranda respecting the life and conversations 
of Sokrates, known by the name of Memorabilia, and probably 
put together shortly after his arrival. 

That he was again in Asia, three years afterwards, on military 
service under the Laced~monian king Agesilaus, is a fact 
attested by himself; but at what precise moment he quitted 
Athens for his second visit to Asia, we are left to conjecture. 
I incline to believe that he did not remain many months at 
home, but that he went out again in the next spring to rejoin 
the Cyreians in Asia-became again their commander-and 
served for two years under the Spartan general Derkyllidas 
before the arrival of Agesilaus. Such military service would 
doubtless be very much to his taste; while a residence at 
Athens, then subject and quiescent, would probably be dis
tasteful to him ; both from the habits of command which he 
had contracted during the previous two years, and from feel
ings arising out of the death of Sokrates. After a certain 
interval of repose, he would be disposed to enter again upon 

Aci.1<wves 1<al ol A.oxarol 1<al ol li.ll.ll.ot o"rpc.T11'Y"l 1<al ol rrTpaT<WTat, tiJ<TTE 
~~a(peTa ll.a/3e'iv 1<al Y1r1rovs 1<al (•V")''1/ Kal ltll.ll.a, tiJ<TTE IKavov elvat 1<al 
li.ll.ll.ov 1/li11 eo 11"ot<'iv. 

1 Xen. Anab. v. 3, 6. It seems plain that this deposit must have been 
first made on the present occasion. 

2 Compare. Anabasis, vii. 7, 57; vii. 8, 2. 
3 Xenoph. Memorab. iv. 8, 4-as well as the opening seuten.Ge of the 

work. 
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the war against his old enemy Tissaphernes ; and his service 
went on when Agesilaus arrived to take the command. 1 

But during the two years after this latter event, Athens 
became a party to the war against Sparta, and entered into 
conjunction with the king of Persia as well as with the Thebans 
and others; while Xenophon, continuing his service as com
mander of the Cyreians, and accompanying Agesilaus from 
Asia back into Greece, became engaged against the Athenian 
troops and their Bceotian allies at the bloody battle of 
Koroneia. Under these circumstances, · we cannot wonder 
that the Athenians passed sentence of banishment against 
him; not because he had originally taken part in aid of Cyrus 
against Artaxerxes-nor because his political sentiments were 
unfriendly to democracy, as has been sometimes erroneously 
affirmed-but because he was now openly in arms, and in 
conspicuous command, against his own country.2 Having thus 

1 See Xenoph. Hellen. iii. 2, 7-a passage which Morus refers, I think 
with much probability, to Xenophon himself. 

The very circumstantial details which Xenophon gives (iii. t, II-28) 
about the proceedings of Dcrkyllidas against Meidias in the Troad, seem 
also to indicate that he was serving there in person. 

2 That the sentence of banishment on Xenophon was not passed by the 
Athenians until after the battle of Kor&neia, appears plainly from Anabasis, 
v. 3, 7· This battle took place in August 394 B.C. 

Pausanias also will be found in harmony with this statement, as to the 
time of the banishment. 'EiltWX8'1 lie o Eevorpiiw {nro 'A817vo.lwv, ws ~,..l 
{3o.rnll.eo. Tiiw neprrwv, rrrplrrtv ei!vovv ovTo., rrTpo..,.Eio.s p.•Ta.rrxwv K6p'f 
7ro'll.€p.twnh'f 'TOV o~p.ov (vi. 6, 5). Now it was not until396 or 395 B.C., 
that the Persian king began to manifest the least symptoms of goodwill 
towards Athens; and not until the battle of Knidus (a little before the 
battle of Koroneia in the same year), that he testified his good will by con. 
spicuous and effective service. If therefore the motive of the Athenians to 
bani>h Xenophon arose out of the good feeling on the part of the king of 
Persia towards them, the banishment could not have taken place before 
395 B.c., and is not likely to have taken place until after 394 B.c.; which 
is the intimation of Xenophon himself as above. 

Lastly, Diogen~s Laertius (ii. 52) states, what I believe to be the main 
truth, that the sentence of banishment was passed against Xenophon by the 
Athenians on the ground of his attachment to the Lacedremonians-i"l 
/J..O.i<WVLO'Jlrf• 

KrUger and others seem to think that Xenophon was banished because 
he took service under Cyrus, who had been the bitter enemy of Athens. It 
is true that Sokrates, when first consulted, was apprehensive beforehand 
that this might bring upon him the displeasure of Athens (Xen. Anab. iii. 
I, 5). But it is to be remembered that at this time, the king ofl>ersia was 
just as much the enemy of Athens as Cyrus was ; and that Cyrus in fact 
had made war upon her with the forces and treasures of the king. Arta· 
xen.es and Cyrus being thus, at that time, both enemies of Athens, it was 
of little consequence to the Athenians whether Cyrus succeeded or failed in 
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become an exile, Xenophon was allowed by the Lacedre
monians to settle at Skilh1s, one of the villages of Triphylia, 
near Olympia in Peloponnesus, which they had recently 
emancipated from the Eleians. At one of the ensuing 
Olympic festivals, Megabyzus, the superintendent of the temple 
of Artemis at Ephesus, came over as a spectator ; bringing 
with him the money which Xenophon had dedicated therein 
to the Ephesian Artemis. This money Xenophon invested in 
the purchase of lands at SkillO.s, to be consecrated in perman
ence to the goddess; having previously consulted her by 
sacrifice to ascertain her approval of the site contemplated, 
which site was recommended to him by its resemblance in 
certain points to that of the Ephesian temple. Thus, there 
was near each of them a river called by the same name Selin us, 
having in it fish and a shelly bottom. Xenophon constructed 
a chapel, an altar, and a statue of the goddess made of cypress
wood: all exact copies, on a reduced scale, of the temple and 
golden statue at Ephesus. A column placed near them was 
inscribed with the following words-" This spot is sacred to 
Artemis. Whoever possesses the property and gathers its fruits, 
must sacrifice to her the tithe every year, and keep the chapel 
in repair out of the remainder. Should any one omit this 
duty, the goddess herself will take the omission in hand." 1 

Immediately near the chapel was an orchard of every de
scription of fruit-trees, while the estate around comprised an 
extensive range of meadow, woodland, and mountain-with 
the still loftier mountain called Pholoe adjoining. There was 
thus abundant pasture for horses, oxen, sheep, &c., and excel
lent hunting-ground near, for deer and other game ; advantages 
not to be found near the Artemision at Ephesus. Residing 
hard by on his own property, allotted to him by the Lacedre
monians, Xenophon superintended this estate as steward for 
the goddess ; looking perhaps to the sanctity of her name for 
his enterprise. But when Artaxerx<!s, six years afterwards, became their 
friend, their feelings towards his enemies were altered. 

The passage of Pausanias as above· cited, if understood as asserting the 
main cause of Xenophon's banishment, is in my judgement inaccurate. 
Xenophon was banished .for Laconism, or attachment to Sparta against his 
country ; the fact of his having served under Cyrus against Artaxerxes 
counted at best only as a secondary motive. 

1 Xen. Anab. v. 3, 13. Kal <1T-hA.1J ~<1T1JI<E 1rapa Tl>v val>v 'YP&i-'1-'".,." 
txov<fa-'!epl>s o Xwpos Tijs 'ApTl!J.<Iios· TI>V II€ txovTa 1<al ~<ap7rOV!J.EVov 
'T1)V p.Ev Oe~e&T'IJV KaTa8Vew €Kd.a-Tov ~-rovs, be 0€ TOV 1rept-r-roV 'T0V vaOv 
€1rtO"Keu&.(etv· fttv 0€ 'Tts p.1J ?rotiJ TaVTa, -r!J Beep p.eA:f,O'Et. Concerning an 
ancient copy of this Inscription, see Boeckh, Corp. Inscript. No. 1926; and 
Boeckh's Public Econ. of Athens, b. 3, c. 6, not. ror. 
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protection from disturbance by the Eleians, who viewed with a 
jealous eye the Lacedremonian 1 settlers at Skill us, and pro
tested against the peace and convention promoted by Athens 
after the battle of Leuktra, because it recognised that place, 
along with the townships of Triphylia, as autonomous. Every 
year he made a splendid sacrifice, from the tithe of all the fruits 
of the property; to which solemnity not only all the Skilluntines, 
but also all the neighbouring villages, were'invited. Booths were 
erected for the visitors, to whom the goddess furnished (this is 
the language of Xenophon) an ample dinner of barley-meal, 
wheaten loaves, meat, game, and sweetmeats ; 2 the game being 
provided by a general hunt, which the sons of Xenophon con
ducted, and in which all the neighbours took part if they 
chose. The produce of the estate, saving this tithe and sub
ject to the obligation of keeping the holy building in repair, 
was enjoyed by Xenophon himself. He had a keen relish for 
both hunting and horsemanship, and was among the first 
authors, so far as we know, who ever made these pursuits, with 
the management of horses and dogs, the subject of rational 
study and description. 

Such was the use to which Xenophon applied the tithe voted 
by the army at Kerasus to the Ephesian Artemis; the other 
tithe, voted at the same time to Apollo, he dedicated at Delphi 
in the treasure-chamber of the Athenians, inscribing upon the 
offering his own name and that of Proxenus. His residence 
being only at a distance of twenty stadia from the great temple 
of Olympia, he was enabled to enjoy society with every variety 
of Greeks-and to obtain copious information about Grecian 
politics, chiefly from philo-Laconian informants, and with the 
Lacedcemonian point of view predominant in his own mind; 
while he had also leisure for the composition of his various 
works. The interesting description which he himself gives of 
his residence at Skillus implies a state of things not present 
and continuing,3 but past and gone; other testimonies too, 
though confused and contradictory, seem to show that the 
Lacedremonian settlement at Skillus lasted no longer than the 
power of Lacedremon was adequate to maintain it. During 
the misfortunes which befell that city after the battle of Leuktra 
(3 7I B.c.), Xenophon, with his family and his fellow-settlers, 
was expelled by the Eleians, and is then said to have found 

1 Xen. Hellen. vi. 5, 2. 
2 Xen. Anab. v. 3, 9. ITap<tX< li' 7] 8<bs '1'o'is t1w1JvoihrLV lXA.cj><'1'ct, lfp-.-ous, 

o1vov, '1'pa-yf)p.ara, &c. 
3 Xen. Anal>. v. J, 9· 
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shelter at Corinth. But as Athens soon came to be not only 
at peace, but in intimate alliance, with Sparta-the sentence of 
banishment against Xenophon was revoked ; so that the latter 
part of his life was again passed in the enjoyment of his birth
right as an Athenian citizen and Knight.1 Two of his sons, 
Gryllus and Diodorus, fought among the Athenian horsemen 
at the cavalry combat which preceded the battle of Mantineia, 
"here the former was slain, after manifesting distinguished 
bravery; while his grandson Xenophon became in the next 
generation the subject of a pleading before the Athenian 
Dikastery, composed by the orator Deinarchus.2 

On bringing this accomplished and eminent leader to the 
close of that arduous retreat which he had conducted with so 
much honour, I have thought it necessary to anticipate a little 
on the future in order to take a glance at his subsequent 
destiny. To his exile (in this point of view not less useful than 
that of Thucydides) we probably owe many of those composi· 
tions from which so much of our knowledge of Grecian affairs 
is derived. But to the contemporary world, the retreat, which 
Xenophon so successfully conducted, afforded a far more 

1 Diogen. Laert. ii. 53, 54, 59· Pausanias (v. 6, 4} attests the re
conquest of Skilll'ts by the Eleians, but adds (on the authority of the Eleian 
~{'I'Y'lTal or show-guides} that they permitted Xenophon, after a judicial 
examination before the Olympic Senate, to go on living there in peace. 
The latter point I apprehend to be incorrect. 

The latter works of Xenophon (De V ectigalibus, De Officio Magistri 
Equitum, &c.} seem plainly to imply that he had been restored to citizen
ship, and had come again to take cognisance of politics at Athens. 

2 Diogen. Laert. ttl sup. Dionys Halic. De Dinarcho, p. 664, ed. 
Reiske. Dionysius mentions this oration under the title of 'A'1rornauiou 
a1roll.oyla A1(J"xvll.ov 'll"p'os EevorpwvTa. And Diogenes also alludes to it
&s rfJ'ICTt Lleivapxos iv Trf 1rp'os EevorpwvTa il.?rouracriou. 

Schneider in his Epimetrum (ad calcem Anabaseos, p. 573), respecting 
the exile of Xenophon, argues as if the person against whom the oration of 
Deinarchus was directed, was Xenophon himself, the Cyreian commander 
and author. But this, I think, is chronologically all but impossible ; for 
Deinarchus was not born till 361 B. c., and composed his first oration in 
336 B.C. 

Yet Deinarchus, in his speech against Xenophon, undoubtedly mentioned 
several facts respecting the Cyreian Xenophon, which implies that the latter 
was a relative of the person against whom the oration was directed. I 
Yenture to set him down as grandson ; on that evidence, combined with the 
identity of name and the suitableness in point of time. He might well be 
the son of Gryllus, who was slain fighting at the battle of Mantineia in 
362 B.C. 

Nothing is more likely than that an orator, composing an oration against 
Xenophon the grandson, should touch upon the acts and character of Xeno· 
phon the grandfather : see for an analogy, the oration of Isokrates, De 
Bigis, among others. 
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impressive lesson than any of his literary compositions. It 
taught in the most striking manner the impotence of the 
Persian land-force, manifested not less in the generals than in 
the soldiers. It proved that the Persian leaders were unfit for 
any systematic operations, even under the greatest possible 
advantages, against a small number of disciplined warriors 
resolutely bent on resistance; that they were too stupid and 
reckless even to obstruct the passage of rivers, or destroy roads, 
or cut off supplies. It more than confirmed the contemptuous 
language applied to them by Cyrus himself, before the battle 
of Kunaxa; when he proclaimed that he envied the Greeks 
their freedom, and that he was ashamed of the worthlessness 
of his own countrymen,! Against such perfect weakness and 
disorganisation, nothing prevented the success of the Greeks 
along with Cyrus, except his own paroxysm of fraternal anti
pathy.2 And we shall perceive hereafter the military and 
political leaders of Greece-Agesilaus, Jason of Pher~,3 and 
others down to Philip and Alexander 4-firmly persuaded that 
with a tolerably numerous and well-appointed Grecian force, 
combined with exemption from Grecian enemies, they could 
succeed in overthrowing or dismembering the Persian empire. 
This conviction, so important in the subsequent history of 
Greece, takes its date from the retreat of the Ten Thousand. 
We shall indeed find Persia exercising an important influence, 
for two generations to come-and at the peace of Antalkidas 
m influence stronger than ever-over the destinies of Greece. 
But this will be seen to arise from the treason of Sparta, the 
~hief of the Hellenic world, who abandons the Asiatic Greeks, 
1nd even arms herself with the name and the force of Persia, 
lor purposes of aggrandisement and dominion to herself. 
Persia is strong by being enabled to employ Hellenic strength 
tgainst the Hellenic cause ; by lending money or a fleet to 
Jne side of the Grecian intestine parties, and thus becoming 
trtificially strengthened against both. But the Xenophontic 

1 Xen. Anab. i. 7, 4· Compare Plutarch, Artaxerx. c. 20; and !so
nates, Or. iv. (Panegyr.) s. r68, 169 seq. 

The last chapter of the Cyropredia of Xenophon (viii. 8, 20, 21-26) 
'xpresses strenuously the like conviction, of the military feebleness and 
lisorganisation of the Persian empire, not defensible without Grecian aid. 

2 Isokrates, Orat. v. (Philipp.) s. I04-I06. -11o77 o' l-y~<pa-reis OOI<OVVTas 
iva< (i.e. the Greeks under Klearchus) o<il -r~v K6pou 1rpo1reTE<av 
~Tvx1Juat, &c. 

" Isokrates, Orat. v. (Philipp.) s. 141; Xen. Hellen. vi. r, 12. 
4 See the stress laid by Alexander the Great upon the adventures of the 

~en Thousand, in his speech to encourage his soldiers before the battle of 
ssus (Arrian, E. A. ii. 7, 8). 
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Anabasis betrays her real weakness against any vigorous 
attack ; while it at the same time exemplifies the discipline, 
the endurance, the power of self-action and adaptation, the 
susceptibility of influence from speech and discussion, the 
combination of the reflecting obedience of citizens with 
the mechanical regularity of soldiers-which confer such 
immortal distinction on the Hellenic character. The import
ance of this expedition and retreat, as an illustration of the , 
Hellenic qualities and excellence, will justify the large space 1 
which has been devoted to it in this History. 

CHAPTER LXXII 

GREECE UNDER THE LACEDJEMONIAN EMPIRE 

THE three preceding chapters have been devoted exclusively 
to the narrative of the Expedition and Retreat immortalised 
by Xenophon, occupying the two years intervening between 
about April 401 B.c. and June 399 B.c. That event, replete 
as it is with interest and pregnant with important conse
quences, stands apart from the general sequence of Grecian 
affairs-which sequence I now resume. 

It will be recollected that as soon as Xenophon with his 
Ten Thousand warriors descended from the rugged mountains 
between Armenia and the Euxine to the hospitable shelter of 
Trapezus, and began to lay their plans for returning to Central 
Greece-they found themselves within the Laced:;emonian 
empire, unable to advance a step without consulting Laced:;e
monian dictation, and obliged, when they reached the Bos
phorus, to endure without redress the harsh and treacherous 
usage of the Spartan officers Anaxibius and Aristarchus. 

Of that empire the first origin has been already set forth. 
It began with the decisive victory of A~gospotami in the Helles
pont (September or October 405 B.c.), where the Laced:.oe
monian Lysander, without the loss of a man, got possession 
of the entire Athenian fleet and a large portion of their crews 
-with the exception of eight or nine triremes with which the 
Athenian admiral Konon effected his escape to Euagoras at 
Cyprus. The whole power of Athens was thus annihilated. 
Nothing remained for the Laced:;emonians to master except 
the city itself and Peir:;eus; a consummation certain to happen, 
and actually brought to pass in April 404 B.c., when Lysander 
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entered Athens in triumph, dismantled Peir~us, and demolished 
a large portion of the Long Walls. With the exception of 
Athens herself-whose citizens deferred the moment of sub
jection by an heroic, though unavailing, struggle against the 
horrors of famine-and of Samos-no other Grecian city 
offered any resistance to Lysander after the battle of JEgos
potami; which in fact not only took away from Athens her 
whole naval force, but transferred it all over to him, and ren
dered him admiral of a larger Grecian fleet than had ever been 
seen together since the battle of Salamis. 

I have recounted, in my sixty-fifth chapter, the sixteen months 
of bitter suffering undergone by Athens immediately after her 
surrender. The loss of her fleet and power was aggravated by 
an extremity of internal oppression. Her oligarchical party 
.nd her exiles, returning after having served with the enemy 

against her, extorted from the public assembly, under the dic
tation of Lysander who attended it in person, the appointment 
of an omnipotent Council of Thirty, for the ostensible purpose 
of framing a new constitution. These Thirty rulers-among 
whom Kritias was the most violent, and Theramenes (seem
ingly) the most moderate, or at least the soonest satiated
perpetrated cruelty and spoliation on the largest scale, being 
protected against all resistance by a Laced~monian harmost 
and garrison established in the acropolis. Besides numbers of 
citizens put to death, so many others were driven into exile 
with the loss of their property, that Thebes and the neighbour
ing cities became crowded with them. After about eight 
months of unopposed tyranny, the Thirty found themselves 
for the first time attacked by Thrasybulus at the head of a 
small party of these exiles coming out of Bceotia. His bravery 
and good conduct-combined with the enormities of the Thirty, 
which became continually more nefarious, and to which even 
numerous oligarchical citizens, as well as Theramenes himself, 
successively became victims-enabled him soon to strengthen 
himself, to seize the Peirreus, and to carry on a civil war which 
ultimately put down the tyrants. 

These latter were obliged to invoke the aid of a new Laced~
monian force. And had that force still continued at the dis
oosal of Lysander, all resistance on the part of Athens would 
1ave been unavailing. But fortunately for the Athenians, the 
ast few months had wrought material change in the disposi
ions both of the allies of Sparta and of many among her lead
ng men. The allies, especially Thebes and Corinth, not only 
-elented in their hatred and fear of Athens, now that she had 
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lost her power-but even sympathised with her suffering exiles, 
and became disgusted with the self-willed encroachments of 
Sparta; while the Spartan king Pausanias, together with some 
of the Ephors, were also jealous of the arbitrary and oppressive 
conduct of Lysander. Instead of conducting the Lacedce
monian force to uphold at all price the Lysandrian oligarchy, 
Pausanias appeared rather as an equitable mediator to ter
minate the civil war. He refused to concur in any measure 
for obstructing the natural tendency towards a revival of the 
democracy. It was in this manner that Athens, rescued from 
that sanguinary and rapacious regime which has passed into 
history under the name of the Thirty Tyrants, was enabled to 
reappear as a humble and dependent member of the Spartan 
alliance-with nothing but the recollection of her former 
power, yet with her democracy again in vigorous and tutelan 
action for internal government. The just and gentle b~aring 
of her democratical citizens, and the absence of reactionary 
antipathies, after such cruel ill-treatment-are among the most 
honourable features in her history. 

The reader will find in preceding chapters, what I can only 
rapidly glance at here, the details of that system of bloodshed, 
spoliation, extinction of free spee~h and even of intellectual 
teaching, efforts to implicate innocent citizens as agents in 
judicial assassination, &c.-which stained the year of Anarchy 
(as it was termed in Athenian annals 1) immediately following 
the surrender of the city. These details depend on evidence 
perfectly satisfactory ; for they are conveyed to us chiefly by 
Xenophon, whose sympathies are decidedly oligarchical. From 
him too we obtain another fact, not less pregnant with in
struction ; that the Knights or Horsemen, the body of richest 
proprietors at Athens, were the mainstay of the Thirty fraU). 
first to last, notwithstanding all the enormities of their career. 

We learn from these dark, but well-attested details, to appre
ciate the auspices under which that period of history called the 
Lacedcemonian Empire was inaugurated. Such phrenomena 
were by no means confined within the walls of Athens. On 
the contrary, the year of Anarchy (using that term in the sense 
in which it was employed by the Athenians) arising out of the 
same combination of causes and agents, was common to a 
very large proportion of the cities throughout Greece. The 
Lacedremonian admiral Lysander, during hi5 first year of naval 
command, had organised in most of the allied cities factious 

1 Xen. Hellen. ii. 3, L 
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combinations of some of the principal citizens, corresponding 
with himself personally. By their efforts in their respective 
cities, he was enabled to prosecute the war vigorously; and 
he repaid them, partly by seconding as much as he could their 
injustices in their respective cities-partly by promising to 
strengthen their hands still further, as soon as victory should 
be made sure.l This policy, while it served as a stimulus 
against the common enemy, contributed still more directly to 
aggrandise Lysander himself; creating for him an ascendency 
of his own, and imposing upon him personal obligations 
towards adherents, apart from what was required by the 
interests of Spg.,rta. 

The victory of h~gospotami, complete and decisive beyond 
all expectations either of friend or foe, enabled him to dis
charge these obligations with interest. All Greece at once 
made submission to the Laced~monians,2 except Athens and 
Samos-and these two only held out a few months. It was 
now the first business of the victorious commander to re
munerate his adherents, and to take permanent security for 
Spartan dominion as well as for his own. In the greater 
number of cities, he established an oligarchy of Ten citizens, 
or a Dekarchy,s composed of his own partisans; while he at 
the same time planted in each a Lacedremonian hannost or 
governor, with a garrison, to uphold the new oligarchy. The 
Dekarchy of Ten Lysandriari partisans, with the Laced~monian 
harmost to sustain them, became the general scheme of 
Hellenic government throughout the LEgean, from Eub~a to 
the Thracian coast towns, and from Miletus to Byzantium. 
Lysander sailed round in person with his victorious fleet to 
Byzantium a'nd Chalkedon, to the cities of Lesbos, to Thasos, 
and other places ; while he sent Eteonikus to Thrace for the 
purpose· of thus recasting the governments everywhere. Not 
merely those cities which had hitherto been on the Athenian 
side, but also those which had acted as allies of Sparta, were 
subjected to the same intestine revolution and the same 
foreign constraint.4 Everywhere the new Lysandrian Dekarchy 

1 Plutarch, Lysand. c. 5· 
~ Xen. Hellen. ii. 2, 6. 

3 These Councils of Ten, organised by Lysander, are sometimes called 
Dekarchies-sometimes Dekadarchies. I use the former word by prefer
;nce ; sirice the word Dekadm·ch is also employed by Xenophon in another 
tnd very different sense-as meaning an officer who commands a Dekad. 

4 Plutarch, Lysand. c. 13. 
KaTai\Vru.v a~ -roVs 'MiJJ.OUS leal ,-6;s lfAi\as 1rOAtTelas, gva p.Ev b.pp.ouTf)V E~eda-Tn 

.ai<60<up.6v•ov ~<arb .. m•, li~1<a li€ lipxovras EIC rwv {nr' a&rov uvr~<•~<por7Jp.~vw~ 
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superseded the previous governments, whether oligarchical or 
democratical. 

At Thasos, as well as in other places, this revolution was not 
accomplished without much bloodshed as well as treacherous 
stratagem ; nor did Lysander himself scruple to enforce, 
personally and by his own presence, the execution and ex
pulsion of suspected citizens.! In many places, however, 
simple terrorism probably sufficed. The new Lysandrian Ten 
overawed resistance and procured recognition of their usurpa
tion, by the menace of inviting the victorious admiral with his 
fleet of zoo sail, and by the simple arrival of the Laceda::monian 
harmost. Not only was each town obliged to provide a fortified 
citadel and maintenance £or this governor with his garriso0, 
but a scheme of tribute, amounting to rooo talents annually, 
was imposed for the future, and assessed rateably upon each 
city by Lysander.2 

In what spirit these new Dekarchies would govern, consisting 
as they did of picked oligarchical partisans distinguished for 
audacity and ambition 3-who, to all the unscrupulous lust of 
power which characterised Lysander himself, added a thirst 
for personal gain, from which he was exempt, and were now 
about to reimburse themselves for services already rendered to 
him-the general analogy of Grecian history would sufficiently 
teach us, though we are without special details. But in 
reference to this point, we have not merely general analogy to 
guide us; we have further the parallel case of the Thirty at 
Athens, the particulars of whose rule are well known and have 
already been alluded to. These Thirty, with the exception of 
the difference of number, were to all intents and purposes a 

Ka-r0.1r6A.w ETa.tpetWv. Ked TaVTa 7rprl.TTooV Op.oloos lv TE Tat's 'lt'oA.eJ.l.[ats, 
""l Ta'is uvp.p.&.x.o•s "fE"YEV'f/f'EVa« '11"671.eu<, 'll"ape'll"li.E< ux.oll.aiws .,.p&· 
1rov •nvCt. Ka.Ta(Ticfua.(&p.evos €atYTrf T1JV T1}s 'EA.i\c£0os 'h"YEJ.LOY(av. Con1pare 
Xen. Hellen. ii. 2, 2-5 ; Diodor. xiii. 3, 10, 13. 

1 Plutarch, Lysand. c. 13. 'il'oll.ll.a'is '~~""P""Y'v&p.•vos aMos u¢o:ya'is ""l 
cr~ve~e{3dAAwv '~"?bs ;i;,v ... <PlA.wv ~x8poVs, olnc brtetiC~S ~OlOou Tots "El\.i\1JO"L Oel'Yp.a. 
T1)S /l.<ti<EO<tlf.'OVLWV U.p')(.>)S, &c. 

lb. c. 14· Ku.l 'TWV f.'EV lili.JI.wv 71'6.\ewv op.a.ll.ws CI.'II"O.(fWV I(Gt'TEAUE 'TOS 'II"OAL

'TEla.s ~ectl ~ea8lcT'r1J OeKa.Oapxla.s- 1ro'A'A.Wv p.Ev Ev EH:du-rp rnpa-r-rop.Evwv, Trol\)\Wv 
Of ¢•u"Y6VTwv, &c. 

About the massacre at Thasos, see Cornelius Nepos, Lysand. c. 2 ; 

Polyren. L 45, 4· Compare Plutarch, Lysand. c. 19; and see vol. Yiii. 
ch. lxv. p. 198 of this History. 

2 Diodor. xiv. ro. Compare Isokrates, Or. iv. (Panegyr.) s. lSI; Xen. 
Hellen. iv. 8, r. 

a Plutarch, Lysand. c. 1J. TOU /l.uuJ.vopou 'TWV oll.i-ywv 'TOLS 8pa.Uu'Td.'TOIS 
lia.~ <f>•ll.ovwwr&.oro<s oras '11"6li.ELs l"YXELpi(ovTos. 
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Lysandrian Dekarchy ; created by the same originating force, 
placed under the like circumstances, and animated by the like 
spirit and interests. Every subject town would produce its 
Kritias and Theramenes, and its body of wealthy citizens like 
the Knights or Horsemen at Athens to abet their oppressions, 
under Lacedremonian patronage and the covering guard of the 
Lacedremonian harmost. Moreover, Kritias, with all his vices, 
was likely to be better rather than worse, as compared with 
his oligarchical parallel in any other less-cultivated city. He 
was a man of letters and philosophy, accustomed to the con
versation of Sokrates, and to the discussion of ethical and 
social questions. We may say the same of the Knights or 
Horsemen at Athens. Undoubtedly they had been better 
educated, and. had been exposed to more liberalising and im
proving influences, than the corresponding class elsewhere. 
If then these Knights at Athens had no shame in serving as 
accomplices to the Thirty throughout all their enormities, we 
need not fear to presume that other cities would furnish a 
body of wealthy men yet more unscrupulous, and a leader at 
least as sanguinary, rapacious, and full of antipathies, as 
Kritias. As at Athens, so elsewhere ; the Dekarchs would 
begin by putting to death notorious political opponents, under 
the name of "the wicked men "; 1 they would next proceed to 
deal in the same manner with men of known probity and 
c<mrage, likely to take a lead in resisting oppression. 2 Their 
career of blood would continue-in spite of remonstrances 
from more moderate persons among their own number, like 
Theramenes-until they contrived some stratagem for disarm
ing the citizens, which would enable them to gratify both their 
antipathies and their rapacity, by victims still more numerous 
-many of such victims being wealthy men, selected for 
purposes of pure spoliation.3 They would next despatch by 
force any obtrusive monitor from their own number, like 
Theramenes 1 probably with far less ceremony than accom
panied the perpetration of this crime at Athens, where we 
may trace the effect of those judicial forms and habits to which 
the Athenian public had been habituated-overruled indeed, 

1 Xen. Hellen. ii. 3, 13. 
. • • ~'lr•<ucx.v Avucx.v~pov <f>poupovs u<f>lu< ~ufJ.7rpa~a< ~A.8<iv, iiws ~h -r o v s 

r'i 0 V 7] p 0 tJ S ~!C7ro0Wv 7r0£1]UJ.J.LEVQt KaTaUT~dCUVTO 'Ti,V 1f"Oi\tTEla.v, &c. 

~ 
2 Xen. Hellen. ii. 3, q. Twv IJe <f>poupwv -rov-rou (the harmost) ~up:rr<fJ.· 

ovTOS a.irro'is, aDs E{3o6Aowro, ~uvei\dp.fja.vov oUKETt 'ToVs 7rOV1JpoVs Ka1 OA[')'ou 
~[ous,, O:i\~

1 

1]0TJ o~s ~v&p.t(o~ ?}KtO'Ta ~Ev 1rapw,8ovp.fvovs O.vE?'ea8at, U.vrurpd.T
"''" 5E Tl E7rlX€lpOUV'TCX.S 1l'A€10"TOVS 'TOVS ~vv•6EAOV'T<1S ll.a;!J,j30.V€lV. 

a X en. Hellen. ii. 3, 2 r. 
VOL. IX. K 
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yet still not forgotten. There would hardly remain any fresh 
enormity still to commit, over and above the multiplied 
executions, except to banish from the city all but their own 
immediate partisans, and to reward these latter with choice 
estates confiscated from the victims.1 If called upon to 
excuse such tyranny, the leader of a Dekarchy would have 
sufficient invention to employ the plea of Kritias-that all 
changes of government were unavoidably death-dealing, and 
that nothing less than such stringent measures would suffice to 
maintain his city in suitable dependence upon Sparta.2 

Of course, it is not my purpose to affirm that in any other 
city, precisely the same phrenomena took place as those which 
occurred in Athens. But we are nevertheless perfectly 
warranted in regarding the history of the Athenian Thirty as a 
fair sample, from whence to derive our idea of those Lysandrian 
Dekarchies which now overspread the Grecian world. Doubt
less each had its own peculiar march : some were less 
tyrannical ; but perhaps some even more tyrannical, regard 
being had to the size of the city. And in point of fact, Iso
krates, who speaks with indignant horror of these Dekarchies, 
while he denounces those features which they had in common 
with the Triakontarchy at Athens-extrajudicial murders; 
spoliations, and banishments-notices one enormity besides, 
which we do not find in the latter-violent outrages upon 
boys and women. s Nothing of this kind is ascribed to Kritias 4 

and his companions ; and it is a considerable proof of the 
restraining force of Athenian manners, that men who inflicted) 
so much evil in gratification of other violent impulses, shouk.l 
have stopped short here. The Decemvirs named by Lysander, · 

1 Xen. Hellen. ii. 4, I. 
2 Xen. Hellen. ii. 3, 24-32. Kal elcrl J.I.~V o~1rov 1racrcu J.<.ETil{3oA.Ill 

1r0ALTELWV 91lVIl'T'T/<fJ6poc, &c. 
3 Isokrates, Orat. iv. (Panegyr.) s. I27-I32 (c. 32). 
He has been speaking, at some length, and in terms of energetic denunci

ation, al?ainst the enormities of the Dekarchies. He concludes by saying
.Pv'Y?.s oe Kill cr-racrecs Kill v6J.<.wV crv'Yxvcrecs Kill 1roA.cncwv J.<.ETil{Jol>.as, 1!-r c o < 
?rlllowv !i{Jpecs i<lll 'YVVaLKWV lll<TXVVIlS l<lll XP'TIJ.<.<hwv ap1!'1l'YctS, 
..,.[s &v OtivatTo Ote~ei\OeLv ; '1TA1w -rocroV-rov el1reLv txw Ka(r b:rrc£vTwv, f>·n Ttt 
J.<.EV l<P' -hJ.<.WV oecvd. p~olws ltv TLS €vl >¥11</Jl<TJ.<.CUL ocel>.ucre, Tas OE <T</Ja'Yil.s Kal 
-rc\s lt.vop.las -rO.s ~7rl To0TWJI "yEVOf.dvas oVOels av ld!TacrOat OVvcwro. 

See also, of the same author, Isokrates, Orat. v. (Philipp.) s. I ro; Orat. 
viii. (De Pace) s. II9-I24; Or. xii. (Panath.) s. 58, 6o, ro6. 

4 We may infer that if Xenophon had heard anything of the sort respect 
ing Kritias, he wonld hardly have been averse to mention it ; when w 
read what he says (Memorab. i. 2, 29). Compare a curious passage abou 
Kritias in Dion. Chrysostom. Or. xxi. p. 270. 
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like the Decemvir Appius Claudius at Rome, would find them
selves armed with power to satiate their lusts as well as their 
antipathies, and would not be more likely to set bounds to the 
former than to the latter. Lysander, in all the overweening 
insolence of victory, while rewarding his most devoted 
partisans with an exaltation comprising every sort of licence 
and tyranny, stained the dependent cities with countless 
murders, perpetrated on private as well as on public grounds.! 
No individual Greek had ever before wielded so prodigious 
a power of enriching friends or destroying enemies, in this 
universal reorganisation of Greece ; 2 nor was there ever any 
power more deplorably abused. 

It was thus that the Lacedremonian empire imposed upon 
each of the subject cities a double oppression; 3 the native 
Decemvirs, and the foreign harmost ; each abetting the other, 
and forming together an aggravated pressure upon the citizens, 
from which scarce any escape was left. The Thirty at Athens 
paid the greatest possible court to the harmost Ka11ibius,4 and 
put to death individual Athenians offensive to him, in order 
to purchase his co-operation in their own violences. The few 
details which we possess respecting these harmosts (who con
tinued throughout the insular and maritime cities for about ten 
years, until the battle of Knidus, or as long as the maritime 
empire of Sparta lasted-but in various continental de
pendencies considerably longer, that is, until the defeat of 
Leuktra in 371 B.c.) are all for the most part discreditable. 
We have seen in the last chapter the description given even by 

1 Plutarch, Lysand. c. I 9· THv o~ ~tal rwv ILl ll.wv ~~~ ra'ts ?rOM en ll'T/P,O'rl· 
~eCiw cp&pos oln< &pt81J.'YJT6s, li.TE 81} J.t:h KaT' lOlas J.l.611ov alTlas aVToU wrelvowros, 
a)l.ll./x. ?roll.ll.ats p.EV ~X9pa<s, ?rolo.)\.ats OE ?ril.<ove~fcus, 'rWV ~1<acrraxo81 cJ>[ll.wv 
xap<(op.evov ra 'TOirxVTa ~tal CTVVEp')'OVVTOS : also Pausanias, vii. IO, I ; ix. 
J2, 6. 

2 Plutarch, Agesilaus, c. 7· 
3 See the speech of the Theban envoys at Athens, about eight years after 

the surrender of Athens (Xen. Hellen. iii. 5, 13) . 
• • • Ou5€ ')'ap tpv')'e'iv ~~fiv (Plutarch, Lysand. c. 19). 
4 Xen. Hellen. ii. 3, I4. T~v !'~v Kall.ll.f/310v ~8<pcf.?revov ?rcf.CTV 8epa.?relq, 

ws r.cf.vTa €?ra<vof'T/, &. ?rpcf.TTo<<v, &c. (Plutarch, Lysand. c. IS). 
The Thirty seem to have outdone Lysander himself. A young Athenian 

of rank, distinguished as a victor in the pankratium, Autolykus,-having 
Jeen insu:ted by Kallibius, resented it, tripped him up, and threw him down. 
·:..ysander, on being appealed to, justified Autolykus, and censured Kallibius, 
clling him that he did not know how to govern freemen. The Thirty 

: owever afterwards put Autolykus to death, as a means of courting 
0 ::allihius (Plutarch, Lysand. c. IS). Pausanias mentions Eteonikus (not 

1(al/ibius) as the person who struck Autolykus; but he ascribes the same 
decision to Lysander (ix. 32, 3). 
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the philo-Laconian Xenophon, of the harsh and treacherous 
manner in which they acted towards the returning Cyreian 
soldiers, combined with their corrupt subservience to Pharna
bazus. We learn from him that it depended upon the fiat of 
a Laced::emonian harmost whether these soldiers should be 
proclaimed enemies and excluded for ever from their native 
cities ; and Kleander, the harmost of Byzantium, who at first 
threatened them with this treatment, was only induced by 
the most unlimited submission, combined with very delicate 
management, to withdraw his menace. The cruel proceedings 
of Anaxibius and Aristarchus, who went so far as to sell 400 of 
these soldiers into slavery, has been recounted a few pages 
above. Nothing can be more arbitrary or reckless than their 
proceedings. If they could behave thus towards a body of 
Greek soldiers full of acquired glory, effective either as friends 
or as enemies, and having generals capable of prosecuting their 
collective interests and making their complaints heard-what 
protection would a private citizen of any subject city, Byzantium 
or Perinthus, be likely to enjoy against their oppression? 

The story of Aristodemus, the harmost of Oreus in Eubrea, 
evinces that no justice could be obtained against any of their 
enormities from the Ephors at Sparta. That harmost, among 
many other acts of brutal violence, seized a beautiful youth, 
son of a free citizen at Oreus, out of the palrestra-carried 
him off-and after vainly endeavouring to overcome his resist
ance, put him to death. The father of the youth went to 
Sparta, made known the atrocities, and appealed to the Ephors 
and Senate for redress. But a deaf ear was turned to his 
complaints, and in anguish of mind he slew himself. Indeed 
we know that these Spartan authorities would grant no redress, 
not merely against harmosts, but even against private Spartan 
citizens, who had been guilty of gross crime out of their own 
country. A Breotian near Leuktra, named Skedasus, preferred 
complaint that two Spartans, on their way from Delphi, after 
having been hospitably entertained in his house, had first vio
lated, and afterwards killed, his two daughters ; but even for 
so flagitious an outrage as this, no redress could be obtained.! 
Doubtless, when a powerful foreign ally, like the Persian satrap 
Pharnabazus,2 complained to the Ephors of the conduct of a 

1 Plutarch, Amator. Narration. p. 773 ; Plutarch, Pelopidas, c. 20. In 
Diodorus (xv. 54) and Pausanias (ix. 13, 2), the damsels thus outraged are 
stated to have slain themselves. Compare another story in Xenoph. Hellen. 
v. 4, s6, 57· 

2 Plutarch, Lysand. c. 19. 
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Laceda!monian harmost or admiral, his representations would 
receive attention : and we learn that the Ephors were thus 
induced not merely to recall Lysander from the Hellespont, 
but to put to death another officer, Thorax, for corrupt appro
priation of money. But for a private citizen in any subject 
city, the superintending authority of Sparta would be not 
merely remote but deaf and immovable, so as to afford him 
no protection whatever, and to leave him altogether at the 
mercy of the harmost. It seems too that the rigour of Spartan 
training, anc' , peculiarity of habits, rendered individual Lace
dremonians 1 a foreign service more self-willed, more incapable 
of entering into the customs or feelings of others, and more 
liable to degenerate when set free from the strict watch of 
home-than other Greeks generally.1 

Taking all these causes of evil together-the Dekarchies, 
the Harmosts, and the overwhelming dictatorship of Lysander 
-and construing other parts of the Grecian world by the 
analogy of Athens under the Thirty-we shall be warranted 
,in affirming that the first years of the Spartan Empire, which 
followed upon the victory of LEgospotami, were years of all
pervading tyranny, and multifarious intestine calamity, such as 
Greece had never before endured. The hardships of war, 
severe in many ways, were now at an end, but they were 
replaced by a state of suffering not the less difficult to bear 
because it was called peace. And what made the suffering yet 
more intolerable was, that it was a bitter disappointment and 
a flagrant violation of promises proclaimed, repeatedly and 
explicitly, by the Lacedremonians themselves. 

For more than thirty years preceding-from times earlier 
than the commencement of the Peloponnesian War- the 
Spartans had professed to interfere only for the purpose of 
liberating Greece, and of putting down the usurped ascendency 
of Athens. All the allies of Sparta had been invited into 
strenuous action-all those of Athens had been urged to 

1 This seems to have been the impression not merely of the enemies of 
Sparta, but even of the Spartan authorities themselves. Compare two 
remarkable passages of Thucydides, i. 77, and i. 95· "Ap.um:. -ya.p (says the 
Athenian envoy at Sparta) .,.cf. .,., J<aO' vp.as avToh v&p.tp.a .,.oi's lthMn ~xe.,.e, 
Kal 1rp011~'TI efs i!J(a!T'TOS ~~tcbv ol$ore 'T01lorO!S XP1JTal, oi56' ofs 1} !lhA'l) 'Ehhas 
vop.l( ... 

After the recall of the regent Pausanias and of Dorkis from the Helles
pont (in 477 B. c.), the Lacedremonians refuse to send out any successor, 
<f>o{3oop.evot p.n 11</Jf<TtV ol ~~IOV'TES Xelpovs -yljwwvTat, lhr<p Kal iv orrf! flavuavlq. 
ivei'oov, &c. (i. 95). 

Compare Plutarch, Apophtheg. Laconic. p. 220 F. 
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revolt-under the soul-stirring cry of "Freedom to Greece." 
The earliest incitements addressed by the Corinthians to Sparta 
in 432 B.c., immediately after the Korkyrrean dispute, called 
upon her to stand forward in fulfilment of her recognised 
function as "Liberator of Greece," and denounced her as 
guilty of connivance with Athens if she held back. 1 Athens 
was branded as the "despot city"; which had already absorbed 
the independence of many Greeks, and menaced that of all 
the rest. The last formal requisition borne by the Lacedre
monian envoys to Athens in the winter immediately preceding 
the war, ran thus--" If you desire the continuance of peace 
with Sparta, restore to the Greeks their autonomy." 2 When 
Archidamus king of Sparta approached at the head of his 
army to besiege Platrea, the Platreans laid claim to autonomy 
as having been solemnly guaranteed to them by King Pausanias 
after the great victory near their town. Upon which Archi
damus replied-" Your demand is just : we are prepared to 
confirm your autonomy-but we call upon you to aid us in 
securing the like for those other Greeks who have been en
slaved by Athens. This is the sole purpose of our great' 
present effort." 3 And the banner of general enfranchisement, 
which the Lacedremonians thus held up at the outset of the 
war, enlisted in their cause encouraging sympathy and good 
wishes throughout Greece.4 

But the most striking illustration by far, of the seductive 
promises held out by the Lacedremonians, was afforded by the 

1 Thucyd. i. 6g. ov -yd.p 0 oovll.w<Tttp.<vos, all.ll.' 0 ~vvdp.EVOS f'EV 11'<XV<Tat, 'l 
'li'EptopwV OE ali.'1/8E<TT€pov <XV'Tb Op/t, E('li'Ep 1<al 'T~V a~lW<TIV Tiis ap<Tiis &s l71.Eu8E- -/ 
pwv .,.~v 'Ell.ll.doa cp'p•.,.a•. 1 

To the like purpose the second speech of the Corinthian envoys at Sparta, ( 
c. 122-124-p.~ p.~ll.li.ET€ llonlla<ttT<X<S TE 'li'O!f'itr8at Ttp.wplav • ••• 1<<Xl Twv ) 
li.li.A.wv p.ET€71.8E'iv Thv lll.•v8<piav, &c. l 

2 Thucyd. i. 139. Compare Isokrat@s, Or. iv. (Panegyr.) c. 34, s. 140 ; · 
Or. v. (Philipp.) s. 121 ; Or. xiv. (Plataic.) s. 43· 

a Thucyd. ii. 72- llapao'!<EV~ o€ 'TO<T~O€ !<<Xl 'li'OAEf'OS -ye-yEV7J'T<XI aVTWII 
E:ve~ea: Kal -rWv ifAAc.cv ~At:v9epdJU'eWs. 

Read also the speech of the The ban orator, in reply to the Platrean, after 
the capture of the town by the Lacedremonians (iii. 63). 

4 Thucyd. ii. 8. 17 o€ elivo<a 'll'apd. 71'071.0 ~'!role< 'TWV av8pd,1rwV p.all.ll.ov ls } 
TOOs !l.at<EOatp.ovlovs, lfli.A.ws TE 1<al1rpo•movTwv g.,., T~V 'Ell.ll.doa l:1.•u8epov<fw. ' 

See also iii. 13, 14-the speech of the envoys from the revolted Mityl@ni!, 
to the Lacedremonians. 

The Lacedremonian admiral Alkidas with his fleet is announced as cross- j 
ing over the h:gean to Ionia for the pmpose of " liberating Greece" ; 
accordingly, the Samian exiles remonstrate with him for killing his prisoners, 
as in contradiction with that object (iii. 32)-tll.•-yov ov Kall.ws T~v 'EJ.il.&lla 
lll.<u8epouv avTov, elli.vopas oticp8<tpev, &c. 
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conduct of Brasidas in Thrace, when he first came into the 
neighbourhood of the Athenian allies during the eighth year 
of the war (424 B.c.). In his memorable discourse addressed 
to the public assembly at Akanthus, he takes the greatest pains 
to satisfy them that he came only for the purpose of realising 
the promise of enfranchisement proclaimed by the Lacedre
monians at the beginning of the war.l Having expected, 
when acting in such a cause, nothing less than a hearty wel
come, he is astonished to find their gates closed against him. 
"I am come (said he) not to injure, but to liberate the Greeks; 
after binding the Lacedremonian authorities by the most solemn 
oaths, that all whom I may bring over shall be dealt with as 
autonomous allies. We do not wish to obtain you as allies 
either by force or fraud, but to act as your allies at a time when 
you are enslaved by the Athenians. You ought not to suspect 
my purposes, in the face of these solemn assurances ; least of 
all ought any man to hold back through apprehension of pri
vate enmities, and through fear lest I should put the city into 
the hands of a few chosen partisans. I am not come to 
identify myself with local faction : I am not the man to offer 
you an unreal liberty by breaking down your established con
stitution, for the purpose of enslaving either the Many to the 
Few, or the Few to the Many. That would be more intoler
able even than foreign dominion; and we Lacedremonians 
should incur nothing but reproach, instead of reaping thanks 
and honour for our trouble. We should draw upon ourselves 
those very censures, upon the strength of which we are trying 
to put down Athens; and that too in aggravated measure, 
worse than those who have never made honourable professions; 
since to men in high position, specious trick is more disgraceful 
than open violence.2-If (continued Brasidas), in spite of my 

1 Thucyd. iv. 85. 'H p.ev lK7r<f.l.o/is p.ou Kal Ti)s (J"TpaTtas ti1ro AaKelJatp.o
vlow, & 'AKcl.vBtot, -r•rlv7)Ta< T~l" al.,.[av bra71.7)8•6ou<ra ~~~ itpx&f'El'O< Tov 
1roll.€p.ov 7rpoel1rop.ev, 'A87)valo<s ~A.evBepovvTes TfJv 'E71.71.a1Ja 
7rOAEfJ.~<TELJI, 

2 Thucyd. iv. 86. A~.,.&s .,.. o~K ~?rl KaKql, l,.' t71.ev8epr/,<ret li€ Twv 'EA.A.fwwv 
7rape71.~71.v8a, Hp!Co<s TE AaKElJct<p.ovlwv /laTo.71.a{3wv .,.~ TEA71 Tots p.eri<rTo<s, ,j 
p.'tw ots av lrwr• 7rpO<Tar&ywp.a< ~up.p.axovs ~<TE<T8aL ahov6p.ovs . ••• Kal 
et 'TLS llJi~ .,.,,~ OEOLWS lfpa, p.f] lyw 'Tl<Tl 7rpo<r0w 'TfJV 7r0ALV, hpOOvp.os t<T'Tl, 
wJ.VT{J)V p.dA.tUTa. '1rtfTTEV(fc£TC~J. OU '}'Q.p CTVCT'TacTtdtr(A)V 1]1Cw, oiJQ~ 
a<ra¢1) T~l" e71.•v9ep{av vop.i(w ~7rt¢Jpe<v, el TO Trcl.Tp<OV 1rapels '1'0 7rAEOV 

'TOtS oll.iyuts, 'fi 'TO l71.a<T<TOV'TOtS7ra<TL, oot•A.r/,<ratp.t. Xali.E'IrW'TEpa rap t.v 
Tf}s 0.71.71.o<j>,',71.ou &.pxils et71, 1<«L {)p.tv Tots AaKeoa<p.ovio<s o~K &v O.vTl 
71"0VWV xdpts t<aOl<T'TUL'TO, &v'Tl i'ie 'Ttp.i;s l<al M~71S alTia p.~ll.il.ov· 0 r s .,. € .,. 0 ~ s 
'A671Va£ovs iyt<A.f!p.a<rt t<aTa7roJ\.ep.ovp.ev, avTol tiv <j>«<volp.e8a 
lxOlova 'fi IJ p.f] .hooel~as &pe'l'f]v t<a.Tai<Tr/,p.evol. 
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assurances, you still withhold from me your co-operation, I shall 
think myself authorised to constrain you by force. We should 
not be warranted in forcing freedom on any unwilling parties, 
except with a view to some common good. But as we seek 
not empire for ourselves-as we struggle only to put down the 
empire of others-as we offer autonomy to each and all-so we 
should do wrong to the majority if we allowed you to persist 
in your opposition." 1 

Like the allied sovereigns of Europe in 1813, who, requiring 
the most strenuous efforts on the part of the people to contend 
against the Emperor Napoleon, promised free constitutions, 
yet granted nothing after tpe victory had been assured-the 
Lacedremonians thus held out the most emphatic and repeated 
assurances of general autonomy in order to enlist allies against 
Athens; disavowing, even ostentatiously, any aim at .empire for 
themselves. It is true, that after the great catastrophe before 
Syracuse, when the ruin of Athens appeared imminent, and 
when the alliance with the Persian satraps against her was first 
brought to pass, the Lacedremonians began to think more of 
empire,2 and less of Grecian freedom; which indeed, so far as 
concerned the Greeks on the continent of Asia, was surrendered 
to Persia. Nevertheless the old watchword still continued. It 
was still currently believed, though less studiously professed, 
that the destruction of the Athenian empire was aimed at as a 
means to the liberation of Greece. 3 

The victory of JEgospotami with its consequences cruelly 
undeceived every one. The language of Brasidas, sanctioned 
by the solemn oaths of the Lacedremonian Ephors, in 424 B.c. 
-and the proceedings of the Lacedremonian Lysander in 
405-404 B.c., the commencing hour of Spartan omnipotence 
-stand in such literal and flagrant contradiction, that we 
might almost imagine the former to have foreseen the possi
bility of such a successor, and to have tried to disgrace and 
disarm him beforehand. The Dekarchies of Lysander realised 
that precise ascendency of a few chosen partisans which Brasi
das repudiates as an abomination worse than foreign dominion ; 

l Thucyd. iv. 87. Oblilc ?J(pd>.opev ol !l.aKEoa•p.&vw• p.'i) Ko•vov 'l'lPO~ 
&.')'a9ov al'l'l'f 'I'OfJ~ p.'i) /3ov'Aop.~VOVS ~'Aev9Epovv. Obo' a3 apxils 
~<t>tE}L£8a, ?raiJO"~t B~ p.CtAJ\ov ~TEpo~s 0'7t'eV8ov;e: TaUs, 'n'~elovs ttv ,«Oltco'ip.ev, 
el ~6p.'lraG'lV avTovop.lav e'lrtcpepoV'I'ES vp.as Tovs evav-rwv}<evovs 'II'Epd 
oot1.1Ev. Compare Isokrates, Or. iv. (Panegyr.) s. 140, 141. 

2 Feelings of the Lacedremonians during the winter immediately succeed
ing the great Syracusan catastrophe (Thuc. viii. 2)-Kal Ka9e'A.6vTu it<<ivovs 
(the Athenians) ab-rot Ti)s mfG''I)s 'E'A'Acfoos ->io'IJ il.cnpa'Aws -h'l''hlfecr6a,, 

3 Compare Thucyd. viii. 43, 3 ; viii. 46, 3· 
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while the harmosts and garrison, installed in the dependent 
e1tres along with the native Decemvirs, planted the second 
variety of mischief as well as the first, each aggravating the 
other. Had the noble-minded Kallikratidas gained a victory 
at Arginusre, and lived to close the war, he would probably 
have tried, with more or less of success, to make some 
approach to the promises of Brasidas. But it was the double 
misfortune of Greece, first that the closing victory was gained 
by such an admiral as Lysander, the most unscrupulous of all 
power-seekers, partly for his country, and still more for himself 
-next, that the viCtory was so decisive, sudden, and imposing, 
as to leave no enemy standing, or ,in a position to insist upon 
terms. The fiat of Lysander, acting in the name of Sparta, 
became omnipotent, not merely over enemies, but over allies; 
and to a certain degree even over the Spartan authorities them
selves. There was no present necessity for conciliating allies 
-still less for acting up to former engagements; so that 
nothing remained to oppose the naturally ambitious inspirations 
of the Spartan Ephors, who allowed the admiral to carry out 
the details in his own way. But former assurances, though 
Sparta was in a condition to disregard them, were not forgotten 
by others; and the recollection of them imparted additional 
bitterness to the oppressions of the Decemvirs and Harmosts.l 

1 This is emphatically set forth in a fragment of Theopompus preserved 
by Theodorus Metochita, and printed at the end of the collection of the 
Fragments of Theopompus the historian, both by Wichers and by M. Didot. 
Both these editors however insert it only as Fragmentum Spurium, on the 
authority of Plutarch (Lysander, c. IJ), who quotes the same sentiment 
from the comic writer Theopompus. But the passage of Theodorus 
Metochita presents the express words ®E67rOf'1rOS o icr-ropucos. We have 
therefore his distinct affirmation against that of Plutarch ; and the question 
is, which of the two we are to believe. As far as the sense of the fragment 
is concerned, I should be disposed to refer it to the historian Theopompus. 
But the authority of Plutarch is earlier and better than that of Theodorus 
Metochita: moreover, the apparent traces of comic senarii have been 
recognised in the Fragment by Meineke (Fragm. Com. Gn:ec. ii. p. 819). 
The Fragment is thus presented by Theodorus Metochita (Fragm. 
Theopomp. 344, ed. Didot). 

®e&1rop:rros 0 l(l'roptH.Os U.7roa-Kcb7rTWY els 'ToVs AaKeOatp.ovlous, etKa(ev aV,-oVs 
Tals q>aVAcus K0.7rr(Alcrw, a'2 To'is XPCt.-1/J-Evots f-yx€oua-ac -r~v ltpx1w olvov 1}0Vv 'T'E 

leal ·~xpr)CTTOV CTocptG''riiCWS E7rl Tji il.f)lj/€1 TOU ap')'uplou, ,...evcrnpov cpauil.&v 'T!Va 

Ka1 iicrpo1rlav Kat O~lwqv KaTa«tpvWa-t ~eal 7rapExovTat· Kat -roVs Aa!Ce3acp.ovlovs 
Tolvuv ~/\eye, -rOv a.lrrOv ~~~dva.ts 'Tp61rov, Ev "T~ Ka.'Td. 'TWv 'A8'J}va.lwv 1r0A.Ep.rp, 
TiJV &.px1w 1]5luTcp 1r&,uan T1}s &1rl 'A8rwalwv ~i\.r:v8eplas Kal 7rpo-ypdp.p.a-rt «a~ 
K7JpU"'yp.a'TL 'ToVs C/EA.i\.7]vas Oel\ecfuav'Tas, fJuTepov 1f'LKp6'Ta'Ta ucpluzv e'Yxfat 
Kai &.710Ju-ro.-ra Kpdfta-ra. /3toT1}s brw8Vvov «o.l xp~uews 1rpa:yp.cfTCJJV &:A')"Etvcdv, 
1rdvv 'TO' Ka:ra:rvpavvoVwras TU.s 1r6Aets lieKapxlats Kal O.pp.ocrTats fJapvTd.Tots, 

K 2 
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In perfect consistency 1 with her misrule throughout Eastern 
Greece, too, Sparta identified herself with the energetic tyranny 
of Dionysius at Syracuse, assisting both to erect and to uphold 
it; a contradiction to her former maxims of action which 
would have astounded the historian Herodotus. 

The empire of Sparta, thus constituted at the end of 405 B.c., 
maintained itself in full grandeur for somewhat above ten 
years, until the naval battle of Knidus 2 in 394 B.C. That 
defeat destroyed her fleet and maritime ascendency, yet left 
her in undiminished power on land, which she still maintained 
until her defeat by the Thebans 3 at Leuktra in 371 B.c. 
Throughout all this time, .it was her established system to 
keep up Spartan harmosts and garrisons in the dependent 
cities on the continent as well as in the islands. Even the 
Chians, who had been her most active allies during the last 
eight years of the war, were compelled to submit to this hard-

~al 1rpa-r;ro~'-lvuvs, & ovCTxeph eivat CTtp6opa ~eal &.vv1rotCTTOII tplpetv, /Cal 
a7rowrLvvvva.t. 

Plutarch, ascribing the statement to the comic Theopompus, affirms him 
to be silly (l!ot~ee 71.'1/pe'iv) in saying that the Laceda!monian empire began by 
being sweet and pleasant, and afterwards was corrupted and turned into 
bitterness and oppression ; whereas the fact was, that it was bitterness and 
oppression from the very first. 

Now if we read the above citation from Theodorus, we shall see that 
Theopompus did not really put forth that assertion which Plutarch 
contradicts as silly and untrue. 

What Theopompus stated was, that first the Lacedremonians, during the 
war against Athens, tempted the Greeks with a most delicious draught 
and programme and proclamation of freedom from the rule of Athens-and 
that they afterwards poured in the most bitter and repulsive mixtures of 
hard oppression and tyranny, &c. 

The sweet draught is asserted to consist-not, as Plutarch supposes, in 
the first taste of the actual Laceda'!monian empire after the war, but-in the 
seductive promises of freedom held out by them to the allies during the 
war. Plutarch's charge of lo<~ee ll.71pe'iv has thus no foundation. I have 
written liell.eci.CTav-ras instead of liell.ecf.CTov-ras which stands in Didot's Frag
ment, because it struck me that this correction was required to construe the 
passage. , . ... d p ) 'd 

1 Isokrates, Or. IV. (Panegyr.) s. 145; Or. vm. ( e ace s. 122; Dw or. 
xiv. 10-44; xv. 23. Compare Herodot. v. 92; Thucyd. i. 18 ; Isokrates, 
Or. iv. (Panegyr.) s. 144· 

2 Isokrates, Panathen s. 6r. :E1rap-rtii-rat !'-~" 7&.p l-r711il~ea !'-6ll.ts breCTn[
-rwrav a~T~·v, 1,/'-eis 0~ 1rlv-re IC<tl ~~TJICOVTa CTVIIEXWS IC<t'TlrYXO/'-EV Tl)V lJ.pXTJV. 
I do not hold myself bound to make out the exactness of the chronology 
of Isokrates. But here we may remark that his "hardly ten years" is a 
term, though less than the truth by some months if we may take the battle 
of lEgospotami as the beginning, very near the truth if we take the 
surrender of Athens as the beginning, down to the battle of Knidus. 

3 Pausanias, viii. 52, 2 ; ix. 6, I. 
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ship; besides having all their fleet taken away from them. I 
But the native Dekarchies, though at first established by Lysan
der universally throughout the maritime dependencies, did not 
last as a system so long as the Harmosts. Composed as they 
were to a great degree of the personal nominees and con
federates of Lysander, they suffered in part by the reactionary 
jealousy which in time made itself felt against his overweening 
ascendency. After continuing for some time, they lost the 
countenance of the Spartan Ephors, who proclaimed permission 
to the cities (we do not precisely know when) to resume their 
pre-existing governments.2 Some of the Dekarchies thus be
came dissolved, or modified in various ways, but several pro
bably still continued to subsist, if they had force enough to 
maintain themselves; for it does not appear that the Ephors 
ever systematically put them down, as Lysander had system
atically set them up. 

The government of the Thirty at Athens would never have 
been overthrown, if the oppressed Athenians had been obliged 
to rely on a tutelary interference of the Spartan Ephors to help 
them in overthrowing it. I have already shown that this 
nefarious oligarchy came to its end by the unassisted efforts 
of Thrasybulus and the Athenian democrats themselves. It is 
true indeed that the arrogance and selfishness of Sparta and 
of Lysander had alienated the The bans, Corinthians, Megarians, 
and other neighbouring allies, and induced them to sympathise 
with the Athenian exiles against the atrocities of the Thirty
but those neighbours never rendered any positive or serious 
aid. The inordinate personal ambition of Lysander had also 
offended King Pausanias and the Spartan Ephors, so that they 
too became indifferent to the Thirty, who were his creatures. 
But this merely deprived the Thirty of that foreign support 
which Lysander, had he still continued in the ascendent, would 
have extended to them in full measure. It was not the positive 
cause of their downfall. That crisis was brought about 

1 Diodor. xiv. 84; Isokrates, Orat. viii. (de Pace) s. 121. 
2 Xen. Hellen. iii. 4, 2. 

Lysander accompanied K.ing Agesilaus (when the latter was going to his 
Asiatic command in 396 B.c.). His purpose was-o ... ws .,.a.s 3ef(apxlu.s 
TO.s KaTau-ra.Oel<Tas {rrr' ~Kelvov ~v Ta'is wOi\ecrtv, €K7rE7rT(A)JCulas 0~ OtCt ToOs 
~<j>opovs, ot TOs 'll"U.Tplovs 'll"OA<'TElas 'll"ap~-y-ye<l\av, 'll"all.<v Ka'TaiTT~rie<e p.eT' 
'Ayt1tnA.cl.ov. 

It shows the careless construction of Xenophon's Hellenica, or perhaps 
his reluctance to set forth the discreditable points of the Lacedremonian 
rule, that this is the first mention which he makes (and that too, indirectly) 
of the Dekarchies, nine years after they had been first set up by Lysander. 
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altogether by the energy of Thrasybulus and his companions, 
who manifested such force and determination as could not 
have been put down without an extraordinary display of 
Spartan military power; a display not entirely safe when the 
sympathies of the chief allies were with the other side-and at 
any rate adverse to the inclinations of Pausanias. 

As it was with the Thirty at Athens, so it probably was also 
with the Dekarchies in the dependent cities. The Spartan 
Ephors took no steps to put them down; but where the resist
ance of the citizens was strenuous enough to overthrow them, 
no Spartan intervention came to prop them up; and the Har
most perhaps received orders not to consider his authority as 
indissolubly linked with theirs. The native forces of each 
dependent city being thus left to find their own level, the 
Decemvirs, once installed, would doubtless maintain them
selves in a great number; while in other cases they would be 
overthrown-or perhaps would contrive to perpetuate their 
dominion by compromise and alliance with other oligarchical 
sections. This confused and unsettled state of the Dekarchies 
-some still existing, others half-existing, others again defunct 
-prevailed in 396 B.c., when Lysander accompanied Agesilaus 
into Asia, in the full hope that he should have influence enough 
to reorganise them all.1 We must recollect that no other de
pendent city would possess the same means of offering energetic 
resistance to its local Decemvirs, as Athens offered to the 
Thirty; and that the insular Grecian cities were not only 
feeble individually; but naturally helpless against the lords of 
the sea.2 

Such then was the result throughout Greece when that long 
war, which had been undertaken in the name of universal 
autonomy, was terminated by the battle of .i.Egospotami. In 
place of imperial Athens wa~ substituted, not the promised 
autonomy, but yet more imperial Sparta. An awful picture is 
given by the philo-Laconian Xenophon, in 399 B.C., of the 

1 Compare the two passages of Xenophon's Hellenica, iii. 4, 7 ; iii. 5, 13. 
r.t ATE CTvv-re-rapct')'f.LEvwv ~v -ra'is 1r6J\.eut TWV 7rOl\t'TEtiiw, ~eal othe 07U.t.o.'cpa:rlas 

tTL oiJUTJS, lJJrr1rep ~7r, 'AOrwalwv, otfTe OeKo..pxlas, t.611'1rEp ~1rl Ava-dvOpov. 
But that some of these Dekarchies still continued, we know from the sub

sequent passage. The The ban envoys say to the public assembly at Athens, 
respecting the Spartans,-

~AAAO. p.>tJV Kal otis Vp.Wv &7rE(f'rTJUav cpavepol elcnv ~~TJ7ra'T7!H6Tes· Vw6 re 
f'Ctp Tfiw U.pp.ocrTt;.w TupavvoVv-ra.t, tea~ lnrO Of«a. lt.vOpWv, oi:ls AUuavOpos 
KUTEUT1/UEP 'v h&urp ,.&Jw-where the Decemvirs are noted as still sub
sisting, in 395 B.c. See also Xen. Agesilaus, i. 37· 

2 Xen. Hellen. iii. 5, rs. 
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ascendency exercised throughout all the Grecian Cities, not 
merely by the Ephors and the public officers, but even by the 
private citizens, of Sparta. "The Laced<emonians (says he in 
addressing the Cyreian army) are now the presidents of Greece; 
and even any single private Laced<emonian can accomplish 
what he pleases." 1 "All the cities (he says in another place) 
then obeyed whatever order they might receive from a Lace
d<emonian citizen." 2 Not merely was the general ascendency 
thus omnipresent and irresistible, but it was enforced with a 
stringency of detail, and darkened by a thousand accom
paniments of tyranny and individual abuse, such as had never 
been known under the much-decried empire of Athens. 

We have more than one picture of the Athenian empire, in 
speeches made by hostile orators who had every motive to 
work up the strongest antipathies in the bosoms of their 
audience against it. We have the addresses of the Corinthian 
envoys at Sparta when stimulating the Spartan allies to the 
Peloponnesian War 3-that of the envoys from Mitylene 
delivered at Olympia to the Spartan confederates, when the 
city had revolted from Athens and stood in pressing need of 
support-the discourse of Brasidas in the public assembly at 
Akanthus-and more than one speech also from Hermokrates, 
impressing upon his Sicilian countrymen hatred as we11 as fear 
of Athens.4 Whoever reads these discourses, will see that they 
dwell almost exclusively on the great political wrong inherent 
in the very fact of her empire, robbing so many Grecian com
munities of their legitimate autonomy, over and above the 
tribute imposed. That Athens had thus already enslaved 
many cities, and was only watching for opportunities to enslave 
many more, is the theme upon which they expatiate. But of 
practical grievances-of cruelty, oppression, spoliation, multi-

. plied exiles, &c., of high-handed wrong committed by individual 
Athenians-not one word is spoken. Had there been the 
smallest pretext for introducing such inflammatory topics, how 
much more impressive would have been the appeal of Brasidas 
to the sympathies of the Akanthians ! How vehement would 
have been the denunciations of the Mitylen<ean envoys, in 

I Xen. Anab. vi. 6, 12. Elul /LEV "f&.p 1)8?) l"f"fVS u.l 'Ell.li.?Jvloes 1r6A.m' 
[this was spoken at Kalp~ in Bithynia) Tiis o€ 'Eli.Actoos AaKe5at!L6vwt 
7rpoecrTf}Ka.utv• tKavol a€ ElO'L Ked eTs E~ea.G'TOS AaiCeOatf'OV!wv Ev 
Ta'is 1r6A.eULV U;rt f3o6A.ov-rat Ota7rpdTTEtT6at. 

2 Xen. Hellen. iii. r, 5· I1iiuc1< -yap T6'Te at 7r6A.E<s brel8ov'To, 3,'T< 
AaKEO<>t!L6vws &v't}p f'lrLTct'T'To<. 

a Thucyd. i. 68-rzo. . 
4 Thucyd. iii. 9; iv. 59 -85 ; Yl. 76. 
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place of the tame and almost apologetic language which we 
now read in Thucydides ! Athens extinguished the autonomy 
of her subject-allies, and punished revolters with severity, 
sometimes even with cruelty. But as to other points of wrong, 
the silence of accusers, such as those just noticed, counts as a 
powerful exculpation. 

The case is altered when we come to the period succeeding 
the battle of JEgospotami. Here indeed also, we find the 
Spartan empire complained of (as the Athenian empire had 
been before), in contrast with that state of autonomy to which 
each city laid claim, and which Sparta not merely promised to 
ensure, but set forth as her only ground of war. Yet this is 
not the prominent grievance-other topics stand more em
phatically forward. The Decemvirs and the Harmosts (some 
of the latter being Helots), the standing instruments of Spartan 
empire, are felt as more sorely painful than the empire itself; 
as the language held by Brasidas at Akanthus admits them to 
be beforehand. At the time when Athens was a subject-city 
under Sparta, governed by the Lysandrian Thirty and by the 
Lacedremonian harmost in the acropolis-the sense of indignity 
arising from· the fact of subjection was absorbed in the still 
more terrible suffering arising from the enormities of those 
individual rulers whom the imperial state had set up. Now 
Athens set up no local rulers-no native Ten or native Thirty 
-no resident Athenian harmosts or garrisons. This was of 
itself an unspeakable exemption, when compared with the con
dition of cities subject, not only to the Spartan empire, but also 
under that empire to native Decemvirs like Kritias, and Spartan 
harmosts like Aristarchus or Aristodemus. A city subject to 
Athens had to bear definite burdens enforced by its own govern
ment, which was liable in case of default or delinquency to be 
tried before the popular Athenian Dikastery. But this same 
Dikastery (as I have shown in a former volume, and as is dis
tinctly stated by Thucydides 1) was the harbour of refuge to 
each subject-city; not less against individual Athenian wrong
doers than against misconduct from other cities. Those who 
complained of the hardship suffered by a subject-city, from the 
obligation of bringing causes to be tried in the Dikastery of 
Athens-even if we take the case as they state it, and overlook 
the unfairness of omitting those numerous instances wherein 
the city was thus enabled to avert or redress wrong done to its 
own citizens-would have complained both more loudly and 

1 See the remarkable speech of Phrynichus in Thucyd. viii. 48, 5, which 
I have before referred to. 
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with greater justice of an ever-present Athenian harmost; 
especially if there were co-existent a native government of Ten 
oligarchs, exchanging with him guilty connivances, like the 
partnership of the Thirty at Athens with the Laced::emonian 
harmost Kallibius.1 

In no one point can it be shown that the substitution of 
Spartan empire in place of Athenian was a gain, either for the 
subject-cities or for Greece generally; while in many points, it 
was a great and serious aggravation of suffering. And this 
abuse of power is the more deeply to be regretted, as Sparta 
enjoyed after the battle of h:gospotami a precious opportunity 
-such as Athens had never had, and such as never again re
curred-of reorganising the Grecian world on wise principles, 
and with a view to Pan-Hellenic stability and harmony. It is 
not her greatest sin to have refused to grant universal autonomy. 
She had indeed promised it ; but we might pardon a departure 
from specific performance, had she exchanged the boon for one 
far greater, which it was within her reasonable power, at the 
end of 405 B.c., to confer. That universal town autonomy, 
towards which the Grecian instinct tended, though immeasurably 
better than universal subjection, was yet accompanied by much 
internal discord, and by the still more formidable evil of help
lessness against any efficient foreign enemy. To ensure to the 
Hellenic world external safety as well as internal concord, it 
was riot a new empire which was wanted, but a new political 
combination on equitable and comprehensive principles; 
divesting each town of a portion of its autonomy, and creating a 
common authority, responsible to all, for certain definite con
trolling purposes. If ever a tolerable federative system would 
have been practicable in Greece, it was after the battle of ..£gos
potami. The Athenian empire-which, with all its defects, I 
believe to have been much better for the subject-cities than 
universal autonomy would have been-had already removed 
many difficulties, and shown that combined and systematic 
action of the maritime Grecian world was no impossibility. 
Sparta might now have substituted herself for Athens, not as 
heir to the imperial power, but as president and executive agent 
of a new Confederacy of Delos-reviving the equal, com
prehensive, and liberal principles on which that confederacy 
had first been organised. 

It is true that sixty years before, the constituent members of 
the original synod at Delos had shown themselves insensible to 

1 Xen. Hellen. ii. 3, 14- Compare the analogous case of Thebes after 
the Lacedremonians had got possession of the Kadmeia (v. 2, 34-36 ).' 
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its value. As soon as the pressing alarm from Persia had 
passed over, some had discontinued sending deputies, others 
had disobeyed requisitions, others again had bought off their 
obligations, and forfeited their rights as autonomous and voting 
members, by pecuniary bargain with Athens; who, being 
obliged by the duties of her presidency to enforce obedience 
to the Synod against all reluctant members, made successively 
many enemies, and was gradually conYerted, almost without 
her own seeking, from President into Emperor, as the only 
means of obviating the total dissolution of the Confederacy. 

But though such untoward circumstances had happened 
before, it does not follow that they would now have happened 
again, assuming the same experiment to have been retried by 
Sparta, with manifest sincerity of purpose and tolerable wisdom. 
The Grecian world, especially the maritime portion of it, bad 
passed through trials not less painful than instructive, during 
this important interval. Nor does it seem rash to suppose, 
that the bulk of its members might now have been disposed to 
perform steady confederate duties, at the call and under the 
presidency of Sparta, had she really attempted to reorganise a 
liberal confederacy, treating every city as autonomous and 
equal, except in so far as each was bound to obey the resolu
tions of the general Synod. However impracticable such a 
scheme may appear, we must recollect that even Utopian 
schemes have their transient moments, if not of certain success, 
at least of commencement not merely possible but promising. 
And my belief is, that had Kallikratidas, with his ardent Pan
Hellenic sentiment and force of moral resolution, been the final 
victor over imperial Athens, he would not have let the moment 
of pride and omnipotence pass over without essaying some 
noble project like that sketched above. 

It is to be remembered that Athens had never had the 
power of organising any such generous Pan-Hellenic com
bination. She had become depopularised in the legitimate 
execution of her trust, as president of tbe Confederacy of 
Delos, against refractory members.! She had been obliged to 
choose between breaking up the Confederacy, and keeping it 
together under the strong compressicm of an imperial chief. 
But Sparta had not yet become depopularised. She now stood 
without competitor as leader of the Grecian world, and might 
at that moment have reasonably hoped to carry the members of 

1 Such is the justification offered by the Athenian envoy at Sparta, 
immediately before the Peloponnesian War (Thucyd. i. 75, 76). And it is 
borne out in the main by the narrative of Thucydid@s himself (i. 99). 
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it along with her to any liberal and Pan-Hellenic organisation, 
had she attempted it with proper earnestness. Unfortunately 
she took the opposite course, under the influence of Lysander; 
founding a new empire far more oppressive and .odious than 
that of Athens, with few of the advantages, and none of the 
excuses, attached to the latter. As she soon became even 
more unpopular than Athens, her moment of high tide, for 
beneficent Pan-Hellenic combination, passed away also
never to return. 

Having thus brought all the maritime Greeks under her 
empire, with a tribute of more than IOoo talents imposed 
upon them-and continuing to be chief of her landed alliance 
in Central Greece, which now included Athens as a simple 
unit-Sparta was the all-pervading imperial power in Greece_! 
Her new empire was organised by the victorious Lysander; 
but with so much arrogance, and so much personal ambition 
to govern all Greece by means of nominees of his own, 
Decemvirs and Harmosts-that he raised numerous rivals 
and enemies, as well at Sparta itself as elsewhere. The 
jealousy entertained by King Pausanias, the offended feelings 
of Thebes and Corinth, and the manner in which these new 
phxnomena brought about (in spite of the opposition of 
Lysander) the admission of Athens as a revived democracy 
into the Lacedxmonian confederacy-has been already related. 

In the early months of 403 B.c., Lysander was partly at 
home, partly in Attica, exerting himself to sustain the falling 
oligarchy of Athens against the increasing force of Thrasybulus 
and the Athenian exiles in Peirxus. In this purpose he was 
directly thwarted by the opposing views of King Pausanias, 
and three out of the five Ephors.2 But though the Ephors 
thus checked Lysander in regard to Athens, they softened the 
humiliation by sending him abroad to a fresh command on 
the Asiatic coast and the Hellespont; a step which had the 
further advantage of putting asunder two such marked rivals as 
he and Pausanias had now become. That which Lysander 
had tried in vain to do at Athens, he was doubtless better able 
to do in Asia, where he had neither Pausanias nor the Ephors 
along with him. He could lend effective aid to the Dekarchies 
and Harmosts in the Asiatic cities, against any internal opposi
tion with which they might be threatened. Bitter were the 
complaints which reached Sparta, both against him and against 
his ruling partisans. At length the Ephors were prevailed 

1 Xen. Hellen. iii. r, 3. 7rci.<T?)S Tijs '~'"-"&Bos '~~"pou.,-ci..,-a,, &.;, 
2 Xen. Hellen. ii. 4, zS -30, 
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upon to disavow the Dekarchies, and to proclaim that they 
would not hinder the cities from resuming their former govern
ments at pleasure.! 

But all the crying oppressions set forth in the complaints of 
the maritime cities would have been insufficient to procure the 
recall of Lysander from his command in the Hellespont, had 
not Pharnabazus joined his remonstrances to the rest. These 
last representations so strengthened the enemies of Lysander 
at Sparta, that a peremptory order was sent to recall him. 
Constrained to obey, he came back to Sparta, but the com
parative disgrace, and the loss of that boundless power which 
he had enjoyed on his command, was so insupportable to him, 
that he obtained permission to go on a pilgrimage to the 
temple of Zeus Ammon in Libya, under the plea that he had 
a vow to discharge.2 He appears also to have visited the 
temples of Delphi and Dodona,3 with secret ambitious projects 
which will be mentioned presently. This politic withdrawal 
softened the jealousy against him, so that we shall find him, 
after a year or two, re-established in great influence and 

I Xen. Hellen. iii. 4, 2. 
2 Plutarch, Lysand. c. 19, 20, 21. 
The facts, which Plutarch states respecting Lysander, cannot be reconciled 

with the chronology which he adopts. He represents the recall of Lysander 
at the instance of Pharnabazus, with all the facts which preceded it, as 
having occurred prior to the reconstitution of the Athenian democracy, 
which event we know to have taken place in the summer of 403 B.C. 

Lysander captured Samos in the latter half of 404 B. c., after the surrender 
of Athens. After the capture of Samos, he came home in triumph, in the 
autumn of 404 B.C. (Xen. Hellen. iii. 3, 9). He was at home, or serving 
in Attica, in the beginning of 403 B.C. (Xen. Hellen. ii. 4, 30). 

Now when Lysander came home at the end of 404 B.c., it was his trium
phant return ; it was not a recall provoked by complaints of Pharnabazus. 
Yet there can have been no other return before the restoration of the 
democracy at Athens. 

The recall of Lysander must have been the termination, not of this 
command, but of a subsequent command. Moreover, it seems to me 
necessary, in order to make room for the facts stated respecting Lysander as 
well as about the Dekarchies, that we should suppose him to have been 
again sent out (after his quarrel with Pausanias in Attica) in 403 B.c., to 
command in Asia. This is nowhere positively stated, but I find nothing to 
contradict it, and I see no other way of making room for the facts stated 
about Lysander. 

It is to be noted that Diodorus has a decided error in chronology as to 
the date of the restoration of the Athenian democracy. He places it in 
401 B.C. (Diod. xiv. 33), two years later than its real date, which is 403 B.C.; 
thus lengthening by two years the interval between the surrender of Athens 
and the re-establishment of the democracy. Plutarch also seems to have 
conceived that interval as much longer than it really was. 

s Plutarch, Lysand. c. 25. 
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ascendency. He was sent as Spartan envoy, at what precise 
moment we do not know, to Syracuse, where he lent coun
tenance and aid to the recently established despotism of 
Dionysius.l 

Tho:; position of the Asiatic Greeks, along the coast of Ionia, 
lEolis, and the Hellespont, became very peculiar after the 
triumph of Sparta at lEgospotami. I have already recounted 
how, immediately after the great Athenian catastrophe before 
Syracuse, the Persian king had renewed his grasp upon those 
cities, from which the vigorous hand of Athens had kept him 
excluded for more than fifty years: how Sparta, bidding for his 
aid, had consented by three forrnal conventions to surrender 
them to him, while her commissioner Lichas even reproved 
the Milesians for their aversion to this bargain: how Athens 
also, in the days of her weakness, competing for the same 
advantage, had expressed her willingness to pay the same price 
for it. 2 After the battle of lEgospotami, this convention was 
carried into effect; though seemingly not without disputes 
between the satrap Pharnabazus on one side, iJ.nd Lysander 
and Derkyllidas on the other.3 The latter was Lacedremonian 
harmost at Abydos, which town, so important as a station on 
the Hellespont, the Lacedremonians seem still to have retained. 
But Pharnabazus and his subordinates acquired more complete 
command of the Hellespontine lEolis and of the Troad than 
ever they had enjoyed before, both along the coast and in the 
interior.4 

Another element however soon became operative. The 
condition of the Greek cities on the coast of Ionia, though 
according to Persian regulations they belonged to the satrapy 
of Tissaphernes, was now materially determined,-first, by the 
competing claims of Cyrus, who wished to take them away 
from him, and tried to get such transfer ordered at court
next, by the aspirations of that young prince to the Persian 
throne. As Cyrus rested his hope of success on Grecian 
co-operation, it was highly important to him to render himself 
popular among the Greeks, especially on his own side of the 
lEgean. Partly his own manifestations of just and conciliatory 
temper, partly the bad name and known perfidy ofTissaphernes, 
induced the Grecian cities with one accord to revolt from the 
latter. All threw themselves into the arms of Cyrus, except 

1 Piutarch, Lysander, c. 2. 
2 Thucyd. viii. 5, r8-37, 56--58, 84. 
3 Plutarch, Lysander, c. rg, 20; Xen. Hellen. iii. r, 9· 
4 Xen. Hellen. iii. r, 13. 
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Miletus, where Tissaphernes interposed in time, slew the 
leaders of the intended revolt, and banished many of their 
partisans. Cyrus, receiving the exiles with distinguished favour, 
levied an army to besiege Miletus and procure their restora
tion; while he at the same time threw strong Grecian garrisons 
into the other cities to protect them against attack.1 

This local quarrel was however soon merged in the more 
comprehensive dispute respecting the Persian succession. 
Both parties were found on the field of Kunaxa; Cyrus with 
the Greek soldiers and Milesian exiles on one side-Tissaphernes 
on the other. How that attempt, upon which so much hinged 
in the future history both of Asia Minor and of Greece, 
terminated-! have already recounted. Probably the im
pression brought back by the Laced~monian fleet which left 
Cyrus on the coast of Syria, after he had surmounted the most 
difficult country without any resistance, was highly favourable 
to his success. So much the more painful would be the 
disappointment among the Ionian Greeks when the news of 
his death was afterwards brought; so much the greater their 
alarm, when Tissaphernes, having relinquished the pursuit of 
the Ten Thousand Greeks at the moment when they entered 
the mountains of Karduchia, came down as victor to the 
seaboard; more powerful than ever-rewarded 2 by the Great 
King, for the services which he had rendered against Cyrus, 
with all the territory which had been governed by the latter, as 
well as with the title of commander-in-chief over all the neigh
bouring satraps-and prepared not only to reconquer, but to 
punish, the revolted maritime cities. He began by attacking 
Kyme; 3 ravaging the territory, with great loss to the citizens, 
and exacting from them a still larger contribution, when the 
approach of winter rendered it inconvenient to besiege their 
city. 

In such state of apprehension, these cities sent to Sparta, as 
the great imperial power of Greece, to entreat her protection 
against the aggravated slavery impending over them.4 The 
Laced~monians had nothing further to expect from the.Jing 
of Persia, with whom they had already broken the peace by 
lending aid to Cyrus. Moreover the fame of the Ten Thousand 
Greeks, who were now coming home along the Euxine towards 
Byzantium, had become diffused throughout Greece, inspiring 
signal contempt for Persian military efficiency, and hopes of 

l Xen. Anab. i. I, 8. 
2 Xen. Anab. ii. 3, 19; ii. 4, 8; Xen. Hellen. iii. I, 3; iii. 3, I3· 
8 Diodor. xiv. 35· 4 Diodor. ut sup. 
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enrichment by war against the Asiatic satraps. Accordingly, 
the Spartan Ephors were induced to comply with the petition 
of their Asiatic countrymen, and to send over to Asia Thimbron 
at the head of a considerable force: 2ooo Neodamodes (or 
Helots who had been enfranchised), and 4ooo Peloponnesian 
heavy-armed, accompanied by 300 Athenian horsemen, out of 
the number of those who had been adherents of the Thirty, 
four years before ; an aid granted by Athens at the special 
request of Thimbron. Arriving in Asia during the winter of 
400-399 B.c., Thimbron was reinforced in the spring of 399 B.C. 
by the Cyreian army, who were brought across from Thrace as 
described in my last chapter, and taken into Laced::emonian 
pay. With this large force he became more than a match for 
the satraps, even on the plains where they could employ their 
numerous cavalry. The petty Grecian princes of Pergamus 
and Teuthrania, holding that territory by ancient grants from 
Xerxes to their ancestors, joined their troops to his, contributing 
much to enrich Xenophon at the moment of his departure 
from the Cyreians. Yet Thimbron achieved nothing worthy 
of so large an army. He not only miscarried in the siege of 
Larissa, but was even unable to maintain order among his own 
soldiers, who pillaged indiscriminately both friends and foes.l 
Such loud complaints were transmitted to Sparta of his irregu
larities and inefficiency, that the Ephors first sent him an order 
to march into Karia where Tissaphernes resided,-and next, 
before that order was executed, despatched Derkyllidas to 
supersede him; seemingly in the winteri399-398 B.c. Thimbron 
on returning to Sparta was fined and banished. 2 

It is highly probable that the Cyreian soldiers, though ex
cellent in the field, yet having been disappointed of reward for 
the prodigious toils which they had gone through in their long 
march, and having been kept on short allowance in Thrace, as 
well as cheated by Seuthes-were greedy, unscrupulous, and 
hard to be restrained, in the matter of pillage ; especially as 
Xenophon, their most influential general, had now left them. 
Their conduct greatly improved under Derkyllidas. And 
though such improvement was doubtless owing partly to the 
superiority of the latter over Thimbron, yet it seems also partly 
ascrihable to the fact that Xenophon, after a few months of 
residence at Athens, accompanied him to Asia, and resumed 
the command of his old comrades. 3 

1 Xen. Hellen. iii. r, 5 8; Xen. Anab. vii. 8, 8-r6. 
2 Xen. Hellen. ill. r, 8; Diodor. xiv. 38. 
a There is no positive testimony to this; yet such is my belief, as I have 
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Derkyllidas was a man of so much resource and cunning, 

as to have acquired the surname of Sisyphus. I He had served 
throughout all the concluding years of the war, and had been 
Harmost at Abydos during the naval command of Lysander, 
who condemned him, on the complaint of Pharnabazus, to the 
disgrace of public exposure with his shield on his arm : 2 this 
was (I presume) a disgrace, because an officer of rank always 
had his shield carried for him by an attendant, except in the 
actual encounter of battle. Having never forgiven Pharnabazus 
for thus dishonouring him, Derkyllidas now took advantage of 
a misunderstanding between that satrap and Tissaphernes, to 
make a truce with the latter, and conduct his army, Sooo strong, 
into the territory of the former. 3 The mountainous region of 
Ida generally known as the Troad-inhabited by a population 
of JEolic Greeks (who had gradually hellenised the indigenous 
inhabitants), and therefore known as the .!Eolis of Pharnabazus 
-was laid open to him by a recent event, important in itself 
as well as instructive to read. 

The entire Persian empire was parcelled into so many 
satrapies; each satrap being bound to send a fixed amount 
of annual tribute, and to hold a certain amount of military 
force ready, for the court at Susa. Provided he was punctual 
in fulfilling these obligations, little inquiry was made as to his 
other proceedings, unless in the rare case of his maltreating 
some individual Persian of high rank. In like manner, it 
appears, each satrapy was divided into sub-satrapies or districts ; 
each of these held by a deputy, who paid to the satrap a fixed 
tribute and maintained for him a certain military force-having 
liberty to govern in other respects as he pleased. Besides the 
tribute, however, presents of undefined amount were of constant 
occurrence, both from the satrap to the king, and from the 
deputy to the satrap. Nevertheless, enough was extorted from 
the people (we need hardly add), to leave an ample profit both 
to the one and to the other.4 

stated at the close of the last chapter. It is certain that Xenopho,lj was 
serving under Agesilaus in Asia three years after this time; the only ri\atter 
left for conjecture is, at what precise moment he went out the second time. 
The marked improvement in the Cyreian soldiers, is one reason for the 
statement in the text; another reason is, the great detail with which the 
military operations of Derkyllidas are described, rendering it probable that 
the narrative is from an eye-witness. 

1 Xen. Hellen. iii. r, 8; Ephorus ap. Athenre. xi. p. 500. 
2 Xen. Hellen. iii. r, 9· ~(J'Tcf811 Tilv aO''ITioa txwv. 
3 Xen. Hellen. iii. r, ro; iii. 2, 28. 
4 See the description of the satrapy of Cyrus (Xenoph. Anab, i. 9, 19, 21, 
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This region called .iEolis had been entrusted by Pharnabazus 

to a native of Dardanus named Zenis, who, after holding the 
post for some time and giving full satisfaction, died of illness, 
leaving a widow with a son and daughter still minors. The 
satrap was on the point of giving the district to another person, 
when Mania, the widow of Zenis, herself a native of Dardanus, 
preferred her petition to be allowed to succeed her husband. 
Visiting Pharnabazus with money in hand, sufficient not only to 
satisfy himself, but also to gain over his mistresses and his 
ministers 1-she said to him-" My husband was faithful to you, 
and paid his tribute so regularly as to obtain your thanks. If I 
serve you no worse than he, why should you name any other 
deputy? If I fail in giving you satisfaction, you can always 
remove me, and give the place to another." Pharnabazus 
granted her petition, and had no cause to repent it. Mania 
was regular in her payment of tribute -frequent in bringing 
him presents-and splendid, beyond any of his other deputies, 
in her manner of receiving him whenever he visited the 
district. 

Her chief residence was at Skepsis, Gergis, and Kebren-inland 
towns, strong both by position and by fortification, amidst the 
mountainous region once belonging to the Teukri Gergithes. 
It was here too that she kept her treasures, which, partly left 
by her husband, partly accumulated by herself, had gradually 
reached an enormous sum. But her district also reached down 
to the coast, comprising among other towns the classical name 
of Ilium, and probably her own native city the neighbouring 
Dardanus. She maintained, besides, a large military force of 
Grecian mercenaries in regular pay and excellent condition, 
which she employed both as garrison for each of her dependent 
towns, and as means for conquest in the neighbourhood. She 
had thus reduced the maritime towns of Larissa, Hamaxitus, 
and Kol6me, in the southern part of the Troad; commanding 
her troops in person, sitting in her chariot to witness the attack, 
and rewarding every one who distinguished himself. Moreover, 
when Pharnabazus undertook an expedition against the predatory 

22). In the main, this division and subdivision of the entire empire into 
revenue-districts, each held by a nominee responsible for payment of the 
rent or tribute, to the government or to some higher officer of the govern
ment-is the system prevalent throughout a large portion of Asia to the 
present day. 

1 Xen. Hellen. iii. I, IO. 'Ara(ev~aua; -rlw u-r&l\ov, /Cal xp1w.a-ra l\a/3ovua, 
lfJu-re Kal afl-ro/ .Papva/3J.(<p Oovvat, real -rats -n-al\7\ado-tv a;u-rov xapitrao-8at 
l<al -rots ovvap.lvots p.&.l\ur-ra 7rapil. .Papva/3&.(<p, ~7rope6e-ro-
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Mysians or Pisidians, she accompanied him, and her military 
force formed so much the best part of his army, that he 
paid her the highest compliments, and sometimes condescended 
to ask her advice.! So, when Xerxes invaded Greece, Artemisia 
queen of Halikarnassus not only furnished ships among the 
best-appointed in his fleet, and fought bravely at Salamis, but 
also, when he chose to call a council, stood alone in daring to 
give him sound opinions contrary to his own leanings; opinions 
which, fortunately for the Grecian world, he could bring himself 
only to tolerate, not to follow. 2 

Under an energetic woman like Mania, thus victorious and 
well provided, LEo lis was the most defensible part of the satrapy 
of Pharnabazus, and might probably have defied Derkyllidas, 
had not a domestic traitor put an end to her life. Her son-in
law, Meidias, a Greek of Skepsis, with whom she lived on terms 
of intimate confidence-" though she was scrupulously mis
trustful of every one else, as it is proper for a despot to be" 3-

was so inflamed by his own ambition and by the suggestions of 
evil counsellors, who told him it was a shame that a woman 
should thus be ruler while he was only a private man, that he 
strangled her in her chamber. Following up his nefarious 
scheme, he also assassinated her son, a beautiful youth of seven
teen. He succeeded in getting possession of the three strongest 
places in the district, Kebren, Skepsis, and Gergis, together 
with the accumulated treasure of Mania. But the commanders 
in the other towns refused ooedience to his summons, until they 
should receive orders from Pharnabazus. To that satrap 
Meidias immediately sent envoys, bearing ample presents, with 
a petition that the satrap would grant to him the district which 
had been enjoyed by Mania. Pharnabazus, repudiating the 
presents, sent an indignant reply to Meidias-" Keep them 
until I come to seize them -and to seize you also along with 

1 X en. Hellen. iii. 1, 15. 
2 Herod. viii. 6g. 
3 Such is the emphatic language of Xenophon, Hellen. iii. r, I4,·

Met5£cxs, 8u-ycx7pbs avf}p CXU'r~S wv, dVCX1T7Epw8els {m& nvwv, ws aluxpov Et1), 

"'(UVa'iKa p.Ev ltpxew, aVrOv 5' l0u6-r7Jv eivat, -r o V s p. E v lt. A A o v s p. cf. A a 
cpuA.aTTOfi.€V1JS aUrfjs, &<r7rEp iv -rupavvlOl Trpoff-hKel, lKe[vrp OE
'Tr!U'TEUO{)(f'YJS Kctl b.(J'1ra(op.€717]S, tfJU7rEp '&.v ')'UV1} -yaf.L{JpQy lt.a-7rcf(ot'TO,-Ei(]'Ei\0~>V 
U.1ro1rvl~aL a.irr~v AE-yeTaL. 

For the illustration of this habitual insecurity in which the Grecian despot 
lived, see the dialogue of Xenophon called Hieron (i. 12; ii. 8-ro; vii. ro). 
He particularly dwells upon the multitude of family crimes which stained 
the houses of the Grecian despots, murders by fathers, sons, brothers, 
wives, &c. (iii. 8). 
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them. I would not consent to live, if I were not to avenge 
the death of Mania." 1 

At that critical moment, prior to the coming of the satrap, Der
kyllidas presented himself with his army, and found .!Eo lis almost 
defenceless. The three recent conquests of Mania-Larissa, 
Hamaxitus, and Kolonre-surrendered to him as soon as he 
appeared; while the garrisons of Ilium and some other places, 
who had taken special service under Mania, and found them
selves worse off now that they had lost her, accepted his invi
tation to renounce Persian dependence, declare themselves 
allies of Sparta, and hold their cities for him. He thus became 
master of most part of the district; with the exception of 
Kebren, Skepsis, and Gergis, which he was anxious to secure 
before the arrival of Pharnabazus. On arriving before Kebren, 
however, in spite of this necessity for haste, he remained 
inactive for four days, 2 because the sacrifices were unpropitious; 
while a rash subordinate officer, hazarding an unwarranted 
attack during this interval, was repulsed and wounded. The 
sacrifices at length became favourable, and Derkyllidas was 
rewarded for his patience. The garrison, affected by the 
example of those at Ilium and the other towns, disobeyed their 
commander, who tried to earn the satrap's favour by holding 
out and assuring to him this very strong place. Sending out 
heralds to proclaim that they would go with Greeks and not 
with Persians, they admitted the Lacedremonians at once 
within the gates. Having thus fortunately captured, and duly 
secured, this important town, Derkyllidas marched against 
Skepsis and Gergis, the former of which was held by Meidias 
himself; who, dreading the arrival of Pharnabazus, and mis
trusting the citizens within, thought it best to open negotiations 
with Derkyllidas. He sent to solicit a conference, demanding 
hostages for his safety. When he carne forth from the town 
and demanded from the Lacedrernonian commander on what 
terms alliance would be granted to him, the latter replied-" On 
condition that the citizens shall be left free and autonomous ; " 
at the same time marching on, without waiting either for 

I X en. Hellen. iii. I, 13. 
2 Xen. Hellen. iii. I, 18; Diodor. xiv. 38. 
The reader will remark here how Xenophon shapes the narrative in such 

a manner as to inculcate the pious duty in a general of obeying the warn
ings furnished by the sacrifice-either for action or for inaction. I have 
already noticed (in my preceding chapters) how often he does this in the 
Anabasis. 

Such an inference is never (I believe) to be found suggested in 
Thucydid~s. 
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acquiescence or refusal, straight up to the gates of the town. 
Meidias, taken by surprise, in the power of the assailants, and 
aware that the citizens were unfriendly to him, was obliged to 
give orders that the gate should be opened; so that Derkyllidas 
found himself by this rapid manc.euvre in possession of the 
strongest place in the district without either loss or delay; to 
the great delight of the Skepsians themselves.1 

Derkyllidas, having ascended the acropolis ofSkepsis to offer a 
sacrifice of thanks to Athene, the great patron goddess of Ilium 
and most of the Teukrian towns-caused the garrison of Meidias 
to evacuate the town forthwith, and consigned it to the citizens 
themselves, exhorting them to conduct their political affairs as 
became Greeks and freemen. This proceeding, which reminds 
us of Brasidas in contrast with Lysander, was not less politic 
than generous ; since Derkyllidas could hardly hope to hold an 
inland town in the midst of the Persian satrapy except by the 
attachments of the citizens themselves. He then marched 
away to Gergis, still conducting along with him Meidias, who 
urgently entreated to be allowed to retain that town, the last of 
his remaining fortresses. Without giving any decided answer, 
Derkyllidas took him by his side, and marched with him at the 
head of his army, arrayed only in double file, so as to carry the 
appearance of peace, to the foot of the lofty towers of Gergis. 
The garrison on the walls, seeing Meidias along with him, 
allowed him to approach without discharging a single missile. 
"Now, Meidias (said he), order the gates to be opened, and 
show me the way in, to the temple of Athene, in order that I 
may there offer sacrifice." Again, Meidias was forced, from fear 
of being at once seized as a prisoner, to give the order ; and 
the Laceda:monian forces found themselves in possession of the 
town. Derkyllidas, distributing his troops round the walls, in 
order to make sure of his conquest, ascended to the acropolis 
to offer his intended sacrifice; after which he proceeded to dic
tate the fate of Meidias, whom he divested of his character of 
prince and of his military force-incorporating the latter in the 
Lacedremonian army. He then called upon Meidias to specify 
all his paternal property, and restored to him the whole of what 
he claimed as such, though the bystanders protested against the 
statement given in as a flagrant exaggeration. But he laid 
hands on all the property, and all the treasures of Mania-and 
caused her house, which Meidias had taken for himself, to be 
put under seal-as lawful prey; since Mania had belonged to 

1 Xen. Hellen. iii. 1, 20-23. 
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Pharnabazus, 1 against whom the Lacedremonians were making 
war. On coming out after examining and verifying the contents 
of the house, he said to his officers," Now, my friends, we have 
here already worked out pay for the whole army, 8ooo men, for 
near a year. Whatever we acquire besides, shall come to you 
also." He well knew the favourable effect which this intelli
gence would produce upon the temper, as well as upon the 
discipline, of the army-especia1ly upon the Cyreians, who had 
tasted the discomfort of irregular pay and poverty. 

"And where am I to live?" asked Meidias, who found him
self turned out of the house of Mania. "In your rightful 
place of abode, to be sure (replied Derkyllidas); in your native 
town Skepsis, and in your paternal house.'' 2 What became of 
the assassin afterwards, we do not hear. But it is satisfactory to 
find that he did not reap the anticipated reward of his crime ; 
the fruits of which were, an important advantage to Derkyllidas 
and his army,-and a still more important blessing to the Greek 
cities which had been gov~rned by Mania-enfranchisement 
and autonomy. 

This rapid, easy, and skilfully-managed exploit-the capture 
of nine towns in eight days-is all which Xenophon mentions 
as achieved by Derkyllidas during the summer. Having 
acquired pay for so many months, perhaps the soldiers may 
have been disposed to rest until it was spent. But as winter 
approached, it became necessary to find winter quarters, with
out incurring the reproach which had fallen upon Thimbron of 
consuming the substance of allies. Fearing however that if he 

1 X en. Hellen. iii. I, 26. El7rE p.ot, tcp17, Mavia alo .,.{vos i\v; Oi a;, 7r&.vTes 
el7rov, 3n .Papva/3&.,ov. Ohovv 1<al Tal~eelvTJs, i!cp17, .Papva/3cl.(ov; Mdll.ttr'1'a, 
ii4>auav. 'Hp.E't<p' t.v .t11, i!cp'f/, l71'El 1<pa'1'ovp.ev· 1I'Oli.Ep.tos 'Yap TJ!J.tll 
.Papv#Ja(os. 

Two points are remarkable here. I. The manner in which Mania, the 
administratrix of a large district, with a prodigious treasure and a large 
army in pay, is treated as belonging to Pharnabazus-as the servant or 
slave of Pharnabazus. 2. The distinction here taken between public property 
and private property, in reference to the laws of war and the rights of the 
conqueror. Derkyllidas lays claim to that which had belonged to Mani!l
(or to Pharnabazus); but not to that which had belonged to Meidias. 

According to the modern rules of international Ia w, this distinction is one 
allowed and respected, everywhere except at sea. But in the ancient 
world, it by no means stood out so clearly or prominently ; and the 
observance of it here deserves notice. 

2 Xen. Hellen. iii. I, 28. 
Thus finishes the interesting narrative about Mania, Meidias, and 

Derkyllidas. The abundance of detail, and the dramatic manner, in which 
Xenophon has worked it out, impress me with a belief that he was actually 
present at the scene. 
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changed his position, Pharnabazus would employ the numer
ous Persian cavalry to harass the Grecian cities, he tendered a 
truce, which the latter willingly accepted. For the occupation 
of .IEolis by the Lacedremonian general was a sort of watch
post (like Dekeleia to Athens), exposing the whole of Phrygia 
near the Propontis (in which was Daskylium the residence of 
Pharnabazus) to constant attack.1 Derkyllidas accordingly only 
marched through Phrygia, to take up his winter quarters in · 
Bithynia, the north-western corner of Asia Minor, between the ' 
Propontis and the Euxine ; the same territory through which 
Xenophon and the Ten Thousand had marched, on their road 
from Kalpe to Chalkedon. He procured abundant provisions 
and booty, slaves as well as cattle, by plundering the Bithynian 
villages ; not without occasional losses on his own side, by the 
carelessness of marauding parties. 2 

One of these losses was of considerable magnitude. Derkyl
lidas had obtained from Seuthes in European Thrace (the same 
prince of whom Xenophon had had so much reason to com
plain) a reinforcement of 3oo cavalry and 2oo peltasts-Odry
sian Thracians. These Odrysians established themselves in a 
separate camp, nearly two miles and a half from Derkyllidas, 
which they surrounded with a palisade about man's height. 
Being indefatigable plunderers, they prevailed upon Derkyllidas 
to send them a guard of 200 hoplites, for the purpose of guaru
ing their separate camp with the booty accumulated within it. 
Presently the camp became richly stocked, especially with 
Bithynian captives. The hostile Bithynians however, watching 
their opportunity when the Odrysians were out marauding, 
suddenly attacked at daybreak the 200 Grecian hoplites in the 
camp. Shooting at them over the palisade with darts and 
arrows, they killed and wounded some, while the Greeks with 
their spears were utterly helpless, and could only reach their 
enemies by pulling up the palisade and charging out upon 
them. But the light-armed assailants, easily evading the charge 
of warriors with shield and spear, turned round upon them 
when they began to retire, and slew several before they could 
get back. In each successive sally, the same phrenomena re
curred, until at length all the Greeks were overpowered and 
slain, except fifteen of them, who charged through the Bithy
nians in the first sally, and marched onward to join Derkyllidas, 

, 1, Xen. H,ellen. iii. 2, r. vop.l(wv Thv Aloll.!oa brtTETetXl<T8a.t Tjl eauTov 
0U<1j<TEI if>pv-yt<f. ( 

- '[he word ~ ... ,,..,)~,l(etv is capital and significant, in Grecian warfare. 1 
Xen. Hellen. 111. 2, 2--5. ~ 
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instead of returning with their comrades to the palisade. 
Derkyllidas lost no time in sending a reinforcement; which 
):wwever came too late and found only the naked bodies of the 
blain. The victorious Bithynians carried away all their own 
captives.1 

At the beginning of spring the Spartan general returned to 
Lampsakus, where he found Arakus and two other Spartans 
just arrived out as commissioners sent by the Ephors. Arakus 
came with instructions to prolong the command of Derkyllidas 
for another year; as well as to communicate the satisfaction 
of the Ephors with the Cyreian army, in consequence of the 
great improvement in their conduct, compared with the year 
of Thimbron. He accordingly assembled the soldiers, and 
addressed them in a mingled strain of praise and admonition ; 
expressing his hope that they would continue the forbearance 
which they had now begun to practise towards all Asiatic 
allies. The commander of the Cyreians (probably Xenophon 
himself), in his reply, availed himself of the occasion to pay 
a compliment to Derkyllidas. "We (said he) are the same 
men now as we were in the previous year ; but we are under a 
different general : you need not look farther for the explana
tion." 2 Without denying the superiority of Derkyllidas over 
his predecessor, we may remark that the abundant wealth of 
Mania, thrown into his hands by accident (though he showed 
great ability in turning the accident to account), was an 
auxiliary circumstance, not less unexpected than weighty, for 
ensuring the good behaviour of the soldiers. 

It was among the further instructions of Arakus to visit all 
the principal Asiatic Greeks, and report their condition at 
Sparta; and Derkyllidas was pleased to see them entering on 
this survey at a moment when they would find the cities in 
undisturbed peace and tranquillity.8 So long as the truce 

1 Xen. Hellen. iii. 2, 4· 
2 Xen. Hellen. iii. 2, 6, 7· 
Morus supposes (I think,· with much probability) that o Tow Kup<iwv 

'lrpo<lf'T'fiK~s here means Xenophon himself. 
He could not with propriety advert to the fact that he himself had not 

been with the army during the year of Thimbron. 
3 Xen. Hellen. iii. 2, 9· (,.<fLlf<P ahol!s &,.' 'E<f>€aou otd. Twv 'E>-71 11-

p(owP ,.&>-•wv, ~o&p.<vos g,., fp.•>->-ov ll'f<a8a< -rh,.&>..<~s lv <lp1wn <vorup.ovu<ws 
o1a-yobaas. I cannot but think that we ought here to read ~ 1r; 'E<f>eaou not 
?,.,.' 'E<f>eaou ; or else h·o Aap.!f&.l(ov. 

It was at Lampsakus that this interview and conversation between 
Derkyllidas and the commissioners took place. The commissioners were 
!o be sent from Lampsakus to Ephesus through the Grecian cities. 

The expression ~" Elpfwy EVOaLfLOPII(WS o•a-yovaas has reference to the 
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continued both with Tissaphernes and Pharnabazus, these: 
cities were secure from aggression and paid no tribute; the1 
land-force of Derkyllidas affording to them a protection lj 
analogous to that which had been conferred by Athens and, 
her powerful fleet, during the interval between the formation 
of the Confederacy of Delos and the Athenian catastrophe at' 
Syracuse. At the same time, during the truce, the army had 
neither occupation nor subsistence. To keep it together and 
near at hand, yet without living at the cost of friends, was the 
problem. 

It was accordingly with great satisfaction that Derkyllidas 
noticed an intimation accidentally dropped by Arakus. Some 
envoys (the latter said) were now at Sparta from the Thracian. 
Chersonesus (the long tongue of land bordering westward on 
the Hellespont), soliciting aid against their marauding Thracian 
neighbours. That fertile peninsula, first hellenised a century 
and a half before by the Athenian Miltiades, had been a 
favourite resort for Athenian citizens, many of whom had 
acquired property there during the naval power of Athens. 
The battle of JEgospotami dispossessed and drove home these 
proprietors, at the same time depriving the peninsula of its 
protection against the Thracians. It now contained eleven 
distinct cities, of which Sestos was the most important; and 
its inhabitants combined to send envoys to Sparta, entreating 
the Ephors to despatch a force for the purpose of building a 
wall across the isthmus from Kardia to Paktye; in recompense 
for which (they said) there was fertile land enough open to as 
many settlers as chose to come, with coast and harbours for 
export close at hand. Miltiades, on first going out to the 
Chersonese, had secured it by constructing a cross wall on the 
same spot, which had since become neglected during the 
period of Persian supremacy ; Perikles had afterwards sent 
fresh colonists, and caused the wall to be repaired. But it 
seems to have been unnecessary while the Athenian empire was 
in full vigour-since the Thracian princes had been generally 
either conciliated, or kept off, by Athens, even without any 
such bulwark.2 Informed that the request of the Chersonesites 
foreign relations of the cities and to their exemption from annoyance by 
Persian arms-without implying any internal freedom or· good condition. 
There were Lacec:,c•monian harmosts in most of them, and Dekarchies half 
broken up or modified in many: see the subsequent passages (iii. 2, 20; 

iii. 4, 7; iv. 8, r). 
1 Compare Xen. Hellen. iv. 2, 5· 
2 Herodot. vi. 36; Plutarch, Perikl~s, c. 19; Isokrat~s, Or. v. (Philipp.) 

s. 7· 
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1ad been favourably listened to at Sparta, Derkyllidas resolved 
:o execute their project with his own army. Having prolonged 
1is truce with Pharnabazus, he crossed the Hellespont into 
~urope, and employed his army during the whole summer in 
onstructing this cross wall, about 4:} miles in length. The 

~nork was distributed in portions to different sections of the 
army, competition being excited by rewards for the most rapid 
and workmanlike execution; while the Chersonesites were glad 
to provide pay and subsistence for the army, during an opera
tion which provided security for all the eleven cities, and gave 
additional value to their lands and harbours. Numerous 
settlers seem to have now come in, under Laced~monian 
auspices-who were again disturbed, wholly or partially, when 
~he Laced~monian maritime empire was broken up a few years 
1fterwards. 1 

On returning to Asia in the autumn, after the completion of 
this work which had kept his army usefully employed and 
amply provided during six months, Derkyllidas undertook the._ 
siege of Atarneus, a strong post (on the continental coast ' 
eastward of Mitylene) occupied by some Chian exiles, whom 
the Laced~monian admiral Kratesippidas had lent corrupt aid 
in expelling from their native island a few years before. 2 These 
men, living by predatory expeditions against Chios and Ionia, 
were so well supplied with provisions that it cost Derkyllidas 
a blockade of eight months before he could reduce it. He 
placed in it a strong garrison well supplied, that it might serve 
him as a retreat in case of need-under an Ach~an named 
Drako, whose name remained long terrible from his ravages on 
the neighbouring plain of M ysia. 3 

Derkyllidas next proceeded to Ephesus, where orders 
presently reached him from the Ephors, directing him to march 
into Karia and attack Tissaphernes. The temporary truce 
which had hitherto provisionally kept off Persian soldiers and 
tribute-gatherers from the Asiatic Greeks, was now renounced 
by mutual consent. These Greeks had sent envoys to Sparta, 
assuring the Ephors that Tissaphernes would be constrained 
to renounce formally the sovereign rights of Persia, and grant 
to them full autonomy, if his residence in Karia were vigorously 
lttacked. Accordingly Derkyllidas marched southward across 
he M~ander into Karia, while the Lacedremonian fleet under 
Jharax co-operated along the shore. At the same time, 

1 Xen. Hellen. iii. 2, ro; iv. 8, 5· Diodor. xiv. 38. 
2 Diodor. xiii. 65. 
a Xen. Hellen. iii. 2, II; Isokrates, Or. iv. (Panegyr.) s. 167. 
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Tissaphernes on his side had received reinforcements from Susa, 
together with the appointment of generalissimo over all the 
Persian force in Asia Minor; upon which Pharnabazus (who 
had gone up to court in the interval to concert more vigorous 
means of prosecuting the war, but had now returned 1) joined 
him in Karia, prepared to commence vigorous operations for 
the expulsion of Derkyllidas and his .army. Having properly 
garrisoned the strong places, the two satraps crossed the 
Mreander, at the head of a powerful Grecian and Karian force, 
with numerous Persian cavalry, to attack the Ionian cities. 
As soon as he heard this news, Derkyllidas came back with 
his army from Karia to cover the towns menaced. Having 
recrossed the Mreander, he was marching with his army in 
disorder, not suspecting the enemy to be near, when on a 
sudden he came upon their scouts, planted on some sepulchral 
monuments in the road. He too sent some scouts up to the 
neighbouring monuments and towers, who apprised him that 

_.the two satraps, with their joint force in good order, were 
/. planted here to intercept him. He immediately gave orders 

for his hoplites to form in battle array of eight deep, with the 
peltasts, and his handful of horsemen, on each flank. But 
such was the alarm caused among his troops by this surprise, 
that none could be re:ied upon except the Cyreians and the 
Peloponnesians. Of the insular and Ionian hoplites, from 
Priene and other cities, some actually hid their arms in the 
thick standing corn, and fled; others, who took their places 
in the line, manifested dispositions which left little hope that 
they would stand a charge ; so that the Persians had the 
opportunity of fighting a battle not merely with superiority of 
number, but also with advantage of position and circumstances. 
Pharnabazus was anxious to attack without delay. But Tis
saphernes, who recollected well the valour of the Cyreian 
troops, and concluded that all the remaining Greeks were like 
them, forbade it; sending forward heralds to demand a con
ference. As they approached, Derkyllidas, surrounding himself 
with a body-guard of the finest and the best-equipped soldiers,2 

advanced to the front of the line to meet them ; saying that 

1 Diodor. xiv. 39· 
2 Xen. Hellen. iii. 2, r8. 
In the Anabasis (ii. 3, 3) Xenophon mentions the like care on the part of 

Klearchus, to have the best-armed and most imposing saldiers around him, 
when he went to his interview with Tissaphernes. 

Xenophon gladly avails himself of the opportunity, to pay an indirect 
compliment to the Cyreian army. 
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he for his part was prepared to fight-but since a conference 
was demanded, he had no objection to grant it, provided 
hostages were exchanged. This having been assented to, and 
a place named for conference on the ensuing day, both armies 
were simultaneously withdrawn; the Persians to Tralles, the 
Greeks to Leukophrys, celebrated for its temple of Artemis 
Leukophryne.1 

This backwardness on the part of Tissaphernes, even at a 
time when he was encouraged by a brother satrap braver than 
himself, occasioned to the Persians the loss of a very promising 
moment, and rescued the Grecian army out of a position of 
much peril. It helps to explain to us the escape of the Cyreians, 
and the manner in which they were allowed to cross rivers and 
pass over the most difficult ground without any serious opposi
tion ; while at the same time it tended to confirm in the 
Greek mind the same impressions of Persian imbecility as 
that escape so forcibly suggested. 

The conference, as might be expected, ended in nothing. 
Derkyllidas required on behalf of the Asiatic Greeks complete 
autonomy-exemption from Persian interference and tribute; 
while the two satraps on their side insisted that the Lacedao
monian army should be withdrawn from Asia, and the Lace
dremonian harmosts from all the Greco-Asiatic cities. An 
armistice was concluded, to allow time for reference to the 
authorities at home; thus replacing matters in the condition 
in which they had been at the beginning of the year. 2 

Shortly after the conclusion of this truce, Agesilaus king of 
Sparta arrived with a large force, and the war in all respects 
began to assume larger proportions-of which more in the 
next chapter. 

But it was not in Asia alone that Sparta had been engaged 
in war. The prostration of the Athenian power had removed 
that common bond of hatred and alarm which attached the 
allies to her headship: while her subsequent conduct had 
given positive offence, and had even excited against herself 
the same fear of unmeasured imperial ambition which had 
before run so powerfully against Athens. She had appropriated 
to ,herself nearly the whole of the Athenian maritime empire, 
with a tribute scarcely inferior, if at all inferior, in amount. 
How far the total of 1ooo talents was actually realised during 
each successiv~ year, we are not in a condition to say; but 
such was the assessment imposed and the scheme laid down 

VOL. IX. 

1 Xen. Hellen. iii. 2, 19; Diodor. xiY. 39· 
2 Xen. Hellen. iii. 2, 20. 

L 
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by Sparta for her maritime dependencies-enforced too by j 
omnipresent instruments of rapacity and oppression, decemvirs \ 
and harmosts, such as Athens had never paralleled. When 
we add to this great maritime empire the prodigious ascendency I 
on land which Sparta had enjoyed before, we shall find a total : 
of material power far superior to that which Athens had enjoyed, 
even in her day of greatest exaltation, prior to the truce of j 
445 B.C. 

This was not all. From the general dulness of character 
pervading Spartan citizens, the full resources of the state were 
hardly ever put forth. Her habitual shortcomings at the 
moment of action are keenly criticised by her own friends, in 
contrast with the ardour and forwardness which animated her ~ 
enemies. But at and after the battle of JEgospotami, the 
entire management of Spartan foreign affairs was found in the 
hands of Lysander; a man not only exempt from the inertia 
usual in his countrymen, but of the most unwearied activity 
and grasping ambition, as well for his country as for himself. 
Under his direction the immense advantages which Sparta 
enjoyed from her new position were at once systematised and 
turned to the fullest account. Now there was enough in the 
new ascendency of Sparta, had it been ever so modestly 
handled, to spread apprehension through the Grecian world. 
But apprehension became redoubled, when it was seen that 
her ascendency was organised and likely to be worked by 
her most aggressive leader for the purposes of an insatiable 
ambition. Fortunately for the Grecian world, indeed, the 
power of Sparta did not long continue to be thus absolutely 
wielded by Lysander, whose arrogance and overweening 
position raised enemies against him at home. Yet the first 
impressions received by the allies respecting Spartan empire, 
were derived from his proceedings and his plans .of dominion, 
manifested with ostentatious insolence ; and such impressions i 
continued, even after the influence of Lysander himself had ~ 
been much abated by the counterworking rivalry of Pausanias 
and others. 

While Sparta separately had thus gained so much by the ( 
close of the war, not one of her allies had received the smallest 
remuneration or compensation, except such as might be con
sidered to be involved in the destruction of a formidable 
enemy. Even the pecuniary result or residue which Lysander · 
had brought home with him (470 talents remaining out of the' 
advances made by Cyrus), together with the booty acquired at 
Dekeleia, was all detained by the Lacedremonians themselves. 
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Thebes and Corinth indeed presented demands, in which the 
Jther allies did not (probably durst not) join, to be allowed to 
share. But though all the efforts and sufferings of the war 
had fallen upon these allies no less than upon Sparta, the 
demands were refused, and almost resented as insults. 1 Hence 
there arose among the allies not merely a fear of the grasping 
dominion, but a hatred of the monopolising rapacity, of Sparta. 
Of this new feeling an early manifestation, alike glaring and 
important, was made by the Thebans and Corinthians, when 
they refused to join Pausanias in his march against Thrasybulus 
and the Athenian exiles in Peirreus 2-less than a year after 
the surrender of Athens, the enemy whom these two cities had 
hated with such extreme bitterness down to the very moment 
of surrender. Even Arcadians and Achreans, too, habitually 
obedient as they were to Lacedremon, keenly felt the different 
way in which she treated them, as compared with the previous 
years of war, when she had been forced to keep alive their zeal 
against the common enemy.3 

The Lacedremonians were however strong enough not merely 
to despise this growing alienation of their allies, but even to 
take revenge upon such of the Peloponnesians as had incurred 
their displeasure. Among these stood conspicuous the Eleians; 
now under a government called democratical, of which the 
leading man was Thrasydreus-a. man who had lent consider
able aid in 404 B.C. to Thrasybulus and the Athenian exiles 
in Peirreus. The Eleians, in the year 420 B.C., had been 
engaged in a controversy with Sparta-had employed their 
privileges as administrators of the Olympic festival to exclude 
her from attendance on that occasion-and had subsequently 
been in arms against her along with Argos and Mantineia. 
To these grounds of quarrel, now of rather ancient date, had 
been added afterwards, a refusal to furnish aid in the war 
against Athens since the resumption of hostilities in 414 B.c., 
and a recent exclusion of King Agis, who had come in person 
to offer sacrifice and consult the oracle of Zeus Olympius ; 

1 Xen. Hellen. iii. 5, 5; Plutarch, Lysand. c. 27; Justin, v. 10. 
2 Xen. Hellen. ii. 4, 30. 
3 Xen. Hellen. iii. 5, 12. Koptv8iovs lie 1<al 'Ap1ailias ~eal 'Axawh ·Tl 

Jwp,ev ; o1lv p.€v Tql 1rpbs fJp.'Cts (it is the The ban envoys who are addressing 
:he public assembly at Athens) rroll.lp.rp p.&ll.a ll.t1rapo6p.evot ilrr' heiv"'v 
(the Laced::emonians), rr&VTwv ~eal 71'6vwv 1eal Ktvli6v6>V 1<al lia11'avnp.&Twv 
'<LET<i'xov· l-lrel li' (71'~a~av & i/3ovll.ovTo ol Aa~e•liatp.6v•o•, 1rolas ~ &.pxi)s ~ Ttp.ijs 
~ 'R'OlCIJV XP'11J.Lcl.-roov p.e-ra'8e0cf.ucatnv airrois ; O:AAQ. ToVs p.Ev e1A.wTcr.s O.pp.ouTQ.s 
~ea.8EO'Tc!va.t O:~wihn, TiJv DE ~vp.fJ.&:X""" JJ\.ev6Jpwv ~VTwv, f1rEl Ei.rr6x71ua.v, 
~.0'11'&-rat &.va'lr<</J~YaO'tv, 
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such exclusion being grounded on the fact that he was about 
to pray for victory in the war then pending against Athens, 
contrary to the ancient canon of the Olympic temple, which 
admitted no sacrifice or consultation respecting hostilities of 
Greek against Greek.1 These were considered by Sparta as 
affronts, and the season was now favourable for resenting them, 
as well as for chastising and humbling Elis. 2 Accordingly 
Sparta sent an embassy, requiring the Eleians to make good 
the unpaid arrears of the quota assessed upon them for the 
cost of the war against Athens ; and further-to relinquish 
their authority over their dependent townships or Periceki, 
leaving the latter autonomous.3 Of these dependencies there 
were several, no one very considerable individually, in the 
region called Triphylia, south of the river Alpheius, and north 
of the Neda. One of them was Lepreum, the autonomy of 
which the Lacedremonians had vindicated against Elis in 
420 B.C., though during the subsequent period it had again 
become subject. 

The Eleians refused compliance with the demand thus sent, 
alleging that their dependent cities were held by the right of 
conquest. They even retorted upon the Lacedremonians the 
charge of enslaving Greeks; 4 upon which Agis marched with 

1 Xen. Hellen. iii. 2, 22. 

To6-rwv 0' fJcrTEpov, ~eal "AytOos 7Tt=p.¢8Ewros 8Vuat rrrjJ .Att KctT?t p.aJJ-relav TWcl 1 

~Kcf.,A.vov ol 'Hi\eLot, p.1} 7rpoueVxeu8at vl~e7]v 7ToA.lp.ov, AE'YOVTes, Ws Kal rrO 
&.pxa'iov et71 oi!Tw v6p.tp.ov, p.h XP7J<TT7Jp<&.(err8a< Toh"Ell.li.7Jvas '<P' 'Ell.ll.1}vwv 
1roA.f1J.tp" :!Jd'TE lfBvros &1rfjA8ev. 

This canon seems not unnatural, for one of the greatest Pan-Hellenic 
temples and establishments. Yet it was not constantly observed at 
Olympia (compare another example-Xen. Hellen. iv. 7, 2); nor yet at 
Delphi, which was not less Pan-Hellenic than Olympia (see Thucyd. i. 
u8). We are therefore led to imagine that it was a canon which the 
Eleians invoked only when they were prompted by some special sentiment 
or aversion. 

2 Xen. Hellen. iii. 2, 23. 'EK 'fOV'TWV oliv .,.&.v'fWV opoy<(op.Jvo<S, ~lio~e 'rOtS 
lrp&pots Kal TV EICKA7)<Tiif, rrw<f>povirra• a~Tous. 

3 Diodorus (xiv. 17) mentions this demand for the arrears; which 
appears very probable. It is not directly noticed by Xenophon, who 
however mentions (see the passage cited in the note of page preceding) 
the general assessment levied by Sparta upon all her Peloponnesian allies 
during the war. 

4 Diodor. xiv. 17. 
Diodorus introduces in these transactions King Pausanias, not King Agis, 

as the acting person. 
Pausanias states (iii. 8, 2) that the Eleians, in returning a negative~ 

answer to the requisition of Sparta, added that they would enfranchise . 
their Perireki, when they saw Sparta enfranchise her own. This answer 
appears to me highly improbable, under the existing circumstances of 
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an army to invade their territory, entering it from the north 
side where it joined Achaia. Hardly had he crossed the 
frontier river Larissus and begun his ravages, when an earth
quake occurred. Such an event, usually construed in Greece 
as a divine warning, acted on this occasion so strongly on the 
religious susceptibilities of Agis, that he not only withdrew 
from the Eleian territory, but disbanded his army. His 
retreat gave so much additional courage to the Eleians, that 
they sent envoys and tried to establish alliances among those 
cities which they knew to be alienated from Sparta. Not even 
Thebes and Corinth, however, could be induced to assist 
them; nor did they obtain any other aid except Iooo men 
from h:tolia. 

In the next summer Agis undertook a second expedition, 
accompanied on this occasion by all the allies of Sparta; even 
by the Athenians, now enrolled upon the list. Thebes and 
Corinth alone stood aloof. On this occasion he approached 
from the opposite or southern side, that of the territory once 
called Messenia; passing through Aulon, and crossing the 
river Neda. He marched through Triphylia to the river 
Alpheius, which he crossed, and then proceeded to Olympia,· 
where he consummated the sacrifice from which the Eleians 
had before excluded him. In his march he was joined by the 
inhabitants of Lepreum, Makistus, and other dependent towns, 
which now threw off their subjection to Elis. Thus reinforced, 
Agis proceeded onward towards the city of Elis, through a 
productive country under flourishing agriculture, enriched by 
the crowds and sacrifices at the neighbouring Olympic temple, 
and for a long period unassailed. After attacking, not very 
vigorously, the half-fortified city-and being repelled by the 
h:tolian auxiliaries-he marched onward to the harbour called 
Kyllene, still plundering the territory. So ample was the stock 
of slaves, cattle, and rural wealth generally, that his troops not 
only acquired riches for themselves by plunder, but were also 
joined by many Arcadian and Achrean volunteers, who crowded 
in to partake of the golden harvest. I 

The opposition or wealthy oligarchical party in Elis availed 
themselves of this juncture to take arms against the govern
ment; hoping to get possessioll' of the city, and to maintain 
themselves in power by the aid of Sparta. Xenias their leader, 

Sparta and her relations to the other Grecian states. Allusion to the rela
tions between Sparta and her Periceki was a novelty, even in 371 B. c., at 
the congress which preceded the battle of Leuktra. 

1 Xen. Hellen. iii. z, 25, z6; Diodor. xiv. 17, 
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a man of immense wealth, with several of his adherents, rushed 
out armed, and assailed the government-house, in which it 
appears that Thrasydreus and his colleagues had been banquet
ing. They slew several persons, and among them one, whom, 
from great personal resemblance, they mistook for Thrasydreus. 
The latter was however at that moment intoxicated, and asleep 
in a separate chamber.l They then assembled in arms in the 
market-place, believing themselves to be masters of the city; 
while the people, under the like impression that Thrasydreus 
was dead, were too much dismayed to offer resistance. But 
presently it became known that he was yet alive; the people 
crowded to the government-house "like a swarm of bees," 2 

and arrayed themselves for his protection as well as under his 
guidance. Leading them forth at once to battle, he com
pletely defeated the oligarchical insurgents, and forced them 
to flee for protection to the Lacedremonian army. 

Agis presently evacuated the Eleian territory, yet not without 
planting a Lacedremonian harmost and a garrison, together 
with Xenias and the oligarchical exiles, at Epitalium, a little 
way south of the river Alpheius. Occupying this fort (analogous 
to Dekeleia in Attica), they spread ravage and ruin all around 
throughout the autumn and winter, to such a degree, that in 
the early spring, Thrasydreus and the Eleian government were 
compelled to send to Sparta and solicit peace. They con
sented to raze the imperfect fortifications of their city, so as to 
leave it quite open. They further surrendered their harbour 
of Kyllene with their ships of war, and relinquished all authority 
over the Triphylian townships, as well as over Lasion, which 
was claimed as an Arcadian town. 3 Though they pressed 

1 Xen. Hellen. iii. 2, 27; Pausanias, iii. 8, 2; v. 4, 5· 
The words of Xenophon are not very clear-Bou;>..6,u.vo• o€ o! 7Tepl Eevlav 

Tlw ;>..ey6p.evov p.eolp.v'f d7rop.erp{J(J'a(J'6a• 'TO 7Tapa .,-ou .,.a.,-pos dp"f6pwv ( .,-iw 
1r6i\w) Ot' alrrWv 7rpoffxwpfjcrat AaKeOatp.ovlots, E~e7rel1'&vres ~~ ol~elas ~l¢11 
txowres ucpa')'Cr.s 7ratoVat, teal Ui\i\ous Tf Ttvas wrelvovtn, 1eal 3p.ouSv Ttva. 
0paO"v0a£rp O.woJCTe!va:v-res, rrqJ Toil 8fu.tov 1rp0<1'T&.'Tp, cf)oV'TO epauvBaiov Awe-
IC'TOVEJiat. 0 • • ro 0~ ®pacrvOaLos ~'Tt Ka8e60(JJf/ ETiryxavev, oli7rep lp.E81J(J'8'f1. 

Both the words and the narrative are here very obscure. It seems as if 
a sentence had dropped out, when we come suddenly upon the mention of 
the drunken state of Thrasyda:us, without having before been told of any 
circumstance either leading to or implying this condition. 

2 Xen. Hellen. iii. 2, 28. 
3 Xen. Hellen. iii. 2, 30. There is something perplexing in Xenophon's 

description of the Triphylian townships which the Eleians surrendered. 
First, he does not name Lepreum or Makistus, both of which nevertheless 
had joined Agis on his invasion, and were the most important places in 
Triphylia (iii. 2, 25). Next, he names Letrini, Amphidoli, and Marganeis, 
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strenuously their claim to preserve the town of Epeium (be
tween the Arcadian town of Her<ea and the Triphylian town 
of Makistus), on the plea that they had bought it from its 
previous inhabitants at the price of thirty talents paid down
the Lacedremonians, pronouncing this to be a compulsory 
bargain imposed upon weaker parties by force, refused to 
recognise it. The town was taken away from them, seemingly 
without any reimbursement cif the purchase-money either in 
part or in whole. On these terms the Eleians were admitted 
to peace, and enrolled again among the members of the 
Lacedremonian confederacy .1 

as Triphylian; which yet were on the north of the Alpheius, and are else
where distinguished from Triphylian. I incline to believe that the words 
in his text, 1<al ·dts Tpupv:A.ioas ... &ll.ets &.pelva•, must be taken to mean 
Lepreum and Makistus, perhaps with some other places which we do not 
know; but that a 1<al after &.pe'lvat has fallen out of the text, and that the 
cities, whose names follow, are to be taken as ttot Triphylian. Phrixa and 
Epitalium were both south, but only just south, of the Alpheius ; they were 
on the borders of Triphylia-and it seems doubtful whether they were 
properly Triphylian. 

1 Xen. Hellen. iii. 2, 30; Diodor. :idv. 34; Pausan. iii. 8, 2. 
This war between Sparta and Elis reaches over three different years : it 

began in the first, occupied the whole of the second, and was finished in the 
third. Which y~ars these three were (out of the seven which separate B. c. 
403-396), is a point upon which critics have not been unanimous. 

Following the chronology of Diodorus, who places the beginning of the 
war in 402 B.C., I differ from Mr. Clinton, who places it in 401 B.c. 
(Fasti Hellen. ad ann.), and from Sievers (Geschichte von Griechenland 
bis zur Schlacht von Mantinea, p. 382), who places it in 398 B.C. 

According to Mr. Clinton's view, the principal year of the war would 
have been 400 B.c., the year of the Olympic festival. But surely, had such 
been the fact, the coincidence of war in the country with the Olympic 
festival, must have raised so many complications, and acted so powerfully 
on the sentiments of all parties, as to be specifically mentioned. In my 
judgement, the war was brought to a close in the early part of 400 B.C., 
before the time of the Olympic festival arrived. Probably the Eleians were 
anxious, on this very ground, to bring it to a close before the festival did 
arrive. 

Sievers, in his discussion of the point, admits that the date assigned by 
Diodorus to the Eleian war, squares both with the date which Diodorus 
gives for the death of Agis, and with that which Plutarch states about the 
duration of the reign of Agesilaus-better than the chronology which he 
himself (Sievers) prefers. He founds his conclusion on Xenophon, Hell. 
iii. 2, 2!. Tov-rwv o€ -rrpa-r-rop.€vwv ~v -rji 'A~rlct {nro ~•prwll.ll.llia, 1\a!<eliatp.&vtot 
KaTd. Tbv aU·dw xp&vov 1r&.A.ctt Op'YL(6f.J.EVOl To'is 'HAe[o,s, &c. 

This passage is certainly of some weight ;_ yet I think in the present case 
it is not to be pressed with rigid accuracy as to date. The whole third 
Book down to these very words, has been occupied entirely with the course 
of Asiatic affairs. Not a single proceeding of the Laced<emonians in Pelo
ponnesus, since the amnesty at Athens, has yet been mentioned. The 
command of Derkyllidas included only the last portion of the Asiatic 
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The time of the Olympic• festival seems to have been now 

approaching, and the Eleians were probably the more anxious 
to obtain peace from Sparta, as they feared to be deprived of 
their privilege as superintendents. The Pisatans-inhabitants 
of the district immediately round Olympia-availed themselves 
of the Spartan invasion of Elis to petition for restoration of 
their original privilege, as administrators of the temple of Zeus 
at Olympia with its great periodical solemnity-by the dis
possession of the Eleians as usurpers of that privilege. But 
their request met with no success. It was true indeed that 
such right had belonged to the Pisatans, in early days, before 
the Olympic festival had acquired its actual Pan-Hellenic 
importance and grandeur; and that the Eleians had only 
appropriated it to themselves after conquering the territory of 
Pisa. But taking the festival as it then stood, the Pisatans, 
mere villagers without any considerable city, were incompetent 
to do justice to it, and would have lowered its dignity in the 
eyes of all Greece. 

Accordingly, the Lacedremonians, on this ground, dismissed 
the claimants, and left the superintendence of the Olympic 
games still in the hands of the Eleians.1 

This triumphant dictation of terms to Elis placed the 
Lacedremonians in a condition of overruling ascendency 
throughout Peloponnesus, such as they had never attained 
before. To complete their victory, they rooted out all the 
remnants of their ancient enemies the Messenians, some of 
whom had been planted by the Athenians at Naupaktus, others 
in the island of Kephallenia. All of this persecuted race were 
now expelled, in the hour of Lacedrernonian omnipotence, 
from the neighbourhood of Peloponnesus, and forced to take 
shelter, some in Sicily, others at Kyrene.2 We shall in a future 
chapter have to commemorate the turn of fortune in their 
favour. 

exploits, and Xenophon has here loosely referred to it as if it comprehended 
the whole. Sievers moreover compresses the whole Eleian war into one 
year and a fraction ; an interval, shorter, I think, than that which is 
implied in the statements of Xenophon. 

1 Xen. Hellen. iii. 2, 31. 
2 Diodor. xiv. 34; Pausan. iv. z6, 2. 
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CHAPTER LXXIII 

AGESILAUS KING OF SPARTA-THE CORINTHIAN WAR 

THE close of the Peloponnesian War, with the victorious 
organisation of the Lacedremonian empire by Lysander, has 
already been described as a period carrying with it increased 
suffering to those towns which had formerly belonged to the 
Athenian empire, as compared with what they had endured 
under Athens-and harder dependence, unaccompanied by 
any species of advantage, even to those Peloponnesians and 
inland cities which had always been dependent allies of Sparta. 
To complete the melancholy picture of the Grecian world 
during these years, we may add (what will be hereafter more 
fully detailed) that calamities of a still more deplorable char
acter overtook the Sicilian Greeks : first, from the invasion of 
the Carthaginians, who sacked Himera, Selinus, Agrigentum, 
Gela, and Kamarina-next, from the overruling despotism of" 
Dionysius at Syracuse. 

Sparta alone had been the gainer; and that to a prodigious 
extent, both in revenue and power. It is from this time, and 
from the proceedings of Lysander, that various ancient authors 
dated the commencement of her degeneracy, which they 
ascribe mainly to her departure from the institutions of Lykur
gus by admitting gold and silver money. These metals had 
before been strictly prohibited ; no money being tolerated ex
cept heavy pieces of iron, not portable except to a very trifling 
amount. That such was the ancient institution of Sparta, 
under which any Spartan having in his possession gold and 
silver money, was liable, if detected, to punishment, appears 
certain. How far the regulation may have been in practice 
evaded, we have no means of determining. Some of the 
Ephors strenuously opposed the admission of the large sum 
brought home by Lysander as remnant of what he had re
ceived from Cyrus towards the prosecution of the war. They 
contended that the admission of so much gold and silver into 
the public treasury was a flagrant transgression of the Lykur
gean ordinances. But their resistance was unavailing, and the 
new acquisitions were received; though it still continued to 
be a penal offence (and was even made a capital offence, if 
we may trust Plutarch) for any individual to be found with 

L 2 
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gold and silver in his possession,! To enforce such a pro
hibition, however, even if practicable before, ceased to be 
practicable so soon as these metals were recognised and 
tolerated in the possession, and for the purposes, of the 
government. 

There can l:Je ho doubt that the introduction of a large sum 
of coined gold and silver into Sparta was in itself a striking and 
important phfenomenon, when viewed in conjunction with the 
peculiar customs and discipline of the state. It was likely to 
raise strong antipathies in the bosom of an old-fashioned 
Spartan, and probably King Archidamus, had he been alive, 
would have taken part with the opposing Ephors. But Plu
tarch al'ld others have criticised it too much as a phfenomenon 
by itself; whereas it was really one characteristic mark and 
portion of a. new assemblage of circumstances, into which 
Sparta had been gradually arriving during the last years of the 
war, and which were brought into the most effective action by 
the decisive success at JEgospotami. The institutions of 
Lykurgus, though excluding all Spartan citizens, by an un
remitting drill and public mess, from trade and industry, from 
ostentation, and from luxury-did not by any means extinguish 
in their bosoms the love of money ; 2 while they had a positive 
tendency to exaggerate, rather than to abate, the love of power. • 
The Spartan kings Leotychides and Pleistoanax had both been 
guilty of receiving bribes ; Tissaphernes had found means 
(during the twentieth year of the Peloponnesian War) to cor
rupt not merely the Spartan admiral Astyochus, but also nearly 
all the captains of the Peloponnesian fleet, except the Syra
cusan Hermokrates; Gylippus, as well as his father Klean
drides, had degraded himself by the like fraud; and Anaxibius 
at Byzantium was not at all purer. Lysander, enslaved only 

1 Plutarch, Lysand. c. 17. Compare Xen. Rep. Laced. vii. 6. 
Both Ephorus and Theopompus recounted this opposition to the introduc

tion of gold and silver into Sparta, each mentioning the name of one of the 
Ephors as taking the lead in it. 

There was a considerable body of ancient sentiment, and that too among 
high-minded and intelligent men, which regarded gold and silver as a cause 
of mischief and corruption, and of which the stanza of Horace (Od. iii. 3) is 
an echo:-

Aurum irrepertum, et sic melius situm 
Cum terra celat, spernere fortior 

Quam cogere humanos in usus, 
Omne sacrum rapiente dextra. 

2 Aristotel. Politic. ii. 6, 23. 
'A7rof3e{J7j1CE OE -robvav-rlov -rrjJ vop.o8ET?1 TOV uvp.rpepov-ros· -r~v fl-EV rap 

w&A.w ..-e..-ol1jKEP i'l.xpfip.a-rov, -rolls II' loulJras quAoxpnp.&rous. 
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by his appetite for dominion, and himself a remarkable instance 
of superiority to pecuniary corruption, was thus not the first to 
engraft that vice on the minds of his countrymen. But though 
he found it already diffused among them, he did much to im
part to it a still more decided predominance, by the immense 
increase of opportunities, and enlarged booty for peculation, 
which his newly-organised Spartan empire furnished Not 
merely did he bring home a large residue in gold and silver, 
but there was a much larger annual tribute imposed by him on 
the dependent cities, combined with numerous appointments 
of harmosts to govern these cities. Such appointments pre
sented abundant illicit profits, easy to acquire, and even diffi
cult to avoid, since the decemvirs in each city were eager thus 
to purchase forbearance or connivance for their own misdeeds. 
So many new sources of corruption were sufficient to. operate 
most unfavourably on the Spartan character, if not by implant
ing any fresh vices, at least by stimulating all its inherent bad 
tendencies. 

To understand the material change thus wrought in it, we 
have only to contrast the speeches of King Archidamus and of 
the Corinthians, made in 432 B.c. at the beginning of the Pelo
ponnesian War-with the state of facts at the end of the war, 

·during the eleven years between the victory of .tEgospotami 
and the defeat of Knidus (405....:394 B.c.). At the former of the 
two epochs, Sparta had no tributary subjects, nor any funds in 
her treasury, while her citizens were very reluctant to pay im
posts: 1 about 334 B.c., thirty-seven years after her defeat at 
Leuktra and her loss of Messenia, Aristotle remarks the like 
fact, which had then again become true ; 2 but during the con
tinuance of her empire, between 405 and 394 B.c., she pos
sessed a large public revenue, derived from the tribute of the 
dependent cities. In 432 B.c., Sparta is not merely cautious 
but backward; especially averse to any action at a distance 
from home; 3 in 404 B.c., after the close of the war, she be
comes aggressive, intermeddling, and ready for dealing with 

1 Thucyd. i. 8?." ai\1\a '11'0:-"rii, lTt 'II'Af~V 'T~VT~v, (XP11~ci.Twv} eMel'II'Of.LEJI, 
Kctl oiiT< ev KDtvcp <XDf.L<V, ouT< <Tolp.ws '" Twv <otwv <f><pof.L<V. 

2 Aristotel. Polit. ii. 6, 23. <f>ctvi\ws o' ~X .. Kctl 7r<pl Ta KDLVa XP~f.LCL'Tct 
Tois "l7rctpnci.Taw oiiT< -yap ev Tcii Kotvqi T1ls 11"01\<ws EITTlv oMi.!v, 1roll..!p.ovs 
p.e')'rlAous lx.vu:yKa(op.fvovs cplpetv· elucpEpova'l 'TE K«ll&is, &c. 

Contrast what Plato says in his dialogue of Alkibiades, i. c. 39, p. rzz E, 
about the great quantity of gold and silver then at Sparta. The dialogue 
must bear date at some period between 4oo-371 B.C. 

8 See the speeches of the Corinthian envoys and of King Archidamus at 
Sparta (Thucyd. i. 7o-84; compare also viii. 24--96}. 
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enemies or making acquisitions remote as well as near.1 In 
432 B.c., her unsocial and exclusive manners against the rest 
of Greece, with her constant expulsion of other Greeks from her 
own city, stand prominent among her attributes ; 2 while at the 
end of the war, her foreign relations had acquired such great 
development as to become the principal matter of attention for 
her leading citizens as well as for her magistrates ; so that the 
influx of strangers into Sparta, and the efflux of Spartans into 
other parts of Greece, became constant and inevitable. Hence 
the strictness of the Lykurgean discipline gave way on many 
points, and the principal Spartans especially struggled by 
various shifts to evade its obligations. It was to these leading 
men that the great prizes fell, enabling them to enrich them
selves at the expense either of foreign subjects or of the public 
treasury, and tending more and more to aggravate that in
equality of wealth among the Spartans which Aristotle so 
emphatically notices in his time ; 3 since the smaller citizens 
had no similar opportunities opened to them, nor any industry 
of their own, to guard their properties against gradual sub
division and absorption, and to keep them in a permanent 
state of ability to furnish that contribution to the mess-table, 
for themselves and their sons, which formed the groundwork 
of Spartan political franchise. Moreover the spectacle of · 
such newly-opened lucrative prizes-accessible only to that 
particular section of influential Spartan families who gradually 
became known apart from the rest under the title of the Equals 
or Peers-embittered the discontent of the energetic citizens 
beneath that privileged position, in such a manner as to menace 
the tranquillity of the state-as will presently be seen. That 
sameness of life, habits, attainments, aptitudes, enjoyments, 
fatigues, and restraints, which the Lykurgean regulations had 
so long enforced, and still continued to prescribe,-divesting 
wealth of its principal advantages, and thus keeping up the 
sentiment of personal equality among the poorer citizens
became more and more eluded by the richer, through the 
venality as well as the example of Ephors and Senators; 4 while 
for those who had no means of corruption, it continued 

1 See the criticisms upon Sparta, about 395 B.C. and 372 B.c. (Xenoph. 
Hellen. iii. 5, 11-15; vi. 3, 8-rr). 

2 Thucyd. i. 77. ~ Ap.twra -y?x.p Tel 'Tf Ka8' 6p.as U.U'TOVS vop.tp.a 'TOtS 
/fl\.ll.o<r txeTe, &c. About the ~•v1Jl\.acrfat of the Spartans-see the speech 
of Perikles in Thucyd. i. 138. 

a Aristotel. Politic. ii. 6, ro. 
4 Aristotel. Politic. ii. 6, r6-r8 ; ii. 7, 3· 
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unrelaxed, except in so far as many of them fell into a still more 
degraded condition by the loss of their citizenship. 

It is not merely Isokrates,1 who attests the corruption 
wrought in the character of the Spartans by the possession of 
that foreign empire which followed the victory of LEgospotami 
-but also their earnest panegyrist Xenophon. After having 
warmly extolled the laws of Lykurgus or the Spartan institu
tions, he is constrained to admit that his eulogies, though 
merited by the past, have become lamentably inapplicable to 
that present which he himself witnessed. "Formerly (says 
he 2) the Lacedremonians used to prefer their own society and 
moderate way of life at home, to appointments as harmosts 
in foreign towns, with all the flattery and all the corruption 
attending them. Formerly, tl1ey were afraid to be seen with 
gold in their possession ; now, there are some who make even 
an ostentatious display of it. Formerly, they enforced their 
(Xenelasy or) expulsion of strangers, and forbade foreign travel, 
in order that their citizens might not be filled with relaxed 
habits of life from contact with foreigners; but now, those, who 
stand first in point of influence among them, study above all 
things to be in perpetual employment as harmosts abroad. 
There was a time when they took pains to be worthy of head
ship ; but now they strive much rather to get and keep the 
command, than to be properly qualified for it. Accordingly 
the Greeks used in former days to come and solicit, that the 

1 Isokrates, de Pace, s. I IS-127. 
2 Xen. de Republ. Laced. c. 14. · 

oiaa -y?J.p 7rp6Tepov f'EV AaKEOalf'Odous alpoufLEVOus, oti<OI .,.?,. fLETp<a 
~XOVTaS ail./1:/jil.oiS <TUVEiVal fL'iiil.il.oV fJ &pfL6(oVTaS iv Tais 7r6ii.Ecrt 1<al 
KoA.aKevop.ivovs Otacp8elpeu8a.t. Kal 1rp6rr8ev p.€v olGa alrroOs cpo~ov!J.fvovs, 
xpuulov fxov-ra.s cpalvecr8at. vVv Bl tu-rtv oVs Kal Kai\A.w7rt(o,.,.Evov~ ~71'"1 'Tcf 
ICEK''T~0'8cu. ~E1l'l~Ta~aL oE.,Kal 7rp6cr8ev TDVT?V Ev~Ka ~e::_7JA.au.las "Y'?vop.E~as, 
~Cal a7roa'T/f'E<V ou1< e~&v, o1rws f'h p~llwup-yms 01 7rDil.<7a< a'lrh Twv ~·vwv 
ip.71'"lp:rrA.atJITO' vVv 0, €7riffrraJ-Lat -robs Ook:oilz.Tas 1rpc6-rovs elvat €rnrov0aK6Ta.s 
Ws p.'YJ0E7roTe 7ra6wvra.t U.pp.O~~ovTes €1rl ~EV7JS. Kal -nv p.Ev, 8-re ~1r'Ef.u:hoJh,To, 
81rCtJs l4~to: ElEv i}')'eta8at · vVv Of 1roA.V p.&.A.Aov 7rpa')'fJ.a'T"eVovTat, 01rws 
lip;oucrw fJ g.,..ws l£~101 TOv7ou ~crovTa<. To•-yapovv ol "Eil.il.71v•s 1rp6T<pov 
p.~v i&vTes els AaKEOalp.ova ~OEov'T"o airrWv, 1rye'iu8az E1rl Toils OoKoVv-ras 
aliii<Eiv· vvv a< 'ITO!I.il.ol 7rapa!<ail.ov<TLV ail.il.~il.ous ~ ... l TO alai<Wii.VEIV 
tip~a.z w&.Atv a.U-roVs. OiJOEv p.Ev-rot OeL 8a.vfJ.&.(etv 'T"OV'T"wV Ti:)JI E-rrtlJI&f'wV 
avTois 'Y''YVOf'EVWV, f7rE<ah <J>avepol elcrw oi!Tf TtP Beep 7rE180fLEVOI oliT€ Tois 
Au1<ovp-you v6fLo<s. 

The expression "taking measures to hinder the Laced~monians from 
again exercising empire ''-marks this treatise as probably composed some 
time between their naval defeat at Knidus, and their land defeat at Leuktra. 
The former put an end to their maritime empire-the latter excluded them 
from all possibility of recovering it ; but during the interval between the 
two, such recovery was by no means impossible. 
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Spartans would act as their leaders against wrong-doers ; but 
now they are exhorting each other to concert measures for 
shutting out Sparta from renewed empire. Nor can we wonder 
that the Spartans have fallen into this discredit, when they 
have manifestly renounced obedience both to the Delphian god 
and to the institutions of Lykurgus." 

This criticism (written at some period between 394-37 r B.c.) 
from the strenuous eulogist of Sparta is highly instructive. We 
know from other evidences how badly the Spartan empire worked 
for the subject-cities: we here learn how badly it worked for 
the character of the Spartans themselves, and for those internal 
institutions which even an enemy of Sparta, who detested her 
foreign policy, still felt constrained to admire.1 All the vices, 
here insisted upon by Xenophon, arise from various incidents 
connected with her empire. The moderate, home-keeping, 
old-fashioned, backward disposition-of which the Corinthians 
complain, 2 but for which King Archidamus takes credit, at the 
beginning of the Peloponnesian War-is found exchanged, at 
the close of the war, for a spirit of aggression and conquest, for 
ambition public as well as private, and for emancipation of the 
great men from the subduing 3 equality of discipline enacted by 
Lykurgus. 

Agis the son of Archidamus (426-399 B.c.), and Pausanias 
son of Pleistoanax (4o8-394 B.c.), were the two kings of Sparta 
at the end of the war. But Lysander, the admiral or com
mander of the fleet, was for the time 4 greater than either of 

1 The Athenian envoy at Melos says-fl.a.t<ella.<J.I.OV<o< ')!&p '!Tpos crcj>iis J.'fV 
a.brolts K«l Tt\ f1rlXc!Jpta v&p.tp.a, 71'J\.E'iU70. &.pe-rf] XpWvTat. 1rpOs 0~ To0s 
6.AAovs-E7rt<pavEu-rara. &v 1up.ev TO. p.Ev nola JCai\.Ct. vop.l(ovtn, TO. OE ~up.rpE· 
powra. lllt<a<a (Thucyd. v. 105). A judgement, almost exactly the same, is 
pronounced by Polybius (vi. 48). 

2 Thucyd. i. 6g, 70, 7I, 84. apxa<0Tpo7ra. iJj.I.WV ,.& br<T1)0E6j.l.a.Ta
lXot<VO< 'ITpOS iJj.1.0.S J.I.EAA7)Tas t<al tt7r007)j.I.7)Ta.l 7rpos ~V07)j.I.OTcfTous : also viii. 24. 

3 l'IT<fpT1JV 'lia.p.auiJ.~.f3poTov (Simonides ap. Plutarch, Agesilaum, c. I). 
4 See an expression of Aristotle (Polit. ii. 6, 22) about the function of 

admiral among the Lacedremonians-i'ITl ')lttp To<s fJcun/l.evuw, oocr• crTpa
T1J'JIO'is aloiots, -1) Va.uapx£a. O'XEOOV hlpa {3a.(f<I\E(a. t<a0E<J'T7)1<€. 

This reflection,-which Aristotle intimates that he has borrowed from 
some one else, though without saying from whom-must in all probability 
have been founded upon the case of Lysander ; for never after Lysander, 
was there any Lacedremonian admiral enjoying a power which could by 
possibility be termed exorbitant or dangerous. We know that during the 
later years of the Peloponnesian ·war, much censure was cast upon the 
Lacedremonian practice of annuaily changing the admiral (Xen. Hellen. i. 
6, 4l· 

The Lacedremonians seem to have been impressed with these criticisms, 
for in the year 395 B.c. (the year before the battle of !{nidus) they conferred 
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the two kings, who had the right of commanding only the 
troops on land. I have already mentioned how his overween
ing dictation and insolence offended not only Pausanias, but 
1lso several of the Ephors and leading men at Sparta, as well 
as Pharnabazus the Persian satrap ; thus indirectly bringing 
about the emancipation of Athens from the Thirty, the partial 
discouragement of the Dekarchies throughout Greece, and the 
recall of Lysander himself from his command. It was not 
without reluctance that the conqueror of Athens submitted to 
descend again to a private station. Amidst the crowd of 
flatterers who heaped incense on him at the moment of his 
omnipotence, there were not wanting those who suggested that 
he was much more worthy to reign than either Agis or Pau
sanias : that the kings ought to be taken, not from the first
born of the lineage of Eurysthenes and Prokles, but by selec
tion out of all the Herakleids, of whom Lysander himself was 
one ; 1 and that the person elected ought to be not merely 
a descendant of Herakles, but a worthy parallel of Herakles 
himself. While p::eans were sung to the honour of Lysander at 
Samos 2-while Chrerilus and Antilochus composed poems in 
his praise-while Antimachus (a poet highly esteemed by Plato) 
entered into a formal competition of recited epic verses called 
Lysandria, and was surpassed by Nikeratus-there was another 
warm admirer, a rhetor or sophist of Halikarnassus, named 
Kleon, 3 who wrote a discourse proving that Lysander had well 
earned the regal dignity-that personal excellence ought to 
prevail over legitimate descent-and that the crown ought to 
be laid open to election from the most worthy among the 
Herakleids. Considering that. rhetoric was neither employed 
nor esteemed at Sparta, we cannot reasonably believe that 
Lysander really ordered the composition of this discourse as 
an instrument of execution for projects preconceived by him
self, in the same manner as an Athenian prosecutor or de
fendant before the Dikastery used to arm himself with a speech 
from Lysias or Demosthenes. Kleon would make his court 
professionally through such a prose composition, whether the 

upon King Agesilaus, who was then commanding the land army in Asia 
Minor, the command of the fleet also-in order to secure unity of opera
tions. This had never been done before (Xen. Hellen. iii. 4, 28). 

1 Plutarch, Lysand. c. 24. Perhaps he may have been simply a member 
of the tribe called Hylleis, who probably called themselves Herakleids. 
Some affirmed that Lysander wished to cause the kings to be elected out of 
all the Spartans, not simply out of the Herakleids. This is less probable. 

2 Duris ap. Athenreum, xv. p. 696. 
3 Plutarch, Lysand. c. r8; Plutarch, Agesil. c. 20. 
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project were first recommended by himself, or currently dis 
cussed among a circle of admirers ; while Lysander would 
probably requite the compliment by a reward not less munifi
cent than that which he gave to the indifferent poet Antilochus.1 

And the composition would be put into the form of an harangue 
from the admiral to his countrymen, without any definite pur
pose that it should be ever so delivered. Such hypothesis of a 
speaker and an audience was frequent with the rhetors in their 
writings, as we may see in Isokrates-especially in his sixth 
discourse, called Archidamus. 

Either from his own ambition, or from the suggestions of 
others, Lysander came now to conceive the idea of breaking 
the succession of the two regal families, and opening for him
self a door to reach the crown. His projects have been 
characterised as revolutionary; but there seems nothing in 
them which fairly merits the appellation in the sense which 
that word now bears, if we consider accurately what the Spar
tan kings were in the year 400 B.c. In this view the associa
tions connected with the title of king, are to a modern reader 
misleading. The Spartan kings were not kings at all, in any 
modern sense of the term ; not only they were not absolute, 
but they were not even constitutional kings. They were not 
sovereigns, nor was any Spartan their subject; every Spartan 
was the member of a free Grecian community. The Spartan 
king did not govern; nor did he reign, in the sense of having 
government carried on in his name and by his delegates. The 
government of Sparta was carried on by the Ephors, with 
frequent consultation of the senate, and occasional, though rare, 
appeals to the public assembly of citizens. The Spartan king 
was not legally inviolable. He might be, and occasionally was, 
arrested, tried, and punished for misbehaviour in the discharge 
of his functions. He was a self-acting person, a great officer of 
state; enjoying certain definite privileges, and exercising certain 
military and judicial functions, which passed as an universitas 
by hereditary transmission in his family; but subject to the 
control of the Ephors as to the way in which he performed 
these duties.2 Thus, for example, it was his privilege to com-

1 Plutarch, Lysand. c. I 7. 
2 Aristotle (Polit. v. I, 5) represents justly the schemes of Lysander as 

going "pbs .,.b p.epos .,., JC<v~tra< .,.~s 'lroll.tnlas· oTov i'tpxhv 'T<va ICa'Tao·.,.i)ua< 
fi i'tvell.eiv. The Spartan kingship is here regarded as i'tpxh 'TLs-one office of 
state, among others. But Aristotle regards Lysander as having intended 
to destroy the kingship-Ka'Tall.vuat .. ~v ,Bautll.elav-which does not appear 
to have been the fact. The plan of Lysander was to retain the kingship, 
but to render it elective instead of hereditary. He wished to place the 
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mand the army when sent on foreign service; yet a law was 
made, requiring him to take deputies along with him, as a council 
of war without whom nothing was to be done. The Ephors 
recalled Agesilaus when they thought fit; and they brought 
Pausanias to trial and punishment, for alleged misconduct in 
his command.1 The only way in which the Spartan kings 
formed part of the sovereign power in the state, or shared in 
the exercise of government properly so called, was that they 
had votes ex officio in the Senate, and could vote there by 
proxy when they were not present. In ancient times, very 
imperfectly known, the Spartan kings seem really to have been 
sovereigns ; the government having then been really carried on 
by them or by their orders. But in the year 400 B.C., Agis 
and Pausanias had become nothing more than great and 
dignified hereditary officers of state, still bearing the old title 
of their ancestors. To throw open these hereditary functions 
to all the members of the Herakleid Gens, by election from 
their number, might be a change better or worse : it was a 
startling novelty (just as it would have been to propose, that 
any of the various priesthoods, which were hereditary in par
ticular families, should be made elective), because of the 
extreme attachment of the Spartans to old and sanctified 
customs; but it cannot properly be styled revolutionary. The 
Ephors, the Senate, and the public assembly, might have 
made such a change in full legal form, without any appeal to 
violence; the kings might vote against it, but they would have 
been outvoted. And if the change had been made, the Spar
tan government would have remained, in form as well as in 
principle, just what it was before; although the Eurystheneid 
and Prokleid families would have lost their privileges. It is 
not meant here to deny that the Spartan kings were men of 
great importance in the state, especially when (like Agesilaus) 
they combined with their official station a marked personal 
energy. But it is not the less true, that the associations, con
nected with the title of king in the modern mind, do not 
properly apply to them. 

To carry his point at Sparta, Lysander was well aware that 

Spartan kingship substantially on the same footing, as that on which the 
office of the kings or suffetes of Carthage stood ; who were not hereditary, 
nor confined to members of the same family or Gens, but chosen out of the 
principal families or Gentes. Aristotle, while comparing the {3tur!'A.•7s at 
Sparta with those at Carthage, as being generally analogous, pronounces in 
favour of the Carthaginian election as better than the Spartan hereditary 
transmission (Arist. Polit. ii. 8, 2). 

1 Thucyd. v. 63 ; Xen. Hellen. iii. 5, 25; iv. 2, I. 
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agencies of an unusual character must be employed. Quitting 
Sparta soon after his recall, he visited the oracles of Delphi, 
Dodona, and Zeus Ammon in Libya,1 in order to procure, by 
persuasion or corruption, injunctions to the Spartans counten
ancing his projects. So great was the general effect of oracular 
injunctions on the Spartan mind, that Kleomenes had thus 
obtained the deposition of King Demaratus,-and the exiled 
Pleistoanax, his own return; 2 bribery having been in both 
cases the moving impulse. But Lysander was not equally 
fortunate. None of these oracles could be induced, by any 
offers, to venture upon so grave a sentence as that of repealing 
the established law of succession to the Spartan throne. It is 
even said that the priests of Ammon, not content with refusing 
his offers, came over to Sparta to denounce his proceeding; upon 
which accusation Lysander was put on his trial, but acquitted. 

The statement that he was thus tried and acquitted, I think 
untrue. But his schemes thus far miscarried-and he was com
pelled to resort to another stratagem, yet still appealing to the 
religious susceptibilities of his countrymen. There had been 
born some time before, in one of the cities of the Euxine, a 
youth named Silenus, whose mother affirmed that he was the 
son of Apollo ; an assertion which found extensive credence, 
notwithstanding various difficulties raised by the sceptics. 
While making known at Sparta this new birth of a son to the 
god, the partisans of Lysander also spread abroad the news 
that there existed sacred manuscripts and inspired records, of 
great antiquity, hidden and yet unread, in the custody of the 
Delphian priests; not to be touched or consulted until some 
genuine son of Apollo should come forward to claim them. 
With the connivance of some among the priests, certain oracles 
were fabricated agreeable to the views of Lysander. The plan 
was concerted that Silenus should present himself at Delphi, 
tender the proofs of his divine parentage, and then claim the 
inspection of these hidden records; which the priests, after an 
apparently rigid scrutiny, were prepared to grant. Silenus 
would then read them aloud in the presence of all the spec
tators; and one would be found among them, recommending 
to the Spartans to choose their kings out of all the best 
citizens. 3 

I Diodor. xiv. I3; Cicero, de Divinat. i. 43, 96; Cornel. Nepos, 
Lysand. c. 3· 

2 Plutarch, Lysand. c. 25, from Ephorus. Compare Herodot. vi. 66; 
Thucyd. v. I2. 

s Plutarch, Lysand. c. ::G. 
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So nearly did this project approach to consummation, that 

Silenus actually presented himself at Delphi, and put in his 
claim. But one of the confederates either failed in his courage, 
or broke down, at the critical moment; so that the hidden 
records still remained hidden. Yet though Lysander was thus 
compelled to abandon his plan, nothing was made public about 
it until after his death. It might probably have succeeded, 
had he found temple-confederates of proper courage and 
cunning-when we consider the profound and habitual defer
ence of the Spartans to Delphi; upon the sanction of which 
oracle the Lykurgean institutions themselves were mainly 
understood to rest. And an occasion presently arose, on which 
the proposed change might have been tried with unusual 
facility and pertinence; though Lysander himself, having once 
miscarried, renounced his enterprise, and employed his in
fluence, which continued unabated, in giving the sceptre to 
another instead of acquiring it for himselfl-like Mucian in 
reference to the Emperor Vespasian. 

It was apparently about a year after the campaigns in Elis, 
that King Agis, now an old man, was taken ill at Herrea in 

1 Tacit. Histor. i. ro. "Cui expeditius fuerit tradere imperium, quam 
obtinere." 

The general fact of the conspiracy of Lysander to open for himself a way 
to the throne, appears to rest on very sufficient testimony-that of Ephorus; 
to whom perhaps the words tpao-l -rwes in Aristotle may allude, where he 
mentions this conspiracy as having been narrated (Polit. v. I, 5). But 
Plutarch, as well as K. 0. Miiller (Hist. of Dorians, iv. 9, 5) and others, 
erroneously represent the intrigues with the oracle as being resorted to 
after Lysander returned from accompanying Agesilaus to Asia ; which is 
certainly impossible, since Lysander accompanied Agesilaus out, in the 
spring of 396 B. c.-did not return to Greece until the spring of 395 B. c.
and was then employed, with an interval not greater than four or five 
months, on that expedition against Bceotia wherein he was slain. 

The tampering of Lysander with the oracle must undoubtedly have taken 
place prior to the death of Agis-at some time between 403 B.c. and 399 
B.c. The humiliation which he received in 396 B.C. from Agesilaus might 
indeed have led him to revolve in his mind the renewal of his former plans, 
but he can have had no time to do anything towards them. Aristotle 
(Polit. v. 6, 2) alludes to the humiliation of Lysander by the kings as an 
example of incidents tending to raise disturbance in an aristocratical govern
ment ; but this humiliation probably alludes to the manner in which he was 
thwarted in Attica by Pausanias in 403 B. c.-which proceeding is ascribed 
by Plutarch to both kings, as well as to their jealousy of Lysander (see 
Plutarch, Lysand. c. 21)-not to the treatment of Lysander by Agesilaus in 
396 B.C. The mission of Lysander to the despot Dionysius at Syracuse 
(Plutarch, Lysand. c. 2) must also have taken place prior to the death of 
Agis in 399 B. c. : whether before or after the failure of the stratagem at 
Delphi, is uncertain ; perhaps after it. 
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Arcadia, and carried back to Sparta, where he shortly after
wards expired. His wife Timrea had given birth to a son 
named Leotychides, now a youth about fifteen years of age.l 
But the legitimacy of this youth had always been suspected by 
Agis, who had pronounced, when the birth of the child was 
first made known to him, that it could not be his. He had 
been frightened out of his wife's bed by the shock of an 
earthquake, which was construed as a warning from Poseidon, 
and was held to be a prohibition of intercourse for a certain 
time; during which interval Leotychides was born. This was 
one story : another was, that the young prince was the son of 
Alkibiades, born during the absence of Agis in his command 
at Dekeleia. On the other hand, it was alleged that Agis, 
though originally doubtful of the legitimacy of Leotychides, 
had afterwards retracted his suspicions, and fully recognised 
him ; especially, and with peculiar solemnity, during his last 
illness.2 As in the case of Demaratus about a century earlier 3 

-advantage was taken of these doubts by Agesilaus, the 
younger brother of Agis, powerfully seconded by Lysander, to 
exclude Leotychides, and occupy the throne himself. 

Agesilaus was the son of King Archidamus, not by Lampito 
the mother of Agis, but by a second wife named Eupolia. He 
was now -at the mature age of forty, 4 and having been brought 
up without any prospect of becoming king-at least until very 
recent times-had passed through the unmitigated rigour of 
Spartan drill and training. He was distinguished for all Spar
tan virtues : exemplary obedience to authority, in the perform
ance of his trying exercises, military as well as civil-emulation, 
in trying to surpass every competitor-extraordinary courage, 
energy, as well as facility in enduring hardship-simplicity and 
frugality in all his personal habits-extreme sensibility to the 
opinion of his fellow-citizens. Towards his personal friends 
or adherents, he was remarkable for fervour of attachment, 
even for unscrupulous partisanship, with a readiness to use all 

1 The age of Leotychid~s is approximately marked by the date of the 
presence of Alkibiades at Sparta 4r4-4r3 B.c. The mere rumour, true or 
false, that this young man was the son of Alkibiad~s, may be held sufficient 
as chronological evidence to certify his age. 

2 Xen. Hellen. iii. 3, 2 ; Pausanias, iii. 8, 4 ; Plutarch, Agesilaus, c. 3· 
s Herodot. v. 66. 
4 I confess I do not understand how Xenophon can affirm, in his Agesi

Jaus, i. 6, 'A')''ltrill.aos Toivuv l-r< p.€v veos &v (-ruxe Ti)s {)atr<ll.eias. For he 
himself says (ii. 28), and it seems well established, that Agesilaus died at 
the age of above So (Plutarch, Agesil. c. 40); and his death must have 
been about 360 B.C. 
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his influence in screening their injustices or shortcomings; 
while he was comparatively placable and generous in dealing 
with rivals at home, notwithstanding his eagerness to be first in 
every sort of competition.l His manners were cheerful and 
popular, and his physiognomy pleasing ; though in stature he 
was not only small but mean, and though he laboured under 
the additional defect of lameness on one leg, 2 which accounts 
for his constant refusal to suffer his statue to be taken.3 He 
was indifferent to money, and exempt from excess of selfish 
feeling, except in his passion for superiority and power. 

In spite of his rank as brother of Agis, Agesilaus had never 
yet been tried in any military command, though he had pro
bably served in the army either at Dekeleia or in Asia. Much 
of his character therefore lay as yet undisclosed. And his 
popularity may perhaps have been the greater at the moment 
when the throne became vacant, inasmuch as, having never 
been put in a position to excite jealousy, he stood distinguished 
only for accomplishments, efforts, endurances, and punctual 
obedience, wherein even the poorest citizens were his com
petitors on equal terms. Nay, so complete was the self
constraint, and the habit of smothering emotions, generated 
by a Spartan training, that even the cunning Lysander himself 
did not at this time know him. He and Agesilaus had been 
early and intimate friends, 4 both having been placed as boys in 
the same herd or troop for the purposes of discipline; a strong 
illustration of the equalising character of this discipline, since 
we know that Lysander was of poor parents and condition.5 

He made the mistake of supposing Agesilaus to be of a dis
position particularly gentle and manageable; and this was his 
main inducement for espousing the pretensions of the latter to 
the throne, after the decease of Agis. Lysander reckoned, if 
by his means Agesilaus became king, on a great increase of his 
own influence, and especially on a renewed mission to Asia, if 
not as ostensible general, at least as real chief under the titular 
headship of the new king. 

Accordingly, when the imposing solemnities which always 

1 Plutarch, Agesilaus, c. 2-5; Xenoph. Agesil. vii. 3 ; Plutarch, 
Apophth. Laconic. p. 212 D. 

2 Plutarch, Agesil. c. 2 ; Xenoph. Agesil. viii. I. 
It appears that the mother of Agesilaus was a very small woman, and that 

Archidamus had incurred the censure of the Ephors, Qn tha.t especial 
ground, for marrying her. 

3 Xenoph. Agesil. xi. 7 ; Plutarch, Agesil. c. 2. 
4 Plutarch, Agesil. c. 2. 

• Plutarch, Lysand. c. 2. 
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marked the funeral of a king of Sparta were terminated, 1 and 
the day arrived for installation of a new king, Agesilaus, under 
the promptings of Lysander, stood forward to contest the 
legitimacy and the title of Leotychides, and to claim the 
sceptre for himself-a true Herakleid, brother of the late king 
Agis. In the debate, which probably took place not merely 
before the Ephors and the Senate but before the assembled 
citizens besides-Lysander warmly seconded his pretensions. 
Of this debate unfortunately we are not permitted to know 
much. We cannot doubt that the mature age and excellent 
reputation of Agesilaus would count as a great recommendation, 
when set against an untried youth; and this was probably the 
real point (since the relationship of both was so near) upon 
which decision turned ; 2 for the legitimacy of Leotychides was 
positively asseverated by his mother Timrea,3 and we do not 
find that the question of paternity was referred to the Delphian 
oracle, as in the case of Demaratus. 

There was however one circumstance which stood much in 
the way of Agesilaus-his personal deformity. A lame king 
of Sparta had never yet been known. And if we tum back 
more than a century to the occurrence of a similar deformity 
in one of the Battiad princes at Kyrene, 4 we see the Kyrenians 
taking it so deeply to heart, that they sent to ask advice from 
Delphi, and to invite the Mantineian reformer Dem6nax. Over 
and above this sentiment of repugnance, too, the gods had 
specially forewarned Sparta to beware of "a lame reign." 
Diopeithes, a prophet and religious adviser of high reputation, 
advocated the cause of Leotychides. He produced an ancient 
oracle, telling Sparta, that "with all her pride she must not 
suffer a lame reign to impair her stable footing; 5 for if she did 
so, unexampled suffering and ruinous wars would long beset 
her." This prophecy had already been once invoked, about 
eighty years earlier,6 but with a very different interpretation. 
To Grecian leaders, like Themistokles or Lysander, it was an 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. iii. 3, I. 
2 Plutarch, Lysand. c. 22 ; Plutarch, Agesil. c. 3 ; Xen. Hellen. m. 3, 

2 ; Xen. Agesil. I, 5-!<p!vaua 7, 11"0AIS aVE1rti<A7}'TOTEpov elvat 'A-y'l)uill.ao> 
1<al T<jJ ")'EVEI Kal -rp &pe-rp, &c. 

3 Xen. Hellen. iii. 3, 2. This statement contradicts the talk imputed to 
Timrea by Duris (Plutarch, Agesil. c. 3 ; Plutarch, Alkibiad. c. 23). 

4 Herodot. iv. r6r. Ate~e~aTo ii~ -r~v f,autll.'l)f'l)v -roil 'Ap~<eu[l\ew b .,..&is 
Bcf-r-ros, xwll.os ,.. €wv l<al OVI< &pTL1rOVS. 01 OE Kvp'I)VatOt .,. p ~ s T h v I< aT a
ll.af3ovuav crvp.</>op~v ~1rEp.1rov ~s Ae7-,.<Po6s, bretp'I)Uop.evovs 8vTtva -rp&rrw 
Ka.Ta.CT'r'J1C1df.L€VOt ~edAA.urra '&.v ol~eEotEJI. 

5 Plutarch, Lysand. c. 22; Plutarch, Agesil. c. 3 ; Pausanias, iii. 8, 5·. 
6 Diodor. xi. 50. 
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accomplishment of no small value to be able to elude incon
venient texts or intractable religious feelings, by expository 
ingenuity. And Lysander here raised his voice (as Themistokles 
had done on the momentous occasion before the battle of 
Salamis 1), to combat the professional expositors; contending 
that by "a lame reign," the god meant, not a bodily defect in 
the king-which might not even be congenital, but might arise 
from some positive hurt 2-but the reign of any king who was 
not a genuine descendant of Herakles. 

The influence of Lysander,3 combined doubtless with a pre
ponderance of sentiment already tending towards Agesilaus, 
caused this effort of interpretative subtlety to be welcomed as 
convincing, and led to the nomination of the lame candidate 
as king. There was however a considerable minority, to whom 
this decision appeared a sin against the gods and a mockery of 
the oracle. And though the murmurs of such dissentients 
were kept down by the ability and success of Agesilaus during 
the first years of his reign, yet when, in his ten last years, 
calamity and humiliation were poured thickly upon this proud 
city, the public sentiment came decidedly round to their view. 
Many a pious Spartan then exclaimed, with feelings of bitter 
repentance, that the divine word never failed to come true at 
last,4 and that Sparta was justly punished for having wilfully 
shut her eyes to the distinct and merciful warning vouchsafed 
to her, about the mischiefs of'' a lame reign."5 

1 Herodot. vii. I43· 
2 Xen. Hellen. iii. 3, 3· &s ov1< oto<To, TOV 8<ov TOVTO l<<ll.dJ<<V ¢vli.J.~aiT8,u, 

p.~ 1rpoiT1rTaliTas T<S xw71.<61T!1, &ll.ll.a p.iili.J\ov, p.~ ob1< t>v Tau 'Y~vovs 
/3aiT<AEVUrJ. 

Congenital lameness would be regarded as a mark of divine displeasure, 
and therefore a disqualification from the throne, as in the case of Battus of 
Kyri!ne above noticed. But the words xwll.~ /3M<J\<la were general enough 
to cover both the cases-superinduced as well as congenital lameness. It 
is upon this that Lysander founds his inference-that the god did not mean 
to allude to bodily lameness at all. 

3 Pausanias, iii. 8, 5 ; Plutarch, Agesil. c. 3 ; Plutarch, Lysand. c. 22 ; 

Jus tin, vi. 2. 
4 •1a· o!ov, fL 1TctLOes-, r.pou€p.t§ev O.cjJo.p 

Toihro'i' 'TO 8eo1Tp{nrov i,p.:tv 
Ttis 1Ta.Aa.t<[u£Tov 1rpovoiar;, 
t-Ov €.Aa.~eev, &c. 

This is a splendid chorus of the Trachinire of Sophokles (822) proclaiming 
their sentiments on the awful death of Heraldes, in the tunic of Nessus, 
which has just been announced as about to happen. 

" Plutarch, Agesil. c. 30; Plutarch, Compar. Agesil. and Pomp. c. I. 
'A')'1)1Tll\aos ll€ TfJP /3au<ll.<lav ~llo~• J\a!3•7v, o!iT< 'Tit 7rpos 'TOVs Oeol!s l£p.E!J.7r'Tos, 
oi!'T€ 'Ta 1rpbs &v8pw1rovs, ~eplvas vo8e(as fl.ew'Tvxlo1)v, &v vlOv a.b'Tov &:rrilln~•v (J 

&o€71.</>0S ')'V~uwv, TI>V o€ XP1JIT!J.OV I<O.TE<pwv<viTJ.p.evos TOV 7r€pl Tijs XWA0T1)TOS. 
Again, ib. c. 2. o•' 'A')'r]U[)\a.ov ~71"EITK6T1)1T€ .,.q; XP1JiTp.rfi fi.61Tavllpos. 
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Besides the crown, Agesilaus at the same time acquired the 

large property left by the late King Agis ; an acquisition which 
enabled him to display his generosity by transferring half of 
it at once to his maternal relatives-for the most part poor 
persons.! The popularity acquired by this step was still further 
increased by his manner of conducting himself towards the 
Ephors and Senate. Between these magistrates and the kings 
there was generally a bad understanding. The kings, not 
having lost the tradition of the plenary power once enjoyed 
by their ancestors, displayed as much haughty reserve as they 
dared, towards an authority now become essentially superior 
to their own. But Agesilaus-not less from his own pre
established habits, than from anxiety to make up for the 
defects of his title-adopted a line of conduct studiously 
opposite. He not only took pains to avoid collision with the 
Ephors, but showed marked deference both to their orders 
and to their persons. He rose from his seat whenever they 
appeared; he conciliated both Ephors and Senators by timely 
presents. 2 By such judicious proceeding, as well as by his 
exact observance of the laws and customs,3 he was himself the 
greatest gainer. Combined with that ability and energy in 
which he was never deficient, it ensured to him more real 
power than had ever fallen to the lot of any king of Sparta; 
power, not merely over the military operations abroad which 
usually fell to the kings-but also over the policy of the state 
at home. On the increase and maintenance of that real power, 
his chief thoughts were concentrated; new dispositions generated 
by kingship, which had never shown themselves in him before. 
Despising, like Lysander, both money, luxury, and all the out
ward show of power-he exhibited, as a king, an ultra-Spartan 
simplicity, carried almost to affectation, in diet, clothing, and 
general habits. But like Lysander also, he delighted in the 
exercise of dominion through the medium of knots or factions 
of devoted partisans, whom he rarely scrupled to uphold in all 
their career of injustice and oppression. Though an amiable 
man, with no disposition to tyranny and still less to plunder, for 
his own benefit-Agesilaus thus made himself the willing instru
ment of both, for the benefit of his various coadjutors and friends, 
whose power and consequence he identified with his own.4 

1 Xen. Agesil. iv. 5; Plutarch, Ages. c. 4· 
2 Plutarch, Agesil. c. 4· 8 Xen. Agesil. vii. 2. 
4 Isokrat@s, Orat. v. (Philipp.) s. roo; Plutarch, Agesilaus, c. 3, 13-23; 

Plutarch, Apophthegm. Laconica, p. 209 F-212 D. 
See the incident alluded to by Theopompus ap. Athemeum, xiii. p. 609. 
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At the moment when Agesilaus became king, Sparta was at 

the maximum of her power, holding nearly all the Grecian 
towns as subject-allies, with or without tribute. She was 
engaged in the task (as has already been mentioned) of pro
tecting the Asiatic Greeks against the Persian satraps in their 
neighbourhood. And the most interesting portion of the life 
of Agesilaus consists in the earnestness with which he espoused, 
and the vigour and ability with which he conducted, this great 
Pan-Hellenic duty. It will be seen that success in his very 
promising career was intercepted 1 by his bad factious sub
servience to partisans, at home and abroad-by his unmeasured 
thirst for Spartan omnipotence-and his indifference or aversion 
to any generous scheme of combination with the cities dependent 
on Sparta. 

His attention however was first called to a dangerous internal 
conspiracy with which Sparta was threatened. The " lame 
reign" was as yet less than twelve months old, when Agesilaus, 
being engaged in sacrificing at one of the established state 
solemnities, was apprised by the officiating prophet, that the 
victims exhibited menacing symptoms, portending a conspiracy 
of the most formidable character. A second sacrifice gave yet 
worse promise; and on the third the terrified prophet exclaimed, 
" Agesilaus, the revelation before us imports that we are actually 
in the midst of our enemies." They still continued to sacrifice, 
but victims were now offered to the averting and preserving 
gods, with prayers that these latter, by tutelary interposition, 
would keep off the impending peril. At length, after much 
repetition and great difficulty, favourable victims were obtained; 
the meaning of which was soon made clear. Five days after
wards, an informer came before the Ephors, communicating 
the secret, that a dangerous conspiracy was preparing, organised 
by a citizen named Kinadon.2 

The conspirator thus named was a Spartan citizen, but not 
one of that select number called the Equals or the Peers. It 
has already been mentioned that inequalities had been gradually 
growing up among qualified citizens of Sparta, tending tacitly 
to set apart a certain number of them under the name of The 
Peers, and all the rest under the correlative name of The 
Inferiors. Besides this, since the qualification of every family 
lasted only so long as the citizen could furnish a given con
tribution for himself and his sons to the public mess-table, and 
since industry of every kind was inconsistent with the rigid 

1 Isokrates ( Orat. v. ut sup.) makes a remark in substance the same. 
2 Xenoph. Hellen. iii. 3, 4· 
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personal drilling imposed upon all of them-the natural con
sequence was, that in each generation a certain number of 
citizens became disfranchised and dropped off. But these 
disfranchised men did not become Periceki or Helots. They 
were still citizens, whose qualification, though in abeyance, 
might be at any time renewed by the munificence of a rich 
man; 1 so that they too, along with the lesser citizens, were 
known under the denomination of The Inferiors. 

It was to this class that Kinadon belonged. He was a young 
man of remarkable strength and courage, who had discharged 
with honour his duties in the Lykurgean discipline,2 and had 
imbibed from it that sense of personal equality, and that con
tempt of privilege, which its theory as well as its practice 
suggested. Notwithstanding all exactness of duty performed, 
he found that the constitution, as practically worked, excluded 
him from the honours and distinctions of the state; reserving 
them for the select citizens known under the name of Peers. 
And this exclusion had become more marked and galling since 
the formation of the Spartan empire after the victory of JEgos
potami; whereby the number of lucrative posts (harmosties 
and others) all monopolised by the Peers, had been so much 
multiplied. Debarred from the great political prizes, Kinadon 
was still employed by the Ephors, in consequence of his high 
spirit and military sufficiency, in that standing force which they 
kept for maintaining order at home.3 He had been the agent 
ordered on several of those arbitrary seizures which they never 
scrupled to employ towards persons whom they regarded as 
dangerous. But this was no satisfaction to his mind; nay, 
probably, by bringing him into closer contact with the men in 
authority, it contributed to lessen his respect for them. He 
desired "to be inferior to no man in Sparta" 4-and his con-

1 See ch. vi. of this History. 
2 ~en. Helle~. iii. 3, 5; ?o.,.os ~Kina~on) o' ijv veavl<T~~:os ~~:al TO eillos 

""l T7/V ,Pvxhv evpwrrTos, ov J.tEV'TOL Twv b,u.otwv. 
The meaning of the term 01 8f.'OLOL fluctuates in Xenophon ; it sometimes, 

as here, is used to signify the privileged Peers-again De Repub. Laced. 
xiii. I ; and Anab. iv. 6, 14. Sometimes again it is used agreeably to the 
Lykurgean theory; whereby every citizen, who rigorously discharged his 
duty in the public drill, belonged to the number (De Rep. Lac. x. 7). 

There was a variance between the theory and the practice. 
3 Xen. Hellen. iii. 3, g. 'T1r71p<T-h~<EL lle Kal li.JI.JI.' 1fll7J 6 Kw&owv .,.o'is 

'Ecp6po<S 'TOLO:VTa. iii. J, 7• 01 <TVII'TE'TO:"Yf.'EIIOL TJf.<WII (Kinadon says) aOTol 
8wi\a JCEKT-h~J.eOa. 

• Xen. Hellen. iii. 3, II. f.'7JO<vos ~TTwv <iva< .,.c;,, ~~~ Aa~eeoalf.<ovt-was 
the declaration of Kinadon when seized and questioned by the Ephors con
cerning his purposes. Substantially it coincides with Aristotle (Polit. v. 6, 2) 
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spiracy was undertaken to realise this object by breaking up 
the constitution. 

It has already been mentioned that amidst the general in
security which pervaded the political society of Laconia, the 
Ephors maintained a secret police and system of espionage 
which reached its height of unscrupulous efficiency under the 
title of the Krypteia. Such precautions were now more than 
ever requisite; for the changes in the practical working of 
Spartan politics tended to multiply the number of malcontents, 
and to throw the Inferiors as well as the Perireki and the 
N eodamodes (manumitted Helots), into one common antipathy 
with the Helots, against the exclusive partnership of the Peers. 
Informers were thus sure of encouragement and reward, and 
the man who now came to the Ephors either was really an 
intimate friend of Kinadon, or had professed himself such in 
order to elicit the secret. "Kinadon (said he to the Ephors) 
brought me to the extremity of the market-place, and bade me 
count how many Spartans there were therein. I reckoned up 
about forty, besides the king, the Ephors, and the Senators. 
Upon my asking him why he desired me to count them, he 
replied-Because these are the men, and the only men, whom 
you have to look upon as enemies; 1 all others in the market
place, more than 4000 in number, are friends and comrades. 
Kinadon also pointed out to me the one or two Spartans whom 
we met in the roads, or who were lords in the country districts, 
as our only enemies; every one else around them being friendly 
to our purpose." "How many did he tell you were the ac
complices actually privy to the scheme? "-asked the Ephors. 
"Only a few (was the reply); but those thoroughly trustworthy; 
these confidants themselves, however, said that all around them 
were accomplices-Inferiors, Perireki, N eodamodes, and Helots, 
all alike ; for whenever any one among these classes talked 
about a Spartan, he could not disguise his intense antipathy
he talked as if he could eat the Spartans raw." 2 

-~ 3Tav il.vopri>o11s .,.,s t>v 1-'tJ 1-'•""~X"[I 'Twv 'Tt)-lwv, oTov Ktv&.owv o 'T1)v ~,., 
=»Aj'71G'tA.&ov avcrTf}uas brl8ecnv €1rl ToVs 'l7rapTt.c!Tas. 

1 Xen. Hellen. iii. 3, 5· 
2 Xen. Hellen. iii. 3, 6. Ab.,-ol 1-'Jv.,-ot 'lTiiiTtV ~lj>Mav !TVV<toJva.t Kal 

e1Aw(n real veoOcr.p.d/Oecn, Kul -rots lrrrOJ..Lelo<rt, Jeal Tois 1repwl1cots· H1rov 7?,.p ~v 
T?""?'s, TtS A&j'os ')li;OL~o 1r,epl ~1raprt~rW~, oVOEva 06vao-8at ~epV7rTEtV TO p.1] 
OVX 1)0Ewsav Kal W/'-WV E0"6tetV C!.U'TO>V. 

The expression is Homeric-<11-'bv {3e{3pcfJ80Ls Up{al"ov, &c. (Iliad, iv. 35). 
The Greeks did not think themselves obliged to restrain the full expression 
of vindictive feeling. The poet Theognis wishes, "that he may one day 
come to drink the blood ofthose who had ill-used him" (v. 349 Gaisf. ). 
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"But how (continued the Ephors) did Kinadon reckon upon 

getting arms?" "His language was (replied the witness)-We 
of the standing force have our own arms all ready; and here are 
plenty of knives, swords, spits, hatchets, axes, and scythes-on 
sale in this market-place, to suit an insurgent multitude : besides, 
every man who tills the earth, or cuts wood and stone, has tools 
by him which will serve as weapons in case of need ; especially 
in a struggle with enemies themselves unarmed." On being 
asked what was the moment fixed for execution-the witness 
could not tell; he had been instructed only to remain on the 
spot, and be ready.l 

It does not appear that this man knew the name of any 
person concerned, except Kinadon himself. So deeply were 
the Ephors alarmed, that they refrained from any formal con
vocation even of what was called the Lesser Assembly-includ
ing the Senate, of which the kings were members ex officio, 
and perhaps a few other principal persons besides. But the 
members of this assembly were privately brought together to 
deliberate on the emergency; Agesilaus probably a!llong them. 
To arrest Kinadon at once in Sparta appeared imprudent ; 
since his accomplices, of number as yet unknown, would be 
thus admonished either to break out in insurrection, or at least 
to make their escape. But an elaborate stratagem was laid 
for arresting him out of Sparta, without the knowledge of his 
accomplices. The Ephors, calling him before them, professed 
to confide to him (as they had done occasionally before) a 
mission to go to Aulon (a Laconian town on the frontier 
towards Arcadia and Triphylia) and there to seize some parties 
designated by name in a formal Skytale or warrant; including 
some of the Aulonite Periceki-some Helots-and one other 
person by name, a woman of peculiar beauty resident at the 
place, whose influence was understood to spread disaffection 
among all the Lacedremonians who came thither, old as well as 
young.2 When Kinadon inquired what force he was to take 
with him on the mission, the Ephors, to obviate all suspicion 
that they were picking out companions with views hostile 
to him, desired him to go to the Hippagretes (or commander 
of the 300 youthful guards called Horsemen, though they were 
not really mounted) and ask for the first six or seven men 

1 Xen. Hellen. iii. J, 7· liT< ~1Tt81/IMLV oi 1raprrnell.p.~vov ft7J. 
2 Xen. Hellen. iii. J, 8. 'A-ya"f€iv BE h 'll.euov Kal -r~v -yuva'LKa, ~ Kali.A.icrT"f/ 

!t~V e) .. i-yero alrr&Ot dvat, Avp..a.{veu8cu 0€ i.cfncet Toils Ct.<fJUCJIOVJJ.fvovs Aa.KE0a.lp.O· 
viwv Kal wpecr{3v-r{povs Kal vew-rlpous. 
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of the guard 1 who might happen to be in the way. But they 
(the Ephors) had already held secret communication with the 
Hippagretes, and had informed him both whom they wished to 
be sent, and what the persons sent were to do. They then 
despatched Kinadon on his pretended mission, telling him that 
they should place at his disposal three carts, in order that he 
might more easily bring home the prisoners. 

Kinadon began his journey to Aulon, without the smallest 
suspicion of the plot laid for him by the Ephors ; who, to make 
their purpose sure, sent an additional body of the guards after 
him, to quell any resistance which might possibly arise. But 
their stratagem succeeded as completely as they could desire. 
He was seized on the road, by those who accompanied him 
ostensibly for his pretended mission. These men interrogated 
him, put him to the torture, 2 and heard from his lips the names 

1 Xen. Hellen. iii. 3, 9, ro. 
The persons called Hippeis at Sparta were not mounted ; they were a 

select body of 300 youthful citizens, employed either on home police or on 
foreign service. 

See Herodot. viii. 124; Strabo, x. p. 481; K. 0. MUller, History of the 
Dorians, B. iii. ch. 12, s. 5, 6. 

2 Xen. Hellen. iii. 3, IO, I I. 
NEp.eAAov oe o[ tJ'uA.A.a{36v'TES aVT~)V fJ.~JI ICaT~xezv, 'T00s ae ~VVEt8&Tas, 

7ru86p.eVOL aiiToii, f'pcf\fJaVTES 0.1f'OTr€p.1rEtV T~]JI TaX[UT?JV To'is 
EcJ>6po<s. 08-rw a' <lxov ol ~cpopo< trpbs 'Tb 'lrpa"fl""• {f,(J''TE /(:tl J.'6pal' /1mewv 
E1rep.1Jtav Tols E1r' AVAWvos. 'E1rel 0' elA"f'Jp.P,Evov -roV O.v8p0s ~ICEV 11f'1f'EVs, 
cpepwv -ra ov6J.'aTa c;,y d Ktvcf.awv a11"E"fpai/J<, 7rapaxp'ijJ.'a T6V TE 

p.&.vTu' Ttaa,uevlw ~~:aL ToVs €7l"LKatptw-rdTous ~vvr:Adp.Savov. (ns Ct Ctv1Jx811 0 
K1v&Owv, tcal 1]AI'}'XETO, ~eal ?AJp.oA.6')'EL7r&wra, Kctl To V s ~ v vet 0 & T as t A E ;'E, 
TEl\o(J aiiT~V -ijpovTo, -rl ~eal f3ouA&p.t:vos TaVTa 1rp&.TTOt ; 

Polyrenus (ii. 14, r) in his account of this transaction, expressly mentions 
that the Hippeis or guards who accompanied Kinadon, put him to the 

·torture (ff-rpE/3il.wfJ'avns) when they seized him, in order to extort the names 
of his accomplices. Even without express testimony, we might pretty con
fidently have assumed this. From a man of spirit like Kinadon, the chief 
of a conspiracy, they were not likely to obtain such betrayal without 
torture. 

I had affirmed that in the description of this transaction given by Xeno
phon, it did not appear whether Kinadon was able to write or not. My 
assertion was controverted by Colonel Mure (in his Reply to my Appendix), 
who cited the words cpepwv .,.c. ovoJ.'aTa wv o K<v<lowv &,..!ypai/J•, as 
containing an affirmation from Xenophon that Kinadon could write. 

In my judgement, these words, taken in conjunction with what precedes, 
and with the probabilities of the fact described, do not contain such an 
affirmation. 

The guards were instructed to seize Kinadon, and after havin,l{ heard from 
' Kinadon who kis accomplices were, to write tlze names down ,uzd send tlzem 
, to the Ephors. It is to be presumed that they executed these instructions 
as given ; the more so, as what they were commanded to do was at once 
the safest and the most natural proceeding. For Kinadon was a man 
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of his accomplices; the list of whom they wrote down, and 
forwarded by one of the guards to Sparta. The Ephors, on 
receiving it, immediately arrested the parties principally con
cerned, especially the prophet Tisamenus ; and examined them 
along with Kmadon, as soon as he was brought prisoner. They 
asked the latter, among other questions, what was his purpose 
in setting on foot the conspiracy; to which he replied-" I 

distinguished for personal stature and courage ('TO eloos Kal T1}1' 1/tvx~v eiipw
IJ'Tos, iii. 3, 5), so that those who seized him would find it an indispensable 
precaution to pinion his arms. Assuming even that Kinadon could write
yet if he were to write, he must have his right arm free. And why should the 
guards take this risk, when all which the Ephors required was, that Kinadon 
should pronounce the names, to be written down by others? With a man 
of the qualities of Kinadon, it probably required the most intense pressure 
to force him to betray his comrades, even by word of mouth; it would pro
bably be more difficult still, to force him to betray them by the more 
deliberate act of writing. 

I conceive that ~ICEV i1r1rEVS,cp€pwv 'Ta ov&p.a'Ta iliv a Kw&owv 6.1rljtpal/te is 
to be construed with reference to the preceding sentence, and announces 
the carrying into effect of the instructions then reported as given by the 
Ephors. "A guard came, bearing the names of those whom Kinadon had 
given in." It is not necessary to suppose that Kinadon had written down 
these names with his own hand. 

In the beginning of the Oration of Andokid@s (De Mysteriis), Pythonikus 
gives information of a mock celebration of the mysteries, committed by 
Alkibiad@s and others ; citing as his witness the slave Andromachus ; who 
is accordingly produced, and states to the assembly viva voce what he had 
seen and who were the persons present-llpidTos p.~v ohos (Andromachus) 
'Tav'Ta ep.~VVIJ'E, leal a'Iro")'pa>jle 'TOV'TOVS (s. 13). It is not here meant to 
affirm that the slave Andromachus wrote down the names of these persons, 
which he had the moment before publicly announced to the assembly. It is 
by the words a'IrEJ'pa>jle TOVTovs that the orator describes the public oral 
announcement made by Andromachus, which was formally noted down by 
a secretary, and which led to legal consequences against the persons whose 
names were given in. 

So again, in the old law quoted by Demosthen~s (adv. Makart. p. 1068), 
, A'IrO")'pacpl'Tw ~~~ 'TOV p.~ 'ITOLOVV'Ta 'Tav'Ta a {3ov71.op.evos 7rpos 'TOV ltp)(OVTa ; and 
in Demosthen@s adv. Nikostrat. p. 1247. •A eK Twv v&p.wv ..-q; 1ot~T?J Tqi 
a'IrO")'pct>jlavn ")'i")'VE'Tat, TV 1r0Aet &.cpl1)p.t : compare also Lysias, De Bonis 
Aristophanis, Or. xix. s. 53 ; it is not meant to affirm that a &.1ro'yp&cpwv was 
required to perform his process in writing, or was necessarily able to write. 
A citizen who could not write might do this, as well as one who could. He 
informed against a certain person as delinquent; he informed of certain 
articles of property, as belonging to the estate of one whose property had 
been confiscated to the city. The information, as well as the name of the 
infom1er, was taken down by the official person-whether the informer 
could himself write or not. 

It appears to me that Kinadon, having been interrogated, toM to the 
guards who first seized him, the names of his accomplices-just as he told 
these names afterwards to the Ephors (~eal -roils ~vveto&ras lfll.e"Ye); and 
this, whether he was, or was not, able to write ; a point, which the passage 
of Xenophon noway determines. 
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wanted to be inferior to no man at Sparta." His punishment 
was not long deferred. Having been manacled with a clog 
round his neck to which his hands were made fast-he was in 
this condition conducted round the city, with men scourging 
and pricking him during the progress. His accomplices were 
treated in like manner, and at length all of them were put 
;o death.1 

Such is the curious narrative, given by Xenophon, of this 
unsuccessful conspiracy. He probably derived his information 
from Agesilaus himself; since we cannot easily explain how he 
could have otherwise learnt so much about the most secret 
manreuvres of the Ephors, in a government proverbial for con
stant secrecy, like that of Sparta. The narrative opens to us a 
glimpse, though sadly transient and imperfect, of the internal 
dangers of the Spartan government. We were aware, from 
earlier evidences, of great discontent prevailing among the 
Helots, and to a certain extent among the Perireki. But the 
incident here described presents to us the first manifestation 
of a body of malcontents among the Spartans themselves ; 
malcontents formidable both from energy and position, like 
Kinadon and the prophet Tisamenus. Of the state of dis
affected feeling in the provincial townships of Laconia, an 
impressive proof is afforded by the case of that beautiful 
woman who was alleged to be so active in political proselytism 
at Aulon ; not less than by the passionate expressions of hatred 
revealed in the deposition of the informer himself. Though 
little is known about the details, yet it seems that the tendency 
of affairs at Sparta was to concentrate both power and property 
in the hands of an oligarchy ever narrowing among the citizens ; 
thus aggravating the dangers at home, even at the time when 
the power of the state was greatest abroad, and preparing the 
way for that irreparable humiliation which began with the 
:lefeat of Leuktra. 

It can hardly be doubted that much more wide-spread dis
:ontent came to the knowledge of the Ephors than that which 
is specially indicated in Xenophon. And such discovery may 
probably have been one of the motives (as had happened in 
424 B.c. on occasion of the expedition of Brasidas into Thrace) 
which helped to bring about the Asiatic expedition of Agesilaus, 
1s an outlet for brave malcontents on distant and lucrative 
nili tary service. 

Derkyllidas had now been carrying on war in Asia Minor for 
1ear three years, against Tissapbernes and Pharnaba~us, with so 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. iii. 3, H. 
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much efficiency and success, as both to protect the Asiatic 
Greeks on the coast, and to intercept all the revenues which 
those satraps either transmitted to court or enjoyed themselves. 
Pharnabazus had already gone up to Susa (during his truce 
with Derkyllidas in 397 B.c.), and besides obtaining a reinforce
ment which acted under himself and Tissaphernes in 396 B.c. 
against Derkyllidas in Lydia, had laid schemes for renewing 
the maritime war against Sparta.l 

It is now that we hear again mentioned the name of Konon, 
who having saved himself with nine triremes from the defeat of 
JEgospotami, had remained for the last seven years under the 
protection of Evagoras, prince of Salamis in Cyprus. Konon, 
having married at Salamis, and having a son 2 born to him 
there, indulged but faint hopes of ever returning to his native 
city, when, fortunately for him as well as for Athens, the 
Persians again became eager for an efficient admiral and fleet 
on the coast of Asia Minor. Through representations from 
Pharnabazus, as well as from Evagoras in Cyprus-and through 
correspondence of the latter with the Greek physician Ktesias, 
who wished to become personally employed in the negotiation, 
and who seems to have had considerable influence with Queen 
Parysatis 3-orders were obtained, and funds provided, to equip 
in Phcenicia and Kilikia a numerous fleet, under the command 
of Konon. While that officer began to show himself, and to 
act with such triremes as he found in readiness (about forty 
in number) along the southern coast of Asia Minor from Kilikia 
to Kaunus 4-further preparations were vigorously prosecuted 
in the Phcenician ports, in order to make up the fleet to 300 

sail.5 

It was by a sort of accident that news of such equipment 
reached Sparta-in an age of the world when diplomatic resi
dents were as yet unknown. · A Syracusan merchant named 

1 Diodor. xiv. 39; Xen. Hellen. iii. 3, 13. 
2 Lysias, Orat. xix. (De Bonis Aristophanis) s. 38. 
3 See Kt€sias, Fragmenta Persica, c. 63, ed. Biihr; Plutarch, Artax. 

c. 2I. 
We cannot make out these circumstances with any distinctness ; but the 

general fact is plainly testified, and is besides very probable. Another 
Grecian surgeon (besides Ktesias) is mentioned as concerned-Polykritus of 
Mend€ ; and a Kretan dancer named Zeno-both established at the Persian 
court. 

There is no part of the narrative of Kt@sias, the loss of which is so much 
to be regretted as this ; relating transactions, in which he was himself 
concerned, and seemingly giving original letters. 

4 Diodor. xiv. 39-79. 
6 Xen. Hellen. iii. 4, r. 
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Herodas, having visited the Phcenician ports for trading pur
poses, brought back to Sparta intelligence of the preparations 
which he had seen, sufficient to excite much uneasiness. The 
Spartans were taking counsel among themselves, and communi
cating with their neighbouring allies, when Agesilaus, at the 
instance of Lysander, stood forward as a volunteer to solicit the 
command of a land-force for the purpose of attacking the Persians 
in Asia. He proposed to take with him only thirty full Spartan 
citizens or Peers, as a sort of Board or Council of Officers; 20oo 

Neodamodes or enfranchised Helots, whom the Ephors were 
probably glad to send away, and who would be selected from 
the bravest and most formidable ; and 6ooo hoplites from the 
land-allies, to whom the prospect of a rich service against 
Asiatic enemies would be tempting. Of these thirty Spartans 
Lysander intended to be leader, and thus reckoning on his 
pre-established influence over Agesilaus, to exercise the real 
command himself without the name. He had no serious fear 
of the Persian arms, either by land or sea. He looked upon 
the announcement of the Phamician fleet to be an empty threat, 
as it had so often proved in the mouth of Tissaphernes during 
the late war ; while the Cyreian expedition had inspired him 
further with ardent hopes of another successful Anabasis, or 
conquering invasion of Persia from the sea-coast inwards. But 
he had still more at heart to employ his newly-acquired 
ascendency in re-establishing everywhere the Dekarchies, 
which had excited such intolerable hatred and exercised .so 
much oppression, that even the Ephors had refused to lend 
positive aid in upholding them, so that they had been in several 
places broken up or modified.1 H the ambition of Agesilaus 
was comparatively less stained by personal and factious antipa
thies and more Pan-Hellenic in its aim, than that of Lysander
it was at the same time yet more unmeasured in respect to 
victory over the Great King, whom he dreamt of dethroning, 
or at least of expelling from Asia Minor and the coast.2 So 
powerful was thv influence exercised by the Cyreian expedition 
over the schemes and imagination of energetic Greeks ; so 
sudden was the outburst of ambition in the mind of Agesilaus, 
for which no one before had given him credit. 

Though this plan was laid by two of the ablest men in Greece, 

1 Xen. Hellen. iii. 4, 2. 
2 Xen. Hellen. iii. 5, 1. ~J.:n-f8as ~xov-ra !LE')'tt?..as alptJffELV /3acn?..oa., &c. 

Compare iv. 2, 3· 
' X en. Agesilaus, i. 36. brtvowv KO.L ~NirlCwv Ka.Tq,l..VJfiV T~v t1rl T~Jl' 'E?..ll.ttli" 

p«'1'<60'M'av wp<hepov i'J.px~v, &c. 
VOL. IX, :M 
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it turned out to be rash and improvident, so far as the stability 
of the Laced<emonian empire was concerned. That empire 
ought to have been made sure by sea, where its real danger 
lay, before attempts were made to extend it by new inland 
acquisitions. And except for purposes of conquest, there was 
no need of further reinforcements in Asia Minor; since Der
kyllidas was already there with a force competent to make head 
against the satraps. Nevertheless the Lacedcemonians em
braced the plan eagerly; the more so, as envoys were sent from 
many of the subject-cities, by the partisans of Lysander and in 
concert with him, to entreat that Agesilaus might be placed at 
the head of the expedition, with as large a force as he required.1 

No difficulty probably was found in levying the proposed 
number of men from the allies, since there was great promise 
of plunder for the soldiers in Asia. But the altered position of 
Sparta with respect to her most powerful allies was betrayed 
by the refusal of Thebes, Corinth, and Athens, to take any part 
in the expedition. The refusal of Corinth, indeed, was excused 
professedly on the ground of a recent inauspicious conflagra
tion of one of the temples in the city; and that of Athens, on 
the plea of weakness and exhaustion not yet repaired. But the 
latter, at least, had already begun to conceive some hope from 
the projects of Konon.2 

The mere fact that a king of Sparta was about to take the 
command and pass into Asia, lent peculiar importance to the 
enterprise. The Spartan kings, in their function of leaders of 
Greece, conceived themselves to have inherited the sceptre of 
Agamemnon and Orestes ; 3 and Agesilaus, especially, assimi
lated his expedition to a new Trojan war-an effort of united 
Greece, for the purpose of taking vengeance on the common 
Asiatic enemy of the Hellenic name. The sacrifices having 
been found favourable, Agesilaus took measures for the transit 
of the troops from various ports to Ephesus. But he himself, 
with one division, touched in his way at Ger<estus, the southern 
point of Eubcea; wishing to cross from thence and sacrifice at 
Aulis, the port of Bceotia where Agamemnon had offered his 
memorable sacrifice immediately previous to departure for 
Troy. It appears that he both went to the spot, and began the 
sacrifice, without asking permission from the Thebans ; more
over he was accompanied by his own prophet, who conducted 1 

the solemnities in a manner not consistent with the habitual 1 

I 1 Plutarch, Agesil. c. 5· 
2 Xen. Hellen. iii. 5, 5; Pausan. iii. 9, I. 
3 Herodot. i. 68; vii. 159; Pausan. iii. 16, 6. 
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practice of the temple or chapel of Artemis at Aulis. On both 
these grounds, the Thebans, resenting the proceeding as an 
insult, sent a body of armed men, and compelled him to desist 
from the sacrifice.! Not taking part themselves in the expedi
tion, they probably considered that the Spartan king was pre
sumptuous in assuming to himself the Pan-Hellenic character of 
a second Agamemnon ; and· they thus inflicted a humiliation 
which Agesilaus never forgave. 

Agesilaus seems to have reached Asia ·about the time when 
Derkyllidas had recently concluded his last armistice with 
Tissaphernes and Pharnabazus; an armistice intended to allow 
time for mutual communication both with Sparta and the 
Persian court. On being asked by the satrap what was his 
purpose in coming, Agesilaus merely renewed the demand 
which had before been made by Derkyllidas-of autonomy for 
the Asiatic Greeks. Tissaphernes replied by proposing a con
tinuation of the same armistice, until he could communicate 
with the Persian court-adding that he hoped to be empowered 
to grant the demand. A fresh armistice was accordingly sworn 
to on both sides, for three months; Derkyllidas (who with his 
army came now under the command of Agesilaus) and Herip
pidas being sent to the satrap to receive his oath, and take 

, oaths to him in return. 2 
1! While the army was thus condemned to temporary inaction 
. at Ephesus, the conduct and position of Lysander began to 
· excite intolerable jealousy in the superior officers ; and most of 

all, in Agesilaus. So great and established was the reputation 
of Lysander-whose statue had been erected at Ephesus itself 
in the temple of Artemis 3 as well as in many other cities
that all the Asiatic Greeks looked upon him as the real chief 
of the expedition. That he should be real chief, under the 
nominal command of another, was nothing more than what had 
happened before, in the year wherein he gained the great vic
tory of JEgospotami-the Laced<emonians having then also sent 
him out in the ostensible capacity of secretary to the admiral 
Arakus, in order to save the inviolability of their own rule that 
the same man should not serve twice as admiral.4 It was 

1 Xen. Hellen. iii. 4, 3, 4; iii. 5, 5 ; Plutarch, Agesilaus, c. 6 ; Pausan. 
lii. 9. 2. 

2 Xen. Hellen. iii. 4, 5, 6; Xen. Agesilaus, i. ro. 
The term of three months is specified only in the latter passage. The 

former armistice of Derkyllidas was probably not expired when Agesilaus 
first arrived. 

3 Pausan. vi. 3, 6. 
4 Xen. Hellen. ii. r, 7. This rule does not seem to have been adhered 
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through the instigation of Lysander, and with a view to his 
presence, that the decemvirs and other partisans in the subject
cities had sent to Sparta to petition for Agesilaus; a prince as 
yet untried and unknown. So that Lysander-taking credit, 
with truth, for having ensured to Agesilaus first the crown, 
next this important appointment-intended for himself, and 
was expected by others, to exercise a fresh tum of command, 
and to renovate in every town the discomfited or enfeebled 
Dekarchies. Numbers of his partisans came to Ephesus to 
greet his arrival, and a crowd of petitioners were seen following 
his steps everywhere; while Agesilaus himself appeared com
paratively neglected. Moreover Lysander resumed all that 
insolence of manner which he had contracted during his former 
commands, and which on this occasion gave the greater offence, 
since the manner of Agesilaus was both courteous and simple 
in a peculiar degree.l 

The thirty Spartan counsellors, over whom Lysander had 
been named to preside, finding themselves neither consulted 
by him, nor solicited by others, were deeply dissatisfied. Their 
complaints helped to encourage Agesilaus, who was still more 
keenly wounded in his own personal dignity, to put forth a I' 
resolute and imperious strength of will, such as he had not 
before been known to possess. He successively rejected every 
petition preferred to him by or through Lysander ; a systematic 
purpose, which, though never formally announced,2 was pre
sently discerned by the petitioners, by the Thirty, and b) . 
Lysander himself. The latter thus found himself not merely !' 
disappointed in all his calculations, but humiliated to excess, 
though without any tangible ground of complaint. He was 
forced to warn his partisans, that his intervention was an injury 
and not a benefit to them ; that they must desist from obsequi- ( 
ous attentions to him, and must address themselves directly to 
Agesilaus. With that prince he also remonstrated on his own 
account-" Truly, Agesilaus, you know how to degrade your , 
friends."-" Ay, to be sure (was the reply), those among them 
who want to appear greater than I am ; but such as seek to j 
uphold me, I should be ashamed if I did not know how to ( 

\ to afterwards. Lysander was sent out again as commander in 403 B.C. It 
is possible indeed, that he may have been again sent out as nominal 
secretary to some other person named as commander. 

I Plutarch, Agesilaus, c. 7. · 
2 The sarcastic remarks which Plutarch ascribes to Agesilaus, calling 

Lysander "my meat-distributor" (1<p<ollah'7v), are not warranted by Xeno
phon, and seem not to be probable under the circumstances (Plutarch, 
Lysand. c. 23 ; Plutarch, Agesil. c. 8). 
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repay with due honour."-Lysander was constrained to admit 
the force of this reply, and to request, as the only means of 
escape from present and palpable humiliation, that he might be 
sent on some mission apart ; engaging to serve faithfully in 
whatever duty he might be employed.1 

This proposition, doubtless even more agreeable to Agesilaus 
than to himself, being readily assented to, he was despatched 
on a mission to the Hellespont. Faithful to his engagement of 
forgetting past offences and serving with zeal, he found means to 
gain over a Persian grandee named Spithridates, who had re
ceived some offence from Pharnabazus. Spithridates revolted 
openly, carrying a regiment of 200 horse to join Agesilaus; 
who was thus enabled to inform himself fully about the satrapy 
of Pharnabazus, comprising the territory called Phrygia in the 
neighbourhood of the Propontis and the He1Jespont.2 

The army under Tissaphemes had been already powerful 
at the moment when his timidity induced him to conclude 
the first armistice with Derkyllidas. But additional reinforce
ments received since the conclusion of the second and more 
recent armistice, had raised him to such an excess of confi
dence, that even before the stipulated three months had ex
pired, he sent to insist on the immediate departure of Agesilaus 
from Asia, and to proclaim war forthwith, if such departure 
were delayed. While this message, accompanied by formidable 
reports of the satrap's force, filled the army at Ephesus with 
mingled alarm and indignation, Agesilaus accepted the chal
lenge with cheerful readiness ; sending word back that he 
thanked the satrap for perjuring himself in so flagrant a man
ner, as to set the gods against him and ensure their favour to 
the Greek side.3 Orders were forthwith given, and contingents 
summoned from the Asiatic Greeks, for a forward movement 
southward, to cross the Mreander, and attack Tissaphernes in 
Karia, where he usually resided. The cities on the route were 
required to provide magazines, so that "Tissaphemes, fully 
anticipating attack in this direction, caused his infantry to cross 
into Karia, for the purpose of acting on the defensive ; while 

1 Xen. Hellen. iii. 4, 7-10; Plutarch, Agesilaus, c. 7, 8; Plutarch, 
Lysand. c. 23. 

It is remarkable that in the Opusculum of Xenophon, a special Panegyric 
called A[!.tsilaus, not a word is said about this highly characteristic pro
:eeding between Agesilaus and Lysander at Ephesus ; nor indeed is the 
name of Lysander once mentioned. 

2 Xen. Hellen. iii. 4, zo. 
s Xen. Hellen. iii. 4, II, 12; Xen. Agesil. i. 12-14; Plutarch, Agesil • 

. 9· 
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he kept his numerous cavalry in the plain of the Mreander, 
with a view to overwhelm Agesilaus, who had no cavalry, in his 
march over that level territory towards the Karian hills and 
rugged ground. 

But the Lacedremonian king, having put the enemy on this false 
scent, suddenly turned his march northward towards Phrygia and 
the satrapy of Pharnabazus. Tissaphernes took no pains to aid 
his brother satrap, who on his side had made few preparations for 
defence. Accordingly Agesilaus, finding little or no resistance, 
took many towns and villages, and collected abundance of pro
visions, plunder, and slaves. Profiting by the guidance of the 
revolted Spithridates, and marching as little as possible over the 
plains, he carried on lucrative and unopposed incursions as far 
as the neighbourhood of Daskylium, the residence of the satrap 
himself near the Propontis. Near the satrapic residence, how
ever, his small body of cavalry, ascending an eminence, came 
suddenly upon an equal detachment of Persian cavalry, under 
Rhathines and Bagreus ; who attacked them vigorously, and 
drove them back with some loss, until they were protected by 
Agesilaus himself coming up with the hoplites. The effect of 
such a check (and there were probably others of the same kind, 
though Xenophon does not specify them) on the spirits of the 
army was discouraging. On the next morning, the sacrifices 
being found unfavourable for farther advance, Agesilaus gave 
orders for retreating towards the sea. He reached Ephesus 
about the close of autumn; resolved to employ the winter in 
organising a more powerful cavalry, which experience proved 
to be indispensable,! 

This autumnal march through Phrygia was more lucrative 
than glorious. Yet it enables Xenophon to bring to view 
different merits of his hero Agesilaus ; in doing which he ex
hibits to us ancient warfare and Asiatic habits on a very painful 
side. In common both with Kallikratidas and Lysander, 
though not with the ordinary Spartan commanders, Agesilaus 
was indifferent to the acquisition of money for himself. But 
.he was not the less anxious to enrich his friends, and would 
sometimes connive at unwarrantable modes of acquisition for 
their benefit. Deserters often came in to give information of 
rich prizes or valuable prisoners; which advantages, if he had 

1 Xen. Hellen. iii. 4, 13-15; Xen. Agesil. i. 23. 'E1r•l p.<v-ro• obo< iv -riJ 
~pv'Y["f ltv(t T!t '1Te3[a. f()IJvaTo UTpa.Te6eu0o.l, 3,Q. T~V 4-0.fV.:t/3c£(ov l1r1rEfa.v, &c. 

Plutarch, Agesil. c. 9· 
These military operations of Agesilaus are loosely adverted to in the early 

part of c. 79 of the fourteenth Book of Diodorus. 
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chosen, he might have appropriated to )l.imself. But he 
made it a practice to throw both the booty and the honour 
in the way of some favourite officer; just as we have seen 
(in a former chapter), that Xenophon himself was allowed 
by the army to capture Asidates and enjoy a large portion of 
his ransom .I Again, when the army in the course of its march 
was at a considerable distance from the sea, and appeared to 
be advancing farther inland, the .authorised auctioneers, whose 
province it was to sell the booty, found the buyers extremely 
slack. It was difficult to keep or carry what was bought, and 
opportunity for resale did not seem at hand. Agesilaus, while 
he instructed the auctioneers to sell upon credit, without insist
ing on ready money-at the same time gave private hints to a 
few friends that he was very shortly about to return to the sea. 
The friends thus warned, bidding for the plunder on credit and 
purchasing at low prices, were speedily enabled to dispose of it 
again at a seaport, with large profits.2 

We are not surprised to hear that such lucrative graces pro
cured for Agesilaus many warm admirers ; though the eulogies 
of Xenophon ought to have been confined to another point in 
his conduct, now to be mentioned. Agesilaus, while securing 
for his army the plunder of the country over which he carried 
his victorious arms, took great pains to prevent both cruelty 
and destruction of property. When any town surrendered to 
him on terms, his exactions were neither ruinous nor grossly 
humiliating.3 Amidst all the plunder realised, too, the most 
valuable portion was, the adult natives of both sexes, hunted 
down and brought in by the predatory light troops of the army, 
to be sold as slaves. Agesilaus was vigilant in protecting these 
poor victims from ill-usage; inculcating upon his soldiers the 
duty, "not of punishing them like wrong-doers, but simply of 
keeping them under guard as men." 4 It was the practice of 
the poorer part of the native population often to sell their little 
children for exportation to travelling slave-merchants, from in
ability to maintain them. The children thus purchased, if they 
promised to be handsome, were often mutilated, and fetched 
large prices as eunuchs, to supply the large demand for the 

1 Xen. Agesil. i. 19 ; Xen. Anabas. vii. 8, 20-23 ; Plutarch, Reipub. 
Gerend. Prrecept. p. 809 B. See above, chapter lxxii. of this History. 

2 Xen. Agesil. i. r8. ...c!vTH 'll"tlfJ-'II"A1j8~ xp1Jp.a-ra (A.a.Bov. 
3 Xen. Agesil. i. 20-22. 
• Xen. Hellen. iii. 4, 19; Xen. Agesil. i. 28. -roos &n-o -rwv A-p<T-ri:w 

b.A.tO'I<Op.~vovs {3apf3cl.povs. 
So the word A'f/<TT1}s, used in reference to the fleet, means the commander 

of a predatory vessel or privateer (Xen. Hellen. ii. I, 30). 
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harems and religious worship of many Asiatic towns. But in 
their haste to get out of the way of a plundering army, these 
slave-merchants were forced often to leave by the way-side the 
little children whom they had purchased, exposed to the wolves, 
the dogs, or starvation. In this wretched condition, they were 
found by Agesilaus on his march. His humane disposition 
prompted him to see them carried to a place of safety, where 
he gave them in charge of those old natives whom age and 
feebleness had caused to be left behind as not worth carrying 
off. By such active kindness, rare indeed in a Grecian general, 
towards the conquered, he earned the gratitude of the captives, 
and the sympathies of every one around. 1 

This interesting anecdote, imparting a glimpse of the ancient 
world in reference to details which Grecian historians rarely 
condescend to unveil, demonstrates the compassionate dis
position of Agesilaus. We find in conjunction with it another 
anecdote, illustrating the Spartan side of his character. The 

1 Xen. Agesil. i. 21. Kal 'll"oil.l\aK<s p.~v '~~"P"'1Ji'Op•v• 'To'is rr"P"""J,""" 
"T'oVs b.A.tUICop.fvovs p.~ Ws &.Ol~eovs 'Ttp.oopeiu8at, O.AA' &s lt.v8pcfJ
.,. o v S ~ v 'T as </> v )\ d 0' 0' et V. noil.il.aKtS ll~ <11TO'TE !J.E'Ta<r'Tpa'T01TEOE0ot'TO, •l 
atrriJot'To Ka'Tail.ell.etp.p.r!va 'll"atll&pta p.tKpc% ,p..,.&p.,v (& 'li"Oil.il.ol 
~ ... t!Jil.ovv, llta 'TO Pop.E(e<P p.7J ll6Parr1Ja< tlv <f>r!pe<v ah·a Kal 
'Tpr!<f>etv), l1T<p.he'TO Kal 'TOO'TWV, 81rws lrV")'KOp.f(ot'TO 1TOt" 'TD'is /1' ai'i ate% 
J'1jpas K«Ta.At:Aelp.p.Evots alx,u.al\cfJTots wpoulTaTTev l7rtp.eA.t5'itr8at aVTi;w, 
ws p.~'TE ~1TO KVVwv, p.-li8' ~ ... IJ ii.OKWV, llta<J>8elpotli'TO. d O.<r'TE ou p.ovov o1 
1Tvv8av6p.evot 'Taii'Ta, Mil.c% !Cal au'Tol ol ail.tO'ICO!J.EVOt, eup.eve'is au'T<e t")'(")'VOli'TO. 

Herodotus affirms that the Thracians also sold their children for export
ation---'ll"wil.evrrt 'Ttt 'TriKva l1r' ~~"'Y"'"Yii (Herod. v. 6): compare Philostratus, 
Vit. Apollon. viii. 7-12, p. 346; and ch. xvi. of this History. 

Herodotus mentions the Chian merchant Panionius (like the "Mitylenams 
mango" in Martial-" Sed Mitylenrei roseus mangonis ephebus" Martial, 
vii. 79)-as having conducted on a large scale the trade of purchasing boys, 
looking out for such as were handsome, to supply the great demand in the 
East for eunuchs, who were supposed to make better and more attached 
servants. Herodot. viii. zos. liKws 'Ya.P K'Tnua<To (Panionius) 1ra'illas etlleos 
l1rap.p.fvovs, ~K7cip.vwv, U'Ywfoov €1rcfJAfe Es ~&.pO's TE ~eal 111Ecpeuov XP11.u.4Truv 
!J.E')'ail.wV' 1Taptt ')'c%p 'TO'i<Tt {:3apfJapotO'l 'Ttp.tcJ,'Tepo£ e10't o[ EUliOVXOt, 1Tl<r'TtOS 
erveKa 71/s ... du'f)s, Twv ivopxlwv. Boys were necessary, as the operation 
was performed in childhood or youth---'ll"a'illes iK'Top.lat (Herodot. vi. 6-32 : 
compare iii. 48). The Babylonians, in addition to their large pecuniary 
tribute, had to furnish to the Persian court annually sao 'll"a'ioas iK'TOp.las 
(Herodot. iii. 92). For some further remarks on the preference of the 
Persians both for the persons and the services of euvovxo•, see Dio Chry
sostom. Orat. xxi. p. 270; Xenoph. Cyropred. vii. 5, 6r-65. Hellanikus 
(Fr. 169, ed. Didot) affirmed that the Persians had derived both the persons 
so employed, and the habit of employing them, from the Babylonians. 

When Mr. Hanway was travelling near the Caspian, among the Kalmucks, 
little children of two or three years of age, were often tendered to him for 
sale, at two rubles per head (Hanway's Travels, ch. xvi. pp. 65, 66). 
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prisoners who had been captured during the expedition were 
brought to Ephesus, and sold during the winter as slaves for 
the profit of the army. Agesilaus-being then busily employed 
in training his troops to military efficiency, especially for the 
cavalry service during the ensuing campaign-thought it advis
able to impress them with contempt for the bodily capacity and 
prowess of the natives. He therefore directed the heralds who 
conducted the auction, to put the prisoners up to sale in a state 
of perfect nudity. To have the body thus exposed, was a thing 
never done, and even held disgraceful, by the native Asiatics ; 
while among :he Greeks, the practice was universal for purposes 
of exercise-or at least had become universal during the last 
two or three centuries-for we are told that originally the Asiatic 
feeling on this point had prevailed throughout Greece. It was 
one of the obvious differences between Grecian and Asiatic 
customs 1-that in the former, both the exercises of the pala:
stra, as well as the matches in the solemn games, required 
competitors of every rank to contend naked. Agesilaus him
self stripped thus habitually; Alexander prince of Macedon 
had done so, when he ran at the Olympic stadium 2-also the 
combatants out of the great family of the Diagorids of Rhodes, 
when they gained their victories in the Olympic pankratium
and all those other noble pugilists, wrestlers, and runners, 
descended from gods and heroes, upon whom Pindar pours 
forth his complimentary odes. 

On this occasion at Ephesus, Agesilaus gave special orders 
to put up the Asiatic prisoners to auction naked ; not at all by 
way of insult, but in order to exhibit to the eye of the Greek 
soldier who contemplated them, how much he gained by his own 
bodily training and frequent exposure-and how inferior was 
the condition of men whose bodies never felt the sun or wind. 
They disphyed a white skin, plump and soft limbs, weak and 
undeveloped muscles, like men accustomed to be borne in 
carriages instead of walking or running; from whence we in
directly ler.rn that many of them were men in wealthy circum
stances. And the purpose of Agesilaus was completely 
answered ; since his soldiers, when they witnessed such 
evidences of bodily incompetence, thought that "the enemies 
against whom they had to contend were not more formidable 

1 Herodot. i. 10. 1rapb. -yitp To'if!'< Auao'if!'<, f!'X<abv o€ 1rapb. Told< ~l\l\o<f!'< 
f;lap.Bcl.po<f!'<, "'.! li.vlipa l>cp81iva< -yu)l.vov, ~s alf!'x6v'l)v f<E-yci.Ji.rJV cpJpe<. Compare 
Thucyd. i. 6 ; Plato, Republic, v. 3, p. 452 D. 

2 Herodot. v. 22. 
M 2 
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than ~omen." 1 Such a method of illustrating the difference 
between good and bad physical training would hardly have 
occurred to any one except a Spartan, brought up under the 
Lykurgean rules. 

While Agesilaus thus brought home to the vision of his 
soldiers the inefficiency of untrained bodies, he kept them 
throughout the winter under hard work and drill, as well in 
the pahestra as in arms. A force of cavalry was still wanting. 
To procure it, he enrolled all the richest Greeks in the various 
Asiatic towns, as conscripts to serve on horseback ; giving 
each of them leave to exempt himself, however, by providing a 
competent substitute and equipment-man, horse, and arms.2 

Before the commencement of spring, an adequate force of 
cavalry was thus assembled at Ephesus, and put into tolerable 
exercise. Throughout the whole winter, that city became a 
place of arms, consecrated to drilling and gymnastic exercises. 
On parade as well as in the palrestra, Agesilaus himself was 
foremost in setting the example of obedience and hard work. 
Prizes were given to the diligent and improving, among hop
lites, horsemen, and light troops ; while the armourers, braziers, 
leather-cutters, &c., all the various artisans whose trade lay in 
muniments of war, were in the fullest employment. "It was a 
sight full of encouragement (says Xenophon, who was doubt
less present and took part in it), to see Agesilaus and the 
soldiers leaving the gymnasium, all with wreaths on their heads ; 
and marching to the temple of Artemis to dedicate their 
wreaths to the goddess." 3 

Before Agesilaus was in condition to begin his military 
operations for the spring, the first year of his command had 
passed over. Thirty fresh counsellors reached Ephesus from 

1 Xen. Hellen. iii. 4, Ig. 'Hoyo6p.evos o€ tcal To tcaTacf>poviiv .,.c;, 
1rol\.ep.lwv pd,p.rw T<va ~p.fld.l\.l\.etv 1rpos TO p.&.xeu8at, 1rpoii1re Tots tcf,pu~t, 
TOVs {,.,.o .,.c;,, l\.?71T'Twv &l\.t!Ttcop.tvous flapfld.pous oyup.vovs 7rwll.e<v. 'OpwvTes 
o~v of tJ'TpO.lTL~J"ra& AEvKoVs p.lv, ala. T~ p.'f}3€7rOTf t~e3Veu8a.,, p.aAa.KoVs 
o€ tcal & ... ovous, a.a. 'TO lxel l7r' OX1fP.d.TwV elva•, lvop.tuav, obo€v OtolueUI 
TOP '!1"07\.ep.ov f) el oyvvat~l lltot p.<£ xeu8at. 

Xen. Agesil. i. 28-where he has it-'ll"lovas o€ tcal lx1rovous, otil. TO lxel 
br' ?Jx.,p.d.Twv elvat (Polyrenus, ii. I, 5; Plutarch, Agesil. c. g). 

Frontinus (i. I8) recounts a proceeding somewhat similar on the part of 
Gelon, after his great victory over the Carthaginians at Himera in Sicily :
" Gelo Syracusarum tyrannus, bello adversus Pcenos suscepto, cum multos 
cepisset, infirmissimum quemque prrecipue ex auxiliaribus, qui riigerrimi 
erant, nuda tum in conspectu suo rum produxit, ut persuaderet contemnendos." 

2 Xen. Hellen. iii. 4, IS; Xen. Agesil. i. 23. Compare what is related 
about Scipio Africanus-Livy, xxix. r. 

3 Xen. Hellen. iii. 4, I7, I8 ; Xen. Agesil. i. 26, 27. 
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Sp:uta, superseding the first thirty under Lysander, who all 
went home forthwith. The· army was now not only more 
numerous, but better trained, and more systematically arranged, 
than in the preceding campaign. Agesilaus distributed the 
various divisions under the command of different members of 
the new Thirty; the cavalry being assigned to Xenokles, the 
Neodamode hoplites to Skythes, the Cyreians to Herippidas, 
the Asiatic contingents to Migdon. He then gave out that 
he should march straight against Sardis. Nevertheless Tissa
phernes, who was in that place, construing this proclamation as 
a feint, and believing that the real march would be directed 
against Karia, disposed his cavalry in the plain of the Mreander 
as he had done in the preceding campaign ; while his infantry 
were sent still farther southward within the Karian frontier. 
On this occasion, however, Agesilaus marched as he had 
announced, in the direction of Sardis. For three days he 
plundered the country without seeing an enemy; nor was it 
until the fourth day that the cavalry of Tissaphernes could be 
summoned back to oppose him ; the infantry being even yet at 
a distance. On reaching the banks of the river Pakt6lus, the 
Persian cavalry found the Greek light troops dispersed for the 
purpose of plunder, attacked them by surprise, and drove them 
in with considerable loss. Presently however Agesilaus him
self came up, and ordered his cavalry to charge, anxious to 
bring on a battle before the Persian infantry could arrive in the 
field. In efficiency, it appears, th:e Persian cavalry wa;; a full 
match for his cavalry, and in number apparently superior. 
But when he brought up his infantry, and caused his peltasts 
and younger hoplites to join the cavalry in a vigorous attack
victory soon declared on his side. The Persians were put to 
flight :J.nd many of them drowned in the Pakt6lus. Their 
camp too was taken, with a valuable booty; including several 
camels, which Agesilaus afterwards took with him into Greece. 
This success ensured to him the unopposed mastery of all the 
territory round Sardis. He carried his ravages to the very 
gates of that city, plundering the gardens and ornamented 
ground, proclaiming liberty to those within, and defying 
Tissaphernes to come out and fight.l 

1 Xen. Hellen. iii. 4, 21-24; Xen. Agesil. i. 32, 33 ; Plutarch, 
Agesil. c. ro. 

Diodorus ( xh·. So) professes to describe this battle ; but his description is 
hardly to be reconciled with that of Xenophon, which is better authority. 
Among other points of difference, Diodorus affirms that the Persians had 
so,ooo infantry ; and Pausanias also states (iii. 9, 3) that the number of 
Persian infantry in this battle was greater than had ever been got together 
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The career of that timid and treacherous satrap now ap

proached its close. The Persians in or near Sardis loudly 
complained of him as leaving them undefended, from cowar
dice and anxiety for his own residence in Karia ; while the 
court of Susa was now aware that the powerful reinforcement 
which had been sent to him last year, intended to drive 
Agesilaus out of Asia, had been made to achieve absolutely 
nothing. To these grounds of just dissatisfaction was added a 
court-intrigue ; to which, and to the agency of a person yet 
more worthless and cruel than himself, Tissaphernes fell a 
victim. The Queen Mother Parysatis had never forgiven him 
for having been one of the principal agents in the defeat and 
death of her son Cyrus. Her influence being now re-established 
over the mind of Artaxerxes, she took advantage of the existing 
discredit of the satrap to get an order sent down for his de
position and death. Tithraustes, the bearer of this order, 
seized him by stratagem at Koloss::e in Phrygia, while he was 
in the bath, and caused him to be beheaded.! 

The mission of Tithraustes to Asia Minor was accompanied 
by increased efforts on the part of Persia for prosecuting 
the war against Sparta with vigour, by sea as well as by land ; 
and also for fomenting the anti-Spartan movement which burst 
out into hostilities this year in Greece. At first, however, 
immediately after the death of Tissaphernes, Tithraustes en
deavoured to open negotiations with Agesilaus ; who was in 
military possession of the country round Sardis, while that city 
itself appears to have been occupied by Ari::eus-probably the 
same Persian who had formerly been general under Cyrus, and 
who had now again revolted from Artaxerxes. 2 Tithraustes 
took credit to the justice of the King for having punished the 
late satrap; out of whose perfidy (he affirmed) the war had 
arisen. He then sur.1moned Agesilaus, in the King's name, to 
evacuate Asia, leaving the Asiatic Greeks to pay their original 
tribute to Persia, but to enjoy complete autonomy, subject to 
that one condition. Had this proposition been accepted and 
executed, it would have secured these Greeks against Persian 
occupation or governors ; a much milder fate for them than 
that to which the Laced::emonians had consented in their con
ventions with Tissaphernes sixteen years before, 3 and analogous 

since the times of Darius and Xerxes. Whereas Xenophon expressly states 
that the Persian infantry had not come up, and took no part in the battle. 

1 Plutarch, Artaxerx. c. 23; Diodor. xiv. So; Xen. Hellen. iii. 4, 25. 
2 Xen. Hellen. iii. 14, 25; iv. I, 27. 
8 Thucyd. viii. I8, 37' s8. 
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to the position in which the Chalkidians of Thrace had been 
placed with regard to Athens, under the peace of Nikias; 1 

subject to a fixed tribute, yet autonomous-with no other 
obligation or interference. Agesilaus replied that he had no 
power to entertain such a proposition without the authorities 
at home, whom he accordingly sent to consult. But in the 
interim he was prevailed upon by Tithraustes to conclude an 
armistice for six months, and to move out of his satrapy into 
that of Pharnabazus; receiving a contribution of thirty talents 
towards the temporary maintenance of the army. 2 These 
satraps generally acted more like independent or even hostile 
princes, than co-operating colleagues; one of the many causes 
of the weakness of the Persian empire. 

When Agesilaus had reached the neighbourhood of Kyme, 
on his march northward to the Hellespontine Phrygia, he 
received a despatch from home, placing the Spartan naval force 
in the Asiatic seas under his command, as well as the land
force, and empowering him to name whomsoever he chose as 
acting admiral.3 For the first time since the battle of JEgos
potami, the maritime empire of Sparta was beginning to be 
threatened, and increased efforts on her part were becoming 
requisite. Pharnabazus, going up in person to the court of 
Artaxerxes, had by pressing representations obtained a large 
subsidy for fitting out a fleet in Cyprus and Phrenicia, to act 
under the Athenian admiral Konon against the Lacedremonians. 4 

That officer-with a fleet of forty triremes, before the equip
ment of the remainder was yet complete-had advanced along 
the southern coast of Asia Minor to Kaunus, at the south
western corner of the peninsula, on the frontier of Karia and 
Lykia. In this port he was besieged by the Lacedremonian 
fleet of 120 triremes under Pharax. But a Persian reinforce
ment strengthened the fleet of Konon to eighty sail, and put 
the place out of danger; so that Pharax, desisting from the 
siege, retired to Rhodes. 

The neighbourhood of Konon, however, who was now with 
his fleet of eighty sail near the Chersonesus of Knidus, em
boldened the Rhodians to revolt from Sparta. It was at 
Rhodes that the general detestation of the Lacedremonian 
empire, disgraced in so many different cities by the local Dekar
chies and by the Spartan harmosts, first manifested itself. And 

1 Thucyd. v. 18, 5· 
2 Xen. Hellen. iii. 4, 26; Diodor. xiv. 8o. ~{a.p.7JV<a.fa.s &voxJ.s. 
s Xen. Hellen. iii. 4, 27. 
4 Diodor. xiv. 39; Justin, vi. 1. 
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such was the ardour of the Rhodian population, that their revolt 
took place while the fleet of Pharax was (in part at least) actually 
in the harbour, and they drove him out of it.1 Konon, whose 
secret encouragements had helped to excite this insurrection, 
presently sailed to Rhodes with his fleet, and made the island 
his main station. It threw into his hands an unexpected advan
tage ; for a numerous fleet of vessels arrived there shortly after
wards, sent by Nephereus the native king of Egypt (which was 
in revolt against the Persians) with marine stores and grain to 
the aid of the Lacedremonians. Not having been apprised of 
the recent revolt, these vessels entered the harbour of Rhodes 
as if it were still a Lacedremonian island; and their cargoes 
were thus appropriated by Konon and the Rhodians. 2 

In recounting the various revolts of the dependencies of 
Athens which took place during the Peloponnesian war, I had 
occasion to point out more than once that all of them took 
place not merely in the absence of any Athenian force, but 
even at the instigation (in most cases) of a present hostile force 
-by the contrivance of a local party-and without privity or 
previous consent of the bulk of the citizens. The present 
revolt of Rhodes, forming a remarkable contrast on all these 
points, occasioned the utmost surprise and indignation among 
the Lacedremonians. They saw themselves about to enter 
upon a renewed maritime war, without that aid which they 
had reckoned on receiving from Egypt, and with aggravated 
uncertainty in respect to their dependencies and tribute. It 
was under this prospective anxiety that they took the step of 
nominating Agesilaus to the command of the fleet as well as 
of the army, in order to ensure unity of operations; 3 though a 
distinction of functions, which they had hitherto set great value 
upon maintaining, was thus broken down-and though the 
two commands had .never been united in any king before 
Agesilaus. 4 Pharax, the previous admiral, was recalled. 5 

1 Diodor. xiv. 79· 'P&1!io< lie iK/3a71.&vTes TOV Twv lle71.o'II'OVV77<Tlwv tTTOll.ov, 
a'll'itTT7ltTCIV a'II'O AaKEOatp.ov[wv, Kal TOV Kovwva 1TpOtTEoi~avTo p.era TOV 
tTTOll.ou 'II'CIJITOs els T~v >roll.w. 

Compare Androtion apud Pausaniam, vi. 7, 2. 
2 Diodor. xiv. 79; Justin (vi. 2) calls this native Egyptian king Hercynian. 
It seems to have been the uniform practice, for the corn·ships coming 

from Egypt to Greece to halt at Rhodes (Demosthen. cont. Dionysodor. 
p. 1285: compare Herodot. ii. 182). 

3 Xen. Hellen. iii. 4, 27. 
4 Plutarch, Agesil. c. 10 ; Aristotel. Politic. ii. 6, 22. 
5 The Lacedremonian named Pharax, mentioned by Theopompus (Fragm. 

218, ed. Didot: compare Athenreus, xii. p. 536) as a profligate and extrava-
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But the violent displeasure of the Lacedremonians against 

the revolted Rhodians was still better attested by another 
proceeding. Among all the great families at Rhodes, none 
were more distinguished than the Diagoridre. Its members 
were not only generals and high political functionaries in their 
native island, but had attained even Pan-Hellenic celebrity by 
an unparalleled series of victories at the Olympic and other 
great solemnities. Dorieus, a member of this family, had 
gained the victory in the pankration at Olympia on three 
successive solemnities. He had obtained seven prizes in the 
~ emean, and eight in the Isthmian games. He had carried 
off the prize at one Pythian solemnity without a contest-no 
one daring to stand up against him in the fearful struggle of 
the pankration. As a Rhodian, while Rhodes was a subject
ally of Athens during the Peloponnesian war, he had been so 
pronounced in his attachment to Sparta as to draw on himself 
a sentence of banishment; upon which he had retired to 
Thurii, and had been active in hostility to Athens after the 
Syracusan catastrophe. Serving against her in ships fitted out 
at his own cost, he had been captured in 407 B.C. by the 
Athenians and brought in as prisoner to Athens. By the 
received practice of war in that day, his life was forfeited; 
and over and above such practice, the name of Dorieus was 
peculiarly odious to the Athenians. But when they saw before 
the public assembly a captive enemy, of heroic lineage as well as 
of unrivalled athletic majesty and renown, their previous hatred 
was so overpowered by sympathy and admiration, that they 
liberated him by public vote, and dismissed him unconditionally.! 

This interesting anecdote, which has already been related in 
my sixty-fourth chapter, is here again noticed as a contrast to 
the treatment which the same Dorieus now underwent from 
the Lacedremonians. What he had been doing since, we do 
not know; but at the time when Rhodes now revolted from 
Sparta, he was not only absent from the island, but actually 
in or near Peloponnesus. Such however was the wrath of the 
Lacedremonians against Rhodians generally, that Dorieus was 
seized by their order, brought to Sparta, and there condemned 

gant person, is more probably an officer who served under Dionysius in 
Sicily and Italy, about forty years after the revolt of Rhodes. The difference 
of time appears so great, that we must probably suppose two different men 
bearing the same name. 

1 Xen. Hellen. i. 5, 19. 
Compare a similar instance of merciful dealing, on the part of the Syracusan 

assembly, towards the Sikel prince Duketius (Diodor. xi. 92). 
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and executed.1 It seems hardly possible that he can have had 
any personal concern in the revolt. Had such been the fact, 
he would have been in the island-or would at least have 
taken care not to be within the reach of the Lacedremonians 
when the revolt happened. Perhaps however other members 
of the Diagoridre, his family, once so much attached to Sparta, 
may have taken part in it; for we know, by the example of the 
Thirty at Athens, that the Lysandrian Dekarchies and Spartan 
harmosts made themselves quite as formidable to oligarchical 
as to democratical politicians, and it is very conceivable that 
the Diagoridre may have become less philo-Laconian in their 
politics. 

This extreme difference in the treatment of the same man 
by Athens and by Sparta raises instructive reflections. It 
exhibits the difference both between Athenian and Spartan 
sentiment, and between the sentiment of a multitude and that 
of a few. The grand and sacred personality of the Hieronike 
Dorieus, when exhibited to the senses of the Athenian multi
tude-the spectacle of a man in chains before them, who had 
been proclaimed victor and crowned on so many solemn 
occasions before the largest assemblages of Greeks ever 
brought together-produced an overwhelming effect upon their 
emotions; sufficient not only to efface a strong pre-established 
antipathy founded on active past hostility, but to countervail a 
just cause of revenge, speaking in the language of that day. 
But the same appearance produced no effect at all on the 
Spartan Ephors and Senate; not sufficient even to hinder them 
from putting Dorieus to death, though he had given them no 
cause for antipathy or revenge, simply as a sort of retribution 
for the revolt of the island. Now this difference depended 
partly upon the difference between the sentiment of Athenians 
and Spartans, but partly also upon the difference between the 
sentiment of a multitude and that of a few. Had Dorieus 
been brought before a select judicial tribunal at Athens, 
instead of before the Athenian public assembly-or had the 
case been discussed before the assembly in his absence
he would have been probably condemned-conformably to 
usage, under the circumstances ; but the vehement emotion 
worked by his presence upon the multitudinous spectators· of 
the assembly, rendered such a course intolerable to them. It 
has been common with historians of Athens to dwell upon the 
passions of the public assembly as if it were susceptible of 

1 Pausanias, vi. 7, 2. 
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excitement only in an angry or vindictive direction ; whereas 
the truth is, and the example before us illustrates, that they 
were open-minded in one direction as well as in another, and 
that the present emotion, whatever it might be, merciful or 
sympathetic as well as resentful, was intensified by the mere 
fact of multitude. And thus, where the established rule of 
procedure happened to be cruel, there was some chance of 
moving an Athenian assembly to mitigate it in a particular 
case, though the Spartan Ephors or Senate would be inexorable 
in carrying it out-if indeed they did not, as seems probable 
in the case of Dorieus, actually go beyond it in rigour. 

While Konon and the Rhodians were thus raising hostilities 
against Sparta by sea, Agesilaus, on receiving at Kyme the 
news of his nomination to the double command, immediately 
despatched orders to the dependent maritime cities and islands, 
requiring the construction and equipment of new triremes. 
Such was the influence of Sparta, and so much did the local 
governments rest upon its continuance, that these requisitions 
were zealously obeyed. Many leading men incurred consider
able expense, from desire to acquire his favour; so that a fleet 
of 120 new triremes was ready by the ensuing year. Agesilaus, 
naming his brother-in-law Peisander to act as admiral, sent 
him to superintend the preparations; a brave young man, but 
destitute both of skill and experience.1 

Meanwhile he himself pursued his march (about the begin
ning of autumn) towards the satrapy of Pharnabazus-Phrygia 
south and south-east of the Propontis. Under the active 
guidance of his new auxiliary Spithridates, he plundered the 
country, capturing some towns, and reducing others to capitu
late; with considerable advantage to his soldiers. Pharnabazus, 
having no sufficient army to hazard a battle in defence of his 
satrapy, concentrated all his force near his own residence at 
Daskylium, offering no opposition to the march of Agesilaus ; 
who was induced by Spithridates to traverse Phrygia and enter 
Paphlagonia, in hopes of concluding an alliance with the 
Paphlagonian prince Otys. That prince, in nominal depend
ence on Persia, could muster the best cavalry in the Persian 
empire. But he had recently refused to obey an invitation 
from the court at Susa, and he now not only welcomed the 
appearance of Agesilaus, but 'concluded an alliance with him, 
strengthening him with an auxiliary body of cavalry and 
peltasts. Anxious to requite Spithridates for his services, and 

1 Xen. Hellen. iii. 4, z8, 29 ; Plutarch, Agesil. c. 10. 
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vehemently attached to his son, the beautiful youth Mega
bates-Agesilaus persuaded Otys to marry the daughter of 
Spithridates. He even caused her to be conveyed by sea in 
a Laced::emonian trireme-probably from Abydos to Sinope.1 

Reinforced by the Paphlagonian auxilaries, Agesilaus prose
cuted the war with augmented vigour against the satrapy of 
Pharnabazus. He now approached the neighbourhood of 
Daskylium, the residence of the satrap himself, inherited from 
his father Pharnakes, who had been satrap before him. This 
was a well-supplied country, full of rich villages, embellished 
with parks and gardens for the satrap's hunting and gratifica
tion : the sporting tastes of Xenophon lead him also to remark 
that there were plenty of birds for the fowler, with rivers full of 
fish. 2 In this agreeable region Agesilaus passed the winter. 
His soldiers, abundantly supplied with provisions, became so 
careless, and straggled with so much contempt of their enemy, 
that Pharnabazus, with a body of 400 cavalry and two scythed 
chariots, found an opportunity of attacking 700 of them by 
surprise; driving them back with considerable loss, until 
Agesilaus came up to protect them with the hoplites. 

This partial misfortune, however, was speedily avenged. 
Fearful of being surrounded and captured, Pharnabazus 
refrained from occupying any fixed position. He hovered 
about the country, carrying his valuable property along with 
him, and keeping his place of encampment as secret as he 
could. The watchful Spithridates, nevertheless, having obtained 
information that he was encamped for the night in the village 
of Kane, about 18 miles distant, Herippidas (one of the thirty 
Spartans). undertook a night-march wit'h a detachment to sur
prise him. Two thousand Grecian hoplites, the like number 
of light-armed peltasts, and Spithridates with the Paphlagonian 
horse, were appointed to accompany him. Though many of 

1 Xen. Hellen. iv. r, I-rs. 
The negotiation of this marriage by Agesilaus is detailed in a curious and 

interesting manner by Xenophon. His conversation with Otys took place 
in the presence of the thirty Spartan counsellors, and probably in the 
presence of Xenophon himself. 

The attachment of Agesilaus to the youth Megabazus or Megabat~s, is 
marked in the Hellenica (iv. r, 6-28)-but is more strongly brought out in 
the Agesilaus of Xenophon (v. 6), and in Plutarch, Agesil. c. II. 

In the retreat of the Ten Thousand Greeks (five years before) along the 
southern coast of the Euxine, a Paphlagonian prince named Korylas is 
mentioned (Xen. Anab. v. 5, 22 ; v. 6, 8). Whether there was more than 
one Paphlagonian prince-or whether Otys was successor of Korylas-we 
cannot tell. 

2 Xen. Hellen. iv. I, 16-33. 
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these soldiers took advantage of the darkness to evade attend
ance, the enterprise proved completely successful. The camp 
of Pharnabazus was surprised at break of day; his Mysian 
advanced guards were put to the sword, and he himself, with 
all his troops, was compelled to take flight with scarcely any 
resistance. All his stores, plate, and personal furniture, together 
with a large baggage-train and abundance of prisoners, fell 
into the hands of the victors. As the Paphlagonians under 
Spithridates formed the cavalry of the victorious detachment, 
they naturally took more spoil and more prisoners than the 
infantry. They were proceeding to carry off their acquisitions, 
when Herippidas interfered and took everything away from 
them; placing the entire spoil of every description under the 
charge of Grecian officers, to be sold by formal auction in a 
Grecian city ; after which the proceeds were to be distributed 
or applied by public authority. The orders of Herippidas 
were conformable to the regular and systematic proceeding of 
Grecian officers; but Spithridates and the Paphlagonians were 
probably justified by Asiatic practice in appropriating that 
which they had themselves captured. Moreover, the order, 
disagreeable in itself, was enforced against them with Laceda!
monian harshness of manner, 1 unaccompanied by any guarantee 
that they would be allowed, even at last, a fair share of the 
proceeds. Resenting the conduct of Herippidas as combining 
injury with insult, they deserted in the night, and fled to Sardis, 
where the Persian Aria!us was in actual revolt against the 
court of Susa. This was a serious loss, and still more serious 
chagrin, to Agesilaus. He was not only deprived of valuable 
auxiliary cavalry, and of an enterprising Asiatic informant; but 
the report would be spread that he defrauded his Asiatic allies 
of their legitimate plunder, and others would thus be deterred 
from joining him. His personal sorrow too was aggravated by 
the departure of the youth Megabazus, who accompanied his 
father Spithridates to Sardis.2 

It was towards the close of this winter that a personal 
conference took place between Agesilaus and Pharnabazu.s, 
managed by the intervention of a Greek of Kyzikus named 
Apollophanes; who was connected by ties of hospitality with 

1 Plutarch, Agesil. c. 1 r. 11'tl<pbs &v l~eTrJ.CrT~s Tow I<Aa7rlvTwv, &c. 
2 Xen. Hellen. iv. 1, 27 ; Plutarch, Agesil. c. 1 r. 
Since the flight of Spithridates took place secretly by night, the scene 

which Plutarch asserts to have taken place between Agesilaus and Megabazus 
cannot have occurred on the departure of the latter, but must belong to 
some other occasion; as indeed it seems to be represented by Xenophon 
(Agesil. v. 4). 
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both, and served to each as guarantee for the good faith 
of the other. We have from Xenophon, himself probably 
present, an interesting detail of this interview. Agesilaus, 
accompanied by his thirty Spartan counsellors, being the first 
to arrive at the place of appointment, all of them sat down 
upon the grass to wait. Presently came Pharnabazus, with 
splendid clothing and retinue. His attendants were beginning 
to spread fine carpets for him, when the satrap, observing how 
the Spartans were seated, felt ashamed of such a luxury for 
himself, and sat down on the grass by the side of Agesilaus. 
Having exchanged salutes, they next shook hands; after which 
Pharnabazus, who as the older of the two had been the first 
to tender his right hand, was also the first to open the con
versation. Whether he spoke Greek well enough to dispense 
with the necessity of an interpreter, ·we are not informed. 
'' Agesilaus (said he), I was the friend and ally of you 
Lacedremonians.while you were at war with Athens: I furnished 
you with money to strengthen your fleet, and fought with you 
myself ashore on horseback, chasing your enemies into the 
sea. You cannot charge me with ever having played you false, 
like Tissaphernes, either by word or deed. Yet after this 
behaviour, I am now reduced by you to such a condition, 
that I have not a dinner in my own territory, except by picking 
up your leavings, like the beasts of the field. I see the fine 
residences, parks, and hunting-grounds, bequeathed to me by 
my father, which formed the charm of my life, cut up or burnt 
down by you. Is this the conduct of men mindful of favours 
received, and eager to requite them? Pray answer me this 
question; for perhaps I have yet to learn what is holy and just." 

The thirty Spartan counsellors were covered with shame 
by this emphatic appeal. They all held their peace ; while 
Agesilaus, after a long pause, at length replied-" You are 
aware, Pharnabazus, that in Grecian cities, individuals become 
private friends and guests of each other. Such guests, if the 
cities to which they belong go to war, fight with each other, 
and sometimes by accident even kill each other, each in behalf 
of his respective city. So then it is that we, being at war with 
your king, are compelled to hold all his dominions as enemy's 
land. But in regard to you, we would pay any price to become 
your friends. I do not invite you to accept us as masters, in 
place of your present master; I ask you to become our ally, 
and to enjoy your own property as a freeman-bowing before 
no man and acknowledging no master. Now freedom is in 
itself a possession of the highest value. But this is not all. 
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We do not call upon you to be a freeman, and yet poor. We 
offer you our alliance, to acquire fresh territory, not for the 
king, but for yourself; by reducing those who are now your 
fellow-slaves to become your subjects. Now tell me-if you 
thus continue a freeman and become rich, what can you want 
further to make you a thoroughly prosperous man?" 

"I will speak frankly to you in reply (said Pharnabazus). If 
the king shall send any other general, and put me under him, 
I shall willingly become your friend and ally. But if he 
imposes the duty of command on me, so strong is the point of 
honour, that I shall continue to make war upon you to the best 
of my power. Expect nothing else.'' 1 

Agesilaus, struck with this answer, took his hand and said
" Would that with such high-minded sentiments you could 
become our friend ! At any rate, let me assure you of this
that I will immediately quit your territory ; and for the future, 
even should the war continue, I will respect both you and all 
your property, as long as I can turn my arms against any other 
Persians." 

Here the conversation closed ; Pharnabazus mounted his 
horse, and rode away. His son by Parapita, however-at that 
time still a handsome youth-lingered behind, ran up to 
Agesilaus, and exclaimed-" Agesilaus, I make you my guest." 
"I accept it with all my heart "-was the answer. "Remember 
me by this "-rejoined the young Persian-putting into the 
hands of Agesilaus the fine javelin which he carried. The 
latter immediately took off the ornamental trappings from the 
horse of his secretary Idreus, and gave them as a return present, 
upon which the young man rode away with them, and rejoined 
his father.2 

There is a touching interest and emphasis in this interview 
as described by Xenophon, who here breathes into his tame 
Hellenic chronicle something of the romantic spirit of the 
Cyropredia. The pledges exchanged between Agesilaus and 
the son of Pharnabazus were not forgotten by either. The 
latter-being in after-days impoverished and driven into exile 
by his brother, during the absence of Pharnabazus in Egypt
was compelled to take refuge in Greece; where Agesilaus 

1 Xen. Hellen. iv. r, 37· 'Eav p.•wro< p.o< .,.~, lr.px~v 'll'poiT-r&..,..,.v, 'To<oiJ.,.&v 
"'• ws loll<•, </><1\.0'T<p.la ~11''1'[, •v XP~ •lli,va<, g.,., 'II'Oll.•p.fJITr.> vp.<v ws ttv 
ovvwp.a< llp<IT'Ta. 

Compare about </><ll.o'T<p.la, Herodot. iii. 53· 
2 Xen. Hellen. iv. 1, 29-41 ; Plutarch, Agesil. c. 13, 14; Xen. 

Agesil. iii. 5· 
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provided him with protection and a home, and even went so 
far as to employ influence in favour of an Athenian youth, to 
whom the son of Pharnabazus was attached. This Athenian 
youth had outgrown the age and size of the boy-runners in 
the Olympic stadium; nevertheless Agesilaus, by strenuous 
personal interference, overruled the reluctance of the Eleian 
judges, and prevailed upon them to admit him as a competitor 
with the other boys.l The stress laid by Xenophon upon this 
favour illustrates the tone of Grecian sentiment, and shows us 
the variety of objects which personal ascendency was used to 
compass. Disinterested in regard to himself, Agesilaus was 
unscrupulous both in promoting the encroachments, and 
screening the injustices, of his friends. 2 The unfair privilege 
which he procured for this youth, though a small thing in 
itself, could hardly fail to offend a crowd of spectators familiar 
with the established c.onditions of the stadium, and to expose 
the judges to severe censure. 

Quitting the satrapy of Pharnabazus-which was now pretty 
well exhausted, while the armistice concluded with Tithraustes 
must have expired-Agesilaus took up his camp near the 
temple of Artemis, at Astyra in the plain of Thebe (in the 
region commonly known as JEolis), near the Gulf of El::eus. 
He here employed himself in bringing together an increased 
number of troops, with a view to penetrate farther into the 
interior of Asia Minor during the summer. Recent events had 
greatly increased the belief entertained by the Asiatics in his 
superior strength ; so that he received propositions from various 
districts in the interior, inviting his presence, and expressing 
anxiety to throw off the Persian yoke. He sought also to 
compose the dissensions and misrule which had arisen out of 
the Lysandrian Dekarchies in the Greco-Asiatic cities, avoiding 
as much as possible sharp inflictions of death or exile. How 
much he achieved in this direction, we cannot tell 3-nor can 
it have been possible, indeed, to achieve much, without dis
missing the Spartan harmosts and lessening the political power 
of his own partisans ; neither of which he did. 

His plans were now all laid for penetrating farther than ever 
into the interior, and for permanent conquest, if possible, of 
the western portion of Persian Asia. What he would have 

1 X en. Hellen. iv. I, 40. .,.c£wr' t'll'ol7]uev, 8'11'ws &v 31' tKelvov i'YKP10fl7J 
els 'TO tT'Tc£3wv lv 'Ol\vwrl~, p.E"fltT'TOS &v 'TWV 'll'al3wv. 

2 Plutarch, Agesil. c. 5-13. 
3 Xen. Hellen. iv. I, 41; Xen. Agesil. i. 35-38; Plutarch, Agesil. c. 14, 

15; Isokrates, Or. v. (Philipp.) s. roo. 
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permanently accomplished towards this scheme, cannot be 
determined; for his aggressive march was suspended by a 
summons home, the reason of which will appear in the next 
chapter. 

Meanwhile Pharnabazus had been called from his satrapy to 
go and take the command of the Persian fleet in Kilikia and 
the south of Asia Minor, in conjunction with Konon. Since 
the revolt of Rhodes from the Lacedremonians (in the summer 
of the preceding year 395 B.c.), that active Athenian had 
achieved nothing. The burst of activity, produced by the first 
visit of Pharnabazus at the Persian court, had been paralysed 
by the jealousies of the Persian commanders, reluctant to serve 
under a Greek-by peculation of officers who embezzled the 
pay destined for the troops-by mutiny in the fleet from 
absence of pay-and by the many delays arising while the 
satraps, unwilling to spend their own revenues in the war, 
waited for orders and remittances from court.! Hence Konon 
had been unable to make any efficient use of his fleet, during 
those months when the Lacedremonian fleet was increased to 
nearly double its former number. At length he resolved
seemingly at the instigation of his countrymen at home 2 as 
well as of Euagoras prince of Salamis in Cyprus, and through 
the encouragement of Ktesias, one of the Grecian physicians 
resident at the Persian court-on going himself into the 
interior to communicate personally with Artaxerxes. Landing 
on the Kilikian coast, he crossed by land to Thapsakus on the . 
Euphrates (as the Cyreian army had marched), from whence 
he sailed down the river in a boat to Babylon. It appears that 
he did not see Artaxerxes, from repugnance to that ceremony 
of prostration which was required from all who approached the 
royal person. But his messages, transmitted through Ktesias 
and others-with his confident engagement to put down the 
maritime empire of Sparta and counteract the projects of 
Agesilaus, if the Persian forces and money were put into 

1 Compare Diodor. xv. 41 ad .fin.; and Thucyd. viii. 45· 
2 Isokrates (Or. viii. de Pace, s. 82) alludes to "many embassies" as 

having been sent by Athens to the king of Persia, to protest against the 
Lacedremonian dominion. But this mission of Konon is the only one which 
we can verify, prior to the battle of Knidus. 

Probably Demus the son of Pyrilampes, an eminent citizen and trierarch 
of Ailiens, must have been one of the companions of Konon in tllis mission. 
He is mentioned in an oration of Lysias as having received from the Great 
King a present of a golden drinking-bowl or .ptcf.}\.11; and I do not know on 
what other occasion he can have received it, ell:cept in this embassy (Lysias, 
Or. xix. De Bonis Aristoph. s. 27). 
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efficient action-produced a powerful effect on the mind of the 
monarch ; who doubtless was not merely alarmed at the 
formidable position of Agesilaus in Asia Minor, but also hated 
the Lacedremonians as main agents in the aggressive enterprise 
of Cyrus. Artaxerxes not only approved his views, but made 
to him a large grant of money, and transmitted peremptory 
orders to the coast that his officers should be active in 
prosecuting the maritime war. . 

What was of still greater moment, Konon was permitted to 
name any Persian whom he chose, as admiral jointly with 
himself. It was by his choice that Phamabazus was called 
from his satrapy, and ordered to act jointly as commander of 
the fleet. This satrap, the bravest and most straightforward 
among all the Persian grandees, and just now smarting with 
resentment at the devastation of his satrapy 1 by Agesilaus, 
co-operated heartily with Konon. A powerful fleet, partly 
Phrenician, partly Athenian or Grecian, was soon equipped, 
superior in number even to the newly-organised Lacedremonian 
fleet under Peisander. 2 Euagoras, prince of Salamis in Cyprus, 8 

not only provided many triremes, but served himself personally 
on board. 

1 Xen. Hellen. iv. 8, 6. 
2 The measures of Konon and the transactions preceding the battle of 

Knidus, are very imperfectly known to us ; but we may gather them 
generally from Diodorus, xiv. 8r; Justin, vi. 3, 4; Cornelius Nepos, Vit. 
Conon. c. 2, 3 ; Ktesire Fragment. c. 62, 63, ed. Bahr. 

Isokrates (Orat iv. (Panegyr.) s. r65: compare Orat. ix. (Euagor.) s. 77) 
speaks loosely as to tile duration of time that the Persian fleet remained 
blocked up by the Lacedremonians before Konon obtained his final and 
vigorous orders from Artaxerxes, unless we are to understand his three years 
as referring to the first news of outfit of ships of war in Phcenicia, brought 
to Sparta by Herodas, as Schneider understands them ; and even then the 
statement that the Persian fleet remained 7rol\wpt<o6p.evov for all this time, 
would be much exaggerated. Allowing for exaggeration, however, Isokrates 
coincides generally with the authorities above noticed. 

It would appear that Ktesias the physician obtained about this time 
permission to quit the court of Persia, and come back to Greece. Perhaps 
he may have been induced (like Demokedes of Kroton 120 years before) to 
promote the views of Konon in order to get for himself this permission. 

In the meagre abstract of Ktesias given by Photius (c. 63) mention is 
made of some Lacedremonian envoys who were now going up to the Per
sian court, and were watched or detained on the way. This mission can 
hardly have taken place before the battle of Knidus; for then Agesilaus 
was in the full tide of success, and contemplating the largest plans of 
aggression against Persia. It must have taken place, I· presume, after the 
battle. 

~ Isokrates, Or. ix. (Euagoras) s. 67. Eba-y&pou o~ af>-rov -re 7rapa
cr X J VT 0 s' t<al -ri)s owci.,uews Tt)V 7rl\elO"T'TjV 7rapaO"t<Evci.crav-ros. Compare 
s. 83 of the same oration. Compare Pausanias, i. 3, r. 
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It was about the month of July, 394 B.c., that Phamabazus 

and Konon brought their united fleet to the south-western 
corner of Asia Minor; first probably to the friendly island of 
Rhodes, next off Loryma 1 and the mountain called Dorion on 
the peninsula of Knidus. 2 Peisander, with the fleet of Sparta 
and her allies, sailed out from Knidus to meet them, and both 
parties prepared for a battle. The numbers of the Lace
d::emonians are reported by Diodorus at eighty-five triremes ; 
those of Konon and Pharnabazus at above ninety. But 
Xenophon, without particularising the number on either side, 
seems to intimate the disparity as far greater ; stating that 
the entire fleet of Peisander was considerably inferior even 
to the Grecian division under Konon, without reckoning 
the Phrenician ships under Pharnabazus.8 In spite of such 
inferiority, Peisander did not shrink from the encounter. 
Though a young man without military skill, he possessed a full 
measure of Spartan courage and pride; moreover-since the 
Spartan maritime empire was only maintained by the assumed 
superiority of his fleet-had he confessed himself too weak to 
fight, his enemies would have gone unopposed round the 
islands to excite revolt. Accordingly he sailed forth from the 
harbour of Knidus. But when the two fleets were ranged 
opposite to each other, and the battle was about to commence 
-so manifest and alarming was the superiority of the 
Athenians and Persians, that his Asiatic allies on the left 
division, noway hearty in the cause, fled almost without striking 
a blow. Under such discouraging circumstances, he heverthe
less led his fleet into action with the greatest valour. But his 
trireme was overwhelmed by numbers, broken in various places 
by the beaks of the enemy's ships, and forced back upon the 
land, together with a large portion of his fleet. Many of the 
crews jumped out and got to land, abandoning their triremes 
to the conquerors. Peisander too might have escaped in the 
same way ; but disdaining either to survive his defeat or to quit 
his ship, fell gallantly fighting aboard. The victory of Konon 

1 Diodor. xiv. 83. TJdrpt/3ov 1r•pl Ad,pvp.a. T1/s X•pcrov~crov. 
It is hardly necessary to remark, that the word Chersonesus here (and in 

xiv. 89) does not mean the peninsula of Thrace commonly known by that 
name, forming the European side of the Hellespont-but the peninsula on 
which Knidus is situated. 

2 Pausan. vi. J, !6. 1Tepl KvlTJov Ka.l 15pos "TO LJ.J,pwv ovop.a.(&f'evov. 
8 X en. Hellen. iv. J, I 2. 4>a.pv&./3a.(ov, va.va.pxov 6v"Ta., cVv "TU.LS if>owlcrtra.IS 

elva.<. K&vwva. Til; ro 'Ell.l\.7JVtKiw txov"Ta., rer&.x6a.t lp.1Tpocr6<v ab"Tov. 
'A11TL7ra.pa-ra~ap.,vov Bf Toil Det<rc£v0pov, Kal 'li"OA.Q ~A.a'TT6vwv a.VTcp -riJv 
~•wv cpa.vEttrwv Twv avrov Tov p.eTit K&vwvos 'Ell.li.7JVtKov, &c. 
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and Pharnabazus was complete. More than half of the 
Spartan ships was either captured or destroyed, though the 
neighbourhood of the land enabled a large proportion of the 
crews to escape to Knidus, so that no great number of 
prisoners were taken.I Among the allies of Sparta, the chief 
loss of course fell upon those who were most attached to her 
cause; the disaffected or lukewarm were those who escaped by 
flight at the beginning. 

Such was the memorable triumph of Konon at Knidus ; the 
reversal of that of Lysander at £Egospotami eleven years before. 
Its important effects will be recounted in the coming chapter. 

CHAPTER LXXIV 

FROM THE BATTLE OF KNIDUS TO THE REBUILDING OF THE 
LONG WALLS OF ATHENS 

HAVING in my last chapter carried the series of Asiatic 
events down to the battle of Knidus, in the beginning of 
August, B.C. 394, at which period war was already raging on 
the other side of the JEgean, in Greece Proper---1 now take 
up the thread of events from a period somewhat earlier, to 
show how this last-mentioned war, commonly called the 
Corinthian War, began. 

At the accession of Agesilaus to the throne, in 398 B.c., the 
power of Sparta throughout all Greece from Laconia to Thessaly, 
was greater than it had ever been, and greater than any 
Grecian state had ever enjoyed before. The burden of the 
long war against Athens she had borne in far less propor
tion than her allies; its fruits she had reaped exclusively for 
herself. There prevailed consequently among her allies a 
general discontent, which Thebes as well as Corinth manifested 
by refusing to take part in the recent expeditions; either of 
Pausanias against Thrasybulus and the Athenian exiles in 
Peineus-or of Agis against the Eleians-or of Agesilaus 
against the Persians in Asia Minor. The Eleians were com
pletely humbled by the invasions of Agis. All the other cities 
in Peloponnesus, from apprehension, from ancient habit, and 
from being governed by oligarchies who leaned on Sparta for 

1 Xen. Hellen. iv. 3, ro-14; Diodor. xiv. 83; Cornelius Nepos, Canon, 
c. 4 ; ] us tin, vi. 3· 
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support, were obedient to her authority-with the single ex
ception of Argos, which remained, as before, neutral and quiet, 
though in sentiment unfriendly. ·Athens was a simple unit in 
the catalogue of Spartan allies, furnishing her contingent, like 
the rest, to be commanded by the xenagus-or officer sent 
from Sparta for the special purpose of commanding such 
foreign contingents. 

In the northern regions of Greece, the advance of Spartan 
power is yet more remarkable. Looking back to the year 419 
B.c. (about two years after the peace of Nikias), Sparta had 
been so unable to protect her colony of Herakleia, in Trachis 
on the Maliac Gulf, near the strait of Thermopylce, that the 
Ba!otians were obliged to send a garrison thither, in order to 
preYent it from falling into the hands of Athens. They even 
went so far as to dismiss the Lacedcemonian harmost.l In the 
winter of 409-408 B.C., another disaster had happened at 
Herakleia, in which the Lacedcemonian harmost was slain. 2 

But about 399 B.c., we find Sparta exercising an energetic 
ascendency at Herakleia, and even making that place a central 
post for keeping down the people in the neighbourhood of 
Mount CEta and a portion of Thessaly. Herippidas the Lace
dcemonian was sent thither to repress some factious movements, 
with a force sufficient to enable him to overawe the public 
assembly, to seize the obnoxious party in the place, and to put 
them to death, soo in number, outside of the gates.3 Carrying 
his arms farther against the CEtceans and Trachinians in the 
neighbourhood, who had been long at variance with the Laco
nian colonists at Herakleia, he expelled them from their abodes, 
and forced them to migrate with their wives and children into 
Thessaly. 4 Hence the Lacedcemonians were enabled to extend 
their influence into parts of Thessaly, and to place a harmost 
with a garrison in Pharsalus, resting upon Herakleia as a basis 
-which thus became a position of extraordinary importance 
for their dominion over the northern regions. 

With the real power of Sparta thus greatly augmented on 
land, in addition to her vast empire at sea, bringing its ample 
influx of tribute-and among cities who had not merely long 
recognised her as leader, but had never recognised any one 
else-it required an unusual stimulus to raise any formidable 
hostile combination against her, notwithstanding a large spread 

1 Thucyd. v. 52. 2 Xen. Hellen. i. z, 18. 
3 Diodor. xiv. 38; Polyren. ii. 21. 
4 Diodorus, ut sup.: compare xiv. 81. -roh Tpo:x•vlovs </><6-yono:s E~< 

row 1rO:Tp(owv 6?rb Ao:IC€00:l}LOViwv, &c. 
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of disaffection and antipathy. The stimulus came from Persia,] 
from whose treasures the means had been before furnished tcj 
Sparta herself for subduing Athens. The news that a formid
able navy was fitting out in Phrenicia, which had prompted 
the expedition of Agesilaus in the spring of 396 n.c., was doubt
less circulated and heard with satisfaction among the Grecian 
cities unfriendly to Sparta; and the refusal of Thebes, Corinth, 
and Athens to take service under that prince-aggravated in 
the case of the Thebans by a positive offence given to him on 
the occasion of his sacrifice at Aulis-was enough to warn 
Sparta of the dangerous sentiments and tendencies by which 
she was surrounded near home. 

It was upon these tendencies that the positive instigations 1 
and promises of Persia were brought to bear, in the course of . 
the following year ; and not merely promises, but pecuniary l 
supplies, with news of revived naval warfare threatening the 1 

insular dominion of Sparta. Tithraustes, the new satrap who 1 
had put to death and succeeded Tissaphernes, had no sooner i 
concluded the armistice mentioned above, and prevailed upon i 
Agesilaus to remove his army into the satrapy of Pharnabazus, l 
than he employed active measures for kindling war against~ 
Sparta in Greece, in order to create a necessity for the recall of 1 

Agesilaus out of Asia. He sent a Rhodian named Timokrates 
into Greece, as envoy to the cities most unfriendly to the 
Lacedremonians, with a sum of fifty talents ;1 directing him tc 
employ this money in gaining over the leading men in these 
cities, and to exchange solemn oaths of alliance and aid with 
Persia, for common hostility against Sparta. The island of 
Rhodes, having just revolted from the Spartan dominion, had I 
admitted Konon with the Persian fleet (as I have mentioned 
in the last chapter), so that probably the Rhodian envoy was 
on a mission to Tithraustes on behalf of his countrymen. He 
was an appropriate envoy on this occasion, as having an 

1 Xen. Hellen. iii. s. I. n€p.1m Ttp.Oi<pd'T'I)V TIJV 'P&Swv ls 'T~V 'E.\.\dlia 
&o!Js Xpvu(ov ~S 1r€V'T~I<OV'Ta Td.\av'Ta ltp-yvp(ov, 1<al I<EA€0€1 1r€tpau8at, 1ri<T'TC 
TC p.e-yt<T'Tt:J. A.ap.{Jdvo>Ta, StS&vat Toi's wpoE<T'T'I)I<O<TtV Ev 'Tt:I.LS w6.\euw, l4>' ttT< 
..-o.\ep.ov ~~oluetv wpos il.al<eoatp.ov(ovs. 

Timokrates is ordered to give the money; yet not absolutely, but only 
on a certain condition, in case he should find that such condition could be 
realised ; that is, if by giving it he could procure from various leading 
Greeks sufficient assurances and guarantees that they would raise war 
against Sparta. As this was a matter more or less doubtful, Timokrat~s is 
ordered to try to give the money for this purpose. Though the construction 
of wetpau8at couples it with l'itl'i6vat, the sense of the word more properly 
belongs to ~~o(uew-w hich designates the purpose to be accomplished. 
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mimated interest in raising up new enemies to Sparta, and as 
;>eing hearty in stirring up among the The bans and Corinthians 
.he same spirit which had led to the revolt of Rhodes. The 
~ffect which that revolt produced in alarming and exasperating 
.he Spartans, has been already noticed ; and we may fairly 
CJresume that its effect on the other side, in encouraging their 
Jrecian enemies, was considerable. Timokrates visited Thebes, 
:::orinth, and Argos, distributing his funds. He concluded 
mgagements, on behalf of the satrap, with various leading 
nen in each, putting them into communication with each 
other; Ismenias, Androkleidas, and others in Thebes-Timo
laus and Polyanthes at Corinth-Kylon and others at Argos. 
It appears that he did not visit Athens ; at least Xenophon 
expressly says that none of his money went there. The work
ing of this mission-coupled, we must recollect, with the re
newed naval warfare on the coast of Asia, and the promise of 
a Persian fleet against that of Sparta-was soon felt in the 
more pronounced manifestation of anti-Laconian sentiments 
in these various cities, and in the commencement of attempts 
:o establish alliance between them. I 

With that Laconian bias which pervades his Hellenica, Xeno
phon represents the coming war against Sparta, as if it had been 
brought about mainly by these bribes from Persia to the· lead
ing men in these various cities. I have stated on more than 
;ne occasion, that the average public morality of Grecian indi
·idual politicians, in Sparta, Athens, and other cities, was not 

such as to exclude personal corruption; that it required a 
morality higher than the average, when such temptation was 
resisted-and a morality considerably higher than the average, 
if it were systematically resisted, and for a long life, as by 
Perikles and Nikias. There would be nothing therefore sur
prising, if Ismenias and the rest had received bribes under the 
circumstances here mentioned. But it appears highly im
probable that the money given by Timokrates could have been 
a bribe ; that is, given privately and for the separate use of 
these leaders. It was furnished for the promotion of a certain 
public object, which could not be accomplished without heavy 
disbursements ; it was analogous to that sum of thirty talents 
which (as Xenophon himself tells us) Tithraustes had just 
given to Agesilaus, as an inducement to carry away his army 
into the satrapy of Pharnabazus (not as a present for the private 
purse of the Spartan king, but as a contribution to the wants 

1 Xen. Hellen. iii. 5, 2 ; Pausan. iii. 9, 4 ; Plutarch, Artaxerx~s, c. 20. 
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of the army 1), or to that which the satrap Tiribazus gave to 
Antalkidas afterwards, 2 also for public objects. Xenophon . 
affirms, that lsmenias and the rest, having received these pre
sents from Timokrates, accused the Lacedcemonians, and ren
dered them odious-each in his respective city.3 But it is 
certain, from his own showing, that the hatred towards them 
existed in these cities, before the arrival of Timokrates. IP 
Argos, such hatred was of old standing; in Corinth and Thebes 
though kindled only since the close of the war, it was not the 
less pronounced. Moreover Xenophon himself informs us, 
that the Athenians, though they received none of the money,4 

were quite as ready for war as the other cities. If we therefore 
admit his statement as a matter ot fact, that TimokrateS" gave 
private presents to various leading politicians, which is by no 
means improbable-we must dissent from the explanatory use 
which he makes of this fact, by setting it out promin~ntly as 
the cause of the war. What these leading men would find it 
difficult to raise, was, not hatred of Sparta, but confidence and 
courage to brave the power of Sparta. And for this purpose 
the mission of Timokrates would be a valuable aid, by con
veying assurances of Persian co-operation and support against 
Sparta. He must have been produced publicly either before 
the people, the Senate, or at least the great body of the anti
Laconian party in each city. And the money whic:h he brought 
with him, though a portion of it may have gone in private 
presents, would serve to this party as the best warrant for the 
sincerity of the satrap. 

Whatever negotiations may have been in progress between 
the cities visited by Timokrates, no union had been brought 
about between them when the war, kindled by an accident, 
broke out as a "Bceotian War," 5 between Thebes and Sparta 
separately. Between the Opuntian Lokrians and the Phokians, 
north of Bceotia, there was a strip of disputed borderland ; 
respecting which the Phokians, imputing wrongful encroach
ment to the Lokrians, invaded their territory. The Lokrians, 

1 Xen. Hellen. iii. 4, 26. 2 Xen. Hellen. iv. 8, 16. 
3 Xen. Hellen. iii. s, 2. 01 p.€v ~~~ a.~ci.p.<VO< 'Til. xp-l,p.a.'Ta. Es Tits olKela.s 

w6ll.«s lltl/3a.ll.ov Tobs Aa.IC<Oa.<p.ov(ovs· ElTe! li€ Ta.67a.s Es p.'irros a.VTWV lTpO-I,")Ia.")IOV, 
<Tvvlrr'Ta.<Ta.v 1<a.! Tas p.<")li<T'Ta.s w6ll.«s wpos &.71.71.-i,ll.a.s. 

4 Xenophon, ut sup. 
Pausanias (iii. 9, 4) names some Athenians as having received part o{the 

money. So Plutarch also, in general terms (Agesil. c. 15). 
Diodorus mentions nothing respecting either the mission or t?e presents 

of Timokrates. 
5 n611.ep.os Bo<w'TtiC6s (Diodor. xiv. 81). 
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allied with Thebes, entreated her protection ; upon which a 
body of Bceotians invaded Phokis ; while the Phokians on 
their side threw themselves upon Lacedzemon, invoking her aid 
against Thebes.! "The Lacedzemonians (says Xenophon) 
were delighted to get a pretence for making war against the 
Thebans-having been long angry with them on several dif
ferent grounds. They thought that the present was an excel
ent time for marching against them, and putting down their 

insolence ; since Agesilaus was in full success in Asia, and 
there was no other war to embarrass them in Greece." 2 The 
various grounds on which the Lacedzemonians rested their 
displeasure against Thebes, begin from a time immediately 
succeeding the close of the war against· Athens, and the senti
ment was now both established and vehement. It was they 
who now began the Bceotian war; not the The bans, nor the 
bribes brought by Timokrates. 

1 Xenophon (Hellen. iii. 5, 3) says-and Pausanias (iii. 9, 4) follows him 
-that the Theban leaders, wishing to bring about a war with Sparta, and 
knowing that Sparta would not begin it, purposely incited the Lokrians to 
encroach upon this disputed border, in order that the Phokians might resent 
it, and that thus a war might be lighted up. I have little hesitation in 
rejecting this version, which I conceive to have arisen from Xenophon's 
philo-Laconian and rniso-Theban tendency, and in believing that the 
fight between the Lokrians and Phokians, as well as that between the 
Phokians and The bans, arose without any design on the part of the latter 
to provoke Sparta. So Diodorus recounts it, in reference to the war 
between the Phokians and the Thebans ; for about the Lokrians he says 
nothing (xiv. 8r). 

The subsequent events, as recounted by Xenophon himself, show that the 
Spartans were not only ready in point of force, but eager in regard to will, 
to go to war with the The bans ; while the latter were not at all ready to go 
to war with Sparta. They had not a single ally ; for their application to 
Athens, in itself doubtful, was not made until after Sparta had declared war 
against them. 

2 Xen. Hellen. iii. 5, 5· 01 p.lv-rot Aa.~eeoa.tp.&vwt lfup.evot t:A.a./3ov 
7rp0tpa<TIV <TTpaTEVEIII ~ .... l TOVS ®71/3a.lovs, 1rci.:A.a.t op-yt(&p.evot 
a.il-ro'is, -ri)s TE b.v-n:A.~,Yews -ri)s -roil 'A,&:A.:A.wvos oe~eci.T'IS ~~~ Lle~ee:A.el<f, ~ea.l Toil 
~ .... l TOV ITetpa.tii p.1, .19e:A.i)ucu &.~eo:A.ov8i)ua.t. Ji-rtWIITO o' a.v-rovs, ICal Koptv8iovs 
1re'iua.t p.1, uvuTpa.nvew. 'Avep.tp.v~u~eov-ro of ~ea.l, &s 86ov.,.' ~~~ Av:A.l'lit -rov 
'A"Y'TTu(:A.a.ov OtJIC eftuv, /Cal n\ TE!Jvp.{va. [epa &s lppt,Ya.v a1r0 TOV /3tup.ov· ICal liT< 
Quo' els -r1,v 'Aula.v uuveu-rpcl.nuov 'A-y'I<Tt:A.c!.'f'· 'Ell.o-yl(ov-ro of ~ea.! ~ea.ll.ov 
K«tp~v elvat Toil ~~d')'Etv uTpa·n?t.v br' a.bToVs, Ka11ra.iJO"c:u Tijs Es a.VTobs iJ.I3pews · 
-rei. -re -yap lv -rjl 'A<Tltf ~ea.ll.ws utplutv txe•v, ~epa.-roiiv-ros 'A-y7]<Ttll.ci.ov, /Cal iv 
-rjj 'E:A.ll.ci.o< ou1ilva. !fll.ll.ov .,..&:A.ep.ov lp..,..o1iwv utplutv elva.t. Compare vii. r, 34· 

The description here given by Xenophon himself-of the past dealing 
and established sentiment between Sparta and Thebes-refutes his allegation, 
that it was the bribes brought by Tirnokrat~s to the leading The bans which 
first blew up the hatred against Sparta ; and shows further, that Sparta did 
'lot need any circuitous manoeuvres of the Thebans, to furnish her with a 
1retext for going to war. 

' I 
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The energetic and ambitious Lysander, who had before 

instigated the expedition of Agesilaus across the 1Egean, and 
who had long hated the Thebans-was among the foremost 
advisers of the expedition now decreed by the Ephors against 
Thebes, 1 as well as the chief commander appointed to carry it 
into execution. He was despatched with a small force to act 
on the north of Bceotia. He was directed to start from 
Herakle\a, the centre of Laced<£monian influence in those 
regions-to muster the Herakleots, together with the various 
dependent populations in the neighbourhood of CEta, CEt:£ans, 
Malians, 1Enianes, &c.-to march towards Bceotia, taking up 
the Phokians in his way-and to attack Haliartus. Under 
the walls of this town King Pausanias engaged to meet him 
on a given day, with the native Laced<£monian force and 
the Peloponnesian allies. For this purpose, having obtained 
favourable border sacrifices, he marched forth to Tegea, and 
there employed himself in collecting the allied contingents 
from Peloponnesus.2 But the allies generally were tardy and 
reluctant in the cause; while the Corinthians withheld all con
currence and support,3-though neither did they make arly 
manifestation in favour of Thebes. 

Finding themselves thus exposed to a formidable attack on 
two sides, from' Sparta at the height of her power, and from 
a Spartan officer of known ability-being moreover at the 
same time without a single ally-the Thebans resolved to 
entreat succour from Athens. A Theban embassy to Athens 
for any purpose, and especially for this purpose,. was itself 
among the strongest marks of the revolution which had taken 
place in Grecian politics. The antipathy between the two 
cities had been so long and virulent, that the Thebans, at the 
close of the war, had endeavoured to induce Sparta to root out 
the Athenian population. Their conduct subsequently had 
been favourable and sympathising towards Thrasybulus in his 
struggle against the Thirty, and that leader had testified his 
gratitude by dedicating statues in the The ban Herakleion. 4 

But it was by no means clear that Athens would feel herself 
called upon, either by policy or by sentiment, to assist them in 
the present emergency ; at a moment when she had no Long 

1 Plutarch, Lysand. c. z8. 
2 Xen. Hellen. iii. 5, 6, 7. 
3 Xen. Hellen. iii. s. ZJ. r 
The conduct of the Corinthians here contributes again to refute the ) 

assertion of Xenophon about the effect of the bribes of Timokrat@s. I 
4 Pausanias, ix. I I, 4· 
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Walls, no fortifications at Peirreus, no ships, nor any protection 
against the Spartan maritime power. 

It was not until Pausanias and Lysander were both actually 
engaged in mustering their forces, that the Thebans sent to 
address the Athenian assembly. The speech of the Theban 
envoy sets forth strikingly the case against Sparta as it then 
stood. Disclaiming all concurrence with that former Theban 
deputy, who, without any instructions, had taken on himself to 
propose, in the Spartan assembly of allies, extreme severity 
towards the conquered Athenians-he reminded the Athenians 
that Thebes had by unanimous voice declined obeying the 
summons of the Spartans, to aid jn the march against 
Thrasybulus and the Peirreus; and that this was the first 
cause of the anger of the Spartans against her. On that 
ground then, he appealed to the gratitude of democratical 
Athens against the Lacedremonians. But he likewise invoked 
against them, with yet greater confidence, the aid of oligarch
ical Athens-or of those who at that time had stood opposed 
to Thrasybulus and the Peirreus; for it was Sparta who, after 
having first set up the oligarchy at Athens, had afterwards 
refused to sustain it, and left its partisans to the generosity of 
their democratical opponents, by whom alone they were saved 
harmless.1 Of course Athens was eager, if possible (so he 
presumed), to regain her lost empire; and in this enterprise he 
tendered the cordial aid of Thebes as an ally. He pointed 
out that it was by no means an impracticable enterprise; 
looking to the universal hatred which Sparta had now drawn 
upon herself, not less on the part of ancient allies than of prior 
enemies. The Athenians knew by experience that Thebes 
could be formidable as a foe: she would now show that she 
could be yet more effective as a friend, if the Athenians would 
interfere to rescue her. Moreover, she was now about to fight, 
not for Syracusans or Asiatics, but for her own preservation 
and dignity. "We hesitate not to affirm, men of Athens 
(concluded the Theban speaker), that what we are now in
voking at your hands is a greater benefit to you than it is to 
ourselves." 2 

Eight years had now elapsed since the archonship of 
1 Xen. Hellen. iii. 5· 9· 
noAV ot r,., p.O.J...A.ov &~wV,.u..:v, 8uoL TWV Ev if!T'TE' E')'fveu8t:, Trpo81Jp.ws E11"l 

.,.o/,s Aat<eliaqLOvious Uvat. 'Et<e'ivot 'Yap, Ka't"aO'.,.~O'aV'T"ES bp.iis ~s oli.L"fapxiav 
Kal ~S lx8pav '~"re O~p.<p, i'ttj>LI<Op.EVOI 7/"0ll.ll.p ouvci.!-'EL, &Js Op.'iv trOp.fl.axoL, '11"apJ-
0?CTa11 ~p.~s ,rp 1rA~8et · &aTe Tb p.Ev €1r' E~eelvou Eivcu, O:rrol\WAa.Te, 0 Of: O~p.os 
ou.,.oO'l up.as lO'wO'e. 

2 Xen. Hellen. iii. 5, 9, 16. 
VOL. IX. N 
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Eukleides and the renovation of the democracy after the 
crushing visitation of the Thirty. Yet we may see, from the 
important and well-turned allusion of the Theban speaker to 
the oligarchical portion of the assembly, that the two parties 
still stood in a certain measure distinguished. Enfeebled as 1 Athens had been left by the war, she had never sip.ce been 
called upon to take any decisive and emphatic vote on a 
question of foreign policy j and much now turned upon the 
temper of the oligarchical minority, which might well be 
conceived likely to play a party-game and speculate upon 
Spartan countenance. But the comprehensive amnesty de
creed on the re-establishment of the democratical constitution 
-and the wise and generous forbearance with which it had 
been carried out, in spite of the most torturing recollections
were now found to have produced their fruits. Majority and 
minority-democrats and oligarchs-were seen confounded in 
one unanimous and hearty vote to lend assistance to Thebes, 
in spite of all risk from hostility with Sparta. We cannot 
indeed doubt that this vote was considerably influenced also 
by the revolt of Rhodes, by the reappearance of Konon with a 
fleet in the Asiatic seas, and by private communications from 
that commander intimating his hope of acting triumphantly 
against the maritime empire of Sparta, through enlarged aid 
from Persia. The vote had thus a double meaning. It pro
claimed not merely the restored harmony between democrats 
and oligarchs at Athens, but also their common resolution to 
break the chain by which they were held as mere satellites and 
units in the regiment of Spartan allies, and to work out anew 
the old traditions of Athens as a self-acting and primary power, 
at least-if not once agairi an imperial power. The vote pro
claimed a renovated life in Athens. Its boldness, under the 
existing weakness of the city, is extolled two generations after
wards by Demosthenes.l 

After having heard the Theban orator (we are told even by 
the philo-Laconian Xenophon 2), "very many Athenian citizens 
rose and spoke in support of his prayer, and the whole assembly 
with one accord voted to grant it." Thrasybuhis proposed the 
resolution, and communicated it to the Theban envoys. He 
told them that Athens knew well the risk which she was 
incurring while Peineus was undefended j but that nevertheless 

1 Demosthen. de Corona, c. 28, p. 258; also Philipp. i. c. 7, p. 44· 
Compare also Lysias, Oral. xvi. (pro Mantitheo, s. 15). 

2 Xen. Hellen. iii. 5, 16. Twv ~' 'A81)vatwv .,.rf.p:rrol\l\o< f'EV ~vvrry6p•vov, 
.,.rf.v'TEs ~· tljt7]</>«Tav7o /3o7]8<iv ail'rOis. 
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she was prepared to show her gratitude by giving more in 
requital than she had received; for she was prepared to give 
the Thebans positive aid, in case they were attacked-while 
the Thebans had done nothing more for her than to refuse to 
join in an aggressive march against her.l 

Without such assurance of succour from Athens, it is highly 
probable that the Thebans might have been afraid to face, 
single-handed, Lysander and the full force of Sparta. But 
they now prepared for a strenuous defence. The first approach 
of Lysander with his army of Herakleots, Phokians, and others, 
from the north, was truly menacing; the more so, as Orcho
menus, the second city .next to Thebes in the Breotian 
confederacy, broke off its allegiance and joined him. The 
supremacy of Thebes over the cities composing the Breotian 
confederacy appears to have been often harsh and oppressive, 
though probably not equally oppressive towards all, and 
certainly not equally odious to all. To Platrea, on the extreme 
south of Breotia, it had been long intolerable, and the unhappy 
fate of that little town has saddened many pages of my preced
ing volumes. To Orchomenus, on the extreme north, it was 
also unpalatable-partly because that town stood next in power 
and importance to Thebes-partly because it had an imposing 
legendary antiquity, and claimed to have been once the 
ascendent city receiving tribute from Thebes. The Orchome
nians now joined Lysander, threw open to him the way into 
Breotia, and conducted him with his army, after first ravaging 
the fields of Lebadeia, into the district belonging to Haliartus. 2 

Before Lysander quitted Sparta, the plan of operations 
concerted between him and Pausanias, was that they should 
meet on a given day in the territory of Haliartus. And in 
execution of this plan Pausanias had already advanced with 
his Peloponnesian army as far as Platrea in Breotia. Whether 
the day fixed between them had yet arrived, when Lysander 
reached Haliartus, we cannot determine with certainty. In 
the imperfection of the Grecian calendar, a mistake on this 
point would be very conceivable-as had happened between 
the Athenian generals Hippokrates and Demosthenes in those 
measures which preceded the battle of Delium in 424 B.c.s 

l Xen. Hellen. ut sup. 
Pausanias (iii. 9, 6) says th:rt the Athenians sent envoys to the Spartans 

to entreat them not to act aggressively against Thebes, but to submit their 
complaint to equitable adjustment. This seems to me improbable. Dio
dorus (xiv. 8r) briefly states the general fact in conformity with Xenophon. 

2 Xen. Hellen. iii. 5, I7; Plutarch, Lysand. c. 28. 
8 Thucyd. iv. 8g. -yevOJLEV'!JS lito.J.Latyr[as Tow T,JL<pwv, &c. 
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But the engagement must have been taken by both parties, 
subject to obstructions in the way-since each would have to 
march through a hostile country to reach the place of meeting. 
The words of Xenophon, however, rather indicate that the day 
fixed had not yet arrived ; nevertheless Lysander resolved at 
once to act against Haliartus, without waiting for Pausanias. 
There were as yet only a few Thebans in the town, and he 
probably had good reason for judging that he would succeed 
better by rapid measures, before any more Thebans could 
arrive, than by delaying until the other Spartan army should 
join him ; not to mention anxiety that the conquest should 
belong to himself exclusively, and ponfidence arising from his 
previous success at Orchomenus. Accordingly he addressed 
an invitation to the Haliartians to follow the examP.le of the 
Orchomenians, to revolt from Thebes, and to stand upon their 
autonomy under Lacedremonian protection. Perhaps there 
may have been a party in the town disposed to comply. But 
the majority, encouraged too by the Thebans within, refused 
the proposition; upon which Lysander marched up to the walls 
and assaulted the town. He was here engaged, close by the 
gates, in examining where he could best effect an entrance, 
when a fresh division of The bans, apprised of his proceedings, 
was seen approaching from Thebes, at their fastest pace
cavalry as well as hoplites. They were probably seen from the 
watch-towers in the city earlier than ':hey became visible to 
the assailants without ; so that the Haliartians, encouraged by 
the sight, threw open their gates, and made a sudden sally. 
Lysander, seemingly taken by surprise, was himself slain among 
the first, with his prophet by his side, by a Haliartian hoplite 
named Neochorus. His troops stood some time, against both 
the Haliartians from the town, and the fresh Thebans who 
now came up. But they were at length driven back with con
siderable loss, and compelled to retreat to rugged and difficult 
ground at some distance in their rear. Here however they 
made good their position, repelling their assailants with the loss 
of more than 200 hoplites.1 

The success here gained, though highly valuable as an 
encouragement to the Thebans, would have been counter
balanced by the speedy arrival of Pausanias, had not Lysander 
himself been among the slain. But the death of so eminent a 

1 Xen. Hellen. iii. 5, 18, 19, 20; Plutarch, Lysand. c. 28, 29 ; Pausan. 
iii. s. 4· 

The two last differ in various matters from Xenophon, whose account 
however, though brief, seems to me to deserve the preference. 
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man was an irreparable loss to Sparta. His army, composed 
of heterogeneous masses, both collected and held together by 
his personal ascendency, lost confidence and dispersed in the 
ensuing night. 1 When Pausanias arrived soon afterwards, he 
found no second army to join with him. Yet his own force 
was more than sufficient to impress terror on the Thebans, had 
not Thrasybulus, faithful to the recent promise, arrived with 
an imposing body of Athenian hoplites, together with cavalry 
under Orthobulus 2-and imparted fresh courage as well as • 
adequate strength to the Theban cause. 

Pausanias had first to consider what steps he would take to 
recover the bodies of the slain-that of Lysander among them ; 
whether he would fight a battle and thus take his chance of 
becoming master of the field-or send the usual petition for 
burial-truce, which always implied confession of inferiority. On 
submitting the point to a council of officers and Spartan elders, 
their decision as well as his own was against fighting ; not 
however without an indignant protest from some of the Spartan 
elders. He considered that the whole original plan of opera
tions was broken up, since not only the great name and 
genius of Lysander had perished, but his whole army had 
spontaneously disbanded; that the Peloponnesian allies were 
generally lukewarm and reluctant, not to be counted upon for 
energetic behaviour in case of pressing danger ; that he had 
little or no cavalry,3 while the Theban cavalry was numerous 
and excellent; lastly, that the dead body of Lysander himself 
lay so close to the walls of Haliartus, that even if the Lacedre
monians were victorious, they could not carry it off without 
serious loss from the armed defenders in their towers.4 Such 
were the reasons which determined Pausanias and the major 
part of the council to send and solicit a truce. But the 
Thebans refused to grant it except on condition that they 
should immediately evacuate Breotia. Though such a requisi
tion was contrary to the received practice of Greece, 5 which 

1 Xen. Hellen. iii. 5, 2I. &,.e>..'f/>..ve&.-as lv vvKTl .-o6s .-e 4>wK€as K<tl .-ovs 
&.>..>..ovs il71'av.-as ot~ealie ~Kcf.rr.-ovs &c. 

2 Lysias, Or. xvi. (pro Mantitheo) s. 15, r6. 
3 Accordingly we learn from an oration of Lysias, that the service of the 

Athenian horsemen in this expedition, who were commanded by Orthobulus, 
was judged to be extremely safe and easy ; while that of the hoplites was 
dangerous (Lysias, Orat. xvi. pro Mantith. s. 15). . 

4 Xen. Hellen. iii. 5· 23. KopivO•o• !L~V 7rav.-cf.71'acnv obK -h~<o>..o69ovv ab
To7s, oi l;~ '11"a.plwT€S ob 7rpo86p.CI)S uTpa:re6otvTo, &c. 

6 See the conduct of the The bans on this very point (of giving up the slain 
at the solicitation of the conquered Athenians for burial) after the battle 
of Delium, and the discussion thereupon-in this History, vol. vi. ch. !iii. 
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imposed on the victor the duty of granting the burial-truce 
unconditionally, whenever it was asked, and inferiority thus 
publicly confessed-nevertheless such was the reluctant tem
per of the army, that they heard not merely with acquiescence, 
but with joy,1 the proposition of departing. The bodies were 
duly buried-that of Lysander in the territory of Panope, 
immediately across the Phokian border, but not far from 
Haliartus. And no sooner were these solemnities completed, 

· than the Lacedcemonian army was led back to Peloponnesus; 
their dejection forming a mournful contrast to the triumphant 
insolence of the Thebans, who watched their march and re
strained them, not without occasional blows, from straggling 
out of the road into the cultivated fields. 2 

The death of Lysander produced the most profound sorrow 
and resentment at Sparta. On returning thither, Pausanias 
found himself the subject of such virulent accusation, that he 
thought it prudent to make his escape, and take sanctuary in 
the temple of Athene Alea, at Tegea. He was impeached and 
put on trial, during his absence, on two counts; first, for having 
been behind the time covenanted, in meeting Lysander at 
Haliartus; next, for having submitted to ask a truce from the 
Thebans, instead of fighting a battle, for the purpose of 
obtaining the bodies of the slain. 

As far as there is evidence to form a judgement, it does not 
appear that Pausanias was guilty upon either of the two counts. 
The first is a question of fact; and it seems quite as likely that 
Lysander was before his time, as that Pausanias was behind 
his time, in arriving at Haliartus. Besides, Lysander, arriving 
there first, would have been quite safe, had he not resolved to 
attack without delay ; in which the chances of war turned out 
against him, though the resolution in itself may have been well 
conceived. Next, as to the truce solicited for burying the dead 
bodies-it does not appear that Pausanias could with any 
prudence have braved the chances of a battle. The facts of 
the case-even as summed up by Xenophon, who always exag
gerates everything in favour of the Spartans-lead us to this 
conclusion. A few of the Spartan elders would doubtless 
prefer perishing on the field of battle, to the humiliation of 
sending the herald to ask for a truce. But the mischief of fight
ing a battle under the influence of such a point of honour, to 
the exclusion of a rational estimate of consequences, will be seen 
when we come to the battle of Leuktra, where Kleombrotus 

1 Xen. Hellen. iii. 5, 24. 01 o€ il.lfp.evu[ TE T<XVT<X +/Koulfav, &c. 
2 Xen. Hellen. iii. 5, 24. 
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son of Pausanias was thus piqued into ·an imprudence (at 
least this is alleged as one of the motives) to which his own 
life and the dominion of Sparta became forfeit. 1 Moreover the 
army of Pausanias, comprising very few Spartans, consisted 
chiefly of allies who had no heart in the cause, and who were 
glad to be required by the Thebans to depart. If he had 
fought a battle and lost it, the detriment to Sparta would have 
been most serious in every way; whereas, if he had gained a 
victory, no result would have followed except the acquisition of 
the bodies for burial ; since the execution of the original plan 
had become impracticable through the dispersion of the army 
of Lysander. 

Though a careful examination of the facts leads us (and 
seems also to have led Xenophon 2) to the conclusion that 
Pausanias was innocent, he was nevertheless found guilty in his 
absence. He was in great part borne down by the grief felt at 
Sparta for the loss of Lysander, with whom he had been before 
in political rivalry, and for whose death he was made responsible. 
Moreover the old accusation was now revived against him 3_ 

for which he had been tried, and barely acquitted, eight years 
before-of having tolerated the re-establishment of the Athe
nian democracy at a time when he might have put it down. 
Without doubt this argument told prodigiously against him at 
the present juncture, when the Athenians had just now, for the 
first time since the surrender of their city, renounced their sub
jection to Sparta and sent an army to assist the Thebans in 
their defence. So violent was the sentiment against Pausanias 
that he was condemned to death in his absence, and passed the 
remainder of his life as an exile in sanctuary at Tegea. His 
son Agesipolis was invested with the sceptre in his place. 

A brief remark will not be here misplaced. On no topic 
have Grecian historians been more profuse in their reproaches, 
than upon the violence and injustice of democracy, at Athens 
and elsewhere, in condemning unsuccessful, but innocent 

1 Xen. Hellen. vi. 4, S· 
2 The traveller Pausanias justifies the prudence of his regal namesake in 

avoiding a battle, by saying that the Athenians were in his rear, and the 
The bans in his front ; and that he was afraid of being assailed on both sides 
at once, like Leonidas at Thermopylre, and like the troops enclosed in 
Spha:-teria (Paus. iii. 5, S)· 

But the matter of fact, on which this justification rests, is contradicted by 
Xenophon, who says that the Athenians had actually joined the Thebans, 
and were in the same ranks-~.>.8ov-res ~vp.7ra.peTci.~a.vTo (Hellen. iii. 5, 22). 

a Xen. Hellen. iii. 5, 25. Ka.l g,., 'TOV ~i)p.ov 'TWV 'A8'1/va.fwv .>.a{3wv ~v 'Tfji 
ilHpa••• l.vi)Ke, &c. Compare Pausanias, iii. 5, 3· 
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generals. Out of the many cases in which this reproach is 
advanced, there are very few wherein it has been made good. 
But even if we grant it to be valid against Athens and her 
democracy, the fate of Pausanias will show us that the Ephors 
and Senate of anti-democratical Sparta were capable of the like 
unjust misjudgement. Hardly a single instance of Athenian 
condemnation occurs, which we can so clearly prove to be 
undeserved, as this of a Spartan king. 

Turning from the banished king to Lysander-the Spartans 
had indeed valid 1 ~asons for deploring the fall of the latter. 
He had procured for them their greatest and most decisive 
victories, and the time was coming when they needed his 
services to procure them more ; for he left behind him no man 
of equal warlike resource, cunning, and power of command. 
But if he possessed those abilities which powerfully helped 
Sparta to triumph over her enemies, he at the same time did 
more than any man to bring her empire into dishonour and to 
render its tenure precarious. His decemviral governments or 
Dekarchies, diffused through the subject-cities, and each sus
tained by a Lacedremonian harmost and garrison, were aggra
vations of local tyranny such as the Grecian world had never 
before undergone. And though the Spartan authorities pres
ently saw that he was abusing the imperial name of the city 
for unmeasured personal aggrandisement of his own, and par
tially withdrew their countenance from his Dekarchies-yet the 
general character of their empire still continued to retain the 
impress of partisanship and subjugation which he had originally 
stamped upon it. Instead of that autonomy which Sparta had 
so repeatedly promised, it became subjection every way em
bittered. Such an empire was pretty sure to be short-lived; 
but the loss to Sparta herself, when her empire fell away, is not 
the only fault which the historian of Greece has to impute to 
Lysander. His far deeper sin consists in his having thrown 
away an opportunity-such as never occurred either before or 
afterwards-for organising some permanent, honourable, self
maintaining, Pan-Hellenic combination under the headship of 
Sparta. This is (as I have before remarked) what a man like 
Kallikratidas would have attempted, if not with far-sighted 
wisdom, at least with generous sincerity, and by an appeal to 
the best veins of political sentiment in the chief city as well as 
in the subordinates. It is possible that with the best intentions 
even he might have failed; so strong was the centrifugal instinct 
in the Grecian political mind. But what we have to reproach 
in Lysander is, that he never tried; that he abused the critical 
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moment of cure for the purpose of infusing new poison into 
the system ; that he not only sacrificed the interests of Greece 
to the narrow gains of Sparta, but even the interests of Sparta 
to the still narrower monopoly of dominion in his own hands. 
That his measures worked mischievously not merely for Greece, 
but for Sparta herself, aggravating all her bad tendencies-has 
been already remarked in the preceding pages. 

That Lysander, with unbounded opportunities of gain, both 
lived and died poor, exhibits the honourable side of his 
character. Y~!t his personal indifference to money seems only 
to have left the greater space in his bosom for that thirst of 
power which made him unscrupulous in satiating the rapacity, 
as well as in upholding the oppressions, of coadjutors like the 
Thirty at Athens and the Decemvirs in other cities. In spite of 
his great success and ability in closing the Peloponnesian War, 
we shall agree with Pausanias 1 that he was more mischievous 
than profitable even to Sparta, -even if we take no thought of 
Greece generally. What wou1d have been the effect produced 
by his projects in regard to the regal succession, had he been able 
to bring them to bear, we have no means of measuring. We are 
told that the discourse composed and addressed to him by the 
Halikarnassian rhetor Kleon, was found after his death among 
his papers by Agesilaus ; who first learnt from it, with astonish
ment and alarm, the point to which the ambition of Lysander 
had tended, and was desirous of exposing his real character by 
making the discourse public-but was deterred by the dissua
sive counsel of the Ephor Lakratidas. But this story (attested 
by Ephorus 2) looks more like an anecdote of the rhetorical 
schools than like a reality. Agesilaus was not the man to set 
much value on sophists or their compositions, nor is it easy to 
believe that he remained so long ignorant of those projects 
which Lysander had once entertained but subsequently dropped. 
Moreover the probability is, that Kleon himself would make 
the discourse public as a sample of his own talents, even in the 
lifetime of Lysander; not only without shame, but as repre
senting the feelings of a considerable section of readers 
throughout the Grecian world. 

Most important were the consequences which ensued from 
the death of Lysander and the retreat of Pausanias out of 
Breotia. Fresh hope and spirits were infused into all the 
enemies of Sparta. An alliance was immediately concluded 
against her by Thebes, Athens, Corinth, and Argos. Deputies 

l Pausanias, ix. 32, 6. 
2 Ephorus, Fr. 127, ed. Didot; Plutarch, Lysander, c. 30. 

N 2 
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from these four cities were appointed to meet at Corinth, and 
to take active measures for inviting the co-operation of fresh 
allies ; so that the war which had begun as a Bceotian war, 
now acquired the larger denomination of a Corinthian war, 
under which it lasted until the peace of Antalkidas. The alli
ance was immediately strengthened by the junction of the 
Eubceans-the Akarnanians-the Ozolian Lokrians-Ambrakia 
and Leukas (both particularly attached to Corinth),-and the 
Chalkidians of Thrace.1 

We now enter upon the period when, for the first time, 
Thebes begins to step out of the rank of secondary powers, 
and gradually raises herself into a primary and ascendent city 
in Grecian politics. Throughout the Peloponnesian War, the 
Thebans had shown themselves excellent soldiers both on 
horseback and on foot, as auxiliaries to Sparta. But now the 
city begins to have a policy of its own, and individual citizens 
of ability become conspicuous. While waiting for Pelopidas 
and Epaminondas, with whom we shall presently become 
acquainted, we have at the present moment Ismenias; a 
wealthy Theban, a sympathiser with Thrasybulus and the 
Athenian exiles eight years before, and one of the great 
organisers of the present anti-Spartan movement; a man,. too, 
honoured by his political enemies, 2 when they put him to death 
fourteen years afterwards, with the title of "a great wicked 
man,"-the same combination. of epithets which Clarendon 
applies to Oliver Cromwell. 

It was Ismenias, who, at the head of a body of Bceotians and 
Argeians, undertook an expedition to put down the Spartan 
influence in the regions north of Bceotia. At Pharsalus in 
Thessaly, the Lacedremonians had an harmost and garrison ; at 
Pherre, Lykophron the despot was their ally; while Larissa, 
with Medius the despot, was their principal enemy. By the 
aid of the Bceotians, Medius was now enabled to capture Phar
salus ; Larissa, with Krannon and Skotusa, was received into 
the Theban alliance,3 and Ismenias obtained also the more 
important advantage of expelling t!1e Lacedremonians from 
Herakleia. Some malcontents, left after the violent interference 

1 Diodor. xiv. 81, 82; Xen. Hellen. iv. 2, 17. 
2 Xen. Hellen. v. 2, J6. 'o a· (Ismenias) lt.11'EAO")'Et'TO p.~v 11'pOs ,.&,,.,.a, 

.,.,.;;.,.,., oo p.ev'To& t ..... e< 'Y• 'TO p.~ oo p.eoyal\o,.pdoyp.wv 'TE Kctl Ka.Ko11'pdoyp.wv 
.iva.•. 

It is difficult to make out anything from the two allusions in Plato; 
except that Ismenias was a wealthy and powerful man (Plato, Menon, 
p. 90 B; Republ. i. p. 336 A). 

3 Diodor. xiv. 82; Xen. Hellen. iv. 3, 3; Xen. Agesil. ii. 2. 
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of the Spartan Herippidas two years before, opened the 
gates of Herakleia by night to the B())otians and Argeians. 
The Lacedremonians in the town were put to the sword, but 
the other Peloponnesian colonists were permitted to retire in 
safety ; while the old Trachinian inhabitants, whom the Lace
dremonians had expelled to make room for their new settlers
together with the CEtreans, whom they had driven out of the 
districts in the neighbourhood-were now called back to re
possess their original homes.1 The loss of Herakleia was a 
serious blow to the Spartans in those regions-protecting 
Eubrea in its recent revolt from them, and enabling Ismenias to 
draw into his alliance the neighbouring Malians, JEnianes, and 
Athamanes-tribes stretching along the valley of the Spercheius 
westward to the vicinity of Pindus. Assembling additional 
troops from these districts (which, only a few months before, had 
supplied an army to Lysander 2), Ismenias marched against the 
Phokians, among whom the Spartan Lakisthenes had been left 
as harmost in command. After a severe battle, this officer with 
his Phokians were defeated near the Lokrian town of Naryx; 
and Ismenias came back victorious to the synod at Corinth.3 

By such important advantages, accomplished during the 
winter of 395-394 B.c., the prospects of Grecian affairs as they 
stood in the ensuing spring became materially altered. The 
allies assembled at Corinth full of hope, and resolved to levy 
a large combined force to act against Sparta; who on her 
side seemed to be threatened with the loss of all her extra
Peloponnesian land-empire. Accordingly the Ephors deter
mined to recall without delay Agesilaus with his army from 
Asia, and sent Epikydidas with orders to that effect. But 
even before this reinforcement could arrive, they thought it 
expedient to muster their full Peloponnesian force and to act 
with vigour against the allies at Corinth, who were now 
assembling in considerable numbers. Aristodemus-guardian 
of the youthful King Agesipolis son of Pausanias, and himself 
of the Eurystheneid race-marched at the head of a body of 
6ooo Lacedremonian hoplites : 4 the Spartan xenagi (or officers 

1 Diodor. xiv. 38-82. 
2 Xenoph. Hellen. iii. 5, 6. 3 Diodor. xiv. 82. 
4 Xen. Hellen. iv. 2, 16. Xenophon gives this total of 6ooo as if it 

were of Lacedremonians alone. But if we follow his narrative, we shall 
see that there were unquestionably in the army troops of Tegea, Mantineia, 
and the Achrean towns (probably also some of other Arcadian towns}. 
present in the battle (iv. 2, 13, 18, 20}. Can we suppose that Xenophon 
meant to include t!use allies in the total of 6ooo, along with the Lacedre
monians-which is doubtless a large total for Lacedremonians alone? 
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sent on purpose to conduct the contingents from the out
lying allies), successively brought in 3ooo hoplites from Elis, 
Triphylia, Akroreia, and Lasion-1soo from Sikyon-3ooo 
from Epidaurus, Trcezen, Hermione, and Halieis. None were 
sent from Phlius, on the plea (true or false 1) that in that city 
the moment was one of solemnity and holy truce. There were 
also hoplites from Tegea, Mantineia, and the Achrean towns, 
but their number is not given ; so that we do not know the 
full muster-roll on the Lacedremonian side. The cavalry, 6oo 
in number, were all Lacedremonian ; there were moreover 300 
Kretan bowmen-and 400 slingers from different rural districts 
of Triphylia.2 

The allied force of the enemy was already mustered near 
Corinth: 6ooo Athenian hoplites-7ooo Argeian-sooo Bceo
tian, those from Orchomenus being absent-3ooo Corinthian 
-3ooo from the different towns of Eubcea; making 24,ooo in 
all. The total of cavalry was 1550; composed of Boo Bceotian, 
6oo Athenian, 100 from Chalkis in Eubcea, and so from the 
Lokrians. The light troops also were numerous - partly 
Cqrinthian, drawn probably from the serf-population which 
tilled the fields s-partly Lokrians, Malians, and Akarnanians. 

The allied leaders, holding a council of war to arrange their 
plans, came to a resolution that the hoplites should not be 
drawn up in deeper files than sixteen men,4 in order that there 
might be no chance of their being surrounded ; and that the 
Unless this supposition be admitted, there is no resource except to assume 
an omission, either of Xenophon himself, or of the copyists ; which 
omission in fact Gail and others do suppose. On the whole, I think they 
are right; for the number of hoplites on both sides would otherwise be 
prodigiously unequal; while Xenophon says nothing to imply that the 
Lacedremonian victory was gained in spite of great inferiority of number, 
and something which even implies that it must have been nearly equal 
(iv. 2, 13)-though he is always disposed to compliment Sparta wherever 
he can. 

1 From a passage which occurs somewhat later (iv. 4, IS), we may 
suspect that this was an excuse, and that the Phliasians were not very well 
affected to Sparta. Compare a similar case of excuse ascribed to the 
Mantineians (v. 2, 2). 

2 Diodorus (xiv. 83) gives a total of 23,000 foot and 500 horse on the 
Lacedremonian side, but without enumerating items. On the side of the 
confederacy he states a total of more than rs,ooo foot and 500 horse (c. 82). 

3 Xen. Hellen. iv. 2, 17. Kal '{ltll.bv lil, ~lw -roZs -rwv Koptv6lwv, 1rll.eo" ~v, 
&c. Compare Hesychius, v. Kuv&cpall.o<; Welcker, Prrefat. ad Theognidem, 
p. xxxv.; K. 0. MUller, History of the Dorians, iii. 4, 3· 

• Xen. Hellen. iv. 2, 13; compare iv. 2, 18-where he says of the 
Thebans-&,u ell.~ u uv-r e s -rov ls ~tctca.llietca., {3a6eZav 1rav-rell.ws ~ ... o,~uav-ro 
-r~v cp&.ll.a')l')l«, &c., which implies and alludes to the resolution previously 
taken. 
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right wing, carrying with it command for the time, should be 
alternated from day to day between the different cities. The 
confidence which the events of the last few months had infused 
into these leaders, now for the first time acting against their 
old leader Sparta, is surprising. " There is nothing like 
marching to Sparta (said the Corinthian Timolaus) and fighting 
the Lacedremonians at or near their own home. We must 
burn out the wasps in their nest, without letting them come 
forth to sting us. The Lacedremonian force is like that of a 
river ; small at its source, and becoming formidable only by 
the affluents which it receives, in proportion to the length of 
its course." 1 The wisdom of this advice was remarkable : but 
its boldness was yet more remarkable, when viewed in con
junction with the established feeling of awe towards Sparta. 
It was adopted by the general council of the allies; but un
fortunately the time for executing it had already passed ; for 
the Lacedremonians were already in march and had crossed 
their own border. They took the line of road by Tegea and 
Mantineia (whose troops joined the march), and advanced as 
far as Sikyon, where probably all the Arcadian and Achrean 
contingents were ordered to rendezvous. 

The troops of the confederacy had advanced as far as 
Nemea when they learnt that the Lacedremonian army was at 
Sikyon; but they then altered their plan, and confined them
selves to the defensive. The Lacedremonians on their side 
crossed over the mountainous post called Epieikia, under 
considerable annoyance from the enemy's light troops, who 
poured missiles upon them from the high ground. But when 
they had reached the level country, on the other side, along 
the shore of the Saronic Gulf, where they probably received 
the contingents from Epidaurus, Trrezen, Hermione, and 
Halieis-the whole army thus reinforced marched forward 
without resistance, burning and ravaging the cultivated lands. 
The confederates retreated before them, and at length took 
up a position close to Corinth, amidst some rough ground 
with a ravine in their front. 2 The Lacedremonians advanced 

1 Xen. Hellen. iv. 2, II, 12. 
2 Xen. Hellen. iv. 2, 14, I 5· 
In the passage-1e1d o! iir<po• p.evro• ~A.9ovru ICaTECTTpa.ro'II'<OEVO"avro, 

tp. ... poO"Oev 'II'OI'fiO'&.p.evo• r~w xap&opav-o-I apprehend that lr.'II'<A.8ovres (which 
is sanctioned by four MSS., and preferred by Leunclavius) is the 
proper reading, in place of ~A. 8 & v.,. u. For it seems certain that the 
march of the confederates was one of retreat, and that the battle was 
fought very near to the walls of Corinth ; since the defeated troops sought 
shelter within the town, and the Lacedremonian pursuers were so close 
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forward until they were little more than a mile distant from 
this position, and there encamped. 

After an interval seemingly of a few days, the Bceotians, on 
the day when their turn came to occupy the right wing and 
to take the lead, gave the signal for battle.1 The Lacedre-

upon them, that the Corinthians within were afraid to keep open the gates. 
Hence we must reject the statement of Diodorus-that the battle was 
fought on the banks of the river Nemea (xiv. 83) as erroneous. 

There are some difficulties and obscurities in the description which 
Xenophon gives of the Lacedremonian march. His words run-tv -ro{nrp 
o{ Aai<Eiiatp.Ovtot, 1<<Xl Iii, T<')'E<l-ras 1rapEtA7J</JOTES 1<al Mav-rtvlas, i~p<crav 
-ri,v il.p.<f>laJ..ov. These last three words are not satisfactorily explained. 
Weiske and Schneider construe -rhv il.p.<f>laJ..ov (very justly) as indicating 
the region lying immediately on the Peloponnesian side of the Isthmus of 
Corinth, and having the Saronic Gulf on one side, and the Corinthian 
Gulf·on the other; in which was included Sikyon. But then it would not 
be correct to say, that "the Lacedremonians had gone out by the bimarine 
way." On the contrary, the truth is, that "they had gone out into the 
bimarine road or region "-which meaning however would require a 
preposition-E1~pecrav el s -ri,v il.p.<f>laJ..ov. Sturz in his Lexicon (v. E~<Eva<) 
renders -rnv il.p.<f>laJ..ov-viam ad mare-which seems an extraordinary sense 
of the word, unless instances were produced to support it ; and even if 
instances were produced, we do not see why the way from Sparta to 
Sikyon should be called by that name; which would more properly belong 
to the road from Sparta down the Eurotas to Helos. 

Again, we do not know distinctly the situation of the point or district 
called -ri,v 'E1TtEtKlav (mentioned again, iv. 4, 13). But it is certain from 
the map that when the confederates were at Nemea, and the Lacedre
monians at Sikyon-the former must have been exactly placed so as to 
intercept the junction of the contingents from Epidaurus, Trcezen, and 
Hermione, with the Lacedremonian army. To secure this junction, the 
Lacedremonians were obliged to force their way across that mountainous 
region which lies near Kleonre and N emea, and to march in a line pointing 
from Sikyon down to the Saronic Gulf. Having reached the other side 
of these mountains near the sea, they would be in communication with 
Epidaurus and the other towns of the Argolic peninsula. 

The line of march which the Lacedremonians would naturally take from 
Sparta to Sikyon and Lechreum, by Tegea, Mantineia, Orchomenus, &c., 
is described two years afterwards in the case of Agesilaus (iv. 5, 19). 

1 Xen. Hellen. iv. 2, 18. The colouring which Xenophon puts upon 
this step is hardly fair to the The bans, as is so constantly the case through
out his history. He says that "they were in no hurry to fight" (ovll<v n 
KaT-h'll'<t")'OV -ri,v p.J.X7JV ~·wa?TTE<v} so long as they were on the left, opposed 
to the Lacedremonians on the opposite right ; but that as soon as they 
were on the right (opposed to the Achreans on the opposite left), they 
forthwith gave the word. Now it does not appear that the Thebans had 
any greater privilege on the day when they were on the right, than the 
Argeians or Athenians had when each were on the right respectively. The 
command had been determined to reside in the right division, which post 
alternated from one to the other : why the Athenians or Argeians did not 
make use of this post to order the attack, we cannot explain. 

So again, Xenophon says, that in spite of the resolution taken by the 
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monians, prevented by the wooded ground from seeing clearly, 
were only made aware of the coming attack by hearing the 
hostile prean. Taking order of battle immediately, they ad
vanced forward to meet the assailants, when within a furlong 
of their line. In each army, the right division took the lead
slanting to the right, or keeping the left shoulder forward, 
according to the tendency habitual with Grecian hoplites, 
through anxiety to keep the right or unshielded side from 
being exposed to the enemy, and at the same time to be 
protected by the shield of a right-hand neighbour.! The 
Lacedremonians in the one army, and the Thebans in the 
other, each inclined themselves, and caused their respective 
armies to incline also, in a direction slanting to the right, so 
that the Lacedremonians on their side considerably outflanked 
the Athenians on the opposite left. Out of the ten tribes of 
Athenian hoplites, it was only the six on the extreme left who 
came into conflict with the Lacedremonians; while the remain
ing four contended with the Tegeans who stood next to the 
Lacedremonians on their own line. But the six extreme 
Athenian tribes were completely beaten, and severely handled, 
being taken in flank as well as in front by the Lacedremonians. 
On the other hand, the remaining four Athenian tribes van
quished and drove before them the Tegeans; and generally, 
along all the rest of the line, the Thebans, Argeians, and 
Corinthians were victorious-except where the troops of the 
Achrean Pellene stood opposed to those of the Bceotian Thes
pire, where the battle was equal and the loss severe on both 
sides. The victorious confederates however were so ardent and 
incautious in pursuit, as to advance a considerable distance and 
return with disordered ranks; while the Lacedremonians, who 
were habitually self-restraining in this particular, kept their order 
perfectly, attacking the Thebans, Argeians, and Corinthians to 
great advantage when returning to their camp. Several of the 
Athenian fugitives obtained shelter within the walls of Corinth ; 
in spite of the opposition of the philo-Laconian Corinthians, 
who insisted upon shutting the gates against them, and opening 
negotiations with Sparta. The Lacedremonians however came 
so near, that it was at last thought impossible to keep the gates 
open longer. Many of the remaining confederates were therefore 

Council of War to have files sixteen deep, and no more-the Thebans 
made their files much deeper. Yet it is plain, from his own account, that 
no mischievous comequences turned upon this greater depth. 

1 See the instructive description of the battle of Mantineia-in Thucyd. 
v. 71. 
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obliged to be satisfied with the protection of their ancient 
camp; 1 which seems however to have been situated in such 
defensible ground,2 that the Laced::emonians did not molest 
them in it. 

So far as the Laced::emonians separately were concerned, 
the battle of Corinth was an important victory, gained (as they 
affirmed) with the loss of only eight men, and inflicting heavy 
loss upon the Athenians in the battle, as well as upon the 
remaining confederates in their return from pursuit. Though 
the Athenian hoplites suffered thus severely, yet Thrasybulus 
their commander, 3 who kept the field until the last, with 
strenuous efforts to rally them, was not satisfied with their 
behaviour. But on the other hand, all the allies of Sparta 
were worsted, and a considerable number of them slain. 
According to Diodorus, the total loss on the Laced::emonian 
side was uoo; on the side of the confederates, 28oof On 
the whole, the victory of the Laced::emonians was not sufficiently 
decisive to lead to important results, though it completely 
secured their ascendency within Peloponnesus. We observe 
here, as we shall have occasion to observe elsewhere, that the 
Peloponnesian allies do not fight heartily in the cause of Sparta. 
They seem bound to her more by fear than by affection. 

The battle of Corinth took place about July 394 B.c., 
seemingly about the same time as the naval battle near Knidus 
(or perhaps a little earlier), and while Agesilaus was on his 
homeward march after being recalled from Asia. Had the 
Laced::emonians been able to defer the battle until Agesilaus 
had come up so as to threaten Bceotia on the northern side, 
their campaign would probably have been much more success
ful. As it is, their defeated allies doubtless went home in 
disgust from the field of Corinth, so that the confederates were 
now enabled to turn their whole attention to Agesilaus. 

1 Xen. Hellen. iv. 2, 20-23. 
The allusion to this incident in Demosthenes (adv. Leptinem, c. 13, p. 

472) is interesting, though indistinct. 
2 Xen. Hellen. iv. 2, 19. 1<<1l 'Yap ~v ll.&rr•ov 'TO X"'plov-which illustrates 

the expression in Lysias, Orat. xvi. (pro Mantitheo) s. 20. iv KopivB'f' 
X"'Pl"'v lrrxvpwv K<I'TELli.'T/p.p.lv.,v. 

3 Lysias, Oral. xvi. (pro Mantitheo) s. 19, 
Plato in his panegyrical discourse (Menexenus, c. I 7, p. 24 5 E) ascribes 

the defeat and loss of the Athenians to "bad ground" -xp1J<T<Ip.ev"'v 
OV<TX"'PlCf. 

4 Diodor. xiv. 83. 
The statement in Xenophon (Agesil. vii. S) that near 10,000 men were 

slain on the side of the confederates, is a manifest exaggeration ; if indeed 
the reading be correct. 
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~ar prince had received in Asia his summons of recall from 
Ephors with profound vexation and disappointment, yet 

:he same time with patriotic submission. He had augmented 
is army, and was contemplating more extensive schemes of 

)perations against the Persian satrapies in Asia Minor. He 
had established such a reputation for military force and skill, 
:hat numerous messages reached him from different inland 
:Iistricts, expressing their anxiety to be emancipated from 
Persian dominion, and i.nviting him to come to their aid. His 
1scendency was also established over the Grecian cities on 
the coast, whom he still kept under the government of partisan 
oligarchies and Spartan harmosts-yet seemingly with greater 
practical moderation, and less licence of oppression, than had 
marked the conduct of these men when they could count upon 
so unprincipled a chief as Lysander. He was thus just now 
not only at a high pitch of actual glory and ascendency, but 
nourishing yet brighter hopes of further conquests for the 
future. And what filled up the measure of his aspirations
all these conquests were to be made at the expense, not of 
Greeks, but of the Persian. He was treading in the footsteps 
of Agamemnon, as Pan-Hellenic leader against a Pan-Hellenic 
enemy. 

All these glorious dreams were dissipated by Epikydidas, 
with his sad message, and peremptory summons, from the 
Ephors. In the chagrin and disappointment of Agesilaus we 
can sincerely sympathise; but the panegyric which Xenophon 
and others pronounce upon him for his ready obedience is 
altogether unreasonable.1 There was no merit in renouncing 
his projects of conquest at the bidding of the Ephors ; be
cause, if any serious misfortune had befallen Sparta at home, • 
none of those projects could have been executed. Nor is it 
out of place to remark, that even if Agesilaus had not been 
recalled, the extinction of the Lacedremonian naval superiority 
by the defeat of Knidus would have rendered all large plans 
of inland conquest impracticable. On receiving his orders of 
recall, he convened an assembly both of his allies and of his 
army, to make known the painful necessity of his departure; 

1 Xen. Agesil. i. 37; Plutarch, Agesil. c. 15. Cornelius Nepos 
(Agesilaus, c. 4) almost translates the Agesilaus of Xenopbon ; but we can 
better feel the force of kis panegyric, when we recollect that be bad bad 
personal cognisance of the disobedience of Julius Cresar in his province to 
the orders of the.Senate, and that the omnipotence of Sylla and Pompey 
in their provinces was then matter of recent history. " Cujus exemplum 
(says Cornelius Nepos about Agesilaus) utinam imperatores nostri sequi 
voluissent ! " 
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which was heard with open and sincere manifestatio 
sorrow. He assured them that as soon as he had dissi 
the clouds which hung over Sparta at home, he should co 
back to Asia without delay, and resume his efforts against t 
Persian satraps; in the interim he left Euxenus, with a force 
4000 men, for their protection. Such was the sympathy ex· 
cited by his communication, combined with esteem for his 
character, that the cities passed a general vote to furnish him 
with contingents of troops for his march to Sparta. But this 
first burst of zeal abated, when they came to reflect, that it 
was a service against Greeks ; not merely unpopular in itself, 
but presenting a certainty of hard fighting with little plunder. 
Agesilaus tried every means to keep up their spirits, by pro
claiming prizes both to the civic soldiers and to the mercen
aries, to be distributed at Sestos in the Chersonnesus, as soon 
as they should have crossed into Europe: prizes for the best 
equipment, and best-disciplined soldiers in every different arm.1 

By these means he prevailed upon the bravest and most effec
tive soldiers in his army to undertake the march along with 
him ; among them many of the Cyreians, with Xenophon 
himself at their head. 

Though Agesilaus, in leaving Greece, had prided himself on 
hoisting the flag of Agamemnon, he was now destined against 
his will to tread in the footsteps of the Persian Xerxes in his 
march from the Thracian Chersonese through Thrace, Mace
donia, and Thessaly, to Thermopylre and Breotia. Never since 
the time of Xerxes had any army undertaken this march; 
which now bore an Oriental impress, from the fact that Agesi
laus brought with him some camels, taken in the battle of 
Sardis. 2 Overawing or defeating the various Thracian tribes, 
he reached Amphipolis on the Strymon, where he was met by 
Derkyllidas, who had come fresh from the battle of Corinth 
and informed him of the victory. Full as his heart was of 
Pan-Hellenic projects against Persia, he burst into exclamations 
of regret on hearing of the deaths of so many Greeks in battle, 
who could have sufficed, if united, to emancipate Asia Minor.3 

Sending Derkyllidas forward to Asia to make known the victory 
to the Grecian cities in his alliance, he pursued his march 
through Macedonia and Thessaly. In the latter country, 
Larissa, Krannon, and other cities in alliance with Thebes, 
raised opposition to bar his passage. But in the disunited 

1 Xen. Hellen. iv. 2, 2-5 ; Xen. Agesil. i. 38; Plutarch, Agesil. c. r6. 
2 Xen. Hellen. iii. 4, 24. 
a Xen. Agesil. vii. 5; Plutarch, Agesil. c. r6. 
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condition of this country, no systematic resistance could be 
organised against him. Nothing more appeared than detached 
bodies of cavalry, whom he beat and dispersed, with the death 
of Polycharmus their leader. As the Thessalian cavalry how
ever was the best in Greece, Agesilaus took great pride in 
having defeated them with cavalry disciplined by himself in 
Asia; backed however, it must be observed, by skilful and 
effective support from his hoplites.l After having passed the 
Acha~an mountains or the line of Mount Othrys, he marched 
the rest of the way without opposition, through the strait of 
Therrnopylre to the frontier of Phokis and Bceotia. 

In this latter part of his march, Agesilaus was met by the 
Ephor Diphridas in person, who urged him to hasten his 
march as much as possible and attack the Bceotians. He was 
further joined by two Lacedremonian regiments 2 from Corinth, 
and by fifty young Spartan volunteers as a body-guard, who 
crossed by sea from Sikyon. He was reinforced also by the 
Phokians and the Orchomenians-in addition to the Pelopon
nesian troops who had accompanied him to Asia, the Asiatic 
hoplites, the Cyreians, the peltasts, and the cavalry, whom he 
had brought with him from the Hellespont, and some fresh 
troops collected in the march. His army was thus in imposing 
force when he reached the neighbourhood of Chreroneia on 
the Bceotian border. It was here that they were alarmed by 
an eclipse of the sun, on the 14th of August, 394 B.C.; a fatal 
presage, the meaning of which was soon interpreted for them 
by the arrival of a messenger bearing news of the naval defeat 
of Knidus, with the death of Peisander, brother-in-law of Agesi
laus. Deeply was the latter affected with this irreparable blow. 
He foresaw that, when known, it would spread dismay and 
dejection among .his soldiers, most of whom would remain 
attached to him only so long as they believed the cause of 
Sparta to be ascendent and profitable. 3 Accordingly, he 

1 Xen. Hellen. iv. 2, 4-9; Diodor. xiv. 83. 
2 Plutarch (Agesil. c. 17; compare also Plutarch, Apophth. p. 795, as 

corrected by Morus ad Xen. Hellen. iv. 3, 15) states two mor::e or regiments 
as having joined Agesilaus from Corinth : Xenophon alludes only to one, 
besides that mora which was in garrison at Orchomenus.(Hellen. iv. 3, 15; 
A~esil. ii. 6). 

Xen. Hellen. iv. 3, 13. 
'0 p.ev o~P 'AYf1u(71.u.os '11'v66p.evos TU.VTct, TO p.ev "TrpwTov xo:71.E?rws t.pepev• 

l7rel Jl.'I'TOI lve6up.~67), 8n TOV O'TpaTE~p.aTos TO 71'7I.EtiJ'TOP et71 aOTrp, oTov 
O:ya8iiw p.Ev 'Y''YVOJ.I.Ev'wv 7JOE6Js p.erExELv, el BE 'Tt xaA.e1rOv !Jp~ev, olnc O.v&'Yil'TJV 
E/vat KOlVWPE'iV a.UTo'i~, &c. 

These indirect intimations of the real temper even of the philo-Spartan 
allies towards. Sparta are very valuable when coming from Xenophon, as 
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resolved, being now within a day's march of his enemies, to 
hasten on a battle without making known the bad news. Pro
claiming that intelligence had been received of a sea-fight 
having taken place, in which the Lacedremonians had been 
victorious, though Peisander himself was slain-he offered a 
sacrifice of thanksgiving and sent round presents of congratu
lation; which produced an encouraging effect, and made the 
skirmishers especially both forward and victorious. 

To his enemies, now assembled in force on the plain of 
Koroneia, the real issue of the battle of Knidus was doubtless 
made known, spreading hope and cheerfulness through their 
ranks ; though we are not informed what interpretation they 
put upon the solar eclipse. The army was composed of nearly 
the same contingents as those who had recently fought at 
Corinth, except that we hear of the .lEnianes in place of the 
Malians; but probably each contingent was less numerous, 
since there was still a necessity for occupying and defending 
the camp near Corinth. Among the Athenian hoplites, who 
had just been so roughly handled in the preceding battle, and 
who were now drafted off by lot to march into Bceotia, against 
both a general and an army of high reputation-there prevailed 
much apprehension and some reluctance; as we learn from 
one of them, Mantitheus, who stood forward to volunteer his 
services, and who afterwards makes just boast of it before an 
Athenian dikastery.1 The Thebans and Bceotians were pro
bably in full force, and more numerous than at Corinth, since 
it was their own ~ountry which was to be defended. The 
camp was established in the territory of Koroneia, not far from 
the great temple of Itonian Athene, where the Pambceotia, or 
general Bceotian assemblies, were held, and where there also 
stood the trophy erected for the great victory over Tolmides 
and the Athenians, about fifty years before.2 Between the two 
armies there was no great difference of numbers, except as 
to the peltasts, who were more numerous in the army of 
Agesilaus, though they do not seem to have taken much part 
in the battle. 

Having marched from Chreroneia, Agesilaus approached the 
plain of Koroneia from the river Kephissus, while the Thebans 

they contradict all his partialities, and are dropped here almost reluctantly, 
from the necessity of justifying the conduct of Agesilaus in publishing a 
false proclamation to his army. 

1 Lysias, Orat. xvi. (pro l\Iantitheo) s. 20. <f>o{Jovp.EIIO}V a?rclV'I'c.>JI 

ElKO'I'c.>S, &c. 
2 Plutarch, Agesil. c. 19. 
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met him from the direction of Mount Helikon. He occupied 
the right wing of his army, the Orchomenians being on the 
left, and the Cyreians with the Asiatic allies in the centre. In 
the opposite line, the Thebans were on the right, and the 
Argeians on the left. Both armies approached slowly and in 
silence until they were separated only by an interval of a 
furlong, at which moment the Thebans on the right began the 
war-shout, and accelerated their march to a run ; the rest of 
the line following their example. When they got within half a 
furlong of the Lacedremonians, the centre division of the latter 
under the command of Herippidas (comprising the Cyreians, 
with Xenophon himself, and the Asiatic allies) started forward 
on their side, and advanced at a run to meet them ; seemingly 
getting beyond their own line, 1 and coming first to cross spears 
with the enemy's centre. After a sharp struggle, the division 
of Herippidas was here victorious, and drove back its oppo
nents. Agesilaus on his right was yet more victorious, for the 
Argeians opposed to him fled without even crossing spears. 
These fugitives found safety on the high ground of Mount 
Helikon. But on the other hand, the Thebans on their own 
right, completely beat back the Orchomenians, and pursued 
them so far as to get to the baggage in the rear of the army. 
Agesilaus, while his friends around were congratulating him as 
conqueror, immediately wheeled round to complete his victory 
by attacking the Thebans ; who on their side also faced about, 
and prepared to fight their way, in close and deep order, to 
rejoin their comrades on Helikon. Though Agesilaus might 
have let them pass, and assailed them in the rear with greater 
safety and equal effect, he preferred the more honourable 
victory of a conflict face to face. Such is the colouring which 
his panegyrist Xenophon 2 puts upon his manreuvre. Yet we 
may remark that if he had let the Thebans pass, he could not 
have pursued them far, seeing that their own comrades were at 
hand to sustain them-and also that having never yet fought 
against the The bans, he had probably no adequate appreciation 
of their prowess. 

The crash which now took place was something terrific 
beyond all Grecian militar'y experience,8 leaving an indelible 
impression upon Xenophon who was personally engaged in it. 

1 Xen. Hellen. iv. 3. 17. av-re~eopa.p.ov z.,.~ Tils 'A'")'71CTIJ\cf.ov cpci.Aa.'")''")'OS, &c. 
2 Xen. Hellen. iv. 3, 19; Xen. Agesil. ii. 12. 
s Xen. Hellen. iv. 3, 16 ; Xen. Agesil. ii. 9· 
A•71'")'1Jcrop.a.' oe 1<a.l T~v p.cl.x11v· ~<a.l -rap i'")'ev•To o1a. oliiC I!.J\J\71 rwv 'Y' icp' 

JJIJ.ow. 
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The hoplites on both sides came to the fiercest and closest 
bodily struggle, pushing shields against each other, with all the 
weight of the incumbent mass behind impelling forward the 
foremost ranks-especially in the deep order of the Thebans. 
The shields of the foremost combatants were thus stove in, 
their spears broken, and each man was engaged in such close 
embrace with his enemy, that the dagger was the only weapon 
which he could use. There was no systematic shout, such as 
usually marked the charge of a Grecian army; the silence was 
only broken by a medley of furious exclamations and murmurs.1 

Agesilaus himself, who was among the front ranks, and whose 
size and strength were by no means on a level with his personal 
courage, had his body covered with wounds from different 
weapons 2-was trodden down-and only escaped by the de
voted courage of those fifty Spartan volunteers who formed 
his body-guard. Partly from his wounds, partly from the 
irresistible courage and stronger pressure of the Thebans, the 
Spartans were at length compelled to give way, so far as to 
afford a free passage to the former, who were thus enabled to 
march onward and rejoin their comrades; not without sustain
ing some loss by attacks on their rear. a 

Agesilaus thus remained master of the field of battle, having 
gained a victory over his opponents taken collectively. But so 
far as concerns the The bans separately, he had not only gained 
no victory, but had failed in his purpose of stopping their 
progress, and had had the worst of the combat. His wounds 
having been dressed, he was brought back on men's shoulders 
to give his final orders, and was then informed that a detach
ment o.f So Theban hoplites, left behind by the rest, had taken 
refuge in the temple of Itonian Athene as suppliants. From 
generosity mingled with respect to the sanctity of the spot, he 
commanded that they should be dismissed unhurt, and then 
proceeded to give directions for the night-watch, as it was 
already late. The field of battle presented a terrible spectacle ; 
Spartan and Theban dead lying intermingled, some yet grasp
ing their naked daggers, others pierced with the daggers of 
their enemies ; around, on the blood-stained ground, were seen 

1 Xen. Hellen. iv. 3, 19; Xen. Agesil. ii. 12. 
Kal lJ'ut-tf3aA.&v-res -rO.s lr.tT1rllias €CAJ8oiiv-ro, €p.rlxovTo, 3.Tr~KT€LJIOJI, &wl8v'T]UKov. 

Ked «pa.V')'tJ fJ.EV ouO<fJ.la. 'll'a.p'i/V, ou fJ.tJV obo€ ITL'Y~. </>O!VtJ lie 'TLS ~V 'TO<a.U'T'TI, 
o1a.v op~ 'TE ~ea.l fJ.rf.X'TI 'll'a.prf.rrxo<T' ifv. 

2 Xen. Agesil. ii. 1J. '0 a< ~ea.l'll'ep 'li'Oll.ll.?t. Tpa.UfJ.a.Ta. txwv ?rrf.VTO(J'E Kill 
waV'rolots 8'1ri\ots, &c. 

Plutarch, Agesil. c. 18. 
3 Xen. Hellen. iv. 3, 19; Xen. Agesil. ii. 12. 
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broken spears, smashed shields, swords and daggers scattered 
apart from their owners.l He directed the Spartan and Theban 
dead to be collected in separate heaps, and placed in safe 
custody for the night, in the interior of his phalanx : the 
troops then took their supper, and rested for the night. On 
the next morning, Gylis the Polemarch was ordered to draw up 
the army in battle-array, to erect a trophy, and to offer sacri
fices of cheerfulness and thanksgiving, with the pipers solemnly 
playing, according to Spartan fashion. Agesilaus was anxious 
to make these demonstrations of victory as ostentatious as 
possible, because he really doubted whether he had gained a 
victory. It was very possible that the Thebans might feel 
confidence enough to renew the attack, and try to recover the 
field of battle, with their own dead upon it; which Agesilaus 
had, for that reason, caused to be collected in a separate heap 
and placed within the Lacedcemonian lines. 2 He was however 
soon relieved from doubt by a herald coming from the The bans 
to solicit the customary truce for the burial of their dead ; the 
understood confession of defeat. The request was immediately 
granted; each party paid the last solemnities to its own dead, 
and the Spartan force was then withdrawn from Bceotia. Xeno
phon does not state the loss on either side, but Diodorus gives 
it at 6oo on the side of the confederates, 350 on that of the 
Lacedcemonians.s 

Disqualified as he was by his wounds for immediate action, 
Agesilaus caused himself to be carried to Delphi, where the 
Pythian games were at that moment going on. He here 
offered to Apollo the tithe of the booty acquired during his 
two years' campaigns in Asia; a tithe equal to I oo talents. 4 

1 Xen. Agesil. ii. 14. 'E1r<l -y• p.~v t;>..'1J~<II 7) p.cfx'1), 1rapij11 8~ 8<&<Ta<T8at 
tv8a. o-vv~-rrfa'OV &AA~A01s, T~V p.fv ;rijv a"lp.aTL 7rf~upp.€v'1v, VEJCpobs Of 
ICEtp..lvous tptAlovs Kctl 7ToAr:t-tlovs fJ.ET, &.AA~Awv, lunrlOa.s Of OtaTEfJpvp..p..Evasr 
li6pa-ra <TVV'T<8pau<Tp.flla, ~'YXEtp(litc• -yup.vli. I<OUAEWV -rli. p.~v xap.a(, -rli. IJ' ~~~ 
U~p..aut, 'Til 0' lT' j.tET0. xetp&s. 

2 Xen. Agesil. ii. 15. T6n p.~v oil11 («Ctl -yO., ;jv 1)1i'1) bljl€) <TVV<;\KU<Tavns 
'TO Q S 'T W II 'lr 0 A E p. ( W II II E I< p 0 Q S Ef<TW tpcf;>..a-y-yos, ~OEL'II"IIO'II"OL~<Taii'TO Kat 
lKotp.1!61J<Tav. 

Schneider in his note on this passage as well as ad Xen. Hellen. i\·. 3, 2i 
-condemns the expression -rw11 1roA<p.lwv as spurious and unintelligible. But 
in my judgement, these words bear a plain and appropriate meaning, which 
I have endeavoured to give in the text. Compare Plutarch, Agesil. c. 19. 

8 Diodor. xiv. 84. 
4 Xen. Hellen. iv. 3, 2I ; Plutarch, Agesil. c. 19. The latter says-•ls 

Ll.fAcjJOVs a'll"fi<Op.(<T8'1) nu8lwv a-yop.£vwv, &c. Manso, Dr. Arnold, and 
others, contest the accuracy of Plutarch in this assertion respecting the time 
of year at which the Pythian games were celebrated, upon grounds which 
seem to me very insufficient. 
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Meanwhile the polemarch Gylis conducted the army first into 
Phokis, next on a predatory excursion into the Lokrian territory, 
where the nimble attack of the Lokrian light troops, amidst 
hilly ground, inflicted upon his troops a severe check, and 
cost him his life. After this the contingents in the army were 
dismissed to their respective homes, and Agesilaus himself, 
when tolerably recovered, sailed with the Peloponnesians 
homeward from Delphi across the Corinthian Gulf.l He was 
received at Sparta with every demonstration of esteem and 
gratitude, which was still further strengthened by his exemplary 
llimplicity and exact observance of the public disCipline; an 
exactness not diminished either by long absence or enjoyment 
of uncontrolled ascendency. From this time forward he was 
the effective leader of Spartan policy, enjoying an influence 
greater than had ever fallen to the lot of any king before. His 
colleague Agesipolis, both young and of feeble character, was 
won over by his judicious and conciliatory behaviour, into the 
most respectful deference.2 

Three great battles had thus been fought in the space of 
little more than a month (July and August)-those of Corinth, 
Knidus, and Koroneia; the first and third on land, the second 
at sea, as described in my last chapter. In each of the two 
land-battles the Lacedremonians had gained a victory: they 
remained masters of the field, and were solicited by the enemy 
to grant the burial-truce. But if we enquire what results these 
victories had produced, the answer must be that both were 
totally barren. The position of Sparta in Greece as against 
their enemies had undergone no improvement. In the battle 
-of Corinth, her soldiers had indeed manifested signal superiority, 
and acquired much honour. But at the field of Koroneia, the 
honour of the day was rather on the side of the The bans, who 
broke through the most strenuous opposition, and carried their 
point of joining their allies. And the purpose of Agesilaus 
{ordered by the Ephor Diphridas) to invade Breotia, completely 
failed.3 Instead of advancing, he withdrew back from Koroneia, 
and returned to Peloponnesus across the Gulf from Delphi ; 
which he might have done just as well without fighting this 
murderous and hardly contested battle. Even the narrative 

I Xen. Hellen. iv. 3, 22, 23; iv. 4, r. 
2 Plutarch, Agesil. c. 19, 20; Xen. Hellen. v. 3, 20. 
s Plutarch, Agesil. c. 17. Cornelius Nepos, Agesil. c. 4· "Obsistere 

-ei conati sunt A thenienses et Breoti," &c. But they did more than 
mdeavour: they succeeded in barring his way, and compelling him to 
1:etreat. 
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of Xenophon, deeply coloured as it is both by his sympathies 
and his antipathies, indicates to us that the predominant im
pression carried off by every one from the field of Koroneia 
was that of the tremendous force and obstinacy of the Theban 
hoplites-a foretaste of what was to come at Leuktra ! 

If the two land victories of Sparta were barren of results, the 
case was far otherwise with her naval defeat at Knidus. That 
ddeat was pregnant with consequences following in rapid 
succession, and of the most disastrous character. As with 
Athens at JEgospotami-the loss of her fleet, serious as that 
was, served only as the signal for countless following losses. 
Pharnabazus and Konon, with their victorious fleet, sailed 
from island to island, and from one continental seaport to 
another, in the JEgean, to expel the Lacedcemonian harmosts, 
e.nd terminate the empire of Sparta. So universal was the 
odium which it had inspired, that the task was found easy 
beyond expectation. Conscious of their unpopularity, the 
harmosts in almost all the towns, on both sides of the Helles
pont, deserted their posts and fled, on the mere news of the 
battle of Knidus.1 Everywhere Pharnabazus and Konon found 
themselves received as liberators, and welcomed with presents 
of hospitality. They pledged themselves not to introduce any 
foreign force or governor, nor to fortify any separate citadel, 
but to guarantee to each city its own genuine autonomy. This 
policy was adopted by Pharnabazus at the urgent representation 
of Konon, who warne4 him that if he manifested any design of 
reducing the cities to subjection, he would find them all his 
enemies ; that each of them severally would cost him a long 
siege; and that a combination would ultimately be formed 
against him. Such liberal and judicious ideas, when seen to 
be sincerely acted upon, produced a strong feeling of friendship 
and even of gratitude, so that the Lacedcemonian maritime 
empire was dissolved without a blow, by the almost spontaneous 
movements of the cities themselves. Though the· victorious 
fleet presented itself in many different places, it was nowhere 
called upon to put down resistance, or to undertake a single 
siege. Kos, Nisyra, Teos, Chios, Erythrce, Ephesus, Mity
lene, Samos, all declared themselves independent, under the 
protection of the new conquerors.2 Pharnabazus presently 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. iv. 8, 1-5. 
2 Xen. Hellen. iv. 8, 1-3 ; Diodor. xiv. 84. About Samos, xiv. 97. 
Compare also the speech of Derkyllidas to the Abyden@s (Xen. Hellen. 

iv. 8, 4}-qOurp a~ p.0.7>..7>..ov allt7>..7>..a< 1r6l>..e<S ~!Jv TP TVXV anu.,.pcl.cfnJcrav 1}p.wv, 
'ToO"OO'Trp llv"T"'s ~ llp.•T~pa 1r<O""T6'T7JS p.el(wv tpav•{7J ltv, &c. 
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disembarked at Ephesus and marched by land northward to 
his own satrapy; leaving a fleet of forty triremes under the 
command of Konon. 

To this general burst of anti-Spartan feeling, Abydos, on the 
Asiatic side of the Hellespont, formed the solitary exception. 
That town, steady in hostility to Athens, 1 had been the great 
military station of Sparta for her northern Asiatic warfare, 
during the last twenty years. It was in the satrapy of Pharna
bazus, and had been made the chief place of arms by Derkyllidas 
and Agesilaus, for their warfare against that satrap as well as 
for the command of the strait. Accordingly, while it was a 
main object with Pharnabazus to acquire possession of Abydos 
-there was nothing which the Abydenes dreaded so much as 
to become subject to him. In this view they were decidedly 
disposed to cling to Lacedremonian protection; and it happened 
by a fortunate accident for Sparta that the able and experienced 
Derkyllidas was harmost in the town at the moment of the 
battle of Knidus. Having fought in the battle of Corinth, he 
had been sent to announce the news to Agesilaus, whom he 
had met on his march at Amphipolis, and who had sent him 
forward into Asia to communicate the victory to the allied 
cities; 2 neither of them at that moment anticipating the great 
maritime defeat then impending. The presence in Abydos of 
such an officer-who had already acquired a high military 
reputation in that region, and was at marked enmity with 
Pharnabazus-combined with the standing apprehensions of 
the Abydenes-was now the means of saving a remnant at 
least of maritime ascendency to Sparta. During the general 
alarm which succeeded the battle of Knidus, when the harmosts 
were everywhere taking flight, and when anti-Spartan manifesta
tions, often combined with internal revolutions to overthrow 
the Dekarchs or their substitutes, were spreading from city to 
city-Derkyllidas assembled the Abydenes, heartened them up 
against the reigning contagion, and exhorted them to earn the 
gratitude of Sparta by remaining faithful to her while others 
were falling off; assuring them that she would still be found 
capable of giving them protection. His exhortations were 
listened to with favour. Abydos remained attached to Sparta, 
was put in a good state of defence, and became the only harbour 
of safety for the fugitive hannosts out of the other cities, Asiatic 
and European. 

1 'Et< ")l?tp 'A/3voov, 'Ti)r 'TOV li'll"aV'Ta xp6vov O!J.LV ~xBpiis-says Demosthenes 
in the Athenian assembly (cont. Aristokrat. c. 39, p. 672; compare c. 52, 
p. 688). 2 Xen. Hellen. iv. 3, 2. 
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Having secured his hold upon Abydos, Derkyllidas crossed 

the strait to make sure also of the strong place of Sestos, on 
the European side, in the Thracian Chersonese.l In that 
fertile peninsula there had been many new settlers, who had 
come in and acquired land under the Lacedremonian supremacy, 
especially since the building of the cross-wall by Derkyllidas to 
defend the isthmus against Thracian invasion. By means of 
these settlers, dependent on Sparta for the security of their 
tenures-and of the refugees from various cities all concentrated 
under his protection- Derkyllidas maintained his position 
effectively both at Abydos and at Sestos; defying the requisi
tion of Pharnabazus tbat he should forthwith evacuate them. 
The satrap threatened war, and actually ravaged the lands round 
Abydos ; but without any result. His wrath against the Lace
dremonians, already considerable, was so aggravated by dis
appointment when he found that he could not yet expel them 
from his satrapy, that he resolved to act against them with 
increased energy, and even to strike a blow at them near their 
own home. For this purpose he transmitted orders to Konon 
to prepare a commanding naval force for the ensuing spring, 
and in the mean time to keep both Abydos and ~estos under 
blockade.2 

As soon as spring arrived, Phamabazus embarked on board 
a powerful fleet equipped by Konon ; directing his course to 
Melos, to various islands among the Cyclades, and lastly to the 
coast of Peloponnesus. They here spent some time on the 
coast of Laconia and Messenia, disembarking at several points 
to ravage the country. Tbey next landed on the island of 
Kythera, which they captured, granting safe retirement to the 
Lacedremonian garrison, and leaving in the island a garrison 
under the Athenian Nikophemus. Quitting then the harbour
less, dangerous, and ill-provided coast of Laconia, they sailed 
up the Saronic Gulf to the Isthmus of Corinth. Here they 
found the confederates-Corinthian, Breotian, Athenian, &c.
carrying on war, with Corinth as their central post, against the 
Lacedremonians at Sikyon. The line across the isthmus from 
Lechreum to Kenchrere (the two ports of Corinth) was now 

1 Lysander, after the victory of JEgospotami and the expulsion of the 
Athenians from Sestos, had a~signed the town and district as a settlement 
for the pilots and Kelust:e aboard his fleet. But the Ephors are said to 
have reversed the assignment, and restored the town to the Sestians 
(Plutarch, Lysand. c. 14). Probably however the new .settlers would 
remain in part upon the lands vacated by the expelled Athenians. 

2 Xen. Hellen. iv. 8, 4-6. , 
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made good by a defensive system of operations, so as to confine 
the Lacedremonians within Peloponnesus; just as Athens, 
prior to her great losses in 446 B.c., while possessing both 
Megara and Pegre, had been able to maintain the inland road 
midway between them, where it crosses the high and difficult 
crest of Mount Geraneia, thus occupying the only three roads 
by which a Lacedremonian army could march from the Isthmus 
of Corinth into Attica or Bceotia.1 Phamabazus communicated 
in the most friendly manner with the allies, assured them of 
his strenuous support against Sparta, and left with them a 
considerable sum of money. 2 

The appearance of a Persian satrap with a Persian fleet, as 
master of the Peloponnesian sea and the Saronic Gulf, was a 
phrenomenon astounding to Grecian eyes. And if it was not 
equally offensive to Grecian sentiment, this was in itself a 
melancholy proof of the degree to which Pan-Hellenic patriotism 
had been stifled by the Peloponnesian War and the Spartan 
empire. No Persian tiara had been seen near the Saronic Gulf 
since the battle of Salamis; nor could anything short of the 
intense personal wrath of Phamabazus against the Lacedre
monians, and his desire to revenge upon them the damage 
inflicted by Derkyllidas and Agesilaus, have brought him now 
so far away from his own satrapy. It was this wrathful feeling 
of which Konon took advantage to procure from him a still 
more important boon. 

Since 404 B.c., a space of eleven years, Athens had continued 
without any walls round her seaport town Peirreus, and without 
any Long Walls to connect her city with Peirreus. To this 
state she had been condemned by the sentence of her enemies, 
in the full knowledge that she could have little trade-few 
ships either armed or mercantile-poor defence even against 
pirates, and no defence at all against aggression from the 
mistress of the sea. Konon now entreated Phamabazus, who 
was about to go home, to leave the fleet under his command, 
and to permit him to use it in rebuilding the fortifications of 
Peirreus as well as the Long Walls of Athens. While he engaged 
to maintain the fleet by contributions from the islands, he 
assured the satrap that no blow could be inflicted upon Sparta 
so destructive or so mortifying, as the renovation of Athens 
and Peirreus with their complete and connected fortifications. 
Sparta )VOUld thus be deprived of the most important harvest 

. 1 See Sir William Gell's Itinerary of Greece, p. 4· Ernst Curtius-
. Peloponnesos-pp. 25, 26, and Thucyd. i. ro8. 

2. Xe:n., Hellen. iv. 8, 7, 8; Diodor. xiv. 84. 

' ·. 
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which she had reaped from the long struggle of the Pelopon
nesian War. Indignant as he now was against the Lacedre
monians, Pharnabazus sympathised cordially with these plans, 
and on departing not only left the fleet under the command of 
Konon, but also furnished him with a considerable sum of 
money towards the expense of the fortifications.l 

Konon betook himself to the work energetically and without 
delay. He had quitted Athens in 407 B.c., as one of the joint 
admirals nominated after the disgrace of Alkibiades. He had 
parted with his countrymen finally at the catastrophe of ..!Egos
potami in 405 B.c., preserving the miserable fraction of eight 
or nine ships out of that noble fleet which otherwise would 
have passed entire into the hands of Lysander. He now 
returned, in 393 B.c., as a second Themistokles, the deliverer 
of his country, and the restorer of her lost strength and 
independence. All hands were set to work ; carpenters and 
masons being hired with the funds furnished by Pharnabazus, 
to complete the fortificatiOns as quickly as possible. The 
Bceotians and other neighbours lent their aid zealously as 
volunteers 2-the same who eleven years before had danced to 
the sound of joyful music when the former walls were demolished; 
so completely had the feelings of Greece altered since that 
period. By such hearty co-operation, the work was finished 
during the course of the present summer and autumn without 
any opposition; and Athens enjoyed again her fortified Peirreus 
and harbour, with a pair of Long Walls, straight and parallel, 
joining it securely to the city. The third or Phaleric Wall (a 
single wall stretching from Athens to Phalerum), which had 
existed down to the capture of the city by Lysander, was not 
restored ; nor was it indeed by any means necessary to the 
security either of the city or of the port. Having thus given 
renewed life and security to Peirreus, Konon commemorated 
his great naval victory by a golden wreath in the acropolis, as 
well as by the erection of a temple in Peirreus to the honour of 
the Knidian Aphrodite, who was worshipped at Knidus with 
peculiar devotion by the local population. 3 He further celebrated 
the completion of the walls by a splendid sacrifice and festival 

1 Xen. Hellen. iv. 8, 9, 10. 
2 Xen. Hellen. iv. 8, 10; Diodor. xiv. 85. 
Cornelius Nepos (Conan, c. 4) mentions fifty talents as a sum received by 

Konon from Phamabazus as a present, and devoted by him to this public 
work. This is not improbable ; but the total sum contributed by the 
satrap towards the fortifications must probably have been much greater. 

3 Demosthen. cont. Androtion. p. 616, c. 21. Pausanias (i. I, 3) still 
saw this temple in Peirreus-very near to the sea-550 years afterwards. · 

; 
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banquet. And the Athenian people not only inscribed on 
pillar a public vote gratefully recording the exploits of Kono. , 
but also erected a statue to his honour.1 

The importance of this event in reference to the future 
history of Athens was unspeakable. Though it did not 
restore to her either her former navy, or her former empire, it 
reconstituted her as a city not only self-determining but even 
partially ascendent. It re-animated her, if not into the Athens 
of Perikles, at least into that of Isokrates and Demosthenes : it 
imparted to her a second fill of strength, dignity, and commer
cial importance, during the half century destined to elapse 
before she was finally overwhelmed by the superior military 
force of Macedon. Those who recollect the extraordinary 
stratagem whereby Themistokles had contrived (eighty-five 
years before) to accomplish the fortification of Athens, in spite 
of the base but formidable jealousy of Sparta and her Pelo
ponnesian allies, will be aware how much the consummation 
of the Themistoklean project had depended upon accident. 
Now, also, Konon in his restoration was favoured by unusual 
combinations such as no one could have predicted. That 
Pharnabazus should conceive the idea of coming over himself 
to Peloponnesus with a fleet of the largest force, was a most 
unexpected contingency. He was influenced neither by attach
ment to Athens, nor seemingly by considerations of policy, 
though the proceeding was one really conducive to the interests 
of Persian power-but simply by his own violent personal 
wrath against the · Lacedremoniatis. And this wrath would 
probably have been satisfied, if, after the battle of Knidus, he 
could have cleared his own satrapy of them completely. It 1 
was his vehement impatience, when he found himself unable 
to expel his old enemy Derkyllidas from the important position~ 
of Abydos, which chiefly spurred him on to take revenge on 
Sparta in her own waters. Nothing less than the satrap's 
personal presence would have placed at the disposal of Konon 
either a sufficient naval force, or sufficient funds, for the j 
erection of the new walls, and the defiance of all impediment ' 
from Sparta. . So strangely did events thus run, that the 
energy, by which Derkyllidas preserved Abydos, brought upon 
Sparta, indirectly, the greater mischief of the new Kononian 
walls. It would have been better for Sparta that Pharnabazus 
should at once have recovered Abydos as well as the rest of 
his satrapy; in which case he would have had no wrongs 

1 Demosthen. cont. Leptin. c. 16, pp. 477, 478; Athenreus, i. 3; Corneliu/ 
Nepos, Conon, c. 4· 
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maining unavenged to incense him, and would have kept on 

.• s own side of the JEgean; feeding Konon with a modest 
squadron sufficient to keep the Lacedremonian. navy from 
again becoming formidable on the Asiatic side, but leaving 
the walls of Peirreus (if we may borrow an expression of Plato) 
"to continue asleep in the bosom of the earth." 1 

But the presence of Konon with his powerful fleet was not 
the only condition indispensable to the accomplishment of this 
work. It was requisite further that the interposition of Sparta 
should be kept off not merely by sea, but by land-and that 
too during all the number of months that the walls were in 
progress. Now the barrier against her on land was constituted 
by the fact, that the confederate force held the cross line within 
the isthmus from Lechreum to Kenchrere, with Corinth as a 
centre.2 But they were unable to maintain this line even 
through the ensuing year-during which Sparta, aided by 
dissensions at Cocinth, broke through it, as will appear in the 
next chapter. Had she been able to break through it while 

· the fortifications of Athens were yet incomplete, she would 
.have deemed no effort too great to effect an entrance into 
Attica and interrupt the work, in which she might very pro
bably have succeeded. Here then was the second condition, 
which was realised during the summer and autumn of 393 B.c., 
but which did not continue to be realised longer. So fortunate 
was it for Athens, that the two conditions were fulfilled both 
together during this particular year ! 

CHAPTER LXXV 

FROM THE REBUILDING OF THE LONG WALLS OF ATHENS TO 
THE PEACE OF ANTALKIDAS 

THE presence of Pharnabazus and Konon with their command
ing force in the Saronic Gulf, and the liberality with which the 
:-ormer furnished pecuniary aid to the latter for rebuilding the 
fuH fortifications of Athens, as well as to the Corinthians for 
the prosecution of the war-seem to have given preponderance 

1 Plato, Legg. vi. p. 778. ~ea8n51iew lfjv lv TV I'll KaTa~eelp.eva Ta 
T<lx71, &c. 

2 The importance of maintaining these lines, as a protection to Athens 
against invasion from Sparta, is illustrated in Xen. Hellen. v. 4, 19, and 
Andokides, 01'. iii. (De Pace) s. 26. 
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to the confederates over Sparta for that year. The plans of 
Konon 1 were extensive. He was the first to organise, for the 
defence of Corinth, a mercenary force which was afterwards 
improved and conducted with greater efficiency by Iphikrates; 
and after he had finished the fortifications of Peirreus with the 
Long Wails, he employed himself in showing his force among 
the islands, for the purp~se of laying the foundations of re
newed maritime power for Athens. We even hear that he 
caused an Athenian envoy to be despatched to Dionysius at 
Syracuse, with the view of despatching that despot from Sparta, 
and bringing him into connexion with Athens. Evagoras, 
despot of Salamis in Cyprus, the steady friend of Konon, was 
a party to this proposition, which he sought to strengthen by 
offering to Dionysius his sister in marriage.2 There was a 
basis of sympathy between them arising from the fact that 
Evagoras was at variance with the Phenicians both in Phenicia 
and Cyprus, while Dionysius was in active -hostilities with the 
Carthaginians (their kinsmen and colonists) in Sicily. Never
theless the proposition met with little or no success. We find 
Dionysius afterwards still continuing to act as an ally of 
Sparta. 

Profiting by the aid received from Pharnabazus, the Corin
thians strengthened their fleet at Lechreum (their harbour in 
the Corinthian Gulf) so considerably, as to become masters of 
the Gulf, and to occupy Rhium, one of the two opposite capes 
which bound its narrow entrance. To oppose them, the 
Lacedremonians on their side were driven to greater maritime 
effort. More than one naval action seems to have taken place, 
in those waters where the prowess and skill of the Athenian 
admiral Phormion had been so signally displayed at the begin
ning of the Peloponnesian War. At length the Lacedremonian 
.admiral Herippidas, who succeeded to the command of the 
fleet after his predecessor Polemarchus had been slain in 
battle, compelled the Corinthians to abandon Rhium, and 
gradually recovered his ascendency in the Corinthian Gulf; 
which his successor Teleutias, brother of Agesilaus, still further 
completed. s 

While these transactions were going on (seemingly during the 
last half of 393 B.C. and the full year of 392 B.c.), so as to put 
.an end to the temporary naval preponderance of the Corinthians 

1 Harpokration, v. ~EVIKIJV ~v Koplv8<e· Philochorus, Fragm. 150, ed, 
Didot. 

2 Lysias, Orat. xix. (De Bonis Aristophanis) s. 21. 
8 Xen. Hellen. iv. 8, II. 
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-the latter were at the same time bearing the brunt of a 
desultory, but continued, land-warfare against the garrison of 
Lacedremonians and Peloponnesians established • at Sikyon. 
Both Corinth and Lechreum were partly defended by the pres
ence of confederate troops, Bceotians, Argeians, Athenians, or 
mercenaries paid by Athens. But this did not protect the 
Corinthians against suffering great damage, in their lands and 
outlying properties, from the incursions of the enemy. 

The plain between Corinth and Sikyon-fertile and exten
sive (speaking by comparison with Peloponnesus generally), 
and constituting a large part of the landed property of both 
cities, was rendered uncultivable during 393 and 392 B.C. ; so 
that the Corinthian proprietors were obliged to withdraw their 
servants and cattle to Peirreum 1 (a portion of the Corinthian 
territory without the Isthmus properly so called, north-east of 
the Akrokorinthus, in a line between that eminence and the 
Megarian harbour of Pegre). Here the Sikyonian assailants 
could not reach them, because of the Long Walls of Corinth, 
which connected that city by a continuous fortification of 12 

stadia (somewhat less than a mile and a half) with its harbour 
of Lechreum. Nevertheless the loss to the proprietors of the 
deserted plain was still so great, that two successive seasons of 
it were quite enough to inspire them with a strong aversion to 
the war ; 2 the more so, as the damage fell exclusively upon 

1 Xen. Hellen. iv. 4, I ; iv. 5, I. 
2 I dissent from Mr. Fynes Clinton as well as from M. Rehdantz (Vit::e 

Iphicratis, &c. c. 4, who in the main agrees with Dodwell's Annales 
Xenophontei) in their chronological arrangement of these events. 

They place the battle fought by Praxitas within the Long Walls of 
Corinth in 393 B.C., and the destruction of the Laced::emonian mora or 
division by Iphikrat~s (the monthly date of which is marked by its having 
immediately succeeded the Isthmian games), in 392 B.C. I place the 
former event in 392 B.C.; the latter in 390 B.c., immediately after the 
Isthmian games of 390 B.C. 

If we study the narrative of Xenophon, we shall find, that after describing 
(iv. 3) the battle of Koroneia (August 394 B.c.) with its immediate con· 
sequences, and the return of Agesilaus home-he goes on in the next 
chapter to narrate the land-war about or near Corinth, which he carries 
down without interruption (through Chapters 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, of Book iv.) to 
389 B.C. 

But in Chapter 8 of Book iv., he leaves the land-war, and takes up the 
aaval operations, from and after the battle of Knidus (Aug. 394 B.c.). He 
recounts how Pharnabazus and Konon came across the .tEgean with a 
powerful fleet in the spring of 393 B. c., and how after various proceedings, 
:hey brought the fleet to the Saronic Gulf and the Isthmus of Corinth, 
where they must have arrived at or near Midsummer 393 B.C. 

Now it appears to me certain, that these proceedings of Pharnabazus 
with the fleet, recounted in the eighth chapter, come, in point of date, before 

VOL. IX. 0 
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them-their allies in Bceotia, Athens, and Argos, having as yc~ 
suffered nothing. Constant military service for defence, with 
the conversion of the city into a sort of besieged post, aggra
vated their discomfort. There was another circumstance also, 
doubtless not without influence. The consequences of the 
battle of Knidus had been, first, to put down the maritime 
empire of Sparta, and thus to diminish the fear which she 
inspired to the Corinthians; next, to rebuild the fortifications, 
and renovate the shipping, commercial as well as warlike, of 
Athens ;-a revival well calculated to bring back a portion of 
that anti-Athenian jealousy and apprehension which the Corin
thians had felt so strongly a few years before. Perhaps some 
of the trade of Corinth may have been actually driven away by 
the seditious movements and the coup d'etat at Corinth, which are recounted 
in the fourth chapter. At the time when Pharnabazus was at Corinth in 
Midsummer 393 B.c., the narrative of Xenophon (iv. 8, 8-Io) leads us to 
believe that the Corinthians were prosecuting the war zealously, and with· 
out discontent : the money and encouragement which Pharnabazus gave 
them were calculated to strengthen such ardour. It was by aid of this 
money that the Corinthians fitted out their fleet under Agathinus, and 
acquired for a time the maritime command of the Gulf. 

The discontents against the war (recounted in chap. 4 seq.) could not 
have commenced until a considerable time after the departure ofPharnabazus. 
They arose out of causes which only took effect after a long continuance
the hardships of the land. war, the losses of property and slaves, the jealousy 
towards Attica and Bceotia as being undisturbed, &c. The Lacedremonian 
and Peloponnesian aggressive force at Sikyon cannot possibly have been 
established before the autumn of 394 B.c., and was most probably placed 
there early in the spring of 393 B.C. Its effects were brought about, not 
by one great blow, but by repetition of ravages and destructive annoyance; 
and all the effects which it produced previous to Midsummer 393 B.C. 
would be more than compensated by the presence, the gifts, and the 
encouragement of Pharnabazus with his powerful fleet. Moreover, after 
his departure, too, the Corinthians were at first successful at sea and acquired 
the command of the Gulf, which however they did not retain for more than 
a year, if so much. Hence it is not likely that any strong discontent against 
the war began before the early part of 392 B. c. 

Considering all these circumstances, I think it reasonable to believe that 
the coup d'etat and massacre at Corinth took place (not in 393 B.c., as Mr. 
Clinton and M. Rehdantz place it, but) in 392 B. c. ; and the battle within 
the Long Walls rather later in the same year. 

Next, the opinion of the same two authors as well as of Dodwell-that 
the destruction of the Lacedremonian mora by Iphikratl!s took place in the 
spring of 392 B. c. -is also, in my view, erroneous. If this were true, it 
would be necessary to pack all the events mentioned in Xenophon, iv_. 4, 
into the year 393 B. c. ; which I hold to be impossible. If the destruction 
of the mora did not occur in the spring of 392 B.c., we know that it could 
not have occurred until the spring of 390 B.C. ; that is, the next ensuing 
Isthmian games, two years afterwards. And this last will be found to be 
its true date ; thus leaving full time, but not too much time, for the 
antecedent occurrences. 
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the disturbance of the war, to th!O! renewed fortifications and 
greater security of Peirreus. 

Fostered by this pressure of circumstances, the discontented 
philo-Laconian or peace-party which had always existed at 
Corinth, presently acquired sufficient strength, and manifested 
itself with sufficient publicity, to give much alarm to the 
government. The Corinthian government had always been, 
and still was, oligarchical. In what manner the administrators 
or the council were renewed, or how long individuals continued 
in office, indeed, we do not know. But of democracy, with 
its legal popular assemblies, open discussions, and authoritative 
resolves, there was nothing.1 Now the oligarchical persons 
actually in power were vehemently anti-Laconian, consisting of 
men who had partaken of the Persian funds and contracted 
alliance with Persia, besides compromising themselves irre
vocably (like Timolaus) by the most bitter manifestations of 
hostile sentiment towards Sparta. These men found themselves 
menaced by a powerful opposition party, which had no con
stitutional means for making its sentiments predominant, and 
for accomplishing peaceably either a change of administrators 
or a change of public policy. It was only by an appeal to 
arms and violence that such a consummation could be brought 
about ; a fact notorious to both parties-so that the oligarchical 
administrators, informed of the meetings and conversations 
going on, knew well that they had to expect nothing less than 
the breaking out of a conspiracy. That such anticipations 
were well founded, we gather even from the partial recital of 
Xenophon; who states that Pasimelus, the philo-Laconian 
leader, was on his guard and in preparation 2-and counts it 
to him as a virtue that shortly afterwards he opened the gates 
to the Lacedremonians. 

Anticipating such conspiracy, the government resolved to 
prevent it by a coup detat. They threw themselves upon the 
assistance of their allies, invited in a body of Argeians, and 
made their blow the more sure by striking it on the last day 

1 Plutarch. Dion. c. 53· 
2 Xen. Hellen. iv. 4, 2. rv6vTes o€ oi 'Ap"fe'io< Kal BotwTol Kal 'A8rwa!ot 

I Kal Kopw8{wv o? Te Twv 1rapO. fJarnA.Iws XP'11!-'d.TwV !J.ETEifX'1/d-res, Kal ol -ruv 
: 'lroA.EJ.tOU a.l-rLWTa.Tot ')'E'YEJITJJLEvm, &s, El JL1J EK1t'o8Wv '1Totf}uotV'TO Toils J1rl "T1]v 
elp~vrJV TETP"!J.!J.Evovs, tavovvevue< .,.&A.w 1} r.6A.ts A.o.Kwvilfat-oi!-rw lin Kal 
11'rf>a'YO.s l.,.exelpovv 1l"Ot<!IJ'8a<. 

iv. 4, 4· Oi Of veWTepat, {nrOTrTE/;(J'Q.VTOS na.crtfJ.f}Aov .,..o p.h\.1\.QV ~O'ecr8a.t, 
~O'vxl~v ta-,xov €v Tf ~pavltp· Ws Of ;17s ,~epavy1js 'flT8ov:o, teal tpe1ryovTfs Ttves 
•" -rov .,.P""ff'O.Tos o.rf>tKOVTO 7rpos av-rovs, tK Tov-rov avalipaf<6vns KaorO. -rov 
'AKpoK&pwOov, 7rpoa-{3ali.OvTas f'~V 'Ap"f•lovs Kal -rovs i'tA.A.ovs o:rreKpoblfO.VTo, &c. 
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of the festival called Eukleia, when it was least expected. 
Their proceeding, though dictated by precaution, was executed 
with the extreme of brutal ferocity aggravated by sacrilege; in 
a manner very different from the deep-laid artifices recently 
practised by the Spartan Ephors when they were in like manner 
afraid of the conspiracy of Kinadon-and more like the 
oligarchical conspirators at Korkyra (in the third year of the 
Peloponnesian War) when they broke into the assembled 
Senate, and massacred Peithias with sixty others in the Senate
house.l While the choice performers at Corinth were con
tending for the prize in the theatre, with judges formally named 
to decide-and while the market-place around was crowded 
with festive spectators-a number of armed men were intro
duced, probably Argeians, with leaders designating the victims 
whom they were to strike. Some of these select victims were 
massacred in the market-place, others in the theatre, and one 
even while sitting as a judge in the theatre. Others again fled 
in terror, to embrace the altars or statues in the market-place 
-which sanctuary nevertheless did not save their lives. Nor 
was such sacrilege arrested-repugnant as it was to the feelings 
of the assembled spectators and to Grecian feelings generally 
-until 120 persons had perished.2 But the persons slain 
were chiefly elderly men; for the younger portion of the 
philo-Laconian party, suspecting some mischief, had declined 
attending the festival, and kept themselves separately assembled 
under their leader Pasimelus, in the gymnasium and cypress
grove called Kranium, just without the city-gates. We find too 
that they were not only assembled, but actually in arms. For 
the moment that they heard the clamour in the market
place and learnt from some fugitives what was going on, they 
rushed up at once to the Akrokorinthus (or eminence and 
acropolis overhanging the city) and got possession of the 
citadel; which they maintained with such force and courage, 
that the Argeians, and the Corinthians who took part with the 
government, were repulsed in the attempt to dislodge them. 
This circumstance, indirectly revealed in the one-sided narrative 
of Xenophon, lets us into the real state of the city, and affords 
good ground· for believing that Pasimelus and his friends were 
prepared beforehand for an armed outbreak, but waited to 
execute it, until the festival was over,-a scruple which the 
government, in their eagerness to forestall the plot, disregarded ; 

1 Thucyd. iii. 70. 
2 Diodorus (xiv. 86) gives this number, which seems very credible. 

Xenophon (iv. 4, 4) only says ..-oll.ll.ol. 
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employing the hands and weapons of Argeians who were 
comparatively unimpressed by solemnities peculiar to Corinth.l 

Though Pasimelus and his friends were masters of the 

1 In recounting this alternation of violence projected, violence perpetrated, 
recourse on the one side to a foreign ally, treason on the other by admitting 
an avowed enemy-which formed the modus operandi of opposing parties 
in the oligarchical Corinth-! invite the reader to contrast it with the 
democratical Athens. 

At Athens, in the beginning of the Peloponnesian War, there were 
precisely the same causes at work, and precisely the same marked 
anthithesis of parties, as those which here disturbed Corinth. There was 
first, a considerable Athenian minority who opposed the war with ~parta 
from the first ; next, when the war began, the proprietors of Attica saw 
their lands ruined, and were compelled either to carry away, or to lose, 
their servants and cattle, so that they obtained no returns. The .intense 
dis~ontent, the angry complaints, the bitter conflict of parties, which these 
circumstances raised among the Athenian citizens-not to mention the 
aggravation of all these symptoms by the terrible epidemic-are marked out 
in Thucydides, and have been recorded in a preceding-.volume of this history. 
Not only the positive loss and suffering, but all other causes of exasperation, 
stood at a higher pitch at Athens in the early part of the Peloponnesian 
War, than at Corinth in 392 B.C. 

Yet what were the effects w)lich they produced? Did the minority 
resort to a conspiracy-or the majority to a coup d' ltat-or either of them 
to invitation of foreign aid against the other? Nothing of the kind. The 
minority had always open to them the road of pacific opposition, and the 
chance of obtaining a majority in the Senate or in the public assembly, 
which was practically identical with the totality of the citizens. Their 
opposition, though pacific as to acts, was sufficiently animated and violent 
in words and propositions, to serve as a real discharge for imprisoned angry 
passion. If they could not carry the adoption of their general policy, they 
had the opportunity of gaining partial victories which took off the edge of a 
fierce discontent ; witness the fine imposed upon Perikl~s {Thucyd. ii. 65) 
in the year before his death, which both gratified and mollified the 
antipathy against him, and brought about shortly afterwards a strong 
reaction in his favour. The majority, on the other hand, knew that the 
predominance of its policy depended upon its maintaining its hold on a 
fluctuating public assembly, against the utmost freedom of debate and 
attack, within certain forms and rules prescribed by the constitution ; 
attachment to the latter being the cardinal principle of political morality in 
both parties. It was this system which excluded on both sides the thought 
of armed violence. It produced among the democratical citizens of Athens 
that characteristic insisted upon by Kleon in Thucydides-" constant and 
fearless security and absence of treacherous hostility among one another" 
(Ot&. ')'(J.p rO «a6' 1u.dpav &Oe~s «al 0.verrt/3o6AevTov 7rp'Os &A.A.~Aous, ~eal ~s -roVs 
~vp.p.axovs 'TO av'To lx•n-Thuc. iii. 37), the entire absence of which stands 
so prominently forward in these deplorable proceedings of the oligarchical 
C_orinth.. Pasim~lus and his Corinthian minority had no assemblies, 
d1kastenes, annual Senate, or constant habit of free debate and accusation 
to appeal to ; their only available weapon was armed violence or !reacher: 
ous correspondence with a foreign enemy. On the part of the Corinthian 
government, superior or more skilfully used force, or superior alliance 
abroad, was the only weapon of defence, in like manner. 
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citadel and had repulsed the assault of their enemies, yet the 
recent coup d'etat had been completely successful in overawing 
their party in the city, and depriving them of all means of 
communicating with the Laced~monians at Sikyon. Feeling 
unable to maintain themselves, they were besides frightened 
by menacing omens, when they came to offer sacrifice, in order 
that they might learn whether the gods encouraged them to 
fight or not. The victims were found so alarming, as to drive 
them to evacuate the post and prepare for voluntary exile. 
Many of them (according to Diodorus soo 1) actually went 
into exile ; while others, and· among them Pasimelus himself, 
were restrained by the entreaties of their friends and relatives, 
combined with solemn assurances of peace and security from 
the government; who now probably felt themselves victorio.us, 
and were anxious to mitigate the antipathies which their recent 
violence had inspired. These pacific assurances were faithfully 
kept, and no further mischief was done to any citizen. 

But the political condition of Corinth was materially altered, 
by an extreme intimacy of alliance and communion now 
formed with Argos; perhaps combined with reciprocal rights 
of intermarriage, and of purchase and sale. The boundary 
pillars or hedges which separated the two territories were pulled 
up, and the city was entitled Argos instead of Corinth (says 
Xenophon). Such was probably the invidious phrase in which 
the opposition party described the very close political union 
now formed between the two cities ; upheld by a strong Argeian 
force in the city and acropolis, together with some Athenian 
mercenaries under Iphikrates, and some Bceotians as a garrison 
in the port of Lech~um. Most probably the government 
remained still Corinthian, and still oligarchical, as before. But 
it now rested upon Argeian aid, and was therefore dependent 
chiefly upon Argos, though partly also upon the other two 
allies. 

To Pasimelus and his friends such a state of things was 
intolerable. Though personally they had no ill-usage to com
plain of, yet the complete predominance of their political 
enemies was quite sufficient to excite their most vehement 
antipathies. They entered into secret correspondence with 
Praxitas, the Laced~monian commander at Sikyon, engaging 
to betray to him one of the gates in the western Long Wall 
between Corinth and Lech~um. The scheme being concerted, 
Pasimelus and his partisans got themselves placed,2 partly by 

1 Diodor. xiv. 86 ; Xen. Hellen. iv. 4, 5· 
2 Xen. Hellen. iv. 4, 8. Kal Ka-ril. r6xrw Kal Kar' br<p.tA.«a.v, &c. • 
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contrivance and partly by accident, on the night-watch at this 
gate; an imprudence, which shows that the government not 
only did not maltreat them, but even admitted them to trust. 
At the moment fixed, Praxitas-presenting himself with a 
Lacedxmonian mora or regiment, a Sikyonian force, and the 
Corinthian exiles,-found the treacherous sentinels prepared 
to open the gates. Having first sent in a trusty soldier to 
satisfy him that there was no deceit,1 he then conducted all 
his force within the gates, into the mid-space between the two 
Long Walls. So broad was this space, and so inadequate did 
his numbers appear to maintain it, that he took the precaution 
of digging a cross-ditch with a palisade to defend himself on 
the side towards the city; which he was enabled to do undis
turbed, since the enemy (we are not told why) did not attack 
him all the next day. On the ensuing day, however, Argeians, 
Corinthians, and Athenian mercenaries under. Iphikrates, all 
came down from the city in full force; the latter stood on the right 
of the line, along the eastern wall, opposed to the Corinthian 
exiles on the Lacedxmonian left ; "while the Lacedxmonians 
themselves were on their own right, opposed to the Corinthians 
from the city ; and the Argeians, opposed to the Sikyonians, 
in the centre. , 

It was here that the battle began; the Argeians, bold from 
superior numbers, attacked and broke the Sikyonians, tearing 
up the palisade, and pursuing them down to the sea with much 
slaughter : 2 upon which Pasimachus the Lacedxmonian com
mander of cavalry coming to their aid, caused his small body 
of horsemen to dismount and tie their horses to trees, and 
then armed them with shields taken from the Sikyonians, 
inscribed on the outside with the letter Sigma (:~). With 
these he approached on foot to attack the Argeians, who, 
mistaking them for Sikyonians, rushed to the charge with 
alacrity; upon which Pasimachus exclaimed-" By the two 

1 Xen. Hellen. iv. 4, 8. Nothing can show more forcibly the Laconian 
bias of Xenophon, than the credit which he gives to Pasimelus for his good 
faith towards the Lacedremonians whom he was letting in ; overlooking or 
approving his treacherous betrayal towards his own countrymen, in thus 
openi?g a g~te w~ic~ he had, been ;rusted t? wat,ch. ;rw 3' elcr71;ra:ylT_1w, 
Kal o{J.rws a'li"AWS a'll"eoe<~a'T'T/V, wcrre lJ Et!f<A8wv t~'T/YYE<Af, 'll"aVTa elva< 
all6A61S, ofcl. 7rEp EAE''fl'T'T/Vo 

2 Xen. Hellen. iv. 4, IO. Kal rolls ,u.~v :€ucv.,vlovs eKpcl.r'T/Uav Kal otacr?rcl.
qav-res ,-Q G'Ta.6pwJ.La. ~OlwKov lrrl 8&A.aucrav, «al €1ee'i woAAoils aVTCJv &:rrlwrEtvav. 

It would appear from hence that there must have been an open portion of 
Lechreum, or a space apart from (but adjoining to) the wall which encircled 
Lechreum, yet still within the Long Walls. Otherwise the fugitive 
Sikyonians could hardly have got down to the sea. 
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gods, Argeians, these Sigmas which you see here will deceive 
you :" he then closed with them resolutely, but his numbers 
were so inferior that he was soon overpowered and slain. 
Meanwhile the Corinthian exiles on the left had driven back 
Iphikrates with his mercenaries (doubtless chiefly light troops) 
and pursued them even to the city gates; while the Laced::e
monians, easily repelling the Corinthians opposed to them, 
came out of their palisade and planted themselves with their 
faces towards the eastern wall, but at a little distance from it, 
to intercept the Argeians on their return. The latter were 
forced to run back as they could, huddling close along the 
eastern wall, with their right or unshielded side exposed as 
they passed to the spears of the Laced::emonians. Before they 
could get to the walls of Corinth, they were met and roughly 
handled by the victorious Corinthian exiles. And even when 
they came to the walls, those within, unwilling to throw open 
the gates for fear of admitting the enemy, contented themselves 
with handing down ladders, over which the defeated Argeians 
clambered with distress and difficulty. Altogether, their loss 
in this disastrous retreat was frightful. Their dead (says 
Xenophon) lay piled up like heaps of stones or wood.l 

This victory of Praxitas and the Laced::emonians, though it 
did not yet make them masters of Lech::eum, 2 was nevertheless 
of considerable importance. Shortly afterwards they received 
reinforcements which enabled them to turn it to still better 
account. The first measure of Praxitas was to pull down a 
considerable breadth of the two walls, leaving a breach which 
opened free passage for any Laced::emonian army from Sikyon 
to reach and pass the isthmus. He then marched his troops 
through the breach, forward on the road to Megara, capturing 

1 Xen. Hellen. iv. 4. I2. o~'r<AIS lv 6A.i-y't' 71"0AAol l11"EITOV, &ITT€ eiOttTp.~VOt 
llp~v ollfvep.,,.o, tTOJpol!s tTiTov, ~tlx.,v, A.leov, TOTE lOedtTavTo tTOJpoos veiCpwv. 

A singular form of speech. 
2 Diodorus (xiv. 86) represents that the Lacedremonians on this occasion 

surprised and held Lechreum, defeating the general body of the confederates 
who came out from Corinth to retake it. But his narrative of all these 
circumstances differs materially from that of Xenophon ; whom I here 
follow in preference, making allowance for great partiality, and for much 
confusion and obscurity. 

Xenophon gives us plainly to understand, that Lechreum was not 
captured by the Lacedremonians until the following year, by Agesilaus and 
Teleutias. 

It is to be recollected that Xenophon had particular means of knowing 
what was done by Agesilaus, and therefore deserves credit on that head
always allowing for partiality. Diodorus does not mention Agesilaus in 
connexion with the proceedings at Lechreum. 
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the two Corinthian dependencies of Krommyon and Sidus on 
the Saronic Gulf, in which he placed garrisons. Returning 
back by the road south of Corinth, he occupied Epieikia on 
the frontier of Epidaurus, as a protection to the territory of the 
latter against incursions from Corinth-and then disba_nded his 
army. 

A desultory warfare was carried on during the ensuing winter 
and spring between the opposite garrisons in Corinth and 
Sikyon. It was now that the Athenian Iphikrates, in the 
former place, began to distinguish himself at the head of his 
mercenary peltasts, whom, after their first organisation by 
Konon, he had trained to effective tactics under the strictest 
discipline, and whose movements he conducted with con
summate skill. His genius introduced improvements both in 
their armour and in their clothing. He lengthened by one 
half both the light javelin and the short sword, which the 
Thracian peltasts habitually carried ; he devised a species of 
leggings, known afterwards by the name of Iphikratides; and 
he thus combined, better than had ever been done before, 
rapid motion-power of acting in difficult ground and open 
order-effective attack either by missiles or hand to hand-and 
dexterous retreat in case of need.l As yet he was but a young 

1 Diodor. xv. 44; Cornelius Nepos, Vit. Iphicrat. c. 2; Polyren. iii. 9, 
10. Compare Rehdantz, Vitre Iphicratis, Chabrire, et Timothei, c. 2, 7 
(Berlin, 1845)-a very useful and instructive publication. . 

In describing the improvements made by Iphikratt!s in the armature of 
his peltasts, I have not exactly copied either Nepos or Diodorus, who both 
appear to me confused in their statements. You would imagine, in reading 
their account (and so it has been stated by Weber, Prolegg. ad Demosth. 
cont. Aristokr. p. xxxv. ), that there were no peltasts in Greece prior to 
Iphikratt!s; that he was the first to transform heavy-armed hoplites into 
light-armed peltasts, and to introduce from Thrace the light shield or pe!ta, 
not only smaller in size than the round aO",.ls carried by the hop lite, but also 
without the 1Tvs, or surrounding metallic rim of the aO",.ls, seemingly con
nected by outside bars or spokes of metal with the exterior central knob or 
projection (umbo} which the hoplite pushed before him in close combat. 
The pelta, smaller and lighter than the a0'1rls, was apparently square or 
oblong and not round : though it had no 1Tvs, it often had thin plates of 
brass, as we may see by Xenophon, Anab. v. 2, 29, so that the explanation 
of it given in the Scholia ad Platon. Legg. vii. p. 813 must be taken with 
reserve. 

But Grecian peltasts existed before the time of Iphikrati!s (Xen. Hellen. 
i. 2, I and elsewhere). He did not first introduce them; he found them 
already there, and improved their armature. Both Diodorus and Nepos 
affirm that he lengthened the spears of the peltasts to a measure half as long 
again as those of the hoplites (or twice as long, if we believe Nepos) and 
the swords in proportion-" 7Jifc71D"E pJv 'Til. IJ&pa'Ta flJ.uoli.Crp P.•l'l8et-hastre 
modum duplicavit." Now this I apprehend to be.not exact; nor is it true 

0 2 
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officer, in the beginning of his military career.1 We must 
therefore presume that these improvements were chiefly of later 
date, the suggestions of his personal experience ; but even now, 
the successes of his light troops were remarkable. Attacking 
Phlius, he entrapped the Phliasians into an ambuscade, and 
inflicted on them a defeat so destructive, that they were obliged 
to invoke the aid of a Lacedremonian garrison for the protection 
of their city. He gained a victory near Sikyon, and carried his 
incursions over all Arcadia, to the very gates of the cities ; 
damaging the Arcadian hoplites so severely, that they became 
afraid to meet him in the field. His own peltasts however, 
though full of confidence against these Peloponnesian hoplites, 
still retained their awe and their reluctance to fight against 
Lacedremonians ; 2 who on their side despised them, but 

(as Nepos asserts) that the Grecian hoplites carried "short spears"
"brevi bus has tis." The spear of the Grecian hoplite was long (though not 
so long as that of the heavy and compact Macedonian phalanx afterwards 
became), and it appears to me incredible that Iphikrates should have given 
to his light and active peltast a spear twice as long, or half as long again, as 
that of the hoplite. Both Diodorus and Nepos have mistaken by making 
their comparison with the arms o.f the lwplite, to which the changes of 
Iphikrates had no reference. The peltast both before and after Iphikrat~s 
did not carry a spear but a javelin, which he employed as a missile, to hurl, 
not to thrust ; he was essentially an allov'T<tr'Tns or javelin-shooter (see 
Xenoph. Hellen. iv. 5, 14 ; vi. I, 9). Of course the javelin might, in case 
of need, serve to thrust, but this was not its appropriate employment : e con· 
verso, the spear might be hurled (under advantageous circumstances, from 
the higher ground against an enemy below-Xen. Hellen. ii. 4, IS ; v. 4, 
52), but its proper employment was, to be held and thrust forward. 

What Iphikrates really did, was, to lengthen both the two offensive 
weapons which the peltast carried, before his time-the javelin, and the 
sword. He made the javelin a longer and heavier weapon, requiring a 
more practised hand to throw-but also competent to inflict more serious 
wounds, and capable of being used with more deadly effect if the peltasts 
saw an opportunity of coming to close fight on advantageous terms. 
Possibly Iphikrates not only lengthened the weapon, but also improved its 
point and efficacy in other ways ; making it more analogous to the formid
able Roman pilum. Whether he made any alteration in the pelta itself, we· 
do not know. 

The name Iphikrati&s, given to these new-fashioned leggings or boots; 
proves to us that Wellington and Blucher are not the first eminent generals 
who have lent an honourable denomination to boots and shoes. 

1 Jus tin, vi. 5· 
2 Xen. Hellen. iv. 4, 16; Diodor. xiv, 91. 
Tolls p.lvTOl ActllE5ct<p.ovlovs oiiTO!S ail ol 'li'Eli.'TtztrTal i5l1i<uav, &s ~viiJS 

a/lOV'TlUp.ct'TOS ob 'll'poupEtrav TO'is O'll'll.ka<S, &c. 
Compare the sentiment of the light troops in the attack of Sphakteria, 

when they were awe-struck and afraid at first to approach the Lacedremo
nian hoplites-Tp -yvwp.p /Miovli."'J.Ievo< ws l'll'l il.aKEoa•p.ovlovs, &c. (Thucyd. 
iv. 34). 
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despised their own allies still more. " Our friends fear these 
peltasts, as children fear hobgoblins "-said the Lacedremonians 
sarcastically, endeavouring to set the example of. courage by 
ostentatious demonstrations of their own round the walls of 
Corinth.1 

The breach made in the Long Walls of Corinth by Praxitas 
had laid open the road for a Peloponnesian army to march 
either into Attica or Bceotia.2 Fortunately for the Athenians, 
they had already completed the rebuilding of their own Long 
Walls; but they were so much alarmed by the new danger, that 
they marched with their full force, and with masons and car
penters accompanying, 3 to Corinth. Here, with that celerity of 
work for which they were distinguished,4 they in a few days re
established completely the western wall ; the more important 
of the two, since it formed the barrier against the incursions of 
the Lacedremonians from Sikyon. They had then a secure 
position, and could finish the eastern wall at their leisure; 
which they accordingly did, and then retired, leaving it to the 
confederate troops in Corinth to defend. 

This advantage, however, a very material one, was again 
overthrown by the expedition of the Lacedremonian king 
Agesilaus during the same summer. At the head of a full 

1 Xen. Hellen. iv. 4• 17. tf,(J''TE ol p.'ev Aa~e<1iatp.6vwt 1<a! brt(J'I<r{,-rrnw 
'"oll.p.wv, ws ol (J'Up.p.a.xo< rpo/3oiv'To 'TOus -rr<li.'Ta(J'TO.s, lJ,(J'-rrep p.opp.fiwa.s -rra.tlitfpta., 
&c. 

This is a camp-jest of the time, which we have to thank Xenophon for 
preserving. 

2 Xenoph. Agesil. ii. I7. ava7r€Ttt(J'aS 'Tijs llel\.01rOIIII~(J'OU TCtS -rr671.a.s, &c. 
Respecting the Long Walls of Corinth, as part of a line of defence which 

barred ingress to, or egress from, Peloponnesus-Colonel Leake remarks
" The narrative of Xenophon shows the great importance of the Corinthian 
Long Walls in time of war. They completed a line of fortification from 
the summit of the Acro-Corinthus to the sea, and thus intercepted the most 
direct and easy communication from the Isthmus into Peloponnesus. For 
the rugged mountain, which borders the southern side of the Isthmian 
plain, has only two passes-one, by the opening on the eastern side of the 
Acro-Corinthus, which obliged an enemy to pass under the eastern side of 
Corinth, and was moreover defended by a particular kind of fortification, as 
some remains of walls still testify-the other, along the shore at Cenchrere, 
which was also a fortified place in the hands of the Corinthians. Hence 
the importance of the pass of Cenchrere, in all operations between the 
Peloponnesians, and an enemy 'without the Isthmus" (Leake, Travels in 
Morea, vol. iii. ch. xxviii. p. 254,. 

Compare Plutarch, Aratus, c. 16; and the operations of Epaminondas 
as described by Diodorus, xv. 68. 

3 Xen. Hellen. iv. 4, 18. ~71.8ovns -rr a. v 1i 11 J1. e! Jl.<Ta ll.t8oll.o/'wv 1<a.! 
TEICTOvwv, &c. The word -rravli1Jp.•l shows how much they were alarmed. 

' Thucyd. vi. 98. 
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Lacedremonian and Peloponnesian force, he first marched into 
the territory of Argos, and there spent some time in ravaging 
all the cultivated plain. From hence he passed over the 
mountain-road by Tenea 1 into the plain of Corinth, to the foot 
of the·newly-repaired Long Walls. Here his brother Teleutias, 
who had recently superseded Herippidas as admiral in the 
Corinthian Gulf, came to co-operate with him in a joint attack, 
by sea and land, on the new Walls and on Lechreum.2 The 
presence of this naval force rendered the Long Walls difficult 
to maintain, since troops could be disembarked in the interval 
between them, where the Sikyonians in the previous battle had 
been beaten and pursued down to the sea. Agesilaus and 
Teleutias were strong enough to defeat the joint force of the 
four confederated armies, and to master not only the Long 
Walls, but also the port of Lechreum 3 with its docks and the 

1 The words stand in the text of Xenophon-eb6~s ~Kei6ev {nrep/3a"Awv 
KaTii Teoy,av els Kop1v6ov. A straight march from the Argeian territory 
to Corinth could not possibly carry Agesilaus by Tegea; Kceppen proposes 
Te v 'av, which I accept, as geographically suitable. I am not certain 
however that it is right; the Agesilaus of Xenophon has the words KaTii Tii 
ITT EVe£. 

About the probable situation of Tenea, see Colonel Leake, Travels in 
Morea, vol. iii. p. 321 ; also his Peloponnesiaca, p. 400. 

2 Xen. Hellen. iv. 4, 19-iv. 8, 10, II. 
It was rather late in the autumn of 393 B.c. that the Lacedremonian 

maritime operations in the Corinthian Gulf began, against the fleet recently 
equipped by the Corinthians out of the funds lent by Phamabazus. First 
the Lacedremonian Polemarchus was named admiral; he was slain,-and 
his secretary Pollis, who succeeded to his command, retired afterwards 
wounded. Next came Herippidas to the command, who was succeeded 
by Teleutias. Now if we allow to Herippidas a year of command (the 
ordinary duration of a Lacedremonian admiral's appointment), and to the 
other two something less than a year, since their time was brought to an 
end by accidents-we shall find that the appointment of Teleutias will fall 
in the spring or early summer of 391 B.c., the year of this expedition of 
A~esilaus. 

Andokid~s de Pace, s. 18 ; Xen. Hellen. iv. 4, 19. llap•oy'v•To Of 
abTqi ('Aoy?)<TIAdrp) Kal o lt.Oe;>,.rpos Te"AevT(as KaTii 6d"Aa<T<Tav, lxwv orp•.fJpm 
wEpl OdJOe~ea.· fJJu-re p.a.~eapl(eu8a.' airriiJv T1]v p:f1TEpa, 8·n Tp airrp .Y,p.Ept:f ~v 
lTEKEV o p.h KaTii oyiJv or/i TdX'l TWV 1ro"Aep.!wv, o Of KaTii 
6d"Aa<T<Tav Tiis vails Kal Til. vewp•a YP'lKE. 

This last passage indicates decidedly that Lechreum was not taken until 
this joint attack by Agesilaus and Teleutias. And the authority of 
Xenophon on the point is superior, in my judgement, ta that of Diodorus 
(xiv. 86), who represents Lechreum to have been taken in the year before, 
on the occasion when the Lacedremonians were first admitted by treachery 
within the Long Wails. 

The passage from Aristeid~s the rhetor, referred to by Wesseling, Mr. 
Clinton, and others, only mentions the battle at Lechreum-not the capture 
of the port. Xenophon also mentions a battle as having taken place close 
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ships within them; thus breaking up the naval power of Corinth 
in the Kriss<Ean Gulf. Lech<Eum now became a permanent 
post of hostility against Corinth, occupied by a Lacedremonian 
garrison and occasionally by the Corinthian exiles; while any 
second rebuilding of the Corinthian Long Walls by the Athe
nians became impossible. After this important success, Agesi
laus returned to Sparta. Neither he nor his Lacedremonian 
hoplites, especially the Amykl<Eans, were ever willingly absent 
from the festival of the Hyakinthia : nor did he now disdain to 
take his station in the chorus, I under the orders of the choric 
conductor, for the prean in honour of Apollo. 

It was thus that the Long Walls, though rebuilt by the Athe
nians in the preceding year, were again permanently over
thrown, and the road for Lacedremonian armies to march 
beyond the Isthmus once more laid open. So much were the 
Athenians and the Bceotians alarmed at this new success, that 
both appear to have become desirous of peace, and to have 

to Lechreum, between the two Long Walls, on the occasion when Diodorus 
talks of the capture of Lechreum ; so that Aristeid~s is more in harmony 
with Xenophon than with Diodorus. 

A few months prior to this joint attack of Agesilaus and Teleutias, the 
Athenians had come with an army, and with masons and carpenters, for 
the express purpose of rebuilding the Long Walls which Praxitas had in 
part broken down. This step would have been both impracticable and 
useless, if the Lacedremonians had stood then in po~session of Lechreum. 

There is one passage of Xenophon, indeed, which looks as if the 
Lacedremonians had been in possession of Lechreum before this expedition 
of the Athenians to re-establish the Long Walls-AvTol (the Lacedre
monians)ll' l1< -roil .t\Exa£ou OpJMI.p.•vot uuv p.&p'l- Kal..-o<s -row Koptv8£wv 
rptry&ut, K6Kll.'f' 1repl TO li.uTv .,.c,, KoptvOlow iuTpU.TE6ovTo (iv. 4, 17). But 
whoever reads attentively the sections from 15 to 19 inclusive, will see (I 
think) that this affirmation may well refer to a period after, and not before, 
the capture of Lechreum by Agesilaus ; for it has reference to the general 
contempt shown by the Lacedremonians for the peltasts of Iphikrates, as 
contrasted with the terror displayed by the Mantineians and others, of 
these same peltasts. Even if this were otherwise, however, I should still 
say that the passages which I have produced above from Xenophon show 
plainly that he represents Lechreum to have been captured by Agesilaus 
and Teleutias ; and that the other words, it< 'Tov Mxalov bpp.wp.evo•, if they 
really implied anything inconsistent with this, must be regarded as an 
inaccuracy. 

I will add that the chapter of Diodorus, xiv. 86, puts into one year 
events which cannot all be supposed to have taken place in that same 
year. 

Had Lechreum been in possession and occupation by the Lacedremonians, 
in the year preceding the joint attack by Agesilaus and Teleutias, Xenophon 
would surely have mentioned it in iv. 4, 14; for it was a more important 
post than Sikyon, for acting against Corinth. 

1 Xen. Agesilaus, ii. 17. 
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sent envoys to Sparta. The Thebans are said to have offered 
to recognise Orchomenus (which was now occupied by a 
Lacedremonian garrison) as autonomous and disconnected 
from the Bceotian federation ; while the Athenian envoys seem 
to have been favourably received at Sparta, and to have found 
the Lacedremonians disposed to make peace on better terms 
than those which had been proposed during the late discussions 
with Tiribazus (hereafter to be noticed); recognising the newly
built Athenian Walls, restoring Lemnos, Imbros, and Skyros to 
Athens, and guaranteeing autonomy to each separate city in the 
Grecian world. The Athenian envoys at Sparta having pro
visionally accepted these terms, forty days were allowed for 
reference to the people of Athens; to which place Lacedre
monian envoys were sent.as formal bearers of the propositions. 
The Argeians and Corinthians, however, strenuously opposed 
the thoughts of peace, urging the Athenians to continue the 
war ; besides which, it appears that many Athenian citizens 
thought that large restitution ought to have been made of 
Athenian property forfeited at the end of the late war,-and 
that the Thracian Chersonese ought to have been given back as 
well as the three islands. On these and other grounds, the 
Athenian people refused to sanction the recommendation of 
their envoys ; though Andokides, one of those envoys, in a 
discourse still extant, earnestly advised that they should accept 
the peace.l 

1 Our knowledge of the abortive negotiations adverted to in the text, is 
derived, partly from the third Oration of Andokides called De Pace
partly from a statement contained in the Argument of that Oration, and 
purporting to be borrowed from Philochorus-<i>LA6xopos p.ev o~v A~'Y"' teal 
£A8eZv Taus 1rp~tr/3e•s £te Aateda{p.ovos, teal lt1rprf.teTovs ltve;>.8eiv, p.f, 1reltrai!'TOS 
Tov 'Avaotelliov. 

Whether Philochorus had any additional grounds to rest upon, other 
than this very oration itself, may appear doubtful. But at any rate, this 
important fragment (which I do not see noticed among the fragments of 
Philochorus in M. Didot's collection) counts for some further evidence as 
to the reality of the peace proposed and discussed, but not concluded. 

Neither Xenophon nor Diodorus make any mention of such mission to 
Sparta, or discussion at Athens, as that which forms the subject of the 
Andokidean oration. But on the other hand, neither of them says any
thing which goes to contradict the reality of the event ; nor can we in this 
case found any strong negative inference on the mere silence of Xenophon, 
in the case of a pacific proposition which ultimately came to nothing. 

If indeed we could be certain that the oration of Andokides was genuine, 
it would of itself be sufficient to establish the reality of the mission to 
which it relates. It would be sufficient evidence, not only without 
corroboration from Xenophon, but even· against any contradictory state
ment proceeding from Xenophon. But unfortunately, the rhetor Dionysius 
pronounced this oration to be spurious ; which introduces a doubt and 
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The war being thus continued, Corinth, though defended by 

a considerable confederate force, including Athenian hoplites 
under Kallias, and peltasts under Iphikrates, became much 
pressed by the hostile posts at Lechreum as well as at Krom
myon and Sid us-and by its own exiles as the most active of all 
enemies. Still however there remained the peninsula and the 
fortification of Peirreum as an undisturbed shelter for the 
Corinthian servants and cattle, and a source of subsistence for 

throws us upon the investigation of collateral probabilities. I have myself 
a decided opinion (already stated more than once), that another out of the 
four orations ascribed to Andokides (I mean the fourth oration, entitled 
against Alkibiades) is spurious; and I was inclined to the same suspicion 
with respect to this present oration De Pace; a suspicion, which I expressed 
in a former volume (ch. xlv.). But on studying over again with attention 
this oration De Pace, I find reason to retract my suspicion, and to believe 
that the oration may be genuine. It has plenty of erroneous allegations as 
to matter of fact, especially in reference to times prior to the battle of 
.IEgospotami ; but not one, so far as I can detect, which conflicts with tlze 
situation to which the orator addresses himself-nor which requires us to 
pronounce it spurious. 

Indeed in considering tkis situation (which is the most important point 
to be studied when we are examining the genuineness of an oration), we 
find a partial coincidence in Xenophon, which goes to strengthen our 
affirmative confidence. One point much insisted upon in the oration, is, 
that the Bceotians were anxious to make peace with Sparta, and were 
willing to relinquish Orchomenus (s. 13-20). Now Xenophon also 
mentions, three or four months afterwards, the Bceotians as being anxious 
for peace, and as sending envoys to Agesilaus to ask on what terms it 
would be granted to them (Xen. Hellen. iv. 5, 6). This coincidence is of 
some value in reference to the authenticity of the oration. 

Assuming the oration to be genuine, its date is pretty clearly marked, 
and is rightly placed by Mr. Fynes Clinton in 391 B.C. It was in the 
autumn or winter of that year, four years after the commencement of the 
war in Bceotia which began in 395 B.C. (s. 20). It was after the capture 
of Lechreum, which took place in the summer of 391 B. c.-and before the 
destruction of the Lacedremonian mora by Iphikrates, which took place in 
the spring of 390 B.C. For Andokides emphatically intimates, that at the 
moment when he spoke, not one militaty succtss had yet been obtained 
against the LacedremonianS-ICa('Tot 1ro!as 'T1VOS tl.v ~I<Eivot 1rap' np.ow elp~V1)S 
(.,.vxov, el p.la.v p.ovov p.rJ.x11v 7J.,..,.~97JO'a.v; (s. 19). This could never 
have been said after the destruction of the Lacedremonian mora, which 
made so profound a sensation throughout Greece, and so greatly altered 
the temper of the contending parties. And it seems to me one proof 
(among others) that Mr. Fynes Clinton has not placed correctly the events 
subsequ~nt to the battle of Corinth, when I observe that he assigns the 
destruction of the mora to the year 392 B. c., a year before the date which 
he rightly allots to the Andokidean oration. I have placed (though upon 
other grounds) the destruction of the mora in the spring of 390 B.c., which 
receives additional confirmation from this passage of Andokides. 

Both Valckenaer and Sluiter (Lect. Andocid. c. x.) consider the oration 
of Andokides de Pace as genuine ; Taylor and other critics hold the 
contrary opinion. 
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the city. Peirreum was an inland post north-east of Corinth, 
in the centre of that peninsula which separates the two inner
most recesses of the Krissrean Gulf-the Bay of Lechreum on 
its south-west, the Bay called Alkyonis, between Kreusis and 
Olmire (now Psatho Bay), on its north-east. Across this latter 
bay Corinth communicated easily, through Peirreum and the 
fortified port of CEnoe, with Kreusis the port of Thespire in 
Bceotia.1 The Corinthian exiles now prevailed upon Agesilaus 
to repeat his invasion of the territory, partly in order that they 
might deprive the city of the benefits which it derived from 
Peirreum-partly in order that they might also appropriate to 
themselves the honour of celebrating the Isthmian games, 
which were just approaching. The Spartan king accordingly 
marched forth, at the head of a force composed of Lacedre
monians and of the Peloponnesian allies, first to Lechreum, 
and thence to the Isthmus, specially so called ; that is, the 
sacred precinct of Poseidon near Schcenus on the Saronic Gulf, 
at the narrowest breadth of the Isthmus, where the biennial 
Isthmian festival was celebrated. 

It was the month of April or beginning of May, and the 
festival had actually begun, under the presidency of the 
Corinthians from the city who were in alliance with Argos ; 
a body of Argeians being present as. guards.2 But on the 

1 Xen. Agesil. ii. IS. 
2 Xen. Hellen. iv. 5, I ; Plutarch, Agesil. c. 21. • 
Xenophon, who writes his history in the style and language of a partisan, 

says that ''the Argeians celebrated the festival, Corinth having now become 
Argos." But it seems plain that the truth was as I have stated in the 
text-and that the Argeians stood by {with others of the confederates 
probably also) to protect the Corinthians of the city in the exercise of their 
usual privilege; just as Agesilaus, immediately afterwards, stood by to 
protect the Corinthian exiles while they were doing the same thing. 

The Isthmian games were trieteric, that is, celebrated in every alternate 
year; in one of the spring months, about April or perhaps the beginning 
of May {the Greek months being lunar, no one of them would coincide 
regularly with any one of our calendar months, year after year); and in the 
second and fourth Olympic years; From Thucydidi&s, viii. 9, Io, we know 
that this festival was celebrated in April 4I2 B.C. ; that is, towards the end 
of the .fourth year of Olympiad 9I, about two or three months before the 
festival of Olympiad 92. 

Dodwell (De Cyclis Diss. vi. 2, just cited), Corsini (Diss. Agonistic. iv. 
3), and Schneider in his note to this passage of Xenophon-all state the 
Isthmian games to have been celebrated in the first and third Olympic 
years; which is, in my judgement, a mistake. Dod well erroneously states 
the Isthmian games mentioned in Thucydidi&s, viii. 9, to have been 
celebrated at the beginning of Olympiad 92, instead of the fourth quarter 
of the fourth year of Olympiad 9I : a mistake pointed out by KrUger (ad 
loc.) as well as by Poppo and Dr. Arnold ; although the argumentation of 
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approach of Agesilaus, they immediately retired to the city by 
the road to Kenchrere, leaving their sacrifices half-finished. 
Not thinking fit to disturb their retreat, Agesilaus proceeded 
first to offer sacrifice himself, and then took a position close at 
hand, in the sacred ground of Poseidon, while the Corinthian 
exiles went through the solemnities in due form, and distributed 
the parsley wreaths to the victors. After remaining three days, 
Agesilaus marched away to attack Peirreum. He had no 
sooner departed than the Corinthians from the city came forth, 
celebrated the festival, and distributed the wreaths, a second 
time. 

Peirreum was occupied by so numerous a guard, comprising 
Iphikrates and his peltasts, that Agesilaus, instead of directly 
attacking it, resorted to the stratagem of making a sudden 
retrograde march directly towards Corinth. Probably many of 
the citizens were at that moment absent for the second cele
bration of the festival ; so that those remaining within, on hear
ing of the approach of Agesilaus, apprehended a plot to betray 
the city to him, and sent in haste to Peirreum to summon back 
Iphikrates with his peltasts. Having learnt that these troops 
had passed by in the night, Agesilaus forthwith again turned 
his course, and marched back to Peirreum, which he himself 
approached by the ordinary road, coasting round along the 
Bay of Lechreum, near the Therma, or warm springs which are 
still discernible ; 1 while he sent a mora or division of troops to 
get round the place by a mountain-road more in the interior, 
ascending some woody heights commanding the town, and 
crowned by a temple of Poseidon. 2 The movement was quite 

the latter, founded upon the time of the Lacedremonian festival of the 
Hyakinthia, is extremely uncertain. It is a still more strange idea of 
Dodwell, that the Isthmian games were celebrated at the same time as the 
Olympic games (Annal. Xenoph. ad ann. 392). 

1 See Ulrichs, Reisen und Forschungen in Griechenland, ch. i. p. 3. 
The modem village and port of Lutniki derives its name from these warm 
springs, which are quite close to it and close to the sea, at the foot of the 
mountain of Perachora or Peirreum ; on the side of .. the bay opposite to 
Lechreum, but near the point where the level-ground constituting the 
Isthmus (properly so-called), ends-and where the rocky or mountainous 
region, forming the westernmost portion of Geraneia (or the peninsula of 
Peirreum), begins. The language of Xenophon therefore when he comes 
to describe the back-march of Agesilaus is perfectly accurate-11871 8' 
l1<7rE1repu.I<OTos u.vTou .,.?, Oepp.?t ls 'TO 'lrii.U.'TV Tou Aexcdou, &c. (iv. 5, 8). 

2 Xen. Hellen. iv. 5, 4· 
Xenophon here recounts how Agesilaus sent up ten men witb fire in pans, 

to enable those on the heights to make fires and warm themselves ; the 
night being very cold and rainy, the situation very high, and the troops not 
having come out with blankets or warm covering to protect them. They 
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effectual. The garrison and inhabitants of Peirreum, seeing 
that the place had become indefensible, abandoned it on the 
next day with all their cattle and property, to take refuge in the 
Herreum, or sacred ground of Here Akrrea, near the western cape 
of the peninsula. While Agesilaus marched thither towards the 
coast in pursuit of them, the troops descending from the heights 
attacked and captured <Enoe 1-the Corinthian town of that 
name situated near the Alkyonian bay over against Kreusis in 
Breotia. A large booty here fell into their hands, which was 
still further augmented by the speedy surrender of all in the 
Herreum to Agesilaus, without conditions. Called upon to 
determine the fate of the prisoners, among whom were included 
men, women, and children-freemen and slaves-with cattle 
and other property-Agesilaus ordered that all those who had 
taken part in the massacre at Corinth in the market-place 
should be handed over to the vengeance of the exiles ; and 
that all the rest should be sold as slaves.2 Though he did not 
here inflict any harder measure than was usual in Grecian war
fare, the reader who reflects that this sentence, pronounced by 
one on the whole more generous than most contemporary com
manders, condemned numbers of free Corinthian men and 
women to a life of degradation, if not of misery-will under
stand by contrast the encomiums with which in my last volume 
I set forth the magnanimity of Kallikratidas after the capture 
of Methymna; when he refused, in spite of the importunity of 
his allies, to sell either the Methymnrean or the Athenian 
captives-and when he proclaimed the exalted principle, that 
no free Greek should be sold into slavery by any permission 
of his.8 

As the Lacedremonians had been before masters of Lechreum, 
Krommyon, and Sidus, this last success shut up Corinth on its 
other side, and cut off its communication with Breotia. The 
city not being in condition to hold out much longer, the exiles 
already began to lay their plans for surprising it by aid of 
kindled large fires, and the neighbouring temple of Poseidon was 
accidentally burnt. 

1 Xen. Hellen. iv. 5, 5· • 
This CEno@ must not be confounded with the Athenian town of that 

name, which lay on the frontiers of Attica towards Bceotia. 
So also the town of Peirreum here noticed must not be confounded with 

another Peirreum, which was also in the Corinthian territory, but on the 
Saronic Gulf, and on the frontiers of Epidaurus (Thucyd. viii. 10). 

2 Xen. Hellen. iv. 5, 5-8. 
s Xen. Hellen. i. 5, 14. See vol. viii. ch. Ixiv. of this History. 
The sale of prisoners here directed by Agesilaus belies the encomiums of 

his biographers (Xen. Agesil. vii. 6; Cornel. Nep. Agesil. c. 5). 
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friends within.l So triumphant was the position of Agesilaus; 
that his enemies were all in alarm, and the Thebans, as well as 
others, sent fresh envoys to him to solicit peace. His antipathy 
towards the Thebans was so vehement, that it was a great per
sonal satisfaction to him to see them thus humiliated. He 
even treated their envoys with marked contempt, affecting not 
to notice them when they stood close by, though Pharax, the 
proxenus of Thebes at Sparta, was preparing to introduce them. 

Absorbed in this overweening pride, and exultation over con
quered enemies, Agesilaus was sitting in a round pavilion, on 
the banks of the lake adjoining the Herreum,2-with his eyes 
fixed on the long train of captives ·brought out under the guard 
of armed Lacedremonian hoplites, themselves the object of 
admiration to a crowd of spectators 3-when news arrived, as 
if under the special intervention of retributive Nemesis, which 
changed unexpectedly the prospect of affairs.4 A horseman 
was seen galloping up, his horse foaming with sweat. To the 
many inquiries addressed, he returned no answer, nor did he 
stop until he sprang from his horse at the feet of Agesilaus ; to 
whom, with sorrowful tone and features, he made his communi
cation. Immediately Agesilaus started up, seized his spear, 
and desired the herald to summon his principal officers. On 
their coming near, he directed them, together with the guards 
around, to accompany him without a moment's delay; leaving 
orders with the general body of the troops to follow as soon as 

1 Xen. Agesil. vii. 6 ; Cornelius Nepos, Ages. c. 5· 
The story of Polyrenus (iii. g, 45) may perhaps refer, to this point of 

time. But it is rare that we can verify his anecdotes or those of the other 
Tactic writers. M. Rehdantz strives in vain to find proper places for the 
sixty-three different stratagems which Polyrenus ascribes to Iphikrates. 

2 This lake is now called Lake Vuliasmeni. Considerable ruins were 
noticed by M. Dutroyat, in the recent French survey, near its western 
extremity ; on which side it adjoins the temple of Here Akrrea, or the 
Herreum. SeeM. Boblaye, Recherches Geographiques sur les Ruines de 
]a Moree, p. 36; and Colonel Leake's Peloponnesiaca, p. 399· 

3 Xen. Hellen. iv. 5, 6. 
Twv Be AaK<aatp.ovlwv c).,-b Twv g,.)l...,v uliv TOts li&paut 'lr:ap71Ko)l.oo9ovv 

cp6AaKes -rii>v alxtta'A.cfyrwv, p.&Aa V1r~ TWv 7rap6JI'Twv 8ewpot5p.evot· ol 'Yap 
•lrrvxovvT<s Kal ~<paTovvT•s &.d ,...,s &.~to6eaTot BoKovutv elva•. "ET< Be 
~ea9np.evov Tov 'Af''T/IT<)\&ov, ~eal lotKOTos &.l'a)l.)l.op.tvcp Tots 'lr<'lrpaf'p.Evo<s, 
I1rweth T's 7rpou1,'A.auve, ~eal,.uJ.A.a lfTxvpids l~poVv,., Tcp 17nrqr 01rO woA.ACJv 0€ 
lpc.>TWp.Evos li,Tt l.f'f'E)\)\ot, obBevl l.'lr<Kp(vaTo, &c. 

It is interesting to mark in Xenophon the mixture of philo-Laconian 
complacency-of philosophical reflection-and of that care in bringing out 
the contrast of good fortune, with sudden reverse instantly following upon 
it, which forms so constant a point of effect with Grecian poets and 
historians. 

' Plutarch, Agesil. c. 22. r,.a6• Be 'lt"PUf'p.a YE!J.EIT'T/TOV, &c. 
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they should have snatched some rapid refreshment. He then 
immediately put himself in march; but he had not gone far when 
three fresh horsemen met and informed him, that the task 
which he was hastening to perform had already been accom
plished. Upon this he ordered a halt, and returned to the 
Hen:eum; where on the ensuing day, to countervail the bad 
news, he sold all his captives by auction.1 

This bad news-the arrival of which has been so graphically 
described by Xenophon, himself probably among the bystanders 
and companions of Agesilaus-was nothing less than the defeat 
and destruction of a Laced<emonian mora or military division 
by the light troops under Iphikrates. As it was an understood 
privilege of the Amykl<ean hoplites in the Laced<emonian army 
always to go home, even when on actual service, to the festival 
of the Hyakinthia, Agesilaus had left all of them at Lech<eum. 
The festival day being now at hand, they set off to return. But 
the road from Lech::eum to Sikyon lay immediately under the 
walls of Corinth, so that their march was not safe without an 
escort. Accordingly the polemarch commanding at Lech<eum, 
leaving that place for the time under watch by the Pelopon
nesian allies, put himself at the head of the Laced<emonian 
mora which formed the habitual garrison, consisting of 6oo 
hoplites, and of a mora of cavalry (number unknown)-to pro
tect the Amykl<eans until they were out of danger from the 
enemy at Corinth. Having passed by Corinth, and reached a 
point within about three miles of the friendly town of Sikyon, 
he thought th~ danger over, and turned back with his mora of 
hop lites to Lech<eum; still however leaving the officer of cavalry 
with orders to accompany the Amykl<eans as much farther as 
they might choose, and afterwards to follow him on the return 
march.2 

Though the Amykl<eans (probably not very numerous) were 
presumed to be in danger of attack from Corinth in their 
march, and though the force in that town was known to be 
considerable, it never occurred to the Laced<emonian pole
march that there was any similar danger for his own mora of 6oo 
hoplites; so contemptuous was his estimate of the peltasts, and 
so strong was the apprehension which these peltasts were known 
to entertain of the Laced<emonians. But Iphikrates, who had 
let the whole body march by undisturbed, when he now saw 
from the walls of Corinth the 6oo hoplites returning separately, 
without either cavalry or light troops, conceived the idea-

' Xen. Hellen. iv. 5, 7-9. 
2 Xen. Hellen. iv. 5, I I, 12. 
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perhaps in the existing state of men's minds, no one else would 
have conceived it-of attacking them with his peltasts as they 
repassed near the town. Kallias, the general of the Athenian 
hoplites in Corinth, warmly seconding the project, marched out 
his troops, and arrayed them in battle order not far from the 
gates ; while Iphikrates with his peltasts began his attack upon 
the Lacedremonian mora in flanks and rear. Approaching 
within missile distance, he poured upon them a shower of darts 
and arrows, which killed or wounded several, especially on the 
unshielded side. Upon this the polemarch ordered a halt, 
directed the youngest soldiers to drive off the assailants, and 
confided the wounded to the care of attendants to be carried 
forward to Lechreum.I But even the youngest soldiers, encum
bered by their heavy shields, could not reach their nimbler 
enemies, who were trained to recede before .them. And when, 
after an unavailing pursuit, they sought to resume their places 
in the ranks, the attack was renewed, so that nine or ten of 
them were slain before they could get back. Again did the 
polemarch give orders to march forward; again the peltasts re
newed their attack, forcing him to halt; again he ordered the 
younger soldiers (this time, all those between 18 and 33 years 
of age, whereas on the former occasion, it had been those 
between 18 and 28) to rush out and drive them off. 2 But the 
result was just the same: the pursuers accomplished nothing, 
and only suffered increased loss of their bravest and most 

1 Xen. Hellen. iv. 5, 14. To6Tovs p.€v EKEll.<vov Toils {J'1racrwurTas &.pa· 
uivovs b.wocplp<tv is Mxu.wv· I<U.l otiTOI p.OVOI Tijs p.opu.s Til all.'ljllel<f 
icrcfJ 871 cru.v. 

We have here a remarkable expression of Xenophon-" These were 
the only men in the mora who were really and truly saved.'' He means, 
I presume, that they were the only men who were saved without the 
smallest loss of honour ; being carried off wounded from the field of battle, 
and not having fled or deserted their posts. The others who survived 
preserved themselves by flight ; and we know that the treatment of thos~ 
Lacedremonians who ran away from the field (olTplcru.vns), on their return 
to Sparta, was insupportably humiliating. See Xenoph. Rep. Laced. ix. 
4; Plutarch, Agesil. c. 30. We may gather from these words of Xenophon, 
that a distinction was really made at Sparta between the treatment of these 
wounded men here carried off, and that of the other survivors of the beaten 
mora. 

The fJwu.crwlcrTal, or shield-bearers, were probably a certain number of 
attendants, who habitually carried the shields of the officers (compare Xen. 
Hellen. iv. 8, 39; Anab. iv. 2, 20), persons of importance, and rich 
hoplites. It seems hardly to be presumed that every hoplite had an 
{,wu.crw•crT.f,s, in spite of what we read about the attendant Helots at the 
battle of Platrea (Herod. ix. 10-29) and in other places. 

2 Xen. Hellen: iv. s. rs, r6. Ta liEI<U. b.cp' ~i37JS-Ta 1r€VT€1<U.lli•Ka b.<f>' 
~13'1•· 
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forward soldiers, when they tried to rejoin the main body. 
Whenever the Lacedremonians attempted to make progress, 
these circumstances were again repeated, to their great loss and 
discouragement; while the peltasts became every moment more 
confident and vigorous. 

Some relief was now afforded to the distressed mora by the 
coming up of their cavalry, which had finished the escort of 
the Amyklreans. Had this cavalry been with them at the 
beginning, the result might have been different ; but it was now 
insufficient to repress the animated assaults of the peltasts. 
Moreover the Lacedremonian horsemen were at no time very 
good, nor did they on this occasion venture to push their pur
suit to a greater range than the younger hoplites could keep up 
with them. At length, after much loss in killed and wounded, 
and great distress to all, the polemarch contrived to get his de
tachment as far as an eminence about a quarter of a mile from 
the sea and about two miles from Lechreum. Here, while 
Iphikrates still continued to harass them with his peltasts, 
Kallias also was marching up with his hoplites to charge them 
hand to hand,-when the Lacedremonians, enfeebled in num
bers, exhausted in strength, and too much dispirited for close 
fight with a new enemy, broke and fled in all directions. Some 
took the road to Lechreum, which place a few of them reached, 
along with the cavalry; the rest ran towards the sea at the 
nearest point, and observing that some of their friends were 
rowing in boats from Lechreum along the shore to rescue them, 
threw themselves into the sea, to wade or swim towards this 
new succour. But the active peltasts, irresistible in the pursuit 
of broken hoplites, put the last hand to the destruction of the 
unfortunate mora. Out of its full muster of 6oo, a very small 
proportion survived to re-enter Lechreum.1 

1 Xen. Hellen. iv. 5, 17. 
Xenophon affir~s the number of slain to have been about 25o-iv ,.&<Tats 

li~ Ta'is p.rl.xa<s Kal "V <Pv'Yii b.1re8avov 7repl 'li'EVT-I,icovTa Kal li<aKD<Tlovs. But 
he had before distinctly stated that the whole mora marching back to 
Lechreum under the polemarch, was 6oo in number-cl p.€v 'll'ol\.ep.apxos <Tuv 
To'is b?rl\.lTa<s, o~<T<v &s ~~al<o<Tlots, b.7rpet 1rrl.l\.w i ... l TO Aexa<ov (iv. 5, 12). 
And it is plain, from several different expressions, that all of them were 
slain, excepting a very few survivors. 

I think it certain therefore that one or other of these two numbers is 
erroneous ; either the original aggregate of 6oo is above the truth-or the 
total of slain, 250, is below the truth. Now the latter supposition appears 
to me by far the more probable of the two. The Lacedremonians, habitually 
secret and misleading in their returns of their own numbers {see Thucyd. 
v. 74), probably did not choose to admit publicly a greater total of slain 
than 250. Xenophon has inserted this in his history, forgetting that his 
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The horseman who first communicated the disaster to Agesi

laus, had started off express immediately from Lecha!um, even 
before the bodies of the slain had been picked up for burial. 
The hurried movement of Agesilaus had been dictated by the 
desire of reaching the field in time to contend for the posses
sion of the bodies, and to escape the shame of soliciting the 
burial-truce. But the three horsemen who met him afterwards, 
arrested his course by informing him that the bodies had 
already been buried, under truce asked and obtained; which 
authorised Iphikrates to erect his well-earned trophy on the 
spot where he had first· made the attack.1 

Such a destruction of an entire division of Laceda!monian 
hoplites, by light troops who stood in awe of them and whom 
they despised, was an incident, not indeed of great political 
importance, but striking in respect of military effect and impres
sion upon the Grecian mind. Nothing at all like it had 
occurred since the memorable capture of Sphakteria, thirty
five years before ; a disaster less considerable in one respect, 
that the number of hoplites beaten was inferior by one-third
but far more important in another respect, that half the division 
had surrendered as prisoners ; whereas in the battle near 
Corinth, though the whole mora (except a few fugitives) 
perished, it does not seem that a single prisoner was taken. 
Upon the Corinthians, Bceotians, and other enemies of Sparta, 
the event operated as a joyous encouragement, reviving them 
out of all their previous despondency. Even by the allies of 
Sparta, jealous of her superiority and bound to her by fear 
more than by attachment, it was welcomed with ill-suppressed 
satisfaction. But upon the army of Agesilaus (and doubtless 
upon the Laceda!monians at home) it fell like a sudden thunder
bolt, causing the strongest manifestations of sorrow and sym
pathy. To these manifestations there was only one exception
tLe fathers, brothers, or sons, of the slain warriors ; who not only 
showed no sorrow, but strutted about publicly with cheerful 
ar:d triumphant countenances, like victorious Athletes. 2 We 

own details of the battle refuted the numerical statement. The total of 
6oo is more probable, than any smaller number, for the entire mora; and 
it is impossible to assign any reasons why Xenophon should overstate it. 

1 Xen. Hellen. iv. 5, 8-10. 
~ Xen. Hellen. iv. s, 10. ~ATE oe &.f,eovs Tols !l.at<Eiictt}LoVlots -yeyEV'I)JLEV'Y/S 

orijs 'TOtaV'T'I)S <TV}L</Jopiis, 'll'ol\.Q 'II'EV6os ~V Ka'Tdo 'TO !l.aKOJVti<OV O'orp<i.TEVJLa, 'II'A~V 
iluccv ~'f'E9vauav lv xwpq. f) vlol f) 'll'aTtpes f) aoel\.cpol· OD'f'Ot 151, &u'll'ep 
11<1<'1/</JOpot, l\.a}L'II'polt<al &-yal\.l\.O}LfVO< orqi olKdrp 1r&.8H 'II'Eptpeuav. 

If any reader objects to the words which I have used in the text, I 
request him to compare them with the Greek of Xenophon. 
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shall find the like ph<enomenon at Sparta a few years subse
quently, after the far more terrible defeat at Leuktra: the rela
tives of the slain were joyous and elate-those of the survivors 
downcast and mortified ; 1 a fact strikingly characteristic of the 
intense mental effect of the Spartan training, and of the pecu
liar associations which it generated. We may understand how 
terrible was the contempt which awaited a Spartan who survived 
defeat, when we find fathers positively rejoicing that their sons 
had escaped such treatment by death. 

Sorely was Agesilaus requited for his supercilious insult 
towards the Theban envoys When he at last consented to see 
them, after the news of the battle, their tone was completely 
altered. They said not a word about peace, but merely asked 
permission to pass through and communicate with their country
men in Corinth. " I understand your purpose (said Agesilaus, 
smiling)-you want to witness the triumph of your friends, and 
see what it is worth. Come along with me and I will teach 
you." Accordingly, on the next day, he caused them to 
accompany him while he marched his army up to the very gates 
of Corinth,-defying those within to come out and fight. The 
lands had been so ravaged, that there remained little to destroy. 
But wherever there were any fruit-trees yet standing, the Lace
d<emonians now cut them down. Iphikrates was too prudent 
to compromise his recent advantage by hazarding a second 
battle ; so that Agesilaus had only the satisfaction of showing 
that he was master of the field, and then retired to encamp at 
Lech<eum; from whence he sent back the The ban envoys by 
sea to Kreusis. Having then left a fresh mora or division at 
Lech<eum, in place of that which had been defeated, he 
marched back to Sparta. But the circumstances of the march 
betrayed his real feelings, thinly disguised by the recent bravado 
of marching up to the gates of Corinth. He feared to expose 
his Laced<emonian troops even to the view of those allies 
through whose territory he was to pass ; so well was he aware 
that the latter (especially the Mantineians) would manifest their 
satisfaction at the recent defeat. Accordingly he commenced 
his day's march before dawn, and did not halt for the night 
till after dark: at Mantineia, he not only_ did not halt at all, 
but passed by, outside of the walls, before day had broken. 2 

There cannot be a more convincing proof of the real disposi
tions of the allies towards Sparta, and of the sentiment of com
pulsion which dictated their continued adherence; a fact which 

1 Xen. Hellen. vi. 4, 16. 
2 Xen. Hellen. iv. 5, 16. 
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we shall see abundltntly illustrated as we advance in the stream 
of the history. 

The retirement of Agesilaus was the signal for renewed 
enterprise on the part of Iphikrates ; who retook Sidus and 
Krommyon, which had been garrisoned by Praxitas-as well as 
Peirreum and CEnoe, which had been left under occupation 
by Agesilaus. Corinth was thus cleared of enemies on its 
eastern and north-eastern sides. And though the Lacedremo
nians still carried on a desultory warfare from Lechreum, yet 
such was the terror impressed by the late destruction of their 
mora, that the Corinthian exiles at Sikyon did not venture to 
march by land from that place to Lechreum, under the walls of 
Corinth-but communicated with Lechreum only by sea.1 In 
truth we hear of no further serious military operations under
taken by Sparta against Corinth, before the peace of Antalki
das. And the place became so secure, that the Corinthian 
leaders and their Argeian allies were glad to dispense with the 
presence of Iphikrates. That officer had gained so much glory 
by his recent successes, which the Athenian orators 2 even in 
the next generation never ceased to extol, that his temper, 
naturally haughty, became domineering; and he tried to pro
cure, either for Athens or for himself, the mastery of Corinth
putting to death some of the philo-Argeian leaders. We know 
these circumstances only by brief and meagre allusion; but 
they caused the Athenians to recall Iphikrates with a large 
portion of his peltasts, and to send Chabrias to Corinth in his 
~K~s . 

It was either in the ensuing summer-or perhaps immediately 
afterwards during the same summer, 390 B.c.-that Agesilaus 
undertook an expedition into Akarnania; at the instance of the 
Achreans, who threatened, if this were not done, to forsake the 
Lacedremonian alliance. They had acquired possession of the 
.!Etolian district of Kalydon, had brought the neighbouring 
villagers into a city residence, and garrisoned it as a depend
ence of the Achrean confederacy. But the Akarnanians-allies 
of Athens as well as Thebes, and aided by an Athenian 
squadron at CEniadre-attacked them there, probably at the 
invitation of a portion of the inhabitants, and pressed them so 

1 Xen. Hellen. iv. 5, 19. 
2 Demosthenes_,.•pl :::Ewr&~•ws-c. 8, p. r72. 
3 Diodor. xiv. 92; Xen. Hellen. iv. 8, 34· 
Aristeides (Panathen. p. r68) boasts that the Athenians were masters of 

the Acro-Corinthus, and might have kept the city as their own, but that 
they generously refused to do so. 
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hard, that they employed the most urgent ·instances to obtain 
aid from Sparta. Agesilaus crossed the Gulf at Rhium with a 
considerable force of Spartans and allies, and the full muster of 
the Achceans. On his arrival, the Akarnanians all took refuge 
in their cities, sending their cattle up into the interior high
lands, to the borders of a remote lake. Agesilaus, having sent 
to Stratus to require them not merely to forbear hostilities 
against the Achceans, but to relinquish their alliance with 
Athens and Thebes, and to become allies of Sparta-found his 
demands resisted, and began to lay waste the country. Two 
or three days of operations designedly slack, were employed to 
lull the Akarnanians into security; after which, by a rapid 
forced march, Agesilaus suddenly surprised the remote spot in 
which their cattle and slaves had been deposited for safety. He 
spent a day here to sell this booty; merchants probably accom
panying his army. But he had considerable difficulty in his 
return march, from the narrow paths and high mountains 
through which he had to thread his way. By a series of brave 
and well-combined hill-movements,-which probably reminded 
Xenophon of his own operations against the Karduchians in 
the retreat of the Ten Thousand-he defeated and dispersed 
the Akarnanians, though not without suffering considerably 
from the excellence of their light troops. Yet he was not suc
cessful in his attack upon any one of their cities, nor would he 
consent to prolong the war until seed-time, notwithstanding 
earnest solicitation from the Achceans, whom he pacified by 
engaging to return the next spring. He was indeed in a diffi
cult and dangerous country, had not his retreat been facilitated 
by the compliance of the h:tolians; who calculated (though 
vainly) on obtaining from him the recovery of Naupaktus, then 
held (as well as Kalydon) by the Ach<eans. 1 Partial as the suc
cess of this expedition had been, however, it inflicted sufficient 
damage on the Akarnanians to accomplish its purpose. On 
learning that it was about to be repeated in the ensuing spring, 
they sent envoys to Sparta to solicit peace ; consenting to 
abstain from hostilities against the Ach<eans, and to enroll them
selves as members of the Lacedcemonian confederacy.2 

It was in this same year that the Spartan authorities resolved 
on an expedition against Argos, of which Agesipolis, the other 
king, took the command. Having found the border sacrifices 
favourable, and crossed the frontier, he sent forward his army 
to Phlius, where the Peloponnesian allies were ordered to 

1 Diodor. xv. 73· 
2 Xen. Hellen. iv. 6, 1-14; iv. 7, I. 
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assemble; but he himself first turned aside to Olympia, to 
consult the oracle of Zeus. 

It had been the practice of the Argeians, seemingly on more 
than one previous occasion,l when an invading Lacedremonian 
army was approaching their territory, to meet them by a solemn 
message, intimating that it was the time of some festival (the 
Karneian or other) held sacred by both parties, and warning 
them not to violate the frontier during the holy truce. This 
was in point of fact nothing better than a fraud ; for the notice 
was sent, not at the moment when the Karneian festival (or 
other, as the case might be) ought to come on according to 
the due course of seasons, but at any time when it might 
serve the purpose of arresting a Lacedrerrionian invasion. But 
though the duplicity of the Argeians was thus manifest, so 
strong were the pious scruples of the Spartan king, that he 
could hardly make up his mind to disregard the warning. 
Moreover in the existing confusion of the calendar, there was 
always room for some uncertainty as to the question, which 
was the true Karneian moon; no Dorian state having any 
right to fix it imperatively for the others, as the Eleians fixed 
·.:he Olympic truce, and the Corinthians the Isthmian. It was 
with a view to satisfy his conscience on this subject that 
Agesipolis• now went to Olympia, and put the question to 
the oracle of Zeus; whether he might with a safe religious 
conscience refuse to accept the holy truce, if the Argeians 
should now tender it. The oracle, habitually dexterous in 
meeting a specific question with a general reply, informed him, 
that he might with a safe conscience decline a truce demanded 
wrongfully and for underhand purposes.2 This was accepted 

1 Xen. Hellen. iv. 7. 3· Ol o' 'Ap'Y€tol, E11'El f'YIIWO'all ob OUV7](]'6p.<vot 
K~·li.Oetv, l'll'ep.>fiav, {/; 0'11' e p e 1 C:, Oe (]'a v, lO''T«fJavwp.lvous ooo Kf)pvKas, 
{nroq>lpovras cnrovOrls. 

~ Xen. Hellen. iv. 7, 2. '0 o~ 'A'Y7J(J'i11'oll.ts-l71.0wv els 'T~JII '071.vp.11'iav 
Ka; XP7JO''T7Jpta(6p.evos, br7]pC:,'Ta 'TOV 8e6v, el /J(J'lws tl.v txo• au'TqJ, "'~ o•xop.lvrp 
""''' 0'1i'OP0C.s 'TWII 'Ap'Ye[wv· 8'Tl, obx 011'6TE Ka01JKo! 0 xp6vos, a71.71.' 
O'i1'6'Te lp.{30.A.A.etv p.~A.A.ot€11 AaJ<eoatp.6vtot, T6TE i>11'e</>epov 'Talis 
p.~ vas. 'o o€ Oeos t11'<(]'1Jp.atvev abTqJ, 8uwv elva< p.~ oexop.lvrp O''ll'ovOC.s 
aoiJCWS E11't</>Epop.lvas. 'EKet8ev o' ebOvs 11'0fl€V8els els fl.ell.cpo6s, l11'1)p·•To ai'i 
TOV , A'II'Oll.ll.w, el icltKEivrp OOKoin 11'Epl 'TWV 0'11'01/0WP, Ka8chep TqJ 1i'aTpl. '0 o' 
lt7rf'cplva.To, teal p.d}la KaTCt TaVTJ.. 

I have given in the text what I believe to be the meaning of the words 
~11'o<b<p•w 'Tovs p.~vas-upon which Schneider has a long and not very 
instructive note, adopting an untenable hypothesis of Dodwell, that the 
Arg·~ians on this occasion appealed to the sanctity of the Isthmian truce; 
which is not countenanced by anything in Xenophon, and which it belonged 
to the Corinthians to announce, not to the Argeians. The plural Talis 
p.~vas indicates (as Weiske and Manso understand it) that the Argeians 
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by Agesipolis as a satisfactory affirmative. Nevertheless, to 
make assurance double sure, he went directly forward to 
Delphi, to put the same question to Apollo. As it would have 
been truly embarrassing, however, if the two holy replies had 
turned out such as to contradict each other, he availed himself 
of the prajudicium which he had already received at Olympia, 
and submitted the question to Apollo at Delphi in this form
" Is thine opinion, on the question of the holy truce, the same 
as that of thy father (Zeus)?" "Most decidedly the same," 
replied the god. Such double warranty, though the appeal 
was so drawn up as scarcely to leave to Apollo freedom of 
speech,1 enabled Agesipolis to return with full confidence to 
Phlius, where his army was already mustered; and to march 
immediately into the Argeian territory by the road of N em ea. 
Being met on the frontier by two heralds with wreaths and in 
solemn attire, who warned him that it was a season of holy 
truce, he informed them that the gods authorised his dis-

sometimes put forward the name of one festival, sometimes of another. 
We may be pretty sure that the Karneian festival was one of them; but 
what the others were we cannot tell. It is very probable that there were 
several festivals of common obligation either among all the Dorians, or 
between Sparta and Argos-'lraTp~ovs o.f) TIVas <T'IroVaas ~" 'lraA.awil t<a8<<TTW<Tas 
TOLS AwptEU<TI 1rpbs aA.A..f)A.ovs-to use the language of Pausanias (iii. s, 8). 
The language of Xenophon implies that the demand made by the Argeians, 
for observance of the Holy Truce, was in itself rightful, or rather, that it 
would have been rightful at a different season; but that they put themselves 
in the wrong by making it at an improper season and for a fraudulent 
political purpose. 

For some remarks on other fraudulent manceuvres of the Argeians, 
respecting the season of the Karneian truce, see an earlier passage of this 
History, vol. vii. ch.lvi. The compound verb ~'lrO'/'~p<<v ToVs p.ijvas seems 
to imply the underhand purpose with which the Argeians preferred their 
demand of the truce. What were the previous occasions on which they 
had preferred a similar demand, we are not informed. Two years before, 
Agesilaus had invaded and laid waste Argos; perhaps they may have 
tried, but without success, to arrest his march by a similar pious fraud. 

It is to this proceeding, perhaps, that Andokides alludes (Or. iii. De 
Pace, s. 27), where he says that the Argeians, though strenuous in insisting 
that Athens should help them to carry on the war for the possession of 
Corinth against the Lacedremonians, had nevertheless made a separate 
peace with the latter covering their own Argeian territory from invasion
aha! o' lol~ elp.f)V'I]V 'lrOI'f/rTd.p.EVOI T~V xwpav ob 'lraplxov<TIV ~f''lrOAEf<EtV. Of 
this obscure passage I can give no better explanation. 

1 Aristotel. Rhetoric. ii. 23. 'H-yncr<'lr11"as iv AeA.tpols br7{pWTa Tav 8e&v, 
fUiXP1Jf.'fVoS wp&Tepov ~0Avp.'7Ttcf.UtV, El a.iJTqi TaiJTQ. ~OICE'i, lJ.1rep 'Tcf 7raTpf, & s 
alctxpOv bv TO.vcu•Tla E1wEiv. 

A similar story, about the manner of putting the question to Apollo at 
Delphi, after it had already been put to Zeus at D6d6na, is told about 
Agesilaus on another occasion (Plutarch, Apophth. Lacon. p. 2o8 F), 
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obedience to their summons, and marched on into the Argeian 
plain. 

It happened that on the first evening after he had crossed 
the border, the supper and the consequent libation having 
been just concluded, an earthquake occurred; or, to translate 
the Greek phrase, "the god (Poseidon) shook." To all Greeks, 
and to Laced::emonians especially, this was a solemn event, 
and the personal companions of Agesipolis immediately began 
to sing the p::ean in honour of Poseidon; the general impression 
among the soldiers being, that he would give orders for quitting 
the territory immediately, as Agis had acted in the invasion of 
Elis a few years before. Perhaps Agesipolis would have done 
the same here, construing the earthquake as a warning that he 
had done wrong in neglecting the summons of the heralds
had he not been fortified by the recent oracles. He now 
replied, that if the earthquake had occurred before he crossed 
the frontier, he should have considered it as a prohibition; 
but as it. came after his crossing, he looked upon it as an 
encouragement to go forward. 

So fully had the Argeians counted on the success of their 
warning transmitted by the heralds, that they had made little 
preparation for defence. Their dismay and confusion were 
very great: their property was still outlying, not yet removed 
into secure places, so that Agesipolis found much both to 
destroy and to appropriate. He carried his ravages even to 
the gates of the city, piquing himself on advancing a little 
farther than Agesilaus had gone in his invasion two years 
before. He was at last driven to retreat by the terror of a 
flash of lightning in his camp, which killed several persons. 
And a project which he had formed, of erecting a permanent 
fort on the Argeian frontier, was abandoned in consequence of 
unfavourable sacrifices.1 

Besides these transactions in and near the Isthmus of 
Corinth, the war between Sparta and her enemies was pro
secuted during the same years both in the islands and on the 
coast of Asia Minor ; though our information is so imperfect 
that we can scarcely trace the thread of events. The defeat 
near Knidus (394 B.c.),-the triumphant maritime force of 
Pharnabazus and Konon at the Isthmus of. Corinth in the 
ensuing year (393 B.c.),--the restoration of the Athenian Long 

1 Xen. Hellen. iv. 7, 7; Pausan. iii. 5, 6. 
It rather seems, by the language of these two writers, that they I ook 

upon the menacing signs, by which Agesipolis was induced to depart, as 
marks of some displeasure of the gods against his expedition. 
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Walls and fortified port,-and the activity of Konon with the 
fleet among the islands 1-so alarmed the Spartans with the 
idea of a second Athenian maritime empire, that they made 
every _effort to detach the Persian force from the side of their 
enemies. 

The Spartan Antalkidas, a dexterous, winning, and artful 
man, 2 not unlike Lysander, was sent as envoy to Tiribazus 
(392 B.c.); whom we now find as satrap of Ionia in the room 
of Tithraustes, after having been satrap of Armenia during 
the retreat of the Ten Thousand. As Tiribazus was newly 
arrived · in Asia Minor, he had not acquired that personal 
enmity against the Spartaps, which· the active hostilities of 
Derkyllidas and Agesilaus had inspired to Pharnabazus and 
other Persians. Moreover jealousy between neighboupng 
satraps was an ordinary feeling, which Antalkidas riow hoped 
to turn to the advantage of Sparta. To counteract his projects, 
envoys were also sent to Tiribazus, by the confederate enemies 
of Sparta-Athens, Thebes, Corinth, and Argos: and Konon, 
as the envoy of Athens, was incautiously despatched among· 
the number. On the part of Sparta, Antalkidas offered, first, 
to abandon to the King of Persia all the Greeks on the 
continent of Asia; next, as to all the other Greeks, insular as 
well as continental, he required nothing more than absolute 
autonomy for each separate city, great and small.8 The Persian 
king (he said) could neither desire anything more for himself, 
nor have any motive for continuing the war against Sparta, 
when he should once be placed in possession of all the towns 
on the Asiatic coast, and when he should find both Sparta and 
Athens rendered incapable of annoying him, through the 
autonomy and disunion of the Hellenic world. But to neither 
of the two propositions of Antalkidas would Athens, Thebes, 
or Argos, accede. As to the first, they repudiated the disgrace 
of thus formally abandoning the Asiatic Greeks; 4 as to the 

1 Xen. Hellen. iv. 8, 12. Compare Isokrates, Or. vii. (Areopag.) s. 13. 
a:11'cf.O''IjS ")'ap Tijs 'E,\.\J./los ~71:0 'Tf]V 1r6ll.tV vp.fiw ~7r07rEO'OVO''IjS Kal f'E'Ta 'Tf]V 
K6vwvos vavp.axlav ~tal p.eTa .,.~v Ttp.o8eov uTpaT'IJ"Ylav, &c. This oration 
however was composed a long while after the events (about B.c;. 353-see 
Mr. Clinton's Fast. H. in that year); and lsokrates exaggerates; mistaking 
the break-up of the Lacedremonian empire for a resumption of the Athenian. 
Demosthenes also (<!ont. Leptin. c. 16, p. 477) confounds the same two 
ideas ; and even the Athenian vote of thanks to Konon, perpetuated on a 
commemorative column, countenanced the same impression-E7rftO~ Kovwv 
7JMv8epwu• Tovs 'Aerwalwv uvp.f.L&.xovs, &c. 

2 Plutarch, Artaxerx. c. 22. 
3 Xen. Hellen. iv. 8, 12-14-
4 Diodor. xiv. 110. He affirms that these cities strongly objected to 
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second proposition, guaranteeing autonomy to every distinct 
city of Greece, they would admit it only under special reserves, 
which it did not suit the purpose of Antalkidas to grant. In 
truth the proposition went to break up (and was framed with 
that view) both the Bceotian confederacy under the presidency 
of Thebes, and the union between Argos and Corinth; while 
it also deprived Athens of the chance of recovering Lemnos, 
Imbros, and Skyros 1-islands wh!ch had been possessed and 
recolonised by her since the first commencement of the con
federacy of Delos ; indeed the two former, even from the time 
of Miltiades the conqueror of Marathon. 

Here commences a new era in the policy of Sparta. That 
she should abnegate all pretension to maritime empire, is 
noway difficult to understand-seeing that it had already been 
irrevocably overthrown by the defeat of Knidus. Nor can we 
wonder1 that she should abandon the Greeks on the Asiatic 
continent to Persian sway; since this was nothing more than 
she had already consented to do in her conventions with Tis
saphernes and Cyrus during the latter years of the Pelopon
nesian War 2-and consented, let us add, not under any of 
that stringent necessity which at the same time pressed upon 
Athens, but simply with a view to the maximum of victory 

this concession, five years afterwards, when the peace of Antalkidas was 
actually concluded; but that they were forced to give up their scruples 
and accept the peace including the concession, because they had not force 
enough to resist Persia and Sparta acting in hearty alliance. 

Hence we may infer with certainty, that they also objected to it during 
the earlier discussions, when it was first broached by Antalkidas; and that 
their objections to it were in part the cause why the discussions reported in 
the text broke off without result. 

It is true that Athens, during her desperate struggles in the last years of 
the Peloponnesian 'War, had consented to this concession, and even to 
greater, without doiJ?.g herself any good (Thucyd. viii. 56). But she was 
not now placed in circumstances so imperious as to force her to be equally 
yieldingoo 

Plato, in the Menexenus (c. 17, p. 245), asserts that all the allies of 
Athens-Bceotians, Corinthians, Argeians, &c., were willing to surrender 
the Asiatic Greek> at the requisition of Artaxerx@s; but that the Athenians 
alone resolutely stood out, and were in consequence left without any allies. 
The latter part of this assertion, as to the isolation of Athens from her 
allies, is certainly not true ; nor do I believe that the allies took essentially 
different views from Athens on the point. The Menexenus, eloquent and 
complimentary to Athens, must be followed cautiously as to matters of 

' fact. Plato goes the length of denying that the Athenians subscribed the 
convention of Antalkidas. Aristeides (Panathen. p. 172) says that they 
were forced to subscribe it, because all their allies abandoned them. 

1 Xen. Hellen. iv. 8, 15. 
2 See a striking passage in the Or. xii. (Panathen.) of Isokrates, s. 110. 
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over an enemy already enfeebled. The events which followed 
the close of that war (recounted in a former chapter) had 
indeed induced her to alter her determination, and again to 
espouse their cause. But the real novelty now first exhibited 
in her policy, is, the full development of what had before 
existed in manifest tendency-hostility against all the partial 
land-confederacies of Greece, disguised under the plausible 
demand of universal autonomy for every town, great or small. 
How this autonomy was construed and carried into act, we 
shall see hereafter; at present, we have only to note the first 
proclamation of it by Antalkidas in the name of Sparta. 

On this occasion, indeed, his mission came to nothing, from 
the peremptory opposition of Athens and the others. But he 
was fortunate_enough to gain the approbation and confidencei 
of Tiribazus i who saw so clearly how much both propositions 
tended to. promote the interests and power of Persia, that .he 
resolved to go up in person to court, and prevail on Artaxerxes 
to act in concert with Sparta. Though not daring to support 
Antalkidas openly, Tiribazus secretly gave him money to rein- , 
force the Spartan fleet. He at the same time rendered to 1 
Sparta the far more signal service of arresting and detaining~ 
Konon, pretending that the latter was acting contrary to the j 
interests of the king.! This arrest was a gross act of perfidy, 
since Konon not only commanded respect in his character of 
envoy-but had been acting with the full confidence, and 
almost under the orders, of Phamabazus. But the removal of 
an officer of so much ability,-the only man who possessed 
the confidence of Pharnabazus,-was the most fatal of all im
pediments to the naval renovation of Athens. It was fortunate 
that Konon had had time to rebuild the Long Walls, before 
his means of action were thus abruptly intercepted. Respect
ing his subsequent fate, there exist con!radictory stories. 
According to one, he was put to death by the Persians in 
prison ; according to another, he found means to escape and 
again took refuge with Evagoras in Cyprus, in which island he 
afterwards died of sickness.2 The latter story appears un
doubtedly to be the true one. But it is certain that he never 
afterwards had the means of performing any public service, 
and that his career was cut short by this treacQ.erous detention, 
just at the moment when its promise was the most splendid 
for his country. · 

1 Xen. Hellen. iv. 8, 16; Diodor. xiv. 85. 
2 Lysias, Or. xix. (De Bon. Aristoph.) ,;. 41, 42, 44; Cornelius Nepos, 

Conan, c. 5; Isokrates, Or. iv. (Panegyr.) s. r8o. _ 
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Tiribazus, on going up to the Persian court, seems to have 

been detained there for the purpose of concerting measures 
·against Evagoras prince of Salamis in Cyprus, whose revolt 
from Persia was on the point of breaking out. But the Persian 
court could not yet be prevailed upon to show any countenance 
to the propositions of Sparta or of Antalkidas. On the con
trary, Struthas, who was sent down to Ionia as temporary 
substitute for Tiribazus, full of anxiety to avenge the ravages 
of Agesilaus, acted with vigorous hostility against the Lace
dremonians, and manifested friendly dispositions towards 
Athens. 

Thimbron (of whom we have before heard as first taking the 
command of the Cyreian army in Asia Minor, after their return 
from Thrace) received orders again to act as head of the 
Lacedremonian forces in Asia against Struthas. The new 
commander, with an army estimated by Diodorus at 8ooo 
men,l marched from Ephesus into the interior, and began his 
devastation of the territory dependent on Persia. But his 
previous command, though he was personally amiable,2 had 
been irregular and disorderly, and it was soon observed that 
the same defects were now yet more prominent, aggravated by 
too liberal indulgence in convivial pleasures. Aware of his 
rash, contemptuous, and improvident mode of attack, Struthas 
laid a snare for him by sending a detachment of cavalry to 
menace the camp, just when Thimbron had concluded his 
morning meal in company with the flute-player Thersander
the latter not merely an excellent musician, but possessed of a 
full measure of Spartan courage. Starting from his tent at the 
news, Thimbron with Thersander, waited only to collect the 
few troops immediately at hand, without even leaving any 
orders for the remainder, and hastened to repel the assailants; 
who gave way easily; and seduced him into a pursuit. 
Presently Struthas himself, appearing with a numerous and 
well-arrayed body of cavalry, charged with vigour the dis
orderly detachment of Thimbron. Both that general and 
Thersander, bravely fighting, fell among the first; while the 
army, deprived of their commander, as well as ill-prepared for 
a battle, made but an ineffective resistance. They were broken, 
warmly pursued, and the greater number slain. A few who 

• Diodor. xiv. 99· 
2 Xen. Hellen. iv. 8, 22. 

9 Hv o€ obTos b &.vhp (Diphridas) .tfxapls Te 

ovx i;TTOL' TOU elp.{3pwvos, p.U.ll.ll.ov TE (fUVTETa.-yp.evos, Kat i-yx«p'I)'TLKd,
TEpos D'Tpa.TTJ")'&s· oVO€ ")'O.p ~1Cp&Tovv a.VToV at -roV (]'d>p.a.Tos -i]OoPu.l, &.M' &.€!, 
7rp0S ~ Ef'l/ ¥p-y'f', 'TOVTO l7rp«TTEII. 
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contrived to escape the active Persian cavalry, found shelter in I 
the neighbouring cities.I .1 

This victory of Struthas, gained by the Persian cavalry, dis-··, 
plays a degree of vigour and ability which, fortunately for the 
Greeks, was rarely seen in Persian operations. Our scanty 
information does not enable us to trace its consequences. We 
find Diphridas sent out soon after by the Lacedremonians, 
along with the admiral Ekdikus, as successor of Thim bron, to 
bring together the remnant of the defeated army, and to pro
tect those cities which had contributed to form it. Diphridas 
-a man with all the popular qualities of his predecessor, but 
a better and more careful officer-is said to have succeeded 
to some extent in this difficult mission. Being fortunate 
enough to take captive the son-in-law of Struthas with his wife 
(as Xenophon had captured Asidates), he obtained a sufficiently 
large ransom to enable him to pay his troops for some time.2 

But it is evident that his achievements were not considerable, 
and that the Ionian Greeks on the continent are now left to 
make good their position, as they can, against the satrap at 
Sardis. 

The forces of Sparta were much required at Rhodes ; 
which island (as has been mentioned already) had revolted 
from Sparta about five years before (a few months anterior to 
the battle of Knidus),dispossessed the Lysandrian oligarchy, 
and established a democratical government. But since that 
period, an opposition party in the island had gradually risen 
up, acquired strength, and come into correspondence with the 
oligarchical exiles ; who on their side warmly solicited aid from 
Sparta, representing that Rhodes would otherwise become 
thoroughly dependent on Athens. Accordingly the Lacedre
monians sent eight triremes across the .lEgean under the 
command of Ekdikus ; the first of their ships of war which 
had crossed since the defeat of Knidus.s Though the Perso
Athenian naval force in the .lEgean had been either dismissed 
or paralysed since the seizure of Konon, yet the Rhodian 
government possessed a fleet of about twenty triremes, besides 
considerable force of other kinds; so that Ekdikus could not 
even land on the island, but was compelled to halt at Knidus. 
Fortunately, Teleutias the Lacedremonian was now in the 
Corinthian Gulf with a fleet of twelve triremes, which were no 
longer required there; since Agesilaus and he had cap~u.red 
Lechreum a few months before, and destroyed the mant1me 

1 Xen. Hellen. iv. 8, 18, 19. 
2 Xen. Helien. iv. 8, 21, 22. s Xen. Hellen. iv. 8, 21. 
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force of the Corinthians in those waters. He was now directed 
to sail with his squadron out of the Corinthian Gulf across to 
Asia, to supersede Ekdikus, and take the command of the 
whole fleet for operations off Rhodes. On passing by Samos, 
he persuaded the inhabitants to embrace the cause of Sparta, 
and to furnish him with a few ships; after which he went on
ward to Knidus, where, superseding Ekdikus, he found himself 
at the head of twenty-seven triremes,! In his way from Knidus 
to Rhodes, he accidentally fell in with the Athenian admiral 
Philokrates, conducting ten triremes to Cyprus to the aid of 
Evagoras in his struggle against the Persians. He was for
tunate enough to carry them all as prisoners into Knidus, 
where he sold the whole booty, and then proceeded with his 
fleet, thus augmented to thirty-seven sail, to Rhodes. Here 
he established a fortified post, enabling the oligarchical party 
to carry on an active civil war. But he was defeated in a 
battle-his enemies being decidedly the stronger force in the 
island, and masters of all the cities.2 

The alliance with Evagoras of Cyprus, in his contention 
against Artaxerxes, was at this moment an unfortunate and 
perplexing circumstance for Athens, since she was relying upon 
Persian aid against Sparta, and since Sparta was bidding against 
her for it. But the alliance was one which she could not 
lightly throw off. For Evagoras had not only harboured 
Konon with the remnant of the Athenian fleet after the 

I Xen. Hellen. iv. 8, 23. 
Diodorus (xiv. 97) agrees in this number of 27 triremes, and in the fact 

of aid having been obtained from Samos, which island was persuaded to 
detach itself from Athens. But he recounts the circumstances in a very 
different manner. He represents the oligarchical party in Rhodes as having 
risen in insurrection, and become masters of the island: he does not name 
Teleutias, but Eudokimus (Ekdikus ?), Diphilus (Diphridas ?), and Philo
dikus, as commanders. 

The statement of Xenophon deserves the greater credence, in my judge
ment. His means of information, as well as his interest, about Teleutias 
{the brother of Agesilaus) were considerable. 

2 Xen. Hellen. iv. 8, 24-26. 
Although the three ancient Rhodian cities (Lindus, Ialsus, and Kameirus) 

had coalesced (see Diodor. xiii. 7 5) a few years before into the great city of 
Rhodes, afterwards so powerful and celebrated-yet they still continued to 
exist, and apparently as fortified places. For Xenophon speaks of the 
democrats in Rhodes as 'T <t s 'T e ,. 6 ~ e' s ~xov'Tas, &c. 

Whether the Philokrates here named as Philokrates s01t if Ephia!th, is 
the same person as the Philokrates accused in the Thirtieth Oration of 
Lysias-cannot be certainly made out. It is possible enough that there 
might be two contemporary Athenians bearing this name, which would 
explain the circumstance that Xenophon here names the father Ephialtes
a practice occasional with him, but not common. 
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disaster of JEgospotami, but had earned a grant of citizenship 
and the honour of a statue at Athens, as a strenuous auxiliary 
in procuring that Persian aid which gained the battle of 
Knidus, and as a personal combatant in that battle, before the 
commencement of his dissension with Artaxerxes.1 It would 
have been every way advantageous to Athens at this moment 
to decline assisting Evagoras, since (not to mention the 
probability of offending the Persian court) she had more than 
enough to employ all her maritime force nearer home and for 
purposes more essential to herself. Yet in spite of these very 
serious considerations of prudence, the paramount feelings of 
prior obligation and gratitude, enforced by influential citizens 
who had formed connexions in Cyprus, determined the 
Athenians to identify themselves with his gallant struggles 2 (of 
which I shall speak more fully presently). So little was fickle
ness, or instability, or the easy oblivion of past feelings, a part of 
their real nature-though historians have commonly denounced 
it as among their prominent qualities. 

The capture of their squadron under Philokrates, however, 
and the consequent increase of the Lacedremonian naval force 
at Rhodes, compelled the Athenians to postpone further aid to 
Evagoras, and to arm forty triremes under Thrasybulus for the 
Asiatic coast; no inconsiderable effort, when we recollect that 
four years before, there was scarcely a single trireme in 
Peirreus, and not even a wall of defence around the place. 
Though sent immediately for the assistance of Rhodes, 
Thrasybulus judged it expedient to go first to the Hellespont; 
probably from extreme want of money to pay his men. 
Derkyllidas was still in occupation of Abydos, yet there was no 
Lacedremonian fleet in the strait; so that Thrasybulus was en
abled to extend the alliances of Athens both on the European 
and the Asiatic side-the latter being under the friendly 
satrap Pharnabazus. Reconciling the two Thracian princes, 
Seuthes and Amadokus, whom he found at war, he brought 
both of them into amicable relations with Athens, and then 
moved forward to Byzantium. That city was already in 
alliance with Athens; but on the arrival of Thrasybulus, the 
alliance was still further cemented by the change of its govern
ment into a democracy. Having established friendship with 
the opposite city of Chalkedon, and being thus master of the 
Bosphorus, he sold the tithe of the commercial ships sailing 

1 Isokrates, Or. ix. (Evagoras) s. 67, 68, Sz ; Epistola Philippi ap. 
Demosthen. Orat. p. r6r, c. 4· 

2 Lysias, Orat. xix. (De Bonis Aristoph.) s. 27-44. 
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out of the Euxine; 1 leaving doubtless an adequate force to 
exact it. This was a striking evidence of revived Athenian 
maritime power, which seems also to have been now extended 
more or less to Samothrace, Thasus, and the coast of Thrace.2 

From Byzantium Thrasybulus sailed to Mitylene, which was 
already in friendship with Athens; though Methymna and the 
other cities in the island were stili maintained by a force under 
the Lacedfemonian harmost Therimachus. With the aid of 
the Mitylenfeans, and of the exiles from other Lesbian cities, 
Thrasybulus marched to the borders of Methymna, where he 
was met by Therimachus ; who had also brought together his 
utmost force, but was now completely defeated, and slain. 
The Athenians thus became masters of Antissa and Eresus, 
where they were enabled to levy a valuable contribution, 
as well as to plunder the refractory territory of Methymna. 
Nevertheless Thrasybulus, in spite of further help from Chios 
and Mitylene, still thought himself not in a situation to go to 
Rhodes with advantage. Perhaps he was not sure of pay in 
advance, and the presence of unpaid troops in an exhausted 
island might be a doubtful benefit. Accordingly, he sailed 
from Lesbos along the western and southern coast of Asia 
Minor, levying contributions at Halikarnassus 3 and other 
places, until he came to Aspendus in Pamphylia; where he 
also obtained money and was about to depart with it, when 
some misdeeds committed by his soldiers so exasperated the 
inhabitants that they attacked him by night unprepared in his 
tent, and slew him. 4 

Thus perished the citizen to whom, more than to any one 
else, Athens owed not only her renovated democracy, but its 
wise, generous, and harmonious working, after renovation. 
Even the philo-Laconian and oligarchical Xenophon bestows 
upon him a marked and unaffected eulogy.5 His devoted 

1 Xen. Hellen. iv. 8, 25-27. 
Polybius (iv. 38-47) gives instructive remarks and information about the 

importance of Byzantium and its very peculiar position, iu the ancient 
world-as well as about the dues charged on the merchant-vessels going in 
to, or coming out of, the Euxine-and the manner in which these dues 
pressed upon general trade. 

2 Xen. Hellen. v. I, 7· 
3 Lysias, Or. xxviii. (cont. Erg.) s. I, 20. 
4 Xen. Hellen. iv. 8, 28-30; Diodor. xiv. 94· 
The latter states that Thr&sybulus lost twenty-three triremes by a storm 

near Lesbos-which Xenophon does not notice, and which seems im
probable. 

5 Xen. Hellen. iv. 8, 3!. Kal 0paCf6/3oull.os fJ.EV ofi, p.rill.a OOKWV avhp 
O:yo.80s flva.t, ofJ-rws ETei\e6-r1fuev. 
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patriotism in commencing and prosecuting the struggle against 
the Thirty, at a time when they not only were at the height of 
their power, but had plausible ground for calculating on the 
full auxili~y strength of Sparta, deserves high admiration. 
But the feature which stands yet more eminent in his character 
-a feature infinitely rare in the Grecian character generally
is, that the energy of a successful leader was combined with 
complete absence both of vindictive antipathies for the past, and 
of overbearing ambition for himself. Content to live himself as 
a simple citizen under the restored democracy, he taught his 
countrymen to forgive an oligarchical party from whom they 
had suffered atrocious wrongs, and set the example himself 
of acquiescing in the loss of his own large property. The 
generosity of such a proceeding ought not to count for less, 
because it was at the same time dictated by the highest 
political prudence. We find, in an oration of Lysias against 
Ergokles (a citizen who served in the Athenian fleet on this 
last expedition), in which the latter is accused of gross pecu
lation-insinuations against Thrasybulus, of having coun
tenanced the delinquency, though coupled with praise of his 
general character. Even the words as they now stand are so 
vague as to carry little evidence; but when we reflect that the 
oration was spoken after the death of Thrasybulus, they are 
entitled to no weight at alJ.l 

The Athenians sent Agyrrhius to succeed Thrasybulus. 
After the death of the latter, we may conclude that the fleet 

1 Lysias, Or. xxviii. (cont. Ergo.) s. 9· 
Ergokles is charged in this oration with gross abuse of power, oppression 

towards allies and citizens of Athens, and peculation for his own profit, 
during the course of the expedition of Thrasybulus ; who is indirectly 
accused of conniving at such misconduct. It appears that the Athenians, 
as soon as they were informed that Thrasybulus had established the toll in 
the Bosphorus, passed a decree that an account should be sent home of all 
moneys exacted from the various cities, and that the colleagues of Thrasy
bulus should come home to go through the audit (s. 5) ; implying (so far as 
we can understand what is thus briefly noticed) that Thrasybulus himself 
should not be obliged to come home, but might stay on his Hellespontine 
or Asiatic command. Ergokles, however, probably one of these colleagues, 
resented this decree as an insult, and advised Thrasybulus to seize Byzan
tium, to retain the fleet, and to marry the daughter of the Thracian prince 
Seuthes. It is also affirmed in the oration that the fleet had come home in 
very bad condition (s. 2-4), and iliat the money, levied with so much 
criminal abuse, had been either squandered or fraudulently appropriated. 

vV e learn from another oration that Ergokles was condemned to death. 
His property was confiscated, and was said to amount to 30 talents, 
though he had been poor before the expedition ; but nothing like that 
amount was discovered after the sentence of confiscation (Lysias, Or. xxx. 
cont. Philokrat. s. 3). 
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went to Rhodes, its original destination-though Xenophon 
does not expressly say so; the rather as neither Teleutias nor 
any subsequent Laced::emonian commander appears to have 
become master of the island, in spite of the considerable force 
which they had there assembled.l The Laced::emonians how
ever, on their side,· being also much in want of money, 
Teleutias was obliged (in the same manner as the Athenians) to 
move from island to island, levying contributions as he could.2 

When the news of the successful proceedings of Thrasybulus 
at Byzantium and the Hellespont, again establishing a toll for 
the profit of Athens, reached Sparta, it excited so much anxiety, 
that Anaxibius, having great influence with the Ephors of the 
time, prevailed on them to send him out as hannost to Abydos, 
in the room of Derkyllidas, who had now been in that post for 
several years. Having been the officer originally employed to 
procure the revolt of the place from Athens (in 41 1 B.c.), 3 
Derkyllidas had since rendered service not less essential in 
preserving it to Sparta, during the extensive desertion which 
followed the battle of Knidus. But it was supposed, that he 
ought to have checked the aggressive plans of Thrasybulus; 
moreover Anaxibius promised, if a small force were entrusted 
to him, to put down effectually the newly-revived Athenian 
influence. He was presumed to know well those regions, in 
which he had once already been admiral, at the moment when 
Xenophon and the Cyreian army first returned : the harshness, 
treachery, and corruption, which he displayed in his dealing 
with that gallant body of men, have been already recounted 
in a former chapter.4 With three triremes, and funds for the 
pay of Iooo mercenary troops, Anaxibius accordingly went to 
Abydos. He began his operations with considerable vigour, 
both against Athens and against Pharnabazus. While he 
armed a land-force, which he employed in making incursions 
on the neighbouring cities in the territory of that satrap,-he 
at the same time reinforced his little squadron by three 
triremes out of the harbour of Abydos, so that he became 
strong enough to seize the merchant-vessels passing along the 
Hellespont to Athens or to her allies.5 The force which 
Thrasybulus had left at Byzantium to secure the strait-revenues, 
was thus inadequate to its object without further addition. 

Fortunately, Iphikrates was at this moment disengaged at 

1 Xen. Hellen. iv. 8, 31. 2 Xcn. Hellen. v. r, 2. 
" Thucyd. viii. 6r : compare Xenoph. Anab. v. 6, 24, 
4 See above, chapter lxxi. 
6 Xen. Hellen. iv. 8, 32, 33· 
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Athens, having recently returned from Corinth with his body 
of peltasts, for whom doubtless employment was wanted. He 
was accordingly sent with 1 2oo peltasts and eight triremes, to 
combat Anaxibius in the Hellespont: which now became 
again the scene of conflict, as it had been in the latter years of 
the Peloponnesian War; the Athenians from the European 
side, the Lacedcemonians from the Asiatic. At first the 
warfare consisted of desultory, privateering, and money-levy
ing excursions on both sides.1 But at length, the watchful 
genius of Iphikrates discovered opportunity for a successful 
stratagem. Anaxibius, having just drawn the town of Antan
drus into his alliance, had marched thither for the purpose of 
leaving a garrison in it, with his Lacedcemonian and mercenary 
forces, as well as 200 hoplites from Abydos itself. His way 
lay across the mountainous region of Ida, southward to the 
coast of the Gulf of Adramyttium. Accordingly Iphikrates, 
foreseeing that he would speedily return, crossed over in the 
night from the Chersonese, and planted himself in ambush on 
the line of return march, at a point where it traversed the 
desert and mountainous extremities of the Abydene territory, 
near the gold mines of Kremaste. The triremes which carried 
him across were ordered to sail up the strait on the next day, 
in order that Anaxibius might be apprised of it, and might 
suppose Iphikrates to be employed on his ordinary money
levying excursion. 

The stratagem was completely successful. Anaxibius re
turned on the next day, without the least suspicion of any 
enemy at hand, marching in careless order and with long
stretched files, as well from the narrowness of the mountain 
path as from the circumstance that he was in the friendly 
territory of Abydos. Not expecting to fight, he had un
fortunately either omitted the morning sacrifice, or taken no 
pains to ascertain that the victims were favourable; so Xeno
phon informs us, 2 with that constant regard to the divine 
judgements and divine warnings which pervades both the 
Hellenica and the Anabasis. Iphikrates having suffered the 
Abydenes who were in the van to pass, suddenly sprang from 

1 Xen. Hellen. iv. 8, 35, 36. TO pJv 1rpwTov ;>,.pcrTas l),a.,.lp.'lroVT<S 
l'lrO;\.~p.ovv a/1.;\.~;\.o<S ••••• "On-ws 1$oK0[7], 1/;crn-<p elw8«, in-' apf'vpoii.O')'[av 
i7rava.7f'E7rl\EviCJvr:u. 

2 X en. Hellen. iv. 8, 36. '0 'Ava~l/3tos an-<'lropEV<To, &s p.~v lA~f'ETO, 
olJIH TWV l•pwv f'Ef'EV7]p.tvwv avTqJ h.Cvp TV 1}p.tpq., &/I.J.a Kll.'Ta
tppov~cras, 8'TI 1$ta tp<;>..las r• brop<V<TO Kal is n-&A.w </><;\.lav, 1<al 3rt 1)Kov< rwv 
a?rll.II'TWVTWV, r/111 '1</><Kpa'T'!jll lzVa1r€1r/I.€VKtVCI.l T~ll i?rl flpoU<OIIII~IfOV, lzp.e/I.ECfnpoP 
bropev<ro. 
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his ambush, to assault Anaxibius with the Laced<emonians and 
the mercenaries, as they descended the mountain pass into the 
plain of Kremaste. His appearance struck terror and con
fusion into the whole army; unprepared in its disorderly array 
for steadfast resistance-even if the minds of the soldiers had 
been ever so well strung-against well-trained peltasts, who 
were sure to prevail over hoplites not in steady rank. To 
Anaxibius himself, the truth stood plain at once. Defeat was 
inevitable, and there remained no other resource for him 
except to die like a brave man. Accordingly, desiring his 
shield-bearer to hand to him his shield, he said to those 
around him-" Friends, my honour commands me to die here; 
but do you hasten away and save yourselves before the enemy 
close with us.'' Such order was hardly required to determine 
his panic-stricken troops, who fled with one accord towards 
Abydos ; while Anaxibius himself awaited firmly the approach 
of the enemy, and fell gallantly fighting on the spot. No less 
than twelve Spartan harmosts, those who had been expelled 
from their various governments by the defeat of Knidus, and 
who had remained ever since under Derkyllidas at Abydos, 
stood with the like courage and shared his fate. Such disdain 
of life hardly surprises us in conspicuous Spartan citizens, to 
whom preservation by flight was " no true preservation'' (in 
the language of Xenophon 1), but simply prolongation of life 
under intolerable disgrace at home. But what deserves greater 
remark is, that the youth to whom Anaxibius was tenderly 
attached and who was his constant companion, could not 
endure to leave him, stayed fighting by his side, and perished 
by the same honourable death.2 So strong was the mutual 
devotion which this relation between persons of the male sex 
inspired in the ancient Greek mind. With these exceptions, 
no one else made any attempt to stand. All fled, and were 
pursued by Iphikrates as far as the gates of Abydos, with the 
slaughter of so out of the 200 Abydene hoplites, and 200 of 
the remaining troops. 

This well-planned and successful exploit, while it added to 
the reputation of Iphikrates, rendered the Athenians again 
masters of the Bosphorus and the Hellespont, ensuring both 
the levy of the dues and the transit of their trading-vessels. 

1 See the remarks a few pages back, upon the defeat and destruction of 
the Lacedremonian mora by Iphikrates, near Lechreum, page 405. 

2 Xen. Hellen. iv. 8, 39· Kal 'Til. 71"llt811cil. !J.fV'TOI au'Tcp 11"llp€p.etve, l<al TO.v 
J\a~te5atp.ov!wv o~ 'TO.V O'VVell.'l)ll.v96TwV ~I< TWV 7rOll.•wv b.pp.oO''Tfipwv ws owoel<a 
p.axop.evot uvva7r€8avov· ol 8' ll.ll.ll.o< <J>e{ryov'Tes ~'lf't71"'Tov. 
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But while the Athenians were thus carrying on naval war at 
Rhodes and the Hellespont, they began to experience annoy
ance nearer home, from JEgina. 

That island (within sight as the eyesore of Peira:us, as 
Perikles was wont to call it) had been occupied fifty years 
before by a population eminently hostile to Athens, afterwards 
conquered and expelled by her-at last again captured in the 
new abode which they had obtained in Laconia-and put to 
death by her order. During the Peloponnesian War, JEgina 
had been tenanted by Athenian citizens as outsettlers or 
kleruchs ; all of whom had been driven in after the battle of 
JEgospotami. The island was then restored by Lysander to 
the remnant of the former population-as many of them at 
least as he could find. 

These new JEginetans, though doubtless animated by 
associations highly unfavourable to Athens, had nevertheless 
remained not only at peace, but also in reciprocal commerce, 
with her, until a considerable time after the battle of Knidus 
and the rebuilding of her Long Walls. And so they would 
have continued, of their own accord-since they could gain 
but little, and were likely to lose all the security of their 
traffic, by her hostility-had they not been forced to commence 
the war by Eteonikus, the Lacedremonian harmost in the 
island ; 1 one amidst many examples of the manner in which 
the smaller Grecian states were dragged into war, without any 
motive of their own, by the ambition of the greater-by Sparta 
as well as by Athens.2 With the concurrence of the Ephors, 

1 Xen. Hellen. v. I, J. &v a~ ?rd.iuv 0 'En6vtKOS ~v TP Al')ll"??, Ka.l E7rl!J-l~l<f 
XP"'fLEVWV 'TOV 7rp6a8ev xp6vov 'TWV Al')llV7j'TWV 7rpOS 'TOOs 'A87jva.lovs, E7rEl 
<f>a.vepws ~ea.T?t. 8&.1\.a.aaa.v l1roil.ep.eiTo o ?rOil.ep.os, ~vv56~a.v ~ea.l To'is l<f>6pots, 
€<f>l7jrrt ll.71t(ea8a.t TOV {Jovll.6p.evov l~e Tijs 'A'T'TtKils. 

The meaning of the word 1r&.il.tv here is not easy to determine, since (as 
Schneider remarks) not a word had been said before about the presence 
of Eteonikus at .IEgina. Perhaps we may explain it by supposing that 
Eteonikus found the .IEginetans reluctant to engage in the war, and that he 
did not like to involve them in it without first going to Sparta to consult the 
Ephors. It was on coming back to JEgina ( 1r&.11.w) from Sparta, after having 
obtained the consent of the Ephors (!vv56~a.v ~ea.l To'ls itp&po<S), that he 
issued the letters of marque. 

Schneider's note explains TOV 7rpOlT8ev xp&vov incorrectly, in my judge· 
ment. 

2 Compare Xen. Hellen. vi. 3, 8 ; Thucyd. iii. r3. The old JEginetan 
antipathy against Athens, when thus again instigated, continued for a con
siderable time. A year or two afterwards, when the philosopher Plato was 
taken to .IEgina to be sold as a slave, it was death to any Athenian to land 
in the island (Aristid€s, Or. xlvi. p. 384 ; p. 306 Dindorf; Diogen€s, Laert. 
iii. I9; Plutarch, Dion. c. 5). 
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Eteonikus authorised and encouraged all LEginetans to fit out 
privateers for depredation on Attica; which aggression the 
Athenians resented, after suffering considerable inconvenience, 
by sending a force of ten triremes to block up LEgina from the 
sea, with a body of hoplites under Pamphilus to construct and 
occupy a permanent fort in the island. This squadron, how
ever, was soon driven off (though Pamphilus still continued to 
occupy the fort) by Teleutias, who came to LEgina on hearing 
of the blockade ; having been engaged, with the fleet which 
he commanded at Rhodes, in an expedition among the 
Cyclades for the purpose of levying contributions. He seems 
to have been now at the term of his year of command, and 
while he was at h:gina, his successor Hierax arrived from 
Sparta on his way to Rhodes to supersede him. The fleet 
was accordingly handed over to Hierax at LEgina, while 
Teleutias went directly home to Sparta. So remarkable was 
his popularity among the seamen, that numbers of them 
accompanied him down to the water-edge, testifying their 
regret and attachment by crowning him with wreaths or press
ing his hand. Some, who came down too late, when he was 
already under weigh, cast their wreaths on the sea, uttering 
prayers for his health and happiness.! 

Hierax, while carrying back to Rhodes the remaining fleet 
which Teleutias had brought from that island, left his sub
ordinate Gorgopas as harmost at h:gina with twelve triremes; 
a force which protected the island completely, and caused the 
fortified post occupied by the Athenians under Pamphilus to 
be itself blocked up, insomuch that after an interval of four 
months, a special decree was passed at Athens to send a 

1 Xen. Hellen. v. 1, 3· '0 li€ T<l\<vTia.s p.a.H:a.ptwTa.Ta. li~ ir.'lr,trl\<v<r<v 
o11Ca.li<, &c. 

This description of the scene at the departure of Teleutias (for whom, as 
well as for his brother Agesilaus, Xenophon always manifests a marked 
sympathy) is extremely interesting. The reflection too, with which Xeno. 
phon follows it up, deserves notice-" I know well that in these incidents I 
am not recounting any outlay of money, or danger incurred, or memorable 
stratagem. But by Zeus, it does seem to me worth a man's while to reflect, 
by what sort of conduct Teleutias created such dispositions in his soldiers. 
This is a true man's achievement, more precious than any outlay or any 
danger." 

What Xenophon here glances at in the case of Tdeutias, is the scheme 
worked out.i~ detail in the ~omance of the Cyropredia (T~ lO<l\ovTwv lfpx.,v 
-the exerc1smg command m such manner as to have willing and obedient 
subjects)-and touched upon indirectly in various of his other compositions 
-the Hiero, the CEconomicus, and portions of the Memorabilia. The ideal 
of government, as it presented itself to Xenophon, was the paternal des
potism, or something like it. 
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numerous squadron and fetch away the garrison. As the 
JEginetan privateers, aided by the squadron of Gorgopas, now 
recommenced their annoyances against Attica, thirteen Athe
nian triremes were put in equipment under Eunomus as a 
guard-squadron against JEgina. But Gorgopas and his squad
ron were now for the time withdrawn, to escort Antalkidas, 
the new Lacedremonian admiral sent to Asia chiefly for the 
purpose of again negotiating with Tiribazus. On returning 
back, after landing Antalkidas at Ephesus, Gorg6pas fell in 
with Eunomus, whose pursuit however he escaped, landing at 
JEgina just before sunset. The Athenian admiral, after watch
ing for a short time until he saw the Lacedremonian seamen 
out of their vessels and ashore, departed as it grew dark to 
Attica, carrying a light to prevent his ships front parting 
company. But Gorgopas, causing his men to take a hasty 
meal, immediately re-embarked and pursued; keeping on the 
track by means of the light, and taking care not to betray 
himself either by the noise of oars or by the chant of the 
Keleustes. Eunomus had no suspicion of the accompanying 
enemy. Just after he had touched land near Cape Zoster in 
Attica, when his men were in the act of disembarking, 
Gorgopas ga~·e signal by trumpet to attack. After a short 
action by moonlight, four of the Athenian squadrons were 
captured, and carried off to JEgina ; with the remainder, 
Eunomus escaped to Peirreus.1 

This victory, rendering both Gorgopas and the JEginetans 
confident, laid them open to a stratagem skilfully planned by 
the Athenian Chabrias. That officer, who seems to have been 
dismissed from Corinth as I phikrates had been before him, was 
now about to conduct a force of ten triremes and 8oo peltasts 
to the aid of Evagoras ; to whom the Athenians were thus 
paying their debt of gratitude, though they could ill spare any 
of their forces from home. Chabrias, passing over from 
Peirreus at night, landed without being perceived in a desert 
place of the coast of JEgina, and planted himself in ambush 
with his peltasts at some little· distance inland of the Hera
kleion or temple of Herakles, amidst hollow ground suitable 
for concealment. He had before made arrangement with 
another squadron and a body of hoplites under Demrenetus; 
who arrived at day-break and landed in JEgina at a point 
called Tripyrgia, about two miles distant from the Herakleion, 
but farther removed from the city. As soon as their arrival 

1 Xen. Hellen. v. 1, 6-ro. 
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became known, Gorgopas hastened out of the city to repel 
them, with all the troops he could collect, .lEginetans as well 
as marines out of the ships of war-and eight Spartans who 
happened to be his companions in the island. In their march 
from the city to attack the new comers, they had to pass near 
the Herakleion, and therefore near the troops in ambush; who, 
as soon as Gorgopas and those about him had gone by, rose 
up suddenly and attacked them in the rear. The stratagem 
succeeded not less completely than that of Iphikrates at Aby
dos against Anaxibius. Gorgopas and the Spartans near him 
were slain, the rest were defeated, and compelled to flee with 
considerable loss back to the city.1 

After this brilliant success, Chabrias pursued his voyage to 
Cyprus, and matters appeared so secure on the side of .lEgina, 
that Demrenetus also was s.ent to the Hellespont to reinforce 
Iphikrates. For some time indeed, the Lacedremonian ships 
at .lEgina did nothing. Eteonikus, who was sent as successor 
to Gorgopas, 2 could neither persuade nor constrain the seamen 
to go aboard, since he had no funds, while their pay was in 
arrears; so that Athens with her coast and her trading-vessels 
remained altogether unmolested. At length the Lacedremo
nians were obliged to send again to .lEgina Teleutias, the most 
popular and best-beloved of all their commanders, whom the 
seamen welcomed with the utmost delight. Addressing them 
under the influence of this first impression, immediately after 
he had offered sacrifice, he told them plainly that he had 
brought with him no money, but that he had come to put 
them in the way of procuring it ; that he should himself touch 
nothing until they were amply provided, and should require of 
them to bear no more hardship or fatigue than he went through 
himself; that the power and prosperity of Sparta had all been 
purchased by willingly braving danger as well as toil, in the 
cause of duty; that it became valiant men to seek their pay, 
not by cringing to any one, but by their own swords at the cost 
of enemies. And he engaged to find them the means of doing 
this, provided they would now again manifest the excellent 
qualities which he knew them by experience to possess.s 

This address completely won over the seamen, who received 
it with shouts of applause; desiring Teleutias to give his orders 
forthwith, and promising ready obedience. "Well (said he), 

1 Xen. Hellen. v. I, 12, 13. 
2 So we may conclude from Xen. Hellen. v. I, I3; Demrenetus is found 

at the Hellespont, v. I, 26. 
3 Xen. Hellen. v. I, 14-17. 
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now go and get your suppers, as you were intending to do ; 
and then come immediately on shipboard, bringing with you 
provisions for one day. Advance me thus much out of your 
own means, that we may, by the will of the gods, make an 
opportune voyage." 1 

In spite of the eminent popularity of Teleutias, the men 
would probably have refused to go on board, had he told them 
beforehand his intention of sailing with his twelve triremes 
straight into the harbour of Peirreus. At first sight, the enter
prise seemed insane, for there were triremes in it more than 
sufficient to overwhelm him. But he calculated on finding them 
all unprepared, with seamen as well as officers in their lodgings 
ashore, so that he could not only strike terror and do damage, 
but even realise half an hour's plunder before preparations 
could be made to resist him. Such was the security which 
now reigned there, especially since the death of Gorgopas, that 
no one dreamt of an attack. The harbour was open, as it had 
been forty years before, when Brasidas (in the third year of 
the Peloponnesian War) attempted the like enterprise from the 
port of Megara.2 Even then, at the maximum of the Athenian 
naval power, it was an enterprise possible, simply because 
every one considered it to be impossible ; and it only failed 
because the assailants became terrified and flinched in the 
execution. 

A little after dark, Teleutias quitted the harbour of ..tEgina, 
without telling any one whither he was going. Rowing 
leisurely, and allowing his men alternate repose on their oars, 
he found himself before morning within half a mile of Peirreus, 
where he waited until day was just dawning, and then led his 
squadron straight into the harbour. Everything turned out as 
he expected ; there was not the least idea of being attacked, 
nor the least preparation for defence. Not a single trireme 
was manned or in fighting condition, but several were moored 
without their crews, together with merchant-vessels, loaded as 
well as empty. Teleutias directed the captains of his squadron 

1 Xen. Hellen. v. I, 18. "A"'/ET€, if, lfvlip<s, af!?n'~<fO.'Tf p.~v. li.11'<p ""l ws 
~f.'EAAe-re· wpo1rapJ.a-xerr: 0~ p.ol ftt[;s ftp.lpas u'LTov· ~7rEt'Ta 0€ o)]KETE brl 'TQ.s 
vails ah(H:a p.&.t..a, 871'c.s 1r"A.e6crc.p.ev, tvea 6<bs i6e"A<<, EV ""'P<ii i'l.cpt~&p.evot. 

Schneider doubts whether the words 7rpo7rapdcrx•'~'• lie p.a. are correct. 
But they seem to me to bear a very pertinent meaning. Teleutias had no 
money ; yet it was necessary for his purpose that the seamen should come 
furnished with one day's provision beforehand. Accordingly he is obliged 
to ask them to get provision for themselves, or to lmd it, as it were, to him; 
though they were already so dissatisfied from not having received their pay. 

2 Thucyd. ii. 94· 
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to drive against the triremes, and disable them ; but by no 
means to damage the beaks of their own ships by trying to 
disable the merchant-ships. Even at that early hour, many 
Athenians were abroad, and the arrival of the unexpected 
assailants struck every one with surprise and consternation. 
Loud and vague cries transmitted the news through all 
Peirreus, and from Peirreus up to Athens, where it was believed 
that their harbour was actually taken. Every man having run 
home for his arms, the whole force of the city rushed impetu
ously down thither, with one accord-hoplites as well as horse
men. But before such succours could arrive, Teleutias had 
full time to do considerable mischief. His seamen boarded 
the larger merchant-ships, seizing both the men and the port
able goods which they found aboard. Some even jumped 
ashore on the quay (called the Deigma), laid hands on the 
tradesmen, ship-masters, and pilots, whom they saw near, and 
carried them away captive. Various smaller vessels with their 
entire cargoes were also towed away ; and even three or four 
triremes. With all these Teleutias sailed safely out of Peirreus, 
sending some of his squadron to escort the prizes to JEgina, 
while he himself with the remainder sailed southward along 
the coast. As he was seen to come out of Peirreus, his tri
remes were mistaken for Athenian, and excited no alarm ; so 
that he thus captured several fishing-boats, and passage-boats 
coming with passengers from the islands to Athens-together 
with some merchantmen carrying corn and other goods, at 
Sunium. All were carried safely into JEgina.l 

The enterprise of Teleutias, thus admirably concerted and 
executed without the loss of a man, procured for him a plenti
ful booty, of which probably not the least valuable portion con
sisted in the men seized as captives. When sold at JEgina, it 
yielded so large a return' that he was enabled to pay down at 
once a month's pay to his seamen; who became more attached 
to him than ever, and kept the triremes in animated and active 
service under his orders.2 Admonished by painful experience, 
indeed, the Athenians were now doubtless careful both in 
guarding and in closing Peirreus ; as they had become forty 
years before after the unsuccessful attack of Brasidas. But in 
spite of the utmost vigilance, they suffered an extent of damage 
from the indefatigable. Teleutias, and from the JEginetan 
privateers, quite sufficient to make them weary of the war.3 

1 Xen. Hellen. v. I, I8-zz. 2 Xen. Hellen. v. I, 24. 
B Xen. Hellen. v. r, 29. 

Even ten years after this, however, when the Lacedremonian harmost 
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We cannot doubt indeed that the prosecution of the war 

must have been a heavy financial burthen upon the Athenians, 
from 395 B.c. downward to 387 B.C. How they made good 
the cost, without any contributory allies, or any foreign support, 
except what Konon obtained during one year from Pharnabazus 
-we are not informed. On the revival of the democracy in 
403 B.c., the poverty of the city, both public and private, had 
been very great, owing to the long previous war, ending with 
the loss of all Athenian property abroad. At a period about 
three years afterwards, it seems that the Athenians were in 
arrears, not merely for the tribute-money which they tqen 
owed to Sparta as her subject-allies, but also for debts due to 
the Breotians on account of damage done ; that they were too 
poor to perform in full the religious sacrifices prescribed for 
the year, and were obliged to omit some even of the more 
ancient ; that the docks as well as the walls were in sad want 
of repair. 1 Even the pay to those citizens who attended the 
public assemblies and sat as Dikasts in the dikasteries-pay 
essential to the working of the democracy-was restored only 

. by degrees ; beginning first at one obolus, and not restored to 
three oboli, at which it had stood before the capture, until after 
an interval of some years.2 It was at this time too that the 
The6ric Board, or Paymasters for the general expenses of 
public worship and sacrifice, was first established ; and when 
we read how much the Athenians were embarrassed for the 
means of celebrating the prescribed sacrifices, there was prob
ably great necessity for the formation of some such office. 
The disbursements connected with this object had been ad
ministered, before 403 B.c., not by any special Board, but by 
the Hellenotami::e, or treasurers of the tribute collected from 
the allies, who were not renewed after 403 B.c., as the Athenian 
empire had ceased to exist.S A porl!ion of the money dis
bursed by the The6ric Board for the religious festivals, was 
employed in the distribution of two oboli per head, called the 
Sphodrias marched from Thespire by night to surprise Peirreus, it was 
without gates on the landside-&.7r6A.w'Tos-or at least without any such 
gates as would resist an assault (Xen. Hellen. v. 4, 20). 

1 Lysias, Oral. xxx. cont. Nikomachum, s. 21-30. 
I trust this Oration so far as the matter of fact, that in the preceding 

year, some ancient sacrifices had been omitted from state-poverty; but the 
manner in which the speaker makes this fact tell against Nikomachus, may 
or may not be just. 

2 Aristophan. Ecclesias. 300-310. 
3 See the Inscription No. 147, in Boeckh's Corpus Inscriptt. Grrecor.

Boeckh, Public Economy of Athens, ii. 7, pp. 179, 180, Engl. transl.-and 
Schomann, Antiq. Jur. Pub!. Grrec. s. 77, p. 320. 
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diobely, to all present citizens, and actually received by all
not merely by the poor, but by persons in easy circumstances 
also. 1 This distribution was made at several festivals, having 
originally begun at the Dionysia, for the purpose of enabling 
the citizens to obtain places at the theatrical representations in 
honour of Dionysus ; but we do not know either the number 
of the festivals, or the amount of the total sum. It was, in 
principle, a natural corollary of the religious idea connected 
with the festival; not simply because the comfort and recrea
tion of each citizen, individually taken, was promoted by his 
being enabled to attend the festival-but because the collective 
effect of the ceremony, in honouring and propitiating the god, 
was believed to depend in part upon a multitudinous attend
ance and lively manifestations.2 Gradually, however, this dis
tribution of The6ric or festival money came to be pushed to 
an abusive and mischievous excess, which is brought before 
our notice forty years afterwards, during the political career 
of Demosthenes. Until that time, we have no materials for 
speaking of it; and what I here notice is simply the first 
creation of the The6ric Board. 

The means of Athens for prosecuting the war, and for paying 
her troops sent as well to Bceotia as to Corinth, must have been 
derived mainly from direct assessments on property, called 
eisphor<e. And some such assessments we find alluded to 
generally as having taken place during these years; though we 
know no details either as to frequency or amount.B But the 

1 Demosthen&s, Philippic. iv. p. I4I, s. 43; Demosth. Orat. xliv. cont. 
Leocharem, p. 1091, s. 48. 

2 It is common to represent the festivals at Athens as if they were so many 
stratagems for feeding poor citizens at the public expense. But the primi
tive idea and sentiment of the Grecian religious festival-the satisfaction to 
the god dependent upon multitudinous spectators sympathising, and enjoy· 
ing themselves together (lfp.fwya. 1rdvTa.s)-is much anterior to the develop
ment of democracy at Athens. See the old oracles in Demosthen. cont. 
Meidiam, p. 531, s. 66; Homer, Hymn. Apollin. 147; K. F. Hermann, 
Gottesdienstlich. Alterthiimer der Griechen, s. 8. 

3 See such direct assessments on property alluded to in various speeches 
of Lysias, Orat. xix. De Bonis Aristophan. s. 31, 45, 63; Orat. xxvii. cont. 
Epikratem, s. I I ; Orat. xxix. cont. Philokrat. s. 14. 

Boeckh (in his Public Econ. of Athens, iv. 4, p. 493, Engl. trans!., 
which passage stands unaltered in the second edition of the German 
original, p. 642) affirms that a proposition for the assessment of a direct 
property· tax of one-fortieth, or 2i per cent., was made about this time by 
a citizen named Euripid&s, who announced it as intended to produce 500 
talents ; that the proposition was at first enthusiastically welcomed by the 
Athenians, and procured for its author unbounded popularity ; but that he 
was presently cried down and disgraced, because on further examination 
the measure proved unsatisfactory and empty talk. 
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restitution of the Long Walls and of the fortifications of 
Peineus by Konon, was an assistance not less valuable to the 

Sievers also (Geschichte von Griech. bis zur Schlacht von Mantineia, 
pp. roo, ror) adopts the same view as Boeckh, that this was a real pro· 
position of a property-tax of 2~ per cent. mad.e by Euripid~s. After having 
alleged that the Athenians in these times supplied their treasury by the 
most unscrupulous injustice in confiscating the property of rich citizens
referring as proof to passages in the orators, none of which establishes his 
conclusion-Sievers goes on to say-" But that these violences did not 
suffice, is shown by the fact that the people caught with greedy impatience 
at other measures. Thus a new scheme of finance, which however was 
presently discovered to be insufficient or inapplicable, excited at first the 
most extravagant joy." He adds in a note : ''The scheme proceeded from 
Euripides ; it was a property-tax of 2~ per cent. See Aristophan. Ekklesiaz. 
823; Boeckh, Staatshaush. ii. p. 27." 

In my judgement, the assertion here made by Boeckh and Sievers rests 
upon no sufficient ground. The passage of Aristophanes does not warrant 
us in concluding anything at all about a proposition for a property-tax. It 
is as follows:-

TO a· ivo.(:xo~ oUx O:rrO..V'Tf!~ ~fJ.EL~ WfJ,VVfJ.EV 
T&:Aa.vT' Ecucr8o.1. 1i'€VTO.K6uto. 'Tji m)Ae" 
T1js Tecruapo..Koarijs, f}v €:rr6ptu' EVpttri01}s; 
~eVBV~ "~".eXPVuov 1r£is:, O.vT,p, EVptrriOrw· 
On 0"1] 8 avo..UK01TOViJ.evots ecf)O.t.VETO 

·o .6.t0s K6pt.v8os, «:a~ TO rrpO.:yfL• oi11c ?1p~eeuev, 
ll&.Atv KaTerriTTov 1rO.s civT,p EVpt.:rriOrw. 

What this "new financial scheme" (so Sievers properly calls it) was, 
which the poet here alludes to-we have no means of determining. But I 
venture to express my decided conviction that it cannot have been a 
property-tax. The terms in which it is described forbid that supposition. 
It was a scheme which seemed at first sight exceedingly promising and 
gainful to the city, and procured for its author very great popularity ; but 
which on further examination, proved to be mere empty boasting (<I .t.tos 
K6pw8os). How can this be said about any motion for a property-tax? 
That any financier should ever have gained extraordinary popularity by 
proposing a property-tax, is altogether inconceivable. And a proposition 
to raise the immense sum of 500 talents (which Schiimann estimates as the 
probable aggregate charge of the whole peace-establishment of Athens, 
Antiq. Jur. Public. Grrec. s. 73, p. 313) at one blow by an assessment upon 
property ! It would be as much as any financier could do to bear up 
against the tremendous unpopularity of such a proposition ; and to induce 
the assembly even to listen to him, were the necessity ever so pressing. 
How odious are propositions for direct taxation, we may know without re
curring to the specific evidence respecting Athens; but if any man requires 
such specific evidence, he may find it abundantly in the Philippics and 
Olynthiacs of Demosthen~s. On one occasion (De Symmoriis, Or. xiv. 
s. 33, p. r85) that orator alludes to a proposition for raising 500 talents by 
direct property-tax as so~ething extravagant, which the Athenians would 
not endure to hear mentwned. 

Moreover-unpopularity apart-the motion for a property-tax could 
scarcely procure credit for a financier, because it is of all ideas the most 
simple and obvious. Any man can suggest such a scheme. But to pass for 
an acceptable financier, you must propose some measure which promises 
gain to the state without such undisguised pressure upon individuals. 
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finances of Athens than to her political power. That excellent 
harbour, commodious as a mercantile centre, and now again 

Lastly, there is nothing delusive in a property-tax-nothing which looks 
gainful at first sight, and then turns out on further examination (&.vcurK01TOU· 
p.lvo<s) to be false or uncertain. It may indeed be more or less evaded; 
but this can only be known after it has been assessed, and when payment 
is actually called for. 

Upon these grounds, I maintain that the 'I'E<T<TapaKo<T'!'fJ proposed by 
Euripides was not a property-tax. What it was, I do not pretend to say ; 
but n<T<Tapa~<O<T'I'fJ may have many other meanings ; it might mean a duty 
of 2! per cent. upon imports or exports, or upon the produce of the mines 
of Laureion ; or it might mean a cheap coinage or base money, something 
in the nature of the Chian n<T<TaPal<o<T'I'al (Thucyd. viii. 100). All that the 
passage really teaches us, is, that some financial proposition was made by 
Euripides which at first seemed likely to be lucrative, but would not stand 
an attentive examination. It is not even certain that Euripides promised 
a receipt of 500 L,Jents; this sum is only given to us as a comic exaggeration 
of that which foolish men at first fancied. Boeckh in more than one place 
reasons {erroneously, in my judgement) as if this 500 talents was a real and 
trustworthy estimate, and equal to 2; per cent. upon the taxable property 
of the Athenians. He says (iv. 8, p. 520, Engl. trans!.) that " Euripides 
assumed as the ba~is of his proposal for levying a property-tax, a taxable 
capital of 20,000 talents "-and that "his proposition of;;\ was calculated 
to produce 500 talents." No such conclusion can be fairly drawn from 
Aristophanes. 

Again, Boeckh infers from another passage in the same play of the same 
author, that a small direct property-tax of one five-hundredth part had 
been recently imposed. After a speech from one of the old women, calling 
upon a young man to follow her, the young man replies (v. roo6)-

'AAA' oinc t:ivtiyiO} fLOiHTTlv, ei p.~ T;;w Ep.Wv 
Tijv ?TC!VTa.KoatouriJv Ka:r€8-rJ~eas Tfi 1r6An. 

Boeckh himself admits (iv. 8, p. szo) that this passage is very obscure, and 
so I think every one will find it. Tyrw bitt was so perplexed by it that he 
altered Jp.wv into E-rwv. ·without presuming to assign the meaning of the 
passage, I merely contend that it cannot be held to justify the affirmation, 
as a matter of historical fact, that a property-tax of oh had recently been 
levied at Athens, shortly before the representation of the Ekklesiazusre. 

I cannot refrain here from noticing another inference drawn by Sievers 
from a third passage in this same play-the Ekklesiazusre {Geschichte 
Griechenlands vom Ende des Pelop. Kriegs bis zur Schlacht von Mantineia, 
p. ror). He says-" How melancholy is the picture of Athenian popular 
life, which is presented to us by the Ekklesiazusre and the second Plutus,_ 
ten or twelve years after the restoration of the democracy ! What an im
pressive seriousness {welch ein erschiitternder Ernst) is expressed in the 
speech of Praxagora ! " ( v. I 7 4 seq. ). 

I confess that I find neither seriousness, nor genuine and trustworthy 
colouring, in this speech of Praxagora. It is a comic case made out for the 
purpose of showing that the women were more fit to govern Athens than 
the men, and setting forth the alleged follies of the men in terms of broad 
and general disparagement. The whole play is, throughout, thorough 
farce and full of Aristophanic humour. And it is surely preposterous to 
treat what is put into the mouth of Praxagora, the leading feminine 
character, as if it were historical evidence as to the actual condition or 
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safe for the residence of metics and the importations of mer
chants, became speedily a scene of animated commerce, as we 
have seen it when surprised by Teleutias. The number of 
metics, or free resident non-citizens, became also again large, 
as it had been before the time of her reverses, and includ
ing a number of miscellaneous non-Hellenic persons, from 
Lydia, Phrygia, and Syria.1 Both the port-duties, and the 
value of fixed property at Athens, were thus augmented so as in 
part to countervail the costs of war. Nevertheless these costs, 
continued from year to year, and combined with the damage 
done by JEginetan privateers, were seriously felt, and con
tributed to dispose the Athenians to peace. 

In the Hellespont also, their prospects were not only on the 
decline, but had become seriously menacing. After going 
from JEgina to Ephesus in the preceding year, and sending 
back Gorgopas with the JEginetan squadron, Antalkidas had 
placed the remainder of his fleet under his secretary Niko
lochus, with orders to proceed to the Hellespont for the relief 
of Abydos. He himself landed, and repaired to Tiribazus, by 
whom he was conducted up to the court of Susa. Here he 
renewed the propositions for the pacification of Greece-on 
principles of universal autonomy, abandoning all the Asiatic 
Greeks as subject absolutely to the Persian king-which he 
had tried in vain to carry through two years before. Though 
the Spartans generally were odious to Artaxerxes, Antalkidas 
behaved with so much dexterity 2 as to gain the royal favour 
personally, while all the influence of Tiribazus was employed 
to second his political views. At length they succeeded in 
prevailing upon the king formally to adopt the peace, and to 
proclaim war against any Greeks who should refuse to accede 
to it, empowering the Spartans to enforce it everywhere as his 
allies and under his sanction. In order to remove one who 
would have proved a great impediment to this measure, the 
king was further induced to invite the satrap Pharnabazus 
up to court, and to honour him with his daughter in mar
riage; leaving the satrapy of Daskylium under the temporary 

management of Athens. Let any one follow the speech of Praxagora into the 
proposition of refo~m which she is made to submit, and he will then see 
the absurdity of citmg her discourse as if it were an harangue in Thucy
did@s. History is indeed strangely transformed by thus turning comic wit 
into serious matter of evidence ; and no history has suffered so much from 
the proceeding as that of Athens. 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. v. I, 19-24:. compare vii. I, 3, 4; Xenoph. De. 
Vectigalibus, chapters i. ii. iii., &c.; Xenoph. De Repub. Athen. i. I7. 

2 Plutarcli, Artaxerx. c. 22, 
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administration of Ariobarzanes, a personal friend and guest of 
Antalkidas.l Thus armed against all contingencies, Antalkidas 
and Tiripazus returned from Susa to the coast of Asia Minor 
in the spring of 387 B.C., not only· bearing the formal diploma 
ratified by the king's seal, but commanding ample means to 
carry it into effect; since,- in addition to the full forces of 
Persia, twenty additional triremes were on their way from 
Syracuse and the Greco-Italian towns, sent by the despot 
Dionysius to the aid of the Laced<emonians.2 

On reaching the coast, Antalkidas found Nikolochus with his 
fleet of twenty-five sail blocked up in Abydos by the Athenians 
under Iphikrates; who, with thirty-two sail, were occupying the 
European side of the Hellespont. He immediately repaired 
to Abydos by land, and took an early opportunity of stealing 
out by night with his fleet up the strait towards the Propontis; 
spreading the rumour that he was about to attack Chalkedon, 
in concert with a party in the town. But he stopped at 
Perkote, and lay hid in that harbour until he saw the Athenian 
fleet (which had gone in pursuit of him upon the false scent 
laid out) pass by towards Prokonnesus. The strait being now 
clear, Antalkidas sailed down it again to meet the Syracusan 
and Italian ships, which he safely joined. Such junction, with 
a view to which his recent manceuvre had been devised, 
rendered him more than a match for his enemies. He had 
further the good fortune to capture a detached Athenian 
squadron of eight triremes, which Thrasybulus (a second 
Athenian citizen of that name) was conducting from Thrace 
to join the main Athenian fleet in the Hellespont. Lastly, 
additional reinforcements also reached Antalkidas from the 
zealous aid of Tiribazus and Ariobarzanes, insomuch that he 
found himself at the head of no less than eighty triremes, 
besides a still greater number which were under preparation 
in the various ports of Ionia. a 

Such a fleet, the greatest which had been seen in the 
Hellespont since the battle of ..cEgospotami, was so much 
superior to anything that could be brought to meet it, and 
indicated so strongly the full force of Persia operating in the 
interests of Sparta-that the Athenians began to fear a repeti
tion of the same calamitous suffering which they had already 
undergone from Lysander. A portion of such hardship they 
at once began to taste. Not a single merchant-ship reached 

1 Xen. Hellen. v. I, 28. 2 Xen. Hellen. v. r, 25-27. 
s Diodor. xv. 2. These triremes were employed in the ensuing year for 

the prosecution of the war against Evagoras. 
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them from the Euxine, all being seized and detained by 
Antalkidas; so that their main supply of imported corn was 
thus cut off. Moreover, in the present encouraging state of 
affairs, the h:ginetan privateers became doubly active in harass- ! 
ing the coasting trade of Attica; and this combination, of 
actual hardship with prospective alarm, created a paramount 
anxiety at Athens to terminate the war. Without Athens, the 
other allies would have no chance of success through their 
own forces; while the Argeians also, hitherto the most obstinate, 
had become on their own account desirous of peace, being 
afraid of repeated Laced:emonian invasions of their territory. 
That Sparta should press for a peace, when the terms of it 
were suggested by herself, is not wonderful. Even to her, 
triumphant as her position now seemed, the war was a heavy 
burden .I 

Such was the general state of feeling in the Grecian world, 
when Tiribazus summoned the contending parties into his 
presence, probably at Sardis, to hear the terms of the con
vention which had just come down from Susa. He produced 
the original edict, and having first publicly exhibited the regal 
seal, read aloud as follows :-

" King Artaxerxes thinks it just that the cities in Asia, and 
the islands of Klazomen:e and Cyprus, shall belong to him. 
He thinks it just also, to leave all the other Hellenic cities 
autonomous, both small and great-except Lemnos, Imbros, 
and Skyros, which are to belong to Athens, as they did 
originally. Should any parties refuse to accept this peace, I 
will make war upon them, along with those who are of the 
same mind, by land as well as by sea, with ships and with 
money." 2 

Instructions were given to all the deputies to report the 
terms of this edict to their respective cities, and to meet again 
at Sparta for acceptance or rejection. When the time of 
meeting arrived,3 all the cities in spite of their repugnance to 
the abandonment of the Asiatic Greeks and partly also to the 
second condition, nevertheless felt themselves overruled by 
superior force and gave a reluctant consent. On taking the 
oaths, however, the Thebans tried indirectly to make good an 
exception in their own case, by claiming to take the oath not 

1 Xen. Hellen. v. I, 28, 29. 2 Xen. Hellen. v. I, JI. 
In this document there is the same introduction of the first person 

immediately following the third, as in the correspondence between 
Pausanias and Xerxes (Thucyd. i. 128, 129). 

3 Diodor. xiv. 110. 
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only on behalf of themselves, but on behalf of the Breotian 
cities generally ; a demand which Agesilaus in the name of 
Sparta repudiated, as virtually cancelling that item in the 
pacification whereby the small cities were pronounced to be 
autonomous as well as the great. When the Theban deputy 
replied that he could not relinquish his claim without fresh 
instructions from home, Agesilaus desired him to go at once 
and consult his countrymen. "You may tell them (said he) 
that if they do not comply, they will be shut out from the 
treaty." 

It was with much delight that Agesilaus pronounced this 
peremptory sentence, which placed Thebes in so humiliating a 
dilemma. Antipathy towards the Thebans was one of his 
strongest sentiments, and he exulted in the hope that they 
would persist in their refusal ; so that he would thus be 
enabled to bring an overwhelming force to crush their 
isolated city. So eagerly did he thirst for the expected 
triumph, that immediately on the departure of the Theban 
deputies, and before their answer could possibly have been 
obtained, he procured the consent of the Ephors, offered the 
border sacrifice, and led the Spartan force out as far as Tegea. 
From that city he not only despatched messengers in all 
directions to hasten the arrival of the Perireki, but also sent 
forth the officers called xenil.gi to the cities of the Pelopon
nesian allies, to muster and bring together the respective 
contingents. But in spite of all injunctions to despatch, his 
wishes were disappointed. Before he started from Tegea, the 
Theban deputies returned with the intimation that they were 
prepared to .take the oath for Thebes alone, recognising the 
other Breotian cities as autonomous. Agesilaus and the 
Spartans were thus obliged to be satisfied with the minor 
triumph, in itself very serious and considerable, of having 
degraded Thebes from her federal headship, and isolated her 
from the Breotian cities.1 

The unmeasured and impatient miso-Theban bitterness of 
Agesilaus, attested here by his friend and panegyrist, deserves 
especial notice; for it will be found to explain much of the 
misconduct of Sparta and her officers during the ensuing 
years. . 

There yet remained one compliance for Agesilaus to exact. 
The Argeian auxiliaries were. not yet withdrawn from Corinth; 
and the Corinthian government might probably think that the 
terms of the peace, leaving their city autonomous, permitted 

1 Xen. Hellen. v. I, 32, 33· 
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them to retain or dismiss these auxiliaries at their own dis
cretion. But it was not so that Agesilaus construed the peace . 
and his construction, right or wrong, was backed by the 
power of enforcement. He sent to inform both Argeians and 
Corinthians, that if the auxiliaries were not withdrawn, he would 
march his army forthwith into both territories. No resistance 
could be offered to his peremptory mandate. The Argeians 
retired from Corinth; and the vehement philo-Argeian 
Corinthians-especially those who had been concerned in the 
massacre at the festival of the Eukleia-retired at the same 
time into voluntary exile, thinking themselves no longer safe 
in the town. They found a home partly at Argos, partly at 
Athens,1 where they were most hospitably received. Those 
Corinthians who had before been in exile, and who, in 
concert with the Laced~monian garrison at Lech~um and. 
Sikyon, had been engaged in bitter hostility against their· 
countrymen in Corinth-were immediately readmitted into the 
city. According to Xenophon, their readmission was pro
nounced by the spontaneous voice of the Corinthian citizens.2 
But we shall be more correct in affirming, that it was procured 
by the same intimidating summons from Agesilaus which had 
extorted the dismissal of the Argeians. 3 The restoration of 
the exiles from Lech~um on the present occasion was no 
more voluntary than that of the Athenian exiles had been 
eighteen years before, at the close of the Peloponnesian War
or than that of the Phliasian exiles was, two or three years 
afterwards.4 

1 Xen. Hellen. v. I, 34; Demosthen. adv. Leptin, c. I3, p. 473· 
2 Xen. Hellen. v. I, 34· Ol II' lXltltol 7rolt1Tal EKDVTES Ka-r•lih:_ovTO TOVS 

trp6u6•v tpe{ryovTas. 
s Such is in fact the version of the story in Xenophon's Encomium upon 

Agesilaus (ii. 21), where it is made a matter of honour to the latter, that he 
would not consent to peace, except with a compulsory clause (f!vci.')IKau•) 
that the Corinthian and Theban exiles should be restored. The Corinthian 
exiles had been actively co-operating with Agesilaus against Corinth. Of 
Theban exiles we have heard nothing ; but it is very probable that there 
were several serving with Agesilaus-and also pretty certain that he would 
insist upon their restoration. 

• Xen. Hellen. v. 2, 8. 

END OF 
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